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me PREFACE, 

| THIS VOLUME, though for sufficient reasons wanting in-such a 

statistical information as gave special value to the preceding, 

~ will nevertheless be found to contain a large amount of im- | | 

portant matter, including several prize essays on practical sub- | 

a jects designated by the Executive Board. | Oo ee 

| It was the expectation of the secretary that the geological ny a 

report of the Hon. John Murrish, state commissioner for the 

survey of the lead region, would be so much matter over and - 

above the five hundred pages to which the Society’s annual vol- 

ume is limited by statute; but owing to the peculiar terms of 

the law providing for the republication of said report with the 

Transactions, and various circumstances connected with its first | | 

| publication in the legislative journals and in pamphlet form, co 

Se it became necessary to embrace it within the limits so pre- \ De 

- _-geribed. The subject of the report is SO important, however, a | 
and, withal, bears so direct a relation to the practical indus- __ 

- tries of the state, that its inclusion will be gratifying to all | 

: readers interésted in the measures: adopted by the legislature 
for determining the nature and extent of our mineral resources. | 

As the undersigned had retired from the office of secretary —— 
and entered upon other duties ere the papers to be embraced in - 

| this volume had ail been received, and even some weeks before ey 
_the printing of the volume could commence, the revision of | / 7



Oo iv WISEONSIN STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY. ee - 

Oo the manuseript and the reading of the proof-sheets were, by Ss 

- agreement with his successor, entrusted to his late assistant, Mr: | 

RR Ww. Case, whose competency, carefulness and efficiency were | 

: | a guaranty of correctness. | ee | Cy a 
/ The printers have executed their part of the work in that oe 

| excellent style foi which they are so justly distinguished, and 
which has enabled the Society to give to its recent volumes a es 

 neatness of appearance hadly surpassed by any like publica- - 
tion in this country, | | - - eo OES 

- _ Manison, August, 1872. PS ae 7
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OF TE NAME OF THE SOCIETY. . CO 
a | Me This society shall be known as the “ Wisconsin State Agricultural Soci- - | 

- : ety.” ‘Its object shall be to promote the advancement of agriculture, hor- | | 
ss figuilture, and the mechanical and household arts. a 

ROLE I ee | 

OF THE MEMBERSHIP, 
| | The. society shall consist of life members, who shall pay, on subscribing, 7 

- twenty dollars, and. of honorary and corresponding members, who shallbe = 
oO elected by a two-thirds vote of the members of the executive board, at any = © - 

. regular meeting. The presidents of county agricultural societies shall be 
Dn members ex-officio, entitled to the same privileges as life members, and to- 
os gether shall be known as the general committee of the society. - me 

Og THE OFFICERS. | 
he officers of this society shall consist of a president, one vice president ce 

-. for each congressional district of the state, a secretary, a treasurer, and sev- 

en additional members, who shall hold their respective offices for the term — 

of one year from the first day of January next succeeding the date of their | 

election, and until their successors shall have been elected; andall of 
| whom, together with the ex-president latest in office, and the president and - 
an | general secretary of the. Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, 

So shall constitute the executive board. 

oe ARTICLE IV. | pee 
oF THE POWERS AND DUTIES OF OFFICERS. ae 

a - ‘The president and vice presidents shall perform such duties as are com- | 

.s Iaon to such officers in like associations, and as may be required by the ex- | 
a ecutive board. = : epee te _ 
ee _ The secretary shall keep the minutes of all meetings, and have immediate _ - 

a charge of the books, papers, library, and. collections, and other property of _ 

 . the society. He shall also attend to its correspondence, and prepare and - 

oo _ superintend the publication of the annual report of the society, required by .



a CONSTITUTION. ix 

"The treasurer’shall keep the funds of the society and disburse the same _ | 

on the order of ‘the president, or a vice president, countersigned by the sec- a 

~etary, and sha!l make a report of all receipts and expenditures at the reg-  - , | 

ular meeting of the society in December. oe . 

| The executive board shall have power to make suitable by-laws togovern i 

the action of the several members thereof. They sha!l have general charge 7 

_ of all the property and interests of the society, and make such arrangements te 

_._ for the holding and management of general and special exhibitions as the : 
welfare of the society and the interests of industry shall seem to require. _ | 

The general committee shall be charged with the interests of the society __ | 

in the several counties where they respectively reside, and constitute a 

medium of communication between the executive board and the public at | 
. large. 

ARTICLE V. 

os | OF MEETINGS AND ELECTIONS. . 

The annual meeting of the society for the transaction of general business 

shall be held in its rooms in Madison, on the first Wednesday of December, 
~ at three o’clock P. M., in each year, and ten days.notice thereof shall be.giv- | 

en by the secretary, in one or more papers printed in the city of Madison. - a 

| The election of officers of the society shall be held each year during and = 

_at the general exhibition, and the exact time and place of the election shall -~ = 

| be notified by the secretary in the official list of premiums and in all the | 
general programmes of the exhibition. | 

oo Special meetings of the society will be called by order of the executive | 

_ board, on giving twenty days’ notice in at least three newspapers of general . 

circulation in the state, of the time, place, and object of such meetings. 

a At any and a:l meetings of the society, ten members shall constitute a 

“quorum forthe transaction of business, though a less number may adjourn | 

. from time to time. . Lo : 

ee ARTICLE VI. a — 
/ mo oe Se '. OF AMENDMENTS _ ae Coe, > Sf : 

_ This constitution may be amended by a vote of twothirds of themembers 

attending any annual meeting; all amendments having been first submitted a 

in writing at the previous annual meeting, recorded in the minutes of the | es 

' _ proceedings, and read by the secretary in the next succeeding meeting for _ 

the election of officers. _ os
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. Newton, I.8...... Middleton. || Raymond,S.O...| Geneva. _ a | . | Nichols L. T......) Janesville. Riordon, Charles .| Oshkosh. , | Norris, C. W......) Milwaukee. Reed, Herbert....| Arena. | | Norton, J.B... 2... Madison. ' | Reed, Harrison... .| J acksonville, Fl. oe Nott, B. F ........) Oregon. | Ressigue, A.C ...| Janesville. 

Len aera Reynolds, M .....| Madison. . of : _ Ober, R. P........) Milwaukee. Reynolds, John...| Madison. | | Olney, C.W...... -; La Cygne, Kan. | Reynolds, Thomas) Madison. | me = . Orr, G. H...... 2.) Verona. Reynolds, John...| Kenosha. ' Ott, Geo. V........: Madison. Rexford, J.D ....| Janesville. oO | OO Rice, E. M.......| Whitewater. se Paddock, Geo .....! Milwaukee. _| Richards, Richard. Racine. — _ Page, H. L........| Milwaukee. Richardson, D....| Middleton. | ‘ ~ Page,H.M....... 5 Madison. | Richardson, James; Buffalo, N. Y. 7 Palmer, H. L......| Milwaukee. | Richardson, R. J..| Janesville. , - Palmer, J.Y ......] | Richardson, H ...| Janesville. ee ~. Palmer, O.M..... | Oregon. ; Richmond Amaz’h; Whitewater. | 
Park, John W.....) Vernon. * _ Riebsam,C. R....| Madison. | oS Park, Wm. J......; Madison. —*«||-- Robbins, J. ..... .| Vienna. 8 | Parker, C.H...... Beloit. | Robbins, J. V ;...) New York. | . Parmley, Ira ......) Center. Roddis, R........| Milwaukee. | Re Palmer, Henry ....| Oregon. Rodermund, John.| Madison. 

' Parsons,P.B......' Madison. Rodgers, Lawrence) Westport. . ot Partridge, J.S ....| Whitewater. | Roe, J.P........| Franklin. | Patten, L.F.......) Janesville. ‘Rogers, C. H.....| Milwaukee. . Patton, Jas. E.....) Milwaukee. © Rogers, D. J .....| Milwaukee. \ 
Payne, Wm.......| Janesville. Rogers, J.S......| Burlington. | - Peffer,G@. P.......! Pewaukee. ‘Rogers, Anson... .|. Janesville. : : Pember, R.T...... Janesville. Ross,James......| Madison. . . _ Perkins, P.M..... Burlington. — Rowe, Richard W.) Madison. 

aa Perrine, L. W.....! Janesville. Rowe, W. E......| Mazomanie. | Perry, B.F....... : Madison. _ Ruble, Simon ....; Beloit. | oe Pfister Guido......| Milwaukee. Ruggles. J. D.....| San Francisco. © | | Phelps, A. Warren.| Milwaukee. _ Russell, Harvey..| Milwaukee. : Pierce, C.L.......| Milwaukee; | oa - | | Pilgrim, D. T......| West Granville. Sage, E.C.......| New Lisbon. So i Pinney, 8. U'......) Madison,. ) | Salisbury, R. W..| Fitchburg. . , 7 Pinckney, B.......| Fond .du.Lac. Salisbury, D. F...| Fitchburg. | | - Plankinton, John..| Milwaukee. Sanderson, Edw. .| Milwaukee. 
Plumb, J.C.......) Milton, | Sanderscn, R. B..| Madison. 

_ Plumb, T. D ......3) Madison. Schute, Charles ..| Milwaukee. co



eo LIFE ‘MEMBERS. ge | 

| NAME. | a RESIDENCE. : NAME. | ARSIDENCE. Lo. 

Schutt, U.........| Janesville. Sullivan, Jas. ....| Burke. - 
: Scollan, Frank ....| Madison. Sutherland, C....) Syene. 
a Bcott, eB. we ceeee Milwaukee. Swain, Wm. W...|. Verona. 

eville, James.....| Merrimac. fq ca 
' | Sexton, Kellogg...| Miiwaukee. qe adse, Soun J silane. 

_.  $immons, C.J ....| Monroe. 2 ee el to 
Sinclair, Jeff.......| Milwaukee. | ae i wr pore Mukwanago. wl ® | Sharp, J. W.......| Iowa. aylor, W.R.....| Cottage Grove. . | 

- Shaw, J.B. ...... "! Milwaukee. | Tenney, H. A..... Madison. 

Sheldon, AH. ....| Janesville. | Zenney. D.K.....| Chicago, Il. Shepherd, C..... Milwaukee ' Terry, F. H.......i Milwaukee. 

Sheldon, D. G.. 2 Madison. ! Tee williger, Jas.. | Syene. k 
Sheldon, S. L......| Madison. , shorsen, John. ... “iwaukee. 
Sherman, Adelmorn| La Prairie. reels. Geo. M.. \ Milwaukee. | 
Sherman, Amaziah| La Prairie. | Thomos , Ke HH! Crfornia. 
Sherman, Geo.....| La Prairie. Thomocon’ °—- 1Cago, i. 
Sherman, J. M.....| Burnett. Thora J. 2 Dr. W. Madison. , 
Sherwood, J.C.....| Dartford. _—| ore, J. G......) Ban Claire. 
 Shipman,'S. V.....| Madison. «|p C50OP: Be. ++ | Mwanttec. : 
Shipman, A. C.:.../ Sun Prairie. Tlf awl Janesville. 

| . Skelley, Chas....../ Janesville. =~ To PO ee EN ee eee) ACISOR. 
 $§kinner, Geo. J....| Madison. orgerson, Lars... Madison. = 

Skinner, E. W.....| Turner, D. T. Townley, Joun.... Moundville | 

Slaughter, G. H...| Middleton. Treat, Re Bewss-+.) Gaicago. | 
Slaughter, W.B...] Middleton. =| twining, M.S 1, Maton burs. 7 
‘Sloan, I. C........1 Janesville. | WINDS, MD ee, agnolia. 

. Slocam, G.A..... + Chicago. Utter, Jas....... .| Oregon. 

Smith’ Angas. ot | ae eakee- | Van Cott,Albert B/ Milwaukee. , 

- Smith, Geo. B.... | Madison. Van Etta, Jacob. ° | Madison. 
Smith, J.B........, Milwankee. | 4, Kirk, N...-. | Milwaukee. | 
Smith, §. W......| Janesvilie. | y Au-Norstrand,A Hi tween Bay. 
Smith, H. L.......!) Janesville. ; Van Slyke, NX. B... Madison. 

o Smith, M. C.......| Janesville. Vaughan, O.A....| Lodi. . 
Smith, 8S. B.......) Vernon. Vil, HL, Andrus.. ‘* Madison. | 
Smith, J. Maurice .| Janesville. Viles nee: H... Madison. OS 
Snell, H...........| Madisen. Vilan’ L CHTY ++ +++ Madison. ' 

~~ Spaulding, Wm...) Janesville. — Vilas’ eee corey Ree OR. fae 
~~ Spaulding, Jos....| Janesville. Wilow W e tees Madison. 

-. Spencer, Jas. C....| Milwaukee. ilas, Wm. F.....| Madison. ae 
Spencer, R. C.....} Milwaukee. © | Wackerhagen,E..| Racine. a 

. Bauire, 78: gi a Met O°- Wait, J. B.......| Waitsville. an 
. Stannard, A. C.... ilton. Warren, J. H.....| Albany. —— 

| Stark, Chas. A.....| Milwaukee. Warren, W.R... | Madison . | 
Steele, Chester....| Milwaukee. Webster, James..} Danville. 
Stevens, Geo. C....} Milwaukee. Webster, Martin. .| Fox Lake. 
Stevens, J.T......| Madison. Webb, James A..| Janesville. 
Steensland, H.....| Madison. Welch, W.......; Madison. | 
Stewart, C. K.....| Danville. Wells, Daniel L..| Milwaukee. | 
Stowart, G- H.....| Beaver Dam. Werner, John....| Sauk. ie 

oe tilson, Eli .......{/ Oshkosh. West, Henry.....} Madison. . . 
* . §8t. John, J. W.....| Janesville. ‘| West, S. C.. ....| Milwaukee. | | 

- Stockman, John...} Milton. . West, Henry M..| Milwaukee. 
Stone, G....+.....| Beloit. | Whaling, J. M...| Milwaukee. 
Storm, Wm.......| Madison. Wheeler, Guy....| La Prairie. - 
Stowe, Lafayette. y Sun Prairie. | Wheeler, W. A...) Madison. .
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_ NAME. — _ RESIDENCE, | “ NAME. RESIDENCE, = 

_ Wheeler, L.A.....| Milwaukee. Williams, 8.G...| Janesville. a 
_ Wheelock, W. G...| Janesville. Wilson, Wm.....| Westport. | 

‘Wheelright, J.....| Middleton. Wilson, H.O.....| Milwaukee.  — 
“White, A.........{ Verona. Wilson, Zebina...| Palmyra. 

- ‘Whiting, W. F....| Milwaukee. | Wolcott, E. B....| Milwaukee. 
| Wightman, H.....| Black Earth. | Wooley, J.T.....| Milwaukee, = > 

: ~~ Wilcox, C.T......| Janesville... | Wootton, Robert. .| Madison. Pg 
_, . Wilkins, A. W....] Milwaukee: | Worden, Ed......| Madison. ee 

mo ‘Willey, O.8.......[ Madison. | Worthington, B.M.| Madison. eG 
oN "Williams, C.L ...| Madison. | Worthington, D...| Madison. | : 

_ . Williams, C.H....| Baraboo. —_ Wright, D. H.....| Madison. 
| _  . Williams,D.......| Darien, Wright, Geo.....| Mt. Horeb. 

_ Williams, Daniel..}| Madison. - | Wright, J.S......| Emerald Grove. | 
Williams, Daniel. .| Summit. Wright, Josiah T.| Janesville. OO 

| Williams, G.G....) Whitewater. | Wright, N.A.....| Prairie du Chien 
‘Williams; J.P.....| Janesville. Wrylie, Geo. W...| Elkhorn.  —- aoe 

_'. Williams, Randal].| Janesville. . : , OS 
| - Williams, 8. B... Madison. | Young, J. E..... Harmony. 

. ' rs , yO



: ANNUAL REPORT. 

| fis Exccellency, CADWALLADER C, WASHBURN, 

Cohen | — Governor of Wisconsin : | 

, Srr—In compliance with the law, we have the honor here- 

| with to transmit the report of tue Wisconsin State Agricul- 

tural Society for the year 1871. 

| INDUSTRIAL CONDITION OF THE STATE. | 

The condition and progress of our industry, in all its depart- 
ments, were so fully set forth in our report of 1870 that no 

: attempt will be made to elaborate them in this. | 
- We shall simply make a brief reecrd of the year repre- 

_ sented, and occupy the remainder of the report with a state- — . 

ment of what appear to be the present leading wants of the 

state. > 

Industrially considered, the year 1871 bas but little to dis- | 

tinguish it from the average in Wisconsin, except that the late , 

frosts of spring and the drouth of summer slightly diminished 

- the yield of certain crops; that the éarly setting in of winter 

gut short the season for fall plowing and for gathering in the 

autumnal harvests; and that the destructive fires which pre- | 

vailed in some sections destroyed not only many human lives, 

--with the fruits of their labor, but likewise over large areas so 

1i—Ac. TR.
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) 7 swept away or deadened the forests with which they were 

clothed as to affect the industry of those districts for many 
_ years tocome | | Os | 

oe ee AGRICULTURE. % a 

a | Ihe acreage of wheat made an increase, according to the | 

| statistics.of the National Department of Agriculture, of some — 

| _ four per cent. But the yield per acre was considerably less— 
ee according to some estimates, ‘one-sixth to one-fifth—than the 

- average. This falling off was due to several causes, includ- 

| ‘Ing especially rust, drouth and the ravages of insects. a 

ee The superior quality and yield of the winter wheat, as 

-.- gompared with the spring varieties, afforded new evidence | 

| of the advantage of producing it wherever the conditions are ~ 

favorable. | , en, Og 

| But—as we have so often urged in previous reports—no 

amount of wisdom in the choice of varieties, and no condition 

-' of season, however favorable, can insure excellent crops of 

: wheat, annually, so long as all other equally essential con- _ 

ditions are neglected. This, it is gratifying to observe, our 

| farmers are beginning to realize. | Oo 
(Buckwheat fell considerably below the average throughout 

. _ the country; the deficiency being due, in some cases to drouth | | 

| in early stages of growth, and in others to frost. Itistrue, . 

however, that Wisconsin fared better than some of the neigh- 

boring states in both of these. respects. Indeed it was one of 

the very few states in which the crop was reported an average.) 
Rye is so httle grown that it hardly requires mention. The | 

-. - yield, where produced, was considered about up to the average. _ 

The oats erop was fair. The Agricultural Department at _ 

Washington, reported Wisconsin as one of the eight states pro- 
ducing an average. In some cases the yield # said to have 

_ been over 90 bushels per acre. ee oo 

| Barley was also a success; the yield being above, and the 

quality alittle below the average, = os 
| _ The corn crop was excellent—probably eight to ten per cent. 

: above the usual yield, and of ‘superior quality. { | | 

\
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Asa rule, sorghum fell quite below the ordinary yield in most | 
of the states where cultivated; but in Wisconsin, which was | 
oné of the first states to introduce this new plant into Ameri- | 

| can agriculture, and one of the most efficient in giving it a full 
and fair trial, it maintained itself well. The statistician of the a 
Agricultural Department represents ours as the only state east 
of the Mississippi river in which there was nota falling offin 
the amount produced. an 

| Potatoes turned out well in spite of the beetle so destructive 
| in former years. oa oe 

- The sugar beet has had another special trial in Sauk coun- 
"ty, with results, which in view of all the circumstances, are en- 

~ couraging. The crop made a good yield in quantity, and the 
| per cent. of sugar and its quality are such as to strengthen the | 

| - confidence ef those who have had the enterprise in charge. | 
_ Touching the conditions of entire success—the substitution of _ | 
machinery having a greater capacity than that now in use— - 

. reference is made to. the communication from Mr. Weffer- 
ling, superintendent of the works at Black Hawk, herewith 
submitted. 

| The tobacco crop considerably exceeded the average, which 
has heretofore been large. The acreage was very mach greet- 
er than in any previous year and the conditions appear to have 
been favorable for the production of both a large yield and a 
very fairquality, © oS 7 

Peas and beans—crops never very largely produced by our | 
farmers—fell below the standard in yield, owing to dry weath- | 
er at the most critical period of their growth. 

Hops have been the means of ruining so many farmers in : 
Wisconsin, that their production has beea discontinued by a 
large proportion of those who had formerly made ita specialty. 
The acreage in 1871 was probably not more than three-fifths 
as great asin 1870. : fee = 7 
Tb is gratifying that the production of flax and hemp is 

gaining in the appreciation of our farmers. These crops are _ . 
well adapted to our soils and climate, and their growth may be 
made very profitable. The increase of production over the ek
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'  erop of 1870 is believed to have been between thirty and forty 

a per cent. mo | | ps 

| "The hay crop of 1871 exceéded that of 1870 by about one- 

~ tenth, both in quantity and condition. Timothy and clover 

: are gaining ground every year; so that the time is not remote 

: when no sensible farmer will think of relying solely on the | 

| wild hay of prairie and marsh. oe | an 

| The pasturage of autumn suffered very greatly from the 

‘drouth in many portions of the state; which fact, in connec- | 

| tion with the unusually early opening of winter, necessitated - 

| an uncommon draft upon the season’s stock of hay, and consid- _ 

erably affected the production of butter during the fall months. 

- Dairying has suffered a still further back-set from the yet — 

lower prices than in 1870; so that many who engaged with en- 

thusiasm in the production of milk, as well as a large propor- 

tion of those who engaged in the establishment of new cheese- ._ 

| and butter factories, have been disheartened, if not led to 

- the extremity of sacrificing a portion of their investments and © 

| quitting the whole business in disgust.| | | 

_  Stozk-breeding and stock-growing appear to have kept a 

a steady pace forward during the past year; the most marked 

features of this general business being a healthy reaction in a 

Pas the department of wool-growing, and an increased interest in 

the production of pork. APS A a eM a gh Ts 

| - The fruit crops of 1871 were generally good. Apples were 

| not-only of good quality, but ‘the product wes scarcely less 

—_ _ than forty-five per cent. above the average crop. Pearsalso 

: yielded largely, and grapes were twenty-five per cent. more a 

| -. abundant than usual, notwithstanding the crops are almost in- : 

variably excellent The weather of early summer was a little 

| too dry fcr a great crop of strawberries, but other small fruits | 

: did well. : : | cal 

| - Cranberry culture is making progress. Many new marshes 

: | have been planted, and there is much enquiry among farmers 

in all quarters whose lands are well adapted to the culture of _ 

this valuable fruit. An interesting paper on this subiect will 

‘be found in its appropriate place in this volume.
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| | ANNUAL 
REPORT—LUMBER, 

MINING, 
ETC. . a 

a _ THE LUMBER 
INTEREST 

| 

_ Had a very satisfactory 
season. The winter of 1870-1871 

8 

was an unusually 
favorable 

one for getting out logs; and al- 
though the prices were at first quite low, they afterwards 

rose - 
‘to. a paying figure, and finally, as a result of the Chicago 

and 
| Wisconsin 

fires, which created an instantaneous 
and an im- 

* - mense demand, 
advanced 

to very remunerative 
rates. | 

If the statistics 
occasionally 

found quoted on good authority 
__ 

in the papers of the state are at all correct, the annual product 
of 1871 very largely exceeded 

that of any previous 
year 

Pains have been taken to procure complete 
statistics of this 

_ great and growing 
business; 

but up to the date of this writing 
we are unable to give anything 

like a full statement. 

oe | MINING = | 

Has made but little more progress 
than heretofore. 

That | 

important 
development 

of iron mining which iscertainto 
come - 

in the early fature is waiting for the construction 
of railways 

| 

-and a general increase 
of facilities 

for its economical 
prosecu- 

| tion. Happily, some of thece requisite 
public improvements are already in progress. 

| The resurvey 
of the lead region by Mr. John Muarrish, 

com- 
_ missioner, 

has done something 
to quicken 

the interest 
in lead- 

ae mining, 
since the conclusions 

reached 
by him are favorable 

to . | 

the opinion that large deposits 
of mineral will be found in the | 

lower magnesian 
limestone. 

: There is a growing 
conviction 

in the public, and especially 
in the minds of those who have been concerned 

in observations upon the geological 
formations 

of Wisconsin, 
that our state is 

possessed 
of a mineral wealth of which we have heretofore 

had 
_ bat little idea. As required by law, the report of Mr. Murrish 

will be embraced 
in this volume. ne | | 

as 7 MANUFACTURES. 
| - 

But little has occurred 
in this branch of our industry 

dur- © 

- ing the past year deserving 
of special notice in this report.
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Here and there a factory has been built, and,some cf those al- 
ready in operation have been enlarged to meet a growing de- < | 

mand. The prophecy that Wisconsin is surely destined to ~ 

| become a great manufacturing state, is in process of fulfil. 
ment | : eT | 

Without particularizing to any considerable extent, we 

a deem it proper to call attention to the inauguration of an al- — | 

a | - most entirely new branch of manufacturing industry since the 

date of our last report. -Reference is made to two or three . 

small establishments in Grant county for the preparation of 

various ochres, and the oxide of iron for use as paints. Judg- 

--. ing from the numerous samples deposited in the State Agri- 

oe cultural Rooms by Mr. Murrish, by whom they were discov- a 

a ered, and from the account given by him of the great extent - 

| of the formation from which they were taken, we are led to © 

| believe that this enterprise, begun on a very small scale in 

| that region, is destined to grow into an important branch of > 

industry. | : | a 

ae It is also worthy of remark in this place, that the cheese- — 

| factory business, which manifested uneasiness on account of 

_ the diminished prices of the product in 1870, has been even 

: less profitable during the past year. Nevertheless, encouraged 

by the opinion that these discouragements resulted from tem- ~ 

= porary causes only, several new factories have been’ estab- 

oe lished ; the list of factories at present, so far as we have been _ 

| able to determine, being as follows: => Po a
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7 . ~ |Number| 428th} pounds of | Poundsof | ~».,.  {Aver'g | CounTY, Firm. Location. of Cows.| ., of Milk. ” Cheese. Rate. "Brice | 

: | ; ~~ Mos. | Ot. 
| [Columbia......... ‘L.S. Stewart ..../.....0...] Columbus ...... ..../ 205 [......./' 490,000 50, 000 9.8 |...... : 

Dodge............| D. Boynton .............+-.| Choster............4.-) 800 BLg [aceeeseeees{ 60,000 |....... -e..... 0 
Dodge............| M. 8. Barrett...............| Burnett......... ..../ 200 5 secesseeeee| 40,000 J..... ee ceeee = 
Dodge............| J.B, Gochrane,.............| Trenton .........06..] 450 6 999 000 100, 000 9.99 W215 
Dodge............] O.C, M. Hodge. ...........] Leroy .........e.e06-| 128° | 41g Loess eee | 84,252 foo... 1218- Wl | 
Dodge ...........] Quick & Nieser ............| Junoau..............1 160 DLE levees evare fers eeeeecveleenesecesieesees fd. ; 
Fond du Lac......| M. F. B; Ellsworth .........{ Rosondale .........../ 150 big 360, 509 87,170 9.8 | 12 a. 
Fond du Lac......}| Chester Hazen.............| Ladoga........0.005-| 625 616 | 2,800,428 239, 802 ~9.96 [...... | 
Fond du Lac......}| Chester Hazen............./ Brandon .............] 200 6 614,715, 1, 043 10.9 eee. RO 
Fond du Lac......| E. 8. Jenkins ............. | Rosendale ...........| 450 5 845, 492 84, 807 10.02 | 103% | 
Fond du Lac......| D.D,Treleven .....:.......| Fond du Lac.........) 92° }.......] 262,229 | 26,741 | 9.9 FT) Q 
Fond du Lac......| J. 8. Spafford..............] Fond du Lac.......0-{ 90 [occ bee e cece ce cfe cece et eaesleneeeceecleeeee fq 
Fond du Lac......| G. H. Downey..............{ Waupun ..........5.] 140 |.......] 275, 775 — 2B, 744. 9.94 [..0... 
Fond du Lac......} *G@. D. Curtis..............,.{ Rosendale .........061 28 [o.....3) 95,000. 10,009 | 9.5 “Als a | : 
Green ............| *“Jool Smith................{ Brooklyn ............{ 20 |......., 49,580 | 44,950 | 10. ‘]- 11 
Green Lake .......| Iu, Harrington..............{ Borlim ccc cece eee e eee fee ete e elec caeeleceeeeeeeee| 29,198 [oo S < | 
Jefferson..........} Cold Spring Company ......} Cold Spring..........) 475 |. 8 1,604,085 | 167,616 9.57 _|....228 . 
Jefferson..........| Olin, Gates & Co ...........| Oakland .............1 250 61g 705 , 286 71,480 9.25 Joe. 
Jefferson .........] I). Holmes. ................| Ft. Atkinson ........./. 75 41g 256,6387° | = 24, 682 10.01 | 10 kg a 
_defferson .........] A.D. Coburn ............../ Palmyra ........ eee ee] 225° [dee cee eee] 60,000 [...c...5 ee. es | 
Jefferson .:.......] E. P. Ingols................| Milford.............-) 160 |.......] 609,150 61,780. 9.86 10% in | 
Jefferson .........| *H. ©, Drake...............| Linke Mills..........-] 86 [.......] 125,164 {18, 375 9.36 1243 
Jefferson .........] W.G. Fox... ccc cee cece eee] JOMOrSOn Coc eeeeeele eee alec cnc aleeeceeerevalecceseteuceleeverecesleaeees oe 

/ Jefferson .........| 8. Faville.......6. ......6.{ Dake Milla................./..05...1 750,000 75,000 10. Lene 
Jefferson .........| Faville & Burnham.........| Waterloo..........00l cescccleeeeees| 150,000. 15, 600 9.61 121¢ | 
Kenosha,........,{ *John Tuttle.?.............{ Salome...ceceeeeeeeel AL fee ef 2,972 Levee e elev ceceeecleccece | 

| * Private Dairy. t 620 pounds of Butter. — + 600 pourds of Butter. _ a



: | — Cheese Factory Statistics for the year 1871—continued. | oe | oo 

| 7 ce : ans . {Number} '"8t2 | pounds of | Pounds of . _{Aver'’g. 
| CouNTY. | Firm. Location. of Cows. Gascon. Milk, Cheese. Rate. ["price. | 

Of 
: Richland..........| H. L. Haton................| Lone Rock...........} 170 61g | 580,905 -~-| 59,347 9.78 | 113% @ 

Richland..........| A.D. W. Beckwith ....°....)/ Lone Rock...........{ 140 UO 463,824. "A7, 298 9.80. ...5. = 6 

/ ‘Richland. :>........| *G. J. Carswell.............] Lone Rock.......... ] °° 28. |.......{ 180,000. 18,000 | 10.00 | 111g ZA | 
| Rock..............| J. Bingley ............-..+.| Milton Junction......| 110 | 51g | 880,000 | -88,000 | 10.00 |.....° 5 

Rock. .............| B. Devereaux ..........2..6| Union... cc cece cece few e eee cleseeeee| 172,500 | 18, 750 9.2 12 | 

Rock. woe. cece ccee.) mmm Bmery.ec cece cece cece e] UNION cee cece eee elec eeeeefeweeetelecserseeeee! 24,000 [eee * B 
Rock..............| CG. H. Wilder... .....2..-+..| Bvansville oc .cccccccfecceeeclececeesfeeeeceeseee] 77,884 |e 

| Sauk .............| N. W. Morley..............| Baraboo........-005) 78 41g 191, 146 20, 011 9.55 |...... 8 
-  Gauk............./ *J. VanIngan ........5.....) Baraboo ....... 00... fee eee fees eee | 58, 798 5,793 | 10.15 14 =F 

Sheboygan... ..../ *A.D. DeLand.......00. cu fees ce eee ee eeereeeeeee] 10 ].......] 229,000 24,000 | . 9.45 11 lB 

_ Sheboygan....... | A.C. Stoddard .....,.......; Greenbush...........] 67 | 4% 222,780. 17,776 | 10.20 131% 6g ee 
Sheboygan........| D. Verity ..............-+--| Sheboygan Falls.....} 90°! 51 200,000, | 24,000 |......eeefeeeeee oe 
Sheboygan ....... Hiram Smith... .......cccefeeceeeeerereeeeeeeeeen! 250) po a 

| Sheboygan........| H. Conover’...c.. cee cece ce clee eee cees covesceevcee! 156] ) | Te : hr 

| Sheboygan........| J. Holden. .....cccce cece cc eli cece cere eeceevecenees] LOO bce eee eee e eee: 480,000 Jere eer eeeieeeeee 4 | 
ae Sheboygan........| A. G. Dye... cc ccc cece cee ele eee e cece ceeeeeeseeel 00 | oe og | 

| Sheboygan........| JN. Strong ... ccc cece cece elee eee ceeeeseetereceeces| 80) | ° aan 
| Trempealeau ......| M. D..Comstock ....... 0 ccfeveececeeeececececeees| 68 | 814 85, 000 8,415 | 10.1 121g 

oo Walworth.........| P.M. Coles ......eccecceees| Darien .. cc. cece eee close eeealeseeeee| 416, 000 40, 000 10.4 | 9 B ~ 

. Walworth .........] A. P. Davis ....... cece eee e| Darien oo. cece cece eee feee eee eles sees | 831, 808 32, 825 10.33 1212 | Q | 
- Walworth.........| F. H. Coburn & Son ........| Whitewater..........] 230 | 1g | 770,453 | 79,662 9.67 |... . 

._ Walworth.........] D. J. Bert & Son............] Sharon....,.........| 450 j..°..../ 968,000 100, 000 9.68 | 114g 4 | 
Waukesha........| Hinkley & Co..............| Summit .........0006/ 200 [occeecfeeeeeseeee ef 78,000 |... e.ee eee. | 
Waukesha........| Mann & Douseman.........| Waterville...........{ 170 |i....n.feeecee eee ee} 67,000 |---... +6 [eee eee 

Winnebago.......| E. D. Knapp............+.-| Oshkosh. .........66.{ 225 48, | 349,212 88,375. | - 9.1 13 : 
Winnebago .,,....| E. F. Dunham.............| Oshkosh.............| 64 [.......) . 96,580 |. 9,653 © 10.00 RY] | 

_ _ : * Private Dairy. . foo . |
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Woolen factories have slowly multiplied, and the business is | 
| in a healthy condition. The following is a pretty complete 

list of those now in operaticn : 

. LIST OF WOOLEN MILLS IN WISCONSIN. 

Hutchinson, Fay & Bullard .................... Appleton. 
; James Crampton . .......... sce e eee e cence ees Attica. 

_ J. Kneeley & Co............2 cece ee eeeeeee ees Bangor. © 
' Bacon, Humphrey & Co................200----- Baraboo, | | 

Island Woolen Mills ...................-...... Baraboo. 
| Chandler, Congdon & Co...............+-..-... Beaver Dam. 

7 McFetridge, Burchard & Co.,................-.. Beaver Dam. — 
Beloit Woolen Mills ..................--22+2-- Beloit. | 
Berlin Woolen Mills...................02-+-.--- Berlin. 

: E. H. Sackett... ............-ccceeeesececeeeee. Black Earth. 
Perkins Bros. & Co............0-.eeeeeeeeee--+ Burlington. 
D. Roberts 2.2... ccc cece wc cee cee ee cence eeee ees Cambria. 
Geo. Dow & Sons ..........2..2eceeeeees eee. Cambridge. | 
Hilgen & Wittenberg ......................-.. Cedarburg. 

AL Patzer oo. ccc ccc cece ec cnc ccccccccccesceses Cedar Creek. 
SLM. Lambert 2.0... ccc cee eee eee cece ee aston. 

. Fulton Woolen Mills................205052+--- Fulton. 
a ' Geo. W. Carpenter & Sons.................-... Fond du Lac. | 

Jas. Proctor 2... ce cece ee cece ee we ecco eeeesceee Genesee, ced 
Geneva Woolen Mills ..................-...... Geneva. , 

. Fuller, Clark & Fuller ........................ Harrisville. 
— Payne, Hastings & Co ..... cece eee ee eee eee eee danesvilte. a 

F. A. Wheeler & Sons.................-.0006-. Janesville. | 
Jefferson Woolen Mills ........................ Jefferson. 
F. Blascheck ........ ccc ccc cece ecw cece cece fin Crosse. 
Lancaster Woolen Mills ....................... Lancaster. 
Whitoey & Stinson ........................... Lawrence. 
Herry Hugerford ...................2-6-2-+-.. Lemonweir. 
Madison Woolen Mills .....................-.. Madison. 

- GG, Radolph ....... 0c cece we cc ees ceeee eee» Manitowoc. 
McCune & Co... ccc cc ccc ccc cece eee e ce ee ces Mayville. | 

. Chapman & Hewett ........... cece eee ee eee eee Menasha. 
Oldham & Jones ..... 0. cece ee eee eee eee ee ee Mifflin. 

| Esch Bros 2... cc cc cc cece ce eee cece se scccceses Milwaukee. 
| Monticello ‘Woolen Mills ...................... Monticello. 

oe LL A. Perkins... 0.0... cece ccc ec ee ee eceeeeeeess Montello. 
Wells & Scobie... ........ cece eee ces ee ee eeeee Neshkora.. 

| N. W. Bass ......... cece cece cc ces ere ccccecees Platteville. . So 
. Nye & Bass ......... cc cece ccc c cee ceeccccccces Platteville, | 7 

D. J. Pettijohn. ........ cee ee ec eee cee eee eeees Platteville. 
| ——— JONES 2... creer ec cc cc cece ceecceesceceees FPl¥mouth. 

Blake & Cow... ccc cc ec cece cece cece cece ceeceee Racine. - 
Hills & Clark. ....... cc ccc cece eee ee ec eeeese. Sheboygan Falls. 

_ Bricknee & Heald ...........2..000--24..-... Sheboygan Falls. | 
T. B. Tyler & Cow... ccc cw ence cee ee en eeee ee Sparta. | 
T. Younglow. ......... cece cscs cee sceevscecees Spring Lake, 

, C. Lawton & Son ......... ccc cee eee eee eee ees Towerville, = + 
- Dy, Jones & Cou... cc ccc ccc cece ecco cece cece secee Watertown, © . 
Paris & Blisworth ....................2-0006-. Waukau. | 

an Dayton, Dewey & Co.............. cee eeeeeees Waupaca. : 
| Waukesha County Manufacturing Co........... Waukesha. | 

Number of mills in the state ....... 0... ccc ce cece cee ce eceeteecceces O4 
Number of sets manufacturing cards’..........:. 0c cece cece cece cecee 63 | 
Number of sets custom or roll cards....... ccc c cece eee cece ccecsceee 49
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. Number of pounds of wool manufactured into cloth, yarn, etc. 1,500, 000 
Number of pounds made into rolls for custom work ........... 120,000 | 
Total number of pounds used... .. cc cece eee ee ee ee ee ee ce ese 1,620, 000. 

a : Total number of pounds—clip for 1871—estimated at.......... 4, 620, 000 ( 

The capacity of the manufacturing cards now-in operation, | 

| if run the whole time, would be 2,320,000 pounds per annum; 

‘but about two-thirds of all the mills in the state were shut 

( down from one to three months‘of the season. Many factories 7 

| have added largely to their raachinery and made great im- 

| provements in both quality, quantity and, style of the goods 

manufactured, and are now supplying a large portion of the 

| | woolen goods used in. the state. | ot - 

; The extensive business done by the Milwaukee Iron Com- 
- pany has been considerabiy enlarged, and is having a most — 

| prosperous career. - This energetic and powerful company have 

rendered a very important service to the state by demonstrat- 
ing the feasibility of working up our iron ores on our own soil - 

ss - with common advantage to the producer, the operative andthe | 

_ capitalist. | | | | 
a Gs COMMERCE | i 

| _ Has made important gains during the year in the way of a : 

very considerable increase of facilities for transportation and 

, _ handling of the products of the northwest and of all classes of 

| merchandise delivered at our commercial ports for distribution. — 

| THE INDUSTRIAL- ORGANIZATIONS OF THE STATE | 

. _ Continue to prosper. Thestate, district, and county agricul- | 
tural societies have held successful exhibitions and reporta _ 

growing interest among the people in the objects for which they 

were created. A full report of the acts of the State Agricul- 
- tural society will be found under the head of ‘‘ Proceédings.” | 

| Synopses of the reports of the district. and various other inde- ~ | 

| | pendent organizations will also be embraced in this volume. | 

| The condition of the county agricultural Societies will ap- 
- pear from the following tabular statement: es Oo



| ABSTRACT OF RETURNS OF COUNTY AND DISTRICT AGRICULTURAL SOCIETIES FOR 1871. 

REPRESENTATIVE OFFICERS, ; PLACE AND DATE OF FAIRs. FINANCES. 

. COUNTIES. ennai, | Cae _j 7 

_ Presidents. Secretaries. Treapurors, Place. Time. Receipts. |Expenses.|Premiums um t in - : 
. treasury. b> | 

| Adams .......| V. E. Smith....| Dan’l Scofield..| John Iill......! Friendship...| Sep. 19-20 $201 00} $180 75) $183 80) $71 45 4 | 
: Brown........| W.G. Boswell ./ J. M. Smith ....} F. Tayomente..| Green Bay...| Sep. 21-22 | 200 60/1,673 10} 195 00) 184 84 > 

Columbia .....) A. G,Cook.....) L. H. Doyle..../ J.Q. Adama....| Columbus ...| Sep. 19-21 [1,867 89/1,248 671 849 001 408 03 ™ 
Crawford......| J. Atherton ....| I. B. Brunson ..| Lawrence Caso.| Pra. du Chien] Sep. 20-21 |1,676 25/1,'704 of 844 50) ....... Fe | 
Dane. .......; Wm. R. Taylor.| G. C. Russell...| Geo. A. Magon .| Madison .....] Sep. 19-21 [2,787 832,765 40|1,820 92) 3708 ‘fy 
Dodgs ........| M. P. Clarkson .| E. B. Bolens ...} 0. B. Wilcox...| Juneau......| Sep. 18-15 | 572 50} 502 05; 415 23} 1955 © 
Door .......+.[s+sseeseeeeeeee] H. Harris......] R.M. Wright ..|-Sturgeon Bay| Sep. 22-28 | 287 89, 240 40 171 50) 4699 & 
Kau Claire....| D..C. Richardson) Harris Searl ...| Chs. Buckman .| Augusta.....| Sep. 12-18 | 880 28! 866 49] 146 20] 22 ‘79 | 
Fond du Lac..| E. 8. Hammond! D.C. Lamb ....} A. B. Taylor ...| Fond du Lac.| Sep. 12-14 |2, 648 74/2, 621 11] 879 00) 122638 & 
Grant........| J. B. Cullis ....) F. A. Burr.....) W. W. Robo ...| Lancaster....| Sep. 18-15 |1, 240 55/1,075 42) 661 00) 29727 & | 
Green........| T. H. Eaton..... W. W. Wright.| Thos. Emerson.| Monroe......| Sep. 21-28 |1,028 001,023 UO} 599 42/........ > : 
Green Lake ...| Sam. W. Mather| L. C. Pctter....| 8. P. Rogers....| Borlin.......) Sep. 18-15 | 824 30] 939 O03] 772 50)....... mM 
Towa.........| 8. W. Reese ...} J. T. Pryor, Jr..| Sam’l Hoskins .| Dodgeville...| Sep. 20-22 |1;899 681,714 87] 799 00) 18481 a - 
Jackson ......| Wm. T. Price .4 F. H. Allen ....| 0, O'llearn.....| Blk. Riv. Falls} Sep. 20-21 | 868 15} 912 90} 28715) 10630 & 
Jefferson ...../ Q.C.Olin......| D. E. Baker....| Jas. Barr.......| Jefferson.....|'Sep. 19-21 1,396 251,659 16] 676 €6) 50 38. by : 
Juneau........| H.C. Macumber| F. 8. Veeder ...| M.Tomple.....| Mauston.....] Sep. 21-23.| 773 07| 657 69] 3898 65 115 88) og an 
Kenosha ....| W.V.Cull.....) H. H. Tarbell -.|..........+.....| Kenosha.....) Sep. 19-21 |1,310 06|1,280 10} 562 33 7996 | 
La Crosse.....| A. P. Gray.....| A.J. Phillips ..| F. W. Stiles....] Salom......./............/. 954 801 957 76] 491 50 57 82 wa . 
La Fayette... | F. Campbell ...| H. L. Brown ...] 8.8. Allon.....| Darlington ...| Sep. 14-16 | 931 80) 965 95).......-........ 
Lopr Unton...| J. Narracong...| Isaac Van Ness.| J. B. Dwinnell..} Lodi.........| Sep. 18-15 | 682 10) 728 17) 344 00, 44 06 ‘ 
Manitowoc ....) John Hall......| E. B. Treat ....| Jas.Tangher ...] Manitowoc ...| Oct. 14-15} 425 42) 430 20] 840 50........ 
Marathon .....| L. Kickbusch ..| C. H. Muller ...| Jacob Kolter...]| Wausau.....} Sep. 14-15 | 651 25) 783 84] 241 25] 22 42 . 
Marquette ....; H. H. Taylor...) G. W. Robinson G. W. Ray .....| Oxford:......| Sep. 20-21'| 210 00] 229 38 159 50/ 17 68 . 

o Monroe... ....| J. A. Clark.....| D. McBride.....| T. B. ‘T'yler.....| Sparta......-| Sep. 14-16 | 440 00] 502 77) 224 50/ 87 28 | 
Outagamie ....| W.H.Lamphear| J. E. Harriman.| EB. C. Goff......! Appleton ....} Sep. 26-28 | 717 05 . 954 90} 884 50) 1248 F
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| . a7 REPRESENTATIVE OFFICERS. | Puace atp Dare or Farrs. / FINANCES. - . 

Countizs. | —— | —_{ 

7 . Presidents. Secretaries. - Treasurers. Place. | Time. Receipts. cam ret Am’t in = | 
. ofp, Treasury. 

| ~  Ozaukee......{ A.M. Alling ...| Wm. Vogenitz..; B.O.Z. Kussow.| Cedarburg ...{| Sep. 20-21 | $195 46) $258 07) $128 25) ...... & | 
Pierce........| J. M. Bailey... .} I.H.Southwick.| M.W. Barb....| Prescott .....| Sep. 21-22 | 423 00} 383 65; 275 00] $127 40 a 

 Portage......| Henry Cate....| J. H.Felch.....| Wm.Calkins...| Plover.......| Oct. 10-11 | 247 75] 166 35} 180 60/° 8140 4 | 
: ‘Racine.......| N.D. Fratt.....| A. L, Lawton...| J. Lueck.......| Burlington...| Rep. 6-8 (8,526 62/2,450 5911,440 001,076 08 @ 

' Richland.....; J.B.McGrew...| Wm.H.Joslin..| C.H Smith....} Richl’d C’tre .| Sep. 21-23 | 576 45) 579° 71/ 194 25) 3 26. i 
Rock.........| Seth Fisher....|. R. J. Richardson] C. Miner.......| Janesville... .| Sep, 12-15. |3,'706 85/3, 687 48/1,985 65} 95 60 4 

. ’ St. Croix. .....| Sam. Williams .| T.D. Hall......) A.D.Richards’n.| Hudson,..../ Oct. 18-14 | 440 20) 480 86 318 00) ...... 4 : 
, . Sauk.........| H.H. Potter....| J.J, Gattiker...| Henry Cowles ..} Baraboo.....} Sep. 20-22 {1,825 70/1,805 70} 450 00! 2000. > 

, Sheboygan....| W. W. Huson..| J, C. Thomas...) M.D. Hotchkiss.| Sheboyg. F’lls} Sep. 138-15 [1,548 50/1, 586 50) 427 25 7 00 eo | 
‘Trempealeau..| D. Bunn.......| A. R.Wyman..| D. Arnold......| Trempealeau.| Sep. £0-21 | 540 20) 457 80! 106 00} 8920 & 

- Vernon.......| J.C. Davis.....| G. W. Nuzum..| Ralph Hall.....| Viroqua.....| Sep. 26-29 | 789 07} 962 64; 275 90! 225 56 a | 
| Walworth ....) P.G. Harrington] 8. G7 West.....| Hollis Latham..| Elkhorn.....) Oct. 3- 6 |8,248 ‘71/8, 248 71]1,288 00) ...... . 

Washington...) F.W. Notting..| Albert Semler. .| Franz Lorenz...| West Bend ..| Oct. 5- 7 [1,079 561,094 49} 890 Bo] ......— a 
| Waukesha....| J.C. Starkw’ther| Ff. H. Putney...| ...........+.../ Waukesha...| Sep. 13-16 /1,075 50/1, 1'70 58] 598 00/ 1100 3 - 7 

_ Winnebago ...| R. J. Judd.....| Jas. Brainerd...| Jas. H. Jones...| Oshkosh .. | Sep. 6-8] 774 89! 757 71) 875 00! 16 68 Pe 

So a A ren . aa) ‘ 

SE | a a 2



oe ANNUAL REPORT—INDUSTRIAL NEEDS. 1B | 

-- THE AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT OF THE STATE UNIVERSITY 

Is progressing as well, perhaps, as should be expected under 

| the circumstances of inadequate means and a small working | 

force. The farm is steadily undergoing improvement under _ 

| the fostering care of the board of regents, and the professor 
_ of agriculture is conducting various important experiments 

| thereon, in addition to his labors in the lecture room. So | 

_. much of his report to the board of regents as should be repub- 
| lished for the information of the readers of this society’s Trans- . 

| actions will be included in this volume. 

. _ THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, ARTS AND LETTERS 

Has had another prosperous year. Its meetings have been | 
| well attended and have brought out the results of various | 

_ important investigations, which it is presumed will be’ pub- 
lished. Aiming at the progress of industry through scientific 
discovery and a hearty co-operation with the industrial organ- : 
izations of the state in securing the application of science to the 
practical arts, it should have friendly recognition everywhere 
and among all classes of the people. 

INDUSTRIAL NEEDS OF THE STATE. 

| As: was intimated at the outset, it is not our purpose, within 
the necessarily narrow limits of this report, to enter upon a 
‘full discussion of even such of our industrial fauits and 

_ Geficiencies as are most important, but simply to so mark — 
: them in bold outline as to arrest the attention of those who -. — 

_ must be held mainly responsible for their correction. Co | 
| First of all, we are in great need of a _ - Oo 

os, | LESS GREED OF LAND. OB 

_ Nearly all Americans descended from English ancestry 
have inherited a strong desire for large farms. Whether it be 
owing to the fact that .the estates of England have always © oe 
been vast in extent with a marked tendency to become yet a
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vaster, and so the natural desire: for large possessions has | 

_ been strengthened by habit and education; or whether, hav- - _ 

| ing spiung from the dependent landless classes of ‘English 

_ people—there are but these two classes in Great Britain— 

| successive generaticns of craving what in the old world could : 

| not be had, but is so easily acquired here, have intensified — 
that desire, we need not stop to discuss, The fact that, in this 

: maria for much land, regardless of our condition cr capa- 

| _ bilities, we prove our lineage is beyond question. In fact _ 

Oo there seems to be no voluntary limit in this direction. We | 

| have seen many “ large farmers,” but we have never seen one _ 

- whose ambition for land was wholly satisfied. | Nor have we 

| often seen an American farmer whose lands were cultivated 
. vp to the full measure of economy. _ | | 

_. he Germans, Belgians, French and other continental peo- 
| ple who have come among-us show a different habit anda _ 

; _ different ambition. Indeed, the systems of farming (if any- 

thing we have can be called a system) practiced by the Amer- | 

ican and the continental farmer are, in most respects diametri- 

| — cally opposite. And the difference rests on this fundamental dif- - 

| ~ ference in their desire for much land. | a : 
as In Germany there are some estates embracing many thou- 

| sands of acres. But these belong to the nobles, who either — 

OS cultivate them by means of large capital under skillful diree- 

Be tion, or keep large portions of them in forests for thepleasures 

of hunting and for future supplies of timber and fuel. The 
: same is truein France. A very large portion of the arable 

| lands, however, is minutely divided, so that each occupant 

~ may be the owner of the land he tills. , - 
| Thus in Belgium much the larger number of farms fall be- 

| _ low five acres in area, while in France the number of farms 

) ~ having less than ten acres is over three million; the average : 
| size for the whole empire being fifteen acres. co 

! If now we enquire into the practical results of this extreme __ 

_ subdivision, we shall he astonished at the dispasity between 

even French agriculture—which has neither enjoyed nor de- | 
 gerved the credit of being the best in the world—and our own. 

, , a
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Let us-see. The population of the two countries is about 
equal. But the areas are very unequal; that of Francebeing = = 
a little less than four times as great as that of Wisconsin. 

Nevertheless in most of the staple crops. produced by the two 7 

countries, France leads the whole United States— or did in 

- 1860; the last date when any fair comparison could be made— 

as will appear by the following figures: perce 

PRODUCT. United States. | France. 

| Wheat, bushels, over..................-] 178,104, 924 | 380, 000, 000 , 
Rye, bushels ............. 5.02 cece ween 20,000,000 | 70,000, 000 
Buckwheat, bushels...........cceee0ee- 12, 000, 000 32, 000, 800 
Barley, bushels........... 0. cece cece eee 12, 000, 000 60, 600, 000 
Oats, busheis......... 0... eee eeee .»--| 170, 000, 000 : 230, C00, 000 | 

_ If we feel inclined, as an offset to these reproachful _fig- | 

ures to set up a claim on the score of cotton, Indian corn _ 

and tobacco, we mst not forget how great are the special- a 

ties which France makes of the sugar-beet, wine, wool and silk. . 

This disparity will appear still greater if it be borne in mind 

that in France a much larger proportion of the people than 

. with us are engaged in manufactures, and tbat the total of her 

exports, just previous to the late destructive war, was nearly 

_ twice as great as our own. | 

- Comparing portions of this country with other portions, 

more particularly the West with New England, the difference, . 

although less marked, is still decided]y in favor of the smaller 

| farms. For much as we incline to ridicule the idea of farm- — 

ing on the stony hill-sides of the old Bay State, we are com- _ 

; pelled to admit that the avetages of that state, in the case of _ 
most crops grown by her and by us, are considerably above _ 

ours. a 
The facts prove, therefore, what anyone might determine a 

 priort, that small farms sustain a definite relation to 

nar BETTER CULTURE— ahs } 

| A sufficient reasoa of itself for denouncing the policy of that | 

farmer who, instead of using his means and efforts to make
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the most that can be economically made out of a few acres, 18 
: ever looking with covetous eye upon all neighboring lands. 

| The ambition of the continental farmer is to get the laigest 

| possible returns from the smallest amount of land. And this. 

| is a sensible ambition ; for as the land represents his capital, 

and is often obtained at great sacrifice of himself and family, 

a it is to him desirable that he should realize as largely as possi- 
ble upon the original investment. Accordingly he sparesno 

pains to put his little farm in the best possible condition. If ' 

_ drainage be needed, he contrives some way to accomplish it. 

| If the sttbsoil should need to be brought up to the surface, and | 
thus made to yield its hidden sources of fertility and wealth, 

he resorts either to subsoil plowing or falls back on the use of | 

| _ the primitive spade. Somehow the thing is done. If it be 

apparent that a foreigu fertilizer is essential to a full crop, he 

. manages to procure it. But there aresome thingshe never _ 

fails to do, nor thinks of emitting any more than he would 

think of leaving off his daily meals. | 

Firstly, he recognizes some such principle as that of rotation 

_ —that it is not well to occupy a given patch of land with pre- 

| cisely the sarne kind ofa crop from one generation to another ; 

that changes, and particular changes, are necessary as a’ means 

of keeping the soil 2x heart und in the best physical condition. | 

ae Secondly, he so far appreciates the law of exhaustion that he . 

-—._- gpares no pains to restore to the soil, by a constant and most | 

| thorough manuring, the food elements removed from time to. 

‘time in the harvested crop. Nothing that can produceaker- 
nel of wheat or another spear of grass is ignored. Even the — 

| highways and by-ways are swept for the droppings that may , 

| | chance to be there. | 
| _ Thirdly, he fails not to give to the soil the most thorough . 

| -mechanical preparation of which he is capable. _ 

Fourthly, he is unspsring in his cultivation of the growing 

- crop. Even his field crops are hoed as carefully as are his — 

garden vegetables. What nutriment there is in the soil is thus _ 

_ saved for the cherished plant. Nothing is wasted on noxious 
weeds. ORB a ey |
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Thus it is that France, with an area less than that of the | 

® largest of our States, produces more annually than is produced 

by our entire country. Nor is French agriculture fully up to the eo 
mark of perfection, or anywhere near it. Indeed, until within 
a few years, she was reckoned among the more backward of 

the countries of Middle and Western Europe. Even yet, but 
few of us Americans have any just idea of how we suffer | 

| by acomparison with her, and with Belgium, Holland, Germa- 

| ny and Switzerland in all these important matters. 
The reason of the difference has already been hinted at, and 

may be fully comprehended if we give any heed to the careful 
and economical system practiced by them, and to the slovenly, 

headlong, utterly reckless practice of the majority of Ameri- 

canfarmers. Pee ST Bak | 
| | - Tn view of the cheapness of wild lands and of the irre pressi- | 

ble desire of every American that he should at least seem to 
be rich, and that his children should be really so, it is hardly 
strange that they who have chosen agriculture as their profes- 

sion should seek to possess themselves of large areas, regard- 

less of their ability to give them proper cultivation. But it is 

| a little strange that more of them should not realize the econ- | 

omy of attempting to cultivate only so much of their immense 

farms as they can cultivate well; the remainder being left to 

produce timber and to preserve its native fertility for the grow- 

: ing needs of a rapidly increasing population. a | 

| If one fully intends to adopt the theory and practice of the 
robber, he may possibly gain something by creaming a large | 

_ farm and then selling it out and taking another, to be left in the 

| same or a worse condition, in tarp. But are our American sO 

_ farmers all land-skinners? Do not some of them intend to 
_ build for themselves and their posterity permanent and satis- 

factory homes? eS _ 

- Another need of our industry is a better recognition of the ~ 

importance of | - | 
(eee A DIVERSIFIED AGRICULTURE. => | 

Our experience in wheat-growing should have taught us this | 
2—AG. TR.
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long ago. For have we not reduced our average from avery 
- ~ high to a very low figure during the period of this first gene- —. » 

- Our farmers should have learned by this time that there is 
| no such thing as permanent success without systematic rota- - 

tion and manuring, But systematic fertilization is impossible 

without a liberal supply of live stock. The conclusion is in- 

 evitable, therefore, that grain-growing must go hand in hand 

oo _ with grass-growing and stock-raising. a 
*. Here and there one is found who practices upon this mani- 

fest principle as if it were cardinal; and such farmers are in- | 

variably successful. Besides keeping up the fertility of their — 

lands, they are safe from the ruin which may come to him who 
. stakes all upon a single crop. Neither drouth, nor flood, nor 

| ~ insect foes, nor yet commercial changes can utterly overwhelm 
im; and inasmuch as it is hardly possible that all these ca- — 

lamities should overtake him at once, he is always “master of 

oo the situation.” | | oe 

| | _ These principles are so simple and trite that one at first feels 

| _ like apologizing to his readers for restating them; but then 

there are the sad misfortunes of the Sauk county hop-growers, 

and the still more common experience of the wheat maniacs, 
. ‘in proof of how little previous teachings and the reiteraticns 

- of a-multitude of writers and speakers have been heeded. 

_ Again, there is too litile be ge lessen te a | 

—_ REGARD FOR SPECIAL CONDITIONS. 

Farmers are rotinists. They are prompt to denounce the. 

a blind adherence to fashion which so widely prevails in the so- 

a cial world; and yet no people or class of people cn earth mani- 

- - fest so little independence or so blindly and implicitly follow 

a the prevailing custom—which, unhappily in their case is the _ 

| very worst fashion they could possibly adopt. . 

What we would urge is this: that they should discard the 

- ;ron-bedstead rule of doing this or that because everybody else 

does it, and undertake to think for themselves. ~ That before
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deciding whether they will grow this erop or that, whether 

| they will give their strength mainly to grain growing or stock- = 

raising, and if to stock-raising whether it shall be to sheep- : 
raising, cattle-breeding, or pork-raising—that before they set- | 

tle any of these questions, they look the ground over in the 

light of reason and experience, and. then adapt their course to 

the circumstances by which they must necessarily be affected. a 
- _‘That a man living a thousand miles from any sufficient mar- 

| ket, and with no means of transportation but wagons drawn by 
| ox-teams, should devote his energies and means to the raising | 

of potatoes or tarnips; that a farmer having elevated lands 

| and dry pastures, only fit for sheep-feeding should devote him- _ , 

self wholly to the breeding and rearing of short-horn cattle; or 

that a man located within twenty minutes of New York or 
Philadelphia, and upon lands admirably adapted to the pro- 

| duction of vegetables aud small fruits, should sow every square 

yard of it to wheat and rye; this would strike any thinking 

and intelligent man as the height of absurdity. And yet blun- 

ders equally senseless are made by not a few of our farmers 

in Wisconsin, and are persevered in from ycar to year. | 

The earth is scarcely more versatile in its productiveness 

and suitableness to certain ends than the mind of man in its 
adaptability to the various prsuits of life. And yet few pa- 
rents are so stupid that the question never arises in their minds 

~_ asto the special aptitudes of their children, when the time comes | 

for giving them some sort of preparation for the occupation 

they are to follow. | | : oe | 

, Few lands are so limited in the range of vegetation but that 7 

a variety of crops and stock may be profitably grown upon 

| them. But there are limitations nevertheless, and they can- —~ ~ 

| not safely be ignored. Why is it that so few of our farmers 

study them? . | 

Our disregard of conditions is further manifested by the 

readiness and uniformity with which we all rush into a novel — 
_ enterprise, or tarn our whole strength upon a single branch of | 

business which, as we have already insisted, can only be made
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permanently successful by giving due attention to the claims 

of each element and seeking to harmonize them all. Pe 

| --. Here, as in everything else, selfishness and a blind greedare | oe 

‘bad guides to follow. They may flourish for a season, but 
- there is a law that in the end they shall defeat themselves; and 

, that law is inexorable. It is illustrated when we see a second 

| or third merchant of a particular class establish himself ina 

village where one, and but one, could do a thriving business. — 

We see it when a second cheese factory is established in a | 

community barely able to give the first one a liberal support. | 

a We see it illustrated when the farmers of a community or _ 

state all rush pell-mell into this branch of farming or that, and 

| then rush out of it in the same headlong, senseless manner, 

: ~ One would suppose that when an intelligent farmer saw all 

_ his neighbors and everybody’s else neighbors turning their ex- 

| clusive attention to pork-raising, that it would be a good time 

for him to raise corn, meanwhile omitting nothing essential to 
. steady and uniform success. But observation proves that such | 

a men are rare, and the result is that very scon everybody has 

| more hogs than his own crops will supply, and corn has gone 

up quite beyond reach for profitable feeding. If the great 

| majority do not then become disgusted with the low price of 

pork, sell off, or give away, their breeders, andall gointocorn, 

, because that pays, they will constitute one interesting excep- 

| tion to tae general rule. 7 . 

- The writer once knew a farmer in Ohio who started out un- 

, der the guidance of this rule: always to do just what his neigh: 

-__ pors pretty generally did not do. He was not far from being a 

philosopher. The neighbors are still plodding and grumbling. _ 

___ The philosopher bas added farm to farm, owns his thousands in _ 

bank stock, .and.finds no difficulty in keeping his temper. 

Oo Another farmer of our acquaintance has flourished nearly as- 

7 -well'in the practice of doing what his ‘neighbors did, but doing 

: it first, He was the leader of fashion in agriculture, and was 

always ready to discard the model he had given them about 

the time the majority had adopted it. oe | ec
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But if any one should distrust his own judgment—and the 
appearance is that most farmers have reason to—he may safely | 

fall back on the general rule first above suggeste¢—the rule a 
of adopting a safe and judicious policy for the average of times | 

and seasons, and of persevering in it with slight modifications, | 

notwithstanding temporary discouragements. So 

| During the late low prices of wool, when so many sheep- 
_ men became disgusted and either slaughtered their flocks or 

| sold them out of the state at a sacrifice, we noted that one 

large grower persevered, and now, when the dejected wool- 

growing interest is looking up a little, he is still in in statu quo 

and ready to take advantage of the rise, while others are 

buying back or looking up new flocks at a second sacrifice. 

| This discussion leads us to touch briefly, and yet. em- 

phatically, upon the great need there is among us of a more 
just : ae oe 

APPRECIATION OF STOCK-RAISING, | 

As being not only essential, as heretofore urged, to the con- 
tinued fertility of the suil, but likewise especially profitable in 
and of itself 

No matter what the fluctuations in the prices of the various 
_ domestic animals and their products, they are always in de- 

mand, and usually at prices much more remunerative than 
those of wheat and the other cereals. And then there is. 
something in the convenience and economy . of having a 

— market on one’s own premises for such crops as are chiefly 
grown for the consumption of animals. 

Nor should it be overlooked that the produeer of horses, — 
beef, pork and mutton has an advantage in that he is not 
obliged to sell at a present sacrifice or hold over at a dead 7 
loss of interest on the amount thus locked up, asin the case 

: of wheat, oats or corn, cribbed and garnered until the return — 

of better prices. For the horse, the calf or bullock, the sheep, 
and the hog, besides being always ready, or easily made ready, | 

| for the market, can be carried over a few months or ever a
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| / year or so without other sacrifice than one of convenience, _ 
since they are all the time increasing in weight and value. 

--‘There is no dead loss at all—uniess they die outright, of 

| which there is little need, if they are properly cared for = 

: It is an occasion tor congratulation that these viewsareeven 

slowly gaining ground in Wisconsin. As cattle and hogs | 

Oo - multiply the acreage of the root and corn crops will corres- — 

oe pond:ngly increase. As sheep multiply thousands. of our now 

useless bill-sides will whiten with productive flocks. But as 

yet we have only begun to realize the advantages of this great _ | 

| branch of our husbandry. | 

And one of the first conditions of better success than ‘has 

yet been attained is - - | | | | 

‘A BETTER KNOWLEDGE OF THE PRINCIPLES OF STOCK BREED- | 

| IN@ AND STOCK RAISING. 

| Too many of our farmers are content with knowing that a __ 

, horse is a horse, a bu!la bull. They know nothing of “points,” 

if, indeed, they do not believe that all this talk about princi- 
| ples is moonshine, If they would increase their herd they re- 

ss sort to the scrub male of the commons in preference to a thor- . 

oughbred, because of the difference in price of service. And 

as for buying an animal of unquestioned purity of blood, that 

| thought never entered their heads.) The number of this class 
- is happily growing less and less every year, under the influence | 

of the agricultural societies and journals of the country. No. 

word should be spared that would help reduce it to zero. | 
But even in this day of societies, and journals, and agricul- __ . 

tural colleges, there is comparatively little knowledge of the | 

science of breeding and fearing of domestic animals. It does _ 
a not dispose of the obligation to study into this science to say 

| that concerning some of the so called “ principles” there is still a 

. much doubt, That is true; but it is also true that many car- _ 

| _ dinal and’highly important questions have been settled and are 

| "now recognized by scientific men everywhere] 
| We know: a | | oo a 

| ; . .
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: That soundness of the generative organs and vigorous con-  ——™S 

stitutional health added to faultless form and development aie - 
essential to the highest fertility of any race or breed of ani- | 
ae 7 OSS ee 

_. That the qualities of the parent tend to perpetuate them- 

selves in the offspring, and that the perpetuation is more certain 
__ in-proportion as the characteristic quality is more marked; | 

_- That the reappearance in the offspring of a quality or feature 

characteristic of the parent is the more invariable and certain 

in proportion as such characteristic quality has been fixed in 

the ancestry by a long series of repetitions at last resulting in — 
a determinate breed ; 
That this power to transmit or reproduce qualities is es- _ 

| pecially strong in certain races and individuals—which fact if 

known will render them highly serviceable. in case the charac- : 

teristics are devirable, or equally to be avoided if undesirable ; ae 

That all breeds have a tendency to reproduce the character- ee 

istics of even their remote ancestors, however inferior; ee 

That this tendency to breed back is more marked in some indi- 

viduals than others—a trait to be discovered as early as possi- 
ble and to be eliminated so far as may be by discarding such 
individuals as breeders ; : 

| - That morbid taints and organic defects are so liable to trans- 
mission, that perfect and healthy offspring can never be 

: reasonably hoped for from less than perfect and healthy parents ; | 
That, while breeding in and in is sometimes essential to great 

excellence and the formation of a distinctand permanent breed, ==> 

the constitutional weakness, disease and final sterility to which 
it tends, must be avoided, whenever danger threatens, by the 7 

7 infusion of fresh blood from another branch of the same fami- | 

ly as far removed as is practicable ; nnn 

__ That important modifications looking to improvement may | 
be made in any given breed by such selections of male and fe- , 

~ male as will reinforce those characteristics deemed desirable, _ 
and weaken and extinguish such as are undesirable; a 

That modifications may also be affected by subjecting the 
- animals to new conditions of climate, soil, feed, training, ete;
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| That the impression made upon the female by the getter of | 
her first. young is especially marked, so that she doesnotrid 
herself of it entirely for several succeeding pregnancies; 

, That the impressibility of the female during gestation is so | 

| great as to render it unsafe for her to associate with inferior — 

races, or breeds ; 2 EEE ia 

oe That the offspring of quite young parents are apt to be © 
wanting in the highest constitutional vigor and force of en- 

durance ; DQ on - 
That the moral qualities of the offspring, especially amia- 

bility and docility, are more or less dependent on the quiet | 

and comfortable condition of the female during pregnancy ; and _ 

| That parturition may be facilitated by a kind of feeding 

| calculated to keep the system in a free and healthy condition 

during the period of ‘gestation. = st 

It is also worthy of our notice that there are some reasons | 
for supposing that the male parent, more than the female, de- | 

¥ termines the character of the locomotive and external organs 

_ (some authorities add nerve and vigor); while the size and in- | 

ternal organs are more especially influenced by the mother. — | 

But neither this nor any one of the theories about the volun- 

tary determination of sex can be classed among the established. 

principles of breeding, | cep Sh : 

| _. Every farmer should also understand that there are 

Se PRINCIPLES OF STOCK RAISING | 

As well as stock-breeding—-that it is possible to procure better 

oo results than otherwise by observing the physiological laws in- 
volved in the protection, feeding and fattening of animals. If 

he were possessed of a full and complete science of physiology 

- it were all the better; but he should hardly be pardoned for~ 
- notknowing: — - gh | | 

| That gentle treatment and a full and nourishing diet are es- 
pecially important while an animal is yet young, since losses 

suffered then are not easily made up afterwards; e a
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That shelter from severe cold is a positive saving of food, 

which besides supplying the wastes of the body and building . | 

up new tissues, is also the source of animal heat—is the fuel 
. by which the creatureis warmed; Se | 

That opportunity for a retreat from the intense noon-day 

heat of summer is likewise important, since the animal is thus. 
| protected from the too stimulating or over mastering influence 

of the sun’s direct rays. PEERS Soh hog eh Pe 
That different kinds of animal food are adapted to different 

ends, some more directly affecting the growth of muscle, oth- 
ers producing fat, others increasing the flow of milk, and so 
on; URNS ES 

That regularity and moderation in feeding and watering are 

essential to health; = : | | 

That perfect health and bodily vigor cannot be maintained: 

without moderate daily exercise ; MES ee es 
That quiet, comfort, whether in sleeping or feeding, con- | 

duces very greatly to health and is especially necessary to | 
such animals as are fattening or producing milk ; 

That the temper of an animal is scarcely less susceptible 

than that of a child to the influence of kind and generous 

treatment. 

_ Another important industrial need of Wisconsin is | 

A MORE RATIONAL PRACTICE IN FRUIT-GROWING. | 

Towards this our State Horticultural Soeiety and the agri- _ 
cultural societies have made important contributions. a 

| It is less common than it used to be to see a new apple- 
orchard planted on low, rich and moist laud. The sad expe- — | 

_rience of the many who at first tried that, under the supposi- 

_ tion that the better the soil the better the fruit, and the more 

Of it, has aot been without good result to those who have 
come after them. It is also much more common in these lat- | | 

_ ter days to find our farmers seeking information from our own a 
experienced fruit-growers as to the hardiest varieties. A few |
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| destructive winters have enforced the reason for intelligent cau- 

-. tion in a matter of so much moment. CORE 

} But, notwithstanding these gains during the past twenty 

. years, there is stilla vast amount of ignorance concerning this _ 

whole subject of fruit-growing—concerning what to plant, — 

_. where to plant, when to plant, how to plant and cultivate. 

As no section of our heaven-favored land in which the suc- 

cessful production of the staple fruits of the temperate latitudes 

is impossible can hope ‘to be a permanently acceptable place 

| of abode for our people, it is a question of general and state in- 

terest as well as private. | a 

_ For these reasons the state has wisely considered it a matter: 

| of true policy to foster such agencies as have been instituted 

oe for the promotion of this most ‘interesting and highly impor- 

tant branch of our industry. Certainly no legislative encour- 

agement could be more properly given. | oe | 

| _ Measures looking to a 

ss PHE PRESERVATION AND PRODUCTION OF FOREST TREES 

| Are of very great moment, and urgently demand the attention: 

ae of the state. | te 

- Nature gave to Wisconsin an endowment in the form of tim- 

| ber, the immense value of which has not been appreciated, nor 

will be, it is feared, until our magnificent forests have fallen be- 

fore the ruthless axe of the lumberman, and instead ofawell- 

| tempered. and kindly climate, fertile fields and rapidly advanc- 

ing improvements, we present the sad spectacle of a people _ 

struggling half vainly under scorching suns ard withering — 

- blasts, and against the odds of a scarcity of the most essential 

- materials to carry forward the civilization so nobly begun, 

"We seem blind to what, as a state, we owe to the excep- 

| tional richness of this. inheritance-. The voice of experience, 

| the warnings of history, and the teachings of science are alike 

( unheeded. oo BO SEE I | ve, 

| - Tt is undeniable, in the first place, that forests, or even trees
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_ sparsely distributed over the surface of a countiy, materially 

and beneficially affect its climate. - 
In a general way, they increase the fall of rain and thus in- 

sure one of the most essential conditions of fertility, as well as 

uniformity in the volume of streams for watering the lands 

| through which they flow, for supplying motive powers, and 

affording better and more reliable facilities for navigation. — 
By retaining, for gradual percolation through the soil, the 

water and snow otherwise soon carried off, they are the cause 

of springs, which in turn become sources of perennial streams _ 
| and even of lakes, whose influence upon climate are palpably 

great. Hor the same reason they are preventive of disastrous a 

floods. oe | 

By this same retention cf water and snow for the slower oe 

- process ‘of evaporation, they tend to keep up a uniform supply os 

of moisture to the surrounding country long after it would oe 

otherwise be dry and hot. as a 

By affording barriers to strong currents of air they protect a , 

country against the disagreeable and evil effects of drying sum- 

mer winds and arctic blasts. 
By tempering the suddenness of transitions from heat to cold | 

in autumn, and from cold to heat in the spring season, they 
promote uniformity of temperature and the security of both 

animal and vegetable life. 

__ By promoting a desirable equilibrium in the electric ocean a 

which pervades both earth and air, they tend to prevent 

those violent and destructive storms which are common on | 

. vast plains and prairies. EE - 

_ As it concerns the economical value of the products of the 
- forest, we need only refer to some of their leading uses to — 

- satisfy any reflective mind of how much the happiness, pros: . 
_ perity and progress of a community depend on their abundant a 

- supply. | oo 

Being outside the limits of the coal formations with which 

- our neighboring states‘on the east, south and southwest have = 
been favored, our dependence fcr fuel must be either on coal |
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- at a great cost for transportion, or on wood of our own 
growth. So oe oe 0 Es | 

--—- Fuel with us can never be cheap except wood be supplied _ 

| at a low price. oo = OS 
| Houses cannot be built by the poorer class of people unless 

timber and lumber of every needed sort can be had cheap. 
| Dwellings and shops cannot be built for rent by the poorer 

classes at prices they can afford to pay unless the material can” 

be had at low prices | 
~The cheapness of forest products will also determine : 

_ he number, commodiousness and elegance of all public 

buildings, including school houses and churches; __ ne 

| _ The expense of constructing railways, docks, warehouses, 

| mills; and hence, ete es | 

The cost of transportion, travel and manufacture ;_ 7 

The profits on whatever the farmer produces for the market ; | 
| The cost of. all goods and articles purchased by the whole: 

ss people; and even — : 
The tendency of the people to that freedom of intercommu-. 

nication so essential to community of knowledge and homo- | 

genity of sentiment. Ee 

‘ | This question of forests, therefore, is one that touches, in 

the most vital manner, every economical and social interest of 

| | our people ee ee 
= If to all other considerations we add the esthetic and moral 

| reasons which are found in the surpassing beauty of a land- 
scape bedotted with groves of sturdy oaks, of graceful elms, — 

_or of stately and solemn pines, and in the nestling places they 

a afford for rural homes,—most delightful and hallowed of all 

Se human abodes,—there would seem to be every conceivable _ 
- motive onthe part of both people and government for guard- — 

a ing this great common interest with an intelligent and jealous - 
| | care, Oe OT oy | | 

The deplorable fact is, however, that, while our forests are 
_ being swept from the state as with the besom of destruction, 

almost nothing has been done either to prescribe conditions
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and limitations—a thing the state has a perfect right to do in 
the sale of lands belonging te it, or held in trust—or to stimu- oe 
late and encourage the planting of trees in those portions of | 
the state under general cultivation and not sufficiently supplied. : 

_ In 1867 a commission was created with the duty of report- 
ing “on the disastrous effects of the destruction of forest trees 
going on so rapidly in the state of Wisconsin.” — This commis- 

-. gion made a full and convincing report, and there the matter © | 

rested. oe | - 

The importance of the subject is beyond all question. The 
state cannot afford much longer to postpone action. 

ss ENCOURAGEMENT OF MANUFACTURES. : 

The natural advantages for many branches of manufacture 
are so marked in Wisconsih that mills and factories are spring- 

ing up with but little effort and no special encouragement on 
' the part of the state. Nevertheless, it is manifest that a still 
more rapid growth could be induced by the adoption of some | 

policy calculated to engage eastern and foreign capital in cer- 
tain branches requiring heavy outlays in the beginning and 
considerable time for first returns. 

If in such cases there was but a temporary exemption of | 
| machinery from taxation, that amount of encouragement would 

often decide the question of investment in our favor. And 

since, in every instance of this kind, only such property would 
be exempted as otherwise would never come into the state at 

all, that exemption would impose no additional burden upon | 

any other interest. _ Ms 
Such exemptions of machinery from taxation are practised —__ . 

by some other states, and with great apparent advantage. —> 
a, Being in general strongly opposed to everything like class 

- legislation, we would be slow to even suggest any measure that | 
would fall in that category unless it should appear that the 
reasons for it were very much stronger than any that could be 

 urgedagainstit. Theabove suggestion is made with the knowl- | 
edge of some important cases in which capitalists accustomed |
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oy to a liberal exemption law in other states have been deterred 

| by. our own tax on machinery from putting large sums: of 

ss money into manufacturing enterprises here. es | 
| Under a liberal public policy, Wisconsin may early become 
a the leading manufacturing state of the west ts | | 

A JUDICIOUS LIBERALITY IN THE PROMOTION OF INTERNAL = 

SO IMPROVEMENTS a 
Ts essential t> the industrial and social development of any | 

ss state or country. Railroads, good country roads, shipping fa- 

| - Gilities, telegraphs—these are the agencies that stimulate indus- 
- _ try, quicken the pulse of commerce, diffuse intelligence and | 

| bind a people together in relations of sympathy and friendly . 

co-operation = OO 
- If the railroad history of Wisconsin presents a few chapters | 

that we would gladly expunge, for the reason that they are a 
record of. public corruption and private ruin, it nevertheless - 

makes a summing up of fiscal achievements to which we may 
| refer with becoming pride and satisfaction. Few, if any, states. _- 

can show larger results in this department of public enterprise; _ 

| and probably none can point to a greater number of im»ortant 
= railroad enterprises now in progress. Every measure of legis- 

| lation looking to the encouragement of such improvements, — 

_ without jeopardizing the security and future prosperity of the 

-__ gounties and lesser communities, should have the hearty sup- 
oe port of every citizen. : a | 

| _ It should also be the policy of the state to do everything 
_ properly within its power to insure the construction and im- 

provement of wagon roads. Roads.of this kind ate a prime 
| necessity of the people. They retard the progress of individ- _ 

| ual and public improvement if bad, and greatly accelerate it if 

good. oe OC | 
The country roads of Wisconsin are neither the best nor yet _ 

the worst; but we risk nothing in saying that they are far in- . 

ferior to what they ought to be, especially in view of the favor-
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able conditions afforded by a generally good soil and an undu- | 

lating surface, easy of drainage. | a 
W hat legislation may do for roads is. illustrated by their . | 

different character in those communities where the cash pro- | 
ceeds of a county or local tax are applied for their construc- 

tion and improvement by competent and efficient commission- 

_ ers, and in those whose policy and practice it is toJet every man 

- work out his tax pretty much his own way or shirk his duty 

| altogether. _ | wo aes si | 

| A uniform system, formed with a view to the needs of the 
people, and the economy of skillful supervision, is capable of 
yielding very important results. | 

What has been repeatedly and urgently said in these reports 
concerning the great advantage to ourindustry that would grow | 

"out of the proposed improvement of the Wisconsin ard Fox 
rivers, is no less true now than it was then. No honorable. | 
means necessary to bring about that result should be omitted. 

Ia view of the importance of more extensive and cheaper | 
facilities for telegraphic communication, we have warmly wel- 

- comed your Excellency’s recommendations to the present leg- . 

_ islatare concerning co-operative steps towards a national tele- 
graphic system in this country, similar to those now in such 
sucessful operation in Great Britain and some of the other 
more advanced countries of Europe. : | 

_ The facilities now enjoyed are of great value to every branch | oe 
_ of industry; but they are as nothing compared with what they 7 

might be made under a uniform system established and main- 
tained, not in the interest ofa selfish and irresponsible monop- 

oly, but in the interest of the whole people. | 

oS A LIBERAL COMMERCIAL POLICY, | 

_ ‘The commercial economy of a state may be to some extent 
guided and very considerably quickened and strengthened by 
the government; and to this end there should exist the utmost 
‘sympathy and harmony between the commercial class and the a
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_ whole body of the people. Anything like antagonism is inju- 
rious to beth. The people should know and feel that their 

own individual success, as well as the prosperity of the com- 
ss monwealth, is directly affected by the status of commerce; and 

a commercial communities should realize that they can only 

: prosper in proportion ‘as the productive industries are healthy, 

_-- prosperous and favorably disposed towards the most natural. 

commercial centers. | a 

| _ It is a painful fact in the history of Wisconsin that this 
_.- manifest principle has not invariably found recognition inthe 

past. If they who have erred in this respect are not already 
a conscious of their blunders, it is hardly possible that any fur- 

ther reference thereto in this place would insure their correc- ee ew | 

_ But be the faults of individuals and communities what they , 
| may, the state should keep its eye steadily fixed on the growth | 

and future greatness of the commonwealth. In commerce let 

the motto of our people be, “The commerce of Wisconsin.” 

Fs INVESTIGATION OF HIDDEN RESOURCES. 

No enterprising state will rest satisfied with barely whatis 

- most palpable in the way of natural resources. Of these 

| it will of course first avail itself, though mindful the while of 
-_. such as may be brought to. light with little or much effort. 

The small expenditure which leads to the discovery of a 
mountain of iron, a deposit of lead, a vein of silver, a bed of 
kaolin, or a quarry of valuable building stone pays a larger in- 
terest than any other moderate material investment the state 

could make. | 
—Ifsome of our attempts at a systematic and complete geolo- __ 

: - ical exploration of Wisconsin have partially faled ths fact 

constitutes no sufficient reason why all future like attempts  =— 

| | should also prove failures. Failure is certainly not inherent ye 

a in and inevitable to a policy: the intelligent practice of which = 

| by so many states and nations has led to such important re- 
~ gults. The fault has been in the methods we have adopted,
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not in the regources to be investigated, nor yet in the general 
policy of conducting such investigations | 

It is’ gratifying that there are evidences of areturn to reason 
on the part of the state in all matters of this sort, and that cer- 
tain cautious steps towards an investigation into the hidden 

- sources of our natural wealth have al ready been taken. Pro- : 
sper caution is well, but let there be no further interruptions to 
the work at last resumed until it is completed. ee | 

| INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE CAUSES OF INDUSTRIAL LOSS 

| Are likewise deserving of aid from the state, in so far as they | 
affect our own state exclusively, for the reason of economy ; in 
80 far as such causes are general in their influence, affecting 
other communities as well as our own, because it is the duty 

_. of every state to make contributions to the general welfare and 
the common progress of mankind. oe while? 

Under this head are properly included enquiries into the 

causes of those diseases of animals and plants which injurious- 
ly affect the public interests, and the means of arresting and - 
eradicating them ; all important violations of the principles of 

. political economy ; and finally into the root and remedy of all 
social evils which retard the progress of communities. 

Here is opened an immense field. But its extent is not 
| more than commensurate with its importance. The pleuro- 

pneumonia, the murrain, the foot-rot, the hog-cholera, neither | 
of them appears very formidable’ at the first glance; but it oe 

would require many figures to foot up the losses they have  —_— 
each of them entailed upon the industry of this country. The 

_ wheat midge and the weevil are very little things, but the ruin’ 

they have sometimes wrought ina single year could only be 
_ estimated by millions of dollars. So of the locust, the grass) 

hopper, the potato beetle, the coccus, the aphis, and-a long list | 
_ of destroying insects that annually prey upon the hard eariied : 

» fruits‘of‘our labor. But insignificant as they are individually so 
long.as they. prove themselves: more than a-match: for thé: hus- | 
bandman and the orchardist, they are not: unworthy theatten= 

3—Ac. TR. :
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| tion of the siate ; which, ifit cannot decide to constitute commis- _ 
| _ sions for each separate department of investigation that might _ 

be named, can at least extend its fostering care to all such = 
5 agencies as exist for the very purpose of extending our knowl- 

edge in these and kindred matters. | ) 

| ‘THE BETTER EDUCATION OF THE INDUSTRIAL CLASSES. _ | 

__. Everything heretofore said in the discussion of our indus- | 
| trial needs leads to this general conclusion, that the industrial 
: | classes of the people must be better educated. The farmer 

7 must not always grope in darkness, ignorant of even the ele- 
7 ‘mentary principles involved in the production of his crops, 

| - the breeding and rearing of his domestic animals, the shaping 
__ his plans to meet the exigencies of the times. The miner must 

not always rest his hopes of success on inferences drawn from . 
oe traditional notions and theories. The mechanic must not be 

left to plan and construct in accordance with usage, though it 
a be in the most flagrant violation of principles long known and 

| established. They sadly need the teachings of science. Soci- 
ety every moment suffers the penalty of their ignorance. Op- | 

ae portunities for instruction must be buth abundant and cheap—- 
_-—-—- so abundant and so free that poverty will be no hindrance. 
a More than this, when the facilities are made ready, society 
| must adopt the principle of going into the by-ways and hedges 

and compelling them to comein. © | 
| _ The state will not prove its wisdom by holding its hand of 

help closed against the agencies that already exist for this no- | 
ble purpose, nor in refusing its encouragement to new ones 

| _ promising efficiency. Certainly it cannot consistently neglect 
_ the only school it has in all its borders for special instruction _- 

| in those practical arts whose prosperity lies at the very founda- 
oo — tion of the public welfare. = | ee | 

ek The university college of science and the arts has. been . 
- reared on a foundation furnished by the general government, _ 
ve supplemented by a gift of $40,000 in bonds by Dane county. 

‘The congressional gift, though not in all respects an equal
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one as compared with like gifts to some of the older states, | 
| was munificent and should have inspired in the stateacor- _ 7 

responding disposition to do its full share in the noble work 

| of providing scientifie instruction for the industrial classes of 

| our people. | ee 

‘This, however, it seems not to have done. The gift of | 

240,000 acres of land was reluctantly accepted, and has since’ 

| been managed, not in the interest of education, as it was the | 

sacred duty of the state to manage it, but in the supposed 
interest of local communities and private speculatcrs. * Such 
improvements as have been made have come out of the pro- 

‘ceeds of the county bonds, and there iz, as yet, no such 

instructional force in the department as is mecessary, or as 

would -have been there to-day had the state done its. share in» 7 

the work of endowment. — . es a 

If the people are inclined to complain that more has not 
been accomplished by Wisconsin’s college of agriculture and 
the mechanic arts let them send their complaints to the legis- | 

lature, at whose door lies the sin of niggardly dealing, if not | 
of absolute fraud. | 

| W-RTHY IDEALS. 

It is a grand thing to have the molding of an empire while 

- yet the elements are plastic -to take the best thoughts and 
sentiments of all times and make of them institutions that 

will endure through after generation, : a 
It is an opportunity with which the people of this new con- 

_ tinent have been favored as have no other peopleinall history. =. 

For here there was no need of the always difficult and most 

_ tedious worls of pre-demolition. Amplitude of area, abund- 
ance of the best possible material, the experiences of all the 
past, and principles well refined in the furnace of trial,—these ~ 

were ours. We could build as we would. | le 

It is a work which each new state, as it takes its place at the 
front in the march of empire, may undertake with increased | 
advantage, because enriched by a knowledge of all that has 
been done or tried before. |
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 ---«*Tt- has been, and is, our grand privilege as. the people of 

- Wisconsin. Rich in our endowment of lands, mines, forests, 

waters, scenery and climate ; in our geographical position among 

the states of the Union; in our inheritance of the best quali- 

ties of many races; and in the beginning that has been made 

| of independent homes, free institutions and a marvelous in-— 

dustrial development, we shall be held to a fearful responsibil- 

. ity 1f we mold not this our empire after the highest and no- | 

blest ideals. on 

On behalf of the Executive Board, I have the honor to be, | 

a ‘Sir, with greatrespect, 

oe . ¥our obedient servant, - | 

BS | | oS, W. HOYT, Secretary. a 

STATE AGRICULTURAL Rooms, January, 1872. | UREN a
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EXECUTIVE MEETINGS. | 

| 7 _ §rare AGRICULTURAL Rooms, 
. MapIson, February 7, 1871. | 

The Executive Board of the Wisconsin State Agricultural 
Society met, pursuant to requirement of the by-laws, in the 
State Agricultural Rooms, on the evening of February 7, 1871, 
at 7 1-2 eclock: . OEE bas po | | 

Present.—Messrs. 3. R. Hinkley (president), Wm. RB. Tay- | 
. lor, Eh Stilson, Saterlee Clark, C. L. Martin, J. O. Eaton, N. 

- §& Greene, J. H. Warren, N. D. Fratt, C. H. Williams, H. Iud- | 
ington, John L. Mitchell, and J. W. Hoyt | 

President Hinkley in the chair. 
On motion, it was determined that the first order of busi- | 

ness should be the preparation of regulations and a list of pre- | 

| miums for the next annual exhibition. 

— _ Voted, on motion of Mr. Warren, that the general regula- _ . 

_ tions of 1870, under the head of “supervision,” be adopted as 

they now stand. ONE os Ds Bae 

/ “Rules of entry” next taken up. Rule 9—“competition _ 

7 will be open to the world in all departments and classes ”"— | : 
- gave rise, as usual, to an animated discussion, although the 

| weight of opinion was manifestly on the affirmative side. Cer- 
8 tain classes of stock and manufactured articles more especially _ 

were regarded by one or two members as entitled to protec- 

tion. On the other hand, it was urged that the object of the : 
exhibition being to improve the quality of our productions, | 

| whether in one department or another, it was unwise to ex- 
| clude articles or animals from without the state on the ground |
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that, coming from sections of the country older in industrial 
experience than ours, and therefore likely to be superior to | 

those produced by ourselves. If any other state, or any other 
country than the United States, could show better horses, cat- 

- tle, sheep or swine, we wanted them to doit. Not only so, 
| we wanted our farmers to buy them when they were brought, 

| and so steadily improve their own stock by the infusion of _ 
better blood. : 

- Touching the matter of competition in the department of _ 
| - manufactures, Mr. Hoyt presented the informal protest of man- Be 

~ ufacturers. of carriages and some other articles, against compell- 

- ing them, in order to show at all, to comvete with eastern | 

- manufacturers. But in doing so he took occasion to show that 
~ such protests were without proper ground ; affirming, in the - 

first place, that our carriage manufacturers, at least those of 

- them who complained of this rute, had, of all men, the least 

| occasion for fearing competition—that he had seen no better 

| | carriages, and no handsomer ones, in either style or finish, any . 
_° where at the east, or even at the London or Paris exhibitions, ~ 

a . than were made right here in Wisconsin. If, in the article of 

: boots and shoes, they were accustomed to turn out a more fin- Oo 

ee ished stock of common work, their work was inferior to ours 

eo in serviceableness, and there was no sufficient reason why our | 

| manufacturers could not also compete with them in style if 7 

- they chose to try, 6s” SO - 

_. Finally, it was unanimously voted that the time for limita-_ 

tions of this sort had passed—that Wisconsin was now cf age 

and needed no longer the advantage of odds against her neigh- 

| -bors.. And so the rule was allowed to stand. , 

_. ‘Mr, Mitchell was of the opinion that the subject of entries | 
should not be passed until some change had been made as to - | 

the kind of entry card used in the horse and cattle departments. 
oe He was opposed to the name of the exhibitor being known 

to the judges. Horses and cattle were stock in which breed-: | 

ers had large interests at stake ; besides which, there was nothing 
= else ever placed upon exhibition in regard to which there was 

| naturally so much feeling, and hence so great danger of per-
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, sonal considerations entering into the estimates of judges. The 

committee should not be made acquainted with exhibitors, nor 

should any one bué the superintendent be allowed within the - 
ring during their examination. In conclusion, he offered the | 
following, for incorporation into the ‘rules of entry,” to wit: 

| | « Under the new rales governing the exhibition of horses and cattle, the 
oe entry will be the same as heretofore, but the entry card will not bear the 

: name of the owner; the animal being known by its number.” 

Which, after some discussion and explanations, was unani- 
mously adopted. 

The “rules of inspection,” after the most careful considera- oo 

tion, were amended by the adoption of the following special 

rules relating to the horse and cattle department: 

RULES APPLYING TO. THE HORSE AND CATTLE DEPARTMENTS EXCLUSIVELY. 

1, Superintendents of the horse and cattle departments are ex-officio | 
chairmen. of their respective committees, but shall not be entitled toa 

7 vote. | | 

2. All votes shall be by bailot. The animal receiving a majority of the 

votes cast shall be entitled to the premium. © | 

| 3. Each premium shall be voted for separately, 

4. In case of a tie vote another committee-man shall be called in, and his 

vote shall be confined to the animals receiving the greatest number of votes, 

and shall be final. . 

5. Members of awarding committees shall not, in any case, consult until . 

after the award 1s made. . | 

The terms of admission were amended by slightly increasing  —> 
the rates of single admission forcarriages. 
On motion, the committee adjourned to meet again at 9 

o’clock the following morning. © | oe 

‘WEDNESDAY, February 8, 1871—9 o’clock A. M. | 

| The board met pursuant to adjournment. ee 

_ Present—same members as before, except Mr. Clark, de- 
_ tained for a short time by duties in the Senate | 

President Hinkley in the chair. ee | 
: On motion the board proceeded to consider the subject of 

premiums to be offered for competition at the next fair. | 

. | -
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| - A motion was then made that no prizes be offered for 

- __ egsays, on the ground that but little ever came of such offers— 
: in fact that nobody in Wisconsin appeared to feel sufficient _ 

- pride in literary work of this sort, and that the annual prize - 
list was therefore a farce. Oe 

Me. Hoyt strongly opposed this motion. He acknowledged — | 

| with reluctance and mortification, that there was ground fora’ 

plausible argument on the other side, since the only prize — : 

awarded by the society for many years was the one accorded . 

| so unanimously to the paper on “ Wheat Growing in Wiscon- ~ 

sin,” prepared by Vice-president Eli Stilson, and published in | 

ae _ the volume of Transactions for 1869—published, too, he was | | 

7 sorry to observe, when too late to make the correction, without: 
the proper announcement of its having received such anaward. 
But the ground, after all, was more specious than real, For | 

while on the one hand our farmers were very differently situ- 

ot ated from the farmers of New England, and could hardly be | 

expected to enlist so readily in this kind of literary labor,’ - 

oe there were nevertheless some among us who might be induced 

to de so; and the wholesome example of these few would | 

yO gradually lead to like efforts on the part‘of others. He would 

_ therefore strongly urge not only the continuance of prizes for 

essays, but he would increase their number and amount, so as 

| to give a wider range of subjects, and to at least: half-way re- | 

oo ward men for the labor essential to their preparation. . | 

_ The motion having been put and lost, the following list of 

- Best approved essay on the Preparation and Management of a Farm for 
ey | mixed Husbandry in Wisconsin, based upon experience of the author, 

| Best approved essay on the Preparation and Management of a Grain Farm, . a 

| L | Bostupproved essay on the Preparation and Management of a Stock Farm, 

a Best approved essay on the Preparation and Management of a Dairy Farm, | 

: | BestYarproved eskay on the Practical Vaunganiont of Sandy Land, 895, : | 
Best approved essay on the Cultivation of the Grasses and the Curing of _ 

oe Best apereved essay on the Cultivation of Indian Corn, Silver Medal. ae 
eo Best Spproved eeAy On Root Crops, their Cultivation, Preservation and Use, | |
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| Best approved essay on the Rotation of Crops, reference being had to spe- 
. cial adaptation to different soils, $25. 

Best approved essay on the most economical use of Straw on the Farm, $25. | 
Best approved essay on the Breeding and Fattening of Swine, Silver Medal. 
Best approved essay on the Planting and Management of an Apple Orchard, 

including choice of varieties, adapted to the climate of Wisconsin, etc., 

. Best approved essay on the Cultivation of the Plum, Silver Medal. 
Best approved essay on the Cultivation of the Pear, Silver Medal. —s_—> 
Best approved essay on the Cultivation of the Cranberry, Silver Medal. — 

_ Best approved essay on the Planting and Management of a Vineyard,.adapt- 
. ed to Wisconsin, Silver Medal. aS . 
Best approved essay on the Cultivation of the small Fruits, especially Straw- 

| berries, Raspberries, Currants, and Gooseberries, Silver Medal. 
Best approved essay on the Laying Out and Managing a General, or “ Mar- 

ket ” Garden, with practical directions for Marketing the Crop, $25. 

| The question next arose as to whether prizes, sufficiently 

large to constitute an inducement, when added to the natural 

desire to excel, should not be offered once more on field crops. 

- Remarks in favor of the suggestion were made by the presi- 

dent. and by Messrs. Stilson, Taylor, Field, Warren and other | , 

_ members ofthe board ; after which, on motion, it was resolved | 

- to offer two premiums of $200 each on the best three success- | 

ive crops of wheat and corn respectively; the conditions being 

as follows: | 

Best 5 acres of Wheat, yield not less than 30 bushels per acre, for years 
1871, 1872, 1873, $200. 

Best 5 acres of Corn, yield not less than 75 bushels per acre, for years 1871, 
1872, 1873, $200. 

Competitors to make their entries, and send in their statements for each , 
year before the December meeting of the board. These statements to be 
verified and to embrace the following particulars: The character of the soil, 
and ‘the manner of preparing it, the character and quantity of manure, etc., | 

_ the Variety planted or sown, time and maaner of harvesting, the measure of | 
the entire crop and. the weight per bushel, and full particulars of the ex- | 
pense from first to last, and the statement to be accompanied by samples. a 
for the inspection of the committee. Awards to be made at the meeting of 
the board in December, 1873. : | | 

| The board next took up the matter of premiums in Divis-. | 
ion A—domestic animals, 2 RES es 

After cunsiderable discussion of the propriety of amending — | 

the list of 1870, so as to give farther encouragement to the 
breeding of horses, particularly in the classes of roadsters and 

_ draft horses, it was voted, that the premiums on the youager 

animals, from three years old down, in all the first four classes 
_ should be increased: by at least twenty-five to fifty per cent.
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| The annual consideration of the propriety of continuing the 

trials of speed of trotting and running horses was taken up, — 

but without practical result; the premiums being allowed to > 
* stand the same as in 1870. 2 ER De 

- The'statement that such trials were deemed objectionable 

os by some was met by the counter-statement, that, as managed 

by this society, they were not open to the common objection 

of “immoral influence ;” that, as a means of testing the qual- 
. ity of blood; thus affording incidental encouragement tobreed- 

| ers of thorough-breds and other superior horses, they were 

legitimate and important; and that, as a means of attracting 

and entertaining the public, and so fulfilling the two-fold office 

of bringing many who would not otherwise attend our fairs 
- under the influence of instructive examples, and of securing 

to the society the funds. required for the encouragement of — | 

industry in all its departments, they were indispensable. ee 

At this stage in the proceedings the board were waited upon | 

“ by a committee from the State Horticultural Society, express. 
ing the désire of that body to continue in friendly co-operation _ 

- with this society in the holding of the annual exhibition of © | 

| fruits and flowers, and proposing to be responsible tor the im- __ 

a mediate management of this department and for the offer and | 

a payment of premiums therein, provided the Board of Agri- | 

culture would appropriate t> their society a liberal sum fer 

ee this purpose. The committee. further represented the wishes | 

- of the horticultural society by requesting that, in case any 

a increase should be made by the board in the aggregate of the 

a premiums offered by them, there should be a corresponding | 

| increase in the amount heretofore appropriated to the horti- 

cultural department. : | SO 

ma On motion of the secretary, the proposition of the commit- — 
- tee was received and laid on the table for subsequent consid- 

eration, i glk 
Adjourned to meet again at 2 o'clock P. M. a a |
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a WEDNEsDay, Feb. 8—2 o’clock, P. M. 

The board met as proposed at 2 o’clock. es aan | 

Present—all the members in attendance during the first | 

- Consideration of premium list resumed. Ee 
—7Tn the cattle department there were several: propositions to 

| amend the list of 1870; one to increase the prizes offered on | | 
Devons, Ayrshires, and Alderneys, which gave risetoasome- | 

what lively discussion. 
On the one side it was maintained that the breed best adapt- 

ed to Wisconsin, all things considered, was the Durham, and 
that it should therefore be more especially encouraged; that 
the Devons, though superior as working cattle, were not so val- 
uable for beef or milk, and hence could not be considered so 
valuable for our use. | OEE as | 

On the other hand, it was urged that the beef-produsing — 
qualities should not of themselves overrule every other con- 

sideration; that the Durham had but little if any advantage 

over the Devon as a milker ; while in other respects the latter 

breed was superior to the former; and finally, that so long as 

_ there seemed to be an honest difference of opinion—a fact suf- 
ficiently evidenced by the exclusive attention given to the 

| breeding of Devons by some of the most enterprising and suc- 
| cessful stock men of the state—it was not the true policy for 
the State Agricultural Society to make any difference. ae 

Tn support of this yeneral statement of policy and duty on 
the part of the society, it was urged by the secretary, that, — ) 

_ While there was at present a manifest tendency towards an in- 

crease of the dairy business in Wisconsin, and the society had - 

given its encouragement directly to this interest; and while, — 

. moreover, it was generally conceded by those best informed on | 
this subject, that the Ayrshire excelled all other breeds in the oe 
“quantity of milk, as did the Alderneys in quality, no proper 

_ encouragement had bitherto been given to eithe> of these. 
breeds : i an |
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The result. of the discussion was (1) an increase in the number 

of premiums offered in each of the classes—-a new premium being | 

| offered for both bulls and cows four years old and over, instead | 

of beginning with three year olds, as in 1870, two sets of prem- _ 
-. jums being offered on calves of each sex, namely, one on calves 

six months and under twelve, and one on calves under six 

ee months—(2) a general increase of the premiums on the young- | 
- er animals, in all the classes; and (8) a reduction of the prem- 

- jums on Devons, Ayrshires. and Alderneys of three years old — 
and over to one-half the amount offered last year. | 

a The premiums on milch cows were increased by fifty to one 

| hundred per cent. | Oo heh eee | 

- ' The sweepstakes premiums on herds were increased to$100 

for the first and | $50 for. the second, and sweepstake prizes, 

first and second, were also agreed on for bull of any age, cow 

or heifer of any age, and five calves, male and female, under . 

one year old. . | oo —— 

—— In the sheep department the premiums were allowed to stand 
-___ gubstantially the same as last year, except that the class of long 

-. wool sheep was divided into “Long Wocl—Leicesters, and 

Long Wool—not Leicesters.” 

The discussion of premiums for thé classes of swine was made 

more than usually interesting by a proposition from Messrs. 
- Plankinton & Armour, Layton & Oo., James F. Wooley, L. 
x Farlin, Van Kirk & Geoch, pork-packers of Milwaukee, offer- 

ing the society the handsome sum of'$500 to be awarded, by a 

— committee of its appointment, in the following premiums : | 

| Best boar of any age, $100. 
a Best sow of any age, $100. 

a Best six pigs under 6 months, $100. a 
Best fatted hog for packing purposes, $50. | 
Best boar or sow of any age or breed, with five pigs of same breed, not over | 

% months old, (exclusive of animals awarded any of the premiums 
above named,) $100. OC se 

oo Second best, $50. | an a | 

a On motion of Mr. Ludington, through whom it was made, 

a this proposition was accepted with thanks and many expres: 

gions, on the part of individual members, of high appreciation 
of the spirit of liberality which prompted it. |
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In the poultry department many premiums not heretofore - 

offered were added tothe list = | 

In the agricultural department no material changes were | 
made, except by the addition to the society’s list of the follow- | 

| ing special premiums on wheat, generously offered by the Mil- 
waukee Chamber of Commerce: TE 

| a Best bushel winter wheat, $25. aa A ee 
. Best bushel spring wheat, $25. | oe 

_ The premiums on household products, including sealed and , 

preserved fruits and pickles, were considerably multiplied. 

The department of fruits and flowers having been reached, 
Mr. Hoyt expressed the desire that there shouid be a continu- 

ation-of the good. feeling and active co-operation which had so 

long existed between the agricultural and horticultural socie- | 
| ties, and moved the acceptance of the proposition made — 

- through their committee, with the concession of such increase 

in the amount of premiums authorized as to the board should 

seem proper; such acceptance being conditioned, however, | | 
upon the offering by the said horticultural society of cash 

__-premiums aggregating an amount equal to the amount appro- 

priated to it for such use. 
| ‘Which motion was seconded by Mr. Stilson, and adopted 

_ unanimously. a . 

os On motion of Mr. Stilson, seconded by both Messrs. Field 

and Taylor, the amount of the horticultural appropriation was 

— fixedat$80000 
- In the department of machinery and implements no changes | 

| were made, further than that the liberal offer, by Messrs. 

Pierce & Whaling, iron merchants of Milwaukee, of the follow- 

ing special premiums on plows was accepted : | 

: ae Best steel crossing plow, $50. BEC | 
| Second best, $25. | ve 

| | ‘Limited to the states of Iowa; Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin. 

The question was raised whether the board should not revive | 

: the former policy of offering general premiums in this depart- | 

ment the same as in others. But the simultaneons declaration 
by several members of the almost universal satisfaction given |
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| by the present method, promptly settled all doubts on this 
- point. The exhibitors in this department are so almost ‘invar- 

a iably manufacturers for the market that the opportunity toad- 
_-vertise their machines and implement through the medium of. . 
 thestate fair, without danger of being damaged by an inj udicious 

: report of a committee, was esteemed by them as of more valde 

| _ than the premium, should they eacn be so fortunate, now and 
oe then, as to get one. ete | — 

In the department of manufactures, a number of changes 
were made, none of which, however, were of sufficient impor- | 

_ tance to render their publication in these Transactions impo:- ) 
| ~ tant. In the class of carriages, etc., the generosity and enter- 

prise of Messrs. Pierce and Whaling enabled the society toof- 
_ fer the following special premiums on farm wagons: | | 

Best farm wagon, $50. Aone eS ay 8 on, | 
__. Second best, $25. 7 ae OO 

_ > Limited to the States of Iowa, Minnesota, Michigan and Wisconsin. 

oe This. second offer of the above-named gentlemen making an 
: ageregate on plows and wagons of $150, laid the society un- | 

| der new obligations, which were duly acknowledged. ) 

, ° Inthe department of fine arts, the premiums were largely =) 
| increased in number and importance, and the list was made 

| ‘stili more attractive to the youthful artist by the following 
handsome offer of Mrs. Alexander Mitchell, to whose great — | 
liberality in granting the loan of many valuable works of art 

| and in favoring the superintendent with her counsel and. co: 
‘operation in many ways, the gratifying success of this depart- 

- ment in 1870 was so largely due: oo 
oe Best Original Drawing (from nature) by person under 20 years, Silver Medal. ° 

_Judges—To be supplied. _ : 

_ When the board entered upon the old battle ground of Divi- _ | 
| sion D, which, since the abolishment of that other farce, the _ 

“plowing match,” had been almost wholly given up to ladies’ | 

an riding, base ball, and other displays and performances of like 
| character, the spirit of revolution was manifest in. more than 

| “These things afforded innocent amusement for the people
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and they helped to swell the society’s receipts. Why discard | 
them?” ee : 

“ How do you know,” replied the other party, ‘that they 

are innocent. They are not only foreign to the work of an 

industrial organization, but they are in bad taste, especially the 

_ ladies’ riding, as a public exhibition, and lower the dignity of 

a great state agricultural society; and whatever is in bad taste 
and tends to degrade the society is not an innocent entertain- 
ment for us. Again, bow do you know that it so immensely 

‘swells the society’s receipts?’ When has the society tried 
doing without ail this humbuggery. How do you know but 

_ that the people are tired of it and would be glad to see in 

Wisconsin more of a straight-out, thorough-going, legitimate . 

and dignified exhibition, in every respect worthy of an intel- 
ligent people and of a society which now clairas honorable | 

: rank among the most successful in the United States?” oe | 

Thus the argument ran; and when the vote to abolish the 
ladies’ riding and all sporting games, and to transform Division | 

D for the time into a department of natural history for the 
showing of the natural froducts of the state, every member | 

said “aye.” . 
On motion, the board adjourned to meet at 7 1-2 o’clock in | 

: the evening, | oe 

—  Wepsnspay, February 8, 71g o’clock P.M. 
‘The board re-assembled.at the appointed hour. | 
Present—same members as before. — | rns 

. President Hinkley in the chair. es 

The secretary desired to make a communication to the | 

| board, the subject of which was personal to himself At the 

meeting held in February, 1870, he had tendered to the boatd = ° 

an informal resignation of the office of secretary, both on the 
ground of the inadequacy of his salary, and because he had. | 

| received calls to other fields of labor which were equally 

congenial to his tastes and would yield him double the income 
he was at present receiving. The board, on that occasion, — =
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manifested so great a reluctance to his severing his. connection 

_ with the society to whose work he had been so long devoted, . 
- and were so ready to extend to him the privilege of adding to 

the income he derived from the society by making and fulfill- 

—_ ing other engagements either within or outside of Wisconsin, | 
| that, in pursuance of a motion submitted by HEx-governor © 

ee Dewey and unanimously adopted, which officially confirmed — 

to him this privilege, he withdrew hisresignation and consent- 

oe ed to remain in the discharge of his duties at least another 

| year. That year had passed. With it there came the double “ 

: burden of regular duties here and extra duties belonging to 

Son, the management of the Chicago Historical Society. He had en- | 

+ deavored to perform the duties of both positions faithfully, 
and had received the approval of both organizations. But this 

performance of double duty, at places more than ahundred 

oo miles apart, had brought a double strain upon his physical 
- health, as well as double revenue, and he ought not to contin- — 

ue it indefinitely—especially as still other public duties, includ- 

| ing the management of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, 

a ete’, claimed his attention here at home. . 

| , In view of all these considerations he had, with some natu- 

| -_ yal reluctance, made the devision again to ask the board to re- 

| lease him from the duties of secretary of the society. | 

| From this proposition of the secretary there appeared very = 

general dissent, which was expressed by several of the mem- | 

| bers in terms as gratifying to him as they were creditable to 

| the generous impulses of those who employed them, 

| | Whereupon, Mr. Eaton offered the following resolution, pre- 

| faced with remarks, deprecating the retirement of the secre- ° 

tary - oo 
| “Resolued, That the salary of the secretary of this society is hereby in- 

. ‘greased to three thousand dollars, said increase to date from January Ist of 

| | the present year, and the said amount to cover all such assistance as he 

: ‘may procure, except during the week of the fair.” = — 

| | - Inorder that there might be. the utmost freedom in the dis- 
| _ gussion of this resolution and of hig resignation, the secretary _
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temporarily retired from the board. Upon his return, he was 
informed that the resolution had been unanimously adopted, | 
and that it was the hope of the board that this action would 
induce him to remain yet longer in the service of the society. | 
In a few remarks, the secretary expressed his high apprecia- 
tion of the many kind expressions of interest and good will - 

on the part of members of the board, as well as for their gen- 
erous resolution to increase his compensation, and concluded 
by declaring his willingness to accede to their request. 

Mr. Stilson offered the following resolution: 

© Resolved, That the thanks of this society and of the state are due to 
| our secretary, Dr. J. W. Hoyt, for the large and valuable collection of min- _ 

eral, agricultural and various products of nature and the arts, which, with 
great labor at home, and in foreign travels, and with the expenditure of 
considerable sums of money from his own personal funds, he has gathered 

- and placed in these rooms for the public use. Bn 
“ Resolved, further, That, on reflection, we regret the action of the society 

at the late December meeting, in relinquishing its interest in said collect- _ 
ions in favor of the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, and 

that we request Dr. Hoyt to defer any official communication tothe academy 

of the said action of the society until it first be determined whether the 

society may not,in some manner mutually satisfactory, itself acquire a full 
and permanent interest in the proprietorship of said collections. . 

“ Resolved, That the president is hereby requested to appoint a commit- 

tee of three members of this board to confer with Dr. Hoyt on this whole 
subject, and ascertain upon what conditions the said interest and propri- 

etorship may be so acquired.” | | . 

_ Which, on motion of Mr. Eaton, was adopted. 
_. The president, in pursuance of the resolution, appointed 

Messrs. Eli Stilson, W. W. Field and -W. R. Taylor to actas 
said committee. : 

Mr. Haton offered the following resolution: a 

7 “ Resolved, That the state fair for 1872 be held in the city of Milwaukee: 
_ provided, that the citizens of said place shall make such improvements and | 

additions to the fair grounds heretofore occupied, as the executive board of | : 
the society may require; said imprcvements and additions to be made pre- 

- vious to the fair of 1871.” a a 

| Which, after some discussion, was unanimously adopted. 
On motion, the board adjourned to meet at 9 o'clock the fol- | 

lowing morning, 
4—AG, TR.
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| |  Tuurepay, February 8—9 o’clock A. M. 

~The board met pursuant to adjournment. Ae, | 

_ The president, on taking the chair, called attention to the 

a great importance of the duties next in order—the selection of . 

officers and judges for the fair—and urged that all members 

| ‘apply themselves to the work closely, since it was the desire of 
some that there should be a final adjournment of the board in 

time to allow of their leaving for home by the noon train. | 

| - A motion was made and carried to proceed first to the ap- 

pointment of general officers and superintendents. | 

- The secretary and treasurer were held to be controllers of the 

‘office of entry and of the ticket office, respectively, ex offic. a 

Mr. Hoyt nominated vice-president Wm. R. Taylor, who 

had so long and so efficiently served the society in that im- 

portant position, as chief marshal, with authority to choose 

his own assistants; which nomination was seconded, and unan- 

imously carried. | : 

_ Mr, Taylor thanked the gentlemen who had kindly favored 

| him for that position, and the board for endorsing their recom- _ 

mendation, but asked to be excused on the ground that the : 

duties were exceedingly laborious, and, if discharged, as he - 

would wish to discharge them, self sacrificing to a degree not 

easily understood by those upon whom they had never been | 

| devolved. He would very much prefer that some other per- — 

| son should be chosen inhisstead. = a oo 

The board refused to excuse him, however, and he at length 

ld consented to serve. , | 

| _ Other nominations were made in succession for the several 

. positions to be filled and the list was finally completed as fol- 

lows: | 

 Marshal—Wuu. R. Taylor, vice-president. ge | 
. Superintendent of Gates—N. D. Fratt, member of the board. 

Superintendent of Horse Depariment—N. 8. Greene, member of thd board. 
: Superintendent of Cattle Department—C.H. Williams, vice-president. | 

Superintendent of Sheep Department—Eli Stilson, vice-president. Ho 
Superintendent of Swine and Poultry Department—J. H. Warren, mem- 

| ber of the board. — , . ely 
Superintendent of Agricultural Department—W. W. Field, member of the
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Superintendent of Fruit and Flower Depariment—To be supplied by State 
Horticultural Society. — | 

Superintendent of Machinery Department—Rufus Cheney, vice-president. 
Superintendent Department of Manufactures-—Saterlee Clark, vice-president. 
Superintendent Department of Fine Arts—J. O. Eaton, member of the 

Supontntondent of Natural History Department—I. A. Lapham, member ez- | 
officio of the board. a 

| Licket Accountant—D. H. McArthur. : | 

On raising the question, whether the policy of the board, as 

to the appointment of judges for the several classes of the ex- 

| hibitiun, which had been adopted at the meeting of 1870, 

should be continued, there seemed to be a pretty general con- 

currence in the opinion that the selection of fewer judges, 

pledged to attend and devote themselves to the work of the so- 

ciety, had yielded quite as satisfactory results as the former 

method of appointing a fullset for every class; and according- 
ly, it was again tried by common consent. nn 

The board then proceeded to a canvas of all portions of the 

state, with the view, first, of finding competent persons who would. - 

be likely to serve on the committees, and secondly, of giving 

| them a3 fair and equal a distribution as possible in the various | 

sections‘of the state; continuing in this work until such selec- | 

tions had been made as seemed most judicious for each of the 

several groups of classes. 

_ . he accounts of the several members for expenses in attend- 

ing this meeting, having been audited, on motion, the board — Oe 

| adjourned sine die, | | Oo | 

PLANKINTON HOUSE, | | 

. MILWAUKEE, Monday, September 25, 1871. 

| The executive board of the Wisconsin State Agricultural 

Society met in the elegant office generously prepared for them 

by Mr. J. P. C. Cottrill, propietor of the Plankinton House, 7 

at seven o’clock P. M. 

Present—Messrs. B. R. Hinkley, president; H. Ludington, - 

Wm. R. Taylor, Rufus Cheney, Eli Stilson, Saterlee Clark, — 

N.S. Greene, N. D. Fratt, C. H. Williams, J. O. Haton, C. 1. - 

Martin, J. H. Warren, John L. Mitchell, W. W. Field and J. 
W. Hoyt. i |
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President Hinkley in the chair. —— cee 

The president made a general statement of what had been _ 

done in the way of improving the grounds; of the liberal part — 
: performed by the citizens of Milwaukee; of certain embarass- 

: ments growing out of the double use of the hall of fine arts 

and the probable want of room for the accommodation of all | 

who would wish to exhibit therein ; of the enlargement of 

a each of the halls proper by an addition of fifty feet; the large _ 

| -. jncrease in the number of stalls for horses and cattle, already - 

full of stock, and of the unprecedented demand for pens for 

| swine and coops for poultry. | 

— The secretary stated that the entry books warranted the | 

} opinion that the demands for space would necessitate, either | 

additional constructioas or amore compact arrangement of 

articles than had ever been necessary heretofore, and that large 

numbers of swine and a considerable number of cattle were 

confidently expected—in short, that the exhibition of 1871 | 

- promised to be much the largest ever held by the society, and 

that superintendents should plan accordingly. . . | 

| Several questions of either local or temporary interest were 

raised and settled. 

* ‘The board then adjourned, to meet each succeeding evening 

| ‘during the continuance of the fair, except Thursday—the | 

| evening devoted to the election of officers of the society for 

(1872. | a : a, 

| | OFFICE OF THE Socrmry, PLANKINTON Hovwsp, 

| | MILWAUKEE, Sept. 26 and 27, 1871. 

The executive board met, in their office at the Plankinton | 

Tlouse, on each of the dates above named, at 7 1-2 o'clock, for 

| . the consideration of all questions that might arise concerning | 

| the fair. But, as the business transacted was entirely tempor- 

|  agy in its nature and bearing, it is not deemed important to 

| place 4 report of it on the permanent record of the society. 

|  OEFICE OF THE SocrETY, PLANKINTON HOUSE. — 
. oe : | MILWAUKEE, Sept., 29, 1871. 

| ‘The board met at 7 o'clock P. M., and resolved itself into an |
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auditing board for the settlement of claims and the payment | 

of premiums.; continuing in session until 10 o’clock. oy 
Adjourned to meet the following (Saturday) morning at 8 

o'clock. oa 

| mee | OFFICE OF THE SocIETY, PLANKINTON Houss, | 
| - MILWAUKEE, Sept., 30, 1871. 

The board met at the appointed hour and continued in the 

__. work of paying bills and -premiums, with an intermission be- 

tween land 2 o'clock P. M., until 3 1-2 o'clock P. M., when 

an adjournment was teken until October 13th; the treasurer 

having occasion to be absent from the state until about that 

| date. seg 

OFFICE oF H. Lvprneron, TREASURER OF THE SOCIETY, 

.... MinwavxKue, October 18, 1871. 

| Pursuant to adjournment, B. R. Hinkley, president, Harri- 

son Ludington, treasurer, met at the office of the treasurer in — 
_ Milwaukee, to resume the payment of local accounts and pre- 

miums. The secretary having found it necessary to visit Col- 
'  orado soon after the conclusion of the fair, and having found 

it impracticable tc reach home in time for this meeting, was 

represented by his assistant, Mr. F. W. Case, acting ia the ca- 

pacity of chief clerk. . | 

_ ‘The session continued throughout the day, when an adjourn- | 

ment was taken to October 26th. 

- OFFICE OF H. LupIneron, TREASURER OF THE SOCIETY? . - 

, | | MILWAUKEE, October 26, 1871. | 

Messrs. B. R. Hinkley, president, Harrison Ludington, treas- | 

urer, and J. W. Hoyt, secretary, met pursuant to adjournment, _ 

in the office of the treasurer at Milwaukee, on the morning of 

the 26th of October, and resumed the work of paying lozal. — 

_. bills and premiums; notice of their purpose to do so. having | 

been given through the press of the city. eng 

‘The secretary came prepared to deliver diplomas and medals 

to citizens of Milwaukee and vicinity, who were entitled to 
them, and many were so delivered. 

At 4 o'clock P. M., applications having ceased, the board | 

adjourned sine die, |
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| “DECEMBER MEETING. - | - 

| a  Srare AGRICULTURAL Rooms, | 
| , Manison, December 5, 1871. | 

~The ‘executive boari met pursuant to requirement of. the 

by-laws, on December 5th, (being the day next preceding the | 

| date of the annual meeting of the society,) at 7 1-2 o’clock P. M. — 

President B..R. Hinkley in the chair. a 

The attendance being small and additional members being ex- 

pected on the night trains, an adjournment was taken until 9 , 

o'clock the uext day. 

| WEDNESDAY, Dec. 6, 1871. 

| _ The board met pursuant to adjournment. | me 

| Present—Messrs. B. R. Hinkley, president, Harrison Luding- 

| ton, Wm. R. Taylor, J. O. Haton, Saterlee Clark, W. W. Field, 

| and J. W. Hoyt. OS | a 
| President Hinkley in the chair. —— —_ 

| ‘Mr. Hoyt produced the order books, bills, vouchers, etc, 

. together with his personal account with the society as secreta- 

| ry; and Mr, Ludington, treasurer, presentedafullreportofthe | 

orders paid by him during the year; all of which, on motion, — 

the board, as a committee of the whole, proceeded to examine 

and compare. | | 

> The following is the personal account of the secretary so — 

a presented : ol fre | a | 

; ° -- WISCONSIN STATE AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY IN ACO’T WITH J. W. HOYT, SEC’Y. | 

. Received from the Society during 1871. | Oe 

Received on am’t advanced on Bruen property ($2,529) . 
and on loan, etc., ($775.58) as per audit of board 

, (see Trans. 1870, p.118)..... 2... eee ee ee ee eee ee $3,000 00 ........ 

Received for use in advertising.......+...-.+s+++0> 500 00 «1... ee . 

Received on general account...........eeeeeee eens 8,483 20.000. | 
Received in over-allowance to F. W. Case and Geo. 

oe W.Stcner, clerKS. 2.2... eee ee ce eee nee 44 00 ........ 

Total of receipts... ... 6... e eee ee eee e eee $6,987 20 

7 : . a Mccounted for by Secretary. 

| Amount advanced by secretary on Bruen property (see 
Trans. 1870, p. 118)... 2... cece eee ete eee eee ee BR, O29 00 i...eeee oo 

, Amount due on loan (see Trans. 1870, p. 118)........ T1558 wee wees 

Amount expended in advertising. ...........seeeee- 313 00 ....-.6- 

Amount of travelling expenseS.s........eeeeeeeeeee — 50 00 «eee, 
Amount of salary, for 1871.......... 0... ee eee cree es 3,00000 20.00. 

| Balance of advertis’g and other society moneys in hand, : | 
+ and cheque for which is herewith presented .... 319 67... eee 

- . Total of amount due and expended......... ——-—— $6, 987 25
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The annual report of the treasurer [for a full account see 

minutes of annual meeting of the society] showed the amount 

of receipts during the year to have been $27,747.48; the 

amount of expenditures ( ncluding payment of indebtedness : 

to J. W. Hoyt for money loaned by him to the society and 
, advanced on the Bruen property,) $21,798.48 ; and the balance 

on hand to be $5,954.00. | OO 
a All of which accounts of the secretary and treasurer were 

_. found correct and approved by a unanimous vote of the board. 

Mention was made by the president and other membersof  — 
the board of the valuable assistance received fr-m Mr. Beck, 

| chief of police of Milwaukee, at the late fair; and a motion 
was made, seconded and unanimously carried, tendering to 

him the thanks. of the board, together with the grand silver 

| medal of the society, and fifty dollars, as an expression of their 

appreciation of the valuable and efficient services rendered the 

- society by him on that occasion, ee | Oo 

On motion, the board then adjourned sine die. | 

SOCIETY MEETINGS. 

‘MEETING FOR THE ELECTION OF OFFICERS. 

OS - 7 . Crry Hany, MILWAUKEE, September 28, 1871. 

| Pursuant to requirement of the constitution, and to notice | 

published in accordance therewith, a large number of the life | 
members of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society con- - 

vened at the city hall in Milwaukee for the purpose of electing  —_. 
officers of the society for the year 1872. / , 

) President B. R. Hinkley in the chair. a 

President called the meeting to order, and stating that the 

_ object of the meeting was to elect officers for the ensuing year, 

asked what was the pleasure of the society. | | 

Mr. T. C. Dousman, of Waukesha, moved that a committee 

| of seven—one from each congressional district and one from |
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. the state at large—be appointed by the president to nominate 

officers forthe year, he | | 
| Motion seconded and adopted. PE | 

President appointed T. C. Dousman, H. L. Palmer, Anson 
Rogers, C. Heeflinger, J. H. Warren, Eli Stilson and Benjamin 
‘Ferguson, | Wha : 

| During the absence of the committee Secretary Hoyt gave a 

report of the financial condition of the society for the preceding 

year. | | | 

Mr. S. B. Davis, of Milwaukee, called for a report of the | 

| present condition of the treasury, and moved that the treasurer , 
| __. be instructed to present his report. | 

| _ Secretary Hoyt stated that it would be impossible to give | 

the items in detail without reference to the books of both sec- | 

- -_- retary and treasurer, which were not at hand. | | 

Treasurer Ludington said that the annual meeting in De- 

cember was the time appointed for him to make his report; 
- that he could not report at this meeting, except in general 

terms. He stated that he had at his office orders showing the  —_ 

amount and objects for which the money was drawn, and that | | 

his books were open at any time to the inspection of mem- 

bers. | - 
The President remarked that it was not in order to call for _ 

Po the report of the treasurer at this meeting, as it was not the 
time regularly appointed. | | 

| Hon. Sat. Clark moved that hereafter the treasurer be ° 

instructed to present a report of the condition of the treasury 

at the annual meeting for the election of officers. 
‘Seconded by Mr. Davis. | 

oe Treasurer Ludington moved, as a substitute, that hereafter _ 

mS the Treasurer’s report as presented at the annual meeting, be 

ss printed, and that a copy be sent to each life member. 
a Substitute accepted and motion, as amended, carried. 

| The committee on nominations reported, for CER, 

| President.—B. R. Hinkley of Waukesha. __ eh | 

: | Vice Presidents—First Congressional District, Rufus Cheney of Wal- 

worth; Second Congressional District, W. R. Taylor of Dane; Third Con- 

an oo
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gressional District, C. H. Williams of Sauk; Fourth Congressional District, ; 

Benjamin Ferguson of Dodge; Fifth Congressional District, Eli Stilson, of oe 

Winnebago; Sixth Congressional District, John T. Kingston Juneau. : 

Secretary.—Sat. Clark of Horicon. De | 

Treasurer.—Harrison Ludington of Milwaukee. oe 

_ Mr. Clark enquired why his name was presented as candi-— 

date for secretary. ae 
Mr. E. W. Keyes remarked that many other members were 

quite as much surprised at the report as was Mr. Clark, and 

asked whether he declined the nomination. 
A motion was made by E. Elderkin to refer the report back 

: to the committee, with instructions to substitute the name of J. | 
W. Hoyt for that of Mr. Clark. — 

Mr. Keyes moved that the report be laid upon the table, and 
that the meeting proceed to the election of officers by ballot, 

as the constitution required. Whereupon some discussion 

arose as to what the requirements of the constitution were in | 
this regard; which question was settled by the secretary’s | 

showing from the constitution itself, as revised, that the ballot 
was not indispensable. 

J’r. C. L, Martin seconded the motion of Mr. Keyes, and sus- 
tained the proposition by complimentary reference to the _ 

zreat service reudered to the society by Dr. Hoyt during the 

darkest period in its history, and to the high and honorable 

: position to which it had been brought chiefly through his abil- 

_ ity and his devotion to its interests. es oS 
_ Further remarks of like character were made by Mr. J. O. 

Eaton and others. | a ae | | 

Mr. Dousman, chairman of the committee on nominations, _ 

stated that he knew of no objection to Dr. Hoyt, that the reason, — 
and the only reason vamed in the committee why the nomina- — 

tion cf any other person should be considered, was that the 
- comvensation demanded by him, and which had been accorded . 

to him by the board, was greater than the society ought to pay 

its secretary. SO 

_ Mr. Hoyt thereupon stated as facts, first, that although he 

assumed the duties of secretary when the salary was but one
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- thousand dollars, and for the greater portion of the eleven 

years of his service had received a very small and totally in- 

| adequate compensation, he had never demanded or even asked. 

for an increase—that he had “demanded” nothing. He ac- 

| cepted the position in the first place at the earnest request of 

prominent. members, and as the unanimous choice of those 

- present and voting, and with one exception he had been unan- - 

imously designated for the office at each subsequent election. 

He had never sought the place or desired it. Onthe contrary, 

he had twice, within-the past two years, expressed adesireto 

Se be relieved, and only remained at the solicitation of the exec- 

--utive board. The salary had been advanced to three thousand - 

| dollars without solicitation or suggestion on his part, and bad | 

been accepted with reluctance—notwithstanding his great in- 

| terest in, and attachment for the society—in view of the in- 

ducements which had been offered him to make other engage- 

ments, much more satisfactory in a pecuniary point of views 

. | Mr. E. D. Holton followed with words of the most cordial 

commendation of the secretary, not only on the ground of the 

energy and ability, he had always shown in the management _ 

of the society’s practical affairs, but likewise because of the 

_* enviable reputation he had won for it by his valuable contri- 

butions to the agricultural literature of the country. The so- — 
ciety could hardly afford to dispense with that order of talent. — 

| He therefore moved, with due respect for Mr. Clark, that his 
| name be stricken from the list of names reported by the com- 

a mittee, and that the name of J. W. Hoyt be substituted — 

a therefor. — | | 

Which motion was seconded by Mr. Keyes, and carried. 

- Mr. Ferguson moved that his own name as candidate for | 

| vice-president be erased, and that the name of Mr. Clark, the 
- -. present incumbent for the fourth congressional] district be sub- | 

a stituted. wee | a oo | 

| Motion seconded by E. W. Skinner, and carried. ' | 
a On motion, the report of the committee as thusamended 

| was then adopted without dissent. ae :
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The president declared the several nominees duly elected 
to the offices for which they had been named respectively, and 

On motion the society adjourned sine die. 

ANNUAL MEETING OF THE SOCIETY. - 

. STATE AGRICULTURAL ROOMS, 

Mapison, December 6, 1871—3 o’clock P. M. 

The society met pursuant to constitutional provision and 

due notification through the press. 

Quorum present. | 

_ _The president, B. R. Hinkley, on assuming the chair, an- 

nounced that the object of the meeting was the annual settle- | 

- ment with the treasurer, by an examination of his accounts | 

and a comparison of them with the records and vouchers in . 

| the office of the secretary. 

The treasurer's report was then submitted, bearing the ap- sy 

proval of the executive board, by whom it had been carefully 
examined in detail. 

REPORT OF THE TREASURER, 
es 

To the Huecutive Board-of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society: 

| ‘The financial transactions of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society, 

y for the year 1871, have been as follows: - ts | | 

a 1870. . oe | RECEIPTS. : | | | =, 

Dec. ‘%. To cash received from D. Atwood, former treasurer... $9,717 77 
1871. | | | 

Sept. 26. To cash from pork packers of Milwaukee, for spe- 
cial premiums............ 0 2. .....25.-- $500 «2.0.2... 

Cash from Milwaukee Chamber of Commerce, 
for special premiums ..................... 50 ......... 

. — 550 00 
: Amount received for 14 life memberships......... 280 00 

cove Entry fees at fair... .... 0... ccc cece eee eee cece ees © 89700 
ae Ground rent collected at fair...................-- 1,950 21 © 

. | - — Gate fees 22... ccc ec cece cece cece ce eeees == 13,942 66 
oe Grain sold at fair. ....... 0. cc eee eee cece eeeee 90 17% 

Dec. 6. To advertising and other funds unexpended, returned 
oe by Secretary... . cee cece cece e reece er eeecerees = S19 67 

| oe poi, 74% 48
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| ) EXPENDITURES. a 

By cash paid on orders this day (Dec. 6,) returned and cancelled, said or- | 
DO ders covering the following general disbursements :— ae 

7 For premiums... ..... 0c cece cece cece eee ce eect cece cseses Phy 109 29 
Office expenses, including postage, expressage and freight..... 243 22 a 
Expenses‘ef members attending meetings of the board ........ 306 25 
‘Printing and advertising ....... cc. cece cee cece eee c eee eeneee 1,186 26. 

- Superintendence at the fair............ 0.0002 cee ee ee ee eeees 1,448 40 : 
Clerical sevice ...... cc cee cee cece eee c eee e ee coveveesssssees 480 91 

. Labor, police and watch at the fair ..............-.20-e0ee000- 1,785 30 
| Forage used at the fair... .. 00. cc cee ce eee eee ee en ee enees 947 12 

: Omnibus hire and livery at the fair...... 0... 0. eee eee eens 120 00 
Refreshments for officers, judges, guests and help............. 666 10 

—— Musicat fair... 6... cece cece cee eee e eee renner eceeees 175 00 
. Expenses of machinery for power hall. ........-...-00.00 -eeee 326 14. 

' Incidental expenses of the fair............ cece eee eee coerce 149 58 
Miscellaneous expenses, including orders 1, 12, 62, 68, 75, 381 

| | FAC 6 MES: 5 7 190 05 
Saiary of secretary, and $138.67 for incidental purposes and af- | 

wards returned. ....... ccc eee ec eee eee eens seeeeeeeeeces 3,138 67 
Payments and interest on lands purchased...............-.+-. 2,665 50 
Amount due the secretary on loan of 1869, and indebtedness of 

oe | $81,793 4B 

, Balance on hand ....iccececcececcecceccccccececessssces $5, 954 00 . 

mo | All of which, together with the vouchers for the several sums paid, is re- 

a spectfully submitted. 
. HARRISON LUDINGTON, Treasurer. . 

Maprison, Dec. 6, 1871. . : 

| The secretary moved that a committee of three life mem- 

bers, not including any members of the executive board, be — 
appointed to examine the report of the treasurer, and report 

thereon as early as practicable | So - 

__. The motion was carried, and the president appointed Messrs. 

S. D. Hastings, David Atwood and A. H. Maia to performthe __ 

| duties of said committee. ' 
_ ‘Mr. Field moved an adjournment until 7 1-2 o'clock p. m.,_ 

at which time he hoped the committee would be prepared to re- 

/ port. | | 

| The secretary asked the temporary withdrawal of the motion 

that he might make a statement in regard to an amendment to 

| the constitution, proposed by Mr. Saterlee Clark, vice presi- — 

dent, at the annual meeting in 1870, and now on file in the sec- | 

retary’s Office | es 

| | 2 | \ oy | -
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Theamendment, of which notice had been given by Mr. 

Clark in effect required that the ‘seven additional members” | 
of the executive board (additional to the general officers, in- =~ 

_ eluding the president, vice presidents, secretary and treasurer), 

| should also be distributed in like manner as the vice presi- 

dents are now distributed, by congressional districts. Said 
, amendment would be warmly supported by Mr. Stilson and 

| some other members, if they were present, as be knew by letters 

received, which strongly urged its adoption. Unfortunately, 

however, Article VI. of the constitution requires that all prop- | 

ositions to amend that instrument shall “be read by the secre- 

tary in the next succeeding meeting for the election of officers.” 

At the late meeting for the election of cfficers, the reading of 

Mr. Clark’s proposed amendment was omitted by oversight, and 

could not therefore be constitutionally acted upon at this meet- 

ing. He regretted this omission. ; 
Mr. Field having renewed his motion, the board then ad- 

journed to meet again at 7 1-2 o'clock. 

. WEDNESDAY, December 6, 1871—74 o'clock, P. M. - 

The society met pursuant to adjournment to receive the re- : 

port of the committee appointed to examine the treasurer's re- 

port. 

Quorum present. | - | 

| President Hinkley in the chair. | OO 
| On behalf of the committee, Mr. Hastings presented the fol- 

lowing report: | os | | | 
- [Copy.] | | | 

° To the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society: Ls 

The undersigned, the committee to whom was referred the report of your — 
Co treasurer, would respectfully report that they have made as full an exami- 

- nation-of the report and accompanying papers as the limited time at their 
command would allow, and they find that the treasurer has vouchers for all | 

- the money he claims to have paid out, and we find corresponding stubs on 
- the order-book for all the orders paid: by the treasurer. | : . 

-. ‘We have no doubt but the accounts of the treasurer have been carefully 
: kept, and that he has accounted for all the money that has been placed in _— 

his hands. — : ee 
cos (Signed) SAM’L D. HASTINGS, | 

ae DAVID ATWOOD, 
A. H. MAIN, — . 

oe Commitiee. 
Manison, Dec. 6, 1871.' 3 : 

\X
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On motion, the report of the committee was received and 

- “unanimously approved. Oo | - 
oe Secretary submitted a full account of all warrants drawn by 

| - him on.the treasurer during the year 1871, with the name, ob- 

ject, and amount of each order. ok 

| | Which, on motion, was ordered to be printed with the treas- 
urer’s report. oe , 

i | _ On motion, the society then adjourned sine die. 

_ The following is the warrant accoant of the secretary re- 

| ferred to above: | coe co | 

Oo 7 WARRANT ACCOUNT OF THE SECRETARY ; 

‘ Giving the name of the person for whom, and the object and amount for which : 
| each order, issued by the secretary for the year 1871, has been drawn. | 

oo To whom and for what issued. Amount. 

| 800 | (Old series), E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps ........ $10 00 | 
7 -1 | D. Atwood, counterfeit money received at fair, 1870...... 38 75 

2 | W. W. Field, expenses at December meeting............ 1160 5 | 
3 | Eli Stilson,expenses at December meeting. ............. 1545 = 

, 4 | N.S. Greene, expenses at December meeting............ 11 00 
0 | B. R. Hinkley, expenses at December meeting, and money 

paid out as per bill rendered .......................| . 85 70 
6 | Sat. Clark, expenses at December meeting .............. 15 00 | 

. 7.| Rufus Cheney, expenses at December meeting........... 13 00 
| 8 | C. Loftus Martin, expenses at December meeting........ 930 | 

oo 9 | J.G. Thorp, expenses at December meeting.............1 20 00 
10 | Wm. R. Taylor, expenses at December meeting.. .......;. . 6 00 

| 11 | L. B. Vilas, expenses at December meeting.............. 6 00 
12 | J.C. Gregory, drawing mortgage and stamps for same.... 10 00 
13 | J. H. Stocker, medal cages........0..ceeeee cr ecccccecs 18 25 | 

L 14 | Chas. Andrews, hotel expenses of secretary at fair, 1870.. 29 50 . 
: 10 | F. W. Case, clerical services, (1870)....-......... ee cece 99 16 

| 16 | A. D. Seaman & Co., use of furniture, (1870) ............ 8 20 
. , 17 | Bloedel & Mueller, medals............scceccccceeeccces 308 50 

18 | J. W. Hoyt, to apply on salary, 1870..................../ 48 25 | 
19 | W. F. Storey, advertising, (1870) ..........-..ecee eee e ee 24 00 

: 20 | J. W. Hoyt, payment of principal and interest on land, and oe 
| | money loaned... ... ccc ce cee seseceeecceseessscseeses| 8,000 00 

_ 21 | J. W. Hoyt, to apply on salary ....,..e.sc cece eceeeeeeee! = 2000 
| 22 | J. W. Hoyt, to apply on salary 00.00.6000... cece eee eee 281 50 

23 | J. W. Hoyt, to apply on salary ........... 2.02 cee ee ees 98 50 
24 | EK. W. Keyes, postage stamps... ...... 2. eee eee eee ee 4 00 

| 25 | W.S8. Wescctt, premium, (1869)...................202--1 10 00 
| | 26 | Wm. R. Taylor, superintendence and money advanced at | 

fair, (1869)... eee ec ce cece ence e ree ceeee 51 40 
. 27. ' L. M. Bevier, labor at fair, (1870)......... cece eee ce eee 17 50
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Secretary’s Warrant Account—continued. 

FNo. 1 : 
Ord.) _ To whom and for what isened. Amonnt. | 

28 | Giles, Bro. & Co., silver ware for prizes...............46. $35 00 
“9 | Fredrickson & Sorenson, rollers for diplomas ............| 3.00 

| 380 | J. W. Hoyt, balance of indebtedness of 1869, and salary, - 
nes | (1871) eee eke ce ceec cece s cseeceeessereescd 600 00 
31 | C. BE. Bross, agent, express charges...................0..,. 4 80 
32 | H. W. Keyes, P. M., box rent and postage ...........)...,. 5-72 a 
33 | B. M. Worthington, filling out diplomas, (1870)..........) - 4 00 
34 | B. R. Hinkley, livery at fair, (1870)..... ....... ...005. 10 00 
39 | Geo. R. Cook, engraving medals, (1870) .................|.. 83 85 . 
36. W. J. Park & Co., stationery. ........ 0. ccc cece eee eeeeees 12 38 
37 | W. Ramsey & Co., scissors for office ...........0cceeeeee 18 | 
38 | E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps ..............0.000- 10 00 
39 | C. E. Bross, express charges .......... ccecsececceecees 1 75 
40 | V. Beck, hauling shafting, etc.............cceccescccees 3 00 
41_| R. Cheney, expenses at February meeting............... 15 00 
42 | L. B. Potter, premium, (1870) .....-... ccc cect eee e eee eee 15 00 

_ 43°) T. L. Fink, premium, (1870)... .. 0. occ cece cece eee 3 00 oo 
44 | Stephen Warren, premium, (1870)..................20.. 20 00 

_ 45 | C.Cook, premium, (1870). ...... 0... ccc cece eee eee ees a0 OO. | 
46 | N.S. Greene, expenses at February meeting ............ 15 00 o 
47 | J. O. Eaton, expenses at February meeting......,........ 17 00 
48 | C. Loftus Martin, superintendence at fair, (1870)......... 25 00. 

| 49 | B. R. Hinkley, expenses at February meeting ........... 15 00 
50 | N. D. Fratt 22. 2......d0.. 0.0.0 e ee dO. cc cece eee eee 16 00 
dl | C. Loftus Martin .....do............d0... ccc eee eee eee 15 00 
52 | Eli Stilson. 2.2.0. ....dO. 0.0.00. dO. ccc cece eee 15 00 
53 | JH. Warren.........do.. 20... 22.0... cece ce ceeeeeet = 21 20 
Of | Wm. R. Taylor... ....do............d0...... 00. c eee! 1200 
55 | H. Ludington ........do............d0....0006 ceeceee 16 00 
56 | J. L. Mitchell ........do........... dO... ssscseeeeeee 16 00 
ov | W. W. Field... .......do.. 2... dO. ee eee eee ee el 15 00 
88 | H. W. Keyes, PB. M., postage stamps..-............5.05- 10 00 . 

O84 J. W. Hoyt, salary (balance of first quarter)............. 200 00 
oo 59 | J. W. Hoyt, salary oe... ce ce cee cee ee eccecsccesseel 50 00 

) 60 | C. HE. Bross, express charges... cece ee cece eee eee “2 95 . 
«61 | H.W. Keyes, box rent .e. cece cece ec cece ccceedecel. 250 

: 62.) D. Clark, repairing office chairs. ee.. 00... 0. cece eee eel 660 |. 
63 | E. W. Keyes, postage stamps.................0.0200000) 2000 ' 

| 64 | J. B. Parkinson & Co., printing..-............02........{ 4.00 | | 
65 | C. E. Bross, express charges. .........00cccc cece ccccces 1 60 

| 66 | George A. Bruen, interest on amount due on land........ 186 50 
: 67 | C. E. Bross, express charges............ 0... eececeees 3 5d : 

68 | J. H. Klippart, electrotypes for transactions .............,| 18 25 : 
69 | E. W. Keyes, postage stamps............ 0.0 cccceeeceee 30 00 | 

: 70 | Wm. Pyncheon, drayage and freight ...............000- 410° 
TL | KE. W. Keyes, postage stamps...........00. .0ceeeeeeeel 2000 © 

« 72: | J. W. Hoyt, salary 2.0.0... cc ccc cece ccc ee eceeees 759 00 
a 73 | H.W. Keyes, postage stamps...... 22... cece cee cece ee el 10 00 | 

74 | Moseley & Bro., stationery for office ............cceeeeees 5 60 
15 | F. W. Case, transactions to complete set..............-: 9°20 
76 | C. E. Bross, express charges..........cceeescecccecceeel 170 

_ TT | H.W. Keyes, postage stamps........... 0... cece eee e eed, 15 09 a 
78 | J. W. Hoyt, advertising fund (in partreturned to Treas.).. 500 00 
49 | BE. W., Keyes, postage stamps..... 0.2... cece cece ecceee 8 00 
80 | Cramer, Aikens & Cramer, advertising ................., 15 00 fe
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Secretary’s Warrant Account—continued. . | 

- | No. ; ‘ | 
Ord.| To whom and for what issued. - Amount.. 

, — . SL) P. V. Deuster, advertising ........... cece ence cece ee ees $5 00 
. 82 | C. BK. Bross, express charges and dispatches ........ ... 4 95 

83 | E. W. Keyes, postage stampS....... cece eeeeeeeeeeee>s| 9 00 
| . 834] S. Ruble premiums ....... 6. ce cee cece eee ee ee eee ees 70 00 

84] J.J. Pellett, premiums ......... 2. cece cee cece teen ee ees 13 00 7 
—-. 85: | Gs H. Daubner, premiums ........ ccc cece cee cece eeees 30 00 

, 86.) A. W. Barber, premiums ...... cece eee cece eee e cee eeees 1 00 
- _, 87 | B.S. Capron, premiums ...... 00. c eee eee cee eee cece ees 45 00 

, 88 | N.S. Austin, premiums ......... 0. eee eee eee ee ere ec eeeee 15 00 
89. | N. Stearns. premiums........ cece cece eerste ee ence ees . 5 00 

—, 90 | D. W. Rowlands, premiums...........sccceeeeeeeeeees| 90 00 
: 911 J. Bush, premiums... 2.2.2... ccc eee eee eee ee cered? = 800 

92 | Wm. J. Smith, premiums..........-.. cee cece cece eee ee] 80 00 
. 93 | D. H. Donnan, premiums ......... ee cece eeec ee ceeeeeces| 40 00 

: og . 94 | T. B. Rowlands, premiums. oo... cece cece eee eee wees 15 00 | 
7 - 95 | W. Leroy, premiums 2... eee cece cee cee eee eee c ee eee 20 00 

. 96 | George Lawrence, premiums. ...... cece cece ee eee eee 38 00 | 
97 | J.C. Owen, premiums. ....... cece cece cece cece ee ences 20 00 
. 98 | Thomas Davis, premiuMS .....- 6. .e cece cece eee eeeeeee ed? 27 00 

| . 99 | H.W. Hewitt, clerk 2.2.0... cc cece cece eee eee cence eee) 20 00 
100 | G.N. Lyman, premiums. ......... eee ee eee rece ee eeeee 30 00 

» , «101 | Wim. Reid, premiums.......-...-e ee cee cece cere eeeee 18 00 
102 | J. N. Smith, premium .......... cece ee cee eee ee eee cree 70 00 | 

Soe 103 | A. Clark, premium. .........e cee ieee eececeeeceeeeceee] ~ 30 00 | 
104.) J. L. Owen, premium ....... cece cee cece cere weer enceees d0 00 

| 105 1 E. Porter, premium ...... . cece cece eee reece ee cee ecees 100 00 
106 | J. L. Owen, premium. ........ cece ee eee cee eee eens. . 60 00 

Oe 107 | E. P. Brockway, premium ..... 22... .e eee eens ce eeeeee 465 00 
| 108 | J. Taylor, premium ........ ee cece ee ee eee eee cece eee 155 00 | 

109 | C. H. Hall, clerical service........ 2. cee reece ee see eeeees 15 00 
110 | Matt. O’Neil, premium .......... cee cece ec eee eee ee enees 90 00 
111 | McFetridge, Burchard & Co., premium........-+.-.eeeee 10 00 

oe 112 | Geo. Wolf, premium ....... cece cece ene eet ceeeeeces] 1250 © 
: 118 | W. Kitzrow, premium... 2... cece eee cece ee cece ee cece 38 00 

| 114 | Henry Luhring, premium. .......-..eeeee reece eee eneee 10 00 
| 115 | Mrs. M. Stackhouse, premium .......-..+-..--seeeeeeee ~—2 00 

116 | J. F. Burchard, premium ....... 66 ceee eee e eee eeeeeeeeee] 5 00 

| 117 | J. CO. Corrigan, premium..... 0... eee eee ee cece eee ee eee} 125 00 
: 118:|} W. D. MeIndoe, premium ........ ee eee eee cece rece eee 3000 

119 | Severance & Williams, music at fair................2.... 175 00— | 

120.| H. G. Roberts, premium ...... 22. eee cece cece cece eeees 8 00 | 
121 | Mrs. W. P. Lynde, premium .... 2.2.6... eee e cece ec eeees 2 00 
122 | J. M. Hall, premium ............ cece ec cee cece cece cece 15 00 . 

—  -4983-| John Jeffers, premium...  ..--.ceeree seer eeeeseccees 50 00 
. 124 | (No order issued.) | 

125 | T. C. Smith, premium.... 2... cece ee cee cere cece eenees 45 00 
. 126 | Isaac Baldwin, premium..........segereveeeceeeseeeeee] = 2 00 ; 

- 127 | N.D. Fratt, for gate keepers .. 1... cence cece cece rece ee ees 879 00 | 

128 | N.S. Greene, and assistant, superintendence at fair......| 68 00 
7 129 | Gilbert Adams, premium ............- cee e cee ese eee ee. 27 00 

| : 130 | C. H. Williams, superintendence at fair..............05. 36 00 
; 131 | H. R. Clark, assistant, superintendence at fair...........) 24 00 

122 | (No order issued.) ne 
. a 133 | Fred. Moody, assistant, superintendence at fair.......... 24 00 

Pe 134 | Sat. Clark, superintendence at fair ........-. eee ee eee 60 60 

135 | J. H. Warren, superintendence at fair... 0... ee cece e eee 42 00 -
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Secretary’s Warrant Account—continued. . t 

Kos . To whom and for what issued. - ae Amonnt. 

186 | H. Hassler, shavings for halls .............. 0. cece enue $12 00 | 
187 | John Hiles, shavings for halls ........... 0c. cece cece ee el 12 00 

- 138 | W. W. Field, superintendence at fair...........5.......| 54 00 
. 189 | R. Anderson, assistant, superintendence at fair..........| 82 00 

| — 140 | J. W. Dunlop, premium ........ 0... cc cece cee ce ee eee 16 00 — 
_ 141 | H. W. Dunlop, clerical service ............ 0... eee ee ees 35. OO 

142 | J. S. Wilcox, premium ........... 0.0... cee cee eee eee 2 00 
143 | R. & D. H. Cheney, superintendence at fair ............. 84 00 \ 
144 { N. D. Fratt, superintendence at fair ...............0000- 43 00: 
145 | E. Fairbanks, premium.............0... 2c ec eeeeceees 15 00 
146 | A. Marquis, assistant, superintendence at fair........... 15 00: 
147 | J. O. Eaton, superintendence at fair..................... ° 54 00 
148 | J. Van Etta, premium .... 2.0.2... cece eee eee we ce eee 27 00° 
149 | C.C. & R. H. Parks, premium ................ cece coos 400 00 
150 | R. H. Hewitt, assistant, superintendence at fair ......... 16 00 
151 | J. Pollard, premium........... cc cece cee cece cece ee wees 38 00- 
152 | W.T. Smith, premium............... cece cece eeeeeseeel 41:00 
153 | Wm. Simpson, premium ....... 0... cc ce ccc cence eeees 40 00 

| (154 | Mrs. W. O. Stillman, premium ......3...0. cece cece ee 4 00: 
165.) P. B. Stewart, premium ........ 0... cece eee eee ee eeeeed 8 00: 

. 156 | G. C. Chaffee, premium ...... 0.0... cc cece cece eens 35-00 
157 | Thomas Davis, premium ............c0e cece ee ccc etaees 5 00 | 
158 | Wm. Rhodes, premium....... 0.0.0... 2.2 cece eae ec cence 40 00 | 

| 159 | L. Eastman, preminm...................-cceeeeeeeeeeet ° 8000 , 
160 | W. E. McClare, premium ............... 22.0 - cece ecees 10 00 | 
161 | W. R. Taylor, for assistant marshals, police, laborers, pa- : . 

trol, watchmen, night and day at fair,(26 men)....... | 446 25 
| 162 | Geo. S. Haskell, premium ...............0...0 cece eceee 17 00 7 

163 | J. W. McCready, premium.......................000008 15 00 
164 | H. H. Barnes, premium.................--..eeeceeeeees) 112 50 
165 | Ed. Wheatley, premium................. 0... cece eee! I15 00 
166 | D. P. Myers, premium.......... 0. ccc ccc e eee eee eee we! 2 00° 
(167 | E. M. DePuy, premium............... 0.000. ccc ee eee 13 00 
168 | A. B. Douglass, premium............ 2... ccc cece eens 180 00 
169 | A. Rainhard, premium ............... cece cece cece cence 2 00 
170 | C.M. Phillips, premium............c ccc cee ce cece eeee 5 00: . 
171 | E. & J. Smith, premium ...... 0... eee ec ce eee eee ee el 85.00 
172 | E. Elderkin, clerical service ................cceeeeceees] == 85-00 | 

- 173 | F. Hartwell, clerk ......... 0... ce cee eee eee eee cece eee] = 2575 : 
: (174 | D. H. McArthur, ticket accountant ............ 0.02.00. 36. 00 

175 | J. Cochrane, water for track ............. 000. cccuceeces 40 00 
‘ 176 | Holmes & Mabbett, oats................00 0c ccc ev ecees 139 27 

: 177 | John Corey, watchman .............0..0 2c cece cece eaeee 10 00 " : 
278 | Alcott & Van Vracken, premium ....................60. 8 00 
179 | Lee & Judson, premium .................2..cccceeeeeee] = =©18 00 ~—| 

. 180 | G. J. Kellogg, premium..... 2.0.00... 0c ccc ccc ce ce ee ees 39 50 | | 
 , (181 | B.R. Hinkley,for assistant superintendents and watchmen! ,- 281 50. 

—. 182 | A. Middlemass, premiums ...............0cc cscs cceeee al 2 00 ~ 
_183 | Rodway, Smith “& Co., premium ...................0220+) > 10 00 
184 | O. 8S. Willey and assistant, superintendence at fair....... 78 00 

: 185 | H. L. Stoltz, premiam............cc0. cece cee e ese ceeeeed | . 5 00 . 
-186 | W. T. Hay, Watchman........... cc. cc cece cece e reece 3 00 
187 | L. H. Hodges, premium.............0e...-0222ec08eeeeed 80 00 

=, 188] J.C. Plumb, premiums..../.......... cc cece cece eee nes 5 00 

oo o—AG. TR, | | |
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. Secretary’s Warrant Account—continued. — , 

Ros 7 “To whom and for what issued. cot Amount. 

189 | Whitnell & Ellis, premium..........cccccesee sec ceeees $29 00. 
| | 190 | Byers & Campbell, premium.............0 cece cece ee ees 170 00. 

191 | A. M. Stacey, premium............. cee cece ee eeeeeeees| 5:00 
. 192 | A. M. Stacey, premium...........ccceee ee cee eeeeeeeee? = = 1000 | 

193 | H. F. Orvis, premium ............ cece cece cece ceeeeeeee] | 15 00 
194 | W. G. Benedict, premium .......... 6. cece ee ew cece ences 4 00. | 

a 195 | C. C. Dewey, premium............ cece cecececeneenees 7 00 
196 | Reuben Strong, premium. ........... cc. ee eee eee ween 3 00 
197 | Stephen Warren, premium ........... cece ccc cece eeeees 20 0O 7 

- 198 | G.H. Lamberton, premium ............... 2. cece ween 23 00 
-. 199 | Luther Rawson, premium. ........ cece cece cece eceees 144 00 — 

200 | N. Bower, livery for president. .... 0.0.2... cece ee eeccee 4 00 
201 | J. C. Starkweather, premium............ceccceecceeeces 36 00 

Oo 202 | Welchselberg & Hyde, livery by Eaton .............04.. 10 60 
203 | Wm. Gallun, premium .....5. cece ccc cc cece eee eee nee 6 00 : 

a 204 | Trostell & Gallun, premium. .......... cece ee cee eens 5 00 
205 | J. Wing, premium........... cc cece cee cece ee cee nena - 20 00 
206 | H. Lumb, premium .......... ccc ce cece eee eee ee eneee 10 00 | 
207 | George Jeffrey, premium ............ cree eee eee ee ences 10 00 

| 208 |.B. R. Hinkley, services and money paid out during season. 672 00 
209 | Wechselberg & Hyde, livery, by W. W. Field........... 700. | 

| 210 | Mrs. O0.C. Meyers, premium ...... .....cceccecceee ce: 600. 
| 211-| Luther Rawson, premium. ............ceccee ec ce ce ceees 15 00 oo 

_ 212 | J.C. Meacham, premium ..... 1... cc cee cece cere eceees 10 00° 
213 | J. H. Paul, premium... ...... 0... cece cece cece eee eeeee 90 00 
214 | Copeland, Ryder & Co., premium .........eceeccececeees 10 00 

| 215 | J. Stoddard, premium ............ cece cece ese seceees 85 00. 
216 | Lydia Davis, premium............ ccc cee ee cece cee seeees 400 . 
217 | A. L. Boynton, horse for assistant marshal .............- 16 00 | 
218 | A. Schneider, Wood. ...... ccc cece cece cee ee cece cece cece: 9 50 
219 | George W. Stoner, clerical services..........-esee0- oe: 45 00 

. 220 | A. L. Boynton, premium............ cece e cece ce cceeees 54 00 | 
221 | G. W. Ogden & Co., premium ......... 0. eee ee eee eens 15 00. 
922 | Miss Abbie Ogden, premium.........eeceeesesceerenceal 4 00 

~ 223 | Mrs. James McAlpine, premium... ....:..eecee rece ecees 8 00 
: 224 | Mrs..C. Travis, premium. .e.... cece cece cece eewe scenes ' 8 00 

| 925 | Mrs. M. J. Fowler, preraium...........-.eeee ee cee renee} 2 00 . 
926 | Mrs. C. P. Root, premium...........ceeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee| = 7 00 

me 927 | Ed. Carr, premium. ........ cc cece ce ce cee eee ee cone eeee: 20 00 

228 | James Hager, premium........... ccc es ceeee cee ceees ~ 3 00 
229 | David Wells, premium .......... 2c. ceecee eee ceceeees 20 00 

_ 230 | Bredfeld Bros., drayage.......... cece cece cece cee eeeee 600 | 
931 | S. E. Weller, drayage ........sccc cece ece eee es esc e ences 2 00 | | 

| 232 | C. T. Bradley, premiumS.............sece cece eee eeeeees 285 00 
9883: | T. H. Curtis, premium... ... 2... eee ewe cece eee ee cece 2 00 

| 234 | L. 8. Curtis, premium .......... cece cece ec ee eee r cece 9 00 | 
235 | W.O. Lydston, premium ........... cece cece cece cece ~ § 00 | 

- 936 | Sherin Bros., premium .......6...ceee cece cece eee eens 10 00 
: 237 | E. Simpson, premiums ....... 0. cece ec ee cece cece eceenes 70 00 

| 938 | W. Hunt, premium. ....... ccc ccc eee cece ewe cece ewe e eal. 10 00 

| . 939 | A. D. Seaman & Co., premium ...........eeeeeeoeee eee) = 2:00 . 

9AD | H. Wardle, clerk... 2.0... cece ce eee eee ence nee 25 00 
| 241 | Wechselberg, Brown & Co., premium...........-.-+5-+-{ 20 00 | 

942 | J. L. Pierce, premium ............ sce e eee eee ec erences] = 4 00 
oo 243 | J. W. Hoyt, hotel bill during fair..... 22... ce eee eee ee ees 22 90 . | 

| GAA | Peter Wakem, premiums .........eceeceevessecnccerecs 245 00
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| Secretary’s Warrant Account—continued. a 

ao . To whom and for what issued. et Amount. 

- 245 | 3. W. Hoyt, salary ....... ccc ee cece ee cee eeeeceeceecee| $750 00 
946 | H. L. Durand, premioms.............0-. cece eeeseeeeeee] 128 00 
247 | Peter Wakem, premium ..........-----seeeeeee ee cee 8 00 
248 | F. W. Case, clerical service ...... 2.2.2 cece sere eseccreee 100 00. 
249 | ©. E. Bross, express charges and despatchés ...........-| . 1015 
250 | James Dean, clerical service. .... 0.2... .2 ec cee cence eeees 10 00 

, 251 | E. D. Darwin, agent, freight. ..... 06... esse cece re cece | 1 48 
252 | A. G. Tuttle, premiam............2..--eeceeecceeeeecee| 03 50 
253 | R. M. & W. Andras, premium. ............--eeeeceeeces 30 00 
254 | Mrs. D. McVean, premium ........-..... ss ce ccenceceeee 18 00 
2 E. Elliott, premium .........<---.--erresereesteseseeey 2 OO 
a, . W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps.......esseceeereees 
257 Mrs. B.D’ Lyon, rosettes. --.-6 es. ose ccceccacecees 9 50 
258 | C. H. Hall; clerical service... .... cece cece cee eecceeesee 35 00 
259 | M. J. Cantwell, printing .......... ccc eee eee reer en ees 28 15 
260 | 8S. H. Seamans, premium.........ceeeee ee cere eee ececee 66 00 
261 | Miss C. E. Stevens, premium ....... 02. see eee te eee 6 50 
262 | C.C. & R. H. Parks, premium...... ceeeec eee e eens eee 25 00 

| x63 | BH. J. Elton, premium. ....... 6... cece eee e cece ee te eee] 8 00 

864 | Percival Sheard, premium ..........eeceeeeeeeceeeeesee]  . 10 00 

965 | Mrs. J. Joy, premium.... ...ecee eee e cence cc eveeeeeee, =. 6 00 

| 266 | C. H. Greenman, premium ........ 6... sce ce ence cree ences 20 00 

| 267 | Charles Elson, carpenter Work.........--+sseseceeeceeee 182 7 
268 | N.J. Swain, grain... 2.2... cece eee eee eee eee e cence 30 00 
269 | Nuzum, Dopperstein & Schmidt, premiums............. 5 00- 

| 270 | C. F. Fisher, hay and straw. .........--2ssese0+ ceeeces 349 12 

o71 | E.J. Grover, hay and straw....... 0 ..--..eee cece cece e ee) 428 73 

272 | M. L. Butterfield, premiums ......-......-.--- eee cece, 50 00 

273 | C. M. Wolf, ribbons ........0. cece cece c eee e weet cece 18 10 

274 | J. M. Wheeler, superintendence at fair.........-..- +++: 12 00 

975 | EB. J. Grover, premium........ 2... -.0e cece cece cee eeecee! 3 00 

——-«- 26 | G. A. Ludington & Co. premium..........-seeeeeeeeeee: 35 00 
277 | H. Ludington, premium ..........6.. cece eee e eee eee ee 10 00 
278 | H. Gregg, premium. ... 22... . cece cee eee eee e cece eeeee 2 00 

279 | Charles Cook, premium ..........+. cece eect ccc ecees 30 00 

980 | Miss J. L. Heth, premium.............0ee eee eee eeee ee] 18 00 

981 | GL W. Williams, premiums....... .ceese eee e cere eee e eel 5 00 | 

282 | Mrs. Rachael Lapham..........seseeeeeee eres reece ees 200 — 

: 983.1 Cramer, Aiken & Cramer, printing.............-..00.---| 82 15 
284 | Milwaukee Publishing Company, printing posters, etc... | 184 00 

285 | Lansing Bonnel;, use of stoves, etC..... 2... ee eeeeeces! 7 50 oo 

286 | J. E. Tesch & Co., brushes and combs............--0++5; 3 8) . 

287 | Filer, Stowell & Co., use of engine: and fixtures ........! 316 64 

288 | P. V. Deuster, advertising. ........-.--+s-eeees Laeeeeesl -1 50 

989 | D. Ferguson, premium .........65- ce cee ee ee ee ee te eee] 28 00 

290 | H.F. Jennings, premium. .......-. ee ee ee eee cee eee eel 20 00 - | 

291 | Winchester & Partridge, premium ...............--.---| , 10 00° 
- 992 | New England Lithograph Co., diplomas ..........-..---|  ) 52 50. 

| 293 | August Ehnert, premium.......... ..---eseeeeeeeee eel 10 00 

294 | D. M. Aspinwall, premium............cceeees cece eencs 15 00 

7 295 | John Root, premium..........-.eececeeecececeeeeseesee? 9 00 
296 | J.S. Wilcox, premium............-ececceeeeeecreeeeeeed = 6 00 

297 | Mrs. H. Russell, premium. ............c.ceceeee er eeeeel 2 00 

998 | J. W. Park, premium.............seccececescereceeseee] 93 00 
999 | E. B. Thomas, preminm..........sseeeeeee sete ec eeees 122 00 
300 | Mrs. P. Yale, premium.......-.sccscccsececceceseeeves 5 00
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, _ : Seeretary’s Warrant Accouni—continued. | | 
‘ / 

a a To whom and for what issued. | Amount. 6 

801 | S. B. Smith, premium............ cece cece eee e eee e even e] $14 00 
302 | A. Humbert, premiuia......cecee cee e cess cess eeeeeeree |, 80 00. 

- 3038 | L. Rawson, premium... .........eceetecececceesee oe] > 400 . 
- 304.| W.E. Grover, premitam........ cece cece ce eceeeeeeenee | 200 | | 

. 305.| C.H. Jacobs, premium ...... ccc ccc cece eee cece eenees 7 50 
| 306 | D. Morgan, premium. ......0e cece seer cece cence cece 2 00 | 

307°} W. O. Stillman, livery.... 2.0... cee ewe cece eee enone 23 00 
808 | J. A. Jones, premiums... ...... cc cccc eee e cree eeceteces 10 00 
809 | Mrs. R. M. Jameson, premiums........-. cece cece recess 6 00 

of 510 | E. L. Keyes, superintendence at fair....... 2. ec ec ec eeees 16 00 : 
-  81i | E. Mellon, services at fair. ....... 0... ccc eee ee cee cece 16 00 

312 | George Murray, premiums......... cccccsecsccececees 186 00 | 
313 | James Cooper, preMiuMS ....... cc cee eee ee ee eee ee ceese 400 
814 | L. Mock, premium..........cc cece eee eceeeeeeeeeseseeee, 10-00 

oo 315 | Strickland & Co., stationery at fair ............eegeeeeee| ~ . 5 60 
a 316 | Miss Susie Conner, premium..........0.i eee cece cece eee 4 00 

317 | W.C. White, premium... 2... . ccc cee ccc ee ee ec ener ses 10 09 
318 | Miss A. J. Gildersleeve, premium ...........e0eeeeeee eet © - £00 
319 | D. D. Bryant, premium.......0..00 See eee ec eee ee fs 38 00 
320 | H. W. McCafferty, premium, (1970)........-..-0.ee-0e--| 18 00 
321 | David McLay, preminM. ...cc ecw eee cee tence ere ennes - 60,00 

| - 822 | David Barlass, premium..........ecee cece cece cree ceees 10 00 
823 | Austin Wheeler, premium.......... cece cece ee se eee ce el ~ 2 50 

, 324 | G. P. Peffer and daughiers, premiums ...........+-++.+- 50 50 
3.5 | John Johnston, premium........ 2. sececsceeseereceens 4 50 
326 | A.W. Pratt, premiums. ..... 0... cc eee eee eee cece eee 15 00 

_ 827 | B. W. Keyes, P. M., box rent and postage............... 9 15 
pon 328 | T. W. Rice, premiums. ......... 2c cece eee e ec ee ce eeece 10 00 

- 329 ; TE. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps.......-..eceeeeeeeel 6:00 
oe 320 | L. B Potter, premium....-...seee ceeeeceeeeeeeee cease 15 00 

831 } H. Gregg, premium ..... 2... cc cee cee eee erence eeeees 10 00 
oo 332 | Mrs. A. M. Lenz, care of ladies’ hall.... .....eeeee eee.) 10 00 | 

a 333 | Mrs. D. Farnham, premium....... 0.06 cece eee cece eee ee| 2 00 | 
| -834 | Chester Hazen, premium..... 0... cece eee ee ete cence eel 10 00 

7 335 | N. Richtmeyer, premium...........ccceeseecceeeseeees 5 00 , 
| - 836 | Mrs. C. Koening, premium........... cece cece ee eeeee ee} 2% 00 

837 | Stickney & Baumbach, premium .......6 seca eee eeee| 15 00 
| 838 | A. Von Baumbach; premium..........05 seers e eee e eee] | 3 00 - 

| | 339 | Mrs, D. West, premium.......sssseccecsereusseseeeen 3 00 | 
«B40, JLT, Case, premium. 2.2... ccc cee cece cee ne ee cee ee ceee: 57 00 

| 541 | Mrs. M. D. Lewis, premium. .........ceseeceee cree see: 200 | 
542 | P. V. Deuster, advertising ...... 6... eee cece eee eee cee 6 50 
848 | Daniel Gilson, premium. ......... cee ee cece cere tee w cons 4 50 

2G, 344 | J.T Cutter, preminm ......... 0. cece cece e eee eeeeeeeeeed = 15:00 
: 345 | S.A. Tenney, premiums ..........seeees ec ee ee er eens: 77 50 

. 346 | H. Ludington, dinner tickets ........... cee vec cece eeees 613 70 
| _ 847 | H. M. Elliott, detective police. ......... ee eee ee cece eee 25 00 | 

848 | Henry Thomas, police... .. 6... cece eee e ence ee ee eed | ~ 3:00 7 
849 | H. L. Pomeroy, omnibus hire o.........0004. ceeeeeeees-| 00 00 | 
350 | Milwaukee News Co., printing and advertising .......-.-} | 322 36 - : 

| 351 | Wm. Weller & Co.,premiums...:. 0 esse eeeeeeeeeeesf 10 00 
S 352 | A. D. Seaman & Co., use of furniture...........-. eee eel 18 00 

a 353 | S. Hickey, preminm ......-..eceee eee eeeeceeecrcereseey| 9 00 
854. | L. J, Hobart; premium ......0.. cee e ee eee eee cece eeeeeed = 20 00 

| 355 | W.E. Goodman, usé of pumps......... cece cee ete e heel | 5 50 

«B56 | EL B. Bennett, polices... ccc cece cece gece eres e cence 20 00
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. Secretary’s Warrant Account—continued. on 

Ko. : To whom and for whatissued. _ | Amonnt. : 

- 857 | H. Swallow, premium ........... ec cece eee rete eee eee] $8 50 
858 | A. A. Boyce, preminms. .........c 0c. sec e eee eee eens 10 50 
859 | S. A. Fox, premium... 2... 6... eee cece cee ee eect ene 15 00 

_ 860 | H. Bourse, premiums. ............. 2.2 e oe cee eee eee 8 00 
. 361 | L. Woodworth, premium ........... 2... eee ee eee eee 5 00 

. 862 | Mrs. D. P. Webster, premium..............0 eee e ceeee . 9 00 
363 | F. S. Lawrence, premiums. ...... 2.0.00... eee cece eee ees 12 80 

| 364 | W. H. Jennings, premiums ........... 6... cece cece eres 5 00° 
365 | R. Richards, premiums. ...............0.-. cece reecceees 40 00 

| | 366 | P. Putnam, premium. .......... ccc cece ee cece ence scene 2 00 
367 | W. J. Park & Co., stationery and fair books.............. 5! 33 
368 German Printing Co., advertising. .................202-- 13 00 

oS 369 | BR. B. Allen, premiums........... ccc cece cece cece eeees 10 00 
370-| Mason Brothers, stationery ........cccecsc cece ecsc cence 6 49 
371 | Eli Stilson, superintendence at fair.................20-- 42 00 
372 | A. T. Riddell, premium. ............ cece ee cece cee ee eee 6 00 
873 | Geo. W. Stoner, filling out diplomas.............0e0.08. 4 00 
374 | David Loomer, premiums. ........ ec cee cere ese ee ceeees 10 00 
875 | Merrill .& Hecles, premiums... ........ cece eeeeceeeeseee? 10 00 
376 |. Merrill & Eccles, premiums...........c. ee eceeeesseeees| . 1000 | . 
877: | J. H. Ham & Co., premium........0 cee cece eee cee een ees ~~ 6.00 
378 | E. W. Keyes, P. M., postage stamps.................--.] 10 00 

+ 379 | C. EB. Bross, Agt., express charges.........-.cceee cece: 3 35 
380 | B. B. Olds, premiums... ..:....-. 0c. cece reece sc ceecceees 13 50 
381 | X. A. Willard, contribution to transactions ............. 100 25 
382 | Fowler & Pennel], premiams ............--.eeeceeeeees 2 00 

| 383 | E. Schuyler, premiums ..............2ceeeeeceeee cnes 4 00 
384 | Joseph Pilgrim, premiums ............ceceees ceeneees 5 00 7 
385 | James Magson, premiums... ............-eceecsescsecee i5 00 
386 | Miss Carrie Bliss, preminums.............-02-.2eeeeeeee- 3 00 
387 | Matthews and Bros., premiums ..........-..-22 seeecees 10 00 
388 | E. 8S. Wadsworth, promiums ...........cc eee eee eee eee 106 00 

| 389 | J.C. Howard, premiums ........... eee cee ee cece cence 3 00 
— 390 |. Geo. R Cook, engraving medals .............eceseeeees 24 80 

891 | E. W. Keyes, P..M., postage stamps. ..... sec ee cee e eee el. 6 00 
| 892 | Geo. Bruen, interest on land...... 00... cece eee e ee eee ee) = 186.50 

893 | A. H. Main, sundries at fair... .... cc. cece cece e eee eee eet. =. 9 00 
' $394 | H. Ludington, ticket sellers ..................00eeeee0-( 844 00” 

3944, H. Ludington, counterfeit money taken at fair........... 700 — 

| Sum total of orders issued by the Secretary...........(§21,998.38 | 
| Amount of orders 315, 336, 354, 364, 389, 390, 391 and 392 ges. | 

not presented to the Treasurer -t the date ofhis re-{| = _ 
| POLE .. occ cece eee cece ce ec ec ccc ececcscscseee!| 204 90 © 

| | Amount of orders paid by the Treasurer.............. ($21, 793.48 ,



| EXHIBITION OF 1871. we 

OS ‘The eighteenth annual exhibition of-the society was held on 

| the grounds at Milwauxee occupied in 1870. | oe 

---Jn fulfillment of their pledges, the citizens of that place, act- 

. ing through Mayor Ludington, also treasurer of the society, 

had ordered and executed many improvements, including the - 
| grading and smoothing of carriage roads to and upon the | 

grounds ; the better preparation of the track for trials of speed ; : 

the building of a large number of neat and uniform stalls for — 

horses; the enlargement of accommodations for cattle; the — 
: multiplication of swine pens and chicken coops more than a 

hundred fold ; the enlargement of each of the exhibition halls oe 

oS by adding fifty feet to their length, and the laying of floors  =—> 
el therein ; the addition of a large and spacious shed for hand : 

. machinery to the rear of the power hall; the building of a new | 

- and substantial 8-feet board fence on the best part of two sides 
| of the grounds; the construction of a fence entirely around | | 

| the half-mile track ; the digging of new wells, etc., etc. | 
| The Milwaukee arid Saint Paul Railway Company had pro- 

- moted the convenient delivery of stock, heavy machinery and | 

passengers, by the construction of extended and substantial 

- platformis adjoining the gates of admission and the entry and | 

| ‘ticket offices on the north side, and by the building of chutes 
| through which animals of every class could be delivered from 

| the cars directly upon the grounds.. The same enterprising and 

| accommodating company had also built two offices within the _ 
: _ grounds and contiguous to the offices of the secretary and treas- 

-— urer—one for the accommodation of the division superintend- 

| ent and the ticket agent, the other for the freight agent. The 
presence of these agents upon the grounds where they could
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_ be applied to any moment by parties having businevs with the 
_ railway company or desiring to purchase tickets; was very im- 

portant, and was a concession highly appreciated by the soci- 
. ety. They also incurred the expense of establishing a tele- 

_ graph office for their own exclusive use in the interest of ex- 
_ hibitors and visitors during the fair. | i 

The Western Union Telegraph Company had also gener- 

ously contributed to the convenience of tne society and of 
the public by establishing an office for general business in 

| the office of the president at the center of the grounds 
When, therefore, the day came for the reception of goods 

| and animals, the society was in excellent condition to accom- 

modate both exhibitors and people; the number of which 

promised to be without precedent. 8985 
Unhappily for the full realization of these hopes, the week of | 

the fair opened with dull and heavy weather, which not more . ) 
by the cold, dust and wind, which prevailed throughout the 

fair, than by the threatening aspect of the sky, had a very dis- | 
couraging effect upon thousands of persons all over the state, 
who had intended to be present, but who were led to postpone | 
their coming from day to day, until, finally, it was too late. , 

This view of the case will be found to have been general, by 

the following editorial in the Milwaukee Sentinel of Monday, 
, September 25: a | | 

The lowering sky to-day, with whisperings of rain in the breeze, have > 

caused much anxiety in the minds of the public, who are all desirous of | 

having the most propitious weather for this week of the state fair. No un- | 

kindly attitude, however, has yet been assumed by the elements, and if it 

should rain to-night it would be a great benefit in respect to laying the dust, ; 

which at present is the most unpleasant thing on the fair grounds, and on 

a the road between there and the city. — 
| For to-day’s purposes, no finer weather could have been desired. There 

has been a great deai going on to-day in the preparatory operations on the _ 

: grounds, and in entering animals and articles of every description, and to | 

such a gratifying extent has the work been accomplished, that if ‘the weather 

continues favorable to-morrow, as all hope it will, the exhibition cannot fail . 

of being the most extensive and excellent, and the most Jargely attended 

of all the fairs that have been held by the State Agricultural Society since 

its organization, in 1853. This is evident from the immense number of en-
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, tries that are being made to-day, both on the grounds, and atthe city office’ _ 

on in the Plankinton House. All the forenoon an almost continuous procession — . 

| of wagons, containing articles for exhibition, have been driving in upon the 

grounds. Be | ee , 
ON. ‘The trains arriving to-day, have brought to town a much greater number a 

of passengers than usual, chough it is not until to-morrow that the crowds 

| are expected, as the fair does not formally open until then, at two o’clock 

in the afternoon. - a | 

‘ The Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company have increased their ac- | 

i commodations on all divisions to méet the extra demand. Even small vil- . 

lages are asking to have one or more passenger cars left each day for their 

oe own use, promising to fill them. The probability is that our streets will pre- | 

. sent a populous appearance by to-morrow. 

| | The special trains to and from the Cold Spring grounds, have been run : 

oO with regularity all day; they have, of course, carried no crowd of visitors, 

a ‘but principally parties entering articles, and their employes, and workmen 

for the agricultural society. a a : 

| In addition to the means of transit to and from the fair grounds,-pro- | 

| - -vided by the Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway Company, by these special 

‘trains, (for which see their extra time table;) the horse railroad makes con- 

— nection with omnibusses at its terminus on Galena street. Omnibusses 

| will also be running to-morrow and thereafter, from Spring street, west 

| from the bridge. | - 

. | The following, which was the day of the formal openingdid 

= but little to brighten the hopes of thcse who, being responsi; 

| ple for the success of the exhibition, naturally enough study .~ 

| the signs of the times as closely as the circumstances of intense 

occupation will allow. | oe | 

oe . From deily-papers of Milwaukee, issued on the morning of = 

| - Tuesday, the 26th, the following briei extracts are made: 

| . | [From the Milwaukee News.] | 

a The morning of Monday, September 25, A. D. 1871, woke cold and dis- 

, mal. Heavy gray masses of clouds hung threat eningly over the city and 

os suburbs, and caused many to fear for the success of the Wisconsin state 

fair, which began on that day. The incoming trains from the north | 

oo brought the intelligence of a misty rain at Berlin, with a wind blowing in 

| the direction of Milwaukee, so as to bid fair to bring what the disagreeable 

| atmosphere threatened—a dull, soggy rain-storm. * * # * The num- — 

| ber of entries are so great as to give the most flattering prospects for.a suc- 

cessful fair. So great has been the rush that Superintendent Elson has | 

So found it necessary to employ thirty laborers since Sunday morning, forthe 5 

| _ purpose of making new accommodations, in addition to the great improve-



ments already ‘prepared for this fair. Horses and cattle are already entered “ 

in sufficient numbers to fill the large quantity of comfortable stables. “ Hogs | 
are trumps,” said the superintendent, fifty additional pens being required to 

accommodate the squealing porcines. * * * In the afternoon (of Mon- = 
day) 4 drizzling rain set in that looked exceedingly ominous, but it was only 

| of the satisfactory daration, that laid the choking, white, fine dust. The 

_ work of the exhibitors was not delayed at all, and its effects will add much 

/ to the pleasure of theexhibition to-day. There has been some delay, but 

towards the end of the day matters were so rushed along, that a very sat- 

isfactory exhibition will be arranged for to-day, but by to-morrow one of the 

largest and most complete fairs ever held in the state of Wisconsin, will be 

thrown open to the public. 

| | [From the Milwaukee Sentinel.) 

| An impression which seems to have prevailed in the minds of almost 

every one in respect to the state fair, has found a realization in much the 

largest exhibition ever held in Wisconsin. Previous indications of this 

fact were strengthened by the arrival of trains on the several roads leading 

' dnto this city Monday. The coaches were thronged with passengers, and 

the freight-cars brought heavy loads of cattle, horses, machinery and agri- 

. cultural products. City teams were also engaged throughout the day in . 

carting articles to the grounds. The effect was to make it unusually lively 

- on this first day of the fair. * * * . 
Early yesterday morning the clouds were lowering, and gave some indi- | | 

cations of rain, but as the sun got fairly up it became manifest that the 

clouds would have it only partially their own way. Occasionally the sun- 

. light would fall cheerfully over the city, and those interested in the fair | 

| felt, with good reason, encouraged with the prospect of fine weather. A 

brisk northwesterly breeze imparted a chilly feeling to the air, which con- . 

| tinued throughout the day, and made it quite uncomfortable. ; 

_ By Tuesday noon, when the entries were closed, every hall | 

was filled, and every stall and pen. It was indeed a fine ex- | 
hibition—in some departments magrificent—and all in ail by = 

| far the largest and best ever held in Wisvonsin. 

_- Nevertheless, the visitors were still dubious, and came in | 

__ tardily. The weather wes slightly more favorable than on | 

Monday, but the sky was cloudy, the aircold and raw. 

The formal opening occurred at the appointed time ; Presi- 

dent Hinkley delivered the customary address at two o'clock, 

near the executive office. [Address published under the head 
| of “ Addresses.”] And at its conclusion the secretary called |
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the roll of the judges and commenced the delivery of the class-_ 
books to those present. Oe : 

| _ As usual, but few of the judges appointed—and who had _ 
_ formally accepted the appointment—were present; so that much __ 

a _ time, indeed the remainder of Tuesday and part of Wednes- 

day, were occupied by the officers in supplying their places. 
As fast as the committees were filled, however, they com- — 

-__ menced work, and thus some had concluded their tasks before __ 
i others had been formed and assigned to their respective duties. 

| Wednesday was a successful day notwithstanding the dis- — 

ee comforts of the weather, as will be seen by the following edi- | 

torial notices clipped from the News and Sentinel of Thursday | | 

morning: - | “ 
: [From the Sentinel.] . | 

Much anxiety was felt on Tuesday night lest the clouds which through 

the day previous had partially obscured the sky should gather and make 

the prospects for Wednesday so forbidding as materially to affect the at- 

| tendance. But fortunately such apprehensions proved groundless, and, _ 

although the day was not one of all sunshine, it was, nevertheless, quite i 

a _ pleasant, despite the disadvantages of a somewhat chilly atmosphere. And 

os so the third day of the exhibition was rather agreeable than otherwise. 

| | At a very early hour yesterday evidences were not wanting that the at- 

tendance at the fair would be very large. Carriages, busses, and express | 

: wagons, fitted up for the occasion, passed backward and forward between 

| the city and grounds, loaded with passengers on the outward trip, and even | 
| the first train out from the Union Depot was heavily loaded, and each suc- : 

cessive one carried a swarm of living freight. Passenger trains on the va- — | 

rious roads arrived with full coaches and sent a flood of visitors to the ex- 

hibition, © . | | | 

[From the News.] 

The second day of the fair was a most successful one. Great crowds of 

o people poured out from the city all day long to the fair grounds. The out : 

| going trains added to their regular passenger coaches long lines of flat 

: . gargs, upon which were erected wooden seats for the accommodation of the | 

vast numbers that swarmed on the trains at their departure for the grounds 
. during the day, and their return to the city late in the day. Crowds every- 

where yesterday were to be seen. Much discomfort was necessarily to be. : 

endured in going to and fro, but once on the grounds the vast space there | 
_ a gave play to the multitude, and except in the exhibitory halls or at the 

centres of public curiosity, one could move about without being josiled 
— ' geriously. oe — | |
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The number attendant upon the grounds yesterday during the entire day , 

| has been estimated, by good judges, to be at least 25,000 people. Every 

quarter of this state, and many foreign states were well represented. | 

Although the number visiting the grounds has been very large, the . 

utmost good order and feeling has prevailed. _ | | 
_ The weather has been a trifle cold, but as no rain has fallen the exhibi- 

tion has not had any serious drawbacks. The presence of so many people | 

- and vehicles has powdered the driving tracks so that their vicinity is thick 

| with a driving white cloud of fine dust, very disagreeable to the throat and 

_ lungs. Like the Valley of Humiliation it is very depressing to pass through, 

but then when you are through on the other side, you forget it, until you 

| are called upon again to suffer. 

: _ Thursday was a pleasanter day than either of the preceding. 
The clouds broke away during the forenoon, and the sun ap- 
peared with cheering effect. ‘Visitors came in large numbers; 
the attendance in the middle of the day being estimated at 

between fifteen and twenty thousand. | | 
| Several distinguished guests appeared upon the grounds, | 

"among them ex-Governor Frederick, of New Hampshire, for- 
merly treasurer of the U.S. Agricultural Society, and one of 
the soundest practical men of the country. The governor and / 

his friends were on a visit to the Soldiers’ Home at Milwaukee, | 

of which he is one of the directors, and was unable to remain 
-* and address the people of Wisconsin, as he had often been in- 

vited to in previous years; but they nevertheless made the - 

_ round of the stock departments, and at the conclusion, the 

- governor did.say this much to the few listeners gathered about _ | 

Iris carriage, namely, that “this was one of the finest exhibi- 

tions of cattle and swine that he had seen anywhere, either in | 
this country or in Europe.” 

In the evening of Thursday, the annual election of officers 

_ was held, of which an account will be found under the appro- 

priate heading. | 7 
\ Friday, being the last day of the exhibition, is never so _ 

largely attended as either Wednesday or Thursday. The 
weather was favorable and the programme interesting. Nev- 
ertheless the attendance was light. The sunshine was three - 
days behind time. | . |
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_ At eleven o'clock, the annual addresses were delivered, from 

7 a platform in front of Power Hall, by Governor Lucius Fair- | 

| child, Ex-Senator James R. Doolittle, Hon. E. D. Holton, and | 

oe Hon. Samuel Fallows, Superintendent of Public Instruction. — 
/ They were brief, instructive and entertaining, and were well | 

received. [See reports of the speeches under the general 

heading “ annual addresses.” a me | 

| Special accounts of each of the several departments -of 

| the exhibition will be found in the “reports of superin- 
- tendents;” the results of the competition in the several classes, 

: under the head of “reports of committees on awards and 
premiums.” - ee ee ee ee 

The receipts of the fair amounted to some $18,000, which 
added to the balance on hand at the beginning of the year — 

- would swell the total receipts to $27,747.48. | | 
oe While, therefore, the result was several thousand dollars less 

‘than it was hoped would be realized and but for the bad weath- _ 

et undoubtedly would have been realized, it was not so bad as __ 
a it might have been—especially as the society wasenabled to 
_- pay all the premiums awarded; and all other claims of every __ 

po - sort, including over $8,000 on real estate, etc., and yet havea — 

comfortable balance on hand, ‘at the end of the fiscal year, of | 

| $5,954.00. a ER note eat fee
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—. OPENING ADDRESS. 

OO a Delivered on the Fair Grounds, September 26, 1871. — 

| BY B. R. HINKLEY, PRESIDENT. | 

| Fellow Citizens :—Notwithstanding some slight discourage- | 

ments, hardly worthy of mention, the general circumstances 

under which we have met here to-day, are such as to demand 

the most hearty thanksgiving. ; 

| Peace, at last restored to our country, prevails throughout our 

vast domain, while in the old world, wars and rumors of wars oo 

are sadly disturbing the peace of the nation, = | 
- Health, too, reigns universal within all our borders, though _ 
pestilence stalks abroad in other lands. — | a 

Moreover, while a numerous people of the ancient east are 

wasted by famine, with us the year has been crowned with 

plenty; so that all over oar land the husbandman and they 
who depend on the fruits of bis labor are gathered during these 

~ autumn days, to rejoice in common over the triumphs of our 

-pational industry. © | : 
As an independent community, Wisconsin has been among - 

_ the most highly favored of the whole sisterhood of states. - 

Her agriculture is advancing’ with rapid strides. Her manu- 
* factures have even outstripped her agriculture. Her com- | 

merce has kept even pace with her productive industry. Her 

internal improvements are paving the way forarapid advance- 

ment in every department of industry; and in her social con- _ 
dition she already compares favorably with communities that 

were more than a century old ere she had reached the years of 

cher majority. | a | 

. Asa-society, we may also rejoice. The successes of last | 
year, which were unprecedented, have been-surpassed by the 

achievements of this. Our exhibition halls, with their capac- ;
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ity increased, in the aggregate, more than fifty per cent. are 

crowded, as you will see, with a display of the products of the 
| field, the dairy, garden and household, the mechanics’ work- . 

- shop and the artist’s studio, that would do credit to any of the 

a older states. Our enlarged accommodations for horses, cattle, 

| sheep, swine and poultry are taxed to their utmost, and the a 

good people of the state are preparing to show their apprecia- 

| tion of the better provision we have made for their conven- 

| _ ience and comfort by coming in multitudes that no man can 7 

number, to congratulate each other and the society on the ex- 
| traordinary success of this its latest effort during a long career 

_. Of unfailing and ever-increasing prosperity, 

For how much of this ground of our. rejoicing we are in- 

_. debted to the liberality and enterprise of the good people of 
: _ Milwaukee, and of those great corporations, the railway compa- | 

| nies, will appear from a glance at the greatly improved grounds, _ 

| and by a test of the superior facilitiesafforded both people and = 

‘products for reaching this chosen place of our annual gather- 
| ing. How much the city and county of Milwaukee,and the 

a _ state atlarge are benefitted, in turn, by these efforts of theso- _ 

--—-- glety does not publicly appear, though it is no less certain and 

- easily demonstrable. For if things do not happen in this | 

world, but occurin accordance with fixed laws; if the move- — | 

| ments of the heavenly bodies, wonderful phenomena: of the 

geological, vegetable and animal worlds; therise,development 
and downfall of nations; the growth and prosperity of states | 

and lesser communities, and the substantial and permanent 
success of individual man; if all these are in harmony with © | 

| the great theory of cause and effect; if the political institu. 

- tions, the financial and commercial systems ofa state or nation, / 

| and the daily business of the individual citizen can not be safely. 

“and successfully carried on without forethought and wise cal- 

| lation, neither can the industry of:a great people hope to yield 

the largest and best results without systematic and judicious” | 

M direction, either from the government, or from some proper or- 

| ganization planned and managed in the public interest. In this 
| _ state, the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society has undertaken
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to fulfill that office. It was organized with the co-operation of — | 
. public-spirited citizens, and has for many years been, as we be- 

lieve, faithfully administered with that end in view. | 
We know that the means which it employs—the exhibitions 

it holds, the correspondence it carries on, and the valuable and 
popular volume of reports annually distributed—are calculated 
to promote the advancement of all branches of industry in our | 

. state; and we must be pardoned if we insist that the persist-_ 
ent efforts it has put forth during this period of infancy on the 
part of Wisconsin, have had an important influence in secur- | 
ing the results of which the people are so justly proud to-day. | 

In the past it has not unfrequently been a ground of dis- 
couragement to those who have been responsible for the growth 
and prosperity of the society, that many of our citizens whose 
practical connections wifh industrial pursuits, and even de- 
pendence upon them for the wealth and position acquired, 
have manifested little or no interest in its objects and labors. 

_ But it is gratifying to observe that, with the day of small | 
things, that day of indifference has passed. 

This magnificent collection of blooded stock, and supe- 
rior products of our agricultural, horticultural and man:ufac- 
turing industries, and this gathering of the people from every 
quarter of the state are proofs that the society is rapidly gain- 
ing, what it has fairly earned, and should always have had, the | 

_ cordial sympathy and support of the public. _ 
| The officers of the society, though their:ability were ten-fold 
‘greater than it is, and their efforts Herculean and unremitting, | 

- could not, of themselves, insure so much as the success of a 
single exhibition like this. They muat have the moral sup- _ 

_ port, and the practical support of the best citizens, and of the __ 
great body of citizens. For this we have striven, and this we — 

_ are glad to know, is becoming ours more and moreevery year. - 
For the present, therefore, I will only farther, on behalf of 

the society I have the honor to represent, offer our hearty | 
_ thanks to all who have contributed to this satisfactory condi- | 

_ tion of things, especially to those who have helped to make 
this our greatest and most complete exhibition of the industry
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of Wisconsin, and urge upon all, whether officers, jadges, or | 

| exhibitors, who have duties to perform, to use their very best « 

- endeavors to complete what has been so auspiciously begun. 

. | Tt but remains for me to declare the eighteenth general ex-. 

hibition of the Wisconsin State Agricultural Society open to 

the inspection of the public. May all who attend: it derive  —> 

- both pleasure and profit from the lessons it has to teach. | oo 

ANNUAL ADDRESSES. . | 

Delivered on the Fair Grounds, September 29, 1871. | oo 

a By GOVERNOR Lucius FAIRCHILD, Hon. J. R. Doorrrrix, Hon. E.'D. Hor- 

ae . TON AND Hon. SAMUEL FALLOWS. : | 

| _ [Itisa matter of regret to. the secretary, as it will be to all others who 

heard the annual addresses, that the publication of them must be confined | 

| to such brief and imperfect reports as are found in the Milwaukee papers. | 

, This is especially true of the speeches made by Senator Doolittle and Mr. 

- Holton, both of which were highly instructive and eloquent,andyet which, 

| being altogether extemporaneous, and but meagrely reported,could not ap- 

| pear.in the society’s Transactions unless afterwards written out by the au- | 

thors themselves—a service which neither of those gentlemen has found it 

convenient to do. Of Gen. Fallows excellent address, we have through his | 

| | personal sacrifice, a fuller report. Such reports as we have are found in 

| the Milwaukee Sentinel of September 30th.] _ Oc ‘ 

SPEECHES OF GOVERNOR FAIRCHILD AND SENATOR DOOLITTLE. 

| Just before noon, the band preceded a carriage, which left 

| the office of the president, in which were some of the gentle. 

| . men who had been announced to address these assembled on 

| "the grounds, and made its way to the stand provided for the — 

| . speakers. Soon after arriving there, President Hinkley intro- 

OO duced to the crowd Gov. Fairchild; who arose and briefly ex- 

-—— gused himself on account of illness, ae 

Senator Doolittle being introduced said he was somewhat 

a taken by suprise himself. He came to listen to a speech from 

a - Gov. Fairchild, and he should. therefore detain his hearersbut __ 

4 . .
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‘a short time. He would direct their attention to a few points. | 
And first of ail he believed in Fairs. They area great bless- 

ing as wellas an amusement to the American p2ople. Asa . 

nation we are deficient in holidays. While other countries 

have them, we really have but two—one the 4th of July, and 
‘the other after the golden sheaves of the husbandman are gath- 

_ ered. The American people need relaxation from the incess- 
ant toil which characterizes them. Other nations have it. It 

- was the speaker’s good fortune to be present at the World's 

Fair, where the men and the women of the world were gath- 

: ered, and it was a pleasant and restful thing to see the panora- : 
mic view of the world’s pleasure and the world’s industry there 
presented. He spoke of the great fairs in the east ,;which con- 

tinued for months, where ‘the Asiatics and the Russians meet 

and mingle. Of course such fairs could not be held here, but 

it is eminently proper that Americans should gather on such 
occasions as this that we may learnof each other. = 

Another thing occurred to him as he passed over the 

. fair grounds and saw the niachinery which has been invented , 
to facilitate the labors incident to the cultivation of the soil, | 

and.it was this; how almost impossible it would have been. ) 

to have tilled the fields and gathered the harvests when our | 
sons and brothers and fathers were engaged in putting down 

the late rebellion, but for the aid of this machinery. What 

| could we have done without it? Expressing the satisfaction 

it gave him to witness the evident pleasure and prosperity of 

the people of Wisconsin, as evidenced by this fair, the gentle- 
. man took'his seat. ~ a | | | 

SPEECH OF HON. E D. HOLTON. . 

Hon. E. D. Holton next came forward and said the officers 
of the State Agricultural Society were not in fault for the lack | - 

of orators to address the people. They would have had 
a Beecher, but he was away fishing ; they wanted Carpenter, but 

he was compelled to attend to Boston ; they would have spoken 

to Grant, but that he is so busy in taking care of his future oe 
6—Aa. Tr.
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political interests; they wanted Gladstone, but the Queen was 
| sick and he is unable to come; and so they settled down on 

Mitchell and me, and Mitchell isn’t here. oe 
OS I do sincerely congratulate you on this gathering, so pleas- 

a ant and so full of profit. I concur in what the honorable sen- 

ator says in respect to fairs. They should, by good rights, 

‘have an elevating tendency. We do not come here as mere ~ | 
Oo sensualists, but because this intermingling contributes some- — 

: what to our higher natures.) The world may be challenged to - 

witness such a growth in thirty years as our own fair state of | 
| Wisconsin exhibits, as manifested by the scenes within this fair- | 

ground enclosure. In my journeyings in Europe I sawinthe 

| stables of the best breeders no cattle equal to those to be seen | 

here to-day. Our fairs are not like those of the east, nor are 

our people like theirs. In going through the state, you will 

oe find homes like palaces, and barns like those in the Juniata 

‘Valley. This is the beauty of our civilization, that wedevelop 

| intellectually as well as.materially. Have you not marked the 

—— _ ‘wonderful thing that Mr. Capron, who used to exhibit his stock 

- in our fairs, has been sent for by 80,000,000 of people who = 

ae stretch out their hands to be taught in farming matters by one | 

of your own number? That will do for hifalutin. . 

a _ The speaker gave his hearers some good advice about insta- | 

; bility of Jabor, and counseled subdivided farming. He gave — 

the boys some good advice about following the profession of 

farming, and advised them to avoid the sity. - 

Upon taking his seat, he was succeeded by General Samuel 

a Hallows, who had not entirely recovered from a somewhat se- | 

a vere indisposition. He addressed the audience in substance, 

as follows: | 7 

| a SPEECH OF GENERAL SAMUEL FALLOWS. | . 

a _ Mr. President—Ladies and Gentlemen : | a 

I suppose I am thus unexpectedly called upon to speak at 

| this time’ because it is deemed necessary to have “a word of 

oo exhortation” at the close of the speeches of the distinguished
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| gentlemen who have preceded me. I shall endeavor then as | 
best I can to “improve” the occasion. oo 7 

I am not now a practical agriculturist, like my friend Mr. | 

Holton, but I was brought up on a farm, and know something 

- of the duties—and dignity, too, of the farmer's vocation. — 

_. Consciously and unconsciously, by our gathering here to- 

day, we are doing homage to a pursuit which lies at the very 
foundation of the stability and progress of the American peo- 

ple—the pursuit of agriculture. All other professions and 
pursuits are based upon it. “The earth is the mother of us 
all.” The king himself is served of the field. | 

The stability of the nation depends upon the owners of the 

soil. In the palmiest days of Rome, when learning, and vir- 

tue, and commerce, and conquest were at their height, the ple- 

bians tilled the soil they called their own. Small farms of ten 

or twenty acres were the rule.’ Rome, like Egypt, became the 

- granary of the world. But when the patricians absorbed the = 

homesteads of the people, annexing estate to estate, until a 

very few ccntrolled the landed property of the empire, then 

the latter became reduced to the level of serfs. Roman vir- | 
tue was a thing of the past ; its power was swept from the face 

of the earth. | 

- Woe be to America if the day. shall come (# must never oo 

come!) when the people by any process whatever, shall be- 

come deprived of their absolute. ownership in thesoil on which | 

they live; when a few, as in England and Ireland to-day, shall. 
own our whole domain. Farewell, then, to republican institu- 
tions, | | | | 

A people owning the soil will not plunge madly into rebel- | 
lion. They are the great conservative element of the nation. 

| We show, all of us, from all walks in life, from city and ham- | 
let and farm, our recognition of the value and supremacy of — 

_ the labor idea by‘coming together on this occasion. We have a | 

: vindicated and secured, in the triamph of our national arms, 

: the majesty and perpetuity of this idea. At the mouth of 
more than ten thousand cannon, and at ‘the point of a million
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| flashing bayonets, we have driven from our shores the foul- _ 

est of all American foes— the idea that it was dishonorable in | 

any to work for a living. Let us trust chat battle has been | 
: fought and won, once and forever. | - 

_ Mr. Holton has referred to the ignorant people who come © | 

a together in some of the fairs of the old world. Not ignorant 

-, masses come to these fairs held in our midst. I say it ad- 

-_-visedly, not boastingly, but with the strictest regard to truth, 
a that, asa people, we are the most enlightened on the face of 

the earth, Wehave yoked intelligence to labor. Wehave — 
oo . redeemed toil from degeneration. The toilers of the land are 

the rulers of our society ; for hand and brain are indissolubly 

| wedded together. And through this, America stands forth as 

- _ one of the greatest of the world’s social regenerative forces. If | 

you want the monuments of this dual toil, look areund you— - 

: here they are in the princély products of thriftand skilland 

' industry which everywhere greet our eyes. : eee | 

| Yet more needs to be done. J am not satisfied. We talk - 

a about “the balance of power,” sometimes, but néarly all pow- | 

er is in the hands of the farmers of our country, whether re- 

ligious, social or political. Eight-tenths of our population are _ 
| tillers of the soil. What intelligence do they need forthe re- 

____ gponsibilities resting upon them! They ought not to leave to 

others a knowledge of the ’great questions and problems. 

7 which relate to the very structure and on going of the Ameri- __ 

can state. They ought to be competent to deal with them in 

a their varied and intricate forms.. a | 

| I say our farmers ought to be thus intelligent, as well as the | 

| lawyer, the physician, the teacher, or any it the so-ealled 

| learned professions. I do not forget the fact stated by one of | 

our most distinguished national educators, in my hearing, that _ 

 “ fally three-fourths of all our statesmen, legislators, lawyers, 

- divines, merchants, literary Bohemians, editors, etc., were the | 

sons of farmers.” Let me.ask where else could they all come | 
_ from?’ And I, with many others, can testify that the daugh- 

‘ters of these farmers make the best of sweethearts and wives.
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But we must keep the farmer's ranks full of intelligent men _ 
and women, while supplying the great demand in all other di- | 

rections. Hence I will exhort at this point, particularly, after 

Mr. Holton’s sermon to the young me. before me, and drive, 
if I can, the nail still deeper into the wood, and most earnestly | 
urge the youth of these American farmers’ sons, to walk in the » | 

fvotsteps of their fathers. It 7s a mistake very, very often, to’ | 
| come to the city for employment. 

Abbott Lawrence, the great Boston merchant, once stated 

that “ ninety-five out of every hundred business men, even in 
| staid and sober Boston, failed in business” Where is the 

bankrupt farmer, if he is a farmer? | 
We asked some time since of the students of our State Uni- 

versity, of which Col. Hinkley, your secretary, was one of the 
regents—[It was suggested to the speaker that Col. Hinkley | 
was president. ‘1 beg pardon,” was the response. I ought to 

_ have known better. He was once secretary, I believe,” turning 

to the president. The ‘latter, smiling, shook his head. “Then,” ' - 
said the speaker, “ he must have jumped at once into the oner- 
ous position he so ably fills.”] 

I was saying we asked these students, two hundred in num- oe 
_ber, what profession they were going to choose in life. How 

many do you suppose responded they were going to be farm- 

ers? Remember that three-fourths were sons cf farmers = 

Only five. | oe 

A change is taking place. The agricultural department is 

drawing students who intend to enrich themselves with univer- 
| sity culture and then return to digging still more the most | 

ancient and honorable of employments. ee 

| Congress has shown great wisdom in making such liberal | 
appropriations of land for the training of intelligent husband- 
men. Make them intelligent and you educate the nation. a | 
-Imust conclude. You will allow mea word of criticism | 

which I have made elsewhere before. I confess to a weakness | 

- fora fast horse. I believein motion and locomotion. But we | 
must not, in the expressive, if not very classical, language of |
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, _ Josh Billings, who, with Horace Greeley tells, ‘What I know 

| - about farming,” suffer these great gatherings to degenerate into 
; “agricultural hoss trots.” If the greatest interest is to gather : 

: about horses running against each other, the end of these fairs 

will not be attained. Much as I Icve a good horse, I do not 
| believe the chief end of man to be to raise a horse witha min- 

| ~ imum of body and a maximum of legs, and then run him for- 
ever. — . | | 

| _ We must discourage all we can the spirit of gambling that 
-- taay be raised in consequence. I want to see the breed of | 

| draught horses improved. We need them more than racers. I 

oe would prefer to give five hundred or a thousand dollars as pre-_ | 
| - miums for plowing the best half acre of Jand, etc. Let usre- 

turn to first principles. | | 

oe Gentlemen,. the progress of the nation is bound up in the | 

progress of the science and art of agriculture. May the spirit of | 

‘this progress ever actuate you. | OO pS
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_ REPORTS OF SUPERINTENDENTS. | — 

REPORT OF THE HORSE DEPARTMENT. OO \ 

BY XN. §. GREENE, SUPERINTENDERT. . : 

The show of horses at the last state fair far exceeded that 
of any former exhibition, both in numbers and in the quality 
cf the animals. So great was the increase, that notwithstand- 

ing the extensive additions made the past year to the stalls, a | 
much larger number of animals were entered than could be | 
accommodated. This, with the improved quality of the stock 
exhibited, shows conclusively an increased interest among: | 
breeders in raising this universal favorite servantof man. a 

The various classes were all well represented, but particular 

mention should be made of the exhibition of thorough-breds, 

roadsters and draft horses. Many of the animals in eech of 
these classes would compare favorably with the best of their 
kind in the country. 

The trials of speed were creditable and exciting, and seemed 

_ to create more interest than any other feature of the exhibi- 

tion. However numerous the objections that are urged against 

races at our state fairs, all must admit that they contribute 
_ largely, both to the numbers that attend, and to the interest 

| felt in these exhibitions. - | - 

_. A much larger number of entries were made in competition 
for the sweepstakes premiums than heretofore, and all of the 

_ animals presented were of superior quality. The continually a 

increasing interest felt in this class of premiums, denotesacom- 
mendable strife among the breeders of good stock, and we | 

trust will continue to stimulate them to still greater improve- 

ments in this direction. te 
| The plan adopted for selecting judges, and the manner of | 

| a \ ,
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_ the performance of their duties at the last fair, gave universal | 

:  gatisfaction to exhibitors. The obvious fairness of making ‘ 

| the awards, rendering it next to impossible to show favoritism, _ 

must commend itself to all. - a 

| _... REPORT OF THE CATTLE DEPARTMENT. pe 

7 | oe _ BY C. H. WILLIAMS, SUPERINTENDENT. | | 

The show of cattle at our annual exhibition held at Milwau- 

ss kee, September, 1871, exceeded in numbers the very fine one | 
* of the previous year, and in some classes excelled in quality | 

| -any former exhibition. ih bes Sedge ae BS | 

— - ' hig fine show would seem to indicate, that the breeders of — , 

improved cattle are still engaged in the laudable competition 

a for pre-eminence in their business, and that each exhibitor had. 

| confidence in his progress and success sufficient to induce him , 

to come forward with his stock in competition with others in 

the same business. i” 

| It is to be hoped, these comparisons and competitions, made 
oo public by our annual exhibitions, will make its impress on the 

mind of the general farmer, such that they will be stimulated 

‘into efforts to bring about that very desirable result, the im- | 

--- provement of the “native” cattle of the state. so 

a - The number of cattle shown at the last exhibition being in . 

: excess of the stalls provided, the society, in anticipation ofa 

; still larger show, doubled their former number, but notwith- 
' -—s- gtanding this enlargement of accommodations, the cattle on | 

exhibition more than filled the stalls provided, causing a dou- | 
| bling up, in some cases, not convenient or pleasant totheown- _ 

ers of choice stock. This state of things will sometimes occur, | 

| for the officers of the society can not know how extensively 

| the growers of stock will exhibit. | | eS 
| _ The stately and popular short horns, the handsome red De- 

vons and the gentle Alderneys and Ayrslires were on exhibi- ; 

tion in about their usual proportions as to numbers—the short | 

| _ horns largely in excess of any other class—with a very credit-
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able show of the hornless Galloways, which entere1 the field, | 
in this state, for the first time. Cop ee | 

| The milch cows and grade cattle were in greater numbers a 

than at the last exhibition, and in better condition. The show 

of working oxen and neat cattle was very much better than at 
-apy former exhibition—the animals exhibited were a decided 

: improvement over the native cattle, and indicated the results 

which might be reached by all farmers, if they would take ad- _ 

_ vantage of the opportunities for improvement within their 
reach. 

| REPORT OF SWINE AND POULTRY DEPARTMENT. | 

So ‘BY J. H. WARREN, SUPERINTENDENT. | 

The rapidly growing interest felt in these profitable kinds of _ 

agricultural stock, together with the extended range of premi- 
_ ums offered by the society, and tleveryliberal special premiums - | 

(which it is hoped will be continued) offered in the swine depart- ) 
ment by Messrs. Plankinton & Armour, Layton & Co., Jos. T. 
Woolley, L. Farlan, VanKirk & McGeoch, pork packers of 

, Milwaukee, brought cut, not only from our own, but from 

other states, a very large and fine exhibition in these depart- 
ments. : | a 

_ In the swine department, especially, the number and “variety 

. of breeds was most unprecedented ; there being over one hun- 

_ dred pens filled with about twice that number of as fine ani- | | 
mals as were ever exhibited. | 

_ In point of numbers, the Berkshires, Poland-Chinas and — | 
| Chester-Whites were most numerous, while the Lancashires, 

Cheshires and Essexes were well represented by some very | 
fine animals, | i | 

_ It is believed, nor can it be doubted, that the exhibition of | 
such a number and variety of swine of so fine a quality, will 

- do much to stimulate the farmers of our state to improve the | 

breed and quality of their swine; for in no class of animals is 

there so wide a range between the good and the poor, the 
profitable and the unprofitable. _ : :
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7 “We would recommend that the liberal and varied premiums ~ 

offered by the society be continued ; and it is hoped that the 
oe pork packers of Milwaukee may feel disposed to continue 

os their aid in promoting improvement in the breeding of swine. 7 

| Certainly no one, except the breeder, has so much interest in 

| the matter as they have. The better the quality of the hogs 
brought to them, the better can they compete with packers of 

| : other states. . 
‘The exhibition of poultry was unusually large and varied, 

| and attracted much attention. The breeding of this class of 

domestic animals is deserving of encouragement, and is receiv- | 

_ ing increased attention from our farmers as a most profitable : 

branch of agriculture. There is no class of stock that will 
~ s make more ready, or better returns for the amount of money 

| invested ; while the attention it requires can be given by 
the female and juvenile members of the household, giving | 

. _. pleasant and profitable employment tothem. = = = —~— 
| _ We would recommend that it be made a separate depart- 

ment, with a superintendent, and that the liberal and varied 

/ premiums be continued. | 

| - To Mr. John Dearsley, of Wauwatosa, -to whom we entrusted | 

ss the entire supervision of this department, the society is under — 

: obligations for’his labors and unremitting efforts, under difi- 

| culties from want of room and pens, to make attractive and in- 

7 teresting the exhibitions in this department. . | 

a REPORT OF AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT. | 

Oo BY W. W. FIELD, SUPERINTENDENT. — 

| | Tam happy to report a large and fine exhibition of farm pro- 

| _ ducts and garden vegetables in this department. Anincreased 

interest was here manifested over any previous year since my 
) connection with the society. To some extent, this may beat- — 

tributed to increased premiums offered by the society, and to 
| | the liberal special premiums given by the Milwaukee Cham- 

7 ber of Commerce for the best samples of winter and spring
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wheat; but it is largely due to the growing interest among | 

producers of the state in this department of industry. 

Exhibitions of field and garden products by E. B. Thomas 

'- of Dodge’s Corner, Gen. J. C. Starkweather of Oconomowoc, 

Geo. S. Haskell of Rockford, Ill., whd also displayed a fine 
‘collection of garden seeds; by Thomas Davisof Oshkosh, and 

- G. H. Lamberton of Lamberton; these, and several cases of © 

_ ‘field products from the University experimental farm, at. Ma- 

-  dison, were especially worthy of commendation. - ; | 
/In my report of 1870 I urged upon the manufacturers of 

' Cheese the importance of exhibiting samples of their products, 
as the show at that time was meager, and I am glad now to be 

able to report that those suggestions were this year concurred 

in, much to the satisfaction of the society. The display was 

large and ereditable.. oo oes ag : , 

_ . "The exhibition of butter was also large, and of such excel-_ 

lent quality that the judges found it extremely difficult.to de- - 

cide which sample was entitled to the premium. It was all 
_ strictly prime. | 

The display of honey and sugar was fair, and samples shown 

were of the first quality. Our seasons are not usually so favor- | 
able for the manufacture of maple sugar as in some of the 

eastern states, the free flow of the sap being for a much shorter 7 
period. The quality is however unsurpassed. The manufac- 
ture of this delicious product should be encouraged, but notto 

the neglect of other important work, as preparing for seeding, — | 
etc., which needs careful attention at that season of the year. 

One sample of loaf and two of pulverized beet sugar were ex- 
hibited from the Sauk County Beet Sugar Manufacturing a 

Company, of Black Hawk, Sauk County. It was of excel- — 
lent quality, and I make special mention of it with pleasure. | | 
If this sugar can be extensively manufactured with profit, as I 

am assured in caia be, it will prove agreat source of wealth to. 

the state, ° | SO a 
. The exhibit of bread and cake was better than in 1870; 
the latter being displayed in great abundance and showing
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: skill and taste in its manufacture. The largest display, and 

-.- worthy of special mention, was from Miss Jennie L. Heth ‘of 

| Milwaukee, and Mrs. §. A. Tenney of Durham Hill 

The show of sealed and preserved fruits, etc, was quite 
- ~ creditable, but not so large as I hope it may be at subsequent 

. fairs. I trust that exhibitors will see the importance of hav- 
ing their products in this department. shown in glass jars, 

| | instead of cans, so that the fruit can be seen, and the quality 

| of each more readily ascertained by the judges. | | 

| It is hoped that the eminent success of the fair of 1871 will | 
- ‘stimulate the producers of our state to higher attainments in 

industry, and their influence be felt far and wide in helping to 

make all subsequent state fairs a still greater success. Every | 

- town in the state is each year showing a marked improvement 

in industrial operations, and this to a great extent is due to 

the general information diffused among the people by our _ 

oa agricultural gatherings, and valuabie essays and other papers, 

a which relate to industrial subjects. Let the farmers, the 

| mechanics, and the professional man take a mutual interest in 

* _-building up and sustaining these annual industrial exhibitions, | 

thereby developing the greatest resources of our state, and the 

achievements of the future will astonish us all. co 

ne | REPORT OF THE MACHINERY DEPARTMENT. | 

co | . BY RUFUS CHENEY, SUPERINTENDENT. I a - 

| — It affords me pleasure to say that the agricultural and me- 

| - chanical department of our annual fair is rapidly increasing = 

_ both in quality and variety of machinery. At no previous | 

exhibition has the show in machinery been anything like so 

great as that displayed at our last fair. Our system of giving 

sno premium without actual trial is now understood, and gives 

| - ‘universal satisfaction to exhibitors, as no estimate of the rela- 

| tive merits of agricultural machinery can be intelligently made 

| - without actual trial in the field. Pe 

ay Believing that field trials would stimulate competition, and
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greatly benefit,our farmers, we strongly recommended them one 

year ago, and would again call the attention of the society to oe 
the subject Ce ite es : | 

, The mechanical department of our fair, I fear, is not fully 

appreciated. To encourage the manufacture of agricultural 

machinery, to bring out the best mechanical talent, to stimulate 
competition, and then to give the farmer the benefit of all these 

_ combined, should receive the hearty support and encourage- - 
ment of the society. a cops i 
We live in an age which has developed, and is developing 

great results in all the useful] arts. Never before hasthefarm- . | 
er had such advantages for the acquisition of knowledge; and 

_ never before has the genius of the inventor and the skill of the | 
mechanic been so earnestly engaged to relieve toil, reward SO 

labor, and multiply the comforts and blessings of life. Com- 

pare the advantages of the present day with those of our | 
fathers, when the wooden plow, the scythe and sickle were the os 
implements of husbandry, and the mind is filled with wonder 

at the progress made even within the lifetime of this genera- | 
tion. | 

Then let us give the inventor and msnufacturer the credit . 
due, the encouragement merited, that still greater results may 

_ beachieved. | | 

—. - The duty of making a detailed report was entrusted by me, _ 
with permission of the board, to a very competent committee, | 

_’ the object of which was to give proper notice of the articles on 
exhibition as well as to advertise, through the medium of the 

Transactions, the raanufacturer and exhibitor; which reportI 
_ have the honor herewith to present. 

REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE. | | 

Major RuFus CHENEY, superintendent, ete: oe 
| Sir: Your committee, to whom was entrusted the duty of examining the _ 

machinery exhibited at the state fair of 1871, would report asfollows:  —> 
The number and variety of articles on exhibition in this department ren- 

' dered the labor of your committee quite arduons, and may have caused 
them to overlook, or to pass without due consideration, some things that 
were worthy of special notice; and any failure in the performance of their
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fall duty is chargeable to this cause, rather than to lack of purpose or good - 

| intent on our part to do justice to all. ee Bt 
With regard to the real merits of much of the machinery, especially that — 

| devoted to farming purposes, no opportunity was given to test by actual op- 

ws eration, and our judgment in the main was based on their general appear- — 

| ance. And here your committee would, remark that it seems advisable to — 

. . them, at future exhibitions, to arrange, as far as may be practicable, for a 7 

public trial of this class of machinery; offering suitable premiums and ap- | 

| pointing judges to make the awards, if deemed expedient or necessary. 

his will stimulate our manufacturers to make better machinery, and will 

| bring the real merits of their work before the public,so that the farmer 

and. others most interested can judge by actual observation what is best 

adapted to their purpose. . | 

a Time and space will not permit us even to specify all the commendable 

) articles exhibited, or to give those we deemed most worthy, anything more 

— than a brief notice, therefore we will on’y attempt to note the most im- 

| portant. — | | eee | oe 
The display of agricultural machinery made by L. J. Bush of Milwaukee, 

| was very fine. Good specimens of Russell ’s reapers and mowers; Sprague’s 

. mowers, Birdsall’s clover hullers, power and hand corn shellers and straw... > 

cutters of different manufacturers, the American and Hutchinson’s cider. 

7 \ mills, Buckeye wheel horse rake, Tiffin’s revolving horse rake, lawn mow- 

. 7 ers, churns, etc., were presented. | 

Mr. A. J. Hays of Milwaukee, also made a large exhibition of the same : 

. a class of machinery, among which we found Hubbard’s self-raking reaper 

and mower combined, his light mowers, the Ithaca steel tooth horse rake, 

| Continental feed cutters in variety, Young America cider mill, and the Phil- 

_adelphia lawn mower; all very good machines. : | 

- . | The Beloit self and hand-raking reaper and combination mowing attach- 

ment was exhibited by Parker & Stone of Beloit. | | 

The Wilbur Eureka mower and reaper was represented by two very fine 

, Messrs. ‘M. E. Fuller & Co. of Madison, made a fine display of Wood’s — 
| combined reapers and mowers; a machine well known and appreciated by 

aoe the farming community. 

| oo _ Mr. George Esterly of Whitewater, exhibited bis reaper and mower com- 

bined, with self-rake or dropper, also his patent seeder and cultivator, with 

, land measurer, agitator, or grass seed attachment; machines of his own © | 

7 manufacture, well made and first-class. | 

| oe The Valley Chief mower and self-raking reaper were entered by Harri- 

- gon & Judd of Janesville, and are regarded ‘as very good: machines. a 

| ‘R.C. Farthing of Ripon, exhibited. the Aetna mowing and reaping ma- 

chines. In appearance they seem to be excellent machines, and calculated _ 

: to work equally well on rough and smooth: ground. They are said ;to do 

_ good work.  — - 4 |
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The Dode harvester and mower was shown by ©. W. Yale of Milwaukee, 
Mr. N. C. Thompson of Rockford, Hlinois, had on exhibitiun Manny’s two 

wheel mower, Gorham’s sulky cultivator, and Diamond plow. - 
The Champion combined reaper and, mower, manufactured at Springfield, 

Ohio, we judge to be a very good machine. oe ee ee 
“Daniel Ranson, of Chicago, was on hand with Kirby’s improved reaper 

and mower combined. Several new and valuable improvements are claimed 
_ for this machine. ee | 

Aultman & Co., of Canton, Ohio, were represented by two fine machines 
of their manufacture. pre 

S. L. Sheldon, of Madison, entered the Meadow King mowers, the Buck- 
eye grain drill and grass seed sower. These mowers we consider very fine 
machines, and well worthy of the popularity they have gained. 

The Prairie City broadcast seeder and cultivator combined, manufactured 
. by the Harris Manufacturing Co., of Jauesville, deservedly attracted much 

7 attention. , a a _ ~, 
J.D. Easter & Co., of Chicago, made an exhibition of their Marsh har- - 

vester, which excited much interest among the farmers. We judge it to be 
justly entitled to the reputation it has earned. wey | , 
The Sweepstakes combined reaper, and the Economy mower, and a pul- 

verizing harrow, all first class muchines, were exhibited by C. C. Bradley & | 

) Son, Milwaukee. Me ah | | 
The display of Wood’s reapers and mowers, iron beam plows and other 

farm machinery, made by W. F. Whitney, of Milwaukee, was very attract- 
ive. 

K. J. Lindsay, of Milwaukee, presented the well known and celebrated 
_ Cayuga Chief reaper and mower. 

The Clow self-raking reaper attracted considerable attention, to which it 
was justly entitled. . 
Little Champion reapers and mowers were also presented. Justly cele- 

brated and good machines, in our opinion. | 
~The old stand-by, McCormick’s reaper, was exhibited by D. Carr. . rn | 

~.. A A. Abbott, of Chicago, made a fine display of Excelsior mowers, reap- 
er and dropper. an | 

A large variety of hay rakes were on the grounds, and your committee 
_ consider the following as worthy of special mention: — . 

' Jerdee’s, Taylor’s, Hawkins’, Hollingsworth’s, a revolving rake from 
Marion, Ohio,and one manufactured by the Milwaukee Agricultural Works | 

- There was also a fine display ‘of seeders and cultivators; many of them 
were very good machines. Of these, we will mention Case’s sulky cultivator, ! 
made at Racine; the Farmers’ seed drill, of Dayton, Ohio; Thomas’ smooth- 
ing harrow; McSherry grain drill; Lake Mills seeder, and ‘a-sulky cultiva- 
tor from Mayville, Wis.; Rowell’s horse hoe and cultivator, made at’ Me- 
nomonee Falls; Holbrook’s hand seed sower, and one made at Waupaca, 
Wis. a | _ 7
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The exhibition of plows was much below, at least in number, what might | 

have been expected, considering the very liberal special premiums offered 

for them by Messrs. Peirce & Whaling. Of those exhibited we would make 

| special mention of the samples furnished by L. P. & M. P. Jerdee, of Mad- 

| | ison, and manufactured at Beloit; also those from the _establishments of - 

= Kimball, Austin & Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.; B. C. Bloomiston, Waupaca, . 

Wis., and. Dorsch & Mather, Milwaukee. E.E. Gore exhibited.a very fine 

| gang plow. — cn: 

Oo Excellent wagons were entered by the firms of Winchester & Partridge, = 

Whitewater, G. A. Ludington & Co., Oconomowoc, and Fish Bros., Racine.. - 

_ Messrs. Peaslee & Gillett, of Fond du Lac, presented a revolving tooth 

_. harrow, which we regard as worthy of special meation. 

Fanning mills were represented by some very finely finished warehouse. 

- gnd farm mills from the manufactory of A. P. Dickey & Co., Racine, and — 

excellent farm mills made by M. Burdick, of Monroe, and Blake & Elliot,. a 

| Racine, Wis. coe — OT | 
— Of the several varieties of blacksmith’s bellows on exhibition, your com- 

mittee would make mention, of those manufactured by W. E. Waterhouse, 

of Milwaukee, as being specially worthy. Sturtevant’s large pressure | 

blowers, exhibited and sold by Peirce & Whaling, Milwaukee, are very pop- 

| ular and haye a large sale. . coy 

. Washing machines and wringers were shown in their usual abundance. | 

Of these utensils we mention those of Groat & Thompson, of Fremont, | 

| _ Ohio.; Stannard & Co., Milton, Excelsior wringer, and the Excelsior reel for | 

| drying clothes. , 

| There were several feed steamers on exhibition, among which we noticed 

the Northwestern, Anderson, and Inman. The exhibitors of these machines 

- got up a friendly trial.among themselves to determine which could raise | 

ithe heat to the highest point in ten minutes; the Anderson showing 200: — 

| degrees. in eight minutes, against 17414 in ten minutes, by the North-— | 

-, . western. a | | a 

Among the many appliances for raising hay into barns, we consider 

Chapman’s Railway Pitching apparatus the best exhibited. ae 7 

7 Davis Bro’s & Co. of Milwaukee, made a fine display of movable fence, oo 

land plaster of very good quality, and shingles. 

oo - There was considerable competition among upsetting and tyre bending 

| machines. Burdick’s Punch, Shear and Upsetting machine, we consider 

| — . very good for light work. ae 

- J.C. Jordan of Watertown, exhibited.a combination Punch, Shears, Bolt 

‘Header and Tyre Bender, which combines more power than any machine - 

examined by us. Pe ee _ | 

. Mr. C. A. Whelan‘of Madison, exhibited a bagfilling and weighing ma- | 

| chine which is, very simple, and we should suppose a very handy niachine 

for farmers. ee Clg seca - 

Messrs. Drehr & Beurlen of Milwaukee, made a fine display of soda
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| apparatus, ice cream freezers, beer coolers, distilling apparatus, etc., all of . 

their own manufacture. They are deserving of a diploma. a | 
Among the many devices for raising water, we noticed ‘a wood pump, by 

E. B. Winship of Racine ; also Hamilton’s double bucket, and many others. | 

Cornelle Bros., of Milwaukee, exhibited a step ladder and scaffold com- 

bined, a very useful article about the house, or for picking fruit. ee - 

_ Mr. F. C. Gurnsey, of Milwaukee, had a variety of his wheelbarrows on 
the grounds. They are strong and well made barrows. | 

- Kimble Bros., of Fox Lake, Wis., exhibited a working model of their a 

celebrated windmills. 

The Seville Manufacturing Company, of Medina, Ohio, had on the grou: d 

several of their useful household articles, among them the Excelsor Wring- . 

er and Excelsior Clothes Frame for drying clothes; the latter article we con- 

| ‘sider worthy of especial mention as it spreads about two hundred feet of 

line, and when not in ase can be folded and put under shelter. 

Mr. J. U. Jennings of Racine, has at last hit upon something which every 

farmer needs, a practical seed planter. His machine will plant anything, 
from onion seed to corn, and does its work accurately. A diploma is rec- 

ommended, ns po Oo CO 

The display of sewing machines was large. It comprised the Florence 

Grover & Baker, Singer, Wheeler & Wilson, Howe, Domestic, Mitna, Davis, 

Manhattan, American Button Hole and Sewing Machine, Victor, Wilson, _ 

and the Weed. 

The total number of machines of the above kinds on exhibition was sev- 

enty-sevei. As there was no trial, your committee do not recommend any 

_ particular machine, but would say they consider all good; a great help to 

our wives and daughters, :nd something every family should have. 

| Your committee would also recommend diplomas to ke given to 

Messrs. Stahr & Co., Racine, on their chair and step-ladder combined ; . 

| To A. G. Trumbull, Columbus, on flour chest; \ : 

a To Gaylord Martin, Milwaukee, on railrozd excavator, | 3 

There was no competition on these articles but they were deemed as spe- 

cially worthy of a premium. a , Noe 

- Packard’s machinery agency, of Milwaukee, exhibited a moulding ma- 

: chine and two planers at work. The moulding machine is very simple, do- 

- ing a great variety of work, and doing it well. It combines in its operation | 

what is generally done by several machines, such as sticking sash, getting 
out sash and blind rails, and st les, blind slats, jointing door rails and stiles, : 

_ planing fence pickets, etc., and does its work upon four sides at the same 

time. The pony planers will plane to 24 inches wide and less than one- — . | 

eighth of an inch thick, doing the work perfectly. We recommend that a 

diploma be granted. BO 
Filer, Stowell & Co., of Cream City Iron Works, Milwaukee, exhibited a 

shingle machine at work, which makes shingles with great rapidity, doing | 

perfect work. an | 
T—AG. TR.
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7 - <Also the Excelsior turbine water wheel, which they claim combinesmany 

excellencies not attained in any hitherto made. We believe it, after aclose | 

| examination, to Ve a good wheel, and. far superior to many that are better — 

advertised. oe | 

Also a gang lath mill, which makes many lath where the old process | 

makes but one, and must supersede the ola method of manufacture. | 

| ~ Also an automatic bolter for sawing bolts, which was not at work, so that 

| we could not fairly judge of its merits. ~ eee 

Also a gang bolter at work, upon which the bolts are placed upon. an 

endless chain which carties them to the saws with great rapidity. It must 

make a revolution in the lath trade, saving as it does many hundred per 

| cent. in the cost of handling, over the old method with which we are fa- 

| miliar. We believe it to be the best adjunct yet added to the lath busi- 

ness, and eminently worthy a diploma. : 7 | 

| Threshing Machines.—C. F, Duvall of Milwaukee,. exhibited two ma- 

| _ ¢ehines, well and substantially made, the distinguishing characteristics be- 

ing a movable side gear, so that the horse- power can be set in any position 

to accommodate the separator. Also an extension tumbling rod, which can 

be moved to make up a variation in distance from an half inch to four feet, 

' between the horse-power and separator. - | | 

 #K. EB. Owens & Co. also exhibited two machines with steam power and 

horse power, both excellent machines, with improvements, by Langworthy | 

& Owens, the principle of which is, relieving the cylinder from driving the 

balance of the machinery, through a shaft running from the side gear to _ 

the beater shaft, which gets its motion from gearing. They are also run with 

Langworthy’s Patent Safety Knuckles; entirely safe from accident, 80 com- 

mon in the old kind of knuckles. Alsoa Pitt’s mounted power with Lang- 

worthy’s improvements, and a new power called the “Little Monitor,” with 

an entire cast iron frame and mounted on wheels. © cok. | 

_ The Geiser Threshing Machine Company of Racine, had two machines, 

substantially made, designed to run with steam orhorse power. These ma- | 

a chines dispense with the apron, and have some other improvements in the 
 gieves, etc. Oo | | a | 

| Case & Co. of Racine, exhibited one machine. They are well known man- _ 

| ufacturers; and claim to raise and lower the straw stacker while the ma- 

chine is in motion, whieh is quite a desideratum. 

oy ¢, Aultman & Co. had also one of their machines on the ground exhibit- | 

ed. by their agent, Walter C. Barnes, of Freeport, Nl. This machine is 

| well and substantially made, and has many friends where itis used. . 

_.  §. Bush of Milwaukee, exhibited. the Buffalo Pitts’ Threshing Machine ; 

| they are too well known to require any special mention at the hands of the 

‘committee. = oe arte. «ee ; | 7 

B. L, Corss, of Milwaukee, entered J. B. Smith’s “Boiler Feed Water 
Regulator,” a valuable piece of machinery for keeping the water at exactly 
the right height in the boiler. It must have the effect wherever used to .
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lessen the danger of explosion caused by low. water. We deem it eminent- | 

ly entitled to a diploma. | 

All of which is respectfully submitted. Ce oo 
D. 8. HARKNESS, 
OAS, LANGWORTHY, 

a GEO. J. ROGERS. a 

| REPORT OF THE FINE ARTS DEPARTMENT. | 

BY J. 0. EATON, SUPERINTENDERT. 

- The success of the Fine Arts Department in 1870 was so 

marked, in view of all the unfavorable conditions, that new 

hopes were entertained for itin 1871—especially in view of an 
increase in the number and value of premiums, and the very 

considerable enlargemént of the hall and the introduction of 
 sky-lights into its roof. Unhappily, however, these hopes 
were doomed to disappointment, so that it now devolves upon 
the superintendent to report his department'a practical failure. 
‘But few artists frem any portion of state had specimens of 
their skill on exhibition, and the citizens of Milwaukee who 

contributed co handsomely of their choice works the year be- 
fore, appeared to have exhausted their enthusiasm in the , 

praiseworthy efforts then put forth and this time, with a few 

- exception, did literally nothing. In fact, however, the society 
is entitled to a share of the discredit; for the lack of co-opera- 

tion on the patt of those citizens who made the largest and 

most valuable contributions in 1870 was due ina large measure, 
if not wholly, to the tardiness of the society in deciding to make | 

~~ guch improvements in the exhibition hall as were demanded : 

by them, and as were necessary to the protection and proper 

display of their various works) Action came so late, indeed, 

that the lovers of art in Milwaukee, dispairing of any suitable 
_ preparation, had already made arrangements for an independ- 7 

ent exhibition in the city, gotten up in the interest of a worthy | 

charity enterprise. _ : - 

‘When, therefore, the hall had, at last been enlarged and 

_ otherwise improved, the superintendent found so large a pro- |
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| - portion of desirable works of art pre-engaged that to make a 

-_ eveditable display was practically impossible. re 
, This statement is made, not in the spirit of complaint, but 

_ by way of explaining a fact, which might otherwise be attrib- 

uted. to the wrong cause, and of calling the attention of the 

executive board, and the city of Milwaukee, to whose liberal — - 

| action the society looks for the means necessary to the improve- 

ment of the grounds, to the imperative necessity of some bet- _ 

ter provision than has yet been made for this very interesting  —_ 
and attractive department of our annual exhibitions. | 

| Notwithstanding the general failure of the art department 

oo as such, it remains to be said, on the other hand, that the hall 

dedicated to its use was crowded to‘overflowing with a great 

variety of articles into the manufacture- of which art more or _ 

less entered, and which, but for the above-mentioned deficiency, 

would have had no place on the grounds at all. For example, 

a Messrs. Mathews Brothers, A. D. Seaman, and Stark Brothers, — 
gladly occupied a section with really magnificent displays of 

/ elegant furniture, carpets, window curtain material, etc., etc. | 

Messrs. J. J. Birchard, N. Brick and Goldsmith & Co., occu- 

pied an opposite section, in like manner. These strong and _ 

popular houses vied with each other in the attractiveness of 
their exhibitions and were successful. in drawing crowds of 

fod interested observers. SR eee ee a : 

Messrs. Blair & Persons, and Frackleton & Co., were there 

| with a fine show of cutlery, glass and china-ware; and Nied- 
 ecken & Co., made a splendid exhibition of blank books and 

ae general binding -among them, a set of blank books for Miich- - 

ell’s bank, said to have been the best set ever gotten up in 
Wisconsin. At all events they were beautiful specimens of ~ 
the binder’s art, and worthily received the award of a silver 

medal. | 7 aan 

| Among the numerous other articles admitted to the hall, 

fine assertments of gold and silver’ electro-plated ware, surgi- 

a eal and dental instruments and apparatus, trunks and valises, 

- millinery and ladies’ clothing, embroideries, etc. shell work, -
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hair work, perfumery, fancy soaps, and the like, were promi- | 

| nent. i eee, Ween ee | 
| A. few articles, worthy of a place in a fine art gallery, were 

- on exhibition, and were duly appreciated. See 
HL. H. Bennett, Kilbourn City, showing a fine collection of | 

stereoscopic views of Wisconsin natural scenery, taking the 
_. premium, a silver medal W.H. Sherman and H. Broich, of — 

Milwaukee, each made a fine show of photogravhs of various 
kinds, each taking the society’s diploma. © | oo | 

Miss Fanny Wells, Miss Dora Park, and Master Waltez O. 
Lydston, presented fine specimens of pencil drawings; Mr. 

W. Hunt, portrait in oil, and Mr. ¥. A. Lydston, a fruit paint- 

ing in oil, all taking premiums. Messrs. Merrill & Eccles made 
a fine show of marble mantels aud collection of marble statu- 

ary, taking the premiums. . An original specimen of sculpture, | 

by Mr. C. P. Knowles, of Janesville—a life-size bust of “ Faith” ; 

in pure Carrara marble—was much admired and received the 
award of a silver medal. : 

_.  Copper-plate and wood engraving, by John Marr; seal-en- 
. graving, by C. H. Clarke; penmanship, by 8. S. Hurlbut; carv- 

ing in wood, by J. F. Birchard, and lithugraphbs, by the Mil- 

waukee Lithographing and Engraving Co., and many other 

- articles, bore off the soeiety’s premiums. _ | 

: The well-known house of Hempstead & Co. made a fine 
| show of pianos and musical instruments, which was a great at- 

traction in that partof the halk: on OO 

. Many thanks are also due to Messrs. Strickland & Co. for 

_ their free exhibition of chromos and oil paintings, among which 

were many fine specimens. 7 OS 

We were favored by many other exhibitors in this depart- 
- ment whose names have passed from my recollection. __ | 

- For economical reasons as well as because the work they do | 

in. these recent days comes near enough to works of art to 

- entitle them- to kinship, the sewing machines were also — 
assigned to my care, and were invited toa place in the wing 

opening into the fine arts hall, on the south side. And so
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| great was the pressure for space on the part of the various . | 
| competing companies that at one time it looked as though we 

| might have to build anew or abandon the main building | 
_._ wholly to their use. Having filled the wing, they were allowed 

Boat to flow over into the art hall, filing right and left, until they | 
pretty well lined the east side of it’ Sixteen different com- 

| panies were represented, each company exhibiting several - 

| different styles and operating their machines by a number of _ 

agents, from which it will be evident to those not present that, __ 

for once, there was click .and clatter and buzz enough to 

satisfy the most intense lover of that sort of domestic music. 

In concluding my report, I venture to urge again the impor- | 

: tance of this department, and to urge upon the society the | 

- necessity for an entire division of the articles which have . ~ 

| usually been assigned to it. Without such division, it is im- 
a pessible to do justice to either class. The plainer articles of 

| use are apt to receive less attention on the one hand; while on | 

| the other, the show of fine paintings and marble statuary in a 

a rude building, ill-lighted and in no way constructed for such 

purposes, to say nothing of the incongruity of placing such 

works in the midst of millinery, fancy soaps, bedquilts and 

wax candles, is a thing that artists and connoisseurs may sub- 

mit to once, but never willingly the second time. . JOSE 

These exhibitions of art may be made to exert an excellent 

. influence upon the taste and general culture of the people who 
annually witness them, many of whom have no other oppor- 

| tunity to enjoy and study such productions, and the society | 

must not disregard their claims to consideration. | |
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| | AWARDS OF PREMIUMS. 

I Class 1— Thoroughbred Horses. 

, Best stallion, 4 years old and over, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Ill., 

Second best, John C. Corrigan, Cedarburg, $25. . 
Best stallion, 3 years old and under 4,C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Ill., 

$30. | 
Best stallion, 2 years old and under 3, Ed. Wheailey, Rochester, $15. 
Best sucking stallion colt, John C. Corrigan, Cedarburg, $10.; - 
Best brood mare 4. years, W. D. McIndoe, Wausau, $30. 
Second best, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Ill., $15. 

. Best filly, 2 years old and under 3, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan., $10. 
Best filly 1 year old and under 2, E. 8. Wadsworth, Chicago, IIL, $10. 

. Best sucking mare colt,.C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Ill., $10. | , oo 

oo _ (CHAS. H. LARKIN, a | 
a 8. B. DAVIS, | 

_ HARVEY CRANDALL, — ( 
' | Connasttee.) 

Class 2—Roadsters. : | 

Best stallion 4 years old and over, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $50. 
Second best, G. C. Stevens, Milwaukee, $25. 
Best stallion 3 years old and under 4, E. S. Wadsworth, Chicago, $30. 
Second best, J. M. Hall, Merton, $15. 
Best broad mare, E. 8. Wadsworth, Chicago, $30. 
Second best, David Ferguson, Milwaukee, $15. 

| Best filly, 3 years old, and under 4, H. F. Jennings, Oconomowoc, $20. 
Second best, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $15. . 
i : | on (azo. A. MASON, a 

oe oe .  ~H. L. DOUSMAN, 
. OO | I. STEPHENSON, _ 

bo BN . - Committee. - 

Class 3—Horses for General Purposes. | | 

' Best stallion, 4 years old and over, A. Clark, Waukegan, IIl., $30. | 
Second best, H. F. Orvis, Fox Lake, $15. | 
Best stallion, 3 years old and under 4, W. Leroy, Hartland, $20. 
Second best, David Loomer, Mequon, $10. 7 | 
Best stallion, 2 years old and under 3, E. 8S. Wadsworth, Chicago, $10.__. > 

oe Second best, E. S. Wadsworth, Chicago, $5. — | | 
_ Best stallion, 1 year old and under 2, E. S. Wadsworth, Chicago, $8. . 
Second best, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $4, | 
Best sucking stallion colt, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $5. | | 

' . Second best, J. Bush, Ives’ Grove, $3. o : 
Best brood mare, J. C. Owen, Footville, $20 
Second best, E. 8. Wadsworth, Chicago, $10. 
Best filly, 3 years old and under 4, R. Hughes, Watertown, $15. 
Second best, HE. M. DePuy, East Troy Lakes, $10.
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Best filly, 2 years old and under 3, Geo. Murray, Racine, $10. : 
| Second best, S. Hickey, Milwaukee, $5. — no : 

Best filly, 1 year old and under 2, Geo. Murray, Racine, $6. 
Second best, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, §€3. : 

: Best sucking mare colt, J. Bush, Ives’ Grove, $5. , . 
. Second best, E. 8. Wadsworth, Chicago, $3. 
— | oe is. HAYT, | 

i *. C. H. PHILLIPS, 
. | S. DRAKELY, 

a . Committee. ) 

| | Class 4—Draft Horses. - 

Best stallion, 4 years old and over, Simon Ruble, Beloit, $40. 
Second best, David McLay, Emerald Grove, $20. - 

| . Best stallion, 3 years old and under 4, Jas. T. Cutter, Emerald Grove, $15. 
Second best, Simon Ruble, Beloit, $10. - a 
Best brood mare, 4 years old and over, Simon Ruble, Beloit, $20. 

; Second best, Henry Luhring, Road Creek, $10. = Boy oo 
. Best Filly, 3 years old and under 4, David Barlas, Emerald Grove,$10. . 

Second best, Joseph Pilgrim, Menomonee, $5. , : : , 
| "mayer, 

a , ek CS BENJ. MORSE, 
OO - ee ~ GEO. A. MASON, 

oo i oo . C. H. PHILLIPS, oo 
ae . a | Committee, . 

| | Class 5—Jacks and Mules. | 

..« -Best pair working mules, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $10. ‘ co 
Second: best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $5. : 

| - Class 6—Matched Horses and Mares. 

Best pair of carriage horses and mares, W. J. Smith, Racine, $30. 
_ Second best, T. B. Rowlands, Genesee, $15. 

yo _ Best pair of roadsters, 8. J. Hodges, Hartford, $30. - bh 
: Second best, A. F. Pratt, Waukesha, $15. | et 7 

| Best pair of farm horses, Chas. Cook, Milwaukee, $30. | 
~ Second best, L. B. Potter; Wauwatosa, $15. ° , 

-_ Best pair of draught horses, David McLay, Emerald Grove, $30. 
Second best, 8. A. Fox, Waukesha, $15. , 

| | / (amo. A. MASON, > 
| ne | ‘H. L. DOUSMAN, | 

, . J. STEPHENSON, 
Commitiee for Classes 5 and 6) 

— Class ~— Geldings or Mares for Harness or Saddle. | 

Best gelding or mare for single harness, Geo. Murray, Racine, $10. 
‘Second best, A. M. Stacy, Hartford, $5. | 

oO ® - | | (azo. A. MASON, 
mo | ee . HAYT, oe 

/ | | on C. H. PHILLIPS, 
: a BENJ. MORSE, 

, : : | Committee.)
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Class 8— Trotiers. | . 
Best and fastest trotting stallion over 5 years old, J. C. Corrigan, Cedar- 

burg, “ Kimball Jackson,” time, 2:34, $100. | [ 
. Second best, G. C. Stevens, Milwaukee. “ Bald Chief; $50. | 

Best and fastest trotting mare over 5 years old, J. I. Case, Racine, “ Capi- 
_ tola,” time, 2:39 and 2:363/, $60. | | | 

Second bes:, J. Van Etta, Edgerton, “ Lady Douglas,” $30. _ 
. Best and fastest trotting gelding over 5 years old, A. L. Boynton, Milwau- 

kee, “ Billy Wilkes,” $60. . : 
. Second best, Gilbert Adams, Racine, $30. . 

oe Class 9—Running Horses. | : 
Two mile heats, best 2 in 8, A. B. Douglas, Brodhead, “ Merrill,” time, 3:51 

and 3:58, $200. ee 
| Second best, Matt. O’Neill, Dodgeville, “ Prairie Lily,” $100. 
| Mile heats, best 3 in 5, H. H. Barnes, Ripon, “ Kitty Stacy,’’ time, 1:51, $100. 

Second best, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Ill,“ Nathan Oaks,” $50. 
Best colt race, mile-dash, T. C. Smith, Columbus, $50. 
Second best, H. H. Barnes, Ripon, $25. 

| | | . ( WM. HOBKIRE, 
| ee 7 S. B. DAVIS, | | 

| a C. LOFTUS MARTIN, . | 
es we Committee for Classes 8 and 9) 

; Class 10—Sweepstakes on Horses. | | 
Best stallion and 5 of his colts, at four years old and ander, C. T. Bradley, 

_ Milwaukee, grand silver medal and $100. | Co. a | ‘Best brood mare with foal by her side, George Murray, Racine, grand silver. | 
medal and $50. | * Discretionary premium awarded to C. C. & R. H. Parks, Wankegan, I11., for 
Bonnie Scotland and his colts, grand silver medal and $50. 

“ Bonnie Scotland ” and his stock came from out of the state, and not be- 
ing permitted to contend for a premium in the sweepstakes, were exhibited 
to the committee, and examined by them with great pleasure. The horse, 

_ and his five colts exhibited, showed remarkable fine points of the thor- 
_ oughbred, as well as great bone-and substance for high bred stock. The 

committee congratulate the breeders of northern Illinois on the acquisition , 
of so valuable a horse for breeding purposes. A cross withthelargemares __ 

| of that section cannot fail to produce -a valuable stock of horses for the . 
carriage, the road and farm purposes. oe 

es | | _ GEO. A. MASON, 
| | __C, H. PHILLIPS, yo 

, ~“BENJ. MORSE, | 
S. HAYT,. : : 

Oo Commitiee. 

| [Class 11.—Short Horns. oe 
Best bull 4 years old and over, George Murray, Racine, $40. | , - | Best bull 2 years old and under 4, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan : » $30. pon . Second best, E. Fairbanks, Hampden, $15. 
Best bull 2 years old and under 8, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $30. : 
Second best, G. Lawrence, Waukesha, $15. CNG
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. . ~ Best bull 1 year old and under 2, Wm. Rhodes, Salem Station, $15. : 

Second best, George Murray, Racine, $10. 
Best bull calf over 6 months and under 12, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Wau. a 

| kegan, Ill., $15. oo gee - | 

Second best, George Murray, Racine, #10. | aCe | 

Best bull calf under 6 months, George Murray, Racine, $15. To | 

Second best, E. and J. Smith, Rochester, $10. ae . 

Best cow 4 years old and over, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $30. ee . 

. | Second best, George Murray, Racine, $15: tok Es 

, Best cow 8 years old and under 4, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $29. Be 

Second best, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Ill., $10. ae Boe 

ss: Best heifer 2 years old and under 3, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $205. 4 

- Second best, George Murray, Racine, $15. She , 

| Best Heifer 1 year old and under 2, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $20. ee 

| Second best, Wm. Rhodes, Salem Station, $10. 7 , 

Best heifer calf 6 months old and under 12, E. P. Brockway, Ripon $10. * 

- Second best, Wm. Rhodes, Salem Station, $5. : | 

-Best heifer calf under 6 months, J. C. Meachem, Genesee, $10. ae 

Second best, George Murray, Racine, $5. ° he Ma ae, | 

: mem DYSART, 
ee E.G. FOWLER, 

Oo mo 8 | D. W. MAXON. . 

| oe oo goo cette so Committee.) 

. ~ Class 12—Devons. a Os 

Best bull, 4 years old and over, Stephen Warren, Hartland, $20. ~ | : 

. Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. “ eee | 

Best bull, 3 years old and under 4, W. T. Smith, Elkhorn, $20.° °° : 

| - Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. ~ oe | 

| Best bull, 2 years old and under 3, G.C. Chaffee, Whitewater, $10. a | 

~ | Best bull, 1 year old and under 2. Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $20. — . | 

® Best bull calf, 6 months old and under 12, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. 

| Second: best, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $5. “ 

Best bull calf, under 6 months, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. 

Best cow, 4 years old and over, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $15. | 

| : Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. me 

| Best cow, 3 years old and under, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $15. | 

. Second best, Percival Shéard, Burlington, $10. “| ee cs 

Best heifer, 2 yéars old and under 3, George C. Chaffee, Whitewater, $15. 

Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10." - — - | 

‘Best heifer, 1 year old and under 2, W. T. Smith, Elkhorn, $15. | 

Second best, Luther. Rawson, Oak Creek, $10.: : 

Best heifer calf, under 6 months, W. T. Smith, Elkhorn, $6. Lot 7 

Second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $3. | | | 

a (s, A. SPOONER, : 
- aa ~SASA WILKINS, 

- . RICHARD RICHARDS, . 

| | | , Committee. ) 

, - Class 13—Ayrshires. | yo a 

"Best bull, 4 years old and over, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $20. - 

. Second best, H. S. Durand, Racine, $10. | 

a Best bull, 2 years old and under 8, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $20.. - 

Best bull, 1 year old and under 2, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $20. : 

Second best, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $10. | oo. 

Best cow, 4 years old and over, H. §. Durand, Racine,$15, 

i Second best, Jonathan Stoddard, Greenbush, $10. es Se 

. Best heifer, 2 years old and under 3, H. S. Durand, Racine, $15. . 

| Second best, F. 8. Capron, Oconomowoe, $10. . fe Pes 

: | Best heifer,-1 year old and under 2, H. 8. Durand, Racine, oS | 

: Second best, F. §. Capron, Oconomowoc, $10. . 

| : Best heifer calf, 6 months old and under 12, H. S, Durand, Racine, $6. :
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: = Class 14—Alderneys. | | 

Best bull 3 years old and under 4, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $20. , 

Best bull 1 year old and under 2, H. 8. Durand, Racine, $20. oe 

Best bull calf under 6-months, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $10. -- 

Second best, H. 8. Durand, Racine, $5. a 

Best cow 4 years-old and over, H. 8. Durand, Racine, $15. 

Second best, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $10. Ce 

Best cow 8 years old:and under 4, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $15... 

Best heifer 1 year old and under 2, H.S. Durand, Racine, $15. 0 | 
Second best, C..'T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $10. . 7 

‘Best heifer 6 months old and under 12, H. S. Durand, Racine, $6.. | 
: Second best, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $8. 

Best heifer calf under 6 months old, H. 8S. Durand, Racine, $6. - 

Special premium on exhibition of Galloway cattle, I. N. Smith, Bath, 

- Mich., $50. , 
(asa WILEINS, 

: | | I. 8S. NEWTON, 
Co RICHARD RICHARDS, 

oe Committee for Classes 13 and 14. ) | 

‘ Class 15— Grade Cattle and Working Oxen. 

. Best grade cow, 3 years old and over, E. and J. Smith, Rochester,.$15. 

Second best, H. Ludington, Milwaukee, $10. a Os . 

Best heifer, 2 years old and under 8,8. A. Tenney, Durham Hill, $15. — 

Second best, E. and J. Smith, Rochester, $10. i BO | 

| ‘Best yearling heifer, E. and J. Smith, Rochester, $19. Coat 
Best yoke working oxen, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $20. | : 

Second best, H. Gregg, Elm Grove, 310. — | | 

Class 16—HMilch Cows. | 

Best milch 0. of any breed, 4 years old and over, M. L. Batterfield, Wau- 

esha, $30. os 
Second best, E. and J. Smith, Rochester, $15. 
Best milch cow, 3 years old and under 4, M. L. Butterfield, Waukesha, sil- pvt. 

. yer medal and $20. ge 
—  Avauzusia, September 25, 1871. | 

GENTLEMEN: I-herewith give you my statement of:milk and” butter 

made from my cow, from the fifth to the fourteenth day of June, 1871. | 

| My cow is six years old; is'a cross on the Alderney and Devon; and-calved — 

on the eighth of May. . Number of quarts of milk per day, 19; number of . 

pounds of milk per. day, 42; number of pounds of butter in. ten days, 27 : 

pounds and 12 ounves. M. L.- BUTTERFIELD. : 

N M. L. Butterfield being duly sworn, deposes and says the above state- 

| ment is true, to the best of his knowledge and belief. - ) | 

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of September, 1872. 

Lo . O. M. TYLER, 
Notary Public, Waukesha, Wis. | 

WAUKESHA, Sept. 25, 1871. 

GENTLEMEN: I herewith give you my statement of milk and butter made 

from my two years old heifer, from the 15th to the 24th day of June, 1871. 

- She is two years old, cross of Alderney and Devon, and calved on the first : 

day of May. Number of quarts of milk per day, 151g; number of pounds 

of milk per day, 3514; number of pounds of butter in ten days, 19 lbs., 15 

4 OZS. M. L. BUTTERFIELD. 

M. L. Butterfield being duly sworn, deposes and says, that the above 

 gtatement is true to the best of his knowledge and belief: . 

Subscribed and ‘sworn to before me, this 25th day of Sept., 1871. | 
O. M. TAYLOR, 

Notary Public, Waukesha, Wis. )
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ae , — Class 17-—Fat. Cattle. . 

. _ Best pair of fat oxen, 5 years old. and over, Daniel Wells, Wauwatosa, $20. — 
Second best, E. & J. Smith, Rochester, $10. ae 

| Best pair of fat oxen, 4 years old and under 5, G. N. Lyman, Ripon, $15. 
Second best, G. N. Lyman, Ripon, $10. ~ 9 _ 
Best fat cow, steer or heifer, E. & J. Smith, Rochester, $10. | 
Second best, G. N. Lyman, Ripon, $5. | , 

- : | G. T. KINGSTON, _ 
_ . M. ASPINWALL, 

. G@. W. WILLIAMS, A | : 
: oo Committee for Classes 15,16 and 7) 

| Class 18— Herds. | 

yp Beat eto and 5 cows or heifers, over 1- year old, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, 
. . 1 . . 

| _ Second best, S. A. Tenney, Durham Hill, $50. | _ 
| - Best bull of any age, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $50. - | So 1 

: , Second best, C.C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., $25. Oo BD 
_ Best cow or heifer of any age, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $40. . | 

_ Second best, C.C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, II1., | : « 
‘FRED. LAYTON, 

| | L. B. POTTER; SO 
. Oo BEN. FERGUSON, SO . 

a, — Committee: | a 

a ee [Class 19—American Merinos. | oO 

- Best buck 2 years old and over, John H. Paul, Genesee, $20. 
Second best, John H. Paul, Genesee, $10. 

. Best buck 1 year old and under 2, John H. Paul, Genesee, $15. | 
Second best.John H. Paul, Genesee, $10. | 
Best pen of 3 buck lambs, John H. Paul, Genesee, $10. 

. Second eest, George C. Chaffee, Whitewater, $5. 
Best pen of 10 ewes 2 years old and over, S. Eastman, Pleasant Ptairie, $30. 

| - Second best. John H. Paul, Genesee, $15. . . | 
. Best pen of 3 ewes 2 years old and over, D. H. Donnan, East Troy,20.  . |. 

Second best, A. Humbert, Caldwell’s Prairie,$10. = 
| _» Best pen of 10 ewes. 1 year old and under 2, A. Humbert, Caldwell’s. 

Prairie; $20.- . . - 
Best pen of 3 ewes 1 year old and under 2, J. W. Park Dodge’s Corners, 15. a 

- «Second best, D. H. Donnan, East Troy, $10. 
OS Best pen of 10 ewe lambs, G. O. Lawrence, Waukesha, $20. | 

Second best John H. Paul, Genesee, $10. | 
. Best pen of 3 ewe lambs, D. H. Donnan, East Troy, $10. | 

Second best, Geo. C. Chaffee, Whitewater, $5. ,; 
. @. T. GRAVES, | | 

yo ‘, H. GOODHUE, — | | 
GEO. E. PRATT, : 

| mo Committee.) 

| | | Class 2C—Long Wool, Leicesters. 

| Best buck, 2 years old and over, E. Porter, Waukesha, $20. | | 
Second best, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Canada, $10. a | oe 

ee Best buck 1 year old and under 2, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Canada, $15. | 
Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $10. Ce 
Best pen of 3 buck lambs, E. Porter, Waukesha, $10. , | 

| Second best, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Canada, $5. . | 
io Best pen of 3 ewes, 2 years old and over, E. Porter, Waukesha, $20. 

: Second best, Hd. Carr, Oak Creek,$10. = 8 > 

ce , }
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Best pen of 3 ewes, 1 year old and under 2, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Canada, 
. $15. C - . | 

Second best; E. Porter; Waukesha, $10. 
Best pen of 3 ewe lambs, E. Porter, Wankesha, $10. | 
Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $5. , 

| Class 21—Long Wool, not Leicesters. 

Best buck, 2 years old and over, F. S. Capron, Oconomo oc, $20. 
; Second best, William Rhodes, Salem, $10. 

Best buck 1 year old and under 2, C. C. & R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Illinois, 
$15. 7 

Second best, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Canada, $10. 
7 Best pen of 3 back lambs, C. C. & R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Illinois, $10. 

Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $5. 
Best pen of 3 ewes, 2 years old and over, C. C. & P. H. Parks, Waukegan, 

. Hlinois, $20. 
Second best, C. C. & R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Mlinois, $10. 
Best pen of 3 ewes, i year old and under 2,C.C. & R. H. Parks, Wanke- 

gan, Illinois, $15. . 
Second best, C. C. & R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Illinois, $10. 

: Best pen of 3 ewe lambs, C. C. & R. H. Parks, Waukegan, Illinois, $10. 
Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $5. os oo . 

Class 22.—Middle Wools. o | : 
Best buck 2 years‘old and over, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Can., $20. | 

. Second best, C. T.. Bradley, Milwaukee, $10. o : . | 
Best buck 1 year old and under 2, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Can., $15. 
Second best, I. N. Smith, Bath, Mich., $10. | , 
Best pen buck lambs, G. H. Daubner, Brookfield Center, $10. 
Second best, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Can., $5. 
Best pent 3 ewes two years old and over, G. H. Daubner, Brookfield Cen- 

ter, $20. 
second best, Luther Rawson, Oak Creek, $10. 
Best pen of 3 ewes one year old and under two, Peter Wakem, Ontario, 

; — Can., $15. . 
Second best, I. N. Smith, Bath, Mich., $10. 
Best pen of 3 ewe lambs, G. H. Lamberton, Lamberton, $10. 

| ‘Second best, C. T. Bradley, Milwaukee, $5. a | 

- cela Class 23.—Fat Sheep. bs oe | 

Best fat sheep, not less than three, C. C.'and R. H. Parks, $10. , . 
| Second best, E. Porter, Waukesha, $5, : mo | 

. CLINTON MATTESON, ~~. 
LEONARD COLEMAN, 

. HENRY STEVENS. —- : 
Commitiee for classes 20, 21, 22 and 23, 

te Class 24—Sirine. Oo 

-, Best sow and litter of pigs. John Jeffers, Darien, $15. a | | 
Best. sow pig six months and over, John Jeffers, Darien, $10. 
Best boar over | and under 2 years, John Jeffers, Darien, $10. . 

Best boar 2 years old and over, Byers & Campbell, Nevada, Ohio, $15. 
Best boar over 1 year and under 2, Byers & Campbell, N evada, Ohio, $10,
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| Best breeding sow 2 years and over, Byers & Campbell, Nevada, Ohio, $19. 
| Second best, Byers & Campbell, Nevada, Ohio, $10. 

Best boar pig over 6 months, Byers & Campbell, Nevada, Ohio, $10. 
Best sow pig 6 months ard over, Byers & Campbell, Nevada, Ohio, $10. 

| CHESHIRE. : | Oo 

Best boar over 1 and under 2 years, J. Taylor, Waupun, $10. : 
: | Best breeding sow with litter of pigs, J. Taylor, Waupun, $10. | 

| . Best boar pig over 6 months, L. J. Hobart, Milwaukee, $10. . 
Best sow pig over 6 months old, L. J. Hobart, Milwaukee, $10. ne 

| SUFFOLK. | 

Best boar, over 1 and under 2 years, Jonathan Wing, Oconomowoc, $10. 
_ Best sow, 2 years and over, Jonathan Wing, Oconomowoc, $10. 

. Best sow pig, over 6 months, R. B. Allen, Hartland, $10. 

Oo (M. DU BOISE, a 
A. SUTHERLAND, 

Committee. 
CHESTER WHITE. 

Best boar, 2 years and over, J. Taylor, Waupun, $15. 
Second best, W. E. McClure, Genesee, $10. . 
Best boar, 1 year and under 2, J. Taylor, Waupun, $10. . 
Second best, Jas. W. McCready, Milwaukee, $9. | 
Best boar pig, six months and over, D. W. Rowlands, Racine, $10. 
Second best, J. Taylor, Waupun, $5. pet he _ a 

Best sow, 2 years and over, J. Taylor, Waupun, $15. | 
Second best, Jas. McCready, Milwaukee, $10. 

' . Best sow, 1 year and under 2, J. Taylor, Waupun, $10. 
- real ati sow, with litter of pigs under 6 months, J. Taylor, Waupun, | 

. Second best, H. Lumb, Brookfield, $10. 
Best. sow pig, over 6 months, J. Taylor, Waupun, $10. 

. ‘Second best, D. W. Rowlands, Racine, $5. : . | 

. BERKSHIRE. . 

Best boar, 2 years old and over, KE. P. Brockway, Ripon, $15. | 
Second best, P. Wakem, Ontario, Can., $10. o : : 

: Best boar, 1 year and under 2, R. Richards, Racine, $10. : | | 
Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $9. | 
Best breeding sow, 2 years old and over, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Can., $15. 
Second best, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $10. | oS 

: Best breeding sow, with litter of pigs, James Magson, $15. | 
OL Second best, R. Richards, Racine, $10. . . 

| Best sow, 1 year and under 2, R. Richards, Racine, $10. ee 
oo Second best, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Can., $5. | 

Best boar pig, over 6 months, R. Richards, Racine, $10. 

, Second best, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $5. | 
Best sow pig, over 6 months old, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Can., $10. a 

| : Second best, E. P. Brockway, Ripon, $5. . — 

o POLAND CHINA. 

3 Best boar} 1 year and under 2, J. L. Owens, Mokena, Il., $10. : | 
Second best, John Jeffers, Darien, $5.- | 7 | | 

Best sow, 1 year old and-under 2, J. L. Owens, Mokena, IIl., $10. Sc 
Best breeding sow, with litter of pig, J. L. Owens, Mokena, I]l., $15. , 
Second best, John Jeffers, Darien, $10. - so 

| 7 Best sow pig, over 6 months old, J. L. Owens, Mokena, Ill., $10. 
Second best; J. L. Owens, Mokena, 11., $5. - es 
Best. bear pig, 6 months old, J. L. Owens, Mokena, Ill.,$10. 

‘ Second best, J. L. Owens, Mokena, II1., $5. : 2
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. ‘ SPECIAL PREMIUMS. . . 

[Offered by Messrs. Plankinton & Armour, Layton & Co., Jas. T. Woolley, 
L. Farlan, Van Kirk & McGeoch, Pork Packers of Milwaukee.] 

Best boar, of any age, Byers & Campbell, Nevada, Ohio, $100. — 
Best sow, of any age, Peter Wakem, Ontario, Canada, $100. 
‘Best six pigs, under 6 months, E. Wheatly, Rochester, $100. 
Best fatted hog, for packing purposes, J. Taylor, Waupun, $50. > 
Best boar, sow and 5 pigs, of any age or breed, under.7 months, E. P. 

Brockway, Ripon. $100. , 7 se 
_ Second best, J. L. Owens, Mokena, Il., $50. | : 

T.C. DOUSMAN, 
L. B. POTTER, 

| J. McCREADY, ; 
Committee. : 

Class 25.— Poultry. 

Best trio Gray Dorkings, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. 
Second best 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. 
Best trio White Dorkings, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. 
Second best S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. | 
Best black Spanish,.8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. 

: Second best, Alcott & Van Vranken, Wauwatosa, $2. | 
Best trio Polands, 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. po . | 
Best trio Hamburgs, Alcott & Van Vranken, Wauwatosa, $38. Oe 
Second best 8. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. Se : 
Best trio game fowls, 8S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3.. | | 
Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. | 
Best White Leghorns, Lee & Judson, Milwaukee, $3. . 
Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. 
Best trio Buff Cochins, Lee & Judson, Milwaukee $3. . 
Second best, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., $2. 
Best trio Partridge Cochins, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. 

| Second best, Lee & Judson, Milwaukee, $2. 
Best trio Light Brahmas, Lee & Judson, Milwaukee, $3. 
Second best C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, IIl., $2. 
Best trio Dark Brahmas, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, II1., $3. . 
Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. . 
Best trio Houdans, Alcott & Van Vranken, Wauwatosa, $3. .~ 
Second best, Lee & Judson, Milwaukee, $2. — we 
Best trio Bantams, 8S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. - oO 
Second best, L. A. Curtis, Wauwatosa, $2. Be 
Best pair bronze turkeys, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, $3. 

| ~ Second best, P. Putnam, Dodge’s Corners, $2.  . — ce 
Best pair common turkeys, C. H. Jacobs, Wauwatosa, $3. | . 

. Second best, C. H. Jacobs; Wauwatosa, $2. | 
: Best pair Muscovy ducks. H. L. Stoltz, Milwaukee, $3. | 

Second best, H. L. Stoltz, Nilwaukee, $2. a 
Best pair Aylesbury ducks, C. C. and R. H. Parks, Waukegan, [11.,$3.° 
Second best, S. H, Seamans, Wauwatosa, $2. oa a 
Best pair Rouen ducks, 8S. H. Seamans, Wauwatoaa, $3. | 

_ Second best, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, &2. : ‘ 
Best pair Bremen geese, S. H. Seamazs, Wauwatosa, $3. | ' 

_ Best and greatest variety of poultry, S. H. Seamans, Wauwatosa, silver 
- medal and $15. : Parana | 

| | JOHN DEARSLEY. : 
: j G.P. KELLOGG, — : 

| —_ S. A. PHILBROOK. | 
oe . Ue Committee.
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: — Class 26—Field Products. | | an 

SPECIAL PREMIUMS OF CHAMBER OF COMMERCE... 

Best bushel spring wheat, Wm. Simpson, Lisbon, $25.. oo! 
_. Best bushel winter wheat, R. M. & W. Andras, Reedsburg, $25. 

Best sample spring wheat (club), N. Stearns & Son, Galesville, $5. 
oe Second best, D. D. Bryant, Madison, $3. . a 

Best sample spring wheat (fife), H. Bourse, Milwaukee, $5. me . 
oo Second best, Thomas Davis, Oshkosh, $3. . | 

- . Best ea es spring wheat (Rio Grande or China Tea), Wm. Simpson, Lis- 
. bon, $5. 

oe Second best, Thomas Davis, Oshkosh, $3: . 
. : ‘Best white winter wheat, R. M. & W. Andrus, Reedsburg, $5. — , 

. Second best, Thomas Davis, Oshkosh, $3. 
, Best red winter wheat, G. W. Williams, Oconomwoc, $5. oo 

| Second best, D. McVean, Oconomowoc, $5. oe 
Best bushel of rye, Thomas Davis, Oshkosh, $5. . 
Second best, Geo. Lawrence, Jr., Waukesha, $3. 
Best bushel of oats, Thomas. Davis, Oshkosh, $5. 

a Second best, J. C. Starkweather, Oconomowoc, $3. | 
_ Best sack hops, E. B, Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $5. . | 

Second best, G. H. Lamberton, $3, 0 . . oo 

Best bushel timothy seed, J. C. Starkweather, Oconomowoc, $5. | 

ae Second best, John Howard, Milwaukee, $3. | | 

Best bushel clover seed, E B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $5. | 
| Second best, Geo. Wolf, Staatsville, $38.00 00 a 

Best bushel peas, Thomas Davis, Oshkosh, $5. © . 

| Second best, 8. A. Tenny, Durham Hill, $3. , : 

. Best bushel beans, Thomas Davis, Oshkosh, $5. 
oy Second best, F S. Capron, Oconomowoe, $3. . | 

Best bushel dent corn, J. J. Pellett, $5. 
, Second best, P. B. Stewart, Eagle, $3. 

| Best bushel flint corn, J. C. Starkweather, Oconomowoc, $9. | 

Second best, E J. Grover, Wauwatosa, $3. 

| Best bushel barley, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $5. 

| Second best, J. C. Starkweather, Oconomowoc, $3. — 

Best bushel buckwheat, G. H. Lamberton, Lamberton, $5. | | 

Second best, E. M. De Puy, East Troy Lakes, $3. OO 

oo ‘Best bushel flax’ seed, D..W. Rowlands, Racine, $9. | | | 

: Second best, T. Davis, Oskkosh, $38. < = | oo. 

Best bale broom corn, M. Steele, Milwaukee, $9. | : 

yt Second best, R. Van Alsyace; Delavan, $8... oypedgy Fue Pie 

Best bushel early potatoes, Geo. Jeffrey, Wauwatosa, bo. | . 

Second best, J. 8S. Wilcox, Milwaukee, $3. | 

CO Best bushel late potatoes, D. W. Rowlands, Racine, $5. ; 

. Second best, Reuben Strong, Milwaukee, $3. : 

Best bushel carrots, James Eager, Milwaukee, $3. 

| Second best, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $2. so 

Best bushel turnips, H. Swallow, Hartland, $3. : , 

Second best, James Copper, Bay View, $2. - , 

oe Best bushel onions, Geo. 8. Haskell & Co., Rockford, Ill., $5. a 

Second best, J. Wilcox, Milwaukee, $3. SS : 

- Best ten pounds tobacco, W.H. Jennings, Caledonia Center, $5. | 

| Second best, J. C. Starkweather, Oconomowoc, $3. | 

. . Best six squashes, G. H. Lamberton, Lamberton, $5. 
Second best, L. S. Curtis, Wauwatosa, $3. | | 

Best six pumpkins, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $5. | 

~ Second best, L. Rawson, Oak Creek, $3. | | 

| Best dozen watermelons, E. Elliott, Lone Rock, $5.. . | 

Best and largest exhibition of field crop, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, 

- gilver medal and $30. | | _— : 

. ~ Second best J. C. Starkweather, Oconomowoc, bronze medal and $15.
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SO SPECIAL PREMIUM FOR SHOW FIELD: PRODUCTS. 
Geo. S. Haskell & Co., Rockford, Hl., silver medal. : | 

Class 27— Garden Vegetables. 

Best twelve stalks celery, I. N. Jones, Milwaukee, $2.0 
Best six heads cauliflower, J. H. Jones, Milwaukee, $2. = © 
Second best, J. S. Wileox, Milwaukee, Transactions. = = © oe 
Best twelve beets, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $2. _ Pe ee : 
Second best, J. H. Jones, Milwaukee, Transactions. FERS 

_ _-Best twelve parsnips, J. S. Wilcox, Milwaukee, $2. oe 
Second best, J. C. Starkweather, Oconomowoc, Transactions. 
Best three heads of cabbage, James Cooper, Bay View, $2. | | 
Best twelve tomatoes, F. S. Capron, Oconomowoc, $2. oo 
Second best, J. S. Wilcox, Milwaukee, Transactions. 

_ Best twelve sweet potatoes, D. P. Myers, East Troy Lakes, §2. 
Second best, H. Bourse, Milwaukee, Transactions. | 
Best half peck Lima beans, J. C. Starkweather, Oconomowoc, 92. 
Second best, D. M. Aspinwall, Farmington, Transactions. 

| Best half peck Windsor beans, Geo. 8. Haskell & Co., Rockford, 11., $2. 

Best show of garden products, Geo. 8. Haskell & Co., Rockford, Hi., $10. 
. Special premium for fine show of garden seeds, Geo. 8S. Haskell &-Co., 

Rockford, Ill., diploma. 0 7 

| —-—- Committee on Classes 26 and 27. 

Class 28— Products of the Flouring Mill, Dairy and Apiary. 

Best parrel winter wheat flour, W. A. Austin, Galesville, silver medal and 
| 10. . 

Best barrel spine wheat flour, August Ehnert, West Granville, silver med- 
al an . 

Second best, W. S. Austin. Galesville, bronze medal and $5. 
[Best cheese, factory made, C. Hazen, Ladoga, silver medal and $10. 
Second best, J. H. Ham & Co., Whitewater, bronze medal and $5. 

_ ‘Best cheese, farm made, W. C. White, Kenosha, silver medal and $10. 
Second best, Nicholas Rechtmeyer, Woodworth, bronze medal and $9. 
Best twenty-five lbs. June made butter, Wm. Simpson, Lisbon, silver medal 

and $10. 
Second best, D. P. Webster, Mukwonago, bronze medal and $9. 7 
Best twenty-five lbs. butter made at. any time, Mrs. D.M.McVean, Qcono- . 

| mowoe, silver medal and $10;°-° nn | 
Second best, C. H. Phillips, Lake Mills,.bronze medal ang 35.) 
Best ten lbs. maple sugar, D. M. Aspinwall, Farmington, $9. : 
Best gallon maple syrup, Mrs. D. M. MeVean, Oconomowoc, $d. 

: Best ten Ibs. honey, D. M. Aspinwall, Farmington, $10. . 
Second best, John Root, Oshkosh, $5. 
Best twenty-five lbs. beet sugar, Sauk County Beet Sagar Co., Black Hawk; 

silver medal. 

: | L. BASFORD, | | 
es  W.B. PHILLIPS, 

| | | —— Commeathee. 

Best two loaves Graham bread, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $3. ~ - 

Best two loaves corn bread, Mrs. L. 8. Curtis, Wauwatosa, $3. 
Best two loaves white bread, (hop yeast), Mrs. W. P. Lynde, Milwaukee, $8. 

7 8—Ac. TR. —
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Best two loaves white bread (milk rising), Mrs. Jas. Heth, Milwaukee, $5. : 

ss Best five pounds soda crackers, A. T. Riddell, Milwaukee, $2. Lok 

Best five pounds picnic crackers, A. T. Riddell, Milwaukee, $2. ae 

oo Best five pounds Boston crackers, A. T. Riddell, Milwaukee, $2. : 

| Best ten pounds starch (Wisconsin made), Chas. Hermann & Co, Milwau- — 

: _kee, diploma. | ee : 

. Best sponge cake, Miss Jennie L. Heth, Milwaukee,$2.  . «| 

: . Best pound cake, Miss Jennie L. Heth, Milwaukee, $2. ©... | | ae 

‘Best jelly cake, Mrs. C. T. Farnham, Waukesha, $2. ae 

| Best gold cake, Miss Jennie L. Heth, Milwaukee, $2. Ce ts 

Best fruit cake, Mrs. 8. A. Tenny, Durham Hill, $2. ee ne 

Largest and best exhibition of bread and cake, Miss Jennie L. Heth, Mil-— 

| - “waukee, diploma and $10. 7 | 

Best two bottles cider vinegar, A. F. W. Boden, Milwaukee, diploma. | 

| - ‘Best two bottles wine vinegar, A. F. W. Boden, Milwaukee, diploma. : 

| -. Best canned peaches, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. 

Best canned plums, S. B: Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. ; ° 

Best canned currants, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. 

yo Best canned tomatoes, W. G. Benedict, $2. 

| ‘Best canned gooseberries, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, 2. 

Best canned raspberries, 8. B. Smith, Dodge's Corners, $2. ne 7 | 

: Best canned strawberries, Abbie Ogden, Milwaukee, $2. | 

Best preserved apples, 8. B. Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. _ 

: Best preserved grapes, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. . | 

Best apple butter, S. B: Smith, Dcedge’s Corners, $2. | , 

‘Best raspberry jam, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. oS . : 

Best blackberry jam, Abbie Ogden, Milwaukee, pe. | | os | 

Best crab apple jam, Mrs. N. Stackhouse, Milwaukee, $2. - | 

Se Best sour pickled cucumbers, S. B. Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. | . 

Oe Best pickled mangoes, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. : 

Best pickled pears, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. - . : 

oe Best sweet pickled apples, S. B. Smith, Dodge’s Corners, $2. 

4 Best tomato catsup, W. G. Benedict, Milwaukee, $2. 

7 Best two bottles sparkling wine, Otto Zweitusch, Milwaukee, diploma. 

Large and excellent collection of household products exhibited by W.G. | 

- Benedict, Milwaukee, highly commended. ce 

ee . Mrs. L. COLEMAN,, 
. Mrs. N. D. FRATT, — | 

Be Mrs. A. H. ATKINS. 

| OO eg ek es Ss Committee. 

\ Class 30—Fruit by Professional Cultivators. | 

Best and greatest variety of apples, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $10.0 0° 

Second best, G: P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $7.50. 

| | Third best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $5. . 

/ Fourth best, Geo. Wolf, Staatsville, $3. -_ 

7 Best ten varieties adapted to the Northwest, G. J. Keliogg, Janesville, $7.50. 

. Second best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $5. es 

- _ -‘Third best, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $2.50. | 

| -_.- Best five varieties adapted to the Northwest, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $3. | 

| --- Second best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $2. rae 

oe Third best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $1. pods 

| . | Best and largest variety winter apples, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $7.50. 

oe, - Second best, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $9. Vo : 

_ _ Third best, Geo. Wolf, Staatsville, $2.50. - . = . 

: Best five varieties winter apples, G. J. Kellogg, J anesville, $3. | 

| Second best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $2. a So | 

Third best, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $1. — | : : 

| Best three Fameuse, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $2. ees | 

- Second best, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $1. eee eee 

| Largest apple, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $1. ar ae
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Second best, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, 50 cents, Heaviest apple, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $1. Le Second best, D. M. Aspinwall, Farmington, 50 cents. a Best and greatest variety. of pears, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $77.50. Second best, Geo. Wolf, Staatsville, $4. BA wh Third best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $2.50. . | * Fourth best, G. J, Kellogg, Janesville. gl. a Best three varieties pears, A. G. Tuttle, boo, $3. a Second best, Geo. P. Feffer, Pewaukee, $2. : . Best Flemish beauty, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $3. : Second best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $2. | _ Best variety plums, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $3. ee, - “Second best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $2. 

oO Best Miner plums, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $1. | Second best, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, 50 cents. 
| , Best show peaches, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $2. Second best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $1. | Best variety grapes, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $7.50. Second best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $5. 

a _ Third best, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $3. - Best five varieties grapes, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $5. Second best, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $3. 
. ‘Third best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $2. | | : - Best three varieties grapes, A. G. Tattle, Baraboo, $3. — ae Second best, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $2. - | | Bt _ Third best, C. H.. Greenman, Milton, $1. we | 7 . Best two varieties grapes, A. G. Tuttle, Baraboo, $2. co Second best, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $1. . 4 | | | Best single variety grapes, G. J. Kellogg, Janesville, $1, a Best three bunches Concords, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $1. | _ Best three bunches Delaware, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $1. : Best single variety grapes (quality to rule), C. H. Greenman, Milton, $1, : Best show foreign grapes, I. H. Jones, Milwaukee, $3. Fine collection of apples, 75 varieties, shown by L. Woodward & Co., Ma- . rengo Ill., highly commended. 

Twenty-five varieties of apples grown on crab stock, shown by G. J. Kel- . . logg, Janesville, commended. . | _ S. G. BRAND, | | F. C. CURTIS, : | , a : H. BECKWITH, EN ag Pe Ss oo . .. A. A. BOYCE, oe, . oe . | Committee. | 
Chass 31—Fruit by Non-Professional Cultivators. 

Best and greatest variety apples, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $10. Second best, B. B. Olds, Clinton, $7.50. 
4 Third best, L. Woodworth, Woodworth, $5. 

| Fourth best, C. C. Dewey, Milwaukee, $3. : Very fine show apples (94 varieties), Warren Lee, Spring Lake, Michigan, silver medal. 
Best ten varieties apples adapted to the northwest, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s : _ Corners, $7.50. 

_ Second best, B. B. Olds, Clinton, $5. . : OO Third best, C. H. Jacobs, Wauwatosa, $2.50. | so | Best ten ee without regard to adaptation, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Cor- __ ners, $38. 
| | . _ Second best, H. Gregg, Elm Grove, $2. RE Third best, L. 8. Curtis, Wauwatosa. | ot _ Best five varieties adapted to the northwe -t, C.C. Dewey, Milwaukée, $3. _ Second best, Austin. Wheeler, Pewaukee, $2. eo | _ Third best, B. B. Olds, Clinton, $1. oe |
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-Best variety winter appies, 8S. A. Tenny, Durham Hill, $7.90. - | 

co Second best, Geo. Jeffrey, Wauwatosa, $5. ey | 

7 Third best, Daniel Gelser, Milwaukee, $2.50. 9 | CO 

Best five vatieties winter apples J. J. Pellett, Oconomowoc, $3. i ee 

| Second best, Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $2. EE eS | 

Third best, C. C. Dewey, Milwaukee, $1. mo ns 

| Best three Fameuse, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $2. © - 

| Second best, L. Rawson, Oak Creek, $1. - oo | 

\ Largest apple, D. Gelser, Milwaukee, $1. | . 

Second best, Austin Wheeler, Pewaukee, 50 cents. oe “ o 

Heaviest apple, D. Gelser, Milwaukee, $1. 2. ! OO UNS 

- Second best, A. A. Boyce, Lodi, 50 cents. _ | ace 

Best variety pears, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $7 00. 2 | : | 

. Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $4. => - 

Third best, John Johnson, Milwaukee, $2.50. ee : 

Fourth best, J. L. Pierce, Milwaukee, $1. , a ee - 

ee Best three varieties pears, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $8.05 0 | 

Second best, J. Johnson, Milwaukee, $2. re eee 

Best Flemish Beauty, J. L. Pierce, Milwaukee, $3. a eee ee ee 

| Second best, A. A. Boyce, Lodi, $2. 2 EERE Soa eh 

; Fine show Sickle pears, J. T. Stevens, Madison, highly commended. 

' Fine show Bartlett. pears, J. L. Pierce, Milwaukee, highly commended. | 

Splendid show peaches (11 varieties,) Town, Spring Lake, Mich., diploma. 

Best Miner plum, A..W. Barber, Lancaster, $1. oo. 

_ Second best, J. T. Stevens, Madison, 50 cents. - me OO 

Best and greatest variety grapes, F. 8. Lawrence, Janesville, $7.50. 

Second best; Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $5. SPSS : 

"Third best, A. Von Baumbach, Milwaukee, $3. CE TE ee - 

«Best five varieties grapes, Wm-Reid, North Prairie, $0. es 

Second best, F. S. Lawrence, Janesville, $3. SP inte ht 

| _-Best three varieties grapes, Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $3. . 

Second best, F. 8. Lawrence, Janesville, $2. = 

oy Best two varieties grapes, Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $2. 7 

Second best, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $1. 

. Best single variety grapes, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $1. 

oot ‘Best three bunches Concord on one cane, Wm. Reid, North Prairie, $1. | 

‘Best:three bunches Delaware on one Cane, BR. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $1. 

. Best single variety, quality to rule, J. J. Pellett, Oconomowoc, $0. _ 

Best plate hyslop crabs, David Morgan, ‘Wauwatosa, $1. = | 

Best plate transcendant crabs, David Morgan, Milwaukee, $1. 

“-FBxtra fine show: cranberries, James Carey, Berlin, highly commended. 

A. G@. TUTTLE, -, 

: G. P. PEFFER, . 

_—— . c Committee. 

| . Class 32—Seedlings. 7 

| ‘Best seedliags, Geo. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, $10. oy 

‘Second. best, C. H. Greenman, Milton, $5. _ 

‘Third bost, N. N. Cornwall, Wauwatosa $3. ee | 

| Best collection deciduous nursery grown trees (quality to rule,) Stickney 

& Baumbach, Waupun, $10. . © _ 

| ~ Second best, J.C. Plumb,.Milton, 5. - ORR 

| - ‘Bést collection evergreens, Geo. J Kellogg, Janesville, $10. | ; | 

| Second best, Stickney & Baumbach, Waupun, $5. | 

Best collection of fruit trees, E. Wilcox & Son, Trenipealeau, diploma. 

Second best, G. P. Peffer, Pewaukee, Transactions. = ee 

' Fine fig tree, Mrs. CG. Kooning, Milwaukee, $2. ° = |) | 

‘ fine collection strawberry plants, H. H: Cott, Lake Mills, coramended. 

Fine collection hedge plants, J. C. Plumb; Mitton, contmtended:



Method of pruning raspberry plants; to obviate trellises, M. DeWolf; Dela- 

ois . Comanattee. 

| Class 33— Flowers by Professional Cultivators. : 

* Best floral design, J. W. Dunlop & Son, Milwaukee, $10. | oo 7 
Second best, Whitnall & Ellis, Milwaukee, $5. | 

| Best collection cut flowers, Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee, $5. 
Best basket flowers, Whitnall & Ellis, Milwaukee, $3. | . | 
Second best, A. Middlemas, Milwaukee, $2. | 
Best pyramidal bouquet, J. W. Danlop & Son, Milwaakee, $3. 

-_- Best pair roand bouquets, Miss C. E. Stevenz, Madison, $3. 
Best pair flat bouquets, J. W. Dunlop & Son, Milwaukee, $2. 
Best bouquet everlasting flowers, Miss C: E. Stevens, Madison, $3. . 

_ Best display dahlias, not less than 20 varieties, Wm. Kitsrow, Milwaukee, $5. 
Best ten named dahlias, Wm. Kitsrow, Milwaukee, $3. 
Best display roses, Whitnali & Ellis, Milwaukee, $5. 

: Second best, H. G. Roberts, Janesville, $3. = 
Best five named varieties roses, Whitnall & Ellis, Milwaukee, $3. 
Best area verbenag, not legs than 20 varieties, Whitnall & Ellis, Milwau- 

kee, $8000 REE ED See . 

_ Best ten named verbenas, Wm. Kitsrow, Milwaukee, $2.00 . 
Best show seeding verbenas, Miss Kate Peffer,; Pewaukee, $2. 7 . | 
Best show phlox, H. G. Roberts, Janesville,$1. =. = | 
Best show pansies, J. W. Dunlop & Son, Milwaukee, $1. 

‘ Best show dianthuses, Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee, $2. 
Best show gladiolas, H. G. Roberts, Janesville, $2. | 
Best show tuberose, Wm. Kitsrow, Milwaukee, $1. 

_ Best twenty varieties green-house plants, Wm. Kitsrow, Milwaukee, $10. 
Best ten geraniums, Wm. Kitsrow, Milwaukee, $5. 
Best six fuchsias, I. H. Jones, Milwaukee, $3. ‘ 
Best six catmations, Wm. Kitsrow, Milwaukee, $2. 
Best display of flowers raised by exhibitor, Whitnall & Ellis, Milwaukee, $10. 
Second best, Wm. Kitsrow, Milwaukee, $5. 
Best show ornamental foliage plants, not more than fifteen varieties, Wm. 

-Kitsrow, Milwaukee, $5. CS BS , 

PROFESSIONAL, NON-COMMERCIAL. — - 

| - Best floral design, Mrs.'A. MitcheH, Milwaukee, $10. 2 - 
_ Best display of greenhouse plants, Mrs. A. Mitchell, Milwaukee, $10. __ | 

- Best twenty varietiés greenhouse plants in bloom, Mrs. A. Mitchell, Mil- . | 
. | waukee, $10. 7 

Best show ornamental foliage plants, Mrs. A. Mitchell, Milwaukee, $5. 
Best show foreign grapes, Mrs. A. Mitchell, Milwaukee, $8. 

J.T. STEVENS, 
KATE PEFFER, | 

a H. G. ROBERTS, 
Commitice. 

Class 34—Flowers by Non-Professional Cultivators. 

‘Best floral design, D. Ferguson, Milwaukee, $10. . a 
Best collection cut flowers, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $5. — 7 : 
Second best, J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $8. . ce 
Best basket flowers, Mrs. J. Joy, Madison, $3. ee 
Second best, Mrs. P. Yale, Milwaukee, $2. Be ak 
Best pyramidal bouquet, Mrs. P. Yale, Milwaukee, $38. = = - 
Best round bouquet, Mrs. J. Joy, Madison, $3. Bs
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Best flat bouquet, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. | 

Best bouquet everlasting flowers, HE. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $3. ee 
Best display dahlias, A. A. Boyce, Lodi, $5. | Bo Bes 

- Best ten named dahlias, A. A. Boyce, Lodi, $3. , 
| - Best show seeding verbenas, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Corners, $2. 

7 Best show asters, Mrs. J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, $2. | | 

a _ Best show dianthus, E. B. Thomas, Dodge’s Comers, $2. 

oe Best six foliage lawn plants, D. Ferguson, Milwaukee,$3. a 

Se — Class 353—Machinery for Agricultural Purposes. 

The articles in this class were not entered for competition. The follow-— | 
ing list comprises the principal ones on exhibition: a . 

. REAPERS AND MOWERS COMBINED. a . 

| | Harrison & Judd, Janesville. | 

OS A. A. Abbott, Chicago. 

| Warder, Mitchell & Co., Chicago. " | | 
D.M. Osborne & Co., Chicago, Tl... oe es 
Dodge—C. W. Yale, Milwaukee. — oo 

| - -. Wood’s—M. BE. Fuller & Co., Madison. | OR ie te 
| Cayuga Chief—E. J. Lindsay, Milwaukee. 

‘Esterly—Geo. Esterly, Whitewater. : - 

| Little Champion—Harris Manufacturing Company, Janesville. 
Manny’s—N. C. Thompson, Rockford, Ill. . 

. | AAtna—Aitna Manvfacturing Company, Salem, Ohio. . a 

| ot Eureka—Conroe, Jackson &Co., Racine. © |. oo 

| -  McCormick—F. J. Smith, Madison. BE 

. REAPERS. 

— : A. A. Abbott, Chicago. a 
a D. M. Osborne & Co., Chicago. | 

Warder, Mitchell & Co., Chicago. 

Hubbard—A. J. Hayes, Milwaukee. a 
Johnson’s— C. C. Bradley & Son, Milwaukee. 

| Harvest King—S. D. Carpenter, Milwaukee. . 
Russell’s—L. J. Bush & Co., Milwaukee. * : 

| | Advance—D. Carr, Milwaukee. 
| Marsh Harvester—J. D. Easter & Co., Chicago.- os aa 

| Esterly’s—Geo. Esterly, Whitewater. - oS : 
| Little Champion—Harris Manufacturing Company, Janesville. _ | 

C. Aultman, Canton, Ohio. . _ ‘ 
-Beloit—Parker & Stone, Beloit. — oe : 

: Atna—tna Manufacturing Company; Salem, Ohio. a 
_ Chw—H. L. Smith, Janesville. | So 

| | | MOWERS. , 
os ' A.A. Abbott, Chicago. . : | 

. . C. Aultman, Canton, Ohio. 

| Warder, Mitchell & Co., Chicago. Nee 

7 D. M. Osborne & Co., Chicago. | oo 

| Lo -Dodge-—C. W. Yale, Milwaukee. . 
-Hubbard’s—A. J. Hayes, Milwaukee. ° 

ee Climax—aA. J. Hayes, Milwaukee. —— | 

| Be Economy—C. C. Bradley & Son, Milwaukee. \ 

on Wood’s—M. E. Fuller & Co., Milwaukee. | | 
— Russell’s—L. J. Bush & Co., Milwaukee. ces 

| | Cayuga Chief—E. J: Lindsay, Milwaukee. oo : 
Manny’s—N. C. Thompson, Rockford, Tl. ce 

: Aiina—Aitna Mfg. Co., Salem, Ohio. : : 
. Eureka—Conroe, Jackson & Co., Racine. —s. Soe 

Meadow King and Sherwood’s—S. L. Sheldon, Madison. —
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| THRESHING MACHINES, _ | 
BH. E. Owens, Milwaukee. 
C. Aultman, Canton,Ohio, — 
J.I, Case, Racine. 4 os 
Geiser & Co., Racine. | ee ee eee 

| ©. F. Duvall, Milwaukee. = = © OT ee 

OF es HORSE POWERS. 2 
SO . C. Aultman, Canton, Ohio. oy 

| Geiser & Co., Racine. : . - Bos 

ne PORTABLE STEAM ENGINES. Oo ma sn 7 Be 
oo J. I. Case, Racine. es | - 

| Geiser &Co., Racine. SO 

| GRAIN SEPARATING STACKER, 

Geiser &Co.,Racine, = 

«STUMP PULLER, 
| ‘ Depere Iron Works, Depere. " 

J, G, Fox, Oregon. 
BR. Parish, Kalamazoo, Mich. | | . 

Be WINDMILL MODEL. , 
. Samuel Kimball, Fox Lake. Ce Be 

| - RATLROAD EXCAVATOR, | 
| - Gaylord Martin, Milwaukee. | : Be 

Class 36—LImplements, ete. for Agricultural purposes. 

The articles in this class were not entered for competition. The follow- 
ing list comprises the principal ones on exhibition : 

SPECIAL PREMIUM ON PLOWS, 

Offered by Peirce & Whaling, Milwankee: 
Best street crossing plow, L. P. & M. P. Jerdee, Madison, (manufactured by 

7 J. Thompson, Beloit,) $50. 
_ Second best, Kimball, Austin & Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., $25. 

— : PLOWS (SOD). oo 
ee Dorsch & Mathers, Milwaukee. co le | 

oe >) Kimball, Austin & Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. = 9... 
rs  W. F. Whiting, Milwaukee. res EAs | | 

Ca D.C. Bloomston, Waupaca. =. ee ee ee 
| WJ. J. Volivath, Sheboygan. > fhe tem | 

C. W. Yale, Milwaukee. | | | | 

, _ PLOWS (STEEL CROSSING). oo 
Kimball, Austin & Co., Kalamszoo, Mich. 

ae W. F. Whiting, Milwaukee. 
| E. J. Lindsay, Milwaukee. 
a J.J. Vollrath & Co., Sheboygan. 

L. P. & M. P. Jerdee, Madison. ae | 
| ©. W. Yale, Milwaukee. oe 

rn | N. C. Thompson, Rockford, Hil. . co 

Oop GANG PLOW. geek OR 
ss BE. Gore, Atchison, Kansas. ee ER | 

. i | Le HARROWS. ue 7 | 

_ Thomas’—E. J. Lindsay, Milwaukee. ide Og 
Revolving Tooth—Peaslee & Gillett, Fond du Lac. 

| J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners. Oo
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Josiah Lanyon, Mineral Point. ES . oe . 

a - _ CORN CULTIVATOR, 
_ Kimball, Austin & Co., Kalamazoo, Mich, So 

| oe D. C. Bloomiston, Waupaca. Bae 
_L. J. Bush & Co., Milwaukee. = 

| | SULKY CULTIVATORS. i 

7 _ Philip Magee, Mapleton. ee | 

. James Mills, Rock Prairie. . . 

N. Steele, Salem, Ohio. , 

. Jerry Pattison, Freeport, Il. oo 
N. C. Thompson, Rockford, Ill. (3 styles.) 

: A. L. Smith, Janesville. — 

| George D. Rowell & Co., Menomonee Falls. 

HAY RAKES. 

A. & O. Flom, Madison. _ 

| Simeon Perkins, Akron, Ohio. ee ee * 

E.J. Lindsley, Milwaukee. re : 

Huber, Gunn, & Co., Marion, Ohio. — 

| L. P. & M. P. Jerdee, Madison. 

A.J. Hayes, Milwaukee. ~ | oe Co 

. M. E. Fuller & Co., Madison. — . 

L. J. Bush & Co., Milwaukee. - 7 
D. Carr, Milwaukee. no . . 

es HAY FORKS. os ee 

ie J. Sheldon-& ©o., Wanwatosa. OO : 
oo | KE. J. Cable, Lake Maria. mo, 

| : - ZE.J. Bush & Co., Milwaukee. 

HAY DERRICK. - 

oe J. Sheldon & Co., Wauwatosa. 

oe HAY CARRIER. 
J. Sheldon & Co., Wauwatosa. 

ey BROADCAST SEEDERS. So 

L. P. & M.P. Jerdee, Madison. —_— a i 

, S.L. Sheldon, Madison, © | | 

| D. E. MeSherry & Co., Dayton, Ohie. — a 
W. F. Whitney, Milwaukee. 

| Geo. Esterly, Whitewater. a ee . 

, Harris Manufacturing Company, Janesville. / 

| "GRAIN DRILLS. | . | 

a | Lamont & Roach, Madison. | 
S.L. Sheldon, Madison. 

a D. E. McSherry & Co., Dayton, Ohio. 
| Harris Manufacturing Company, Janesville. . 

: | J. W. Park, Dodge’s Corners, . 

| mS CORN PLANTERS. | 

oe Maxon & Coburn, Milwaukee. | oe | 
A. O. Hall, Milwaukee. —_ ; . 

oe Isaac U. Jennings, Racine. So 

Ho Geo. P. Sherman, Milwaukee. = — - 

Do . WASHING MACHINES. Bee 
A.G. Stannard, Milton, =” _ | 

a J. A. McHenry, Racine. BLA Pet eee 

| Stevens, Wright & Conan, Praitiedu Chien.
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— CLOTHES DRYER. oy 
| E. W. Harris, Springfield. gee oe | 

CLOTHES WRINGER. 
\ KE. W. Harris, Springfield. opiate phy felt 

| — DOUBLE ACTION IRON PUMP. > 
- -B, W. Felthausen, Milwaukee. eda | 

| | WOODEN PUMP. oe | 

7 KE. P. Winship, Racine. , 

A. P. Dickey & Co., Racine. 
Inman, Withington & Co., Janesville. 
Carter & Smith Bros., Janesville. , 
Crook, Howland & Co., Janesville. 
K. & T. Adland, North Cape. 
E. Stoner, Freeport, Il. . 

| PORTABLE FENCE. 

| ‘Davis Bros., & Co., Milwaukee, (3 varieties.) - 

Frank Digger, Springville,N.J- . 
FARM AND AUTOMATIC GATES. 0 | 

os D. Merrill, Beloit. © a 
_  'T. B. Elmore, Columbus... ho . 
 ...* . H. Boyington; Oconomowoc. eee sgte 8 poe 

Squire Sackett, Waukesha,” = —— = | 

CHURNS. | oe 

W. H. Kirchoff, Milwaukee. | 
Bucholz & Wergen, Milwaukee. 
Reynolds & Kellogg, Omro. 
W. G. Whitney, Milwaukee. 
G. P. Sherman, Milwaukee. 
N. Stearns & Son, Galesville. 

PLOW AND CULTIVATOR COMBINED. 

oe Dorsch & Mather, Milwaukee. | 
| : WATER ELEVATOR. 
-.. W.G. Hamilton, Milton, 0, ae | - 

= | —. COCKLE MILL. Ss 
Ht, M. Brooks; Ripon. — | a es | 

a ees «GRAIN RIDDLES. ae 
a Wm. Frankfurth, Milwaukee. = | | 

: '  - MEAT ROCKER. 3 a 
John Pritzloff, Milwaukee. | | 

STAKEHOLDER. 

ce ¥. Canright, Waukesha. 

Wn. Frankfurth, Milwaukee. | 7 | 

SR SAUSAGE STUFFER. “ | : 
John Pritzloff, Milwaukee. ee | 

_-. B, C> Bloomston, Waupaca (2 varieties.) BS . 
‘ KE. J. Lindsay, Milwaukee. . . 

A. J. Hayes, Milwaukee. as a :
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| ! - - CORN SHELLERS. | 

- , K. L; Hassel, Windsor (in assortment.) 7 Hs | 

. L. J. Bush & Co., Milwaukee. oan | 

, ‘St. Joseph Manufacturing Company, Mishwaukee, Ind., a | 

. M. M. McHair, Brodhead. . ee | 

| hos FEED MILLS. oe os 

a , | St. Joseph’s Manufacturing Company, Mishwaukee, Ind. | 

| R. T. Adland & Co., North Cape. | | | 

BOILER, FEED AND WATER REGULATOR, ©” 

ee .._-L, B. Cross, Milwaukee. 
| : 

, | STONE CUTTERS. . a 

a L. J. Bush & Co., Milwaukee. : _ 

| a CIDER MILLS. | 

— oa L. J. Bush & Co., Milwaukee. | 

A. J. Hayes, Milwaukee. 
- 

| GLASS OILERS. - ma 

oe --—., Filer, Stowell & Co., Milwaukee. cre ce 

| SCRAPERS—FARM AND RAILROAD. 

Winchester & Partridge, Whitewater. | 

A. P. Dickey & Co., Racine. a ~ 

7 | : | FANNING MILLS. 

' A, P. Dickey & Co., Racine. -* vie ogg Se PR | 

: : - ‘Blake & Elliott, Racine. ane Oo | a 

ro Hiram Burdick, Monroe. / — 

| | a WHEELBARROWS. | 

| - T. C. Gurney, Milwaukee. | | : 

| , PATENT STEP LADDER. a 

- . Cornilie Bros., Milwaukee. — | 

| FARMERS’ GRINDERS. 

ee B. J. Lindsay, Milwaukee. _ | : | mo 

| _' QHAIR AND STEP LADDER. | / 

 Stahr & Co. Racine. le : 7 : 

| | , LARD PRESS. | | 

| K. J. Lindsay, Milwaukee. | os | - | 

nd ce ee SCRAPER. _ Poa 

So Oo John Stinson, Boston. | | : 

| So HUSKING GLOVES. 

a M. & L. Stein, Milwaukee. | 

| . POST-HOLE DIGGER. * 

| C. R. Sherman, Freeport, Hl. | 

po! | FLOUR CHEST. , 

A. 8S. Trumbull, Columbus. | : Oo 

BF | BEEHIVE. a 

a 7 Squire Sacket, Waukesha. : | . 

- | — MILK SAFES. os po 

OO QO. M. Martin, Ann Arbor, Mich. Re 

: ae CLOVER BULLER. Ee 

: | | L. J. Bush & Co., Milwaukee. Se eg |
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7 BAG FILLER “AND. HOLDER, oes | 

C.A.Whelan,Madison, = = - W.F.Lumm, Waterloo, = . oe 
_ CORN HUSKER HORSE POWER. | | 

Chas. Colburn, Menasha. ee 

_. Special premiums awarded on recommendation of the committee ap- 
_ pointed to examine the articles on exhibition in this class. => 

| A. 8S. Trambull, Columbus, dipoma. re 
; CHAIR AND STEP LADDER COMBINED. oe | . 

Stahr & Co,, Racine, diploma. . | 
RAILROAD EXCAVATOR. 

Gaylord Martin, Milwaukee, diploma. 

Class 37’—Machinery, Tools, Ete., for Manufacturing Purposes. 
The articles in this class were not entered for competition. The follow- | ing list embraces the most important articles on exhibition: : | 

. Turbine water wheel, Henry Spears, North Lake. Odea ee re 
Gang bolter, Filer, Stowell & Co., Milwaukee. . : - | Gang lath mill, Filer, Stowell & Co.,-Milwaukee. | ORES Shingle mill, Filer, Stowell & Co., Milwaukee. ae | : a . Automatic bolter, Filer, Stowell & Cc.,Milwaukee. = 

= Excelsior water wheel, Filer, Stowell & Co., Milwaukee. SO | | Saw mill model, J. R. Luce, Cedar Point. wep So cans 
. Horse power saw mill, Smith & Bennett, Watertown. ; 

Pressure bluwer, Peirce & Whaling, Milwaukee. os 
Bellows, N. C. Waterhouse, Milwaakee. | 

‘ . Beer cooler, Dreher & Beurlin, Milwaukee. SE PeEE , Distillery apparatus, Dreher & Beurlin, Milwaukee. __ 
| Soda water apparatus, Dreher & Beurlin, Milwaukee. 

_ Carving tools, Wm. Frankfarth, Milwaukee. os . 
| Ship carpenter tools, Wm. Frankfurth, Milwaukee. 

Blacksmith’s bellows, John Pritzloff, Milwaukee. 
Moulding machine, A. L. Packard, Milwaukee. . 

| Pony planers, A. L. Packard, Milwaukee. . se 
_ Power punch and shears combined, A.C, Stannard, Milton. 

Soda water apparatus, O. Zwertusch, Milwaukee. . 
Assortment circular saws, Filer, Stowell & Co., Milwaukee. 
Assortment steam guages, Filer, Stowell & Co., Milwaukee. | : Assortment pulley blocks, Filer, Stowell & Co., Milwaukee. Lo 
Punch, shears, bolt holder and shrinker, combined, D. C. Benedict, Milton. 

J.C, Jorden, Watertown. ames | 
Sewing machines—Domestie—Wolcott & Gregg, Milwaukee. 

Weed—H. Palmer, Milwaukee. 
| _ Button Hole—C. A. Smith, Milwaukee. | 

Finkle & Lyon—L. H. Joslin & Bro., Milwaukee. | a | | Florencé—Florence Sewing Machine Company, Milwaukee. 
_ Aitna—C. F. Kleinstuber, Milwaukee. ee oe _ Manhattan—Manhattan Sewing Machine Company, Milwaukee; . Wilson—J. G. Bloomer, Milwaukee. 7 Sols “ 

Howe—G. T. Bryant, Milwaukee. ohh abs St Singer—Kassen & Noyes, Milwaukee. , : 
Davis-—Davis Sewing Machine Company, Chicago, Ill. | | _ Wheeler & Wilson—G. E. Treat, Milwaukee. © :
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Knitting machines—Hinkley’s—M. Bliss, agent, Chicago, Qh 

Co . Cram—N. F.Hopkins, Ft. Atkinson. rh 

| Lamb’s—Hurlburt Bros. & Co., Chicago; Squire Sackett, Waukesha.:  _ 

| Universal coupling joint—S. D. Carpenter, Milwaukee. = wes 

Shears, punch, upsetterand binder eombined—Charles Colburn, Menasha. 

- Blacksmith’s bellows—George Lawrence, Milwaukee. nn 

oe Bottle corker-—Robert Menzel, Fond du Lac. | wa 

- Special premiums awarded on recommendation of the committee appoint- 

. | ed to examine articles on exhibition in this class. - 

_.. Pony planer, A. L. Packard, Milwaukee; diploma. SO 

: Exhibitions of gang lath and shingle machines and automatic bolter com- 

, bined, Filer, Stowell & Co., Milwaukee; diploma. 

: - Boiler feed water regulator, J. B. Smith, ‘Milwaukee; diploma. 

- At the request of the different exhibitors of blacksmiths’ bellows,aspe- 

7 cial committee was appointed to examine and report upon.the merits of those 

ee articles, and in accordance with the recommendation in the following report, 

| the executive committee awarded to the ee ee ee ee 

. Blacksmiths’ bellows, Milwaukee Blacksmiths’ Bellows Co., a diploma. 

SEE yes S : o " REPORT. iw | . | 

~ We, the undersigned, a committee appointed to examine into the merits , 

of the blacksmiths’ bellows exhibited, have to report that we consider those | 

| shown by the “ Milwaukee Bellows Company” superior to any wehaveever 

| seen. They appear to be carefully made from the best of material. They 

are provided with patent self-packing valves which effectually prevents the | 

gas from being drawn into them. They have a much stronger‘and more 

uniform blast, and are evidently of superior construction and finish. We | 

- - desire also to make special mention of their “ double-acting bellows,” a 

| novelty in this line, of great strength and durability, and an article which ~ , 

| must come into very general use. Werecommendadiploma. | 

Dg EIR gS EE ee Committee. — 

| Class 38—Stone-Cutters’ Work and other Building Material. a 

i Best specimen drain-tile, H. Berthelet & Co., diplomas oe 

Best roofing material other than shingle, Northwestera Roofing and Felting 

| Co., diploma. 
| , 

Best metallic cornice, Bowman & Jones, Milwaukee, silver medal. 

_ Best display of earthern ware, Fred. Hermann, Milwaukee, diploma. | 

Best lightning rod, J. 8. Johnsen, Milwaukee, diploma. | 

a Best display of gas fixtures, W. E. Goodman, Milwaukee, diploma. 

oo Best elastic stone roofing, Northwestern Roofing and Felting Co., Milwau- 

| - kee, diploma. - | 7 

, Best quartz cement roofing, Rock River Paper Co., Beloit and Chicago, di- 

oo - ploma. Be Te 

- Best cement chininey tops and ‘flues, H. Berthelet & Co., Milwaukee, di- 

— ploma = — DB Sew 

‘ Original architectural designs in plaster, John ‘Fhompson , Mitwaukee, di- 

ploma. an TREAT RE ROE eERRIEE ee : 

; Display of stone ware, Charles Hermann, Milwaukee, commended. a 

Machine and kerosene oil cabinets, Pierce & Newbre, Milwaukee, com- 

me mended. | a | | 

-. Stone sewer pipe, Loren Blanchard, Milwaukee, commended.
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| Class 39 Metallurgic Products. in 

SO Best show ef. iron castings , Geo. W. Abert; Milwaukee, diploma. | 
' Best bar steel, John Pritzloff, Milwaukee, diploma. =. | 

Best exhibition spelrer, Union Britannia Co., Miiwaukee, diploma. . 
. Best sample cast steel, J. J. Vollrath, Sheboygan, diploma... 

Best malleable and gray castings, E. A. Harris, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Assortment heavy hardware, Peirce & Whaling, Milwaukee, highly com- 

mended. ee 
Display of malleable castings, L. J. Bush & Co , Milwaukee, commended... 

_. Best display of Babbitt metal, Union Britannia Co., Milwaukee, diploma. | 
: Best display of agricultural steels, L. J. Bash & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. 

| E. H. SYLLA, ees 
F.8.COLE, | 

| Committee on Classes 38 and 39.0 | 

Class 40—Stoves, Furnaces, Hollow-ware and Articles of Hard- - 

Best cooking. stove for wood, C.. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, $3. a 
Best ornamental parlor stove, C. A. Buttles, $3. . 
Best exhibition brass aud copper ware, C. A. Battles, $3. 
Best display of scales, Fowler & Pennell, Milwaukee, diploma and $2. 

_ Best display plumber’s work, W.. E. Goodman, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Best refrigerators; Cornille Bros., Milwaukee, diploma. | : 

| Best fire-proof safes, Fowler & Pennell, Mil: aukee, diploma. | 
Patent spittoon, F. H. Osborn, Milwaukee, commended. ee 
Refrigerator, Wm. Bogt, Milwaukee, commended. poate a 
Best wire work, Charles Gochner, Racin2, diploma. . ee 
Combination scale beam, Fowler & Pennell. Milwaukee, commended. 
Best seives and wire screens, D. Daggett, Milwaukee, diploma. = —. : 
Patent door butt, Kasson Manafacturing Co., Milwaukee, diploma. = - 
Folding dinner pail, J. Fairbairn, Milwaukee,commended. | . 
Heating apparatus, (Baltimore fire place),C. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, com- 

mended. ie . 
Parlor cooking stove, C. A. Buttles, Milwaukee, commended. | 

os | | M. LOURY, | 
. GEORGE PHELPS, 

| SO oo Conwmittee. . 

Class: 41—Silver and Britannia Ware. 
Best display of Britannia ware, Union Britannia Plate Company, Milwau- 

. kee, diploma. a : Oo 
: Best display of gold and silver electro plating, Union Britannia Plate Com- 

pany, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Best sample gold aad silver plating, C. W. Allen, Milwaukee, diplema. 
Best sample close silver plating, H. F. Croft, Milwaukee, diploma. 

. CH. PREUSSER, 
a ; Committee. . 

es Class 42—Surgical and Dental Apparatus. 
| Best display of surgical appliances by manufacturer, Hendley: & Co., Mil- Oo 

. waukee, diploma. 8 NEUE gre ke 
Case artificial limbs, E. J. Gardner, Milwaukee, diploma. = : 

SO PUbeh GEO. W. LEH,” os 
op, - nS Commiattee. |
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| — Class 48—Chemical Manufactures. = 

Best sample carbonate of lead, J. E. Patton & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. . 
te Best sample oxide of zinc, J. E. Patton & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. 

. Best sample of yeast cakes, J, W. Edwards, Waupaca, diploma. 
: Best Sample of bar soap, Warfield Cold Water Soap Company, Milwaukee, 

7 : iploma. . — Ph. 
Best show of: parlor matches, W. B. Curtis, Oshkosh, diploma. © a | 
Best caddy lucifer matches, J. L. Clark, Oshkosh, diploma. oo 

| _- Best show of fancy soap and perfumery. for.the toilet, by manufacturer, De- | 
_ Jorme & Quentin, Milwauk-e, diploma. .... . | 

. Best show of candles and wax, Joseph Studens, New Coln, diploma. SC 
Boston yeast cakes, W. 8S. Benedict, Milwaukee, commended. 
Display candles and wax, Edward Waerst, Milwaukee, commended. 
Best show perfumery, Keifert & Ludwig, Milwaukee, diploma. | 
Toilet glycerine soap, Marx & Rawolie, New York, highly commended. 
Essence.of coffee, Chas. Hammel, Milwaukee, commended. | 
Best cream baking powder, Thompson, Steele & Price, Chicago, diploma. | 
Best show flavoring extracts, Thompson, Steele & Price, Chicago, diploma. 
Best essence of coffee, J. M. Sanders, Milwaukeé, diploma. | 

. Best patent leather dressing, L. M. West, Rockford, [11., diploma. : 

. oo JOHN HH. TESCH, : 
OO a ee a Committee. - 

| Nase Class 44— Carriages, Wagon Work, etc. ” | 

Best ae carriage, Wechselberg, Brown & Co., Milwaukee, silver medal . 

Best single top buggy, L. Mock, Milwaukee, $10. SPIE | 
: . Best single open buggy, F. W.. Rice, Milwaukee, $10. CO eh es . 

| Best trotting wagon, Geo. W. Ogden & Co., Milwaukee, $10. se 
Best double sleigh, Sherin Bros., Milwaukee, $10. 

ae Best single sleigh, Geo. W. Ogden & Co., Milwaukee, $0. 
Best lumber wagon, Winchester & Patridge, Whitewater, $10, and special 

| premium offered by Peirce & Whaling, $50. a 
Second best, special premium offered by Peirce & Whaling, G. A. Luding- 

— ton & Co., Oconomowoc, $25, | ~ 
| ~ Best three spring and three-seated wagon, G. A. Ludington & Co., Ocono- — | 

| ~ mowoe, $10... + - mek oy, er oo . 
: -Two springed pheton; Wechselberg, Brown & Co., Milwaukee, commended. 

Best display of hubs, spokes and felloes, A. J. Archibald, Fond du Lac, di- | 
: | ploma. — " an 

| ae | oe T. E. BIRD, _ 
- ee ee SW. BAKER, a 

| Oo S. L. SHELDEN, 
Committee. ; 

- Class 4—Cabinet Ware, Furniture, etc. | 

7 Best parlor set, A D. Seaman & Co., Milwaukee, silver medal. 
- ‘Best chamber set, A. D. Seaman & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. | 

Best extension table, Mathews Bros., Milwaukee, $5. 
| _. ». Best book-case, J. F. Birchard, Milwaukee, $5. 

a Best center table, N. Brick, Milwaukee, diploma. _ 
. Best writing table and desk, Matthews Bros., Milwaukee, $5. . 

| Best spring bed bottom, A. D. Seaman & Co., Milwaukee, $2. a a 
. Best display of cooperage and wooden ware by manufacturer, C. 8. Red- 

| field, Madison, diploma. = | 
a Best splint baskets of oak or ash, W. E. Grover, Oak Creek, $2. 

' Best willow baskets, Wisconsin Industrial School, Waukesha, $2. - 
Best display of willow ware, A. Meinecke, Milwaukee, diploma. — . 

. Best dozen brooms, A, I’. Lampke, Milwaukee, diploma. | | , 

\ | ; Ss . : |
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Best dry earth closet, Phillips & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. . 
Best four window blinds, Rodway, Smith & Co., Milwaukee, $5. 
Best four window sash; Rodway, Smith & Co., Milwaukee, $5. 

. Best four doors, Aussium, Dopperstein & Schmidt, Milwaukee, $5. 
Best newell posts, Wm. Weller’& Co., Milwaukee, $5. = | 
Best show of doors, sash, blinds, mouldings and other hovse building and 

_ house furnishing materials, Rodway, Smith & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. 
‘Best ten styles of mouldings, Wm. Weller & Co., Milwaukee, $5. 

_ Woven wire spring bed bottom, E. Cooben & Co. agents, Milwaukee, highly 
—.-- Fecommmended. : 

‘Window shades, Adolph George, Fond du Lac, commended. a 
| Best wire woven spring pillow, E. Cooben & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. | 
_. Dining floor, Wm. Weller & Co., Milwaukee, commended. | 

Rosewood and white caskets, Judson & Morse, Milwaukee, diploma. oe 
: Patent weather sirip, E. Fielding, Milwaukee, commended. | | 

Thousand shingles, Davis Bros. & Co., Milwaukee, commended. - 
Andereon’s sash balance, Peterman, Stredy & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. 
Hall rack, N. Brick, Milwaukee, diploma. | 
Cane seating and willow furniture, Industrial School, Waukesha, highly | | 

commended. ee . 

Tarred sheathing and prepared plastering board, Rock River Paper Co., 7 
Beloit and Chicago, diploma. | 

CE A J. W. BAKER, : 
oe OE Bede ge : GEO. W. WESTOVER, / _ 

| oy Ug ESSERE A. B. BAKER. 
ec ee — Committee. 

Class 46—Leather and Leather Manufactures. 

. Best six sides of harness leather, Laukhaft & Kiefer, Alleghany, Pennsyl- | | 
vania, $9. Sake a we Oe - 

-Best six kip skins, Trostel & Gallium, Milwaukee, $5. . aa | | 
Best six calf skins, Wm. Gallum, Beaver Dam, $5.. | | 
Best display of colored leather, Aug. Hirpich, Milwaukee, diploma. | 
Best carriage mafs, Isaac Baldwin, Milwaukee, $2. ; 
Best three tranks manufactured in Wisconsin, Rodmadke Bros., Milwau- | . 

kee, silver medal. “re . Co - 
| Best exhibition of pegged leather boots and shoes, 12 pairs of each style, - 

manufactured in Wisconsin, Bradley & Metcalf, Milwaukee, silver. : 
medal and $20. - Ss 

Second best, Copeland, Ryder & Co., Jefferson, bronze medal and $10. oo 
Best exhibition of sewed bouts. and shoes, 1 pair of each style, manufac- | 
a ave in Wisconsin, Bradley. & Metcalf, Milwaukee, silver medal and = . 

. Best display of leather, Laukhaft & Keifer, Alleghany, Pennsylvania,, sil- 
ver medal, — : ee ee 

_ Second best, Trostel & Gallum, Milwaukee, commended. 
Heavy and light calf skins, Trostel & Gallum, Milwaukee, commended. : 
Best carriage harness, Wm. Leihammer, Milwaukee, diploma. | 
Display of trunks, M. M. Secor, Racine, commended. | . 

; Exhibition of pegged boots and shoes, Industrial school, Waukesha, highly | 
. commended. Be te a 

_. Display of satchels, valises, etc., Romadke, Bros., Milwaukee, diploma. _ 
 . Stuffed sheep skins, R. Andrews, Milwaukee, commended. | oe | | 

os W. B. STICKNEY, . 
nen . T. J. FREEMAN, 
ate W. K. WILSON, | : 

Be . Committee.
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Class 4°. —Paper, Printing and Book Binding. co | 

| - Best exhibition of plain and fancy-binding, H. Neidecken & Co., Milwaukee, 
silvermedal. 2 2 SSSA ee ee 

| Book keeping and business practice, B. D. Atwell, LaCrosse, diploma. _ 

: ae oo SAT. CLARK, a 
| 7 oe Chairman Committee. 

Class 48— Textile Fabrics. ES | \ 

, Best piece doeskin, not less than 10 yards, -MeFetridge, Burchard & Co., 

Best piece cassimere or plain cloth, Chandler,-Congdon & Co., Beaver Dam, 
- diploma. | Ee ee . 

. Best piece blanketing, McFetridge, Burchard:& Co., Beaver Dam, diploma. _ 
| Best piece flannel, Blake & Co., Racine, diploma. == | 

- Best’ display cloths and shawls, McFetridge, Burchard & Co., Reaver Dam, | 
a, silver medal and $10. TERRES tL EE Nes | 

| Best suits-:men’s clothing, V. Zimmerman, Milwaukee, silver medal. —-_- 
Best ladies’ shawls, Blake & Co., Racine, diploma. © a . | | 

: - Best scarfs and woolen yarn, Hilgen & Wittenberg, Cedarburg, diploma. - | 
Pique, Chandler, Congdon & Co., Beaver Dam, commended. | 
Black tricot, MeFetridge, Burchard & Co., Beaver Dam, highly commended. 

EE oe CHARLES JONES, 
Oe ©  . ADAM SCHANTZ, 

| , OP ee Committee. 

Class 49——-Domestic Manufactures. 

Best ten yards flannel, Miss Josie Peffer, Pewaukee, $4. _ - - 
: _ Best rug of any material, Mrs. R. M. Jameson, Waukesha, $4. | 

. ' Best fifteen yards rag carpet, Mrs. D. P. Webster, Mukwanago, $4. 
. Best woolen stockings, Rachel Lapham, Milwaukee, $2. . 

Best woolen mittens, E. Schuyler, Aztalan, $2. e 
Best pair cotton stockings, E. Schuyler; Astalan, $2. 
‘Best silk quilt, Mrs. David West, Mukwanago, $3 a | 
Best double carpet coverlet, H. Bourse, Milwaukee, $3. \ . 

. Best knit counterpane; Mrs. E. Travis, Milwaukee, $3. . A 
Best wrought counterpane, Miss Carrie Bliss, Racine, $3. 

Best gents’ shirts, Mrs. M. Shanks, Milwaukee, $8. 0 
_ Best speeimen darning, Miss ‘C. P. Root, Verona, $1. 

- Pair cotton stockings, Miss Rachel Lapham, Milwaukee, highly commended. 
-- Log cabin quilt, Sarah Folleit, Menomonee, commended. = = ss 

Best rag carpet, Mrs S. Bell, Greenfield, (78 years old) diploma. = 
_ Rag carpet, Mrs. E. M. DePuy, Hast Troy Lakes, highly commended. 
Rag carpet, Mrs. A.. Folsom, Milwaukee, commended. _ 
Rag carpet, Miss Kate Peffer, Pewaukee, highly commended. me 
Rag rug, Mrs. G. T. Jacobson, Milwaukee, commended. wea” 
Best embroidered rag, Mrs. J. W. Malthers, Watertown, diploma. . 
Silk quilt, Mrs. G@. A. Wheatcraft, Mukwanago, commended. CO 

_. _ Knit counterpane; Mrs. Jane Carr, Nerth-Prairie, commended. a 

Gent’s shirts, Miss C. P. Root, Verona, (Juvenile)commended. —__ 

- Best ten-yards full cloth, Mrs. 8. Bell, Greenfield, diploma. ae 
- Best fancy table coverlet, Mrs. C..G. Spranger, Milwaukee, diploma. 

\. ee oo .. MRS. GEO. MURRAY, | 
¢ Ee “MARY FAATLL, 

| are oS . Committee. 
| Se Class 50—Millinery. | 8 

Best straw bonnet, Mrs. O. E. Meyer, Milwaukee, $3. =| 
| Best ladies’ cloaks, F. J.Elton, Milwaukee,$2. ©. | : 

oe Best bonnet flowers, Mrs. O. E. Meyer, Milwaukee, $3. — 7 oo 
Best variety articles of millinery, Mes. O. E. Meyer, Milwaukee, silver medal.
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Best and greatest variety articles of ladies’ clothing, Mrs.J.McAlpine,MD- 
waukee, silver medal. UE | 

Best infant’s wardrobe, Miss E. & J. McIntosh, Milwaukee, diploma. _ 
Best children’s cloaks, E. J. Elton, Milwaukee, diploma. = 
Wreath of fish scale flowers, Henrietta Peck, Prospect Hill, a work of pa- 

tience and ingenuity. nae 
ee ae | Mrs. A. W.PHELPS, | 

| oe wg Aaa ys Mrs. JAMES SEVILLE, 
ER Ror Committee. 

r Class 51—Needle, Shell, Wax Work, etc. 
_ Best sample plain sewing, Mrs. J. McAlpine, Milwaukee, $4. oes 

Best sample plain sewing, by a girl 12 years of age, Miss C. P. Root, Ver- | 
ona, $3. 

Second best, Miss Kate Smith, Dedge’s Corners, $2. 
_ Best crochet or fancy knitting work, Mary E. Elliott, Milwankee, $4. 

Second best, Mrs. R. M. Jameson, Waukesha, $2. | | 
Best tidy by child under 12 years old, Miss C. P. Foot, Verona, &3. . 
Second best, Miss Minnie Boden, Milwaukee, $2. 

| Best specimen (landscape), worsted, Lydia Davis, Milwaukee, $4. 
Best worsted embroidery, Mrs. W..O. Stillman, Miiwaukee, $4. 

- Second best, M. D. Lewis, Milwaukee, $2. | 
Best needle work or floss embroidery, Mrs. James McAlpine, Milwaukee, $4. 
Second best, Miss Gildersleve, Waukesha, $2. | 
Best silk embroidery, Miss Susie Connor, Fox Lake, $4. - | | 
Second best, Mrs. H. Russell, Milwaukee, $2. | ae 

- Best work in wax, Miss Mary F. Fowler, Milwaukee, $2. | | 
Second best, Miss. Mattie Rawson, Oak Creek, $1.  .- . | an 

- Best sample shell work, H. G. Roberts, Janesville, $2. 
Best sample bead work, Miss Augusta Bernhard, Milwaukee, $2. 
Best exhibition hair jewelry, A. Suhr & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. 
Best gents’ and ladies’ wigs and toupees, A. Suhr & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. 
Best exhibition ladies’ head dress, A. Suhr & Co., Milwaukee, diploma. 
Best sample featker work, Susan Worth, Mequon, $2. 
Crochet work (tidy), Miss Kate Smith, Dodge’s Corners, commended. 
Sample needle work, Miss Mary Shank’s, Milwaukee, highly commended. 
Worsted embroidered ottoman, Mary KE. Elliott, Milwaukee, commended. 
Embroidered towel rack, Miss J. Weil, Merton, commended. — 
Worsted work by juvenile, Miss Cora A. Dickey, Racine, commended. | 
Floss embroidery, Miss Alice Stewart, Beaver Dam, commended. | 
Best wax work by invalid boy, Herman Bohn, Sauk City, diploma. . 

_ Sea mosses and shells, H. G. Roberts, Janesville, commended. — 
Best ornamental stand made of Wisconsin shells, Miss E.M. King, Mil- - — 

: waukee, diploma. = 2 ~~ s | 7 Be - 
Best ornamental hair-work wreath, Miss Augusta Reinhard, Milwaukee, di- 

ploma. 
an MRS. L. P. C. BIGELOW, - 

MRS. A. W. PHELPS, 
Committee. 

Class 52—Music and Musical Instruments. 
No competition ; following entries made : oe 

Assortment musical instraments, H. W. Hempstead, Milwaukee. | 
Assortment flutes, N. D. W. Aissworth, Milwaukee. 7 | | 

ee Class 53— Works of Art. oe 
Best pencil drawing by boy under 16 years, Walter O. Lydston, Milwaukee, $5. | 
Best ee by girl under 15 years, Miss Dora Park, Dodge’s Cor- 

ners, $5.5 | 
Best collections stereoscopic views of Wisconsin (not less than 12), H. H. | 

Bennett, Kilbourn City, silver medal. oO 
. 9—AG. Tr.
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Best exhibition of lithographs, Milwaukee Lithographing and Engraving 
Co., Milwaukee, diploma. : | OSES or 

Best exhibition penmanship, 8. 8. Hurlburt, Racine, diploma. Coes 
Best exhibition of sun pictures, W. H. Sherman, Milwaukee, diploma. __ | 
Most important discovery in photography, W. H. Sherman, Milwaukee, sil-_ 

. vermedal. ee oe 
Best specimen stencil cutting, Chas. H. Clarke, Milwaukee, diploma. ee 

| Best specimen sculpture, C. P. Knowles, Janesville, silver medal. | | 
Best collection statuary, N. Merrill, Milwaukee, silver medal. oe 
Best carving on wood, J. F. Birchard, Milwaukee, silver medal. - 
Best copper-plate engraving, John Marr, Milwaukee, silver medal. | 

_ Best specimen seal engraving, C. H. Clarke, Milwaukee, diploma. ae 
Best specimen wood engraving, John Marr, Milwaukee, diploma. a 

| Best marble mantel, Merrill & Eccles, Milwaukee, diploma and $10. 
. : Second best, Merrill & Eccles, Milwaukee, $10. | 

Best portrait in oil, W. Hunt, Milwaukee, $10. | 
| Best fruit painting in oil, F. A. Lydston, Milwaukee, silver medal. 

Best original pencil drawing by person under 20 years of age, from nature, 
| Miss Fanny Wells, Milwaukee, the special premium offered by Mrs. Al- | 

| - exander Mitchell, silver medal. es 
. Best photographs in India ink, H. Broich, Milwaukee, diploma. meas 

_ Best crayon portrait, H. Broich, Milwaukee, diploma. | | 
ae | W. W. DANIELLS, > 

| 7 oo E. R. PERSONS, = 
AUG. GAYLORD, | 
J. H. DODGE, 

| Bo ME ee Shae J. B. LAKEY, | 

: | | | J. C. PICKARD, 
| | Committee. 

| a Class 54—Miscellaneous Articles. | 
‘Best display carpets, Stark Bros., Milwaukee, diploma. . 
Best children’s toys and carriages, A. Meineke, Milwaukee, diploma. 
Best display crockery and china ware, Frackleton & Co., Milwaukee, di- 

ploma. 
Best tuck marker, Kasson & Noyes, Milwaukee, diploma. , 
Best canvas tent, Wm. Armstrong, Milwaukee, diploma. oo 

_ Best glass and china ware ard table cutlery, Blair & Persons, Milwaukee, 
: diploma, | 

Best Babcock’s fire extinguisher, Gore & Dryer, Milwaukee, diploma. | 
‘Ornamental patch work chair, Mrs. Mary A. Smith, Milwaukee, commended. | 

. Paper hangings and decorations,T. P.Collingbourne, Milwaukee,commended. | 
Dress pattern charts, Mrs. P. Cheney, Chilton, commended. wo hts 
Best display carpets and house furnishing goods, Goldsmith & Co., diploma. | 
Best Patent standard billiard balls, Hyatt Manufacturing Co., Albany, N. Y., 

a ploma. ’ 
- Best bag filling machine, Bowen, Whelan & Wakeley, Madison, silver medal. 

| | Swarm bees, N. Stearns & Son, Galesville, commended. | 
| “Wall paper hanging, W. P. Yeomans, Waukegan, Iil., commended. 

| | S. D. HASTINGS, 
WM. E. SMITH, __ 

| Poe | Commitiee. | 
- ‘Class 55—Natural History. ow 

| Best collection Wisconsin iron ores, Blanchard & Arnold, De Pere, diploma 
Besé collection of woods of Wisconsin, Johnny W. Thomas, Dodge’s Cor- 

-. ners, diploma and $10. Sy Le PO . a 
: Best collection zine ores, of Wisconsin, J ohn Nondorf, Highland, diploma. 

| Best collection economical minerals of Wisconsin, W. Geotz, Milwaukee, 
_ +» gilvermedal. TS | J. G. KNAPP, 

a, | . - _ H. W. DUNLOP, 
| —  M. BARRETT, | 

| . | . Commitiee. |



PRACTICAL PAPERS. | a 

MANAGEMENT AND ROTATION OF CROPS OF A 
: FARM FOR MIXED HUSBANDARY. 

Oo oe | Prize Essay. | 

| es BY GUSTAVE DE NEVEU, FOND DU YAO 

In entering upon our subject we desire to express a want of 
sympathy for that mode of farming which confines itself solely : 
to the raising of grain; firmly believing that such a practice 

_ must eventuate in the impoverishment of the land, if persisted 

in, and that the larger the returns the more rapid the exhaus- 
tion that must inevitably follow. A grain farm is generally 

one upon which only the teams required for its working are | , 

kept, with, perhaps, a few cows sufficient to supply the imme- 

diate wants of the farmer, his family and laborers. It is a farm. 

from which its owner or occupant, like a cruel task-master, 
constantly exacts the highest cash returns, blind to the fact, . 
yearly made more manifest in lessened production, that the | 

energies of the soil are becoming more and more reduced and 

shattered. It is such a man that Virgil must have had in his 

eye when he called the farmer a miser—avarus arator. Virgil _ 
_ was a. great lover of agriculture; his bucolics and georgics are _ 
imperishable witnesses of this fact. No one has described the . 

_ happiness of rural life with such a poetic hand, and his indig- 
nation was aroused to see that those men, whose ‘mission it is 

to beautify the earth and make it more fruitful, were the very 
_ ones who destroyed its productive powers. cee |
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The two-fold object of all regulated systems-of farming is: 
Ist. To make the earth yield the greatest possibleamount _ 

| and variety of products necessary or desirable for the suste- 
_ nance and comfort of the human family, and ae an 

2d. While doing this, to steadily increase the productive 
| powers of the soil, or at least retain them undiminished. 

- The second of these propositions appears to us incompatible = 

- with a mode of farming exclusively devoted to the raising of 
grain; because, a8 we have before remarked, it does not per- 
mit a sufficient number of animals to be kept on the farm for 
producing an amount of manure adequate to counterbalance 

~ the exhaustion caused by the grain crops. a 
- Even the man who carries on a sytem of mixed husbandry, ~ 

is frequently at a loss how to dispose of his surplus straw. His | 

cattle have access to his straw stacks; he beds them, as well 

as his stabled animals, with straw ; hauls straw to his pig pen 
and wherever he can spread it for the comfort of his stock ; yet 

there is frequently a large surplus which he finds difficult to 

- convert into manure. Mark, that in this case, the farm does 

‘not need so much manure asa purely grain farm does; because _ 

a goodly portion teing used for pasture in its term of rotation, __ 
is almost sufficiently enriched by that process alone; whereas — 

_ the grain farm has no such recuperative process applied to it. 

Not that we consider. it impossible. to raise cereals extensively, _ 
in fact to make the raising of grain the leading feature or in- 

| terest, without destroying tke productive capacities of the soil. | 

| - We think it may be done to a certain extent, by a systematic 

and judicious feeding of the straw, particularly by cutting it 

| up and mixing it with mill-stuffs to make it more palatable ; 
' but in our opinion, this is a more expensive and less easy way 

of maintaining the fertility of the soil, than by cultivating the 
grasses and consuming them on the farm in feeding and pas- 

turing. On the grain farm, the straw is too apt to be burnt 

vo upon the field that has produced it, or to find its way to the | 

paper mili, being generally deemed an incumbrance. . a 

Jf we consider the land as it is bought from government, in 
_ its various conditions of timber, prairie, openings, marsh, and
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with its no less various characters and qualities of soi!, no rules 

- gan be Jaid down which will suit the different conditions. Pe- 
| culiar conditions demand peculiar treatment; each farmer must / 

be guided by the requirements of his soil, by the position of 
roads, exposure, currents of water, ete. On this subject we 

| can only offer a few general hints. Ot 

| In laying off a farm it is desirable, whenever practicable, 
-. that the lots be so distributed that each may have access to. 

running water. The-division into lots and the arrangement of 

the buildings must be made with a proper regard to conven- | 
ience and to the saving of labor. It is hardly necessary to 
mention that in this age of labor-saving machines, the farmer 

who neglects to free his land from stumps, stones and other 
obstacles to their use, greatly mistakes his interest. Every lot 

| should be provided with a light, secure and easily worked gate. | 
Bars are poor things, being slow, inconvenient and not very 

safe, although they cost about as much asa gate. Good gates _ 

can be made and set up at a cost not much exceeding one | 

dollar. Who would do without them and have his fences con- 

stantly put out of joint, when gates can be had so cheaply ? 
Where the circumstances will admit of it a private road run- 

ning through the center of the farm, as far as the two most dis- 
tant lots, with a gate opening into it from each field, is found | 
to be a very great convenience. This road does not need to 
be more than 20 or 80 feet wide, for the passage of teams, and . 
driving cattle to and from pastures. The land required for this | 
purpose is well and profitably employed, as it obviates the ne- | 
cessity of driving your cattle upon the public road, and of 
taking your teams or stock through one lot in order to reach a 

another, by which a great deal of useless labor and sometimes 
of loss, will be saved in the course of a year. _ yo 
Perhaps the system of rotation which we intend to adyo- | 

cate might be entered upon at once on the first breaking of — 

the land, commencing with wheat, then com and oats in suc- , 

cession, seeding down with the latier; but we do not déem it - 
very material or necessary that the rotation should commence 
at this early stage of cultivation ; because the iand, having all
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| its natural fertility, may be drawn upon for'a few years with- 

* out serious detriment, and because, also, the farmer who just 
a opens a farm is apt to be.sadly in need of the meansto establish _ 

_ it upon a proper basis, having éverything to do. Wheat and 
| other grains, cheap as they are apt to be, most readily and con- 

oo, veniently supply those needful means; but we warn him not 

7 to continue that practice for a long period, for itis much easier = 
- to destroy fertility than to restore it. Let him conduct the 

| raising of grain with a view to the future introduction 

and cultivation of the grasses and to a regular system 

7 of rotation of crops. We conceive that the best method of 

farming for Wisconsin, (we might say for all the northern _ 

_ states), whether stock raising, dairying or the raising of grain, 
is to predominate; or whether, as appears to us preferable, all _ 

- these are carried on in fair proportions, must have for its basis 

the raising in a large measure, of the cultivated grasses, and 

more particularly, ofclover. . 

| To illustrate our meaning: let us suppose the farm te con- 

sist of a quarter section or 160 acres of land. Allowing of 
this, twenty acres for a timber lot, ten acres for an orchard and 

garden, and ten more for farm buildings, yards, calf and hog | 

| pastures and lanes, there would remain 120 acres to be special- 

ly devoted to crop culture and rotation. These 120 acreswe 
| would divide into six lots containing twenty acres each; three 

| of these lots should be kept constantly in clover or clover and _ 
. timothy; one to be used for pasture in connection with the 

timber lot; the other two, grass-lots to be cut for hay; of 

| these the oldest seeded may be used for fall pasture and the © 
other mowed for a second crop of hay or grass seed. The lot 
used for summer pasture having now been in grass three years, 

we would break up the next spring for a crop of corn, pota- _ 

a toes, and other hoed crops. a | 
| It may, perhaps, be objected that we are writing more upon 

- the subject of rotation of crops than about the management of 
a farm. To this we answer that management obviously in- 
cludes system and that we cannot conceive of a systematic 

7 management of a farm, which should not include a regular ro-
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| tation of crops. Any other method of farming must be based 
upon a random availability or caprice; having no reference to 
the actual conditions or necessities of the soil, devoid of all 
system and dependent upon the more or less accuratély formed 
estimates of the prospective values of agricultural products in 

| the markets. A farm thus conducted would exhibit no good 

management, but much of its opposite. Therefore, while a 
| _regular rotation of crops may be said to be only. one branch of , 

: the management of a farm, it is certainly by far the most im- 
portant and inseparable. oo 
We prefer to break up our corn groand in the spring, our 

experience having satisfied us that the crop is more easily kept | 
free from weeds in this way. We have tried fall plowing for 

-- corn with less satisfactory results; when the time for planting 
arrived we generally found, when the land had been broken in | 

the fall, that it was covered with grass and weeds thickly © 
started, which have proved troublesome and expensive to de- _ - 
stroy; the ground, in spite of the action of the frost upon it, = - 
has not been so mellow, and has been more inclined to bake ; : 

the corn has not come up so readily or evenly and, strange as 

the statement may appear, the sod has resisted the process of , 

-. decomposition and assimilation much longer than when broken | 

up in the spring. rhe reason of the latter fact we are unable 

to give; but that it isa fact, we are well assured. Wepre- 

sume that fall breaking might be preferable in more southern 
| locations, where the process of fermentation and decomposition | 

would go on uninterruptedly during the winter months, which _ | 

is never the case in our latitude. So well satisfied are we that 
| spring breaking is better for corn, that were it in our power to 

| do so and at the same time to have our corn planted in straight | 
rows both ways, we would plant it immediately behind the | 

breaking plow; but this cannot be done. Wehave not found 
that fall breaking destroyed the cut worm; yet, we think it 
has, in this respect, some advantage over spring breaking ; the 

cut and wire worms are the greatest enemies to the corn crop ; 
. they probably destroy more corn, one year with another, than 

the frost. We have tried lime, plaster, ashes, with poor suc-
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cess. Salt seems to be the most effective, but if used in suffi- 

| cient quantity, it is apt to destroy the com also 5 

Manure may be applied at any time to the field intended for | 
| corn; taking care not to leave it in heaps over winter, as these 

retain the frost so long that they are serious impediments to a 

| _ ‘the breaking’ up of the land in spring. 
| The planting should take place as early as the ground is suf- 

. ficiently warm to germinate the seed. First rate seed does not 
rot-in the ground so easily as many suppose. But poorseed 
will decay in cool ground, that might do well if the ground ~ 
were warm. Many more fields of this noble plant are injured | 
or destroyed by early frosts in autumn than by late frosts in 

ss Spring, One day gained in spring planting is nearly equal, in | 
| maturing the plant, to two days in the fall; because the alti- _ 

| tude of the sun, as well as the duration of sunshine, are much 
“greater in May than they are in September. Corn planted be- 

oe tween the fifth and fifteenth of May is almost certain to ma-— | 
| ture. In this case, from ninety to one hundred days are gen- 

- erally sufficient. When planted very late in May orearly in _ 

| June it requires about one month longer time, andismuch 

more exposed to killing frosts. —_ 
| The planting should be done rapidly, so as to secure uniform- 

| ity in ripening; and for this reason the farmer ought to employ 

a sufficient number of hands to finish the work in three or | 
four days at the most. The ground should be thoroughly dragged | 

| and made quite mellow, then marked: straight both ways. — 
From three feet and a quarter to three feet and a half is suffi- | 

. ciently wide between the rows for the kinds generally raised 
in our state. Dent corn possibly requires wider spaces. Where __ 
more room is given than necessary, the vacant space is usurped __ 
by unprofitable weeds, causing more labor in cultivation anda. 

smaller crop of corn. We prefer to plant corn with the hoe, 

not having yet discovered a planting machine as reliableas 
_ the primitive way. Not more than four nor less than three - 

kernels should be droppedin each hill. Three good stalks are 
| sufficient fora full crop. We never plant more than three . 

: kernels, having first ascertained that the seed is reliable. In
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1864, while tending a piece of corn, I marked with a small | 
stake a hill that had but one plant at the first hoeing, The | 
next tending showed three strong suckers ; at the third hoeing © 
these had thrown out four suckers, making eight stalks, At 
the fourth and last, five more suckers had appeared, which I 
pulled up. That hill of corn could not be distinguished from 
the rest, and yielded nine sound ears and four nubbins. =. | 

Stamping the ground hard over the seed with the hoe, as | 
many persors do, is bad practice; it tends to make the surface 
crust and bake, so- that the young shoot is frequently unable | 
to pierce through, but curls under it, turning yellow and per- | 
ishing, if not assisted. 

A good method of raising potatoes is to plant them around | 
the-corn, which saves a great many stalks of the latter from 

being broken in turning the teams about while cultivating ; the 

potatoes suffer but little injury. Besides, green corn is a great. | 

temptation to cattle, and should not be raised too near the fence. | 

We are not fully satisfied as to the wisdom of planting 
pumpkins ina corn field. This practice results in diminishing | 

the crop of corn by an amount fully equal to the value of the 
pumpkins, if notgreater. Yet, pumpkins make excellent feed 
for milch cows, and are valuable to start cattle, which it is in- | 

tended to fatten, and they-sometimes succeed very well when _ 

_ the corn partially fails. We are in the habit of planting them ; oe 

our practice is to g0 over the field immediately after the corn 

planting is over, when every hill can yet be plainly seen and — | | 

stick pumpkin seed in every third hill of each fourth row. - In. i 

this way the plants are equally distributed throughout. The 

operation is very rapid, and is far preferable to mixirg the 

pumpkin-seeds with the corn in the planting-bags, as many do. | 
' Where corn has failed to make an arpearance at the first hoe- 

ing, many plant beans, which have time to ripen. wed | 
‘The soil intended for corn or other hoed crops should be | 

thoroughly eultivated. In 1860, the writer raised 107 bushels 

of corn to the acre; the cultivation was eatirely done with the 

common plow and the hoe. We advocate running a cultiva- | 

tor both ways for the first working; plowing deeply for the sec- |
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‘ond and using-again the cultivator for the third, and, if possi- , 
_ sible, for a fourth working. The hoe should cut.every weed 

_ which the cultivator and the plow have not reached. Thisisa : 
| light and rapid operation’ when the cultivation has been 

thorough. If our farmers would always do full justice tothis 
ss grop, it would grow into still greater favor, for the more is 

done for it, the better it pays. oe 

_ As soon as the ears are fairly glazed the corn should be cut 
oe and put up in solid, upright, compact shocks, and well bound. 

_ Corn stalks, when properly cured, make very valuable fodder, 
ss but if frozen before fully matured, both they and the grainare = 

. of very slight value. Harly planting and maturing allow to — 

| . the farmer longer time and much more favorable weather to 
secure both in first-rate condition. As the stalks afford about 

- as much fodder as the hay of an equal. area, full of saccharine 
matter and highly relished by cattle, they should be secured 
in stacks from time to time as the husking progresses, avoiding 

7 all unnecessary exposure to the weather. _ 7 | 

| _ We look upon the corn crop as the most profitable, and when _ 
properly cultivated, perhaps, the surest, excepting oats, of any 

| _ that is raised in our state. We believe that facts warrant the 
assertion that corn oftener fails in northern and central Illinois 

| than it does in Wisconsin. It has more than once been killed — 

in Iinois, by frosts, late in‘ August or early in September, _ 

that have hardly touched or injured it in our State. Wiscon- — 

_ sin is also less subject than Illinois to heavy protracted rains 
at the time of planting. These statements may appear start- 

. ling, but they are proved by facts. Spring wheat also has been © 
known to ripen in Manitoba in 75 to 80 days. Indiancorn _ 

frequently ripens on the Saskatchewan in latitudes 51° to 
«68°! In 1848 we knew corn planted on the 20th of June 
to be fit to cut on the 25th of August. Failures with us near- ‘ 

_ ly always arise from late planting or from neglect. 

No farmer who has tended a crop of corn or other hoed — 
crop well and thoroughly has failed to observe the great ben- _ 

efits accruing to subsequent crops from that cultivation. By 

| comparison of results with lands that have been treated differ-
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ently the beneficial effects can readily be traced through a pe- 
: riod of four or five years, and in making our estimate of the 

value of the corn crop this fact should be taken into consider- . 
ation | os 

_. ~ Wheat should follow the corn, and the corn should be husked 

and the land cleared as early as possible, so that the ground 
-. may be plowed in the fall for early spring sowing. Wheat 

cannot be sown too early; the earliest sowing of this grain 
(and indeed of oats and rye) almost invariably produces the | 

best crop, as well as the heaviest and plumpest berry. <A late | 
sowing of wheat is rarely profitable. Corn is a tropical plant, 
‘but wheat is not. When the ground is hot, the young wheat 
plant grows up too rapidly and does not stool, as it has not 

| time to throw out strong roots. Generally, cereals give a heav- 
ier crop as they are longer in growing and maturing. May and 

__ April“have more to do with the filling of wheat heads than 
| July and August. | (0 Ea | | 

It is universally admitted that spring grains succeed best on 
land that has been plowed the fall previous. This is undoubt- | 
edly due, in a measure, to the beneficial action of the frost 

' in dividing the lumps; yet, this explanation is not quite sat- | 
isfactory in every instance, as we have known the winter to 

leave the fall plowed land baked quite hard, so that the drag 

or even the cultivator made but slight impression upon it. | 

Such land always requires manurihg. The best course to pur-. 

sue in this case is to spring plow and seed down to grass. By ° 
fall plowing only can grains be sown early; the cultivation 
and dragging root up many of the weeds before they get much : 
start, and the growing grain further keeps them in check. | 

Many of our farmers have adopted the practice of planking 
__ their spring grains. This consists in dragging a heavy plank | | 

over the land, to finish with. In this way many lumps are 
torn and crushed fine, which would only be pressed in byaroll- ~ = ™ 

er. This method is undoubtedly preferable, for it. performs all 

the good offices expected from a roller in a more efficient way, 

| and costs less. | Fes | 
| If we have made ourselves clearly understood, it will be a
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OO seen that the lot under consideration. (which we take asaspec- 

_ imen for the whole farm), "has now reached the fifth year in its 

o course of rotation, having been the first and second years in 

clover, or clover and other grasses mixed; the third year in | 

pasture ; the fourth in corn and hoed crops, and the fifth in | 

ss wheat. With land of ordinary quality, treated in thismanner, 

the yield of wheat will usually average about 25 bushels per 

- gere, ‘There remains one more season to complete the course. | 

For this, we plow the wheat stubble under as soon as practica- | 

| ‘ble. If there is manure to spare after putting enough on the a 

| pasture lot, we spread it on that which is to be sown with. the 

, light grains, oats, barley, etc., and seed down. We prefer to 

7 sow grass seed before the last dragging of the field; never hav- 

| ing, met. with a failure when sown in this way. Seeding im- | 

| mediately after the last dragging, is also a good. method, pro- _ 

7 viding no heavy rain intervenes to pack the ground before itis | 

| done. Grass seed cannot be buried as deep as other grains; as “ 

a a, general rule, the larger the seed, the deeper covering it re- 

: quires; for this reason we do not approve of mixing grassseed 

with the grain in the drilling machine or the broad-cast sower, 

as much of it must be covered upso deep as tonevercomeup. => 

| Where the ground is freshly worked, a good rain is sufficient | 

on to-cover it, but when the rain precedes the seeding, the seed is 

- liable to remain exposed on the surface, and to dry up and 

perish. oe | 

- For the next three years this lot. is to remain in grass; being. =| 

. eut for hay the first two years and returning to pasture the 

| third, or even the second year, according to the fancy or neces- | 

sities of the farmer, and being broken up atthe end of that ~ 

| period, is to go again and again through the ccurse we have 7 

been describing. In this manner there will be constantly upon 

the. farm, one lot in corn, potatoes, ete.; one in wheat; one in | 

Po oats, barley and light grains, and three lots, or one-half of the / 

The manure we prefer to plow under with the breaking up 

of the pasture and with the plowing of the wheat stubble. 

| _ Many persons spread their barn-yard manure on the surface of |
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the Jand after it is plowed. This we think isa good way, as its 
_ effects are much more prompt and it agrees better withtheor- __ 

der of nature; but we doubt whether the effects are equally 
enduring as when covered, for then nothing can be lost by 

- evaporation. No particular time can be prescribed for the 
: hauling of manure. This work is always in order; the great 

trouble is that, from pressure of other work, it is not sufficiently — 

attended to, although it is probably the most important 

- workon the farm. When the manure has accumulated to a | 

. good depth, or has been thrown up in heaps, much valuable | 
time can be saved by hauling it on sleds in winter, taking care oo 

to‘spread it as it is drawn. | 

| All the lots in grass should receive a dressing of plaster : 

each year; the corn-should also be plastered at least once dur- 
ing the early stages of its growth. We plaster ours twice, at 

the rate of eighty or ninety pounds per. acre each time, and 

think it well repays both trouble and expense. Ses a 
~ The correctness of the following propositions is so well es- 

tablished and so evident, that they ought to be accepted as 

| axioms, and duly considered by every farmer in the cultiva- 

| tion of the soil: 
- hat there exist no lands of inexhaustibie fertility. 

| That the fertility of the soil is measured by the amount of 
| mineral and vegetable elements, favorable to the production of 

plants which it contains, and that these exist in limited quan- __ 
| tities 1 Seg get Ee Sin, hak BLL E gh os | ot 

That so much of the above elements as has been required 

to produce a crop is removed from the soil upon the removal 

of that crop; that, therefore, such removal leaves the land, by 

- so much, poorer in those necessary elements than it was before 
such removal. : 

- Phat all plants which are essentially different in their nature,; 

_ taste, growth, hardiness or other properties, are likewise differ- 

ent in their component elements; or, if composed of | the same | 

elements, then in different proportions and combinations. __ 
That some soils may be deficient in certain elements which | 

are absolutely requisite for the perfect production of certain
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plants, and that therefore these plants cannot be successfully 
raised upon such soils = == tS ey 

= That if any soil be entirely deficient in some of the mineral 

| or vegetable elements common to all the plants existing in na- 

ture, that soil is barren. ) Oe CO 

, That a soil may be barren for some plants, but not for others. “ 

. Dhat by restoring to the soil those elements in whichitis 

_ deficient for the production of certain plants, those plants may =~ 
be produced, climate permitting. | | 

' | That when a piece of land has been exhausted of indispen- 
| sable soluble minerals by along course of shallow cultivation, =— 

a fresh supply of those minerals may always, to some extent, 

7 be brought to the surface and made available by deeper plow- __ 
| ing and subsoiling ; and that this method, though costly, is the 

simplest and cheapest way of restoring fertility to such worn 
a out lands; enabling the owner to further restore them by plow- 
a ing under green. crops or by pasturing. PPS ae , 

| _ That nothing in nature is perishable or can be annihilated, 
7 and therefore, when a plant or other body disappears as an 

| entity, either by combustion, fermentation, decomposition, etc., 

“each of the molecule or atoms of which it was composed, siill | 

oo exists In nature, in new combinations. | a 

| | That air, as well as the fluid and volatile elements which it 

holds in suspension, are as necessary £0 vegetable as to animal 

life ; that some of these elements are constantly absorbed by 

| and become assimilated with the plant during the process of 

growth and maturity. | Lo | 
| - That when we return a crop to the earth, we restore to it all 

| the soluble non-volatile elements drawn from the soil and also 

, many of the volatile elements absorbed from the atmosphere | 

| . during the process of its growth.. ees 
- That before these elements, so restored, can become avail- | 

| able for the production of new vegetation, total, or at least 

mo partial decomposition of the vegetable matter thus restored 
must take place, ze, the plants must be totally, or at least 

: partially, resolved again into their component elements. 

oe That the most usual ways of returning plant-food to the |
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earth are in the form of barn-yard manure; plowing under 
green crops; pasturing the land; as well as by applying to it 

those minerals in which it is deficient, such as plaster, lime, | 
salt, ashes, etc. ee 

That, of all the above methods, pasturing must be the least 
expensive and the most profitable; since the farmer’s animals 

are made to perform the work of enriching his land while 
accumulating valuable products in flesh, milk or wool at the 
same time. } | 

From the above we are led to enquire: which are the 
plants that derive their growth most largely from the atmos- 

_ phere? If we succeed in discovering them, we can make the 
surrounding air contribute to the maintenance, and even to 

_ _ the increase of the fertility of our land in the largest possible 

degree, by fixing in the soil, through fermentation and decom- 

position, a large portion of volatile elements which have | 

become incorporated in the plant, through atmospheric absorp- —_- 

tion, during its growth. 

+ Turnips are perhaps, among roots, the plant by means of | 

which the soil may be most enriched ; but one of the peculiar- | 

ities of our climate-a climate otherwise healthy, delightful and 
having many more days of sunshine during the year than 

western Hurope—is that they cannot be raised here with the — - 
"game certainty as there. It may be said that turnip culture 

has created in the agricultural systems of England, during 

- the last fifty years, a revolution as complete as it has been bene- 

ficial. But here, on account of our dry and hot summers, they 

are seldom successful, except on newly cleared timber-land, 
for want of moisture at the time of germination, and because 
of the attacks of myriads of insects. Therefore, this valuable 

product, by means of which such great results have been | 

achieved in the naturally thin soils of England, must be 

omitted in our regular system of rotation, as unreliable. Car- - 

rots‘and beets are more reliable, as well as intrinsically more 

valuable. Both are full of.sugar. Carrots are especially ac- 
_ ceptable as food for horses and cows. These roots are best
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grown on small lots specially devoted to their culture, highly | 

- enriched and deeply plowed. > , eas . 

: | Of all the available plants with which we are acquainted, 

none seems to be endowed with the power to recuperate soil | 
in the same degree as clover. This plant, when sown with © 

some cereal grain to protect it from the scorching rays of | | 

the sun, is very easily raised; but the heat of the sun is quite 

| _ dangerous to ‘it during the early stages of its germination and oo 

development. Plaster has a wonderfully beneficial effect upon 

° its growth; which fact has been attributed to the absorption by 

the plaster of the ammonia of the atmosphere, when theclover _ 

| absorbs it in its turn, whereby it becomes fixed in the plant; | 

| and to the sulphuric acid which the plaster contains. What- | 

7 ever the cause, the effect is undeniable, having been proved . 

in thousands of instances. . oo 

| Clover is also superior to other grasses in that it sends down 

. its. roots to a great depth, frequently several feet, and conse-_ 
| quently it feeds upon mineral’ and vegetable elements in the | 

| soil, by which many other grasses and-cereal plants, feeding only 

near the surface, would never be benefited. Clover possesses | 

7 great fattening properties, especially in its green state. It also 

_ makes excellent fodder, when cut early and cured in the cock, 

: without being exposed to rain or dews.. It is not considered — 

-__- so desirable for feeding to horses, who are apt to eat itto ex- 
cess; but fed moderately, mixed with timothy hay or with clean 
straw, itis as good and as wholesome for horses as any other | 

| | fodder. For all ruminants, clover hay is excellent and safe ; 
they prefer it to any other hay, when properly cured as above. 

| Even hogs devour it. - Oo | | 
; _. Clover thrives in almost all kinds of soils. It is especially 

| valuable on sandy Jand, drawing its nourishment from great 

depths and from the atmosphere, it brings back to the surface _ 

| many soluble elements of fertility that had been washed down | 
through the sands by leaching; yet it makes the heaviest 

growth on the loamy soils of. the oak openings, and there best 

resists the effects of freezing and thawing. Itis the only grass —
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_ we know of (except lucerne, which is-a kind of clover), that - 
. will yield two or more crops of hay in one year. . 

* A few remarks-here on-cutting and curing hay’ may not be - : 

out of place, not that we think our ideas or practices new, or 
_ betterthan those of many farmers, but as much valuable grass _ 

is yearly spoiled by poor management, what we say may 
effect some good, even though it be. but a repetition of old 
methods, In the first place, grass should be cut early. Late ~ 
cutting may produce a greater bulk of hay, but it weighs less 

__. to a given volume, and is less nutritious, the saccharine juices 
| having been converted into woody fibre just in proportion as 

the grass was more nearly ripe. Clover, especially, has little 

value as fodder when ripe; neither cattle nor sheep will eat its 

long, tough stems.' A late cutting also prevents the possibili- 

ty of 4 second crop. SAUER Stee 

Never cut in the forenoon a larger area'than you can rake _ 

and cock up the same afternoon. Large quantities of hay are 

yearly spoiled from this practice. Shake and turn over the 
grass cut before the dew was off. Clover requires longer 

curing than other grasses. It should be raked up about four 

o'clock in the afternoon, in the same order as it was cut, and all 

put up in cocks before night. The next day these cocks, if 

small, are to be turned completely over about ten o'clock; if - 

large, they are to be opened into four or five forkfuls; the bot- 

| tom must be completely turned and lifted up. Clover should 

never be left spread out over night: the dew is almost as fatal - oe 

to its good qualities as the rain, turning the leaves black and_ 7 

also making them drop off. When your hay cocks get wet, do 

not touch them, unless you 42 them up to prevent fermenta-. : 

tion ; as soon as better weather permits, spread them out com- | 

_ pletely, and draw as soon as cured. Timothy may generally | 
be drawn to the barn the same day that it is cut. ce 
~ Do not stack hay if you have barn room. Betterstack the 

_ grain and store the hay in the barn. If compelled to stack a | 
portion of your hay, top out the stacks completely with prairie 
‘or marsh grass, to shed the rain. Clover stacks cannot be saved 

10—AG. Tr. ee |
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) without such protection, as they take in all the rain, be they 
~ ever so well made. | ae ee oe ng a 

| : The system of rotation which we have developed above, al- 
lows of all the branches of farming being carried gn at the same _ 
time: grain raising ; pasturing and dairying; stock raising, in- | 

cluding sheep, and the growing of fruit. We give the prefer- 

ence to that mode of farming which markets hay and corn by 

first converting them into beef, hides, pork, butter, cheese and 

| wool; that is to say, into their greatest concentrated market 

: values, retaining the bulky raw materials on the farm in the , 

shape of valuable manures, thereby arresting the deterior- 

a - ating tendency of cultivation as much as possible. .. _ 

| - This course is also the most economic, for the reason that 

_ the larger proportion of the marketed agricultural products of 

our state are transported to great distances before they reach — 

| the consumer. The cost of that. transportation is a very seri- 

ous item. We hardly think it an exaggeration to estimate the = 

ok cost of delivering a bushel of corn or of wheat in European 
: ports, from average distances in Wisconsin, including insur- 

| | ance, interest and profits of forwarders, at not. less than fifty 

five cents, which is equal to the fuil value of the corn and 
about. two-thirds that of the wheat, where produced. These — 
expenses lessen the price paid to our farmers by just so much, » 

| Nowa bushel of corn will make just as much pork or beef 

| here as it willin England. It will produce as much cheese or - 

wool ; and as these articles are worth much more a pound than 

corn, and cost but little more to transport, it follows that by — 

| feeding the corn at home, a large percentage is saved, which 

accrues directly to the profits of the farmer. Could.we have 

| sufficient manufactories to consume all the agricuitural pro- 

duce of Wisconsin, this worse than useless tax for transporta- 

| tion would be saved to our people. Hew persons realize the 

| vast difference to our material prosperity which such a, state of 

| things would cause st” we 

| While we regret to perceive by the last Report: of the Secre- 

tary, (Vol. IX., Trans., page 33) that the proportionate culti- 

, vation of the grasses to other crops is not larger in our state
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than it was ten years ago; perhaps, indeed, not even so large, 
if we take into consideration the increased area of improved | 
acres, it gives us pleasure to be able to state that this lament- 

able state of things does not prevail in the vicinity of Fond | 
du Lac, and that here, more especially on the upland, oak-open- 
ings surrounding the city to the east and south, the cultivation 
of the grasses, particularly of clover, is receiving constantly — 

| increased attention, greatly to the benefit of the farmer and of 
his land. Farmers in this section have begun to realize that | 

one-sixth of their land in wheat every year is sufficient; and 
that one acre yielding 25 bushels of this cereal, returns them | 

' as much, nay more, actual net profit than three times that 

amount of land yielding 12 or 13 bushels per acre, even with- 

out taking into account the difference in the deterioration of 

the land. Let any doubter make the calculations, including | 

interest on land, taxes, use of fences, plowing and cultivation, | 

_ harvesting and difference in quantity of seed required, and he. 

will be convinced. 

Our main idea in writing this article has been to show the 

farmers of Wisconsin that good profits and the retention or : 
even the increase of fertility are not incompatible ; that those 
farmers who yearly plow their lands for wheat and other 

grains, without giving them time to recuperate are ruining: 

those lands for future production, and that, while doing this, 
_ they realize but meager returns ;{that the most profitable, as: 

well as least exhausting system of agriculture embraces many - 
branches: dairying ; raising and feeding of stock; keeping coti- 
stantly a large share of the land in grass; the raising, in proper | 

- proportions, of corn, wheat and the smaller grains; of root 
crops, such as can be successfully raised herek the keeping of | 

_ bees; a good orchard of such varieties of fruit as the dearly oo 
bought experience of the last thirty years has demonstrated to | 
be reliable; also a garden well supplied with vegetables. This 
course affords to the farmer all the comforts to be derived di- 
rectly from his land, leaving far less necessities to be supplied 
by purchase, and ina measure insures him against-a total fail- 
ure of crops. {Grass may do well when wheat fails; corn and : 

| 4
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. oats may yield bountifully when wheat is struck with blight ; | 
| beef, mutton, pork and ‘wool can nearly always be raised with — 

os - profit; but he, who confines his operations tv the raising of © 
cereals alone, sometimes meets with almost entire failure to 

which the man who carries on all the various branches of hus- 

-__ bandry is never subjected. “hue 
| -. We think that for every eight or ten acrescomposing afarm, 

at least one head of horned cattle and three sheep, exclusive 
of calves and lambs, should be kept. Many more might be 

kept with proper management. | a | Co 

+ From the census of 1870, we gather the fact that 101,384,678 

| ;pounds of wool were raised in that year, in the United States, © | 

‘being a little over 24 pounds to each person in the country; a © 
a -quantity far less than is required for use. We have no desire, 

- in a purely agricultural paper, to touch upon questions of for- 

o -eign or domestic policy, or of political economy. We merely 
| state the fact, to show that the keeping of sheep.must be emi- — 

|  nently profitable, seeing that we raise less wool than the home 

consumption requires, whereas we grow a large surplus of al- _ 

| most every other agricultural product. | 

_ Aside from this, we are fully convinced that no sort of 
| stock is, agriculturally speaking, so beneficial as sheep. They 

- improve all the lands on which they graze. Much might be 

| said of the beneficial effects resulting from the keeping of _ 

| sheep. They can thrive on herbage that would be too thin 
. and too short for the grazing of cattle; they can dispense — 

| with water when the dews are abundant, although water is of 

course preferable; they increase more rapidly than other 

stock, because they attain their maturity much earlier, and | 
en are more prolific ; altogether, we think they return the largest — 

profits for investment, care and keeping. Someone has said 

am 7 very truly, that sheep leave a track of gold wherever they : 

| tread, oo RSPAS 

| We had designed, in commencing this writing, to allude to — 

- the management of the wood Ict, without which a farm can 

| hardly be considered complete, and to the wholesale destruction — 

a of timber that is constantly going on in our state, as well as |
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elsewhere ; a destruction for which the coming generation will _ | 

have no reason to be particularly thankful; but the length | 

| which this article has attained admonishes us to forbear. | 
Mixed husbandry is composed of many branches of agriculture, 
which can best be treated separately, as well as in greater de- 
tail, in special articles upon those various branches, with a | 
view to harmonize them all into a happy whole, in which the 

| cultivation of the grasses and the keeping of cattle and sheep oe 
| and a judicious rotation of crops must always hold the most 

prominent positions,
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erase _. MARKET GARDENING. = sy 

| Prize Essay. ' ey 

| | ee oF : ao BY J. B. ROOT, ROCKFORD, ILL. . 

_ Rules and instructions for growing vegetables for market, 

for a few years past, have received much attention from the 

pens of experienced and skillful gardeners. LHarly in 1867, 
Peter Henderson of New York, published his book on ‘“ Gar- 

dening for Profit,” which had a large sale, and with those hor- 
_ ticulturally inclined became the subject and center of a vast. 

deal of study and speculation. It read as well as a first class 
romance, and yet was so thoroughly practical and bore such 

proof that it came froma horny-fisted tiller of the soil, that 
there seemed no Archilles’ heel where we could thrust in the | 

| dart of criticism. So beautifully did he picture it, and figure 
a out the gains in his gardens near the great metropolis of $400 

= - to $800 per acre, that every owner of a ten acre lot was sure 

his next year’s income could not fall short of $4,000, and per- _ 
haps $8,000. | 

| Under the stimulus of such hopes, many a narrow-chested = 

- young man in the professions, or mercantile pursuits, ordered _ 

| to seek health only in the open air, invested near town, be- 

| lieving “ten acres” enough to makea large income. Owners 

of a few acres formerly growing a few small fruits and perhaps 

a _. the coarser vegetables, at once, with Henderson in hand, de- 

oO voted their attention to market gardening as a profession. In 

the vicinity of our western towns, and I presume the eastern 
| also, the number and average of market gardens tripled and 

quadrupled. In the spring of 1868, perhaps no class of men 

inthe whole country were so hopeful or more energeticthan __ 

| our young gardeners, who at once demonstrated that they un-
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derstood their profession, by flooding the markets with fine 

vegetables, so that the prices in the cities and larger towns 
went below living rates. At the close of the same year, | 
there was not in the whole country, perhaps, a class of men 

more thoroughly disgusted with their calling, than these same 

men, and they have steadily, ever since, been working into 

_ some other businegs. | es 

Now these men did not fail for a want of knowledge or 
ability to. grow vegetables, but the failure was in the selling— 

and right here is where they were misled. Eastern gardeners 
, in their books and writings always speak as though the pro- 

~ ducts could be sold, of course, and devote no attention to this 
matter, but spend all their energies in directions and rules for 

growing the crops. With them it is poor land at great cost, to 

be enriched with expensive manures; but after the crop is 

grown it finds a hungry and insatiable market, ready to pay a 

handsome price for everything. With us, on the contrary, 

lands are rich, manures cheap, and with ordinary industry 

crops certain ; but they goto a market overstocked, exacting | 

and penurious. Hence the books and writings of these men, 

r and especially their estimates of profits, should be taken with 

many grains of allowance, always bearing in mind that though 

an excellent crop may be grown, no money comes from it until 

, it is sold. | | a 

| In company with an associate I began market gardening at | 

Rockford in 1867. For this purpose we procured twenty acres 

of warm, early land, of sandy loam, which had been cropped 

nearly thirty years in succession, hence badly run down. But 

this we overlooked in consideration of its nearness to market, 

being within the city limits. Ifa gardener expects todo much 

at his business, nearness to market is one of the most import- | 

| ant considerations. Take our own case: from May till late 

in November, from three to six loads of produce go to town 

_ daily, and during the remainder of the year, twice as many ~ 
loads of manure come back. Now suppose we were one mile 
further out ; then in a year our teams would travel 2,400 miles 
further, which would require the time of one team, if loaded,
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60 days of ten hours each, at a cost of $180, to say nothing of 

Joss from reaching the market at a later hour in the morning, 

- Our land had no preparation when we took it, except. two 
acres of bearing raspberries and two acres of strawberries in — 

SO very fair condition. Taking {possession in September, we at 

once began 1o manure at the rate of 50 good two-horse loads) 

to the acre, and to plow under. All winter long, the same as , 

every winter since, we were steadily hauling manure, except 

a for a few days of very stormy weather. This we procure 
mostly from private stables of parties in town who regard it «= 

as of little value, so that it costs little except the hauling; and — 
| we get every load we possibly can before spring work begins. 

_ _ Manure not only strengthens the land so as to produce good © 
- crops, but it also brings them much earlier : moreover, incase 

of drouth, by rendering the soil more friable and porous, it is — 

| a protection, as we have found repeatedly. With a plenty of 

manure and thorough tillage, good crops are almost certain, 

| and with an abundance of the former, so easily to be had, and 

the facilities for the latter, no one need failin gardeningin  — 

» Wisconsin for the lack of crops to sell. Our practice hasbeen 

| to apply from 50 to 70 two-horse loads to the acre for root : 

a crops, cabbages, and all early vegetables, and about 20 to 80 

to the vines, potatoes, tomatoes, sweet orn, and the coarser | 

| crops in the manner desvribed hereafter. ee | 
- In addition to vegetables we grow in connection with | 

our garden several acres of small fruits, but as they are rarely 

7 considered a part of a market garden I confine myself to the 

market garden proper. | 

| ASPARAGUS.—First on the list of vegetables and firstin the 

season is asparagus. This can, and should be made one of the | 
most important vegetables of the garden, for we have never | 
known a market to be flooded with it, nor have we ever 

oo known it to fall below a paying price, though every other 
oo vegetable does at times ; nor have we ever heard of any other 

gardener who ever knew of such an occurrance. Moreover, it 
comes in at a season when little else is producing an income, |
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and withal is very easily cared for. The only objection is the a 

fact that it takes three years from seed, or two years from | 
bedding before it begins to yield a return, but it then yields so | 

bountifully, is so easily harvested, ships so nicely, and is in 
such active demand at home that it well repays the waiting. 
We grow our own plants and at one year old set them out in | 
‘rows three feet apart, and nine inches apart in the row, on 
land heavily manured—at least eighty loads to the acre—and 

stirred as deep as a Mapes’ subsoil plow can get, following 

after an ordinary turning plow. Annually we dress the 

ground six inches each side of the rows with enough salt to 
make the ground look white, or a corresponding amount of 

fish, pork, or pickle brine, and cultivate in as much manure 

as can be worked under from that applied as a mulch in the 

fall. On this rich ground we often sow midway between the | 

rows early radish, spinage or lettuce. They grow very fast _ | 
| and are .pretty much out of the way when we cease cutting | 

the asparagus in June. Our plantation consists of three- | , 

fourths of an acre, and we shall add one-half acre more to | 

make what we think a due proportion in a garden of twenty 

acres. Last year, the first season ours was cut, it yielded . 

$400 per acre. | : 

STRING BEANS AND SWEET Corv, as garden crops, are only 

moderately profitable, yielding in our experience a gross re- oe 

turn of $50, and net profit of about $30 per acre; and since ee 
neither of them allows a second crop to follow in the same sea- ' 
son, we cannot afford to use our most valuable land for this 

purpose, but lease cheaper lands in the neighborhood. Ofthe — 

former one half acre, and of the latter three tc four acres are 

_ marketed. woe 

_ _Brers.—Of early beets we annually growabout one third of 
-anacre. We sow them in rows alternately ten to twenty 
inches apart; allow plants to stand six inches apart in the rows, , 

and begin to sell as soon as the roois are an inch and a, half | 

thick—usually about the middle of June—and clear the ground 
in about four weeks. They retail at five cents for bunches
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containing five roots while small, and. three when full grown. 
Marketed at retail prices, as'we do, it is a good crop and. of | 

ready sale, yielding a gross return of about $500 per acre, but 
involves a good deal of labor in bunching and handling; so 
that only about half this amount is net profit. Late in May - 
we run the subsoiler through the wide rows, level with arake, __ 

and sow ruta bagas, or transplant, if quite late, from seed 

beds | | a 

Of late beets we always sow a few of the long blood at 
the same time with our Early Bassano, and early turnip, to — 

keep up a succession until the main fall crop is marketable. _ 

| Hor the main crop we usually grow from one-half to two- 

- thirds of an acre on the ground used for early peas Wegrow | 
. the plants in a seed bed, sowing about the 25th of April, so 

that by the 10th of June, when the peas are pulled the roots 

| are as‘ large as batternuts. Taking them up carefully with the 
| spading fork we cut off all the tops to within two inches of _ 

| the crown, and the same proportion of the root. The ground 

( having been well prepared is marked with the garden marker 

into rows a foot apart each way, and at every intersection a __ 

- plant is set, leaving them a foot apart each way. Of coursea _ 
- wet or cloudy time is to be preferred, but new plowed ground 

| is always favorable to root growth, and though they droop for. 

oe, a time and look quite dead, yet the store of nourishment nm 

| the root, together with the small amount of leaf surface left — 

_ sustains life till little rootlets are thrown out, whentheyatonce 

begin a vigorous growth in the soft soil. We find this supe- 

rior to the old method, because— a 
: 1st. We get two crops from the ground. | 

_ 2d. Transplanting is not near the labor of a single weeding, 

) to say nothing of two. ee 
| 8d. 'The ground being soft and fresh from so recent a plow- 

- ing, and not compressed by the tramping during sowing, two 

: weedings and two or three hoeings is much more favorable to 

8 root growth and produces a larger yield per acre. oe 
| Beets do bést on ground heavily manured the year previous. 

Lasbee ts usually net about two-thirds as much as early ones.
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| CaBBAGES.—Of early cabbages we find market for only 

about two thousand. These we grow in manured furrows, in | 
rows three feet apart, and the plants eighteen. inches apart in | 

the rows. In the place of every fifth plant on every third row, 
* we plant a hill of Hubbard or Marrow Squash. The cabbages 

begin to be marketable about Junz 20th, and are cleared off in 

about a month, when the squashes have the ground, and if © 

_ kept clean and well tilled, yield a fair crop. The early crop | 
_ yields a fair profit, and in towns having a large foreign popu- 
lation, sells well. . | 

Of late cabbages we grow usually two acres—three feet by | 

two—set out about June 10th, on land upon which early peas 

have been grown, or between hills of early potatoes, planted 

on manured furrows. The ground cannot be too rich, nor too 

often stirred. They sell here at $3 to $5 per hundred, usually 

| the former figure, owing to the large amount grown in this v1- 
cinity. At this rate they return $120 to $150 tothe acre, bat 

the crop is so bulky to handle that not more than half of this 
is profit. In localities where late cabbages sell readily at $5 

to $8 per hundred, few crops are more profitable. 

CAULIFLOWER, both early and late, is uncertain in this cli- 

mate, but by mulching and maintaining moisture it is a profit- . 

able crop at $10 to $20 per hundred, and we usually grow 

about 500 of the early and twice as many of the late ones. _ a 

| Carrots.—Harly carrots with us have never paid the cost of 

- the seed, but of the Long Orange we always find market for __ 7 

about half an aere at fifty to seventy-five cents per bushel, 

which yields a profit of $100 to $150 per acre. We sow them 
early, thin out to one foot by six inches, keep clean, and by 

running a lifting subsoil plow under tHe rows are able to pull 
. them as easily as we would radishes. Oar sales are chiefly to 

, the Swedes who are very fond of them; but in every town 
there is a moderate demand for them by livery men and , 
horse owners for a spring feed. This crop, like the parsnip, 
admits of no second crop, and therefore is not a favorite with 
us, and we do not grow so largely of it as the market would 

justify.
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| . CELERY involvesa great deal of Jabor, but pays more to the “ 

| acre, if there isa market for it, than any other vegetable. We | 

| use for this crop the very richest land we have, and grow onit 
| | an early crop of radish, lettuce, and gometimes early potatoes. 

‘We clear the ground for the second crop sometime inthe last « — 

| half of June, and at once set out—in shallow trenches deeply | 

stirred and enriched—stocky, well-grown plants from seed 

7 sown in early April in the seed bed. We sometimes start our | 

plants in the hot-bed in ‘March, and transplant two inches apart 

in a rich, shady bed in May, to be sure of large, stout plants. _ 

Otherwise we treat as described im all the recent works on - 

| gardening, and think it a good crop. It has never been less 
| than five, and once as high as twenty-five cents a bunch, gen- 

erally ten cents. At these prices an acre returns from $1,000 
| . to $5,000; generally $2,000. We find market for about one 

half acre in this town of 12,000 inhabitants, and perhaps other . 

_ growers raise one fourth acre more. The demand is constantly _ 

| growing, and we hope soon to market an acre annually. I un- 
derstand that in the vicinity of our large cities more money is 

: made from this crop than any two others together,and myown > 

- + experience leads me to think it probable true. | 

CucumBrrs,—Early cucumbers started on sods inthe hot-bed 

and transplanted to the open garden have never paid us because 

| of small demand, and low price considering the great labor in- _ 

volved, and we have ceased to grow them in this way, but plant 
| | them as early as we dare, on warm rich soil, and by frequent cul- | 

tivation and hoeing hasten forward the crop. Dust the plants 
_ while the dew is on both above and beneath with plaster or ash- 

. es to keep off the striped bug. Grown in this way we market 

| ‘about one-half acre at twenty-five to forty cents per dozen — 

7 for large sized fruit for table use, yielding a gross return of ’ 
> $250 per acre or about $160 net. The white spined is by far | 

the best for this purpose. - . — - | 
Of cucumbers for pickles we always find a good demand for — 

all we can grow on three or four acres. We usually plant them 

oO between hills of early potatoes on manured furrows about the
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"middle of June, so that they will be well up by the time the | 
_- potatoes are dug. Under frequent cultivations they usually | 

are ready to begin picking in from 50 to 60 days. They are 
| picked at a cost of about 25 cents a bushel and sorted into | 

- three sizes; the largest selling for $1.00, the.medium at $1.50 

and the very. small at $2.00 per bushel. At these rates we 

usually get abcut $140 from an acre, of which $80 is net profit. 
Green cucumbers will bring more than pickled ones when of- 

fered side by side. We have grown cucumbers for the pickle - 

factories but never made anything at it The Long Green is : 
usually preferred by private buyers and Short Green or Early 
Frame by the factories and dealers, for nickles, 

Eac PLant.—Of. the egg plant we have every year grown 

- a goodly number, but'of the fruit we have never yet marketed - 

a specimen. Ifa potato bug loves. potato vine, he is per- | 

fectly ravished with the egg plant. Millions, gathering from ~ | 

miles around, pay their undying attentions toit. Plasterit 

so thick with paris green that ‘any bug in his cooler moments 

would see only certain death about it, and still on they come. 

My opinion is that the surest way to protect potatoes is to set 

_ out asufficient number of egg plants coated with paris green 

anywhere within ten miles of your potato patch. I cannot 

say that my egg plant business of itself has been profitable. _ | 

-Horsz-RADISH is a profitable crop. We make cuttings of 
roots one-fourth to one-half inch thick and six inches long, | 
and set them in holes made with the crowbar or spade between 
the rows of early cabbages deep enough so that the cultivator 

- does not tear them up. As soon as the cabbages are removed 
they have the whole ground, and it being very rich they make 

_ alarge growth. They should always be dug at one year old, 
washed and trimmed, when they bring from seven to ten cents 
per pound, or, if a good crop, about $450 peracre. For a gar- | 
den of twenty acres, one-sixth of an acre is none too much. 

LETTUCE near our small cities will never sell enough to pay 
for growing, except the very earliest. Therefore, we sow the
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head winter lettuce in September, mulch it for winter protec- sy 

tion, and as soon as the frost. leaves the ground in the spring, 

transplant it one footeach way. A portion even of this hardy 
- ' kind winter-kills, but we sow plentifully to provide for this. 

| Early in the spring we begin selling the small heads, two or 

, _ three for five cents. At this rate it isa fair crop, but only a 
- small quantity can be sold. Taking the crop for four years, 

it has been to us a losing one. é 

| _ MELONS constitute one of our most important, and for — 
_ the labor and capital employed, one of our most profitable 

| | crops. Our early peas are usually sown thickly in rows, two 

and a half feet apart. If we intend to follow the crop with 

. watermelons, we omit every third row, and if for muskmelons, 

. we omit every other row, leaving a space wide enougk to get 

through with a cart or wagon loaded with manure. About the 
middle of May, when warm enough to plant the melons, we 

open a furrow in the place of the third row omitted, spread in, 
| it well rotted manure, and cover a few inches deep with soil; 

- at regular distances of eight feet for watermelons, and five for | 

| - muskmelons, plant the seed. The culture and picking of the os 

peas do not interfere with the culture of the melons, and as 

goon as the peas are marketed the pea vines are at once pulled, 

| drawn off, and the ground kept well cultivated till the growth | 

| of vines interferes. In this way we grow, usually, six toeight. 

acres of peas, returning about $60 gross and $85 net, per acre, 

a four to six of watermelons, and one to two of muskmeions, on | 

the same ground, returning, usually, $100 gross, and $80 net, 

oo per acre, or the two crops together, $115 net peracre. For the 

| - Jabor required this is a good return. | 

| ONIoNs.—Onr onion bed consists of two acres, usually one — | 

; acre of Large Red, two-thirds of anacre of Danvers Yellow, | 

and one-third of an acre of Silver Skins. Our soil does not _ 
| seem to be so well suited. to this crop as to some others, and 

| for two years past the yield has only been 250 bushels to the 
| acre, costing us about $130 per acre. The price has ranged 

_ from twenty-five cents to a dollar per bushel, so that it has
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been moderately profitable ; but the main labor on the crop 

—the weeding—comes in at a time when much else is to be 

done, so that it is not a favorite with us, and we shall sooner 
decrease than enlarge our bed. We sow the:seed in rows al- 

ternately ten and eighteen inches apart, and about the tenth of 

July run through the wide spaces with a one-horse subsoil 
plow, and after it sow a row of Strap Leaf turnips, or trans- 
plant ruta bagas, skipping a few rows every fifty or sixty feet 
whereon to spread the onions to cure when pulled. Jn this 
way we keep the ground clear of weeds the whole season and | 
get two crops from our abundant application of manure. 

PARSNIPs.—Of parsnips we grow about the same amount as 

of carrots, but at double the profit. We never can understand 
why parsnips, yielding the same or more per acre than carrots 
growing immediately by the’ side of them, sell for twice as 
great a price. | cs ap Se 

__ Pgas.—Of these we have spoken under the head of melons. | 

Porators.—Of late potatoes we grow none, but of early _ 
ones (entirely Early Rose) from six to ten acres, planted very 
early, upon manured furrows, in hills three feet apart each 
way. arly in June we run a subsoil plow between the rows 
crosswise of the manured furrows, and between the hills on 

this furrow plant sweet corn for late sales, or if early, set out 

tomato plants, or, when late, Drumhead cabbage, or plant | 

cucumbers for pickles as described under that head. The 

- potatoes alone yield a return of about $100 per acre, and the | 
succeeding crop as mentioned under that head. | 

RaDISHES involve little labor except pulling, washing and 

bunching, and as many as can be sold are usually grown ata 

profit We usually mix the seed with that of early beets, 

onions and other crops that need to be weeded while very small, 

_ and. by the quick growth of the radishes the rows can he | 

traced sooner than otherwise. As soon as the radishes are | 

large enough to market we pull them out and sell them at | 

five cents for bunches of six to ten. Thus treated as a stolen. 
crop we usually realize from $50 to $70. -
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| ---« SquasHES.—Of squashes, we grow a few Harly Crooknecks 

in the same manner and at the same profit as early cucumbers. — - 

Of marrow squash, we usually find sales for one-half acre, and a 

oe of Hubbard’s, two to four acres; grown in the same manner as _ | 

oe melons, and at about the same profit and expense. — | | 

_ Bary TOMATOES we grow in limited quantity, but find 

sales slow until the price falls to a dollar a bushel, when we | 

- sell off rapidly the products of about two acres, our main crop 

- —abont three huadred bushels of good fruit. Our plants are 

grown in hot beds, twice or thrice transplanted in the bed to 

: - make them stocky, and from the middle of May till the mid- 
| dle of June set out in clear ground, or between potato hills, aS 

-_ deseribed under that head. They have always returned us 

$100 per acre net, and one year as high as $300. | oo - 

In this way all our land, except that occupied by asparagus, 

carrots, parsnips, and a few early tomatoes, is double cropped, | 

80 that from 20 acres of land we get 40 acres of crops, and the 

7 whole value of our manure. Not only is the crop doubled, | 

/ but the land is kept cleaner and in better tilth. But to accom- 

| plish this are needed manure without stint, a lively action of 

| ) the elbow joict, and that every crop be promptly “on time.” 

oe We are so well satisfied with this sysiem that had we twice as | 

oO much land we should still double crop and put our surplus to 

some other use. With proper care, under this course, garden- 

a ing cannot help but pay, provided the crops are marketed well, 

| and to this point—the keystone of the whole business upon 

-_-which all else depends—we will now give our attention. | 

| -Marxetine.—When we entered upon gardening we intend- 

| ed to wholesale all our crops to the dealers. Fora few weeks, _ 

oe while fresh early vegetables were still scarce, all went “ merry oe 

| as a marriage bell,” but as soon as our main crops began to 

come in, sodid everybody else’s, and not only did the prices 

| go below a living profit, but dealers who befcre were glad to 

pay any price, would not take them at the lowest rates,— 

“some farmer had brought in a lot and would take his pay in . 

| - . trade, or a friend had spoken for his patronage, ete., etc.” Chi-
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cago market was no better, and we had to thank the commis- 
sion men that they did not call on us for a bonus above the 

| proceeds of the sales to pay percentage and the expenses. 
| Crops began to accumulate on our hands: something must be 

done, and that quickly, or it would be all over with our little 
venture of twenty acres. We noticed one marked peculiarity 
of this flooding the market in our city ; the consumer was pay- _ 
ing all the while nearly or quite as much as before, and it oc- 
curred to us that if we could sell at that price our little ven- | 
ture would be safe. 

Accordingly, early one morning we started out a salesman 
with a good load under instructions to seek retail sales from 
hotels, boarding-houses and private families, with a promise of | 
daily calls if. sufficiently patronized. At noon. he returned 
with an empty wagon, and the proceeds, not only the whole- 
sale price but also the retailer's . profits, which usually range 

| from twenty-five to fifty ‘per cent. From that day to this, , 

nearly four years, we have pursued the same course, and now 
keep three and sometimes four wagons going through the sea- | 

_ son. True, this is a considerable expense, but the retail profits 
more than pay it, and we secure what is so necessary for suc- 
cess in gardening—a certainty of a market at paying rates. Tam 
confident that outside of the immediate vicinity of Milwaukee 

_ and Chicago no other way of marketing his products willin- | 
sure the gardener such liberal and certain results. Shipping to | 

' adistant market is very rarely profitable, and always riskye: 
- First, the expenses'are heavy—careful packing, cost of pack- 

ages, exorbitant freight and commission all come from the low- : 
_ est wholesale price, often of a flooded market. Then again 

even with the greatest care in packing, unfavorable weather, 
_ bad handling and storage will cause large quantities often to 

heat and spoil, and then you not only lose the erop but added _ - 
thereto all these expenses and an additional charge for carting 

- them to the river. Whereas with our method of marketing : 
we avoid all these expenses and obtain the highest retail price, 7 
and never yet failed to sell our crop. ao 

0 tteAG. TR * | | Oo
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' -Each wagon soon secures as many regular customers as can 

be called on in an half day, who are glad to give their patron- 

| age, provided they can be assured a daily or tri-weekly supply.” 

‘We have had many customers seed down their own gardens 

- under such assurance, and have never yet lacked for buyers. — 

. ‘The best salesmen we have had were Swede boys from 17 to 

90 years old. They are quiet, attentive, honest, and ambi- 

tious to improve, ‘and yet ‘work for moderate wages, and 

SO have proved more serviceable than mature Americans of con- — 

| siderable business. experience and ability whom we have em- “ | 

' ployed. The first half of the year the sales are allmadein  _ 

ea the forenoon, and afternoons horses and hands go to the fields. © 

ee Later in the season the wagons run all day. | A | 

Thus Ihave sought, as briefly as possible, to give such hints | | 

Oo upon the management of a market garden as the peculiarities 

| of our locations, our western. soil and markets render neces- | 

| sary ; particularly as in contrast with the eastern soils and mar- 

ee kets, on the basis of which all of our books and authorities on 

a gardening are founded. Taking into account the differences 

Oo aud the suggestions regarding them in the forepart of this arti- | 

- cle, we cannot commend too highly the standard works on : 

a gardening of recent publication, particularly Henderson’s 

| “Gardening for Profit,” and Quinn’s “Money in the Garden.” 

oo By the aid of the former, with what was to be learned 

, from a few volumes of agricultural papers, 1 acquired 

mo | such a knowledge of the business, that driven by poor health _ 

| | from the profession to which I had devoted all my energies— 

knowing previously not enough of gardening to grow a decent | 

an cabbage—I was able, except as to some little matters, which 

: nothing but experience could teach, to grow as good crops the 

| + first-year of our business as [ have ever grown or seen grown 

en since. ee 

ae In leaving this subject I would commend it to allasa 
ae business full of pleasure and satisfaction to one who enjoys the 

oe tilling of the soil. and country life, while still unwilling to 
Po leave the town and its commercial spirit. While it demands |
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| of one that he be up-early and out late, yet thelorg hous tt 

are not severe hours, nor wearisome; and if he but bring to it 
the application, the study, forethought and skill, which he 
would give to any of the professions, or any commercial pursuit 

it will not fail to reward him with a competence, while it gives : 
him heaith and quiet, and that restful life which so few em- 

| <ployments of equal remuneration do give. Cyan 

| t *,
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- PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT OF SANDY LAND. 

pO ae Prize Essay. . | 

oo : ' BY HON. J. G. KNAPP, MADISON. - 

noe Lying in the center of Wisconsin is the largest development | 

of the lower silurian, or Potsdam sand-stone, known in North _ 

To ~ America, if not in the world. These rocks are too porous to : 

. - | contain minerals in economical quantities, and frequently too 

friable to be of value as building stone. In many places, the |. 

| surface to great depths consists of loose sands, liable to be oo 

drifted by the winds, and if cleared of vegetation may become | 

| ~ dunes and uninhabitable. The thin soil is nearly destitute of _ 

the important elements for vegetable growth, such as potassa, 

a sodium, phosphorus, lime, and humus. Crystalized silex — 

ae abounds, forming almost the entire surface. The native forms , 

- of vegetation show the scarcity of these essential elements to 

| | plant growth; and where the cultivation of farm erops has 

- | been undertaken, their dwarfed condition makes thedeficiency 

| | most glaring. Geologists concede that this region has been — - 

a exposed to the action of the rains, snows and. air, since the 

distant epoch when the lower magnesian lime rocks were formed 

a beneath the upper silurian sea. The currents of fresh water 

“passing Gver these sands during this vast cycle have carriedoff 

_ the salts and soil, and with the sediment filled the basins of the a 

| - ‘Mississippi and its tributuries; the vast ice-fields of the glacial - 

period spread over them,ground down the soft rocks,and scraped -- 

- the crystals into the valleys and plains as far south as central 

an Illinois. Innumerable years of sparse vegetation have not been 

~~ equal to the task of making a soil over these ancient dunes. |
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Are these townships and counties valueless, and shall they | 
be abandoned to wild beasts? If not, how can ‘they be man- 
aged so as to pay for the labor and means of enriching them, 
or covering them with an artificial soil, where they are defi- 

: cient? eg 

The sandy lands may be classified into the high, dry ridges; 
- the low, wet swamps, often submerged in water, beds of,an-  —Ss_ 

| cient lakes, s!oughs and fens; and the lands intermediate, where _ 
water is found on or near the surface in wet seasons, but which | 

are dry during the heats of summer. Each of these will pro- 

duce very different crops, and must receive a different culture. . 

Frrst.—The dry ridges composed almost entirely of loose 

sands, These naturally produce shrub pines, Pinus banksiana, 
shrubby black oaks, ‘Quercus tinctora and coccinea, blue-berries, 

vaccinium Pennsylvanicum, dwarf willows, dogwoods, and a few. - 
- other bushes and.coarse grasses, with other plants always found | 

-.  onsands. Here the decayed vegetation has produced a coat- 
ing of soil, so thin, that when the land is cleared of stumps 

and turned with the plow the vegetable matter is lost, and re- 
mains imperceptible to human eyes ever afterwards When _ 
one or two crops are taken off, the land will no longer pay for 

) the work bestowed on it, unless largely manured ; and finally | 

under ordinary culture becomes a barren, drifting sand dune, 

and wilk produce nothing except some of the crops noticed © 

__The'very best use to which this land could be put, would be _ 
to plant it with conifers, red or Norway pine, or pines from the 
Rocky mountains, European and American larch, Norway 

| spruce and the Douglas sprace from the mountains. A slight 

_ mulching applied for the first three years, and keeping down 
other growths would be all the cultivation these trees would - 

_. need until they required thinning. Such land is admirably 

adapted to the growth of the red and Rocky mountain pines, 
and the European larch; and in due time a large yield of tim- 
ber may be expected, returning a handsome remuneration for 

| the outlay. These plantings might be so arranged as to pro-
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vide shelter and wind-breaks for other portions of the farm, —_— 

+ and thus be dn advantage during the period of their growth. 

oo _ Many portions of these dry lands are naturally stocked with 

+ Dlue-berries. {Phe bushes, if preserved while everything else 

_ is killed by the grubber, would soon take entire possession of | 

- the soil, and would yield a crop of fruit which would pay bet- 

: | ter than wheat on the richest soil of the state. If the blue- 

| berry fields are located sufficiently near the railroad stationsto 

| | allow the fruit to be carried to market, it might be disposed of _ / 

ss while ‘ripe. It is unnecessary to state what an acre of such | 

| -—s berries would be worth to the owner. All thatcan be shipped - 

| oo ere now sold at such prices as almost to preclude their use by | 

- the poorer classes in the cities and villages where they are of- 
fered for sale. A few years experietice would determine the 

| _ best methods of growing and marketing them. Of their value | 

a there can be no question. Such lands as lie too distant from 

railroads to allow their produce to be shipped, ought neverthe- 

Oe Me less'to be cultivated for their berries; such berries may be 

— dried and then marketed. When these dried berries are bet- 

ter known in the cities, they will command prices equal to or — 

approaching raisins. Dry or green tke crop will be very re- 

| munerative. Other pieces of land are naturally stocked with 

eee _ whortleberries. (gaylussacica resinosa.) These should also be 

7 / c‘eaned out and saved, and will prove a remunerative crop. 

oo Whortleberries carry better than. blueberries, command — | 

: nearly as high prices, and have a ready sale, but owing. to - 

_ their hard, round seeds they would not be as valuable for dry- _ 

oe ing. They are as productive, and. ripen a little later than the © 

blueberries. | | . oO 

a Among these dry ridges are sags and swales, where the — - 

. — wash from the higher lands has settled; there the timber 

; grows taller and more thrifty, and a thick undergrowth of 

brakes, grass, pea-vine and many other plants are constantly 

a adding to the soil.. Such land will produce good crops ofce- 

OE, reals, corn, roots and grasses, and have naturally a fair quanti- 

Poe - ty of humus in the soil. An annual addition of this vegeta-
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| ble matter, about equal to the natural growth, would keep __ once 

this soil up, and it would continue to produce good and sure | | 
crops. From these lands farmers must at first raise their 
grains, potatoes and other crops, and on these spread the ma- 
nures from the barn yard, until other lands may be enriched. 
A careful study of these rich swales willindicate what all the 

_- sandy lands need to make them productive—a little clay to oO 
compact the sand, a thick coating of vegetable matter to pro- 

_ duce humus, and a yearly addition of manure. These would 

keep the soil in heart, and with a little salt and lime would 
greatly increase its productiveness, | | 

-' The first great want is clay, or its equivalent; a want that in 
_ many places cannot be supplied except at too great expense. | 

_ In places where the clayey material is found near at hand, in 
banks, or in astream carrying clay in suspension, and by which 
it may be carried and spread over the surface by irrigation, a 

| fine soil may soon be made in the sandy lands. Salt, lime and 

wood ashes will do mtch to supply the want of clay, as these 
materials dissolve the sand, and fit it for the food of plants. 

_ Salt and ashes, and plenty of vegetable manure should never 

be omitted in the culture of sandy lands. - 

| SECOND.—The low, wet swamps, often submerged in water, ~ - 

beds of ancient lakes, sloughs and fens. These demand care- 
ful attention. In no portion of the state is there such plateaus, - 

~ so much surface lying at a water level, and on which the water 
stands without natural drainage, as in these sandy lands. Some 
of these swamps are peat bogs, but more frequently they are 

covered only a few inches deep with a semi-peat, composed of _ 
| the decaying vegetation that has grown there. Generally they 

' are traversed by or connected with a running stream, which ~ | 
renders it difficult, if not impossible to drain sufficiently to | 
produce corn and other grains, or to adapt them for pasture | 
lands, though they can be made to yield some of the wet 

| meadow grasses. This difficulty of perfect drainage should 
not be obviated ; but on the contrary, advantage ought to be - 
taken of it, and the land if not naturally stocked, be planted |
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: to cranberries. Such lands may often be stripped of most of 
the surface,muck, to be carted to the dry lands, which, when 
sufficiently rotted, may be spread and incorporated into the 

. - surface, furnishing a soil of great value. In the meantime 
ee the swamp, wherever it can be flooded at pleasure, should be — 

fitted for the culture of cranberries. The manner of rearing, — : 

_ harvesting and marketing these berries, and the profits of the | 

--_ erop, belong to another hand, and must be passed, however 

- much we might be disposed to write of them. The wet lands’ : 
-_. of Wisconsin are situated in the narrow belt, where these ber- | 

ries grow. When the character of this soil, the facilities for | 

| : flooding ‘these swamps, and the climate are understood and ap- 
| plied in practice, these swamps will be found admirably | 

adapted to the growth of this crop. The unlimited demand | 
: for cranberries, the prices they always command, the facilities 

_ with which they may be transported to distant markets, and | 

the limited region in which they.can be grown, indicate that _ 
they will always command a: remunerative price for labor be- 
«stowed, and that no danger exists of a glutted market, even if | 

every piece of land which would produce them were planted, 

and wellstocked with vines. This isthe crop of all otherson 
-- | which the farmers, who possess such lands can rely for profit, = 

| and every piece of land that will produce them, should be 
planted with cranberriesin preference toany other crop. 

‘Those portions of the swamps not adapted to the culture of 
__ eranberries, may be sowed to some of the wet-meadow grasses, = 

| of which the fowl-meadow is preferable as a-hay crop, and is 
not liable to be destroyed by the frosts and ice in wiiter. | 

Ee Large hay crops fed on the farm, supply an important element ~ 

Coe for enriching the soil, and are the basis of large pilesof ma- 
>. nure for the cultivated fields. Other portions of these swamps 

might be profitably planted with the American larch, black | 
ash and white cedar, and thus be made to yield large profits, 

_‘ in supplying timber, fuel and shelter to the cultivated fields 

—  Patep,—The lands intermediate between the swamps and 

a the dry lands. These we have in great variety. Some por- |
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_. tions are dry most of the year, some are often submerged, and | ; 

others have water constantly in the low places, and every- | 

where just beneath the surface. On some portions there is a 

thick coat of decayed vegetable matter, and the surface is a 

mat of roots, that will decay in the soil when plowed ; on oth- 
ers the soil is very thin, and only plants of the lowest order, 

or of a purely aqueous growth are found. Other places have 
- a luxuriant growth of bushes and other plants, nourished by 

_ the moisture in the ground, the decaying material on the sur- 
face, and the great heat of the Wisconsif summers. All por- 
tions of these lands are wet, sour and mossy, and will not nat- 

urally grow either the best meadow grasses or other crops, un- 

til they are freed from stagnant water; yet very little of itis | 

 gosituated that it cannot be sufficiently drained to produce . 

| almost any cultivated crop. To these lands the farmers in the 

sandy regions must look for their main plow lands. When 

drained they will become warm, and the muck being incorpo- 

 yated with the sands of the surface, their tillage will be easy, 

and productive crops may be expected. 
: In cultivating sandy lands one principle must not be lost 

sight of, a continuous application of vegetable matter to the | 
surface of the ground to form and renew the soil; to act asa 

_ mulch during the heats of summer; to prevent the sand from | 

blowing by the winds, and’ to keep up the needed supply of 

plant food, for whatever crop may be grown. A large supply | 

of vegetable matter can be secured by using no fire in clearing 
- the land, or afterwards; but on the contrary burying all the 

small bushes, brush, weeds, and bogs with the plow. After- 

wards the supply must come from rearing such crops as will 

give the greatest amount of vegetable matter, that may fall — 
_' upon the ground where it grew, or that may be carted from 

the barn-yard. Straw and hay give the most vegetable matter, | 

and are best prepared for the use of the land after’ passing as 

food and bedding to cattle and horses) The more’concen- So 
trated manures furnished by sheep, hogs and fowls are better 

| adapted to lands of a clayey texture. Some of these animals
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_ should, however, be reared and kept on every farm. Grasses 
_ and grain, wherever they will grow, should form the principal 
--—-—s erops, and shduld be fed at the farm barn, and all the manure — 

_, be carefully spread on the surface, ee . 
+ From the best information furnished by science, of the man- _ 

/ ner in which plants grow, itis inferred that they findtheirmain 
| supply of food near the surface of the ground. From that fact - 

it may be adduced, that in the thin soils of the sand, the soil . 

_' \should always be kept, as far as possible on the surface, and nev- 
er be buried benéath a thick layer of the lower barren sand. _ 

Oo This principle is well understood and acted on by thetillers 
of the sands in the Southern States; and to it may be traced 

ee their opposition to the “turnover” plow, as they term the | 
| _. plows used in the Northern States. This sub-soil of barren 

on _ sand, ought nevertheless, to be stirred, thoughit be not brought 

| to the surface. Roots of plants in quest of water will penetrate 
into the ground, and the stirring of the sub-soil to the depth 
of eight, or even twelve inches, will greatly aid this plant ac- 

at tion. Such roots penetrating and decaying in the sand, will 
| __. in time form a soil to a_properdenth. After thatdepth of soil 

_. -has been obtained, the furrow may then be turned as deep as | 
po desirable. This result may be expedited by a free use of __ 

oO salt, wood-ashes, lime or sulpher, all of which dissolve the si- 
S lex of the sand, and fit it for the use of plants, hence a free 

| use of these or some of them, applied to the surface in connec- 
tion with vegetable manures, is of great value, and would large- 

| ly. compensate for a natural deficiency ‘of clay in the soil, or 
ae where that material cannot be procured; some orallof them 

| | are valuable on all Jands in this State. ¥ 
oe - Until a good depth of rich soil has been formed, the sur- | ' 
oe face only should be turned over ; and in these sands, the turn- 

. ing should be done while tlie herbage is yet green, or afterthe 
‘first frosts. The subsoil can be stirred by means of the teeth 

| or knives of a properly constructed cultivator, penetrating to 
the desired depth in the bed of the shallow furrow. Such an 

|. implement would thoroughly loosen the earth, but would not
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/ bring the barren sands to the surface. A plow and cultivator — | 
might be combined in sich manner as completely to mix and 

pulverize the surface, retaining the soil on the stirface, where the 
young plants and feeding rootlets of large plants would find 

their supply, and yet would furnish a good depth of mellow 
earth below, whence the plants could draw their supply of 

“water. - ee 

| Wherever there is sufficient vegetable matter in the soil to 

grow the plants, no lands in Wisconsin produce grain, corn or : 

_~ potatoes of so fine a quality as do these same sands. The 

| wheat. grows here heavy in the kernel, and the straw is so stiff 

that it seldom or never falls. Corn matures rapidly, and al- 

\ ‘ways is sound and ripe. Potatoes yield much larger crops, 

| ripen better, are more mealy and consequently are more nutri- 

| tious and valuable than those grown farther south, or on the 

+ clay soils. This is an exhaustive crop, but the proper manures 

to keep up the lands for its production are found in the fire- 
place and the stable. To these lands our large cities and vil- 

lages must yet look for their supply of this useful article of 

diet. . 

Whatever crops may be grown on these lands, those are | 
_ preferable which yield a large amount of leaves, straw or other 

_ vegetable matter, to be left where they grow, or returned to the | 
ground in the shape of stable manures. The grasses and 

-__ clovers are foremost of all, followed by corn and grains. These ~ 

~ need no special notice, as all will grow them, who grow any .— 

--- erop. But, a few special crops require a notice, and the pump- 4 

kin, squash, grapes, raspberries, blackberries, mustard, poppies | 

. and hemp will be spoken of. 
- Pumpkins and squashes should be largely grown on every 

| farm where sand predominates. The Hubbard squash is the © | 

best. What are not sent to market, will be eaten raw by all 
stock, and furnish a great amount of nutriment. The yield is | 
large, and they are easily preserved in adry cellar through | 
most of the winter, if gathered before they have been frozen 
in the fall. The seeds of pumpkins and squashes ought to be —
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| _ removed before feeding, as they contain but little nutriment, = 
and are injurious. They can, however, be manufactured into | , 
a valuable oil, and thus be made profitable. These vines can 
be grown by applying manure to the hills, and where thereisa 

_ deficiency of that useful material, a small supply will thusan- 
oe swer for a large extent of land. The leaves and vines remain 

on the surface, and bind the sands during the high windsof the 
cet fall and winter, and decaying readily will soon be incorpo- __ 

| rated into the soil. | 
These lands lie in the belt of the early ripening grapes,and Ty 

' - with proper care and a good supply of vegetable man ureslarge 
fos crops of grapes might be realized. The great heat of our sum- 
-, - mers, and the character of the soil would force grapes forward 

ina less number of days, than they would require on.more | 
tenacious soils, and in days less bright. The berries for the _ 

| same cause would mature better and contain more sugar, con- __ 
_ sequently make better wine, if raised for that purpose. The | 
great amount of foliage and trimmings of the vines will add 

| largely to the mulch needed, and furnish manure for the 
growth of the vines. Owing to the climate and soil the leaves 
and fruit would be entirely free from rot and mildew. Grape 

| culture would be very easy on such friable and perfectly | 
 dreined soils; and it is believed that one acre set in Dela- _ 

wares, well tended, and five years of age, would yield more 
Clear profit than ten acres planted to grain or grass; and the 
annual yield thereafter would continue. The presence oflarge 

_ ‘quantities of wild grape vines, indicate that this soil is conge- —- > 
| nial to the grape. a oS 

oe Many of these lands, and especially those north of the grape — | 
belt, are naturally set with raspberries and blackberries 

wherever mulch and wash have accumulated. These produce | 
/ _ yearly large cropsof fruit of excellent qualities. From these 

ee wild bushes stocks might be selected that would possess all 
the good qualities of the Antwerps, Doolittles and Lawton, 

- and. of sufficient hardiness under cultivation, to endure the ex- _ 

| cessive cold of Wisconsin winters. Near the stations: of the
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) railroads, these could be made profitable for market; and at 
more remote places they could be preserved or dried, and thus 

disposed of. Like grapevines, these bushes would add largely 
by their leaves and trimmings to the richness of the soil, per- 
haps a sufficient supply to keep up its fertility. 89 

-- Black mustard is a crop that delights in a sandy soil, and 

leaves a large amount of leaves and stalks to enrich it. All 
of this refuse should be allowed to rot on the surface, or be - 
buried in the soil while green. Few crops, when the modes | 
of handling are understood, yield more profit. Mustard seed | 

is brought to market as mustard flour, or manufactured into | 

_ table oil; in the production of which, it rivals the rape, olive 

and almond. Mustard seeds itself, and the land only requires 

working with a cultivator or harrow each spring as a prepar- 

ation for the crop. When required for other erdps, the land - 

is easily cleared by turning under the green plants, or by cul- | 

_ tivating corn. The soil would increase in‘ quality by con- 

| tinued croppings of mustard, as it does not exhaust the salts. 

Hemp is another crop which yields a very large amount of 

leaves, chaff, roots and stems. If the leaves are left in rotting, ~ 

and the shives are returned to the ground, they will be suffi- 
cient to maintain the fertility, and the soil will never depreci- 

_ ate while cultivated with hemp. If there is sufficient humus 

- in the soil to force the crop, returning the refuse afterwards, is 

all the soil requires. Hemp fibre is almost pure carbon, and 

the seeds are not allowed to mature when fibre is the object of 
the crop; therefore, as it takes the smallest portion of salts | 
from the soil, it exhausts the soil less than any other culti- 

vated crop. Its true value is less understood than any crop 
grown by our farmers. It is safe to estimate that for fibre it 

’ will produce from $75 to $100 per acre; and for seed from $50 : 
to. $75. There is no doubt of the possibility of growing and™ 

"maturing hemp in Wisconsin of better fibre than farther south, 
The seeds ‘may be sown in the fall, too late to sprout, or at 
the earliest possible period in the spring, on lands prepared in 
the fall. The young plants, unlike flax, are not destroyed by - 7
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. «spring frosts. When grown for fibre, hemp kills all other 
plants, as it covers and shades the entire surface. For seed it — 

must be grown in drills, and cultivated in its early growth. 
‘The yield is as hig as forty bushels of seed to the acre. Un- : 

like erdinary farm crops it prefers the-same tract of land from 
| --year to year, if its refuse is left on the ground. — 

ne en ' The large single flowered or opium poppy is another crop, 

- which, producing a large amount of leaves and stems, would — 

a - thrive well on these lands. After frosts or age have dried the 

--_— Jeaves, they will be eaten by cattle, horses and sheep; the same * 

Oo is also true of the mustard. The great value consists in the 

eas _ very large crop of seeds—from 20 to 40 bushels of 60 pounds 

oe to the acre—which are gathered by cutting off the bolls, so that 
SO -all-the leaves. and stalks are left on the ground to enrich it 

| These seeds produce fifty per cent. of oil superior to the olive, 

_ which can be extracted in any flax-seed mill, with less heat, ~ 

-._ The oil cake is far superior to linseed to feed cattle. The pop-_ 

spy matures tod rapidly in Wisconsin to be profitable for opi- 
“ um, All things considered, this would be an excellent crop  __ 

for the sandy lands, and the oil market cannot be overstocked. _ 

-._, Mustard and poppies have been named, and their culture 
- urged in this paper, because they will grow in lands of too thin 

Se soil: to produce any other crop, even grass; and for the 
- amount of vegetable matter they will yield, in the form of tap- 

os roots, leaves and stems, which will in a very few years convert 
mo drifting sands into a soil capable of yielding good cropsofclo- 

/ yer, grass and grain. “The objection to black mustard, that its : 
: -_ seeds will remain in the soil and spread to adjoining fields, can 

«tbe obviated by raising a smaller plant, the white seeded mus- . 

oo tard, which will not retain its vitality through the winter in 

eo - the ground. Such sandy lands as naturally grow only the ~ 

--—s most worthless and noxious weeds, will produce mustard and 

poppies; and their seeds, without injury to the amount of veg- 
a etable matter ‘left on the surface, ‘will yield a crop that will 

| | compensate for the labor bestowed, better than the crops usu- 
fee ally cultivated on the farm. Give these plants sand to bury =>
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their roots, water, light and air, and they will live, thrive and — oe 
mature their bountifal. supply of seeds, and decaying, leave 
their substance to enrich the soil forother crops 

In conclusion, it may be averred that these Potsdam sands, 
| and those in the magnesian strata, when knowledge and science : 

shall apply proper manures and rear crops adapted to the soil, | 

will become the most productive in the state. Then land that 
_ ig now unproductive and almost valueless, will become the — | 

best, richest and most desirable farms, more sought for than 

_ the more tenacious soils that surround them.
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DAIRY FARMING. ws 

| a oe ae, Prize Essay. . es oe | 

a eg BY REV. 8. B. LOOMIS, LONE ROCK. | 

’ Tt has not been many years’since the exclusive dairy became __ 
7 known, In the northern part of Herkimer county, New York, 

where frosts rule early in autumn and late in spring, where — 

oe Jong continued cropping and precarious harvests had compelled 
“some other way,” there the dairy exclusive was first formed. 

a ‘Backed as those northern towns were by continuous forests __ 
‘northward for éighty miles, situated also among the highlands 
of the Adirondack mountains, with springs and streams of the ce 

a _ purest water, with copious and frequent showers in summer, or 

and _ deep snows in winter, made them probably the best place in. 

os the world to give this important industry the rank and place oo, 

ee it has assumed, at present, among the other employments of 

So [That it hag proved profitable, it is only necessary tostudy > 

| the market reports of each week, as they are chronicled by the | 

om metropolitan and agricultural press, and also to become per- 
: - gonally acquainted with those families following thisavocation. ©. _ 

: Their homes, theix social position, all denote that it is as remu-— 

fees nerative as any branch of agrieulture.- It has an advantage © 

— over grain raising, as ordinarily pursued, in that it must-im- 

Bee prove the soil, while grain raising may deplete it. Another ad- — 

Pe vantage it has,that not only lands favorable to the raising cf 

a grain but those where the plow may not go, the hill sides, ra- 

ES vines, and the bluffs may be made to pay tribute; in fact, from 

oe ~ such sources the sweetest herbage is derived, to such places the | 

a herd instinctively wanders and from thence brings the burden
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of greatest reward; and also lands that are too wet for other — 
purposes may supply to'some extent, the demands of the dairy. | 

THe Pasture should be formed from grasses blooming in | 
succession, from May to September ; different varieties in close | 

_- proximity, forming a seamless turf, where weeds should have 
no place to grow. Such a condition is not secured in one year ; | 
it requires several. Weeds will appear during iwo or three _ 
years after seeding, and should be cut down with the seythe or 
mower before the ripening of their seeds. While to all weeds 

the scythe is destruction, nature has provided that the grasses 
shall not suffer by its use. | | 

A well established turf farnishes. more nutritious herbage 

than one in process of formation ; the herd will neglect the lat- 

ter for the former where the opportunity is given. = 

Those farms where dairying has proved most successful | 
have pastures that have never been disturbed with the plow. | | 

‘Twenty years is short enough time to fully establish a first: | 

class pasture: England boasts of those that are rich with two 
hundred years of cropping, and show no sign of distress for 

want of scarifying. | 

Munepine Pastures.— We have found that the best method 

of mulching is to withdraw the herd in August, and let the _ 
growth fali down in autumn to protect the grass roots in winter ; 

- but as this is not always practicable, the use of straw secures 

a greatimprovement. To those who have never tried this cheap. | | 

manure we. can say from actual experiment that its beneficial | 
‘. results will be found marked and permanent. It may be ap-_ 

plied at any time of the year; it is never in the way; it decays 

slowly ; keeps the earth moist—an important item for abundant _ 
| feed ; furnishes nourishment to the plants without adding a 

“rank flavor to be communicated to the milk; it will cover a | 
_ far greater area when spread dry than when left to decay in. | 

the stack or rot in the yard to be then applied, and requires” | 

far less labor. Beyond what is necessary to make the stock 7 
~ comfortable in the winter season, straw should be spread to te 

12—AG. TR. : | ‘ ‘
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-  _ make the grass roots warm in winter, coolinsummerand moist _ 

| It is found necessary, sometimes, to scarify with a sharp 

| cutting harrow’the surface of pastures, and if there be any | 
| -— places not sufficiently seeded, (not thi¢k enough,) to sowseeds 

_ to increase the number of plants. The best time for this work 
7 we have found to be in the last of August or first of Septem- ~ 

ber, to.be succeeded with mulching. an a 
‘We have said nothing of barn yard manure because we 

| _ deem it best applied elsewhere; but of the use of gypsum we | 

_ can speak highly especially. where white and red clover form 
part of the forage plants; it is considered essential among the 

- dairy farmers of central New York. See | 

ss SornING «as an adjunct to pasturage has attracted 
7 much attention of late years, and has been more or less fol- 

7 lowed by the best farmers, particularly those who have pur- | 

_ sued the plan of giving their pastures the opportunity to re-_ 
_-_-- guperate before the winter cold begins, and also during the ear- 
; _ lier growth of grass. In the last of May and during the month of 

June a small quantity of sweet hay will be eaten with avidity 
by dairy cows, placed before them while in the milking 

: stall; it serves to antidote the fluid. state of the droppings, 
| while it adds perceptably to the flow of.milk.. Later in the 

season, when the astringent qualities of the grasses become ap- 

- - parent, corn fed green, or better, when wilted by the sun, takes 

a the place of grass, and comes as near to being a perfect substi- { 

tute for it as any plant yet used for the purpose. Until land 

shall be dearer and labor cheaper, soiling will not be generally, 
| | or at least, entirely practiced, yet at seventy dollars an acre, it 

7 _ seems like waste to give a place to pasturage in any arrange- | 

| | ‘ment of the farm. At present it isa necessity; with so much 

uncultivated land, with farms in size partaking more of the na- 
ture of ranches we shall have to go on in the old ruts, till the | 

7 new and better highway is formed. AG ee 

| _ This brings us to consider the farm with reference to the 
winter feed-of stock, ao ae - ioe
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THE Meapow furnishes the material best calculated to 
sustain the life of the stock, contributing the exact substance | 

necessary to form flesh and furnish milk, when made of the : 

best variety of grasses. In preparing the ground fora  _ 
meadow it is of the highest importance that the mechanical 

 eondition of the soil should be attended to, that it should be, 
_ finely pulverized and to a depth of one foot at a minimum 

- measurement ; it should be naturally or artificially under- 
drained so as to be neither water-logged in wet weather nor 
hardened to the consistence of brick when dry; while the 
chemical condition should be such as the word “ rich” conveys 

| to the mind. ‘The meadow, is not for one year, but for many; 

therefore, the surface should be as smooth as the harrow and 
roller can make it, to facilitate the gathering of the crop in as 

cheap andrapida manner as possible sit 

- The quantity of seed necessary to stock an acre of land | 

should be determined somewhat by the quality of the land to 

be seeded the first quality needing less than that which is less . 
fertile. Enough should be sown to ensure a “catch ” suff- 

ciently thick to make the plants fine and more succulent than _ 

that which is produced from thin seeding, which is usually 
coarse and harsh, with too much woody fibre. In my own 

practice twelve quarts of timothy and four quarts of medium 

: red clover have been sufficient. Should Alsike clover be added,. 

_ one quart would make an improvement, while June grass, — 
' red top and white clover will soon find the way. to, and fill ll: | 

vacant places, The time of seeding should be as early in the 

spring as the condition of the soil will admit, or, if in autamn, | 

the last of August or the first of September, not later than the 
fifteenth. We have had the best results at the last named 
period. 
_ With what crop shall we seed down? If our main ~ | 
object be to establish the meadow, we would answer with 

- none of them, but if any, we would name barley in the spring 
seeding, or rye in the autumn ; but it is not best to so tempt | 
Providence with our penuriousness; not well to make either |
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__ fand_or beast carry double, as one or the other of the burdens _ 
: will be likely to be thrown. The seed should be covered by 

_ dragging with a fine harrow or with a bush. prepared for the 

- purpose. = | Re Te 

| To maintain the meadow and have its production profitable 
for a long term of years, avoiding the labor the plow imposes, 
and the expense entailed by re-seeding is certainly anobjecttobe 

desired. ‘To secure permanence, the first thing to be avoided 
ig, the ripening of the seeds of the grass. While it is yet 

_ grass, while the strength is in the stalk, and leaf, it should be 

cut down; it contains at this stage of its growth that nutri- | 
| - ment which the herd can appropriate and give returns for in 

-_-If mowing early be the first great: rule, the second is like 

unto it, viz: Abstain from making a pasture of your meadow. 
| Let the after growth go down upon the ground; when the — 

: earth is frozen it will be a protection to the roots; when it de- — 

| cays it will be their nourishment. Should there be sufficient . 
to make a covering for the mice, a few days tramping by the 

% cattle in the early winter will dispose of them; in any event 
- their teeth are not so dangerous as those of colts and sheep. 

|. "What is true of autumn feeding of meadows is much more 
applicable to spring pasturing, for then the ground is capable 

| of being. made rough by trampling, and two evils follow in- * 
stead of one. We have seen a meadow of thirty years stand- — 

| ing, with not the best of soil to sustain it, yielding desirable 
and remunerative returns, treated as above indicated, without — 

any manure whatever, save that supplied from nature’slab- __ 
ratory tempered with light, heat and. moisture. Upon that 

| meadow there had not a foot pressed in those thirty years ex- 

| : cept what were necessary to cut and harvest the crop. ts 

ae Whatever course we may pursue in manuring plow lands 

for the raising of grain, there is but one way to enrich the | 
| meadow, that is by top-dressing. ~ ‘The mineral manures within 

- the reach of the majority of farmers are gypsum (land plaster,) 
- wood ashes and salt. Of ‘gypsum, my experience makes it
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' Invaluable, while the effects of wood ashes are barely percepti- os 

| ble on most soils. Salt is spoken of highly bythose whohave 
used it as a fertilizer. The best returns from the useofland 
plaster with me, have been where sown upon clover at that stage 

of its srowth when the leaf is near a quarter inch in diameter. 
Not more than one hundred pounds to the acre need be sown : 

- more than that quantity will be wasted. My neighbors speak 
highly of results from carly sowing, as soon as the snow melts 

in the spring. , 
. Wood ashes are highly appreciated in those sections of the 

country where cropping has been long continued. Near the 

Atlantic seaboard ashes find a ready sale at twenty-five cents 

_ per bushel after being leached. It will be well to use all that a 

may be made upon the farm, and where the capital exists, what - 
can be purchased at the reasonable rates now prevailing. One 

| of the best farms known to the writer had upon it an ashery, 

from which ashes were drawn and spread after being leached: | 

thousands of bushels each year for over twenty years. The | 
effects were shown upon the grass, clover and all kinds of 

cereals, while potatoes and turnips were marvelous in their 
yield. Farmers cannot go amiss in saving ashes. 

The stables must be resorted to as the best and greatest 

| source of fertilizing material yet known to agriculture. The | 

_ most important business of the farmer is to increase manurial 

substance, and apply it where. most needed. The dairy far- | 

| mer is happily placed for this object. To save all, both liquid 
and solid substances, within his province will be the test of his | 

' good husbandry and the measure of his prosperity. Capital 
cannot be better used than for erecting such buildings as will 
secure the manure crop, and to prepare it for application to the 

surface of the meadow. The time to apply itis, at all times 
when there is not a growing crop to be harvested in the way. a 

.'The best time is immediately after the crop has been removed 
and continued until the grass begins to grow in the spring. 

Much has been said and written upon the best time to manure, 

some say when the ground is moist, others when dry, one in | 
autumn, another in spring, one when the manure is fresh, |
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—— another when well rotted. All times have proven best forme, 

when I had leisure to haul it, or manure to haul. The earth — 
7 is jealous of the air, and will fix the essential properties with 
| great rapidity, that nothing be lost, except where man in his | 

- singular ingenuity may pile it by half loads, to prevent the 
-» earth from appropriating, and even then it will show its vora- . 
-* giousness by the spotted appearance of the fields long after. _ 

| Spread as soon as possible, and when the first rain has through- 

__. ly softened the lumps, sweep the field with a smoothing harrow - 

or brush and the work will be well done. 

Great profit will be found in mulching meadows with straw 
in the winter and early spring. By this process the yield has _ 

» been doubled in a single season, and there has never been an 

instance in my experience that the crop has not been largely __ 
improved. I cannot urge the farmers too much to try the plan 

/ for themselves. The objection usually urged, that the rake | 
will mix the straw and hay and both will be carried to the — 

= stack together, is practically small. ‘The revolving horse rake | 
_ scarcely disturbs the mulch, but the steel tooth sulky rake 

will require more careful management. In a moist season, and 

_.. especially when plaster has been sown, the straw will be de- 
| cayed; in a dry season there will be but little trouble, well re- 

, -- munerated. Let none but the most careful (and we would add, | 

| interested person) be employed in spreading the strawin order 
to secure a thin and even coating. oo 

cs ~ To build up and maintain a dairy farm. asset forth in these 

pages, would seem to be an easy task, yet there is more in the | 

man than in the surroundings. There are but few first-class _ 

| dairymen ; such have dairies corresponding. While itisquite 
essential that there should be a rich and well managed farm, _ 

_. this is only one of the many items that must be combined to 
, thé attainment of the greatest success. In observing the wide 

7 difference between dairymen on adjoining farms of equal fer- 

tility in the net results, in not only one but many seasons, we 

arrive at the conclusion that good first-class dairymen are . 
— € born, not made.” The first-class are those who,inagood 

7 season, from selected cows, will average six hundred pounds of |
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cheese to the cow ; individuals have gone as high as eight hun- | 

dred, but such are rare. The second, and popular class (that | 
is the majority) do not reach the half of eight hundred. The 
profit of dairying isin going above’ three hundred and fifty | 

| pounds of cheese to the cow in one season’s milking; hence 
the importance of keeping only the best ‘milking stock. = 

| ‘The difference between a good cow anda poor one for the 

dairy is the difference between success and failure. A poor 
cow is to be estimated by the pounds of flesh she carries—a | 
good one by the milk she gives, the former may be worth say | 

twenty dollars, the latter twice and thrice that sum in propor- : 
tion to the milk given. Cows are purchased at thirty dollars 

that are costly, others at one hundred, that are cheap. In dairy 

. districts we have seen cows sold from one hundred to one hun- 
dred and fifty dollars, and were cheaper, as their work would ‘- : 

_ - show, than others at the same sales that were disposed of at > 
- forty dollars; the former hada record not disputable, the lat- 

ter were known as fair milkers only. | 
How to raise the best cows is a difficult question to answer, | 

as there are. so many contingencies to be considered. Some- 
times an extra’ milker is bred from an indifferent one, while 

on the other hand, a good cow may have but an ordinary | 

milker.; yet a first class cow must be looked to as the dam 
for good milkers. It is of importance that tho sire should be | 

_ descended from the best milking stock as well as the dam. A 

| poor cow may be expected to produce better than herself with 

such a sire to the calf at the first cross, after that, all “signs” : 

may fail. It is folly to attempt to raise a good dairy from 
| poor bulls, let the cows be what they may. The first requisite | 

| then is to find a bull that has been bred from milking stock : 

until the type is fixed in him, and then breed to that type, oe 
breeding “in and in” to the point where some sign is shown 
of deterioration. Such a course of breeding has given us the _ 
“Booth” and “ Bates’” type of cattle; the “ Leicester” and 

: “South Down,” among sheep; such breeding will give us | 

milkers as well. — oo ES 

| [To determine which of all the bloods and breeds extant to
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- choose from,.is to simply follow. fancy, or rather, faith, An 
— old and successful farmer says, “ the breed that you have most _ 

ss faith in.” The question of feed in pasture and barn should be | 
consulted. _ One person may be so placed that the “Bates” _ 

— breed of. short-horns would be best ; another where the Devon 

or Ayrshire would be the sort; another that the “ Jersey re 
a should be chosen; and yet another where the diminutive 

| _ “Kerry cow” would be most profitable. One cannot go amiss 
| _ in‘choosing from either of the breeds mentioned to cross upon 

oo native cows, if the milking characteristics are established in the 

| — “regular succession,” | a 
Milk must first be put in the mouth before it can be found 

in the pail, let the breed be what it may. The feed and care _ 
requisite to the highest success has as. much to do as breed or 

| blood ; a good feeder and careful handler will take the: average 

| native cow and do more with her than the opposite style of 
- farmer will do with any breed known. “ Biood, will tell,” but 

| it myst have a chance. Thecow, the mother of the calf, should 
- be fed with the express object of making the progeny a supe- 

| rior milker; the dam should rest from the pail at least four 
- months, in order to properly develop the young. It is usual, 

: to some extent, to feed coarse fodder, such as straw and poor 

___ hay during this period; a great. mistake, if profit is an object. 
| _- The calf is to be grown, and the cow to lay up a store of flesh | 

| and fat for the draft to be made upon her through the milking __ 

season; the idea that flesh is to be discarded in order to pro- 
| _ duce milk will be exploded whenever. the theory is put to a 

practical test. Some cows will milk themselves away to an . 

extent during summer, and the business of the feeder is to put 

} it on during winter. | 
| - Food should be given in abundance and of a nature to furnish — | 

milk. To see how much the cow can digest, should be the | 
aim of the farmer, not how little the cow will eat and live. ae 

_ The calf on its appearance should remain with the dam 
| only time enough to draw the first milk, and then be removed 

from sight and hearing if possible. It will learn to drink the | 
a sooner, and will worry less. — Regularity in feeding, ke it twice
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or thrice a day, is of the first importance ; for the first month _ 

new milk is indispensible; after that time whey may be profi- 
tably fed with a pint of ground oats to a gallon of whey; a 

the oats to be fed dry. Oil meal may be used with good ef- 
fect, as we have tried ; one half the quantity named above. 
Grass, all they desire, should be allowed them. At four or five. 
months the whey should be taken off, and the best of after- — , 

‘math given with all the pumpkins they can eat, until they 
come to the feeding yard or stables From that time until 

grass comes in the spring give them the best of early cut hay 

with their allowance of oat or oil meal, and they will grow | 
‘like calves of the stall.” | 

’ It is best to develop the milk-producing qualities as early | 

as possible; for this purpose they should be allowed to give 
milk at two years of age. If they prove to be large milkers 

to the extent of reducing their muscular vigor, they should go’ 

farrow the third year. The best farmers practice this course | 

with success. The first season should bea long one, milking 

at least nine months in order to establish this habit, which will 
be found very strong when once fixed. | 

What I have written is the result of my own experience— 
except where otherwise stated—and the experience as well, of 

_ those who have been most successful in the handling of the _ 
_ dairy. Born and reared among the hills of Herkimer county, 

‘New York, where dairying is the one specialty, having been _ 

witness and partner of the prosperity growing therefrom, I can | 
but urge my fellow farmers to change their method somewhat 

' from grain-raising entirely to the dairy in part, believing that 
greater prosperity will result from their manly toil, and that they — 
will sooner reach the goal of INDEPENDENT FARMERS. -
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ON THE CULTIVATION OF THE CRANBERRY. — 

| | Prize Essay. SEB 

! eee _ BY G. N. SMITH, BERLIN. | 

In preparing this article on Cranberry. culture, for the con- 

| 7 sideration of the Wisconsin. State Agricultural Society, my — 
aim will be to make it practical—adapted to the wants of those 
engaged in the business of growing this valuable and popular _ 

a fruit, for which many extensive marshes, lying within the lim- 

_ its of our state, are-so naturally adapted. i 
| poe a 2. : 

- Varretizs—There are two distinct species of the cranberry = 
growing naturally in Wisconsin—the small Vaccinium Oxy- 

_coceus, the runners of which are very fine and thread-like, 

a growing from six to ten inches long. There are several varie- 

ties of them, and various shapes, and usually known as the 
Tamarack berry, being in form mostly spherical or cherry 

: shape, of light brown color with white spots; others, in form 

| and color, resemble the large or American cranberry—in qual- es 

| ity they are excellent, but the yield of fruit.is so small that 

| the cost of gathering almost equals their value in market. It 
| - flowers and ripens its fruit a few days earlier than the larger | 

sorts. | | 
The large, or American cranberry, Vaccinium Macrocarpon, — 

| - sends out runners from two to four feet in a season, trailing 

_.  glose to the ground, and at intervals of a few inches it forms | 

| roots from which the uprights spring, being from six to twelve 
| inches in height and are the fruit bearing branches. The 

oF leaves are oblong in shape and about half an inch in length, 

| and on the under side are covered with a whitish bloom. It 
a flowers from the 25th of June to the 10th of July, according
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| to the season. The berries are from a quarter of an inch toan i 

‘inch in diameter, of light green color until ripe, when they be- | 
come a bright red, and if fully exposed to the sun, a very dark 
red or nearly black. Itis the most valuable of all the cran- 

berries, and is native to the open marshes adjoining the Tam- 
arack swamps, where there is a considerable depth of partly 
decomposed vegetable matter in the form of muck or peat 

combined with a silicious sand, but is found in no other kind | 

of soil. The leading and the most productive of all varieties 

of this species of cranberry appear to be four in number, viz., 

those known as Bell, Bugle, Egg and Cherry. Although not 

superior in quality, if equal to the smaller sorts, they bring 
the highest price in market on account of their large size and 

attractive appearance. There is no difference in’ the appear- ‘ 
ance of the vines of the different varieties, all being identical 
in every particular. Like other fruits, the size of the cranberry 
depends very much on the condition of the ground en which 

' they grow; and herein is the great and important point in 
cranberry culture. A large sized berry, although not intrinsi- 
cally more valuable, is more rapidly and consequently more 
cheaply gathered, and will bring from one to three dollars more 

in market than the smaller sized berries of the same varieties ; 

therefore it will be readily seen that it is important, as regards 

_ profits, to: have a large, deeply colored berry, well enameled, — 

hard and firm and possessing long-keeping qualitie. =» = | 

| Locarton.—Any person who intends to comménce the bus- 
iness of growing cranberries, should bear in mind the advan- 

_ tages to be gained in the selection of a site naturally adapted : 

to the purpose If the vines are already growing naturally, it 

is sufficient evidence, that so far as the soil is concerned, it is 

all right; but there are other considerations besides adaptabil- | 
ity of the soil. An extensive open marsh is greatly to be pre- | 
ferred to a small one surrounded with timber, as the frost will . | 

- frequently injure the blossom or the fruit on the small one, 

while on the larger one no injury will occur in consequence 
of a free circulation of air. — ns a |
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Te should also be kept in mind, that no other soil than the 
___ alluvium—that is, soil made by deposits from the overflow or 

| wash of water, such soil being decomposed, (or partially so,) 
vegetable matter, combined with silex—will successfully pro- 
duce the cranberry; and this matter has been so often tested 

| at the east, it may be considered as an established fact. There- 

fore, all soils not of this nature are to be avoided. Clay and 

| loam will prove fatal to the piant. Oe 

Another consideration, and itis an important one, is the fa- 

cilities for drainage and flowing. For the latter purpcse, itis 

_ desirable that a sufficient supply of water should be had atall | 

- seasons, especially during the fall and early winter, as flowage 

| proves a great protection to vines against the extreme cold, : 

destroys all insects and their germs and fertilizes the land. 
‘Thorough and rapid drainage is equally important; the best 

_ drained land produces the largest berries, and unless the water | 

can be taken off rapidly, the vines are liable to serious dam- 

_ age in the warm season, by heavy rains, ae | 
The vines on our marshes, before they were improved by 

ditching, have been often injured in consequence of the water 

a remaining on them during the warm weather, and it required 
_ one or more seasons for them to recuperate and comeagaininto 

| bearing, - Ce De 

: Dircuzs anp Dams.—The first work to be done on a marsh | 

) for growing cranberries, whether stocked with vines or not, 

should be its drainage. The number of ditches, their width 

- and depth will depend much on its condition and location, but | 

thorough and rapid drainage is the object to beaitained. Ifthe _ 
- land is quite level, the more numerous tke lateral ditches 

should be. The main ditch should be at least thirty mches | 

deep, and in width from six to ten feet, according to the area _ 

ee of the marsh to be drained. The lateral ditches should be not 

“less than two feet wide, and if there is but little descent, not 
| more than five rods apart, but if the water moves off quickly, . 

| twice that distance will answer. A goodslopeshould begiven 
-to the ditches, as the sides will be less liable to cave than when 

gut perpendicular. | Oo |
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In building the dam, it would be well to keep in mind “that 
a thing that is worth doing is worth doing well,” especially in a 
matter of this kind, and it is a good rule to make the base in 
width equal, or nearly so, to once and a half the height neces- 
sary to raise the water. There should be a space of at least 
two feet between the base of the dam and the ditches running 
parallel with the dam. If the material from these ditches is — 

| alone used for the construction of the dam, it cannot be de- | 

pended on to hold the water unless allowed to settle one year 
before the water is raised against it; but if sand is used for 

filling the center, and the ditch below the dam is also filled | 
with it, the water can be raised against it immediately if neces- 

sary. The width of the parallel ditches above and below the 
‘dam should be equal to the necessary height of the dam—the 

sods being cut in equal width and length and laid up on edge, 

breaking jointsinlayingup. = = 
The width of the gate should be greater than that of the 

main ditch, as the parallel ditches are to discharge at the same 
time, and in case of heavy freshets in the spring and summer, 

the water cannot flow off too rapidly. In placing the sills to 

the gate the timbers should rest on the hard soil, if possible, 
but if too deep, after they are in position, fill in around them 

with sand freely, and after planking, it should be well filled . 

‘and rammed down behind. Plank should be driven down in 

front of the gate, extending several feet beyond on each side, ( 
to prevent the water from working underneath. All the work | 
must be thoroughly done to render it effectual and permanent. 

° QULTIVATION AND PLANTine.—The cranberry growers of _ 
| Wisconsin have had but few years’ experience in growing the : 

__ eranberry, and all the cultivation that has been bestowed on | 
: them has been in putting the marshes in good condition by 

draining and flowing; but good results have followed with the 
| comparatively small amount of labor expended in this direc- 
tion. Where the marshes were stocked with native vines, ditches 
have been made to take off the surplus water during the warm 
season and dams and gates erected for flooding them’ during
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_ the cold season, and it has been found that the more thorough- - 

| ly the work has been done, larger fruit and a greater pro- 
duct have followed. | With one or two exceptions this is the 
extent of the cultivation bestowed. As yet there seems to be | 

no necessity for covering the land from four to eight inches 

with sand, as practised by eastern growers, as our lands com- 
_.. Dine the right proportion of silex with peat to produce the , 

ae cranberry in perfection. . 
| ) - Planting the vines has been quite extensively tried in the 

| open marshes in this vicinity, and in every instance they have _ 
7 - grown vigorously, and promise to have full possession of the == 

_ ground in a few years, and yield abundant crops. Inafew _ 
| instances they have been planted on land which had been un- _ 

~ der the plow fora number of years. The vines have flour- 
‘ished, but the expense of keeping the ground clear of weeds . 

has been considerable. Messrs. Williams & Pier, of Pine Riv- - 
er, commenced this operation three years ago, and have planted 
from year to year, until they have now about thirty-five acres | 

a on their upland, and about fifteen acres on the grass in the open | 

marsh, where no cultivation has been given. The first planted | 
'---_- vines have now full possession of the ground and are yielding 

_ _ good crops. All the others promise finely, yet Mr. Williams 

: informed me lately that he gave the preference in planting to 

" the native sod ; the grass was no obstacle to the growth of the 
: vines, but on the contrary’ it seemed a protection to them 

against the winds and extreme heat. Other parties, to a lim- 
i ited extent, have removed the sod and planted the vines on 

| the clean soil, and they have grown well. Wherethe landis | 
| | foul with fever few, laurel (known as wild sage) and other 

— weeds, the operation of removing the sod will be necessary, — 

| and although the work will cost in the vicinity of fifty dollars _ 
per acre, it will no doubt be a paying operation, if the land is | 

| _ favorably located and right in every other respect. 
The method of planting the vines is simply to puncture the | 

a sod, insert from two to four slips, and press them down with | 
- the foot, using a small line six or eight rods long as a guide— 

planting three feet aparteach way. If planted nearer together
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the vines would sooner have the ground, but the expense , 

would of course be greater. = | 

_ ‘Evemtes.—The cranberry grower has more or less enemies 
to contend against, and unless they are overcome the loss of 
a whole ora part of the crop will be the consequence. The 
most formidable of these are the vine worm, the fruit worm 

* ‘and that pest of the marshes, the pale laurel, generally known 7 
_ as wild sage. The two former can be overcome comparatively 

“ easy, if the experience of the eastern and western growers is 

of any value, by early and late flooding of the vines; this 
remedy has been found in almost every case effectual. But 

the laurel cannot be so readily controlled, as flooding suf- __ 
ficiently long to destroy it would also destroy the vines. The 
only known ways to effect its destruction is to mow it for 

| several years, as often as it attains sufficient size, or to remove | 

the turf to the depth of three inches, putting it in piles and 

when dry burn it. In appearance it resembles an enlarged 
cranberry vine and belongs to the same family of plants—the | | 

Heath family. I think but few cranberry growers are fully 

aware of the formidabie nature of the laurel when it once 

‘obtains a foothold among the vines, it being a third or half 

larger in size, is as vigorous and hardy in its habits, as per- | 

sistent in its growth, and always takes full possession of the 
land to the exclusion of every thing else. It propogates itself 

by pushing its roots under ‘ground and sending up its 
| branches at intervals of a few inches, on which the seed is 

| produced. When the marsh is flooded these seed are carried 
to every part of it, and wherever deposited are sure to pro- 

| duce new plants. The result is, that the land is readily - 

_ stocked with it, and unless destroyed at sight, will soon have 
full possession. ee 
ot would especially call the attention of cranberry growers to’ 

the necessity of commencing a war of extermination on this 

plant, as it is the worst enemy with which they willjhave to | 

contend ; and commence at once, before it has destroyed their 
vines. | Soe
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__ By referring to an article on the habits of the vine worm, in 
a report to the Cape Cod Grower’s Association, in 1869, by 

Wm. ©. Fish, Esq., we learn that “these worms hatch some- 
| where about the 20th of May, from eggs that. have remained 

: upon the vines all winter. These eggs area flat, cizcular scale 
of a honey yellow color, and measure about three-tenths of an | 

inch. Just before the time for the egg to hatch, the black _ 
head of the young worm can be seen through the skin with © 
the naked eye. When hatched, the young worm immediately 
finds its way to the end of the young shoot and commences to 

- _ feed on the tenderest leaves, drawing some of them together __ 

with its web for shelter. It is.at this time of a pale, yellow. 
oo colot, with a black head. In this way they continue to work, 

drawing more leaves together, and feeding first on the tender- — 
est parts and then upor the older leaves. When very numer- 

ous, they will eat most of the leaves and tender shoots, 
- leaving very little except dry stems. They attain their full 

ss size in about two weeks after hatching, and arethen about0.45 

| | of an inch. in length, having become a dull yellow green, with 

| “Tt now prepares to pass from the larva to the pupa state, by spinning a | 

| - slight cocoon among the dead leaves or among the litter at the surface of 

| the ground, and within this the worm becomes a pupa or chrysalis, as ‘it is 

| ! sometimes called. This pupa is about 0.25 of an inch in. length, and is 

light brownin color, | | | 

| « Remaining quiet in this state for from ten to thirteen days, it then works ‘ 

its way partly out of the cocoon—the skin splits and the moth escapes. . 

x * * #. «Water is,and probably always will be, the most effective 

| | agent in destroying this insect. | 

a «Those that have this convenient will find it best, 1 think, to flow their | 

bogs once or twice between the 10th of May and the 7th of June—that is, 

if they let off the water early in the spring. If they keep the water on un-— 

tilthe first of June, it would be well to flow two or three times during the | 

month.” | - a ee 
a The foregoing descripiion of the vine worm and its habits, is . 

: probably the-best yet given, and the grower will at once see 

a the importance af flooding the marshes, for the destruction of 

this enemy. , EE on | |
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IMPROVEMENTS.—Many of the marshes in this vicinity, but 
a few years ago in their iatural state, were unproductive, but | 
have recently become. remunerative, yielding fair crops with 
but comparatively little expenditure. Yet they have not un- 
der the small improvement made on them produced scarcel ya 
fraction of what they are capable of doing with a more thorough 

and systematic working. Some of the owners of cranberry 
lands have so fally realized this, that they have spared no ex- 
pense necessary to fully develop their resources, for which they 
are receiving large returns. 
Among the best improved lands, are those of Mason Rad- 

dock & Co., J. D. Walter, J. D. Williams, and last but not least 
. HD. Sackett. The last named property, is the oldest im- 

proved marsh in the state, and has for many years yielded.a large 
annual income, so large, that it would be deemed an exag- 

geration to name its real value. The present year’s crop from 
it, has amounted to four thousand barrels, which at the market 
price here would reach the sum of $45.000; but “Sackett’s | 
Bell and Bugle Cranberries ” are not seld at the current rates 
of other brands. They bring in Chicago, St. Louis, San Fran- 

__ eisco and other markets from two to four dollars more per bar- 
rel. This extra price is obtained because Mr. Sackett doves 
not allow the fruit to pass out of his hands without being as- 

sorted and well cured—being in condition to keep if necessary 
until another crop is ripened ; and also because his marsh is so 
finely located and naturally adapted to the growth of the cran- - 
berry, that they are produced in perfection. = = 

Mr. Sackett has the past season built a warehouse on his 

premises for the purpose of handling the berries, which is a 
model of its kind, and characteristic of a live western man. 
It was built under his personal supervision by day’s work ; and 

‘as Many institutions of the kind of greater or less extent will 
soon be wanted, perhaps a brief description of it may be use. 
ful. Its dimensions are 144 feet in length and 48 feet in width. 
—four stories high, resting on a stone foundation. Through ) 
the center of the upper story a track is laid, elevated a foot or 
more above the floor, and on each side of the track are bins 

13—Aa@. Tr. |
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for receiving the cranberries. The uext two floors are divided 

, into 16 feet bins, 26 to each floor, holding about fifty bushels — 

~ each when six inches deep on the floor. The lower story has 

7 ‘a capacity for storing from 4000 to 5000 barrels, for which pur- 

a pose it is used, and also for cleaning and barreling the berries. 

7 ; On the east-end of the building outside, under aroof, isoneof 

| -_Budy’s patent hoisting machines, with which one man power | 

| will raise a car load of berries to the top of the building. From 

> the warehouse extending to the marsh, a track, made in sec- 

‘ tions of 16 feet, is laid down, constructed of 2x4 scantling for 

rails laid upon inch boards, which can be easily changed to any 

| part of the marsh required. The car, which holds about fifty 

| bushels, is run to the vicinity of the pickers—the berries meas- 

‘ured into it, and when full is run to the ‘warehouse, on to the 

- - platform to which the hoisting apparatus is attached. It is 

| then hoisted to the third story and run to any part of the floor — 

| desired. The slides, one on each side, are opened and the ber- | 

_ ries are discharged into the bins. From these bins they are 

- spouted to the floors below; when they reach the second floor 

| they are dry, and there remain until they have undergone the 

_-—-- sweating process; from thence they pass to the lower floorand 

| are cleaned by running through a fanning mill and, if necessary: 

are then assorted by hand. The barrels hold just three bush- 

els, and are thoroughly shaken down before heading up. H 
| ~will be seen that Mr. Sackett has the means and appliances to 

put his fruit in perfect order before they go into market, and 

when they come into competition with eastern cranberries, as _ | 

. the saying is, the latter are nowhere. 

Oo Prices, Propucts, Etc.—As the business of ctanberry- 

growing increases and thousanas of bushels are added to the 
| annual product, the question very naturally arises, will not 

| the supply, before many years, exceed the demand, and the ar- 
ticle besome so low in price that it will not pay? I answer, | 

that when the amount sold in our market was one thousand 

bushels or less, seventy-five cents per bushel was the going 
price, and it seldom exceeded one dollar; but as the quantity
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increased the price increased also, and for the past five years 
it has averaged at least ten dollars per barrel of three bushels. 
Yet it is not expected that the present prices will be obtained | 
in the future; and it is not desirable that they should be, as 
this would make them an expensive luxury, instead of an ar- 
ticle in common use, as they should be. Yet if the price 
should be reduced one half, the business would be largely re- 
munerative, and the consumption would be increased im- ~ 
mensely. It is quite certain that the future cranberry grower | 
will have a more widely extended market than at the present. 

Considering the small amount of land on which the cranberry 
can be raised, compared with the Mississippi valley and the 
country west to the Pacific, it would seem that no fears can | 
reasonably be entertained as to a demand in the years to come. 
The last year’s crop in this section, as near as can be esti- | 

mated, will amount to nearly 15,000 barrels, against 11,000 | 
barrels in 1870. The price has averaged about the same, not- . 
withstanding the heaviest dealers in the article in Chicago 
were prevented by the great fire from distributing the usual 

_ annual supply to their customers. Everything considered, it 
is safe to say, that the cranberry business will prove profitable 
to the grower for many years to come, |
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PLANTING AND MANAGEMENT OF A VINEYARD, — 

cag Prize Essay. ae 

| BY C. H. GREENMAN, MILTON. => 

7 The practical cultivators of grapes in Wisconsin very soon 

| found that the accepted mode of managing a vineyard in the 

| southern and middle states was not adapted to general use 
| here. This, in the main, is owing to the variableness of our 

climate. Our mean temperature, for the four months com- 
Seas mencing with June and ending with September, corresponds 

| with that of: the latitude of Baltimore, and from this fact the 

| uninitiated would readily suppose that grapes could be grown 

here the same as there; but on the other hand, the mean tem- 

ss perature of our winter months is nearly the same as that of 

| Montreal, and in consequence the Baltimore system of culture 

will not answer for us. We must modify it so as to secure 

that protection to our vines which will enable them to endure 

a degree of cold equal to that of the latitude of Montreal. 

* his necessitates more or less change in the whole system of 
culture ; it makes it necessary to choose soil and location, to 

select varieties, to regulate the trimming and pruning, all with 

reference to the needed winter protection. . 

| In locating the vineyard, the first thing to be considered is 
| the character of the soil, for this has an important bearing 

upon the amount and efficiency of the protection needed and 

| | given. Insandy and gravelly loam, there is often a leck of 

-_-_- moisture in the soil to supply the wants of the roots during the 
winter months. When in autumn the rainfall is much below 

| the average, and the ground freezes up comparatively dry, the
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moisture in the roots is absorbed by the adjacent soil, and they 
are as effectually killed as though they had been on the sur- 

face, exposed to the open air. ‘Hence gravelly and sandy soils 
ought, as far as possible, to be avoided, or if used, extra care 

and protection should be given to the vines during the whole 

season to secure and retain the requisite moisture. Clay loams 

are not subject to this objection, when thoroughly . prepared ; 

they usually bold moisture enough to carry the roots through 

the winter withoutinjury. Eastern and southern exposures are 
generally preferred, but an elevated table land is equally good. 

In preparing the ground for a vineyard, the soil should be 

thoroughly loosened tothe depth of twenty inches. This is 

best done with a stubble plow, followed in the furrow with a 

subsoil lifter. A team of four horses will be needed for this work 

changing about each round. The im portance of deep tillage is 

not generally appreciated. Not being aware of the benefits to 

be derived from it, the majority regard it as needless, a- use- 
less waste of labor, perhaps; but it has been the experience of 

| thoce who have given it a fair trial, that it gives strength and 

vigor to the vines, secures a healthy, well ripened growth, 

which adds to their hardiness and prodactiveness. 
_ In laying out the vineyard have the rows run north and 

south if possible. This is very desirable as it exposes all parts | 

of the plant to the sunlight. Have the rows six or eight feet 

; apart; if-a space of eight feet is given a team may be used in 

-eovering the vines for winter protection. Divide off the rows 
| into spaces of eight feet, and set a stake for each vine. Good | 

two year old vines are the best for setting. At each stakedig 

a hole eight or ten inches deep, and large enough to receive 

the roots of the vine, allowing them to be spread out-straight - 
and even; cover them with fine soil to the depth of two or | | 
three inches, and then press the earth down firmly upon the | 

- roots; fill up the hole with loose and finely pulverized soil, and 

-. mulch liberally so as to protect them from the excessive leat 
and drow ght of summer. In autumn, after the leaves: have 

| fallen, prune each vive back to two buds, and before cold | 

weather sets in cover for winter. a a
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The second season the vines are to be tied securely to the _ 
stakes, allowing only one cane to grow. When the leaves | 
have fallen, prune the canes backe to four feet, and laying — | 

| them down for winter, cover them with soil, and mulch liberal- - 
ly. In dry seasons this mulch, in winter, will be found to be 
of great service, as it prevents the roots from freezing dry. 

| _ A cheap and convenient trellis may be constructed by set- 
ting posts between each vine in the row, nailing a stripoflum- 

| ber, one inch thick, sixteen feet Jong and two inches wide to | 
| _ the top of the posts, five feet from the ground, and a similar 

. one four feet below, running the whole length of the row; to 
these nail lath in an upright position, one foot apart. mo 

OO The vine we now have jis called a cane; the branches that 
grow from it are termed shoots, and when pruned, the part of 

| the shoot left is called a spur. With these explanations, the 
| | method of training and pruning will be readily understood. - 
— When the danger from frosts in the spring is over, uncover 

a the canes, and raising them to the trellis at an angle of about | 
forty-five degrees fasten them to the lower bar, the ends all . 

running in the same direction, to facilitate laying down for 
winter protection. Train a single shoot to each lath, removing 

oO all surplus buds. One or two bunches of fruit may be leftto __ 
each shoot this season: During the summer keep the shoots _ 
tied up securely as they extend from time to time Atthe __ 
fall pruning, all the shoots are to be cut down to two bedsex- | 
cept the one at the end of the cane; this should be cut long 

. enough to fill out the trellis to the next vine. The protection 
for the winter should be the same as heretofore. 

| The next season the vineyard will be in full bearing, or near- | 
| _ly so. Now two shoots may be trained to each Jath, shorten- _ 

ing the laterals from time to time. Kach of these shoots will 
bear three clusters of fruit, or forty-eight tothe vine. If more> 

| _ fruit.is desired, leave a larger number of buds on each spur at 
the fall pruning. Keep the lowest shoot tied up the next sea- 

_ son, and shorten in the balance to two leaves beyond the last 
cluster of fruit. By following this system of pruning and win- 

oe ter protection, uniform fruitfulness may be relied on. _
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Tn the selection of varieties that will mature their fruit, 

more will depend upon the location than upon the soil or the | 

manner of training the vines, as the aggregate amount of heat 

differs materially in the same latitude. The adaptability of 

any variety fora given locality can only be determined by 

observing the conditions of heat necessary to bring it to per- 

fection. The Delaware requires an average temperature of 59. , 

_ degs. Hahrenheit for forty-five days from the starting of the 

leaf to the setting of the fruit. It will generally mature in 

one hundred and twenty days with an average of 68 degs., or 

an aggregate of 8000 degs. The Concord requires about 500 

degs. more than the Delaware. The Isabella needs an aggre- 

gate of 10,000 degs,; and the Catawba will not ripen with less 

than 11,000 degs., or an average of 68 degs. for one hundred 

and sixty days from the starting of the leaf to the ripening of 

| the fruit. The Hartford Prolific, Creveling and Janesville re- 

quire an aggregate of 500 degs. less than the Delaware to reach — 

perfect maturity. | ae 

The tabulated reports, made by the general government, 

give the mean summer temperature at Janesville, for the past 

six years, as 71 deg.; that at Prairie du Chien, as 72 deg., and 

| at Green Bay, as 68 deg. Hence I conclude that those varie- 

ties, the Concord, Delaware, ete, that ripen with them, are 

adapted to general cultivation in all sections where the mean 

summer temperature does not fall below their limit. Near 

large bodies of water, where the September mean extends into 

October withont intervening frosts, the Isabella aud other late 

ripening varieties may be safely planted. 
Where grapes are raised expressly for wine, no directions for 

_ harvesting are needed. When they are intended for market, 
the fruit should be picked with care when perfectly dry and 
fully ripe, and packed in boxes holding three or five pounds _ 
each ; these boxes should be arranged in convenient. cases hold- 
ing from sixteen to twenty-four boxes each, and consigned to 

some reliable commission merchant. The knowledge and fa- | 

cilities possessed by these commission men will enable them to 
dispose of the fruit in less time and at better rates than can be
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done by the producer. -Care should be used to have the boxes 

| and cases well made, as the cash returns will depend much : 
| _ upon the neatness of the package. — Be oe 7 

DQ recapitulate. in conclusion, we find that the requisites 

for a vineyard adapted to Wisconsin are; a soil retentive of 
: ; moisture; thorough preparation of the same; winter protec. 

= tion for the vines, with a system of pruning and training calcu- 
| lated. to facilitate said protection; the selection of varieties 

ripening their fruit early in autumn and a judicious system of _ 

| marketing. Grape growing, conducted in accordance with this 

- plan can be made both pleasant and profitable. 

,
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‘THE CULTIVATION O} SMALL FRUITS. 

| | _ Prize Essay, oe — a oer 

‘BY M. DE WOLF, DELAVAN. oe - | - | 

HR CURRANTR 
fis History.—The species of the currant trom which our - 

__. cultivated varieties originated is propably a native of northern 
Europe, as we find no mention of it by any of the old 
Greek or Roman writers, who were generally so particular to 

_. speak of the fruit known in their day 

Propagation by Cuttings.—Cuttings for propagating may be 
made at any time from the falling of the leaf in autumn until 
the plants commence growth in spring, but when the best 
possible results are desired, they should be taken off as soon. | 

as the wood is fully ripe. Good strong wood, of the present 

___ season’s growth, should be selected. The cuttings, when pre- 
pared, may be planted in the same manner as other ripe wood. | 

cuttings. They should be covered with straw, or some similar | 
- material, sufficient to keep out the frost, or at least to: prevent 

the ground from repeated freezing and thawing during the win- - 

ter. Remove the covering at the return of warm weather, or Oo 
enough of it to allow the young shoots to grow through with- 

_ out hindrance. Cuttings planted early in fall will usually be- 
-come rooted by the time winter sets in, and this too without 
the buds pushing into leaf. The next season they will make | 

a far better growth than where planting is deferred until spring. 

Soil and Cultivation.—The currant is a plant that possesses 
greaf vitality, and will grow in almost any kind of soil or : 
situation, but to bring it to perfection and make it profitable, :
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‘It requires good culture, and a deep, rich soil. It succeeds | 
| better in a heavy loam, approaching to clay, than ina light | 

| sindy soil; but, whatever the character of the land, two | 

things are important for producing the best results—a deep 

| soil, andarich one. It being what may be called a gross | 

feeder, manure of almost any kind may be applied with im- — 

-punity, and in almost any quantity. For field culture the 

_ plants should be set in rows four or-five feet apart, and about 
four feet in the row. Clean cultivation is required as with ) 

) other fruits, and if the whole surface of the soil is covered | 

with mulch during summer, it will not only insure the ma- | 

| turing of the crop, but will materially increase the size of the | 

a fruit. ee ee colt OC 

a Training and Pruning. —The most common modes of train- 

sing: are what is termed the bush or stool form, and the tree 

shape. To grow the bushes in the stool form, it is only neces- | 

gary to set out the plants singly, and allow them to throw up 
| suckers from the main stem or roots, which all the varieties’ 

Ce do quite readily. The young shoots may be shortened or en- - 

| tirely removed for the purpose of giving the bush a regular 

: | shape, and to make it open or compact, as desired. The fruit 
is mainly produced on the wood two or more years old; and 

when a branch has borne two or three crops it is best to remove 

if. and allow a new. one to take its place, as young wood 
| . . generally produces larger fruit than that which is very old. _ 

About all the pruning that is necessary, is to cut out, occa- 

sionally, the old wood, and shorten the most vigorous of the 

oe young growth. If too many young shoots or suckers appear, 

and the plant is likely to become crowded a portion of them — 
_ should be cut out, so that the air andsun may have free access. 

to those that remain. All dead or diseased stalks should be. 

o annually removed, and only the best and most luxuriant ones 

preserved. If the ends of the growing shoots are pinched off. 

- during the summer, it will cause them to become more stocky _ 

: and fully ripe, while at the same time it will increase the size 

of the fruit which may be on the branches below. _ | 
The main object in pruning should be to properly develope
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every portion of the plant, and this cannot be done if it be- 
comes crowded, either with old or new wood. A half dozen 
large, vigorous shoots will give more and larger fruit than 

double that number of weak and iramature ones 

Profits of Ouiture, &c.—In planting the common red and 
_ white varieties four feet apart each way is sufficient, thus giving 

2,722 plants peracre. If we estimate our crop at two pounds 

per plant, which is not one-half the amount they should pro- 
duce when fully grown, we will get 5,444 pounds per acre, or 
over two tonsand ahalf. At two hundred dollars per ton this , 

will amount to over five hundred dollars; then we have the | 

gathering, shipping, cultivation and other-incidental expenses to 
deduct therefrom. But even then it may be seen that it will : 

be a very profitablecrop. Incaseofgreatabundancethe prices 
may be somewhat reduced, but by good cultivation the crop 
may be‘double the estimate given above 

~The currant possesses.many good qualities to recommend 

it; among which are its perfect hardiness, easy culture, early 

fruiting, great productiveness, with almost the certainty ofa 

full crop every year. — a : 

/ THE GOOSEBERRY. a 

_ Its History.—The gooseberry was not known esa cultivated. a 

fruit until within the last two or three hundred years. Park- Oe 

inson, in 1640, mentions eight varieties, but these increased so 
rapidly in the next hundred years, that Miller, in 1781, said’ 

that it was needless to undertake to enumerate them. | 

| Propagation.—The same methods recommended for the cur- 

rant, with one or two exceptions, are equally applicable to the 
gooseberry. As a general thing, it does not ripen its wood so | 

: early in the season as the currant, and the planting of the cut- 
_ tings may be deferred until spring. They.are, however, more 

certain if made in the fall after the leaves have fallen, or when 
the young wood is fully matured. Se 

Pruning and Training.—The single stem system is probably 

the best one for training. The head of the bush should be |
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open more than the currant, because if the air'does not have | 
free access to: every portion of the plant mildew is almost cer 

tain to destroy, not only the fruit, but the inside branches, if | 
| not the whole plant. The regular annual pruning may be per- 

formed at any time after the wood is fully matured in the fall | 

until the buds swell in the spring. oe on 

Soil and Oulture.—It likes a good, deep, moist soil, but ‘one 

that is not very wet. A rich soil is also essential, because it 
is only by keeping up a vigorous growth that large fruit and | 
abundant crops can be secured. - ce - | 

| An open, airy situation is better than one that is confined, 

and in many sections of the country the north side of ahil | 

| would be far preferable to a southern exposure. The extreme 

heat of our summer has been the greatest-impediment to the 
successful cultivation of the English gooseberries. To coun-. | 

a - teract this, the coolest, available situation should be selected. _ 
In enriching the ground, use no fermenting manure; apply 

. only that which is old and well rotted. Cow manure is far 

better than that from the horse stable, particularly on light, 

warm soils. Mulching the plants in summer is very beneficial. 
Good culture is required to produce good crops, the same as 

with other fruits | - | Lo 
es | STRAWBERRIES. =) tS 

| S ‘Soil.—Strawberries may be grown upon a variety of soils, 
but, to secure an abundant yield of the first quality of fruit 

| the best soil is probably a deep, heavy loam, with clay subsoil. 
: The plant has suck a mass of fibrous roots that it readily ap- 

propriates all the strength of the soil; hence good culture and 

-arich soil are requisite to the greatest success. | 

- Manner of Cultivation depends somewhat upon the extent 
| of your plantation. For garden culture the hill system is un- 

- doubtedly the easiest and most productive with certain vari-_ 

| eties. : oe 7 nS oe ‘ - ae ” : 

In preparing the ground, the soil should be well pulver- 
7 ized, and when manure is used it should be thoroughly mixed 

with the soil. Mark off the land with a small plow into rows .
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2% feet apart, as fast as you need them. Let the plow run just 

deep enough to scrape off the dry earth. This gives moist 

soil to set the roots in. - 

In planting, use a dibble made of spring steel, beaten thin, 

three inches wide and tapering, the point rounded, the whole 

length, including handle, to be about eight or ten inches. This | | 
_ makesa broad opening, so that the roots may be spread out 

- jike a fan. Set the plants about 14 feet apart in the row, ina 
perpendicular position, just deep enough to admit the roots 
without covering the crown; start the dibble in again about © 

- one inch from the hole already made, in a slanting direction, 
so that the two’ will intersect at the bottom, then press the | 

earth firmly against the plant, withdraw the dibble and fill up. 

Winter Protection.—Late in the fall cover the vines with po- 

tato tops or cornstalks, which are the best; put on just enough | 

to shade the ground from the rays of the sun. If straw is used 

for covering, the ground is apt to be filled more or less with 
foul seed. In the spring the covering should be removed in 
season so as not to retard the growth of the plants. | 

The Annual System of planting is one of the neatest in use, 

as weeds have no chance to get a foot-hold, unless the culti- 

vator is negligent. Here the plants are set out in rows two or 

| three feet apart, and about a foot apart in the row. They are | 

carefully cultivated the first season, and as soon as the crop is 

| " picked the second year they are plowed under. To insure a 

full crop the soil must be made very rich, and the planting ) 
done in the most careful manner in the fal!, or early in the 

spring. 
GRAPES. 

_ The grape is grown upon various soils, and may be raised 
by everyone who has a garden, yard, or wall. It may be | 

tied to a stake, bound to a trellis, or trained over an arbor, tree 

or, building ; always yielding its luscious clusters. Under | 

good management it is capable of extraordinary results. With- 
out taxing your patience, I cannot go into details upon its cul- 
ture, but will merely give a few directions upon the most ¢s- oe 

sential points. |
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| A sunny situation should be selected. A dry, well drained — 

| piece of land or hill side is best. The ground should be deep- 
a ly trenched, and thoroughly mixed with well rotted manure 

| and bones, if at hand. The roots of the young vine should be 
! trimmed to about twelve orsixteen inches in length,and then set 

oo about the same depth as in the nursery. They may be planted 
a eight feet apart and trained to a trellis, or six feet apartand = 

tied to a stake. Cultivate and keep the ground clean. Inthe 
| _ fall, before very cold weather sets in, they should be trimmed, 

laid down and covered with potato vines, corn stalks, or some 
coarse material, and left until there is no fedr of frost in the © 

: spring; then uncover and tie to stake or trellis, eg see | 
_ The vine is capable of bringing only a certain amount of a 

| | fruit to perfection, proportioned to its-size and strength, It _ 
oe usually sets more fruit than it can mature, and it is best tore: 

: - duce the crop early in the season toa moderate number of 
. clusters, cutting off all small inferior bunches, The remain- 

_ der will be worth more than the whole if left, If trained toa 
trellis, trim to two canes or shoots ; In February or March these _ 

oe canes are cut back to 4 or 5 feet each, and tied along the lower — 
| | horizontal wire, or slat. There should be no upright cane or 

oO shoot left, as the upright shoot would rob the others on ac- 
| count of the tendency of the sap to the highest shoots or buds. 

| | All bearing canes should be kept as near as ‘possible upon 
the same level to secure uniformity in the crop. In spring 
the young shoots must be reduced by disbudding, so that they 
may stand about one foot apart on the cane, selecting strong 

| healthy shoots. As these grow they are tied to the second, 
| : third and fourth wires and slats. 

All laterals from these upright shoots are to be removed, 
but the fruit bearing shoots are allowed to grow until Septem- 
ber, when they may be checked at the ends, to ripen the wood. 
The regular annual pruning should be done in N ovember or 

_ December, when all the young wood of the previous year’s 
se growth (except such shoots as may be required to extend the 

| horizontal arms) should be cut back to within one or two good
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buds of the bearing canes on the iower slat, Hach succeeding | 
season the vines are to be treated in the same manner. 

| RASPBERRIES. 0” : | 

Soil.—The raspberry will succeed on a variety of soils, but 

does best ina deep, rich soil, which will retain the moisture | 

well in a drought without being very wet. Any soil.that will 7 

_ produce good corn will answer. Be ak | 

: Preparation of Ground.—Choose a position shielded as much - 
as possible from the foree of heavy winds. Plow well and 
deep (if subsoiled all the better) and drag thoroughly; strike | 

| furrows three inches deep in the direction you wish the rows 

to run—north and south preferred—making the bottom of the 

farrow level. Cross mark with a corn marker, from 24 to 5 
feet apart. I usually plant four feet apart in the row. In a 

garden they may be set closer, but the rows should never be 
less than six feet apart and the plants nearer than two and a. | 

half feet in the row. OO 7 | : 

Planting.—It is important that this should be welldone. At | 

each crossing make a flat hill, nine to twelve inches across, and 

place the plant with the germ pointing up; spread the roots 
out properly. If the weather should be very dry, it is well to | 

put a little water on each plant, then cover it about two inches 

deep and no deeper. Many persons lose their plants by neglect- 

ing this caution. With the hoe or foot press the earth firmly | 

about the roots, Leing careful of the germ. _ So | 

Cultivate with the hoe and cultivator, keeping the ground ee 
mellow and entirely free from grass and weeds. The first sea- | 

gon, be carefal not to hill up around the young plants, but 
_ keep the ground level; if hilled up much thecanes will begin 
-- to turn black about the 1st of September, and this extending 

to the root destroys the plant. a 
Do not run the cultivator nearer than about eighteen inches 

to the hill, for fear of breaking or uncovering the roots. The 
second season, and each succeeding one, cultivate and hoe as 

| early as the ground is fit. ‘After the blossoms appear the soil
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| should not be stirred deeper than is necessary to destroy the 
| grass and weeds, to avoid injury to the fibrous roots that are 

supplying the forming berry with food. The fruitis produced — 
| on a small spur from four to eight inches long, of the same _— 

wee year’s growth, thrown out from the last year’s cane. In work-. . 

sing among the’bushes about the time of blossoming, be care- 

_ fal of these’spurs, as they are tender and easily broken off and 
the fruit lost. After July never cut or break any of thegrow- 
ing branches, lest you induce the growth of laterals, which not 

: ripening sufficiently, will be likely to winter kill and cause a 
| blight to spread over the entire hill. | 

Trimming.—This is important, as much depends upon its 

| being properly done. Fig 2 represents a plant at about the 
| een Ssthe «middle of August. | 

| a, i ef ~ : “The upright was pinched - 
| {,——_$VW¥A7 SN off when from 16 to 20 

NNN inches high, and the — 
i em (Sia orowth thrown into the : 
wee f : ‘ gide branches. This’ _ 

| eo oinncicsumicioageiimesente—~ pinching off is usually 
| Fig 2 ~~ ~——S~C*«<“C«~*«*«‘ nie abot thee’ last: OF | 

July. No other trimmming is needed the first season. 

| Mulching —When but few plants are grown in a garden, 
they may be mulched or watered. Hither will assist in devel- 
oping the fruit; but in large plantations the most profitable 

_ mulch is loose earth, often stirred with hoe or cultivator. _ 

| SEconp S#Ason.—Harly in April, or before the leaves start, 

with a sharp knife cut back all the branches (witha quick _ 

downward stroke) to within eighteen or twenty inches of the 

| center or main, upright cane, at about the point indicated by _ 

the dotted circle in Fig. 2. Cultivate and hoe the ground un- a 

til the frait is half grown. There will then spring up at the. 
base of the hill, from three to five large upright canes. When 

they are from two to two and one-half feet high (which will — 
be about the last of June) clip off the tips, It will be neces-
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sary to go through the field ‘cutting back two or three times as os 
- the youngeanes will notall | Le 

attain the same height at LA, “ ge 
once. This checks the / { we Sy 
growth upward and throws 7 . Ly ee wes | 

' it into the branches, as is VY ' pr NM 

indicated in Fig. 3; it also | AY timp \ 
stiffens and nearly doubles _ a ie ~ oe | 

| the size of the main canes, ee Te 
and makes them self sup- Peo ha y 7 \ \ , 

_ porting, entirely ‘obviating | |]f FY 
the necessity for stakes to {|  @ 9 
hold up the canes or the’ _ —— = ‘= ee | 
next crop of fruit <2. 

After the fruit has been gathered, cut out at once:all of the | 
old canes; and if there are more than five new canes in the 
hill, cut out the weakest, retaining only the strongest and most 

| briery. Cultivate immediately, as the branches will soon be | 
too long to work amongst without injury. 

THIRD Season.—The third season, and each succeeding : 
season (as long as the fruit is kept in bearing,) early in Apmil, 
trim all the side branches to within | | 

_ one and a half or two feet from the - e 4, en» | 

upright canes, as represented in Fig, ~~ q my Le Nate : 

4. - Shallow cultivation is all that —™ iL eR pn | 

ig required until after fruiting. Then , f—~4/ yo Po 
at once cut away all the old canes ™ | fa iin 
that have fruited; cultivate well” =“ foe > 0UUtt—~™ 
and keep the ground free from ow? J 7 yO 

_ . weeds. This leaves the hill open, , 
admitting light and air freely, and | So 
the whole energies of the root are " | BR 
now turned to hardening and fully _ 
developing the new canesthatare a | 
to produce the next crop of fruit. SONS ge 

Picking.—Women and girls are the best help in gathering  § 
14——Aa. TR. . : |
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| the fruit. They are more ca¥eful, more anxious tomake it 

spay, and. are betten.workers, and willigenerally pick from-three 
to six q vartssper Hoty. This, of course, depends upon ‘how. | 

swell the ,buSlegsaray Idgded: The price usually paid-is from 
i two-and a half tp.fowreents per quart. Most pickers require | 

| some training, agid ywill néed a.careful person in the field to 

aren In gatherings care, should be. taken to pick all the ripe fruit, = 

| _ for-berries leftiagdagy or two after they are in proper condition 
| will become ovek-rgpe, and when packed will mould quickly 

oo and injure the agurgl ones. Gteen fruit will sour quicker:than — 

| that which is thgrogghly ripe. Avoid all bruising or pressing 

Se of the berries, of néueh-loss will be incurred in transportation. 

Do not pick when'the berries are wet with rainordew. 

a Propagation.—W hen the extreme tips of the strongest canes _ 
a _or branches reach, the ground and are free from leaves, and of a 

reddish color, they are ripe and fit to layer. To insure well- 
--—- xo0ted plants, with a good. germ or bud, this must be done 

| properly. The time whén it should be done varies, but is 

a usually from the last of August to the 25th. of September. 
| The method we-practice is to make a hole in the ground with 

eS a déeble or hoé;ynderor near the tip to be layered, at an angle | 

| of, forty-five. degrees; p! ace the tip into the hole about: two 
ee inches, as sgen in Fig. 2, representing a branch laid down; 

press the-eagth, dew, leaving the ground level. If the weather 
is favordeledhepwill rootin three or four weeks. At the end 
of six week yeu will Have a good plant ready to set, with 

| plenty-of, filgraga.raots, three to eight inches long. Plantsmay 
, - be set out-iggtlp fall by covering with a small forkful of ma- 

a nure or otheg liter, but I prefer spring planting. te 

_ Wrong PRopipation.—It is a. common practice to cover. the 

end of theytamp as it lays on the surface of the: ground, the 
__.end® passing“ en tHrough the loose:covering of earth. Instead 

| of the germ forming where it should (at. the-end of the cane), 
| fruit buds are forced into germs, and a few. rootg.are scattered _
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along for several inches under the cane and the plant proper is 
lost. The tendency of plants thus formed is to degenerate. : 

_ he Philadelphia propagates itself by suckers, but does so 
sparingly. If we wish to multiply them’ faster than nature | 
produces them, late in autum or early in spring dig up the old _. 
plant or stool by cutting all the roots with a sharp spade about 
one foot from the base of the stem. Then level the ground 

where the hill was taken out, cultivate well,and the remaining __ | 
roots in the ground will soon. throw up an abundance of suck- 

ersor plants. In planting the Philadelphia, the canes should 
be cut close to the ground, as it requires nearly all the strength 

_ of the root to produce the canes for the next crop of fruit. “ 

Digging Planis:—For this work a potato fork or hook is 
best. Strike under the plant and raise the earth with it; : 
shake out the earth carefully so as not to break the germ, an- | 

_ . other person following with a: basket and knife to cut off the — 

canes close to the roots: Do: not allow.them to dry in the san 
or wind. When you: have fifty or one hundred plants dag, 

place them in the center of the row and cover with earth sut- 

ficiently to keep them in good order uatil you have the de- 
sired number. If for your own use, and the plat is near, they | 
may: be taken up without shaking out the earth and planted at 

once, | oe | 

_ Lo Replace Missing Plants.—In September, at the time for | 

_ layering, choose a neighboring cane that is long enough to 
layer where the missing plant stood. If thiscannot be done, — 

set plants in the spring with earth attached. Oo 

Plowing Up Old Plats.—W hen you propose to plow up an old 

plat at the end of the season (which I generally do the third | 

or fourth year), in the spring after the young canes have grown 
a foot.in height, break or tear them away fromthe base of the Ss» 
bearing canes ; the operation will have to be repeated twice. — 

The result will be larger and better berries, and from one-fourth __ 

to one-half more than if these canes were left to grow, for the 
whole force and vigor of the root is now turned to perfecting 
the fruit, instead of growing new canes. RS.
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| BLACKBERRIES, = a 

| _ Soil—In selecting the place for a blackberry patch, choose | 
a rather dry and moderately rich soil, for a large and succulent — 

growth of cane diminishes the productiveness and hardiness of 

this plant. The ground should be prepared‘in the same man- 
per as for raspberries, only strike the furrows deeper. : 

oe Planting.—For fall planting, October and November are fa- ) 

.,  vorable, but early spring is much preferable; then the plants | 

should be set as early as practicable after the frost leaves the 
7 ground. , They require considerable room, asthey branch more = 

| freely and make larger stools than the raspberry. The rows | 
should be atleast eight feet apart, and the hills four, fiveor 

. six feet apart in the row.- The cultivation should be the same 
| as with the raspberry. WES FR eS PE ge 

| Trimming.—If new plants are not needed, cut away all | 
sprouts or suckers. that are not to be used for bearing fruit; 

| about the lest of August: cut, or pinch, off the new upright | 

| canes to about three and one-half or four feet in height 
an This throws the growth into the branches, causing them to _ 

a strengthen and ripen—more fully develcpes the fruit buds, 
and makes the cane self supporting. In the spring trimall _ : 

' the branches to within one and one-half feet of the main cane, 

After the crop has been gathered cut out the old canes. oe 

| | CONCLUSION. — a oe 

. Tt is quite essential in the cultivation of small fruits that 
| you start right, and that every thing be well done, and at the _ 

right time. It has been my endeavor in this essay to point 
out, in as brief a manner as possible, the way to do this; and 

a the facts herein given are the results of actual experience and 
personal observation for a series of years. ge
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.--, PRACTICAL FARM MANAGEMENT. 

Cn BY HON. H. H. GRAY, DARLINGTON. ne Jo 2 

_ Up to the present time agricultural schools have accom- 
plished but little in improving the knowledge of the farmer 
on the subject of husbandry. . Kuropean nations, especially , 
England, Germany and France, have their numerous seats for 

this branch of learning, established at different periods of intel- | 
_ lectual. development by noblemen owning large estates, but on 

they have brought little practical learning to secure success | 
either to the school or in experimental trials on their estates. 

| Most of the establishments for the pursuit of scientific 
knowledge applied to agriculture are the result of govern- 

| ment aid. At the head of these institutions stand the German 
-. schools, for the number of professors and perfection in detail 

_ of. the course of study adopted. They have divided the sub- 
oe jects for a course of lectures into numerous branches, such as | 

the chemistry of agriculture, the geology of agriculture, the 
botany of agriculture, the physics of agriculture, the mechanics, 
the economics, the stock and finally the general management ; oo 

ofland. TN Eg ik | 
, In this country the states, and latterly, the general govern- __ 
ment have made liberal endowments for the encouragement 
and establishment of edacational colleges. State and county — ne 

_ agricultural societies, after their manner, (which embraces by 
far the most successfal method of instruction,) are doing much — as 
to direct the attention of the farmer to his calling. Governors. 
of states, generals of the army and politicians, all play farmer 

on occasions of annual meetings for exhibition of the products 
of the farm. But the whole combined effort of the scholars of : 
both continents, the victorious generals and state executives «
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oe has not been able to make two blades grow anywhere, or pro- 

, duce a single text book upon mixed agriculture 

_ The farmer who plods along with his improved machinery, __ 
| owes science nothing for the plans he adopts for next year’s 

/ - management of the soil. Science may not’be toblame for not — 
| | accomplishing what we wish, still the farmer would like to be 

under obligations to it for more facts. He procures a chemical 
| analysis of his soil, he learns the components of the cerealshe 

raises and supplies the missing constituent to his land, but for - 

want of proper heat or moisture his plan does not succeed, and = 
oh ‘apples of the desert” are produced where he expected thirty = 

'. bushels of wheat to the acre; he Closes his book, and ever after 
plants his potatoes in the old of the “moon, and manages ‘his | - 

Lond stock when the sign. is right. “Should he be a man of sufficient 

strength of mind to guide him into paying back to the soil, by 
| way of manure, a portion of what he has borrowed by way of = 

grain taken to market, we present to you the average Wiscon- 

““T'o preserve the fertility of the soil, to cultivate it to the 

. greatest advantage, to raise its products at the least expense, | 
to: proetre the best implements of husbandry, to select the 

| best stock, to feed them in the most judicious manner, and 

| preserve the respect of all classes of men, should be the end — 
and aim sougtit by asystem of mixed husbandry; anda thorough — 
education to ensure the attainment of these Objects is what 

| the people of the state demand of those entrusted with the | 
- management of the- agricultural schools and societies of the — 

| state. | : | 

7 We have no one staple product in this state to which the | 

Y _ farmer can give his undivided attention, and we have not been 
| induced to make a specialty of any one thing, except to a lim- - 

| ited extent during the hop fever. ‘Farming cannot be profita- 

a ble or complete withont pursuing it in all its branches, and 

. hence mixed husbandry is essential to success’in Wisconsin. — 

ing without results satisfactory to themselves, we would make 
afew suggestions oo 7 

| | :
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To be successful in any-enterprise or pursuit there must be 
| a plan, and-system in executing it. The farmer should decide | 

upon a course of management extending over a period of at 
least ten years’ time. eee | 
 here-ought to be a proportionate division of the farm into 
prain, grass and livestock, depending somewhat upon the nature 
of the farm. Assuming that a commencement is made in 
1878 with a well considered plan, in most cases the land will 

_ require different management to adapi it to the plan; old lands 
_ will have to be rid: of weeds; -deep trenches plowed in the fall ; 

_ sown to-clover with grain in the spring; streams of water 

straightened ;- vegetable ‘deposits on the margin of water- 

courses spread over the upland requiring vegetable mould to 
- -enrich it, and.a black surface to draw the -rays-of the sun, and , 

| «to. pump up the moisture from below. => tit 
_. ‘(Glay-soil should ‘have Jong manure, strawand leaves plowed _ - 

in; but in most parts of the state the-soil is light , and porous, 

requiring well rotted manure. This :should be applied to the 

surface afier plowing in the spring, and dragged in when cov- 
ering the grain, thus placing it where it will feed the grain 

. fibres and be retained to enrich and equalize the moisture, in- 
stead of wasting its ammonia by its being blown away, or ex- . _ 

~.  haled by the dews and change of temperature between night 

GRE dagen eco OE Be ete Sa, : 
3 ‘A farm of one hundred aeres we would notsubdivide smaller — 

than forty acre tracts, exclusive of necessary. yards for cattle : 

- gnd hogs; and we are clearly of the opinion that the best 
| plan would be to have no subdivisions. This, if adopted by — 

all farmers, would do away with outside fences, the mterest on 

_ the cost of which would be equal to the best crop that:could | 

‘be raised on the farm. es 
_. ?. After getting the farm prepared for carrying out a plan the 

- fartner should always note down in his farm book the condi- 

_ tions under which each crop was raised ; what ‘time he plowed 
each plat of ground ; moist or ‘dry; what time he sowed, and 

under what conditions it was harvested ; the area of land ap- 

propriated to each variety. Observations extending over a lim- |
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ited number of years, would be of -more avail to him than all 
the traditions of Deacon Hayseedinhishair from antiquity: to — | 

| date: 3k: eee oe ee sr ee 

a ‘Transportation to market, enters largely ‘into the economy 

Oo of farming, and should be regarded in making plans. Aside 

Py fronr market, and the disturbances caused by war at home and | 

abroad; almost any decade in the past will, demonstrate the = 
_---—- wniformity that ean be relied upon im adopting a plan extend- | 

| ing over a period of ten years in the future. There are always 

a few sharp men who claim thatthey: keep an‘eye open, which | 
| can penetrate the future, and can adapt themselves'to.coming = 

we _ changes; yet in most cases they are successful after the fact 
_. oftener than before. . The rule that the more days the farmer 

works on his farm the larger his bank account will be, meets: 

| with fewer exceptions than the fulfillment of prophesy in farm: =" 
| -. ing: Should therresult of the first and second year disappoint | 

| expectations, while the adjoining neighbor is successful, taking | 

his chances’ without a plan, you will then require pluck to — 

-_ gontinue to the end; a quality in character which cannot be 
. grown from the soil, or imported from any county known to ~ 

—_ produce a surplus | 
| The extent of land set apart to grain must be witha view to 

a securing only sufficient for the raising and fattening the ani- =~ 

mals on the farm. The area of corn must be consistent with | 
the demands for fattening purposes. Oats, wheat and barley = 

/ ought to be. raised. least of all,.as.they consume largely the 
a phosphates which it is so difficult to supply. Under a system 

of grain raising with but few animals,.it is very doubtful 
whether you can supply the necessary mineral elements, by | 

| the best possible management, from the same farm. Clover | 

and herdsgrass must occupy the ground in tarn with other — 
crops, clover as the great fertilizer drawing from the extreme 

depths of the soil, and crevices.in the clay and.rocks where no — | 

; other root cr fiber penetrates. .Owing to.improved facilities — 
| for threshing and cleaning, clover, with its known value as a 

| fertilizer, has already assumed a prominent place in agricul- 
ee ture. A crop of it plowed. under, after the seed has ripened,
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reproduces itself thé next season or furnishes.the proper condi- | 
tion of soil for winter wheat. ORAS , 

: A farm prepared for mixed husbandry, on the plan of keep- 

ing all the animals it will support, can be carried on with less | 
expense, thana grain farm with but sufficient cattle for the 
wants of'the farmer. The labor on a farm of thiskind ismore 

invigorating to the mind and less wearing to the body ; the land 

can be made to retain its original fertility, and there will be 
a large annual saving of money expended in machinery. _, 

When the systematic farmer is fully prepared to commence 
, his cattle division of the ten-year plan, he will have abundant anu- : 

thority upon the rearing of horned cattle, but on comparing the 

authors of different countries he will find little or no variation 
| from old writers, which would seem to indicate that this was | 

- not one of the-progressive sciences, or that a satisfactory routine 7 

| had been established: Be BP | WR 

_ There has, as yet, been but little written on the question in oo 

the west, and what discussion there has been has applied to = 
blooded stock. [There are many new conditions attending 
stock-raising with us—such as climate, water and food. From 

___. the time when stock had no market value, and was raised upon 
the range pasture, to the present, there has been’ new changes 

yearly arising—such as the introduction of new breeds, confin- 

ing them to smaller enclosures, feeding grain, marketing by 

| cars instead of driving, butter making, cheese making, and re- 

| cently another, in the introduction of Texas cattle. During 

all this time some have -stoutly maintained that cattle could 
not be raised with any profit, while others have insisted that 
farming could not be carried on successfully without them. 

| Both were right.] From earliest history man has intuitively 
_ tended flocks upon the plains, and whole families have lived 

| with their herds, upon mountains and in valleys. Our first ; 

-' civilization, recognized the necessity of cattle in mixed hus: 

bandry, although at times falling in profit below any other de- 

| partment; and could steam perform all the labor ona farm 

and beef-steak and butter spring spontaneous out. of the soil 

still they would have a plade and mission. ‘Their‘history has
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| been connected -with ‘that of the human race. . The advance- 
| ment of civilization has caused a corresponding change in their. | 

condition, so that it-may be traly said that the development of . 
the stock marks a people’s-progress.es‘sure asthe schoolhouse 
does. Whether the school-house isthe result of an improved = 

| breed. -of cattle, or the cattle the result of the school-house, 

~. ss may admit of the:same argument as Buckle’s theory of re-_ 

| ligion:and civilization. : poe 

a Almost: every farm im Wiseonsin.is adapted to stock raising _ 

as‘a part-of mixed husbandry, but to be profitable, cattle rais- 
ing must be pursued in all its adaptations to agriculture. 

| In-the purchase of cattle for stock. raising, we can have no | 

. better guide than. the well recognized law -of ‘selection far- 

 nished us by nature. Select always the largest, with straight —_ 
| ~ baeks, broad, high quarters, short legs, medium:sized:head, bright _ 

| eye, and above all, kind-tempered animals, and what ‘is.of 

equal importance, buy ofa kind, even-tempered farmer, Who 

os is habitually a good feeder. The disposition of the breeder = 
ss has-everything todo in fixing the tractability of an animal 

fe raised under hiseare. A quiet, careful farmer will, by his ex- 

ample, allay the fear of timid animals, and draw the tem- : 

| _ per from high-spirited ones. The practice of kindness fora 
series of years establishes a trait or .disposition,. and. the 

| breed will transmit the development acquired by the care thus - 

Oo bestowed. po | ys 

_ Dhis practice of careful and. judicious selection should be 

- thoroughly understood without going into the refinements of | 

oo, Darwin. By relying pon the experience of any observing 

oe farmer, sufficient mfermation can be obtained to guide one in 

| -  garrying out a plan based on proper selection. Small herds of © 
| | cattle, small docks of sheep and even the dooryard pig exhib- 

7 ita superiority eas the result of greater care bestowed on | 

sss them. Tf another principle is admitted, ¢.¢, that the develop- 

- ment can be carried on and continuad. in the progeny, getting a 

. better class-each generstion to a limited extent, shen we have 
a - he de ptcmrom dn: vatéle raising: ; Sages 

_ In the droves of wild eattle there is but-an imperfect natural
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selection, yet this prevents the rapid deterioration which would = 
_ follow from an-equal distribution of the progeny. ‘The selec- 

tion of the farmer in newlysettled countries—keeping the best =~ 
developed and best colored bull—is a still further improve- 
ment. The next advance in selection is the introduction of 

the full blooded ‘bull to mix with the common cattle. It is at - 
_ this stage of progress—before we reach the breeding of blood-. 

. ed cattle—that the Wisconsin farmer should commence by ‘se- 
lecting the best native cattle and crossing in the manner above 

referred to. A bull of the purest stock, with known antece- 
_ dents and ‘living progeny for witnesses, should be chosen and 

| kept with the herd for at ‘least three years, then to be ex- 
changed for one of ‘the same.general characteristics, possessing | 

the prominent points in build and color. This plan continued 
will ensure a herd-ef cattle in ten years that willvank with 
any herd of blooded cattle in*the-world,in all things-except in 
transmitting qualities = pe ELSES ig 

Tn all parts of the state, where breeding may be undertaken | 
in the manner above indicated, cattle will be raised princi- oe 

pally for the dairy and beef. ‘There is with some a lingering | 

belief that working oxen can be used upon the farm with 
profit; but as all kinds of improved machinery require rapid 

motion, and farm laborers receive high wages, time becomes 
material, and we hurry the three year old steer off to the 

| market. The grown-ox requires much room in the yard,a _—- 
large volume of food, and is frequently a terror to young — 

. cattle and poor fences. Economy in keeping can no longer be 

urged in his behalf, as the four year old horse is raised just'as | 
_ . cheap and maintained with the same food. | Ee | 

Cattle raising can be made profitable notwithstanding the 
influx of Texas stock. There is a minimum below which 
Texan cattle cannot be raised; and to this is to be added ‘the | 
Gost of transportation to the western prairies, of feeding with : 

grass or grain, of long herding and interest on money invested 

before the inferior animal of lighter weight and less value can 

come in competition with Wisconsin cattle. ‘The one is foreed. 
upon the market at a particular season; the other can be held
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| - or sent forward, any time after three years old, taking advan- 
poy tage of the market. - Still the southwestern stock will for a on 

long time govern prices, as we may look for a more perfect 

developement of that business as railroads extend their lines 

oe south. and. west. This fact. should stimulate the Wisconsin’ - 
farmer to the use of all means to successfully compete. with 

| this new feature of the market. OPP 
a | TThe butter and cheese market is more uniform—especially = 
_—- cheese—than. any product of the farm. The ery of those who 
7 are engaged in speculating on the market has been and is, that - 

. the supply will soon exceed the demand, but froma careful 
survey of the field we think no fear ought to be entertained. by 

| _ the Wisconsin farmer for. the future cheese market. The in-. 

- creased quantity consumed does not ‘seem to bear-any relation 
to the increase of population in. the districts where con- | 
‘sumed but has: resulted from a change in the habits of the _ 

| ‘ people. Economic considerations govern to some extent—but | 
| the uniform quality and a wider distribution seems to have 

opened new markets in this country and in Hurope. In 1863. - 
a our writers on. mixed husbandry, thought we were going too 

..» fast into the manufacture of cheese; in 1868 we had the same —s_—wt 
oo prophecy in the agricultural reports, and the farmer is admon- - 
ee ished in 1872 that Norway, Sweden and Germany are. turning 

| their attention more to cheese, and that we have good reason. 3 

to apprehend that prices cannot be maintained. It is proved. 
that it costs. twice as much to produce a pound of beefasit 

: does.a pound of cheese, and that a pound of cheese contains 
Te twice the nutrition that a pound. of beef does Ifthisiswell 

| "established, it having also been shown by statistics that the in- 
grease of the consumption is four times in excess of increase __ 

- of population, we may for some time at least rely on thisim- 

: provement in demand} = .. ee | 
oo _ We notice in the department report reference to an old saw 

that shrewd men will change their plan of production as cir-.. 

a cumstances require. This fallacy ‘itis well to. dismiss at.once, 

| or shrewd men may endanger their own safety by a change.
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| This advice partakes too much of the natu e of the counsel | 

that bankrupts are able to give business men. 
"One agriculturist, writing from New England to the depart- 

ment, assumes with boldness that the west cannot make butter | 

or cheese ; that the grasses and climate are both unfavorable. 

We have conceded for some time that this was to some extent 

true, but careful farming has demonstrated that every variety 
of tame grass succeeds well here; that cattle are free from all. 

splenic diseases, and under like treatment excel the eastern 

| cattle. All that we now require to take the first positionin | 

| cheese-making, is a few eastern, pains-taking, careful, intelli- 

gent farmers, to adapt this branch of agriculture to the differ- . 

"ent conditions found at the west. | 
* There is one trouble that it seems difficult to dispose of in 

cattle raising connected with a dairy farm, if we desire to ob- | 

tain the full benefit of our plans for bringing out an improved 

- grade of cattle from the selection of best animals, and caring 

for their progeny, and that is raising the calves. | : 

: The raising of calves the first year is a delicate proceeding _ 

- without plenty of milk. To supply the proper elements re- | 
quires a critical chemical knowledge. To use hay, water, oat 
and corn meal does not always bring the same result ; there is 

a want of starch saccharine matter, alkali or acid, or they are in 

improper chemical proportions to assimilate, no one has yet de- — : 
termined which. There is a difficulty somewhere that makes = 

the calve’s bones very sharp, and like Victor Hugo’s gamin, their — 

| bellies very large, in which condition they ever after remain. We 
think the trouble is in forcing the animal to take too large a 
quantity of highly nutritious food to start with; as we 

have noticed that calves that eat but little at first, soon come 
- into.a thriving condition, and can in a short time be taken from. | 

_ the cow. a re 
A herd of sixty head of cattle is the number we would un- 

| -dertake to keep on a 160 acre farm. The increase of fifteen | 
head of cows would soon secure this number, with a small | 
outlay, and the time that would elapse from the commencement | 

) of farming until the maximum number was reached, would ena- |
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___ ble the farmer to. exercise care in perfecting: arrangements for _ 

| keeping the increase and. adapting. his: fields to-receive them, | 

getting his crops in aiperfect. routine of succession and pro- 

viding well turfed pastures.and hay fields = —t™S 
| _ Next to horned eattle, sheep must ever.occupy.a:place upon 

the farm, A flock of fifty head is the outside limit for profit, 

with other-stock. Daring the high price of wool large flocks | 

--_-»were kept. by farmers, but did not do well, while small flocks 
oe produced double the clip of wool per head. With sheep, more 

; than. with any other: animal, the profit depends upon the care. 
The Cotswold, and crosses. with other large breeds, will be the 

| most profitable. The greatest success is obtained by farmers, 

who raise both mutton and wool The extended: work of 
Randall. on. sheep, and. the. many subdivisions. under which 
their management is treated may intimidate many: from keep- 

- ing them, but: small flocks, well. cared for, summer and win- 

ter, are as little trouble as'any animal on the farm, 
ne . Hogs, in mixed. husbandry, may be regarded as an adjunct 

S of the corn crop: There is no. society about. this animal that 
“ ~  makes hima favorite; he is the most satisfactory when the 

greatest. hog. Where the milk is taken to the cheese factory, 

the hog. must be kept.on grass during the warm weather.and 

) allowed. cooked or fermented corn. meal, The. farmer should. _ 
| under rather than over-estimate the number he thinks he can: 

keep, as. they are. an.expensive ‘animal. when not constantly 
improving, and without a:reasonably. fair market; the rapidity: 

. _ of their increase.is. very. apt to induce him to keep more. than 
_ ¢can.be made profitable. The same taming process should be 

| applied tu hogs.as to cattle and sheep. They should be edu- 
cated never to.squeal around the yard. This can be accom- 

| plished. by. leaving nothiag for them to desire, then they will 
never worry themselves out of propriety. gE 

‘The raising of horses has been. marked. by more blunders 7 

and. greater stupidity than. any other: branch of mixed hus- 
_ bandry, In. older. countries the. family. of the horse has. been 

watched with as much jealousy and protected with greater cer- 
tainty from impurity of blood than the families of the ralers
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of the kingdoms to whom their owners: owed allegiance. Let — 
- us compare the English plan of breeding with our own. In 

England, since the 11th century, care for the purity of blood a 
| has been regarded as essential to the’ production of the cavalry 

horse; hence it has had the encouragement of government. 
The warlike barons, in imitation of royalty, gave much per- | 

| sonal attention to the breeding of saddle horses for war-and the 
chase. In the 14th century we find the stud book, recording 

_ the pedigree and performances of noted animals | 
_ Inthe books kept by the stewards of estates, we find for 
generations. the: record of births of every foal on the place, , 
with its pedigree. Should the foal be a “skip,” or without ped- 
igree, it is reported as. “ Didos Skip,” and ever after dropped 
from. the record, — The same rules for breeding in and in, and. . 
crossing with the same strain for purity of blood, were adopted | 
by: the farmer at'a later-day; and we now have the distinct: 

_ types of horses with pedigrees established by the best of legal 
evidence. - 

But with the American farmer how different. He regards 
only the appearance of an animal in selecting a dam or sire. 

' The dam is however never selected for breeding purposes, but 
| _ bred because it is convenient. The pedigree of the sire is 

made up by the groom from the names. of known popular hor- 
ses—some of whom may be without any blood whatever—and 
will contain the most absurd-incongruities possible, The dam, 
in all cases, on @. country: horse bill is: not mentioned, and 

_ horses which may have been raised in one state with’ one 
pedigree, are often taken to another and advertised as “Im- 
ported.” ‘These instances are the rule and not the exception. | 

| The farmer feels that he is not able, and that it will not. be~ 
profitable as a part of mixed husbandry, to attempt the raising 
of the blooded horse, In this he is clearly right, as he can- 
net with any certainty procure the right stock to begin with. | 
But he can exercise his judgment ‘in selecting large, well built | 

. mares (not roomy as the old books say,) and -by breeding to 
large horses whose stock has. been tested, he can raise ‘such 
animals as will be of use to himself and bring a fair price-in 7
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. market, This is the only safe rule for the farmer.. The man- - 

‘agement of the horse, in the stable and at work, is well under- 
_ stood in this country; and as the horse. has fewer diseases in a 

Oo this state than anywhere in the anion, we can rely on his being 

a favorite in the market, | Big eR 
The subject upon which the farmer has much to learn is, ; 

_ how to feed the grain and hay he has raised with most profit to | 
himself Economy in fuel is rigidly practiced in warming =~ 

| houses, in generating steam for the locomotive, and inshelter- | 
_ Ing the millions of the temperate zone from the changes in tem- 

Lat perature, The same economy should extend to.supplying an- 

| _  Imal-waste, to keeping the proper temperature for the comfort | 

of the animal in accumulating fat for the- market. -Food is to’ | 

i be expended in quantities best suited toaccomplish the desired © 
aa result, After taking pains to select the proper animals, toap- 

, _ ply manures and change.crops to keep up the fertility of the. 

—_ soil, we cannot afford to permit the product of this labor tobe 
| squandered by injudicious feeding, or by permitting the animal. | 
oO heat to be wasted by exposure to the inclemencies-of-our win- 

ters, ‘There should be no animal without shelter on the farm. | 
during the night time. An animal sheltered from currentsof __ 

a air during the night will sleep and rest with comfort, and will | 

Oe be fortified to stand exposure to the cold. during the day. | 

| Young-animals need. grain in the winter with their hay and 
- straw. to promote growth as well as those full grown, se 

| | The health and comfort, of the stock depends much upon | 

= the location of the barn. this-should be on the hill and not in : 

__ it; or rather above ground on the east side of the hill No 

Oe underground room should be permitted in a barn—not evena 

- vegetable cellar—but the air should have free circulation under _ | 

_ it, and,ample provision should be made for light and the intro-. _ 

: duction of the direct rays of the sun on the bodies of the ani- . 

a mals. .Ventilation should be from ali sides instead of one. | A 

vegetable cellar of large capacity and well filled in its season = 

ce Feeding upon-scientific principle should have moreattention, —_ 
but like other branches of husbandry, habit generally deter-
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mines this matter rather than any knowledge of the laws of | 
nature. Without discussing the difference in the stomach and | 
digestive organs of different animals there are certain facts 
that apply to all; they must have a sufficient quantity, at reg- 

ular intervals, and frequent changes in variety. Along with 
_ hay, straw, stalks and grain, roots should be given. The car- 

rot and beet produce more valuable food to the acre than any- 

thing else. Exact experiments have been made in Illinois © 
with herdsgrass and carrots, by which it was proved that one 
acre of carrots is equal to five acres of herdsgrass in the 

support of animal life. An acre of corn, with the stalks, will 
| keep a horse a year. One acre of corn, sown. broadcast in 7 

June, will produce more green food in July, August and Sep- 
tember, than ten acres of herdsgrass. oe | 

Horses require food as often as four times in twenty-four . 

hours, but the amount given should be less than it is the custom 

to feed them. A larger amount than nature requires is forced — | 

: through the animal by the muscular action of the stomachand =~ 
bowels, and does no good, but is an injury. Horned cattle 

should have their food from good, rich pastures and well sup- 
; plied mangers. Sheep should bave as great a variety of food 

as any animal, and should never be permitted to run down in 

flesh, as this condition is destructive to the growth of the wool. . 

| Experience is everywhere teaching that most of the diseases of 

| swine are the result of confining the animal to one kind of food ; 

on farms with a wooded pasture they suffer but little Where 
there is nu timber on the farm, good sized pastures are abso- 
lutely essential to the health of the hog. 4 PEERS a 

The farmer, who has derived any profit over and above his’ 

neighbors as the result of his ten years’ trial of a plan, can, of 

course, improve upon it during a lifetime. ‘Should he be dis- . 
satisfied with, and want to exchange his vocation or his busi- = 

ness, the education is not lost for future usefulness in any pur- 
suit, and he has the satisfaction of knowing just what he has 
been doing. — ee BNA LE BS ee 

15Ae. TR. | (AEE SBS a
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- PRACTICAL MANAGEMENT OF SANDY LAND. © 

| . - . | BY J. W. WOOD, BARABOO. nk mo | 

. The importance of this question to the industrial interests 
7 _ of Wisconsin can be best seen by examining a geological map 

| <> of the state. The observer will be struck by the great develop- | 
_ ment of the Lower Silurian rocks, and especially of that 

member of the series known as the Potsdam Sandstone. The — 
disintegration of this rock gives character to the soil over a | 

| large area in the northern part of the state. a 
: _ Tracing this rock westward from the locality in the state of 

- ‘New York which gives it its name, we find it extending 
a through Canada; making a great bend to the north it crosses 

| over into Michigan at Sault St. Marie, then passing along the . 
sand dunes and pictured rocks of the south shore of Lake Su- : 
perior it widens rapidly, and covers nearly the whole of the , 

— _ upper peninsula of Michigan. Entering Wisconsin, its north- 
a ern border is coincident almost with the northern line of the 

| state, being broken only by limited areas of primitive rocks _ 
| and upheavals of trap, while its southern, border, forming an — 

obtuse V, receives the first outliers-of the lower Magnesian 

limestone south of the Baraboo river in Sauk county; thus 

ane covering, no doubt, one-third or more of the surface of the 

| state. The drift forms a wide belt on the eastern wing of - 
a the V, greatly benefiting the soil, but the disintegrated rock 

| : enters largely into its composition. a | 
‘The surface of this vast area.is generally level, but through = 

, ~ its eastern and southern. parts it.is sufficiently broken to secure 
| good drainage. it is generally well watered, and furnishes 

| sufficient timber to supply the necessities of a population, and 
| lies so near to the great pineries of the north that buildingma- 

| | a | —_ A ;
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terial is easily obtained. In the central part are situated the 

great cranberry marshes of the state. — : ee =. | 

It is well’ known that a sandy soil is the easiest of all soils 

: to cultivate, and if it can be kept up toa proper state of fer- 
. tility, offers many inducements to the farmer. * Its organic mat- | 

__ter is held in the most accessible shape for plant-food. Itdoes | 
not bake; is warm and friable ; tools easily keep bright in it, ) 

and if the crops are not so heavy, a larger area can be culti- 
vated with the same labor, so that settlers are quite content 

with lighter yields. Ag OS: | 

The new land when first broken up was rich with the accu- | 
mulated: fertility of centuries, and the early settlers were de- | 

- lighted with its fertility and easy cultivation. The sandy. re- 
gion received its full share otf attention; the first crops were 

abundant, and the idea prevailed that our. lands were 4nex- 

-haustible in their fertility. But farmers have since found to 
their sorrow, that a system of farming, which has no higher 
aim than to pocket all that is possible of the wealth which 

mother earth has been ages in collecting, is a system which | 

leads to ruin. OEE es Sigg Ee 

The first settlers were often men with means sufficient to 
| enable them to start out'with comfortable improvements. The : 

~ small timber growths, which it was necessary to remove, fur- 

__ nished an abundance of fencing, and the country at once a8s- 
sumed an air of comfort and prosperity, but the rapid ex- oo , 

. haustion of the soil which followed, led to discouragement, 

and often to the entire abandonment of the improvements, so 

that a traveler to-day in passing through the sand district is = 
struck with the appearance of discouragement which prevails 

-onevery sid Be ENG as 
_ The question before us is—might this result have been 

_ avoided, or is there now any remedy ‘or the existing state of a 

In considering this question, I sha!l confine myself. strictly 

to the use of means available to the actual settler. We know 
that with the expenditure of money, “ the desert may be made 
to blossom as the rose;” and we know, too, that there is not
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| sufficient inducement to lead to its expenditure in improving | 

els our sandy lands at the present time. A man with meansis = 
| likely to go elsewhere, and leave the lands in question in the 

hands of those who occupy them. Present cheapness is the 

a greatest inducement it offers to new settlers. as a CEE 

- - ©. We will now look at the soil and see what we have, before _ 

| we consider the question of what we need in order to render 

: it moretertile eS 
In chemistry this sand is known as silex, which is one of | 

| the most refractory substances met with in the laboratory. It 

: is totally insoluble in water and in most of the acids. It oS 

ca enters slightly into the composition of the straw of plants, but 
| | as: hardly found at all in grain. Time does not crumble or © 

| dissolve it into any form of plant food. It- only fulfils the - 

| office of a sponge to hold the water and the plant food accu- 

os mulated in it, in a form accessible to the rootlets of the plants ; | 

so we must look elsewhere for any increase in the fertility of 

| the soil. If the soil were pure sand it would be worthless, but | 
| | the term “sandy” is applied to soils in which the sand pre- 

dominates. It is in all cases largely mixed with earths, which | | | 

| to a great extent causes it to resemble other soils, and gives 
| to it its value. | eeu Se a ae 

| | The question of artificial manures, such as guano, super- 
| phosphates, ete, may be dismissed at once, for though none can 

‘doubt their value, yet they cannot be used economically at 
| present. Lime and plaster depend for their value on the, 

oy presence of organic matter in the soil, as they do not directly ~ 7 

. help to maintain plant life. So that the great question for us | 

os to consider is, how to provide and keep up a supply of organic 

7 matter in the soil. ° me 

| - There are often marshy tracts of land from which the set- 
tlers cut their annual supply of hay, interspersed through the. . 

sand region, which are underlaid by heavy deposits of muck — 
7 or peaty substance. This might be profitably hauled on to 

, | the adjoining fields and make an’excellent base for the action 

of lime or plaster—and it would hkewise be invaluable in the 

compost heap or barn yard—yet even this requires an amount
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' of labor and capital, and a foresight which do not at present ; 
abound in our sandy region. Therefore we must look still | 

further for effectual help, if we find it. ce 
The space allowed will not permit me to go into minute de- 

tails of the experiments which have been tried in investigating | 
| the sources of plant life; I can only state the results. ‘The 

most important one of all in our case is, the fact that the great | 

_ supply of carbon necessary to plant life is found floating in the 

_ atmosphere which surrounds us. | ae : 

It is estimated that there are seven tons of available carbon. 
suspended over every acre of the carth’s surface, rich and poor : 
alike. This cannot be exhausted for “the wind bloweth 
where it listeth,” and if any man could secure that portion | 

' which is present at any time, the next moment will give anew 
supply. The general supply is probably on the increase.in | 

- our generation, for while the portions we are able to condense — | 

and use are soon afloat again through the processes of | 
| combustion and decay, we are busy in digging from our,coal 

_ mines annually, millions of tons condensed at some previous | 
portions of the earth’s history and setting it afloat again, that it 

. may travel its ceaseless round of usefulness. | 

Boussingault took a portion of pure sand, burnt it until all . 

traces. of organic matter were expelled, then took up some | 

growing clover plants, washed them clean, removed the exter- _ | 

nal moisture with blotting paper, weighed them and set them 

in the sand. He then watered them with distilled water, - 
placed them in the air, and in two months time found that they. 

had tripled their amount of organic matter, thus-proving that | 

air, pure water and sand have all the elements necessary to sus- 

tain the growth. of clover. In rich soil the results would _ 
_ doubtless have been increased, but we see in this little experi- | 

ment the element of all successful agriculture. Had he : 

buried the perfected plant in his sand, and planted again and | 

| continued the process, it is evident that there would be no end 

* to the amount of fertility which might be accumulated. And 

this would not Le in an arithmetical butin a geometrical ratio, | 

; for the presence of a portion of manure in the soil would make |
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‘it easier to accumulate. still more from the atmosphere. This 

ss experiment gives us the key note to the successful manage- 7 
- ment of our sandy land. — | WE | 

og ‘We see that it is far easier to keep up the original fertility | 
A of the soil, than it is to restore it when once exhausted. As 
_-yet the processes have. all been exhaustive—nothing has been | 

restored. The great law requiring compensation, which God 

: so implicitly obeys in the management of the universe, has 
been utterly neglected. Much has been lost, but still much can a 

_ bedone, not only to restore, but even to exceed the original fer- 
|. tility of the soil. es ee 

_ Boussingault tried the same experiments with other plants 
" ~ with similar results, but the leguminous plants, to which clover _ 

belongs, have so far proved the most satisfactory, 9 st 
| —.. Other plants of heavy annual growth might be profitably 

—— _ sown and plowed under to restore the worn out lands, but 

_ clover properly handled is. sufficient to accomplish it all. It 7 
| can be sown with other crops; it affords both pasture and hay, __ 

| _» and is hardy in our climate. a 
moe The proper rotation of crops to adopt in view of the neces- / 

sities of the case will be clover, corn and small grain; the 

| _ ground when sown to small grain of any kind, to be always 

seeded witu clover. I would divide the farm as nearly as pos- | 

ee sible. into three equal parts. This rotation, it clean work is | | 
Ae made with each part, will give uniform annual products, varied 

roe only by the accidents of the season. As the harvest of each | 

field is secured, the lot can be pastured, if desirable, without 
interfering with the other crops. . . | 

| I would sow the medium clover, which, in favorable seasons, 

_ will give a crop of hay followed by a growth which can be cut : 

Oe for seed, or used as pasture, as the farmer pleases. If itiswell 

filled, it should be cut for seed, as.a man mast raise his own ; 

a when the seed.is once secured the farm must not be sold short. 
- One or even two year’s supply should be: kept on hand. If | 

- the second growth is not heavy enough to meet the expense of — 

| cutting for seed it will still mature enough to re-seed the land. | 
——.sTE allowed to get a good’start, it may be moderately pastured
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without detriment, as cattle will avoid the ripened heads and 

feed on the tender grass below, unless pastured short. | 

This clover sod should be turned under in the fall and the 
_ following summer cultivated in corn.. When replowed and 
sowed to small grain it will be found to be abundantly seeded 

_ toclover. The farmer will secure the most successful results — ) 
In this way. - . Cy 

If it was not that clover was liable to winter kill after the 
| second winter, it would be desirable to interpose a year of pas- | 

turage upon the clover sod before turning over for corn; but . ~ — 

it has this liability on any soil, and more especially on light 

soils. It isa biennial plant, and after reaching its matured 

growth the liability to winter kill is greatly increased, hence it 

will be safer to follow the three years’ course. . 

If more pasture is needed, a portion of the clover must be 
devoted to it. In our sandy regions there is usually a wide 
range for stock, which furnishes excellent feed in the spring 

| and early summer, but the farm must provide fall feed. This 
can be obtained by turning into the wheat and clover stubble. 

| It is a serious disappointment in farm management to fail in | 
getting a good stand of clover. To increase the probabilities 

Of success, the ground must be plowed in the fall, in order to 

sow at the earliest practical moment in the spring. Thisis 

-. very essential to success. It is of but little use to sow small ‘ 

: grains late, for they must get.a good start before the heat and. - : 

drouths of summer come on, and before their insect foes com- 
mence their depredations. Insect life rejoices in heat and dry- en 

ness, Spring plowing leaves the earth mellow and chintz-bugs | 

will breed in it without let or hindrance, but if the clover seed 

catches, the earth will be shaded by the branching leaves of 
the young plants, and the bugs will be held decidedly in check. 

It will be found easier to getastand of clover on land 
where it has lately been grown, and the certainty will increase | 

_ from year to year under the system proposed, as the ground _ 
_ will become filled with seed in a condition to grow. =. 

‘Tt is well known that clover sown in March on wheat or rye a 
| seldom fails to catch. The seed becomes swollen and ready . |
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to germinate at-the earliest moment, and when the rootlets are 

well fastened in the earth they make a vigorous effort to stand 

their ground, and will generally succeed. BER 

| - The clover sod—turned over in the fall if possible—is tobe 

| thoroughly prepared in the spring and planted tocorn This 

- will give a third of the farm in corn, which is none too much. 

ee Corn is the sheet anchor of our western agriculture. Prosper-. | 

ity hovers around a full crib. It is food for man and beast 

alike, and blesses everything ; it is not exhaustive to the soil ; - 

sit can be worked at seasons when wages are moderate ; it af- | 

- . fords winter fodder of the best quality, if properly secured— 

- an acre of stalks being equal to a ton or more of. hay for feed- 

- ing purposes—it is the most profitable crop we raise. -Not an 

| ear of it must be sold from the farm—unless to supply some . 

unfortunate neighbor with seed—but all must be fed out where | 

it is grown, and sold in the form of beef, -pork or mutton, and 

: the manure made, sacredly returned to the land which pro- — 

- The corn stubble should be plowed in the fall and prepared 

for small grain. Preference must be given to the kinds most | 

favorable to clover. Wheat and barley are better in this respect | 

than oats; and fall rye is preferable to either. I have sown 

glover in the fall with winter wheat and hud it in bloom at 

harvest, yielding a far better crop than that portion of the 

7 same field sown in March. I would recommend a trial of this . 

method, for if it succeeds,.a better crop will be secured ; if it 

, fails the ground can be resown in March. Its success will 

probably depend much upon the accidents of the season. | 

The management of the manure is an important matter on 

any farm. It must be carefully husbanded and great pains 

a taken to increase the amount and quality. age 

| It may be applied as a top dressing to the clover or used on a 

the corn ground, but in no case should it be buried at the bot- 

tom of a deep furrow. If used on the corn ground it should 

| be harrowed or cultivated in, so as to be available to the roots 

a | nearest the surface, as they are the most active feeders of the 

7 plant. The greatest benefit would probably be derived from >
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applying the manure to the clover, as this is getting the lever 
under the very center of gravity of the farm. If this point | 

be lifted, the whole farm comes up with it. The practice of : 
hauling manure directly from the stable as often as a load is’ 

made, and spreading it upon the land, is growing in favor 
among agriculturists. If left in the yard without: being well 

. eared for it suffers great loss—more than can come from 

spreading it even upon the snow. If left in the yard to rot, 

a year’s use of itis lost. . , 

[Tt is essential to success, not only in our sandy lands but in | 

- all western farming, that sufficient stock be kept to consume 
all the coarse products of the farm. Whether hogs, sheep, oS 

horses or dairy should be kept, must be decided by the tastes 
and experience of the farmer. .In many cases the farmer will | 

not have the capital necessary to start successfully in that | 

which would’suit him best, but he must have his plans thor- 

oughly mapped out in his mind and work them out as time : 
_ progresses.| In this article I have been careful to recommend | 

no processes which are expensive or extra laborious, but such | 
as ate within the means of ordinary farming ; and if the culti- | 

vation of our sandy lands is made profitable, it will be by such 
means ; for laborious and expensive systems will not be adopted. |
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7 _ INSECTS INJURIOUS TO AGRICULTURE, = 
| = Aphides (Plant Lice.) we TOR 

| | BY P. R. HOY, M. D. ee 

a _ From advance sheets of the Transactions of the Academy of Arts, Sciences and Letters. | 

: - Entomology, the history of insects, their metamorphoses, __ 
habits, relation to plants, etc., is a branch of natural history ~~ 

: which has peculiar claims on the agriculturist. In view ofthe  __ 

a millions of dollars annually lost to the state by the depreda- 

tions of insects, it becomes an interesting problem how todis- _ 
tinguish, in all stages of growth, our insect friends from our 
insect foes, that we may be the better fitted to cherish the one 

and destroy the other Sot a ae oe 
7 _ When will the representatives of the people understand that — 

: Wisconsin can ill afford to dispense with the invaluable ser- | 

vices of a state entomologist? We have a host of insects, pe- 

~ culiarly destructive, waiting for tareful study, the better to en- 

able us to counteract their evil work. Not the least of the ad- 

: vantages.to te derived from the labors of an active, enthusi- 

- astic state entomologist, is the education of the farmers by 
: personal contact ; thus teaching them how to distinguish the 

various insects by which they are surrounded, in their different 

| stages, so that this practical kuowledge may be of value to | 

oF _ themselves and to their neighbors. 

PLANT Lick.—Small, green, brown, black or white, soft, | 

| - bodied insects, with or without wings; crowding together on 

an leaves, stems, bark or roots of various trees and herbs. Many 

' species are covered witha white cottony substance, hencecalled 

: Woolly Aphides. The number of species is very large, not a 
| germ of plants that has not its peculiar species ; many, more 

| than one. The apple alone, according to Fitch, has not less 

: than five species of plant lice. One of the most common spe- — 

an cies infest the tender leaves of the apple, the Aphis Mali, Fab.
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This species is green, egg-shaped, one-tenth of an inch in 

length; it is either with or without wings. They are provided | 

with two spurs, or nectaries, which originate near the center 
of the body. These nectaries secrete a fluid as sweet as honey. , 

. So astonishingly prolific is this insect, that the increase of orfe 

single eg, it has been estimated, in -seven generations, would | 

be 729 millions! If it were not for the good offices of those 
animals which prey upon plant lice, every thing green on the 

face of the globe, would, in ashort time, be covered with these a 

voracious insects. They crowd as thick as they can stand, 

their long suckers inserted iato the succulent young shoots 

and leaves, pumping up the juice. If disturbed, they jerk up - 

their bodies in a comical way and emit, from their nectaries, a 

shower of honey, apparently to bribe the intruder with this 

sweet fluid. » Not unfrequently they kick up their hind feet in: 

unison, impelled by an excess of. animal spirits, from very joy 

of existence. SPO ECE SSE 
The history of this species is extremely interesting. In the 

| spring, as scon as the young leaves appear, the eggs, hid away 

in the crevices of the bark, hatch. The young creep to the 

extremity of the branch and fasten to the young shoots’) Ina 
few days the louse is fully grown. All the eggs laid in 

autumn produce wingless females, and these females do not 
» lay eggs, but bring forth living young which are also females. | 

The young when first born are milk white, but change in a 
_ few hours to the color of the parent. In a very few days 

these young lice produce living progeny also. And so on for 
from fifteen to twenty generations, each individual louse pro- _ 
ducing from five to ten each day, all without the presence of a — 

single male; for in fact there is not a male in existence! A 

few winged females appear occasionally, which take wing and 
| plant new colonies. Thus goes on this remarkable form of © | | 

reproduction till fall, when there appears a brood of winged 

males and females which pair, in the usual manner. The 
result of this union is not living aphides, but eggs, which in 

the month of October the females deposit in the crevices and : 

cracks on the bark of apple trees. Soon after this the lice all
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) perish. The eggs remain securely hid away during winter, to- | 

be called, by the warm days of another spring, into life, again. 

to repeat this wonderful phenomenon. legis, | 

| - Apnis Prorectors.-—Ants are almost always seen busily | 
| running up and down trees and plants infested by the aphis. 

. These ants take charge of the lice, guard them from harm with 

| zealous care; for which good services they are amply paid in — — 

woe honey, by the plant lice. The ants approach the lice, and if — 

: there -is not an accumulated supply, they touch them with — 

their antennzs by way of reminding them cf their wants; at 

an once the lice respond with a drop of their sweet fluid. For 

this reason plant lice are humorously called Ant Cows. Itis 

| a well known fact, that colonies of apides attended by ants 
' thrive better and are more prolific than those which the ants 

have not found. | COE a a ig OE 

| _ ApHis Enemiss.—Now for the Aphis foes, and conse-  _ 

= quently our friends. - We place first on the roll of honor, the — 

| — larves of the Lace-wing flies, which are called Plant Lice Lions, 

| a name well deserved. lLace-wings belong to the family He- 

So merobdia, order Neuroptera. There are many species of | 

| Lace-wings; they are mostly not over half an inch in length ; 

| color, pale green, or yellowish brown, with conspicuously 
a prominent golden eyes, for which reason they“are sometimes 

bs called golden eyes. They are provided with four large wings, 
which expand a little over one inch. These wings are netted 
in a beautiful manner, resembling the finest lace, hence the 
name. These flies may be met with during the entire summer, 

in the vicinity of trees infested with lice. They are nocturnal 
. in their habits. f ‘ i 

| ~The manner in which the female Lace-wing deposits her. | 

eggs challenges our admiration at the beautiful adaptation of 

means to the accomplishment of important ends. Nature has 
 farnished this insect with a fluid analogous to that of the spi- | 

| der, for spitining her web. When ready to deposit an egg, this 

insect touches the end of her body to a branch or leaf, and 
| then elevates the abdomen, drawing out a pure white thread,
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half an inch in length, which hardened instantly, on the sum-' | 
- mit of which she fixes an egg. This being repeated, from 10 

. 20 eggs are thus placed on slender threads. The éges when 
first deposited are pale green, becoming opaque before haiching. 

Now the object of thus placing the eggs on these hairs is evi- 
dent. Were they placed in reach the first larva that escaped - 
from an egg would devour the remainder. . So nature haswell = 
guarded the continuance of the species. 

| The larva of the various species of lace wings differ con- 
~ siderably in color. They ore mostly ofa reddish brown, light- 

| er on the sides, with a dark line down the back. The body is 

long, wrinkled, short hairs projecting from each segment; has 

six legs, and is armed with a pair of formidable, sickle oO 

shaped jaws, which project conspicuously in front. Thus - 

armed these lions hurry about in one continual state of activity 

day and night in quest of plant-lice, their legitimate prey. — 
| They seize the lice with their tongs, and elevate them, till they 

have sucked every particle of substance from the bodies, then 
_ giving the skins a toss, resume their search for more victims. 

. It isastonishing how many lice are destroyed by a single aphis- 
lion. 

| _ Having attained its growth, the lion makes the last meal an. | 
excessive one, remains torpid for a day or two, then spins a : 

/ circular cocoon in which the insect is entombed during the win- 
ter. The first warm day of spring calls them out So open- | 

: ing a small door, in this temporary grave, emerges a beautiful 
_ Lady Lace-wing, dressed up in the most extravagant finery. _ 

Lavy Birps.—Family Coccinellide, order Coleoptera, small, 

nearly round beetles, ornamented mostly with spots of vari- 

~ ous colors on the elytra. 7 

0 Ee There are about one hundred species described as belonging oe 
to the United States. In mycollection alone there are no less 
than twenty species, obtained near Racine. So Wisconsin is 
not deficient in these valuable insects. These beetles deposit | 
their eggs in clusters on the under side of leaves on various 
plants, Their eggs are of a shining, golden yellow, resembling
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those of the Colorado potato beetle. Ina few daysthey hatch 
- out six legged, dark colored, long bodied larva. Their jaws 

are short, but sufficiently long, however, to be of good service 
in killing aphides. — Ee oe 

coo These larve are nearly, if not quite equal to the aphis lions 
in destroying plant lice. Dr. Fitch, New York state entomol- | 

Chet. ogist, so faithfully describes the habits of this plant wolf, as it 

| might appropriately be named, that I adopt his language. ~ 

| When first hatched, “it walks about with much animation, 

and coming to a plant louse, much larger than itself it may | 

be, the little hero, though only a few minates old, boldly seizes ~ 

the louse, which, like a cowardly poltroon, makes no resistance 

| except trying to pull himself away. But the little assailant | 

hangs lustily to him, preventing his advancing a single step | 
| - further, and using his anterior legs as arms, he commonly raises 

- the louse off from. the leaf and leisurely devours his body, 

_—s Jeaving only the empty skin’ remaining. As he grows, the — 
._ sides, and in some species the whole surface, becomes diversi- 

| | fied: with bright red and yellow spots and rows of tubercles or | 

| elevated points, He is a most active voracious little creature, _ 

running briskly over the limbs and leaves in search of his prey, 

| and consuming hundreds of aphides. He grows to about a 

: , quarter of an inch in length in the course of two or three 

| a weeks; he then fixes himself by his tail to aleaf, or the limb | 

or trunk of a tree, snd hanging with his head downwards the | 

skin cracks open along the middle of his back, and the smooth 
back of the pupa protrudes partly out of the prickly skin of 

/ the larva, and thus remains, the old larva skin continuing to | 

cover the pupa on each side and beneath. The insectremains __ 
| dormant in its pupa state about a fortnight, when its hard ex- 

ae terior shell cracks open, and from it crawls a small shining . 

| beetle nearly the shape of a half pea, though often much | 

. smaller than this.” a 
ook ‘Tae AGENTS WITHIN ouR ConTROL ror DssTRoYING 
| - Prant Licze —The smoke of tobacco, when it is possible to 

. confine it for a time, is undoubtedly one of the most efficient
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remedies for exterminating these pests. In green houses, 

| graperies, conservatories, etc., the smoke is always potent. 

Small out-door plants can be covered with boxes, barrels, or 

even umbrellas, or any thing that will form a temporary cover, 

will answer, and insure the destruction of the aphides with 
tobacco smoke. But on large trees, and vines, smoking is not 

| practicable. The next best thing is a thorough drenching 

with strong tobacco water; say one-fourth of a pound of to- 
bacco to one gallon of boiling water. Soap suds has been 
used with good results. A strong decoction of quassia root 

has. also been attended with some benefit. But of all reme- : 

| dies for outdoor trees and vines, I prefer collecting, with a 

net, by sweeping bushes and coarse weeds, the several larve — 

described in this article—aphis-lions and aphis-wolves. 

_ Several years ago a fine balsam fir, fifteen feet in height, 

standing in my grounds, became overrun with a species of 

7 woolly aphis, which deformed the leaves, and there was dan- 

ger of the tree being destroyed by them. With a net I col- 

lected a brave lot of the larvee of ladybirds, and placed them — 

on the lousy tree ; at the same time I noticed several packets | 

of lacewing eggs) The combined labors of these soon des- 

troyed every single louse. The tree, now sixty feet in height, 

has never, to my knowledge, had an aphis on it since. 

Last year my outdoor grapes became badly infested with 

lice; I secured many avhis wolves and aphis lions, which I trans- | 

ferred to the vines; in less than two weeks the grapes were en- 

 tirely free of these pests, without resorting to other means. 
I know of many incidents illustrating the woful ignorance 

of persons otherwise intelligent, who were waging an exter- 

- minating war against insects and birds, at the very time they 

were engaged in the good work of devouring noxious insects,
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cs _ - - FAILURE IN WHEAT CULTURE. oa 

Le BY PROF. EDWARD SEARING, MILTON COLLEGE. = to 

The value ‘of an essay on “ Wheat Culture,” presented by a 

| one who never grew a stalk of wheat in his life,and whose — 

entire practical experience in agriculture has been confined to 

: _ the cultivation during three years of a garden of one ortwo 

acres, may appear to some very problematic. Yet it should - 

_» ‘be remembered that for the successful calculation of an eclipse — 

neither is a personal visit to the sun and moon necessary, nor 

i need a man have constructed with his own hands the telescope — 

| with which he scans the celestial spaces. Other men may have 

| made his instruments and his tables, yet if his theoretical | 

knowledge 1s not deficient, he, in the quiet of his study, works 

| out the problem, the accuracy of whose results, to a minute of 

| time, a future day verifies. | | 

So, possibly, in agriculture important problems can besolved 

| ‘by those not actually treading the furrow. Indeed, if the | 

truth were known, it would be found that many of the best 

| agricultural editors and writers of the country have done the 

larger part, if not the whole of their farming with the pen, | 

|  yather than with the plow or hoe’ | | 

Patience in examining and sifting the reports of other men‘s _ | 

os labor, skill in classifying such reports, and wisdom in drawing 

| therefrom conclusions of value to all—these are in agriculture, _ | 

as in other departments of science and industry, qualities of — 

oo the highest possible utility. Shall there be less honor to the = 

| man at the head of the weather bureau in Washington, who | 

examines the multitudinous reports of local observers, and 

then publishes the history or prophecy of a storm, than to the 

| observers themselves? Lek Co |
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A little reflection will convince any one that no special, tech- 

_ nical acquaintance with agriculture is necessary for the prepara- | 
tion of a useful article on the conditions of success or failure in 7 

wheat growing, when almost everything of value pertaining to 
the subject can be found, and be found only in the recorded 

experiments of practical wheat growers. These records are of | 
- course numerous, and they embody the experience of a multi- 

tude of practical farmers of many states and countries. They 

~ are also the result of many years’ observation. On diligently 
searching these records, and faithfully and accurately comparing | . 
and condensing the reports, I have found, contrary to my ex- 

pectation, the. evidences so numerous and so positive in one 
direction, that what I had supposed, and what is so generally | 

supposed to be a.mystery, seems no mystery atall. 
~ The very uniform failure of the wheat crop in the longer set- 

tled portions of our country, and the constaat westward. pro- | 

gress of its successful cultivation, can be satisfactorily ex- | 

plained. It is the object of the present paper to give this ex- | 
planation—an explanation based upon the solid facts of expe- 

rience, and commending itself to the reason and common sense 

of all intelligent minds. The only wonder is, that the truth 
is not generally known and admitted by farmers, whom, as a 

class, it most intimately concerns. - | | : 
. . Jfailure of wheat is not due to climatic changes. Before 

_ proceeding to state the real causes of the failure in wheat | 

~ growing, I must allude to. this very generally supposed cause si 

_ which there is good reason to think has little, and - probably . 

nothing, to do. with the problem.* It is a quite generally 

received opinion that the occupation and cultivation of a new 

'“* Evidently our guthor in coming to this conclusion has overlooked certain important 
facts which have a bearing on the question. A careful examination of the statistics 

_. given in connection with the results of rimente, to which he alludes farther on, 
will prove conclusively that the character of the season has mach todo both with the 
amount of the yield and the quality of the crop; and again, with us, the seed, soil and. . 

culture being the same, in exceptional years Tas 1853 and 1860) when the distribution of . 
heat and moisture was favorable, the yield, in quantity and quality, has been equal to 
that of: the best former years. It has.also been our own experience (which is confirmed a 
by observation) that with new soil and the same conditions of tillage we cannot now get 
near as large a yield, or as. good a berry as when the country was first settled. This. 
must, in some measure, be attributed to less favorable conditions ef climate. That there 
has been a marked change in this respect every old settler, who has-closely observed - 
these things, will admit; and that this must be the case, will be evident to those acquaint- 
ed with the effect upon the’climate of a country of a heavy natural growth of grass, brush 

' and timber, in connection with a large area of surface covered with water. ‘There has 
been a great change in these conditions, and it has wrought its natural effect on our Cli- 
mate.—Epiron. er SERS TEE 

, 16—Ac. TR. | | | | 

* . “ } ,
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| country cause such climatic changes as tend to forbid the = 

| successful production of wheat. ee ! x TEES eS 

So In the first place, this is inherently improbable. Itis di- 
| rectly contrary to the wise provisions of nature, that a grain 

ranking higher than any other asa source of food to mag, 7 

. should find its deadliest foe in climatic changes which civilized 

| | man’s very presence necessarily engenders. This idea is ab- | 
_ surd upon its very face. Nature is not thus malicious. She 

| does not war upon man in this pitiless and remediless way. - 
She hides her bounties that she may call forth man’s ingenu- 

| ity, industry and energy to secure them, but she has at- | 

tached no such penalty to the culture of thesoil as thistheory 
| would imply. | OE ee 

| In the second place, this notion is not only not supported 
| by facts, but is entirely contrary to facts. The removal of the 

forests from a well timbered country unquestionably produces _ | 

| marked climatic changes; but failure in wheat culture is by 
no means confined to such localities, nor is it any more marked 

in such localities. On the great prairies of the west no such _ 

climatic changes have or could have occurred; and yet their a 

. diminished crops testify no less emphatically of some potent , 
deranging cause. The same is true of California, where the | 

_ diminished yield has been striking, while no one pretends there 

| has been any change in its peculiar and remarkable climate. | | 

' —- Tt is ‘true also of France where the annual yield has been di- | 

minishing; while in England, a country whose civilization is 

of nearly the same age, the yield is now jarger than ever be- | 
| fore,—having steadily increased more than five bushels per 

| . acre during the last one hundred years. In Egypt, again, the — 

a yield has continued large and steady for centuries. Egypt 

: and England are perhaps the only countries that form excep- 

| ' tions to the general rdle of diminished yield. 

| Again, there have constantly been isolated instances of a 
— large yield in the midst of districts where the general failure 

has been marked. These instances have not been confined to 
| particular localities or countries. They have occurred in New . 

| York, in the western and southern states, in France, and else-
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_ where. The known conditions of these exceptional results, 
together with like results of recent special experiments, par- 

ticularly in England, conclusively show the causes of the di- 
| minished yield of this great cereal crop. it 

' Tihese causes I shall now proceed to set forth, as briefly and 

__ Clearly as possible, and to support them by proofs from vari- 

> ous sources. ie a eer ee 
_ Wheat is a peculiar plant and requires peculiar conditions 

of soil and care. As in its fruit it is superior to all other | 
grains, so in its habits it is more particular and exacting than | 
others. It cannot endure conditions in which corn or oats: 

— would flourish. It requires a rich, mellow, and clean soil. | 
: The richness, too, must be a refined one. Rank manures upon: | 

which corn would luxuriate are distasteful to this grain. It - 
_ flourishes upon new land, richly endowed with the organic 

‘matter which nature has furnished from annual generations of 
.. devayed leaves and grass) When such virgin soil is given, it 

yields a return of from 30 to 100 bushels per acre, with very t 
little care on the part of the farmer; and it will for several | 
years yield bountiful but slowly decreasing crops, while it is. | 
thus feeding upon and exhausting the food which centuries 
have accumulated in the soil. This explains the once abun- 
dant yield in New York, in Ohio, in Illinois, in Wisconsin, in 
California. This explains the present abundant yield in the 

| newer portions of the west—in Minnesota, in N ebraska, in 
_ Oregon, and in Washington Territory, = tit | 

Wheat most easily affords the new settler the money he im- 
| mediately needs. It gives large returns for his labor, and is 

more easily transported and solid than any thing else he can 7 | 
| raise. So he continues to grow wheat year after year, on the 

game ground, because it pays immediately and largely, and he | 
_ looks not to, or eares not for, the fature. He thus perhaps «> 

obtains from every crop the original cost of his entire farm, 
| and when at last the impoverished, foul, and ill-used land can | 

no longer return him much for nothing, he pockets $20 an acre 
for what cost him one-tenth the amount, and joyfully departs —
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for pastures—or rather wheat fields—new, to repeat onastill = = 

larger scale the same money-making but land-killing process. a 

| - The plowing of this new land is always shallow. Everysuc- | 

a cessive crop diminishes the supply of organic matter; and 

~— \ from the careless culture, every successive year increases’ the © 

' stock of weeds. When the yield of the first year—perhaps | 

- 80 or 40 bushels—has diminished to 12, and 10, or 8,thenthe - 
Agricultural Bohemian, who has been guilty of this agricide, — | 

resorts to the’ neighboring store, or grocery, where with his —_ 

| neighbors he despondently discusses the dismal’ prospect. It — 
ig unanimously agreed that the failure is “ mysterious’—that 

“the climate has changed”—that anything and everything is | 

7 _ the trouble, except utter ignorance of nature’s laws and viola- yo 

- tion of her fundamental rules on the part of her slanderers — 

and persecutors. PE sas Poe Ra of ST os 

oo If this constant cropping with wheat were accompanied * 

| with the very best system of culture, so that the ground should _ | 

-« "be mechanically in a proper condition, and weeds be kept out, 

| good crops of wheat could be grown much longer without ; 

-»  manuring the soil, and a tolerable crop could perhaps be grown _ | 
- indefinitely, by proper culéivation, simply. The experiments 

) of Mr. Lawes, of England, seem to indicate this. He raised | 

twenty-seven successive crops of wheat from one plat of land, 

oe without any manure. The crop of 1844 was fifteen bushels 

per acre, and that of 1870 exactly fifteen bushels; this amount — 

| - also being the average yield during theentiretime. Itshould : 

be understood that the ground was kept absolutely free from 

weeds, the wheat being in drills and the soil cultivated be- 

oo tween them. The experiments made by this gentleman are | 

probably the longest and most valuable on record, and I shall 

have occasion to refer to them again. : , nS 

| [have thus indicated the two leading, and probably almost 

4 the only causes of the generally diminished yield of wheat in | : 

| | “the older settled portions of the. country. : ‘They are seen to. 

be, first, continued cropping without manuring ; and second, a 

poor cultivation, that neither stirs the soil to a proper depth,
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- nor secures sufficient fineness and lightness of it, nor destroys | 

' weeds. I am inclined to think that ranking second to no other 
cause of failure in wheat-growing is that of the foulness of | 

the land with weeds. No good crop of anything can be 
grown in partnership with weeds, and especially is it difficult | 
thus to obtain wheat. When the new soil is first turned over | 
sit is comparatively free from these pests. Under the common 
mode of cultivation their numbers increase every yea. 

: Asa specimen of the kind of culture under which wheat- 

growing ceases to be profitable after a few years, take this | 
"from Mr. Harris’ “ Walks and Talks on the Farm,” in the 

American Agriculturist for July, 1870. A friend visiting Cal- 
- jfornia writes him that he was told “110 bushels of wheat had 

been raised there on one acreof land.” “ Another gentleman 
of unquestionable veracity,” he writes, ‘told me that he had : | 

harvested from three acres of wheat 808 bushels. But,” he = 

“You never saw such farming. They plow only two or three inches | | 

deep, and crop the land with wheat year after year, for from ten to twenty | 

years. The consequence is theirland has become foul, and now they do 

not average more than twenty bushels per acre. What is needed to reno- 

vate their land is a rotation of crops and deeper plowing.” 

_ The department report for 1866, says of wheat culture in the 

same state: : OS 

_ “The majority of cultivators throughout the state have pursued. the fol- | 

lowing plan, which not only gives a very small return for the land cropped, 

. but.also exhausts it of its fertility ata rapid rate.” - | | 

Then follows a description of what is termed the “‘ volun- 

| teer” process of crops, by which asecond, and sometimes even | 
| a third crop is obtained without plowing or sowing, and from 

_” seed scattered from the first crop. The report continues: — . 

. “As a general rule, grain lands receive neither manure nor rest, the 

same ground being cropped with wheat for seven or more years ‘continu- 

| ously. A better system of cultivation is being inaugurated in some por- | 

me tions of the state, by cropping one year, and summer-fallowing the next. 

By this plan, land that did not produce over twenty bushels per acre, when 

cropped continuously, has yielded over forty bushels, of a much improved 

quality.” a | |
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| This California method of wheat growing is an illustration— | 
a somewhat extreme one, but nevertheless a good illustration— 

of that seeking for the largest immediate returns, and ‘disre- 

gard of future consequences, so largely characteristic thus far’ 

of American farming, and so fatal in its results to continued - 
/ _ success in raising the cereal under consideration. =~ Sa 

I shall now proceed tg give some proofs of the entire possi- 
- bility of producing large crops of wheat, in localities where 

| the. general failure has been marked, by simply restoring | 

and following those conditions which rendered wheat culture | 
; so easy and so profitable in the beginning. These conditions, 

be it remembered, are mainly a properly enriched soil, and a | 

a cultivation that shall forbid the growth of: weeds,—in a | 

_ word, a rich soil and a clean soil. One fact alone, to which I 

have already referred, might be considered as proving conclu. 

- sively that the yield of wheat in a given locality can be kept | 
up toa high standard indefinitely,—the fact that in England 

a under a system of superior culture there has been a consider- 

' - able increase in the annual average during the last century— 
- nearly twenty-two per cent., it is estimated. This is not at all | 

. due to superior climate.- The ,climate of no wheat growing 

‘region in the world is better adapted to secure large crops-and | 

po superior quality, than that of California. The department 

| report for 1866 says that: oe | 

) “In the earlier years of grain-growing the average product of wheat in oe 

that state was between sixty and seventy bushels to the acre, in favorable a 

| seasons. Instances were common where large fields of frag sixty to one 

hundred acres, averaged ninety to one hundred bushels, and selected acres 

7 _ as high as one hundred and twenty bushels.” | 

: | The climate of France is-as well adapted to wheat as is that 
a _ of England, and yet France has reduced her average yield to = 

. fifteen bushels, while England has increased hers to twenty- — 

| eight bushels. The cause of this difference is thus explained 

by Commissioner Capron in his report for 1867: = 

| | “Deep cultivation is a primary necessity to root-culture, which forms . 
7 the basis of English agriculture, and enables the English farmer to ‘pay | 

a annual rents equivalent to the fee-simple value of our farms. The grow-
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| ing of these ‘green crops’ results in a more thorough admixture of the | | | 

food-producing elements of the soil and its prompt permeation by water | 

_. and the gasses, which are so necessary to plant-growth, France following 

in our footsteps, or we in hers, in at least one particular—the want of a 

a proper rotation system—has reduced the average yield of wheat to fifteen 
bushels. The single fact that, while England has two acres in * green 

. crops’ ‘for every acre in wheat, France has three acres in wheat for every 

acre in green crops, explains the cause of the great discrepancy in the 

_ yield of that valuable cereal in these countries.” tsi 

Mr. Capron ascribes the difference to the more extensivecul- oo 
tivation<of the root crops in England, and to a deeper-culture | | 

of the soil, but he omits all mention of the fact that in Eng- 
lish agriculture natural and artificial fertilizers are much more 
extensively used than in French, BS | 
_ This one fact, I repeat, so forcibly expressed by the statistics a 

of -English‘agriculture, ought to be considered sufficient proof —S>—- 
in itself that the yield of wheat ina given localitycanbe kept 

- . up to a high standard indefinitely by means entirely withinthe _ | 
| province’of human effort. But there is other proof. _ | : 

sf Mr. J. B. Lawes, of Rothampstead, England, conducted a se- | 
| ries of experiments in wheat-culture,extending over many years, 

to which allusion has already been made as probably the most. 
| extensive and thorough on record. Mr. Lawes had several 

| plats of land under constant culture in wheat for a series of 

-_- years: one plat unmanured, one manured with farmyard ma- | 
| nure each year, and the others annually manured with various 

kinds of artificial fertilizers. The result is thussummed up. . 

in the department report for 1868: ee 

“This average™result of sixteen annual experiments, is interesting and | 

instructive, tending to show—indeed actually showing—that English soil 

unmanured though thoroughly tilled, yields little more than the average | 

a product of unmanured American soil indifferently tilled. It also teaches 

_ the necessity,’as well as profit, of liberal manaring. The increase effected ‘ 

by barn-yard manure was 138 per cent. and by the application of 

various fertilizers, 148 ‘per cent.,—in bushels respectively, 2038 | and. _ aes 

21%, worth, at average rates for the period, at least $25 and $27. This is | 

far more than the cost of the fertilizers, leaving a rent-paying ‘profit. — Our 

| own wheat-growers should ponder these results and profit bythem.” / 

| These experiments, though made in England, are, from their 
_ nature, alike valuable to the agriculturists of all countries.
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| On looking over the reports of large individual crops in dif- | 
_ ferent portions of our own country, as published in various 

ss department reports, in reports of the New York State Agri- 
cultural Society, and in several volumes of the American Ag- | | 

— riculturist, L have been very forcibly impressed by the uniform , 

_ conditions of extra ‘mechanical culture, or liberal manuring, or 
_ both. Thad marked a number of thése reports for quotation, = 

but my limits forbid the use of more than two or three, which | 
| _ may serve as samples of a vast multitude that could be pre- | 

sented, and that have come under my observation. _ | | 
a In an editorial article in the American Agricudiurist for Sept.» 

- 1868, is the following emphatic testimony: = 
. “We know two farmers, in one of the best wheat-growing counties of 
ar western New York, who have just harvested and sold their wheat. One had — 

, _ 18 bushels of wheat per acre, that weighed 54 lbs. per bushel; the other a 
had 87 bushels, that weighed 6214 lbs. per bushel. The former was glad 

_ to get $1.80 per ‘bushel for his crop, and the other sold his at the same . 
: _ time for $2.60 per bushel. One crop brought. $21.16 per acre,the other 
— brought $100.50 per,acre. The farmer who got one hundred dollars an acre : 

a for his wheat has no better land naturally than the one who got twenty-two. | 
| dollars an acre. The climate is the same, and there is no other difference | 

a except.in the management. One cultivates thoroughly and manures high- 

| | ly. * * * His land is clean and rich, and no matter what the season is, - 

he has almost invariably excellent crops. We have heard him say that he 

believed he could make a good crop of corn if not a drop of rain fell from = 
| the time it was planted till it was harvested. He would depend on free 

quent cultivation, keeping the ground mellow and not suffering a weed to | 
. ° grow. His land is as rich as when it was first cleared, and he can raise - | 

just as good wheat. It is not owing to the variety, for the kind he raises is , | 

_ the good, old-fashioned Soules, that so often fails of, late with ordinary 

| treatment.” | OO 

: In the number of the same journal for February, 1869,is —s’ 

the following item : ae a | 
: « J. B. E., of Monticello, Indiana, writes: ‘ Neighbor Keener had a piece a 

of wheat sown on summer-fallowed land, one-half of which was plowed _, 
the second time. The six acres plowed but once yielded but twenty-six... 
bushels per acre. _ The six acres plowed twice yielded thirty-eight bushels 

: per acre. Hesold the wheat for $2 per bushel, and thus received $180 for 
| about three days work with a man and team.’ ” 7 a : oe 

_--—-s« Such illustrative facts, I repeat, might be presented almost
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indefinitely. I will say that, so far as I have been able to ob- 

serve, it is the uniform testimony of all articles upon the sub- 

_ ject, in the books and periodicals I have consulted—and I do 

not think that any one has escaped my notice—that the wide- 

spread deterioration in the yield and quality of wheat is due, 

‘and due alone, to imperfect methods of culture. Indeed, Tam _ 

astonished, both at this unanimity of testimony, and at the , 

: - fact that there is still doubt in the minds of any, when the | 

proofs are so numerous and so conspicuous. | 

I will close this already too lengthy article by presenting the 

- opinions of our recent, and of our new Commissioner of Agri- 

culture. Commissioner Watts, in his monthly report for No- 

vember and December last, says: a | a , 

| «We must resolutely face the fact that the the cause of the failure is to 

be found in the farmer’s want of skill, and inquire how this skill may be im- i 

proved.” | ee ee 

Commissioner Capron, in the report for 1868, says: . 

“If wheat plantations may still predominate, beyond the Mississippi and 

Missouri, there is no excuse for failing to inaugurate a complete system of 

: American agriculture in Illinois and the more eastern states, which shall” 

: be self-sustaining and tending constantly to increase of production and 

profit. The evil tendency of slip-shod culture and negiect, has often been 

a ‘shown in the rapid decrease of yield and reduction in quality. * * * * 

_. The fault is not inherent either in soil or climate. It is fully accourted for 

by the deficient preparation of the seed bed, rank growth of grass or weeds, | 

and neglect of that systematic variety in cropping necessary for the preser- | 

- vation of a proper equilibrium in the elements entering into the productibn 

of wheat.” OES ER eg . Oo toda a gO } 

I will simply add that, the causes of failure being recognized, - 

the conditions of success become obvious. They have already — 

been discovered. When these conditions shall be so fully es- , 

_ -tablished here as they already are in England, there cannot be 

the slightest doubt that,so far as the yield is concerned, the 

-- suecess of former days will return. ge : 

; : | | |
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oe _ CULTIVATION OF INDIAN CORN. | 

| BY LEWIS CLARK, BELOIT. ERS eu 

po The value of this production is too well known to require 
_ much time or space in referring to it. No other production __ 

oo equals it for the use of man and beast, and for general pur- — 

poses. All will be convinced of this when they consider — 
oe that should other grain and vegetables fail, this alone would 

feed our families comfortably, and not only that, but it would — 
| | enable our work-teams, our cows, beef cattle, swine and sheep . 

to fill the place designed for them, provided the stalks ) 

‘However barren and rugged the New England hills, a place 
| must be fitted for corn if it takes all the manure that can be | 

a made on a large farm, or bought, to prepare two or three acres. . 
| In addition to two or tkree plowings there must beaheavy —§ __ 

| covering of manure broadcast, a shovel full from the compost | 
- heap to each hill, and three or more hoeings by hand tosecure 

| acrop. ee 
~ ° “From New England we turn our attention to Illinois where 

“corn is king”; the vast fields that stretch for miles are raised 
| with so little cultivation that it seems to be almost native to | 

the soil. In our own state as the smaller grains fail, the corn 
a _ crop increases, and in connection with grass it is the main crop 

to. depend upon for successful stock farming. | er 

| - Kiyo or SEEp Usrp.—Probably fifty or more kinds could | 
oN be found in our country ; but which is best for general use 

would be hard to tell, as much depends upon location and 
quality of soil. Rich dry soil, well mixed with sand, will usually 

ote mature the mammoth kind; less dry and less sandy lands are 

better adapted to a medium dent, and so on fromearly dent
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to plain Yankee, as we reach the colder land and higher lati- 7 

tude. In this vicinity, on good corn land, what is termed 
early dent in central Illinois produces the best. Geta variety 

_ with long kernel and small cob. My test is this; wrap a | 
paper around an ear and tie it7fast, pull out the ear and shell - 

off the-corn, if it fills the paper it will do. With most farmers. 

the stalks are an object. In that case the Sanford can be used — 
profitably for a portion of the crop. Anacre or more should. 
be planted to early Yankee to’cut up for work teams and to , 

| commence the fattening of hogs. 

SAVING OF THE SEED.—It is probably safe to say that millions 

of dollars are lost annually in the United States by planting | 

poor seed: Not so with the smaller grains. During forty-four 

years of farming I have only? once sown wheat that did ’ : 

not germinate ; and never failed on other kinds of small grain. 

Seemingly they can be wet and grown at harvesting, stacked wet. | ) 

. and poorly threshed and put into bins wet, and still grow. 

Save corn ever so well, and hang it over a bin of grain or hay- 

mow, and it will spoil. A slight freeze will destroy it un- | 
less thoroughly dried, aad it seldom dries so well in the field 

that freezing does not killthe germ. Early in September, be- 

fore the trosis come or the husks grow yellow, take the team, 

~ men and boys, if you wish, and drive on one side of the field. : 

Let each have a basket, go to the opposite side of the field from | 

the wagon and pick toward it, each taking two rows, picking 
the largest and best looking ears without stopping to examine 

them, filling the baskets if you please by the time they get to oe 
the wagon. That evening truss it up. It should be hung up at. 

once, not lie around to mould and heat. The object is to dry 

_ the cob as speedily as possible, as the moisture in that is what . 

does the mischief. I think aback kitchen where the cook- 

stove stands is the best place. An empty corn house or other 

out-building willdo. Save enough for two years, and some for | 
your neighbors: who plant from the crib, to plant over with. 

Corn kept in this way will be good for years, and though it = 
7 may be too cold and rainy to germinate for twoorthree weeks, . _ |
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: it will come up if it does not lie in the water, when other corn 
which might grow under favorable circumstances would not. | 

+ Shella few weeks before planting; thoroughly mix, and al- 
_ ways try the seed by putting it. between grass sods wet with 

warm water, and kept under the-stove. The result will be 
. _ seen ina few days. I consider it: necessary to renew seed - , 

quite often from several hundred miles south, for the main ~ 
oe crop, as dent corn soon degenerates. If selected right, one. and | 

a half bushel will make one bnshel shelled corn. | 

: | PREPARATION OF THE GROUND.—Under this head there are | 
| a great many points, many of which I will omit, or only re- | 

| fer tu slightly. When to plow, and how deep to plant nfust 

Ls be found out by experiment, taking into consideration the 

quality of the soil, how it is to be planted and tilled. For 
7 _ ¢lay Jand planted by hoe, without brushing or harrowing, I | 

prefer fall plowing; on land which does rot bake, spring | 
| | plowing. oo ee Co Shere ne Tee - 

oO _ . Manurinc—While a little is better than none, it is difficult — 
to get on too much, unless it be on the site of an old barn- 

| yard, sheep fold, or something of the kind. I would haul out __ 
any kind, through. the winter and spring, and plow in. If the 

| oe | land is far from the barn, take out a load morning and noon 

a when going to work. Upon all good corn land free from ob- 

| | structions, I would proceed to fit and plant as follows: For 
timothy and clover sod use a double plow, that is, two plows. 

- on one beam; a small plow with cutter, cutting about eight — 
- inches wide and four deep, attached to the beam in front of 

_ a large one in the reaf, cutting more than twice as wide, going 

7 - eight, ten or more inches deep, according to strength of team. | 

In this way the earth is thrown over free from sod, and no place _ 
is left for grass to come through. ee 

| -. One great error in our corn raising is in not : having 

| the ground thoroughly prepared before planting, by harrowing, 
| rolling and bushing, and that t00,. right. up to the time of 

| ' marking, so that there will not be a young weed or blade of 

7 grass, or green thing growing before the corn:is up. All prac-
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tical farmers know the valueof the roller when land islumpy. __ 

| Right here I will introduce the brush (as I consider it indispen- 
sable upon the kind of land under consideration), and will tell 

how to make and use one. Get eleven saplings, straight, uni- 

form, and with a bushy top—black oak is the best—bore as . 
: many holes in a straight stick, one foot apart, beginning with «© 

the center, and slanting the others a little cums so that 

when put together it will work the ground well, ¥welve feet 
wide; the brush should be ten or twelve feet long, and not too 
heavy. An ordinary team will go over twenty-five acres in a - 

day. The ground having just been thoroughly harrowed, 

have the brush go over it the day before marking. This method a 

will put a quietus on the young weeds, will smooth and. pul- 
verize the ground, and leave the surface so that the marks will 

show more plainly. — PE DR 

‘The marker should be so constructed as to make not less 
. than four marks ata time. Three feet eight inches and four 

feet are the usual spaces for rows in this vicinity. For looks 
and convenience in cultivating, rows should be straight; yet 

there are but few farm laborers who can do the work properly. 
_ I think the best way is to put a shoe, or short ranner, on one - 

end of a sixteen foot fence board; put a bolt through the 

other, and through the marker at the right place to have the _ 

' shoe end make a traceable mark where the center of the mark- | 

er will be on returning, or directly under the tongue. This | 

plan is for smooth land, and rows both ways. For rough, stony, 
lumpy or stumpy land, or where rows can be made only one 
‘way on account of narrow strips in orchards, etc., I would 

mark one row at a time with a shovel plow. eS | 

_ PrLantinc any PLanters.—The time to plant in this vi- 
 cinity is from April 20th to May 20th. The earliest date for — : 

| early varieties ; about the Ist of May for large dent; 10th of 

May for early dent; and common Yankee will do well ‘from | 

that time till the 20th. The earlier the planting is done the 
' better; weather and soil being favorable. cite) (te tae - 

- On clay soil that is very lumpy I would plant with a hoe,
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- but on all smooth, mellow land, whether rows are to be made __ | 
| one way or both, I prefer a double hand-planter.. A man who / 

understands. them, will put in ten acres per day. © Jones’ 

‘ planters are generally used here. They plant even and are 
a durable. Myself and neighbor used one jointly for twelve 

_—-years, besides being borrowed and used by others. The horse | 
| planter does good ‘work, but.does not make the rows. perfect 

both ways. The question naturally arises, Why is machine 

_ planting preferable to hand? On land which needs under- 
draining, hand planting—and shallow at that—would be much 

_ the best; but upon all good, dry, natural corn land, the rea- 

| sons in favor of the planter are, that it takes only one-fourth 

the labor, plants deeper, and more evenly. The advantagesof — 

_ deep planting are, that the corn is more out of the way of 
__-_ gophers, never fails to come up however dry the weather may __ 

be, and if the seed is such as I have recommended, it will 

a - come up as soon as it becomes warm, however wet and cold it 
may have been previously, and it does not pull up in tilling 

and harrowing. Some years ago when planters were not as 

| plenty as now, I was in a hurry to finish a lot and put in some | 

_ of the field with the hoe, mixed along with the machine work. _ 

It came on very dry, and I estimate that Ilost 200 bushels 
| on account of the hoe planting failing tocome up. © 

SO However large the field, I would try by changing work or 
| otherwise,,to plant it allin one day, that it may come up 

evenly. The importance of its all coming up at the same time 
| | will more readily appear when we come to tilling, = | 

The brush is now to put on the finishing touch. It can be 

driven by a boy. It kills weeds and prevents gophers from dig- 
a girg up hundredsof hills. In the absence of a brush, a karrow 

; may do to follow after the planting. | ee 

| oe ‘Trruine.—One great error in cultivating is in not working | 

_ the ground soon enough after planting, and another in not 
working near enough to the hill the first. time over, In my | 

. opinion the great ‘secret -of successful cultivation. is In tak- - 

ing the weeds out of the hill—which otherwise would take up
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and absorb the nourishment of the corn—without using hoe 
. and fingers. My plan is to go over it with a harrow, four or 

five days after planting, and if the weather is cold, so that it is | 

long in coming up, go over it twice. This uses up one or two 

_ crops of weeds that would be in the hills. Any harrow will 
do, but a Scotch one, of seventy or more fine teeth, with light | 

| -wooding, is preferable. Assoon as the rows can be seen, so as to | 
keep horses from stepping on the hills, put onthe brush. It must — 

_ be watched on the start, to see that it does not scrape too hard 
on the rows. If there is any trouble it is easily remedied by 

| cutting off the large or crooked limbs, or raising up and work- | 
ing under fine brush. This will clean out of the hills any 
young weeds that may have started, leaving the earth loose | 

: and lively—equal to the old New England way of hoeing all 

the earth away from the hill, then cleaning out the cluster of 

weeds with hands, and hauling back fresh dirt—and at the rate 

of twenty-five acres a day, instead of an half acre, as inthe — 

latter case. | | 
The harrow must follow the brush when the corn is four or 

five inches high ; but it will not do to use it at the same time, 

as it would cover up the small corn. This is the time when ‘ 

_ the timid and inexperienced will think the crop will be ruined, 

and.set the harrow up by the fence.. To be sure two or three 

teeth will go through each hill, knocking over some, partially — | 
covering up some and occasionally pulling up a spear, but | 

7 ‘soon the spears will rise and grow rapidly ; if a few are de- | 

 stroyed it is no matter, they can be spared. ees 

In a week or ten days more, the corn wil be eight or ten 

inches high, and weeds, if any, small. Now is the time for the | 
cultivator. Before proceeding with this, review what hasbeen 

_ done, partially to see how much ‘the land has been worked 
—- since planting and at what cost. ee 

Suppose the piece twenty-five acres. First, bushed after , | 
planting ; second, harrowed before coming up; third, bushed 
as soon as corn seen; fourth, harrowed. The ground has all | 

\ been worked over four times, in the hill as well as outside, with 
| four day’s work, which a twelve or fourteen year old boy—if
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he is a good one—could do as,well asa man. .A number of 
things are readily seen. It has not cost much, and there has 

| been a very poor chance for weeds and..gophers to work their 
Oo mischief. I have been little troubled with the latter since 

pursuing this mode of deep planting: and continuous cultiva- 

oe tion, | | Sgbee c 
Jt. ig not necessary to discuss the merits of cultivators. There _ 

are many.of them, and scores of proprietors and agents to do 
Pe the puffing. Whether you use single, double or sulky, work 
- glose up to the hill, and set the. teeth so as to throw enough 

- - soil around the corn to cover up all weeds too deep to be resur- 
| rected. Then go through the other way in the same manner. 

7 As rains sometimes prevent following out the prescribed course, oO 

it is best to commence the work early. Corn now being free 
from weeds and a foot or.more high, ordinary skill.will keep — 
sit in geod order. Keep as far from the hills as possible at each | 

- subsequent working, throwing a little fresh soil up to the corn ° 

to cover weeds and prevent the evaporation of moisture. In | 

| chintz-bug times I concluded to go over my ground again, and | 

procured all the help possible, scattering men and boys about— - 

So the corn being in a number of different fields and on different ) 
OC farms. When partly worked, so many neighbors said weeds 

should be left to feed the bugs, that I did leave a portion of 
- - each field, and found afterward, by comparison, that the weeds 

Bo did more harm than the bugs. — | . a 

| A few years ago, a relative, directly from one of the eastern 

states, who had not been into our fields, remarked that we — 
_-' might have very good, natural corn land, but he did not be- 

- lieve in any such sloveniy way of farming. On enquiry, he 
ae said: “I understand many never put a hoe into their fields; 

- _ we go over ours three or more times.” I replied, “I will show | 

oe you forty acres tilled in that way, cleaner from weeds than any 

. one acre you can find in. your state.” On examination, he 

| _ owned up beaten. No hand. cultivation can do the work as 

| thorough as the horse, for with the hoe, weeds are cut up near 
‘the surface and sprout again, Be AB ee
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HARVESTING.—I will not occupy much spacein speakingon 
_ this point.’ Having raised a good crop, each farmer will be | _ 

governed more or less by circumstances as to how and when 
he shall secure it. ge lg 

_ From the early maturing of the Yankee variety till heavy 
frosts, more or less should be cut to feed teams, cattle and hogs . 
designed for fattening, and to keep up a flow of milk fromthe __ 
cows, if the weather is dry. | a ne | 

On farms that are fully stocked, or when the owners can do. 
-. it, I would advise cutting it all up, putting from sixty-four to 

| one hundred hills in.a shock, well bound at the top with flail- 

threshed, wet, rye straw, care being taken to have it so made as. a 

to stand erect all winter if necessary. The cutting should all 

| be done before frost. Thus secured, I calculate an acre of 
the stalks to be equal on an average to an acre of grassfor | 

_ feeding purposes. ~ Tt-can be hauled, husked and fed in winter. a 

Sheep can be well grained by feeding on the ground, thus 
saving husking. If desirable to clear the field, in early winter 

| the stalks and ears will all be well cured and can be handled 
‘readily as they are only about half as heavy as when first 

cut, and can be bourd with rye straw, and hauled and put into - 
; a stack or barn, to be fed and husked as required. | a .
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ss EMP CULTURE IN WISCONSIN, 

ore eee BY HON. J. G. KNAPP, MADISON. eee 

This plant, called ‘by the botanists cannabis, itsancientGreek 
- name,.is a sub-order in the large family of nettles, and was 

first noticed by historians as coming from Persia. “The fibre, | 

| the principal element of the bark, makes it eminently useful _ : 
2 to man. It isa dicecious, herbaceous annual known to all, as : 

ee it has been acclimated in all: parts of Europe and America; 
-— geattered from fields and bird eagez it grows wild almost = 

wherever civilized man has lived. _ a) ane 

_. Gan 1 BE Grown 1N Wisconsin?—Many, who know its 
market | value, are at a. loss about its growth here. Such have one 

- formed their opinions from the fact that it is grown in Ken- - 
-—— tueky. +Hemp is a coarse plant, grows rapidly to the heightof —__ 

from five to eight feet, and needs for the greatest production a 
-* strong, loamy soil. Being an annualit requires butashort 

«period for its maturity—less days than flint corn—but the | 
period of its growth should consist of hot, sunny days The 

7 brief hot summer of northern Russia give itample time to 

“mature, and the Russian hemp is as noted inthe markets of 
| the world as the flax of Ireland.’ The young plants are not 

we liable to be killed by the frosts which destroy flax and many 

other plante; and from the fact that its seeds lie over winter 

| in the ground in a wild state, it is inferred that they might be > 

sown in the fall. However that may be, it will mature its lint 

is less time than corn requires to ripen. Pe a 

-—sIn the minds of those who understand the nature and habits © 
| of the hemp plant and the climate of Wisconsin, not a shadow | 

of doubt exists but that we can produce better lint than any 

= of the states farther south; and time will demonstrate that
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Northern Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin and Minnesota, wherethe- = 
_ dentcorn grows,. will become renowned as the true hemp region 

of the American continent Abie pbters 

| PREPARATION or ‘THE Sort.—On this head nothing more 
need be said, except thatthe ground should be prepared as for | 
oats, the soil being thoroughly mellowed, so that the plants may | 

"grow as evenly as possible. Unless the weeds start, first and 
become considerably advanced the hemp will rise above them, | 

_ maintain its ascendency, and kill out all other growth. Some a 
agriculturists have proposed to usehemp as a crop in the rota- 

| tion to clean foul land of its weeds, and as a preparation for 
| othercrops. Land can‘scarcely be too rich for hemp, and yeta 

| . a SEEDING.—Some sow from two, to two and a half bushels | , 
of good, fresh seed to the acre ; but L. I. Bradford, President 

_ State Agricultural Society, Kentucky, in 1863, says “broad-cast 
_ your seed evenly, at the rate of fifty pounds of seed per acre 
minimum, or even up to seventy pounds as the maximum 2 

| quantity, varying with the strength of the land; the object _ 
being to produce as thick a growth of plants as the land will | 
sustain. If the plants set too thin, on rich soil the stalks wil! 

> grow-too coarse; producing a coarse and inferior lint; on the | 
—" eontrary, if seeded too thick, the growth will prove so short as 
_ to materially affect the value of the crop.” After the seeds 

Oe Ee are sown, by hand or the broadcast seeder, the roller should 
follow to make the surface as ever as possible for the hemp. 
hook, eradle of reaper in gathering the erop. ‘The plants should 

_ Stand so thick, that all may run up their entire length without . 
branches. Such plants give long, straight rods, with even, un- oo 

_ divided. fibre; but when they have abundant room they branch See 
. at almost every leaf, and the fibre is short and broken, or ine” 

jured ateach jot Ee 

_Rarsine Seep.—The plants for this purpose should be 
. grown on rich jand, in drills two and a half or three feet apart, 

and tended as a hoed crop ; they should be thinned out in the
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half the plants will bear only staminate flowers, andatecalled => 

male plants. These can be distinguished: when half grown, 

sand may be removed, leaving one to three or four female 

- plants. All the male plants may be cut or pulled out as soon 

a _as they have shed their pollen and begun to turn yellow: their 

fibre, which is nearly as valuable as that on plants grownex- 

: ‘clusively for the lint, can be saved. The female plantscon- 
ss tinue green, and require about three weeks more to perfect tel 

| their seeds, when they must be carefully cut or pulled, and set | 
+ in shocks to dry. The seeds scatter easily, and it must be - 

-.- garefally handled, especially when dry. Theseed ctop could 

also be saved by cutting off the seed branches with a knife, 
and conveying them to the drying house in large tight boxes 

or baskets, as hops are gathered. The stalks could then be : 

gut, cured and rotted as the other plants are for the fibre on 

- them, which is worth about three-fourths as. much as that upon 

LEE 8 ‘The seeds contain as large a: proportion of oil as flax seeds, 

| and the oil is expressed in the same manner, and used for the 

game purposes. The oil cake is equally good food for cattle | 

vs with the linseed cake. Hemp has been known to yield ashigh 

ae as forty-five bushels of seed to the acre, and has been recom- © 

a mended as a profitable crop, when grown for the seed alone. 

Harvesting ame Cnor—Hemp was formerly, pulled by 
hand, but this was a slow and laborious task, and there was 

-* danger that the different parts of the field would damage dur- 

: ing the period occupied in the harvest. Recourse has since 

a been had to cutting it at or neat the ground with heavy knives, = 

oe reaping hooks or scythes. This mode greatly expedites the — 

po harvest. Of late years, a cradle with a short scythe and stout 

7 fingers so spread as to gather and hold the tall hemp has been 

oe used. Cutting the hemp, though a great improvement on pull- — 

- when the cradle is used, as it is necessary to cut all close to 
: the ground, otherwise some of the best fibre will be lost It -_
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is to be hoped that-some of the reaper men will construct ma- 
chines that will cut hemp as low as grass is now cut, and yet - 
lay the green stalks in a continuous swathe or in even bunches, , 
and thus substitute horse for human muscle in harvesting this 

The proper period to harvest for fibre may be known by the ; 
-. male plants.) When they have shed their pollen and com- 
__-- menee to turn yellow, the crop is then ready for cutting. "The 

| female plants will remain green some three weeks longer in - 
‘ maturing their seeds, but their fibre would decrease in value, ; 

— and that of the mate plants would become almost worthless. 

7 _ Curine THE Crop.—If the crop is eut with the hemp hook => 
| _or cradle, the width of ehch swathe must be sufficient to allow: 

the plants to be spread in a vontinuous line on the ground © 
where they. grew ; if cut with a machine and cast off like  . 

_ grain, the bunches should be gathered by hand, made even at os 
the butts, and spread in straight lines across the field, covering | 

the ground as much as possible. As soon as the leavesare | 
dried so that they will shell’ off in handling, the hemp must | 
be gathered, either with a rake or fork, agitating the stalks | 

| sufficiently to break off all the leaves, keeping the butts even. 

oo Bundles of convenient size for handling are bound with cords, 

or with hemp stalks. If rains have beaten down the plants, mo 
go that the underside lies ‘on the ground with wet stalks and a 

___ Jeaves, the swaths may be turned over with aslim pole, ten ) 

feet long, slightly bowed, and the point so trimmed that it can 
be easily pushed under the swathes; then, if the pole be lifted, , 

: the butts will form a focus on which to turn the swathe. It: | 

will then lie up loose, and will dry in a few hours. Thehemp — 
can be boifnd and shocked or stooked, and afterwards placed 

vs in the rick or shed if need be, more compactly without than 
, with the leaves. No time should be lost after the stalks are | 

. eured in getting them into the stooks, as every day’s exposure : 
to the sun and dew aiterwards deteriorates the quantity and : 

_ quality of the lint. The brighter the stalks can be secured, : 
| the better; the same rule applying here as in hay. | |
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.- Rormme anp PREPARATION For Drussine.—Rotting is 
done by steeping in’ water, and by what is called dew ‘rotting, = 

Tee the same as flax. ~The water rotted is far stronger in the fibre, Bees 

- ss geparates into finer filaments, and commands a much higher 
ces price than dew rotted. / But water rotting requires much more - 

‘handling, and the cost of the extra labor is, perhaps, more = 
than an offset to the increased value of the lint overdewrot- 
ted. Several patents have been secured in Europe and Amer- 

- — ica for using chemicals and other processes for rapid rotting of 

hemp and flax, which if valuable and cheaper than dew rotting oo 
, _ -willcomeintouse. ON EE 7 

: Dew rotting is very simple. When the heats of summer 

have passed away, arid the frosty nights set in, the propertime = 
has come for spreading the hemp. If ithas béen carefully 

secured and kept dey, a smart boy will unbind and place the = 

_ bundles at proper. distances on the ground as fast as a man | 
ean. spread them in swathes. Ifthestooks have been removed = 

.  * to ricks or sheds for better preservation, cr to clear the land 
+ and plow’ in the leaves and stubble, or if itis deemed advisa- 
ple to rot the hemp on the meadow or pasture land, the bun- 

-_ dles must be scattered over the ground within easy reach of the = 

__ distributor. Care must be taken to spread the swathes thin = 
and _ even, so that all may rot alike. These swathes remain 

fibre parting freely from the stalks. When rotted, the turn; = 

ing pole may be again_brought into requisition, and the | 
a swathes turned, to dry out any dampness remaining in them. 

| The rake or fork’ again gathers the stalks, which are bound or | 
oe TS not at the will of the handlers, and they are stooked, until  —_ 
a all dampness has evaporated. The hemp will now have lost 

Sh much of its weight, and must be transferred to barns or sheds, ee 

= where it can be kept perfectly dry. Too much care cannot be 
_ had in Keeping the butts even, and straw straight ‘and 

ae untangled.. | ao ae ae oe se gle Be ae | 

. -Dressing.—The last and crowning work is breaking and 
dressing the lint, and fitting it for the market. This work is
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done in the winter. In this state a warm barn or shed willbe its 

required, as it cannot be exposed to heat. The clearest and - 
: driest weather is best for this operation ; damp days will sus- 

pend the work, by reason of the clinging of the lint to.the | | 

Hand breaks for hemp, in Kentucky, are manufactured for 
_ about five dollars: each; brakes worked by. horse or steam 

power, which will dress 500 pounds of lint—about three-fourths =~ 

: of an acre of hemp straw—in a day, can be had for $250. Such 
a machine and its horse power could dress all the hemp grown | 

| in a neighborhood, perhaps ina town, being moved from place a 
to place, like a'threshing machine. Larger machines, which es 
are stationary, and will rough dress five tons of lintinaday, = 
working up the produce of 3,000 acres in a year, costabout .  ‘ — 

$4,500. The process of breaking by hand, or otherwise isla. 
_ -borious, yet more depends on the skill, than the strengthof the = 

| labore. og a 

| THE VALUE OF THE Crop.—Rough dressed lint as it comes 
| from the break has sold at St. Louis during the spring of 1872; | 

at $70 common; $80 good; $90 prime; $92 to $100 strictly | 
- prime to choice ; $175 to $180 dressed ; good hackled tow at 

: $80 per bail of 500 pounds. These prices make the lint worth 

14,16, 18 and 85 cents per pound, respectively. New York . 
quotations are still higher. — ee BS = 

Land which will yield fifty bushels of corn, or twelye\of . 

wheat, will produce a thousand pounds of undressed lint per 
: acre. The average crop in Kentucky and Missouri has been - 

from 800 to 1,000 pounds of dew rotted lint per acre. Wis- | 
consin ought to give as large ayield. Raised for seed, its 
yield is from thirty to forty-five bushels per acre, worth $1.50 

_ per bushel or more; and the coarse lint from the seed straw is oe 
~ worth $60 a bale, which will more than pay the cost of cultiva- | 

an tion. - From these figures. some estimate of the value of the 

| erop can be fornied, and it will be readily seen that few crops | 
_ will surpass it in profit. Last year a farmer near Kankakee, 
Illinois, was paid $100 for the hemp straw, which grew. on -
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arr aere of land, after it: had: been rotted on the ground. where | oe 

Winn rare BE A Marxer or Hemp.—The high prices 
oe which hemp commands now, is one answer to this ‘question, = 

but another is found in its consumption in the country. | The 

last report of the Secretary of the Treasury, informs us, that 

there was consumed in the United States, during the year end-. 
|  iiig Tune 80th, 1871, foreign imports of hemp, manilla, jute, = 

| = grass, sisal, hemp tow, and other fibres and their manufactures, oe 

to the amount of $8,084,071.88 custom-house value; on which 
duties were collected amounting to $1,7 49,786.87. Nearly 

one-half this amount was for raw material, and gunny cloth, = 

: - factures, and to American grown hemp and flax. Thisamount 
js no more than the average for the past seven years. The 
‘United States have never produced one-half enough to supply 
their own market and consumption. ae | . OO | 

Hemp Dozs’Nor Exwavusr rue Sor.—Fortunately for 
__. our unphilosophical and wasteful system of agriculture, hemp, oo 

when grown, returns to the soil its leaves,.stubble and deeply | 

-._ penetrating roots; and when these are buried by the plowthe = = 

ae land is in the finest possible condition for another crop. Near- - 

dy alll the valuable, inorganic substances taken from the ground 
wy is in the waste material of the leaves, seed stems and shives, 

_ which can and ought to be returned. Thecarbonaceous nature _ | 

oe of these and the stubble, acting both chemically and mechani- 
ally upon the soil, and yielding humus, must more than com: 

| pensate for the one-fourth of one per cent. of mineral ash in | 

- the lint; which amount is absolutely all that need be taken — 

| from the land. The hemp raisers of Kentucky and Missouri 

oS have had no apprehensién of hemp exhausting the soil son 

the ‘contrary they rank this crop as an improver of the land, 

oe _ likeclover. They claim, with reason, that the deep tap roots 

a ment, and thence bring valuable elements ‘to the surface; . 

which with the large amount. of carbonaceous matter in the 

: : mo A . oS ie
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- leaves, stubble and shives, gathered mostly from the atmos; 
_ phere, greatly increase the fertility of the soil: Many fields in oe 

those states have been. planted with hemp for twenty and thirty | 
years, without any apparent diminution of the amount of yield. 
‘When the hemp is water rotted, or spread on the grass land 

to rot, the stubbie and leaves may be turned under by the | 
| plow so early in the fall, that all will be well decomposed at 

the time of the next spring sowing; and the land will receive — 
-as.much benefit as by turning under a green crop. ~The — 

shives, divested of the attached lint, may be spread over the - 

_. land in winter, while frozen, and will act as a valuable mulch | 
| for the new crop, sown on fall plowed land, like spring wheat, 
and then be turned under the next fall. — The seed crop alone» oe 

will require manure to keep up the soil. A - ae 

| Wuy Hemp was Been Neoiecrep—An idea has pre- 
_ > -vailed, because hemp has been grown in the slave states, that, = 

like cotton, it could only be grown by slave labor. Another , — 

equally prevalent idea is, that it requires. the long, hot sum- - | 

| mers of Kentucky, Southern Illinois and Missouri to perfect — | 
: it. Nothing can be farther from the truth. That region is | 

' 400 hot during the summer and fall. The true home of hemp, oes 

_. where the brightest, finest, and strongest lint can be produced _ ue 

4g beyond the home of the negro. Countries with cold, snowy = 
winters universally produce the improved qualitie. InIndia = 
the plaht exudes the gum haschich, which destroys the lint In 
the cool climates of northern Europe and Russia, on the con- 
trary, no gum exudes. — Some gum exudes in the hottest and gS 

_ dryest seasons in Missouri. Wisconsin will be free from this. oS 
evil, The plants are not subject to attacks of rust, or insects. 

pod France and Germany grow more pounds of hemp than flax | 
for their linen manufactories of cloth, fine grades of cordage = | 
and twines. Hemp fibre is mare tenacious than that of flax, | 
and when water rotted is nearly as fine. Dr. Ure,incompar- 
ing the tenacity or strength of threads of a certain diameter, — | 
gives the following results: flax, 1,000; hemp, 1,390, silk, | 

| 2,894. By Dr. Roxburgh’s comparison hemp is 105 and flax 
but 39. - | a 7 eae | |
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_. ‘The Americanvyhemp grown’ in “Kentucky and Missouri,is 
usually dew rottéd,-and owing tothe warm climate of the fall 

> the’ lint is so deteriorated by that precess.as to be of the lowest on grades, unfit for anything except- the commonest kindof cord- mo 
oe age.and bagging, ‘The superiority of the Russian and French 
oo lint to the American is due to the lower temperature of the _ 

latter regions, andthe further fact that it is water rotted. The — 
oe use of certain chemicals and steam expedites the process, and 

also increases the quantity, quality and strength of the fibre 
“ over that soakedin cold water. == > ge Ms 
a Wisconsin has:all the advantages of climate, soil, pure water 

for steeping, suitable autumns for dew rotting, and enterprize | 

ty for the construction of machinery for dressing and working 
up this crop; and there is no reason why her people should 
not reach forth. and seize this prize. Why should not this » —
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ek > BY REV. A. L. CHAPIN, D.D., LL.D., BELOIT. - : - ms eS — = fo 

From advanced sheets of the Transactions of the Acacemy cf Sciences, Arts and Letters. 

The problems respecting the relation of labor and capital, 7 
which are now engaging the attention of all sorts of people in . 
all parts of the civilized world, may be. greatly simplified by 
a clear apprehension of a few elementary facts and principles. | 

~The presentation of these facts and principles is the object of © 

_ thispaper. Iattempt nothing more than a brief digest of some _ 
_ matters familiar to all who are acquainted with the science of . . 

i political economy. | In: this I follow mainly Mr. Mill’s line.of 
| thought and adopt often his own forms of expression, claiming — 

no merit for the paper except for the putting of things together oo 
with a bearing. 

We start with the simple fact that all wealth is produced by . 
_ the application of labor to natural objects. In the case even of. 

those objects which nature brings forth spontaneously ina 
| form to gratify desire, some labor is necessary to find and ap- 

propriate them... - In most. cases some further labor is requisite oo 

_ to bring natural objects into a:condition fit for use. Fig leaves 
must be sewed together before» they can serye for clothing 
The fish and the deer after bein g caught must be divided, 

_ cleansed and cooked before they are fit for food. The dirty | 
ore taken from the bog or mountain must passthrough asuc- 
cession of varied processes of labor before it takes the form of 

every. thing which contributes to man’s necessities, coinfort or | | 
enjoyment. “All things are full of labor.” Ineach we finda 
natural gift. from. God, with an added gift. from man’s labor. 
So long as there is found a desire of man ungratified, or an ob- |
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_ ject of nature uaappropriated or unexhausted of its capacity to . 

gratify desire, there will be place for: human labor to be ap- 
plied to natural objects for the increase of wealth. = 

_. . We advance a step and come upon another obviousfact. Tt 

is that in civilized society, all the processes of industry requiresome 
— aecumulation of the products of former labor to begin with The 

blacksmith cannot begin his work without iron to work upon, 
| _ anda forge end its fuel and hammer and anvil to work with. 

And moreover if he is to spend the.day in nis shop, the food os 
_._- which supports him must be provided beforehand. In other ; 

ee words he must have materials, tools and sustenance. Butthese - 

-. all come as the results of previous labor, his own or another’s. 

a So it is in every branch of civilized industry. To this-neces) 
oa sary accumulation of the products of former labor the name 
-— gapitalis given. This is the radical idea of capital = 

so Now putting these two facts together we have the universal _ 
se _, fundamental principle that ‘the union of these two elements, labor 

| and capital, is essential to the production and tothe very existence 
| ce | of wealth, — Hence corfies the obvious inference that the true 

| relation of capital and labor is that of partners—co-adjutors for _ 
cope a common end—sharers in a joint result. Each is indispensa- 

ble to the other. Abstractly considered, they meet on an — 
\ equality. Antagonism between them is ruinous to the inter- 

-. ests of both. ‘This view of the subject is fundamental to all 
i sound political’ economy. It'is so plainas toseematruism = 

Ss which hardly needs a formal statement. Sound philosophy _ 
— and common sensé both sustain this view. Yet in practice it = 

is very generally ignored, and in the sharp discussions of our | 
> times it seems almost lost sight of on both sides. Amid the | 

| din of the workshop, and above ‘the din of ‘wordy contention 
| this simple trath needs to be continually affirmed, elucidated 

woe and reiterated. ‘ No labor reform movement can avail anything a 

which does not start with the proposition that labor and capi- — 

| _ tal are partners, not rivals, and’ write upon its banner; “ What 
God hath joined together let not man put‘asunder.” = 

_-*. For the batter apprehension of the principle in all its bear- | 
- «Ings let us linger a little on the questions, what is labor? __
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what is capital ?.and what conditions most favor the harmo- . 
| nious and profitable union of these two forces of industry: - - | 

1. Labor is fitly defined to be “the voluntary efforts of 7 
human beings to produce objects of desire.” Since the human 
being is made up of body and mind we must distinguish two. | 
kinds of labor, viz: Physical labor in which muscular | 7 
exertion is the chief thing, and mental labor which engages 
chiefly the faculties of the mind. I say chief and chiefly be 
cause in reality all human exertion contains some physical and 7 
some mental effort. The dullest laborer must think some 

| about the work of his hands; and the pofoundest thinker must 
task his muscles some to present to the world the products of - 
his brain-work, © 9 oe | | 
~ Recognizing this distinction, let us note what each kind of 
labor achieves. Mere physical labor only puts things in mo- 
tion. The muscles of the’body are made ‘capable of contrac- 
tion, This creates a pressure which. when applied toa piece 
of matter, tends to put it in motion, or if it be already mov- _ | 
ing, to change or stop its motion. This is all that mere mus- : 
cular exertion can do. But, through this power of putting oe 
things into contact and, relations with each other, man is able _ | | 
to command the hidden forces of nature to an unlimited ex- ss —= | 

- tent. Man stirs the earth and drops aseed into it, then the, _ 
_ forces of vegetation hid in the seed and in the soil multiply | | 

the seed a hundred. fold. Man brings coal, places it in a fur- : 
Mace, sets fire to it, and at once a force of nature in the process 
of combustion tarns the carbon into heat, He may add to the | 
pile ore taken from the earth, and another force of nature by : 
the action of heat makes the iron flow. Man's muscles grasp | 
and wield the hammer only to erable nature’s forces, gravita- | 
tion and density on the one hand, and tenacity and malleabil- | 

__ ity on the other, to make the blow effective to shape the iron 
as he will. Man sets his poles and strings his wires and ad- - 
 justs the components of his battery and arranges his machine, = 
so that’ by touching a key he can command that subtle force 7 
of nature, electricity, and make it the bearer of his thoughts |
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to the ends of the-earth. Yet in all this, physical labor only 
moves things; the forces of nature do theres 

But how does the man know what. things to move, what 
____ kind of motion.to give.and how to produce that motion soas 

to. aecomplish-his purpose?“ Not every putting forth of mus- 
gular exertion is effective in producing desired results. Ac: 

_ tion must be suited to the nature of things and guided by me- 
_ thodical rule. Hence the constant necessity of menial labor to 

precede and attend the operations of all physical labor. The — 
|... fagulties of the human mind must be tasked in investigating 

oe the properties and laws of nature, in studying the philosophy 

See of motion itself to find the mechanical powers, in contriving 

ee in detail the means or instruments through which the force. of. 

ee nature may be made available, and various motions may be 
| combined on philosophical principles for certain results, and in _ 

___—--watehing over the actual operations, of both the human labor- | 
: ers and the natural agents in the complex combination of pro- 

___,. duetive industry. It is plain on the bare statement of it that 

a the mind-work of discovery, invention and superintendence is in- ; 

ee dispensable, an; essential part of all productive labor, and 

that its importance and value, though often overlooked, cannot 
oe : be over estimated. _We say therefore of mental labor.in this 

nae form that it is directly. concerned with all productive. industry. 
“We recognize also another kind of labor, chiefly mental, which 
is employed to develope and improve thephysical, intellectual, 

7 moral and social condition,of human beings themselves. The 
--—-vesults of this kind of labyr affect men individually and.col- 
oe lectiyely, and determine very much their qualities as laborers | 

nae ~ and the circumstances and associations in which they live and 

a work, It is thus zndizectly concerned with all departments of 
productive industry... Under: this ‘head, may be set down tho 

2 the services of the physician, the.lawyer, the minister of reli- 
gion, the author, the editor and the greater .part of .the labor 

involved sin the, administration .of government—all that is - 
commonly called professional and official service,
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___ This distinction of labor as directly or indirectly concerned a 
in production, is much more simple and better every way than 
the old distinction much insisted on by some writers on politi- 
eal economy, and so strongly contested by others, of labor as 

' productive or unproductive. The term unproductive can prop-— 
erly be applied to labor only when it is labor wasted through 

| indiscretion, as when a wag paid a man ten cents an hour to 
bail out the river, as its waters set up between two boats, oras 
a, luckless inventor may spend years of brain work and manual 
toil on a machine which has no practical use. Certainly we 
may not say of Morse’s years of study and werk in devising / 
the electric telegraph, or of Webster's labor to bring under sen- 
tence of the law the murderers of White ; or of: Coan’s ‘preach- - 

_, ing the Gospel in the Sandwich Islands, it was’ unproductive 

Much. exertion is put forth for mere recreation, asinhunting, = 
boating, ball-playing, ete. If this really recruits mind and 

| body it puts the laborer in better conditio n for productive toil | 
and so indirectly aids it. MAGEE Ee ee me | 

There are professions, such as those of the musician and the - 
actor, in which labor is put forth only to furnish a passing en- a 

_ tertainment—a moment’s pleasure. Though, after the enter- oe 
_ tainment is over, nothing is left which can belaidupand- 

-eounted as wealth, yet it is for the timea real gratification, and 
the sweet memory of it will abide. Tho trueend oflaboris =~ 
accomplished immediately. The satisfaction follows the effort | Hohn 

_ instantaneously. The hearer of Nilsson has this quid pro quo 
in the ecstacy of the hour. - Why then is not this productive 
labor just as truly as if it hadproduced a ribbon for ornament, 

or a shoe for protection, or ‘bread for food. Proper gratifica- 
. tion of this kind cheers the spirits. of men, and so increases - | 

their productive energy. If the: recreation is, in kindorde- _ ae 
gree, exhausting, if the amusement is in itsinfluencedemoral: 

- izing, or if the taste be so fostered that amusement itself is 
made an end, then the economist and the moralist: may fitly. 
enter their joint protest against :a waste and a. wrong. But that - 
labor which brings refreshing relief to wearied body and mind,
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or ministers a gratification to.a pure and healthy taste, cannot = 
a fitly. called unproductive. re re ; oO 

ES Still less properly-can the term be applied to professional 
ee . labor. generally. ° It is a very common notion which has been - o 

os ~ encouraged -by. some who would be esteemed. philosophical 

, writers on the subject, that the manual labor of. the. farmer, ae 

- the carpenter, the cotton manufaeturer, &c., is productive; but _ / 

some are disposed to set down the mental labor of the:doctor, | 
the lawyer; the “editor, the ted@her, the legislator, &c.,as un- 

ae _ produetive. ‘But the real difference is only that the labor of - 
the Jatter class is directed in a general way to favor the essen- 

tial conditions .of effective labor uni versally. Itis expendedon 

the human beings individually and their social state to fitthem _ 
a for labor, to protect them in their labor and to gratify andex- 

oes -pand the wants which are to be satisfied, by the fruits of labor. - 
—. So long as physical. health, intelligence, morality, security un-. ~ 

--- der.good government and just laws, justly administered, and 
he ‘social refinement and good feeling are essential conditions of 

successful industry, all labor of the kind. referred to must be _ 
get. down as indirectly productive, nor is labor in this form fur-— 

ther reinoved from, or.Jess essential to the ultimate result than 
is the labor of the miner in the ore-bed, with reference to the 
needle and the comfort of the coat made by its use. ~ I have - | 

po es “geen a pictorial sheet, the prominent. object da which isa far- 

mer, standing-in the center, while around him in the margin, 

appear representatives of half a dozen different professions. 
—. - The lawyer says, ‘I plead forall,” the merchant, “I tradefor 

all,” the clergyman,.‘I pray for all,” the soldier, “I fight for — 

alll,” the railway manager “I carry for all,” and the physician, | 

| ‘‘T prescribe for all.” But in letters of double size, the farmer _ 

| . ig made to say with emphasis, “I pay for all.” Sg bAEES 

Now I suppose this:picture fitly represents the current pop- OC 

__* qlar notion on the-subject. | But according to the views just 

| OO expressed, the notion is'false.. None ean deny that agricultu- | 

— ral labor 1 ies'at the foundation of human society, at the begin- 

— “pinig sof human industry, “because’ it is busy ‘producing the 
cu necessaries of life. ’: For that very reason itissustdined, stim-
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ulated, and paid by ail. It.gives no more than itreceives. Its 
interests are all identified with the growth.of diversified soci- a 

__ ety, organized, protected, enlightened, refined. In well ordered | 
society each branch of honest industry is tributary: to every 
other, and all are mutually dependent. For, to quote the words 
of holy writ: “the body is not one member but many, and the | 
eye cannot say to the hand, I have no necd of thee, nor again 

. the head to the feet, I have no need of you. Nay much more 
those members of the body which seem to be more feeble are — 

_ Recessary and those members of the body which we think to | 
be less honorable, upon these we bestow more abundant hon- 
or;,.and our uncomely parts have more abundant comeliness” = 
‘There is necessity fixed in the nature of things that the greater 
part of men must be occupied with agricultural labor, or other 

. forms of manual labor. Let. the intrinsic worthiness and dig- 
nity of all such labor be recognized and. honored ; : but, at the. 

_ same time, det it be understood that with this labor is closely. 
interwoven all the busy brain-work of the minority who, | 
though they seem to stand aloof, are efficient partners in both ° 
the toil and its resalts. The correction of the false and sub- | 
stitution of true views respecting labor itself, is the first step 

_ in every wise and sincere movement for labor reform. 
+ 2. Next we have to study capital. It will serve for a gen- | 

Oe eral definition to say, capital as that part of wealth which ts ac- | 
tually employed in production. Wealthisa broaderterm. Cap- 

_dtalisa part of wealth. It is not synonymous with money, | 
for money itself does not go into prod uction. More specifi- 
cally, capital is the sum total of ‘the products of former labor ern | | 
ployed to provide shelter, protection, tools and materials for the pro- 
cesses of production and ty feed and otherwise to maintain the la- 

__ borers during the process. This three fold classification of capi-. 
tal should be particularly noticed. There are the instruments  —— 
of, production—as land, buildings, tools and machinery—the © 

| materials on which labor is expended—guch -as wheat, iron, 

support of the laborers while engaged in productive opera- | 
. tions, The items iast named are usually provided for by ‘the | 

18—Ac. TR. | SS
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__ Taborers themselves out of the wages paid them. Wages = 
a therefore represent this form of capital, whether paidin money __ 

-.. or in rent and. groceries ‘and dry goods. oe 
Capital is not money but things in one or other of these forms. 

‘What a manufacturer wants is not money butasteam engine 

-» and gearing and spindlesand loomsand ¢otton. Laborerslook 

+ at their money wages only as means for procuring food and _ 

ss -yaiment and the protection of a home. Money is but the con- | 

ss yenient instrument of exchange. The same money may go 

|. out of a bank in the morning, run around a busy circuit and 

get back in the afternoon. ‘In its circuit perhaps, it sentama- 

oe chine to the shop, and a load of wool to the mill, and a. load of a 

e potatoes to: the Iaborer’s home, but it comes back just whatit 

went out; money is nothing else, though its value is represented =~ 

+ three-fold in as many forms of capital.. So far as money has: - | 

= Gin itself real value it is a part of the products of former labor 

-— gaved and set apart for this specific service in the exchange of 

“products. So it js capital in the form of an instrument which 

po aids production. Banking capital is thus a portion of the | 

oe wealth of a community appropriated tothis object. Itrenders 

a very! important service. Yet the benefit it confers may all | 

| be resolved into the greater facility it furnishes for the transfer / 

of values in the form of tools and machinery—materials and | 

os the means of sustenance—into one or other of which ail capi- 

a tal must be brought in order to be made productive. Theprcper ~— 

and legitimate business of a bank is to farnish just these facil- 

ties for the productive industry of the community inwhich it 

-_, ig located. When the banks of New York permit their funds 

/ to be absorbed in the gambling speculations of Wall street, , 

they ~work mischief. rather than benefit to productive in- 

+ dustry. ‘The wealth represented by their capital-stock is with-— 

drawn from production, It forms no part of capital. in the true 

os sense of the term. They are for the time, so far, turned into 

| ~ nothing better than faro-banks, mere reservoirs of wealth to be 

mo _ played with and shifted from hand to hand at the turning of 

oak cards, ‘Wealth so absorbed can by no possibility come into 

on anion with labor. It is of the highest consequense to theclear
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understanding of out subject that the term capital be held _ 
strictly to its technical meaning and that it be conceived of as 
existing mainly in the instraments, the materials, the wages 
directly or indirectly provided for the employment of labor. | 
Apprehending thus the nature of capital, I must content my- 

__. self with the bare statement of a few fandamental propositions 
~ laid down and illustrated at length by Mr. Mill. — oe | | 

| A, Industry is limited by capital. Every incredze of capital may | 
| give additional employment to industry. Industry cannot go | 

| beyond the limit of capital: it may not through lack of labor- 
ses come up to it, This recognizes the material dependence of | 

| ‘these two elements, labor and capital. It Says simply that the . 
most stalwart or skilled laborer can do nothin gtillhe hastools | 

_ and materials and something to live on while he is working, | 
he capital. If he has acquired these by former labor, then is 7 

_ he owner of the needed capital, and in asense independent. If ‘a 
_he has not these be must wait the will and pleasure of some one os 

| who can come into partnership with him by finding these — | 
things for him to begin with. | Oo 

- 2. Capital is the result of saving. To consume less than is 
produced is saving. Saving is simply laying up the difference | 

a between what one spends and what one earns—between wealth | | 
produced and wealth consumed. The amount saved and so 
added to capital may be increased by either consuming less or | 
producing more, or both. There is no other source of capital 

_ 8. Yet capital, though the result of saving, is actually consumed. . : 
in the very process of production. “The wealth saved goesat 

_ once into” implements, materials and provisions for the daily 
| wants of laborers, and there is subjected to consumption quick a 

or gradual. It is withdrawn from all other possible uses. In- | 
_-vestment for production and spending for enjoyment coincide ae 

in the first stages of their operations. Both begin with des- 
- truction of a portion of wealth. But in the spending the first . ~ 

is the final stage. In the productive investment a second stage 7 
is reached, when an equivalent of what has been consumed is SS 
returned with increase. Thus capital is kept in existence 
from age to age, not by preservation, but by perpetual repro;
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duction. The greater part of the present | capital of England a 

--—- Wwas-produced within the last twelvemonth. The growth of : 

— eapital is like the growth of population. Every individual - | 

who is born dies, but in each “year the number born exceeds oo 

- the number who die. The population increases while thein. 

dividuals pass away. .So with capital; out of the productive = 

-_ gonsumption of one year comes a greater product available for — ee 

the nexh OR 
aS 4, What supports and employs labor is the capital which sets tt a 

re at work, not the demand for the completed product. The demand 

>: for commodities determines the direction of labor, but not the ; 

amount of labor itself. | That depends upon the amount ofthe 

capital devoted to thé sustenance and remuneration of labor. a 
+ ‘Qne does good to laborers not ‘by what he consumes on him- 

> self, but by what he does not so consume. This corrects the 
| -. cyery common error that the lavish expenditure of the rich is | 

ca benefit tolaborers. The destruction of wealth isin itself 
an injury or loss. The only qualification of this view needed 

-. is in the case of a class of rich persons, who have no disposi- — 

ae | tion themselves-to turn their wealth into capital. Their lav- : 

ee ish expenditure ‘may bring their wealth into other hands so 

: | that it may be used productively. The whole community, —. 

© laborers most of all, are interested in the accumulation of 
+ wealth as capital. Saved and so employed, it is multiplying 

-——_ gyer the the sum of comforts in. the world. Lo LNgeekieder! a 

- It is very obvious that the principles stated confirm the = 

general view with which we started, that the true relation of 
-» labor and capital is that of partners) We are prepared now | 

ee in a few words to define the conditions most favorable to their 

harmonious union. They meet most advantageously inthe same 

‘person, i e. when the laborer is owner of capital enough to © | 

| employ his labor. This brings both elements under the con- 
.-— trol'of oe and the same will, to be governed by one self-inter- | 

est, AL rivalry and antagonism is excluded, and according to | 

the measure of his capital and his capacity, the man will mul- 
| tiply produ cts. poe a oe ees gee 

yee But this adjustment cannot be made universal, because— :
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1. Such is the tendency of capital to increase, that the man | 

| will soon find in his hands a surplus, to employ which, he - 

must either bring.in another who has only labor to work un- 
| der him, or lend it as capital to another independent worker, 

and so a distinction between capitalist. and. laborer is sure to ; 

- 9, Buta great difficulty comes from the fact that the capaci- 
ties and tastes of men differ greatly. Some efficient labor- 
ers lack managing skill and tact in saving so as keep and ac- 

| cumulate capital independently. Others peculiarly endowed | 

- in these respects, lack physical strength for labor. To some, 
manual labor is irksome, and they will seek exemption from 

~ it as.soon as their increase of capital enables them to do so. | | 

Others find the care of managing business no less distasteful, | 

and so put their accumulating capital into other hands. Then— 

8. Many forms of production most essential to a state of 
’ highest civilization, must be.carried on in large establishments | 

which shall combine great capital, and great numbers and di- 
: vers grades of laborers. The most economical division of 

labor can be secured only through such establishments. 
O Hence there is a strong tendency toaseparation of the two : 

elements, so that the capital will be the chief concern with 
’ “some, and the labor with others. This disturbs the abstract | 

| equality and mutual dependence just spoken of. Perhaps with 
| ~ yespect to actual increase, capital alone is most helpless. | 

but in the meeting of persons to enter into contract, the capi- 

__ talist has the advantage, because hecan live on his capital with- = 
out labor, but the laborer cannot live except heearnshis neces 
sary food by working with somebody’s capital. Under the ‘ 

- sway of short-sighted. self-interest therefore, capitalists are in- = 

_ clined to use this advantage to domineer and oppress laborers 
es I say short-sighted self-interest; for inthe longrunandinthe 

broad view, such oppression reacts upon the oppressor. When | 

laborers are held down to starvation wages, capital must be 
heavily taxed forthe support of paupers, and in time there 

a must come an insurrection which will make capital insecure. 

On the other hand the consciousness of dependence, tendsto
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| make laborers sensitive to the least_real wrong and-suspicious 
5 of wrong -where none exists, Against their own true interests 

, | onboth sides, the parties are thus led into apartialantagonism. 
; The fact of thesetendenciesmust be recognized. They arenotso 

strong in our couxtry asin England. Yet enough isappa- 
rent here to awaken thoughtful consideration. The problemis = 
to guard the rights of both parties, so thatthey shall be bound 
by their natural common interest, in harmonious union with 

each other, : a | | 
___- Tt is a hopeful sign that theminds of philosophers and philan- 

___ thropists and practical working men and capitalists are just now at 

' ss intently engaged upon this problem. The surest way toreach 
_ the true solution of the problem is to enlighten the people gen- 

pete erally respecting the elementary principles involved. - By these 

both rights and interests are to be, defined and when they are 
_ distinctly apprehended; both parties will be drawn by patural — ae 

: - . affinity into harmonious union. Ce . FS ee 

oe We may deduce from the principles: already stated three NS 

— Jeading circumstances which favor the most profitable union of — 
labor and capital. , - eee 

po 1. First to be named is the general distribution of capital. I | 

oe _ mean such a condition of things that the capital ofa country 

shall be in many hands rather than few—that laborers them- | 
oe ‘selves shall have some eapital. _ Whatever in the social organ- | 

ization creates or sustains privileged claims is opposed tothis == 

| and needs to be removed. z Whatever In. legislation or usage. | 

~ by: the easy allowance of public opinion tends to create or © | 
maintain monopolies, is opposed to this and needs to bees- 

| - pecially guarded against; if no hindrances are in the way on 
- + the one side and no special protection aceorded on the other, _ | 

the natural working of things on the principle of self-interest 
= will secure a pretty general distribution of capital. Theend 

will be promoted by all measures which encourage saving on the 
a part especially of laborers. Savings banks such as New Eng- 

pe land has had and profited by. for a century, or perhaps better _ 
e yet, a government savings bank through 4 modification of the | 

Postal Order system, on the plan now in use in England, will .
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be of great service.in this matter. In large manufacturing : 

establishments the. stock, may -be divided into sm all shares and | 

brought within the reach of the employes so as to induee them 
by their savings to become owners in part of the capital, and 
so entitled to dividends from the profits in\ addition to their —— 
“wages. Such measures elevate labor and give it independence 

and also increase capital by devoting much wealth that would - 
be spent to production. And capital thus distributed stimu- =, 
lates energy, developes talent, comes closer to labor, better de- 
fends itself and superintends operations by having in each op- fe 

| erative an interested observer of both his own and others ; 

WOH Seis oo, a 
| 2. A second circumstance to be considered is the ratio of | 

the whole amount of capital te.thewhole number, of laborers, and 

the ratio of the increase of capual to the. increase of labor. ., This. | 

only recognizes the principle before stated, that industry is —— 

limited by capital, and every increase of capital demands in- a 
crease of labor. No universal rule can be given for this prop- 
osition. It will vary somewhat, according to the circumstan- : 
ces of each country, and the spirit of its people. Here the 

. age of a country must be taken into account,—its nataral ad- ; 
| vantages—the general occupation of its people. In a new 

- -eountry, occupied by a thrifty people, capital increases faster a 

than labor, and there we see always the highest stimulus to _ | 
| production. Tor all countries and, all people, the general prin- 

- ciple is that there should be labor enough to employ the capi- — 

tal, and capital enough to. employ the labor. A perfect bal- a 
ance is perhaps nowhere realized. Yetif labor and capital 
are free, the flow of each under the law of competition to- 

| wards an equilibrium is as natural as that of the waters of the | oe 

ocean under the action of gravitation. In the order of nature a 
undisturbed, there is provision for the steady increase ofboth = 

| capital and labor, in something like a defined proportion. = 
There is no danger of a surplus of either for the whole world, / 
nor for any one couniry, if only the passage is open for the 

| outflow and inflow of either. ee : 
8. The third circumstance to be narned. is the certainty ‘that |
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labor and capital shall each bemade sure of a just reward, The | 
partners join hands each for an expected reward. Men will — 

not labor for nothing, nor will capital be put out in uncertain = 
a _ risks. To ensure this certainty of reward to each there must | 

hes Division of property, personal ownership in everything = 
| that can by labor be made an object of value and appropriated. - 

_ Without this capital cannot be. On common property men ~ 
will “not labor except on the compulsion of force or stern 
necessity, | oo | 

. _ 2 ‘There must be also, security to all property rights by both 
nee prevalent moral sentiment and just laws, equitably a pplied and | 
__. faithfully executed. Where governments invade or are weak __ 

a, to defend property rights, capital . withdraws itself into secret | 
places as hoarded wealth, and labor is stinted and reduced to 

| the lowest degradation. It is a terrible {mistake to suppose ¢ 
oo _ that existing wrongs under which labor suffers can berelieved 

by that greatest of all wrongs the invasion.or subversion of 
the rights of property. | . 

8, And once more, there must be for both capital and labor, 
-. perfect freedom, unrestricted by monopolies or special legisla- 
a tion of any kind. A special favor in these relations of labor 
os _ and capital involves an infringement of freedom on one side or : 

o the other, and’that is an interference with. natural law—a hind- . 
 yance to the best results, ‘The world is opening its eyes after” 

| centuries of wrong and mischief, to the fact that the business ~ 
_ of governments respecting these relations of capital and labor 

_ is simply to protect the rights of each and hold other thingsin 
even balance for thé free working of natural law—to let both - 

ue alone, giving neither any advantage—but both the utmost 
bee freedom. They are natural partnérs, and if notinterfered with, _ 

__will spontanesously seek each other as birds mate inthespring, 
oh . for a happy, fruitful union. | ee 

; | - There is not time, nor is this the place to discuss in detail, a 
eS measures for the better harmonizing of labor and capital, «I, 

| will, however, as we leave the subject, su geest a few thoughts | 
which come as corollaries from our main’ proposition. It
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} must be acknowledged that through greater facility for organi- 7” 
zation, through false views ‘ which have. gained acceptance in | 

the current-usage of business, and through mistaken legisla- ; 
tion in some things, capital has been unduly favored ; it has 
the advantage and inclines to oppress labor. Laborers have oo 
_some reason to complain and ask for relief. Justice and phil- 

-  anthropy require that every man who fears God and loves 
his fellow-man should consider the rights involved and lend a 
helping hand to the weak. Bat, admitting this, it is obvious : 
from the views we have considered that any measures which | 

_ directly increase the antagonism between the parties, any or- 
ganizations which contemplate open war between labor and , 

capital will only aggravate the evil and work damage to both | 
| _sides—combinatidns of employers on the one hand, to set the 

prices they will pay—or of laborers, on the other, to agree up- __ | 
on what they will demand—and, in general, strikes and trades’ 
unions are, in this light, positively mischievous. | The great . 

interests of both are common and the true relief must come 
from the better understanding of these common interests. | | 

On the other hand, all measures which tend to increase the 

intelligence and promote the thrift and independence of labor- - 
ers, and so inspire them with self-respect and confidence as they | 
come into contact and union with capitalists, are helpful. Co-ope- , 

__‘-rative associations, which gather up the scattered capitalof many 

| laborers, to be used in the employment of their own industry, _ 

under their own management, may fitly be commended and en- 7 

couraged. If capital has gained an advantage by special legisla- oe 

_ tion, this is to be counter-balanced, not by special legislation to 
favor the other side, by attempts to fix the hours and the wages 

_ of labor, but by earnest united protests against all special leg- 
islation, by insisting on /reedom as the fandamental law of pro- a 

| ductive industry. From the study of principles and the ob- © 
_ servation of facts within the range of my opportunities,;I am 

convinced that prominent among the sourees of wrong to labor, — 
 is'the use of an unreal, ever fluctuating currency. ‘The con- 

trol.of that whole matter has been in the hands of capitalists. | 
They profit by it, not through its relations to legitimate pro-
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ductive industry, but through the chances and stimulus such a 
ss @urrency gives to speculation. Capital invested in real pro- 

duction, and labor, both suffer from it, but labor most-of all, = 
for in the ever recurring fluctuations, wages are slowest torise 
and quickest to fall, and-all the mischief of deranged indus- _ } 
try touch the very seat of life with laborers. Honest capital: 

_ ists and laborers are alike interested in urging by all practica- 
ple measures the connection of this crying evil Freedom to 

-.--work, and honest, pay for honest work well done;isthe univer- 
oS . sal.maxim of wisdom for genuine thrift. The mischiefisthat = 

| thousands are studying and struggling all the time to thrive ae 
| by the opposite rule, reaching on the one hand after the fruits - oo 

_ of honest. work, without rendering honest pay, and on the _— 
_ other, reaching after dishonest pay for dishonest work. The - 

: grand correction for, this condition of things, isa more. sacred | 
_ regard on all hands to that great command uttered by Jehovah | 

at Sinai, some four thousand years ago—* Thou shalt not steal
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- POULTRY RAISING—DIFFERENT VARIETIES. > 

. Ve co BY S. H. SEAMANS, WAUWATOSA. ORE . 

* The rearing of poultry is of greater importance than people - 7 

generally imagine, and should receive the care and attention it - 
deserves, from every one undertaking this branch of domestic | 

| industry. The amount of eggs. and poultry produced in this 

country is a matter of estimate only, as statistics in regard to it | 

are very rare; but so far as we are able to give them they will 
astonish all who have given the subject but little consideration. _ 

_ The American Poultry Gazette gives the following report of _ 
the quantity of eggs received in New York city for the year 

. | Eggs received in New York City for the year 1871. 

No.of | No. of - Average Total 
- _ Monta. Barrels, [Dozens. | wholesale | value for the 

 January.........., 14,709 761,085 | 24c. | $182,660 40° 
-February......... 17, 108. 1, 112, 020 23 255,764 60: , 
“March ...........| 63,787 | 4,143,085 18 145,746 80 
April ............| 70,654 | 4 592,510 | 16 784, 801: 60 
May .......--....{. 47,8289 | 8,108,885 | , 17 528, 510 45 

- June.............). 51,766 | 3,370,640 | 18 | 606,715 20 | 
July ......0..208. 22, 967 1, 492, 855 22 328,428 10 . 8 
August .......... 30, 152 1, 959, 880 21 | 411,874 80 | 
September -....... 23,704 | 1,540,760 28 1 431,413 80 
October .......... 27,450 | 1,784,230 | 28 _ 499,530 00 
November........ 29,264 i 1,902,160 | 30 570, €48 00 
December........| 17,603 | 1,144,130 | 33 | 366,121 00 | 

— Total..........[ 414,084 | 25,912, 210 Jeo eeeeeeey $5,661,973 85 

-- This does not include smaller packages and those brought os 
in by marketmen and others residing in the vicinity of New 
York, which would undoubtedly swell the amount to over | 
eight (8) million dollars in value. We may safely put down
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oe the live and dressed poultry at one-half of this amount, which 
a would give us over twelve millions of dollars-as the receipts of _ 

-_ poultry and eggs for the city of New York alone = 
| A recent issue of the Chicago Times has an interesting col- 

ee ~ lection’ of facts in relation to this important subject, from which 

pe “ In Paris, during the year 1853, it was estimated that 175,009,000 eves 
: were consumed, being 175 to each person, while the people in the provinces. | 

7 ate 350 eggs per head, during the same time.” _ 

: A list of fifty-seven dealers in South Water and Kinzie _ . 
_ ss Streets is then given, with the actual number of eggs received 

° by them during the year ending July 31,1871, amounting  ~ 
a in the aggregate to 4,662,500 dozen; to which the estimated __ 

receipts of all the other dealers—4,000,000 dozen—is added, 
_ making a very safe estimate of 8,662,500 dozen as the receipts 

of Chicago alone for twelve months ==> ce Com 
gle, The Hon. J, Stanton Gould, professor of agriculture at Cor- 
__. + nell University, in an address before the New York State Poul- 

try Society, February 7,'1872, says : es 
Ses | a “We shall not go far wrong if we assume that the total value of eggs | : 
ae and chickens annually produced in this state (New York) is at least _ 

. 5 $4,000,000. But this does not supply one-half the consumption of New a 
on | York city alone, which consumes $8,750,000 worth of eggs annually; the re-_ 

Le mainder being supplied from the western states. It is also estimated that 2 
| ' the value of the poultry kept in the United States is $20,000,000; and that - 

| the value of eggs and chickens annually produced, and consumed in the 

, » United States, amounts to $100,000,000, or five times the capital invested.” : _ 

: Large as these figures are, and wonderful as they may-ap-. 
as pear to us, they are doubtless below rather than above the ac- 

| tual amount. | oe 

7 _. Judging from what we see, in whatever direction. we may , 

"go, a large portion of this enormous amount of human food is 
: | produced under adverse circumstances; Not one farmer in- 

an ten, on the average, having suitable accomodations for his poul- 

: try. Horses, cattle, sheep and hogs have comfortable and 
: clean quarters, but poultry—when properly cared for, the most | 

profitable of them all, for the amount of eapitalinvested—are _ 
_ allowed to shirk for themselves, and in reality are considered i
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-@ questionable source of profit, probably a nuisance. It is ’ 

under such treatment, that the question “ does is pay to keep | 

fowls” is generally answered in the negative, and for the rea- 

son, that those who keep them in this way are entirely unac- 

 quainted with the proper care and ‘management of them and 

only look upon them as a necessary evil to be endured, because, : 

the “women folks want them.” Now my experience satisfies : 

: me that there is nothing in the shape of live stock reared on the 

farm, considering the outlay, that compares with them for profit. 

In order to reap the greatest profit, they must be provided 

with the necessary. accommodations for their health and com- 7 

fort. The first requisite js a warm, dry, well lighted and 

thoroughly ventilated, = - 

Pouttry Hovse—lIt. need not necessarily be expensive, 

but should be arranged with special. reference to convenience | 

in caring for the comfort and health of the fowls. — In select: , 

“ing a site for your poultry house and yard, choose a dry loca- 

tion with a .southern or eastern exposure if possible, higher | 

than the surrounding ground, that the water may run off rap- 

idly. A damp location will never do. The soil should be of 

a porous nature, either sand or gravel predominating. If the 

right location can be had at the south side of some building 

that will give it protection from cold winds, so much the bet- 

ter. + Be the site where it may, be sure that the floor of your - 

house-is higher than the ground outside. Do not make the | 

mistake frequently seen of digging down a foot or so in | 

order to make it warmer. Better by far bank it up when 

the weather requires it. The floor of your house may be dry | 

earth or gravel, or, if economy is not to be studied, concrete - 

| is still better. Of whatever material it may be made, the — 

floor should be kept covered with dry earth, renewed weekly, 

or oftener, as strict cleanliness is absolutely necessary for profit 

and the well being of the fowls. Le 

_ A. house to accommodate, say fifty fowls—which is about oN 

the average usually kept by farmers—should contain at least 

150 square feet, or three square feet to each fowl. - Tt has
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-- + ‘been the experience of every one that has entered into the | 
- raising of. poultry extensively, that fowls will do much better _ 

4 in small flocks. ‘Two flocks of twenty-five fowls each will 
--s prove more profitable than when allowed to mingle as one. 

The plan given below: will be found very convenient, econ- 
—- omieal and every way desirable—susceptable of various modi- “ 

fications to suit location and requirements. The apartments 
| - a a, in’ the plan,. will accommodate. 25 to 80 fowls “each. 
_-- The-smaller one, 8, is designed for a hatching room, the nests | 

| being so arranged, that when a hea becomes -“ broody,” the : 
nest. box can be turned to open into the hatching apartment, 

oe ‘shutting her out entirely from the laying hens, without dis- 
| : turbing her. ae - | — CS a 

an “ecu yt 

pe S| | S132] [SI . 1S 
a St gx10 | [is 2s S| axio v8 - jeg TRIS) Ig os I 

: (|) tn Septet peg ee my oe Heo | {Le a a 

Blan of a Poutiry Howse, ganged Ot 
The nest boxes should be twelve or fourteen inches square, | 

4 and .ten or twelve inches deep; they should be open at the 
top, and at one end, excepting a strip three inches high across — 

| _ the bottom end, to keep the eggs from rolling out. A shelfis 
. placed in the petitions c c, near the floor, upon which the nest 

boxes are placed; a corresponding shelf is placed above to — 
- _ serve as a cover for the boxes, By this arrangement, they can 

be removed and scalded or lime washed whenever desired. a : 

: or more from the wall, and ought to be at least fourinchesin  —- 
% diameter. Large bars add much to the comfort of fowls while |
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7 at rest, and prevent in a great measure crooked breasts and 

frozen toes. - Under all roosting bars place a movable shelf of : 

sufficient width, and keep it constantly covered with dry earth, 
muck or plaster. The droppings should be removed every 

- week, at least, and stored under cover outside of the hen house. 
-Besure and save them all, as there is “money in them,” ~The 

amount of the accumulation during the year, if properly saved, — 
will astonish you, and in value is near!y equal to the best im- | 

| ported guano. When composted with muck and ashes, and | 
applied to the corn hill at planting time, the increase of the 

- crop will go far toward supplying your fowls with the corn 
they will.require to carry them through the winter. 

- Thorough cleanliness must be insisted upon. The inside of _ “ 
the house should be lime-washed spring and fall. Ihave | 

' found a wash made from freshly burned lime, with one quart. 

fine salt, one pint coal tar tothe pailfal, applied hot and well 
-.- brushed into the cracks, very effectual as a disinfectant and | 

destroyer of vermin. The yards and runs to each apartment 
must, in size and shape conform to the “lay of the land,” and 

the idezs of the owner; but of course the more ground they 

can be allowed to occupy the better forthe fowls. Fifty fowls 
should have not less than half an acre, unless the land is valu- 

able and limited in quantity. The land may, however, be 

made to pay a good return by planting to plum trees, as the | 
| chickens will make short work of the curculio, thereby en- 

~ suring generally a full cropof excellent fruit, = 
| A seven-foot fence will confine most varieties; the lower | 

| three feet should be tight boarded, this will prevent cocks 
fighting each other through the fence, and also protect the fowls 

, in a great measure from the high winds. 

_ An open shed adjoining each apartment, under which the a 

fowls can run and be protected, and at the sametime have = 
plenty of fresh air during ‘stormy days, will be found a great 

, acquisition, and will add much to their comfort. Under this — 
shed may be placed the dust bath, which all fowls delight in ; 
a heap of ashes and road dust, with an occasional sprinkling 

of sulphur, answers the purpose wel
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ee Foop.—Fowls like a ‘change of food. The greater the vari- oS 

ety the better they seem to thrive. With variety, should be 
system in feeding. In ‘the feeding of grain, I approve the use 

_ of a feeding hopper, and keeping the grain constantly, before 

ss writers on poultry, but after several years’ trial lam convinced 

it is the better way, being more economical, by saving waste  —_—_ 
- of grain. Itis better for the fowls, as they will never gorge 

themselves, as is frequently the case when they are fed from — 

oe the hand; and it is particularly convenient for feeding mixed 
| grain, as it allows them to select that which suits them best, _ | 

and to eat at their leisure. The feeding hopper is alsoa good 
eo arrangement for fowls running at large—if kept supplied with - 

-—a_-variety of grains, and placed where they cau have ac 
cess to it at all times, Even with a supply of grain, fowls > 
relish a change to soft food, and this should be fed tothem 
every morning ; middlings and bran, mixed in equal portions, 

to. be fed when eggs are in demand, and corn and oats for fat- 

-—— tening and for growing chickens. All soft food should be | 
- “mixed up thick or “crumbling” as it can be'conveniently with 

-~ water. It may be improved, particularly for growing chick- ; 
| ens, by mixing with milk—sour or sweet. In cold weather | 

mix and feed it,warm ; and an addition of mangolds or pota- 
+ toes, boiled and mixed with middlings or ground feed, is _— 

highly relished, particularly during the winter... In the spring 
_. adda quarter of a pound of sulphur to a pail of soft feed; 

giving this to the fowls once each week is very beneficial and 
~ . does much to ward off disease. Give sour milk to-drink, | 

- when it can be had, winter or summer. | 

ne Fowls that are confined to their yards should beallowed _ 

| their liberty towards evening, to-range for choice morsels that _ 
cannot be found in their pens. _ This can be done withcut any 

- detriment to the growing crops, as they will confine themselves 
e to picking up the stray grubs and. insects, that the crops can 

__ spare as well as not, while “biddy” is made happy. Gravel _ 
- "must, at all times, Le accessable; fowls must have it, in the . 

shape of sharp stones, broken. crockery, shells, or something —>
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_ of this nature, as upon it they must ‘depend exclusively for 

the proper grinding of’ their food. A ne iB | 
, A supply of dried. grass, or’ rowen, should be provided in : 

the fall: for fowls to pick at during the winter. They. like it 
exceedingly, and will eata good deal of it. Thisis.a cheap 

-thethod+of supplying them with green food during a-seasom of 
comparative scarcity. It may be fed from a rack made forthe | 
purpose, or tied into a snug bundle and hung- within their CO 
reach. | | 

Whatever the feed of fowls may consist of, let it always be ) 
| sound in quality, if you would keep them in good health, and | 

| have good flavored eggs Better bury your musty: or spoiled 
grain, than force fowls. to “eat: such trash ; remember, that | 
when’ you are cheating: or neglecting your. fowls; the loss is | 
yours. It is equally necessary that they should have pure | 

"wate to drink within: their reach at all times. Doe ane. ee oo | 
_ _How can my present stock of common fowls be imptoved? 

__ This is an important question. The answer is: by-always sav- | 
ing those for breeders that combine the desired characteristics _ | 
in the greatest degree, and keep up this selection from year to 

_- year, rearing chickens from the best only. To hasten the im- 
provement, procure a'cock from some strain of pure bred 

_ fowls, that possess inthe greatest degree the qualifications you. 
aia to-secute. It isalways desirable to-use’ only pure bred 
cocks; if iniprovement ‘is ‘to be attained: speedily. —A. cross of 

_ the large breeds upon: commion stock will produce chickens at =| 
the first’ cross, attaining: nearly the size ofthe pure breed; also Oe 
in the increase of the production of eggs, by crossing with a | 

~ breed of good layers, the improvement is visible in a marked 
degree at the first cross. Right at this point is where many 

' meet with failure in not continuing to breed to pure bred — : 
males, thinking that a fine looking. half blood, possessing al es 
the outward indications of a pure-bred, will answer everypur- 
pose; whereas the half blood pullets should be mated toa | 
pure bred cock of a different: strain from the first one,orthe = - 
improvement will soon be loss
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One of the best varieties to cross with for increasing the pro- 

duction of eggs is the White Leghorn, and particularly soifyour = 

foe of hens have size. The Houdan ‘also makes a desirable 

gross, both:as regards the production of eggs and flesh, But = 
be the cross ever so good, one essential point will still belack= 

ee?! g that will take away a’ large amount of interest that-would 

oo 4 otherwise be ‘taken -in them, which is uniformity. While a: 

oe flock of cross-bred fowls would hardly be noticed by any one 

not directly interested in the profit and loss account therewith, = 

oe the flock that is pure-bred, uniform in size and markings, bred 

* to a standard, will always attract attention; the: owner will — 

“ take pleasure in “showing them up,” give them better care, 
- and as a natural consequence, find them more profitable, even 

though “it bea variety possessing naturally, only | ordinary 

oe We have not. deemed it advisable to go into statistics to 

ss ghow the profit in keeping and rearing poultry, as it varies 
Los largely under different circumstances. It may however be put 

ne down as a safe rule that a hep that will not afford a net profit 

of one dollar per year is either not worth keeping or is poorly. — 

, cared for; while we may note fifty to one hundred per cent. 

more than this as a fair average profit. That the improved | 

| _ breeds. are more desirable as well as profitable to keep than 
‘ordinary mongrels there can be no- question. . Among the. 

| - eommon “dunghill” there can be found individual hens. pos: 

sessing merit, but they are not plenty, and will not compare | 

| fav orably with the improved breeds, either.in the number of 

a eggs or quality of flesh produced, while the pure bred fowl 

se will average equal to the best selected mongrel, and have the 

me additional value of uniformity in quality and appearance. > 

ss Wat BREED 1s THE Most ProrrraBLe ?—This question, 

often raised, is still unanswered, and probably never will be, 
| to the ‘satisfaction of all, as ‘ho one variety possesses all the 

 - ¢equisites of a perfect fowl. Much will also depend upon the | 

a, accommodations provided; whether the ‘range is limited or 
"wide; whether eggs.or birds for the table, or both, are wanted.
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- Poultry men all have their favorite varieties, and vary as much a 

: in their opinions as do those engaged in any other branch of 
“business, _ In giving a brief ‘description of the varieties that 
have come under my observation during the past ten years, I: 

| will enumerate their qualifications, based upon. experience, 
and if it is at variance with the experience of others equally 

>. or better versed than myself—as. will undoubtedly be the case: 
_ In some instances—they will bear in mind that results in poul-. 

try breeding vary under different circumstances. = ' . 
| Leghorns.—We place this breed at the head of thelist. There 

are several sub-varieties varying from each other little, except 
in color—but our preference is for the white variety, as more oo 
attention has been given to their perfect breeding than the oe 
others, the Dominique, Blue, Red and mixed or splashed. They 7 | 
are a good table fowl, medium size, very hardy, in fact will 

_ endure as much hardship as any fowl we have. _ They are great _ 
layers of medium sized eggs, equalling in number any other vari- 

| ety, not excepting the famed Hamburghs, while theireggs'areé 
_ larger than those of the Hambutgh. Their characteristics are 

pure. white plumage, yellow legs; face, wattles and comb, bright 
_ red ; ear lobes, pure opaque white; the comb of the cock standing 

perfectly erect, while that of the hen falls over, sometimes coy- 
ering one side of the face. They are known as a non-setting 
variety, but occasionally one shows a desire to set, but can be 
easily broken up; if allowed to set, however, will generally do. - 
well, and take excellent care of her brood. - Chickens are very : 
hardy and will feather quicker than any other variety ; mature | 
early ; cockrels will crow under six weeks from the shell fon 

_ pullets with good care will lay at four months of age. I con- | 
sider them one of the very best varieties ever introduced. — 
Though originally an imported fowl, the care with which they . 

| have been bred in this country for several years past, hasgiven 
our present strains the distinction of beingan American breed,  —Ss>_— 
and they have become so. popular that several exportations _ 
have been made to England. ~ | ae 

— Dominiques are another “Yankee production” and are de-
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7 servedly a very popular variety, and becoming more so every - - 

--year, as their good qualities are better known. Their plumage — s 

oe is & light. ground, shaded to-a soft, slaty blue; legs yellow or et 

~ dusky yellow; combs are either double or single, though the a 

preference: is generally given by fanciers to the rose comb. 

ae They are decidedly a farmers’ fowl, being good layers, setters 

and: mothers; above the. medium size; very plump, full 

breasted ; easy keepers, good foragers, and very hardy. Chick- 

ne ‘ens mature early, and are: always in good condition to kil, 

eye Taken all in all, they come as near being a perfect fowl as any © 

icon we have, and are fast.coming into general favor, 

foe Black Spanish.—This variety is too well knownto need any | 

a comments. As layers of large, white shelled eggs, they are 

es not excelled; comparatively hardy; of beautiful metallic, 

-___ green-black plumage, and stately carriage. They are favorites. 

| with many, but we consider.them auch ivferior to White Leg-. 

| horns. oe ee ue ee a BO ag S 7 7 

| Hamburghs.—W here eggs are desired, without regard to size, 

See Hamburghs will fill the-bill. Their eggs are small, requiring 

mine or-ten of them and sometimes more: to weigh a-pound. ( 

| / _ hey are very ornamental, under medium size, non-setters; 

a chickens. tender and rather. difficult-to rear, but -when: grown, 

| _-yery:hardy. ‘There are-several sub-varieties, known as Silver: - 
| - spangled; Silver-penciled, Gelden-spangled and. Penciled and — 

7 Black. The Silver-spangled are generally considered the most 

| ‘beautiful, while the Black are: the largest, and: laying the 

largest eggs, are by many considéred the most desirable. 

os “~Polands may be classed as an ornamental as well as useful 

ss fowl. There are also several sub-varieties of this breed, known | 

‘as the White, White-crested, Black, Silver-spangled and Silver- 

me penciled—all of which are beautiful birds, and first-class layers, 

: ‘put seldom desiring: to set. The preference is generally ac- 

-  gorded to the White-crested Black variety. ee 

—-—Donikéngs ave the fowl of all Exigland, and with Englishmen 
are a, great favorite. There is no. question, but they are a fowl 

—_ Of great merit, beirg among the best of table fowls; oflarge
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size; maturing young; easy ‘keepers ; good layers of fair sized 
eggs, and first class as setters and mothers. ‘The principal - 
sub-varieties are the White, Gray, Silver-Gray and Speckled ; 
the Grays and Speckled are the largest, and rather more hardy 
than'the Whites. They should all have white legs and feet | 
with five well formed toes on each foot; may have either 

vee single or rose combs, though preference is generally given ‘to 
Grays with single, and Whites with rose combs. We do not 
hesitate to recommend them as a valuable farm variety where _ | 

, they can have plenty of range. 

Game Fowls—N o variety of the poultry kind, has been bred . 
with more enthusidsm than Game fowls. They are supposed to 

_ be the most ancient of all domestic fowls, and of all breeds, | 
| are considered the most perfect and beautiful’ As atable 

fowl they stand at the head of the list: are only ordinary lay- 
ers, but the best of setters and nurses, and will defend their 
‘brood against all intruders.. They are not, however, a desir- 

_ able fowl for general use, owing to their pugnacious disposition ; 
the young cocks keep up a continual warfare with each other 
in preference to preparing for the gridiron. The most popular 
varieties, are the Black Breasted Red, Brown Breasted Red, 

'. Duckwings-and Pyles; these are generally the “Cup-birds” at 
the English exhibitions. There are also sub-varieties of the 
above, too numerous to mention in this article. Allhowever ' 

| possessing very similar characteristien 9 So 
- Houdans are without doubt the best of all the French varie- 

| ties introduced into this country, and are certainly a great ac- - | 
quisition. In an experience of five years with them, have | 

_ never known one to show any sign of a desire to incubate. As oo 
_ to their good qualities, I cannot do. better than copy from the | o 
description of Lewis Wight, in his valuable work on poultry; = 
a book which should be in the hands of every breederand lover _ 
of fine fowls. “This fowl, in many respects, resembles the 
Dorking, and the Dorking blood ‘has evidently assisted in its oo 
formation. We believe that a cross between the latter and the 
White Poland would not be wide of the mark. Houdans havé
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ss the: size, deep, sompact body, short legs and fifth toe of | 

the Dorking, which in form they closely resemble, but with 

much less offal and smaller bones. * * * * Tn weight, 

the —Houdan is pre-eminent among the Wrench breeds. We 

-_» fel certain that by breeding for this most useful: quality, the 

| fowl may be reared to ‘a greater weight than even the colored 

ae Dorking. Imported (from France), Houdans frequently want 

_° the fifth toe, evidently derived from the Dorking ; and it might 

| at this early period be easily bred out, * * * Wehavein 

| this breed the size, form and quality.of the Dorking,’ with ear- 

a lier maturity. The hen isa most prolific layer of -good-sized 

a eggs, which will almost invariably be found fertile, The 

_.. chickens feather rapidly, but are nevertheless exceedingly 

hardy, perhaps more so.than any except Cochins or Brahmas — | 

_._ ~ (and White Leghorns), and therefore are easily raised with little 
Joss. .They are emphatically the fowl fora farmer, and will 

| yield an ample profit on good feeding, both ineggs and flesh.” 

-.. _[ will only add, to cross with common. fowls, the cocks cannot _ 

be surpassed, and particularly the cross with Brahma hens, ~ 
ee which will result in a fowl of rare excellence. a 

7 Brahmas —Light and dark varieties are the most desirable * 

oe of the Asiatics, as well as the most valuable of the many va- | 

, rieties yet introduced. . Except in marking they are very simi- 

Jar in their characteristics, While, asa mere matter of fancy, 

swe prefer the dark variety, others, for a similar reason, prefer 

ss the light. They will bear neglect, confinement, and being 
‘heavily feathered can stand the cold better than any other — 

fowl. arly hatched pullets, with gocd care, will furnish a — 

bountifal supply of eggs through the winter ; in fact, as winter 

| layers, no breed equals them. | As a table fowl we prefer them = - 

a to the Gochin, but they are not equal to the Dorking, Houdan 

- — Dominique and some other. varieties. For early : market - 

-. chickens they are unequaled by any for profit, Tee 

ne -. Cochins—May be called the originators of the ‘mania, or 

-  . “hen fever” that raged from 1847 to 1850: and ’51, when for- 

| tunes, almost, were spent in procuring them. Even withinthe
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past two or three years, larger prices have been paid for birds — 

of this, than any other variety—over three hundred dollarshas / 
_ been paid for a single trio, consisting of a cock and two 

hens—and yet the introduction of this class of fowls has been 

of immense value to the poultry stock of the country, for : 
_ wherever there has been an infusion of this blood a great in- 
.crease in the size of the progeny has been the result. ‘The 

- mania, absurd as it undoubtedly was, has donegood service by 
awakening a more general interest in the whole subject of | 
poultry. 7 oe 

. That.Cochins have real merits does not admit of a question. | 
_ They are hardy; chickens easily reared, though slow in coming | 

to maturity. There are four varieties of them, partridge, buff 
~ white and black—all having the same general characteristics, 
varying only in color. Our preference, however, is for the 

\ partridge color, owing to having had better success with them, = 
_ and their plumage not fading like the buffs, Cochins are, — 

however, inveterate setters, it being very difficult to break - 
them up when once they get fairly stuck” to the nes. 

Bantams are the most beautiful of the poultry kind, and 
are an admirable acquisition to the list of pets. Though their 

- eggs are small, they lay a large number. We look upon the 
game varieties of Bantams with the most favor, as embodying | 

oe the largest amount of impudence in the least compass, which _ 
: - seems to be the. great aim of their existence., The varieties — 

are the same as of the larger game. Of all varieties of 
_ Bantams the productions of Sir John Seabright stand first; — | 

showing what may be accomplished by close and prudent : 
application to the principles of “ breeding for a purpose.” 
+ Ducks,—Few farmers realize the value of a good variety of == 

_ dueks upon the farm. With a good range, and a running ts 
brook ducks can be reared cheaper, pound for pound, than any : . 
other meat. We would select either the Rouen—a gray duck | 

__ ,of French origin, or-White Aylesbury—a white duck of Eng- . 
, lish origin. Birds ot these- varieties weigh eighteen to nine- | 

teen pounds per pair at maturity. Our. preference is the |
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_ Rouen, as they are more ‘hardy and mature with me sooner 
than the Aylesbury. Under different circumstances the ease | 7 
night be reversed. In -plumagé, the Aylesbury certainlyhas = 
the advantage. — Ducks should never be allowed to lodge in vos 

the same: house. with the chickens, but should havea separate 

apartment with a stone, brick or cement floor if possible, which 
: should.be frequently washed “down.” Ducks should always 

aan be shut in their:house at night during the laying season, as 
they lay their eggs in the morning, and frequently drop them 

a in the water while swimming, if this precaution is nottaken. = — 
ee The Black Cayuga duck is considered by many equal to 

= the above named varieties, but such has not been our ex- 

perience EE 
ss TRaNsPoRTATIgN oF Eaas ror HATcHING is now attended. 
with good success when properly packed, affording a.cheap _ 

- and convenient method for disseminating pure-bred and choice 
fowls to any part of the country. We have known hundreds 

of instances where eggs have been sent over a thousand miles ; 
by yailroad, and hatched a large percentage. In fact, some of | 
the best- breeders of this country take this method to procure 

+. the best blood to be found in England, to improve their stock; 
oe eggs frequently hatching as high as seventy-five per cent. after _ 

es crossing the ocean. . Of course there is risk in it; so there is 
- in hatching eggs procured on a farm; failures are of frequent —_ 

| “occurrence there also. The outlay is however not a large one, 
7 and if you get eggs from a reliable breeder and from the same 

oo stock he breeds. from himself, you stand an equal chance of a 
| getting the best birds. 

ae _ We look upon ‘the improvement of our poultry stock as yes 

_ in its. infaney, and hope to see an increase of interest in this _ 
department at the fairs of ouragricultural societies. Whatever 

AO _ variety you breed, keep it pure and strive to excel; exhibit 
A your birds, and compare notes with other breeders, thereby 

getting “posted.” upon the points and requirements for a first
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give this department better accommodation in the way of a | : 

building in which to exhibit the stock, and also in the selection 
of judges. There is little encouragement, for exhibitors, if — 
judges are selected who know nothing of the points of a pure 

bred fowl and the requirements of the standard, or are forced 

__. for want.of time, 10 judge hastily, and gffen incorrectly. . 

. @ 

\ . 
. . . | ‘
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ss PLANTING AND MANAGEMENT OF AN ORCHARD. 
eg . Lists and ‘Description of Varieties adapted to Wisconsin. aS 

oy ae a By a. PEFFER, PEWAUKEE. . oe : 

----*STn_ selecting the site for an orchard the first and most im- 
—— portant things io be considered are the character of the soil, ex- eS 

posure and shelter. Much of the success of the investment de- _— 

pends upon these points, a ee eed 
Phe goil ‘best. adapted for the purpose is whatiscalleda 

vegetable mould, composed largely of decayed vegetable mat- 
ter mixed with sand or gravel and some clay. Good depth of 
soil is also necessary. — The subsoil may be either of sand, oe 

gravel or clay, ora mixture of these, but should be naturally — 

- : = porous or made so by subsoiling and under-draining. To get | 

healthy, productive trees we must secure a thorough ripening 

of the wood before the heavy frosts of fall come on, and on this 

-—— aecount, we should avoid a retentive subsoil. Where the sub- 
__-_- goil of the whole farm is composed largely of clay, select the 

ps highest and dryest land, where the surface may be the most —__ 
me thorough drained, either by ridging up, subsoiling or a system 

of -under-drains, or by all these methods combined. On our > 
a prairies, as a rule, the dryest and poorest soil is the most suit. | 

_... able for an orchard, while in the “openings,” the dryest and - 

richest should be selected. Where the lay of the farm and | 
_ the make of the soil is such as not to admit of either surface | 

a _ or under-draining, the land wet, with a stiff clay underneath, — 

--—- gubsoil as deeply as possible—at least sixteen or eighteen 

_  inches—and_ by repeated plowings throw the surface up into : 
po narrow ridges, so. that descending each way from the 1ows of _ 

x trees the surface water willrun off readily, = oe 

_ Exposure—The general rolling character of the surface of =
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our land will in many instances enable us to secure a variety oe 
of exposures. The experience and observation of the writer Oe 
have convinced him that the north, northeastern and eastern : 

" slopes are the best for the apple orchard ; the next best a west, 
northwestern; The third best a perfect level, and poorest of 

_~ all a southern or southwestern one. In the timber the orchard 
‘is best located where the land has been cleared and opened to | 

; the east or north. When the site is protected by timber or | 

natural shelter, it should be on the south, or still better, on the 
southwest side. As our timber and groves are fast disappear- - 

_ ing the only safe way is'to locate, whether in timber, prairie or 
| openings as has been mentioned above, choosing the slopethat  =— 

| under the circumstances is the best suited to our trees. | 

 Sueirer—If there is no natural wind-break or protection. 
| one should be supplied. A. double row of evergreens or @ 

triple row® of forest ‘trees,—those best adapted to the local- 

ity—may be used to good advantage. These will usualy prove — | 
sufficient. It is also a good plan to put an occasional row of 

| evergreens—or to scatter them promiscuously—through the or- - 

chard. | 

_. > Varretres ADAPTED To Our CiImmaTe.—As Wisconsin is } 
situated between the 42d and 47th parallels of latitude varie- 

ties for the northern portions of the state must be limited to the 
__ very hardiest sorts of Siberian Crabs and their crosses, Russian 

: apples and a few sorts that resemble them in hardiness; but | 

as that part of the state is not yet well settled and much of it 
will remain undeveloped for many years to come I will only 

recommend the varieties that have proved desirable as far as 
tested in the southern part of the state. Of these I can speak | 
from personal experience, having been for over thirty years an 

Se experimenter and close observer in all things pertaining to come 

1% fruit and horticultural interests in this state. so — a - a | 

_ _The climate with us is extremely changeable, and once in | 
| about seven years we are visited by a Siberian winter, when , 

_ the mercury ranges for days,-and sometimes for weeks to- | 
gether, from twenty to thirty degrees below zero. In some | -
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ss parts of the state these sudden and extreme changes occur 
ss much more-frequently:than in others. Apple trees that have | 
become thoroughly acclimated where the new wood has folly | 

__, matured, will:pass through these changes with little or no in- 
jury; ‘bet when brought from .a warmer locality, or when the ee 
variety is'tender, or if hardy, and the new wood hhas-not vi; 
pened thoroughly, they will be more or less affected, and often 
‘killed by them. Varieties originated and maturedina cold 

___ élimate will be naturally more hardy and will withstand the 
. extremes of heat and cold better than those raised farther 

south. If the tree is out of its latitude, and not perfectly  —__ 
hardy, its wood will be affected by severe freezing and sudden _ 

_. changes in proportion to the hardiness or softness of its wood 
a eg growth. ‘This will be readily seen by the colo? of the wood on a 

Ee cutting off a limb; when fully acclimated all the wood willbe 
white; but when. gender or half hardy the growth of the sea- . 
gon when it was injured will be discolored. In this way we 

Tee can. easily ascertain what varieties | have been injured, and in | 

—ssswhat years itwas done 
‘Tn the following lists the varieties are classified in accordance 

with this rule. They are arranged in three classes: the Iron 

Clad, or those not affected by the severe winters of 1856-7 
and 1864-5; the Hardy where the wood growth of those years 

a is colored, but covered with healthy, new wood and fully re. 
> covered from injury; and the Haif-Hardy, those affected and ee 

not fully recovered, as is indicated by their still bleeding from 

the old wood where a limb is cut off, even though paint or wax 
ss is applied. : 

ae _ tron Clads.—Tetofsky, ripening in July; Red Astrachan, . 
ss Suly-September; Duchess of Oldenburg, August and Sep- | 

tember ; Alexander, September—December; Transcendent, Al- 
os len and’other crabs, September and October; Fameuse, Octo. 

Pe ber-December ; Smith’s Cider, N ovember-J; anuary; Pewaukee 
and Golden Russet, December and January, tit 

_—_- Hardy. —Early Joe and Fourth of July, season July; Sour- Bough, Harly Strawberry, Sops of Wine and Fall Cranberry,
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| season August; St. Lawrence, Fall Stripe and Summer Pen- ne 

- nock—September; Fall Orange, Fall Wine, Bailey Sweet and ' 

Perry: Russet—October ; Blue Pearmain; Willow, U tter’s Red 

and. Tallman Sweet—November; Westfield. Seek-no-further, 

— Northern Spy, Ben Davis, Yellow Bellflower and Sweet Win- | 

ter Wine—December ; Rawle’s Jennet, Romanite, Winter: Wine 

; - Sap, Green Everlasting and Walbridge—January. Fie 

_ Half Hardy.—Carolina Red Jane, Early Harvest and Sum- 

a mer Rose, season, July; Golden Sweet, Sweet Bough, Sum- | 

| mer Queen and Jersey Sweet, August; Hawley, Lowell, Fall | 

\ Strawberry, Porter and Maiden Blush, September; Cayuga | 

Red Streak, Fall Greening, Colvert, Gravenstein and Twenty- 

Qunce Pippin, Octobe#; Rambo, Milam, Newtown Spitzen- J 

, _ burg, Dominie, Rome Beauty and Pryor’s Red, November; 

Baltimore, Bethlemite, Jonathan, Red Winter, Pennock and - } 

| Wagner, December; Green Newtown Pippin, Black Gillflower 

Nearly all apples ripening in January will, with proper care, 
: keep until June, and those ripening in December will keep | 

into February and March. | 

If varieties in the hardy list are desired, they should be 

double-worked:on iron. clad varieties; in this way they will 

become a No. 1 stock, which will stand all the freezing in this 

 Jatitude. The: varieties in the half hardy list will do well 

where top worked on ironclad and:hardy trees st 

ss Ti: favorable: locations; some- of the old, eastern favorites; | 

_ hitherto regarded ag'too tender for-our-climate, will do well if 

| top worked on our: iron clads, Of these I will’ mention the 

| following: Baldwin, Esopus Spitzenburg, Rhode Island | 

Greening, Roxbury Russet, King of Tompkins County and | 

-Ottly. 
a a 

oe SELECTING TREES.—Great pains should be taken in s@ecting (ep 

- the:trees, as success in a great degree depends upon ge tting those | 

_ of: the :fixst quality. For: this reason we: would: advise those: 

| wishing. to buy. trees, to go. to the nearest nursery; or to send to . 

a:.reliable.dealer:who raises his; own stook-and:. is located. ima oo
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_-_—_- ¢limate corresponding with that in which the trees areto grow;) 
make out an order. specifying the age, size and varieties de- 

sired, instructing them to give as many roots on the treesas 
possible, and to take special care to prevent them from getting = 
dry or broken. ‘The best way is to go yourself and select the 

- - thriftiest, best formed, two or three year old trees, as they will ~ 
suffer less from digging and handling, and will bear the change 

- from the nursery to the orchard better than larger and older 
trees, - They can be dug more easily and will have a larger pro- | 
portion of roots taken up with them than where they have _ 

_. stood longer in the nursery row. These trees should be stocky, 
) well branched, with low heads—say two feet trunk forthe 
es, prairie, three to four for the openings, and three to six for the. / | 

For the timber and openings, good two or three year old 
trees with a straight body of the desired length without ~ 

a _ branches, are to be preferred; for on setting out we cancut —_— 
. back the shoot to the point where we wish the head to form. | | 

| Low heads are the safest, but in the timber the bodies can bet 
eft longer as the force of the wind is more or less broken, and 
before the protecting timber is all cut away the trees will usu- 

ee ally have sufficient strength and shade to withstand both winds _ 

md sum 
When the trees have been selected, dug and labeled, they 

should be securely packed for shipment. The roots must be 
ay carefully protected with wet straw or marsh hay to _prevent ; 

them: from becoming in the least dry in transportation. On 
reaching their destination they should be placed in trenches, = 

. already prepared, each variety or bundle by itself, and the 
_-- roots be covered thoroughly so as to shield them from the air 

oe 7 and sun. Here they are to remain until they can be set out: | 
ot in the grchard. a ee 

mae SETTING. ouT THE TREES.~-The ground for the orchard _ 
: should be selected. the preceding fall, and plowed deep and 
____ well—if subsoiled, all the better—leaving the dead-furrows in’ 

Be the line and just the distance apart we want the rows of trees
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to stand, say twenty feet north and south. This land should = 
be cross-plowed in the spring, a short time before the trees are | 
to be set, leaving the dead-furrows where the east'and west 

7 rows of trees are to be—say 17 1-3 feet apart, as this is. the 

proper distance where the trees are to be set. 20 feet apart.each 

_ way, in the quincunx form. These dead-furrows save digging 

ae part of- the holes, and also make it much easier to lay out the | 

'_- rows in proper order. es Boe | 

'_‘Before setting out the trees drive rows of stake or fence | 

pickets to guide in setting, and to be left standing for protec- 

tion to the bodies of the trees from the noon-day sun, summer | 
| and winter, and from injury in the after cultivation of the - 

land. Commence setting these stakes in the first furrow, 

placing one at each point where the dead-furrows intersect; in 
‘the second row, where the quincunx order is adopted, they 

should stand at the highest: point of the ridge thrown up by 
the cross plowings.: In this way lay off the whole field to be. ~~ 

4 planted with alternate rows on the ridges and in the furrows, mee 

being careful to get them perfectly straight. oo 
The trees are to be set two inches north of the stakes, and, 

of course, the. place where they are to stand, must be pre- | 
pared ina suitable manner. On the ridges, holes must be dug 

. of sufficient size to permit the roots to be spread out straight, 
and in a natural position, and deep enough so that when they: | | 

- are covered. they may stand a few inches deeper than when in 
the nursery, but be careful not-to set them too deep. In the | 

- furrow, prepare a soft bed of well pulverized surface soil for 
the roots to rest upon, filling in or lowering as may be neces- 

sary to bring them to the proper position with reference to the 

surface when finished. When everything is in readiness for 
' —-«,_- Setting, take the trees, each variety by itself, from the — 

ae trenches where they were heeled in. Before they are distribu- se 

ted to the hands engaged in setting, “puddle” them. This is a 
usually done by dipping the roots intoa mud hole made for the 

"purpose near the trenches, a ee 
The different varieties should be kept in rows together, and_ 

| it is well to place the earliest ones nearest to the house. —
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| When'the tree is in position, the roots'straightened ont and 
equally distributed, fill in with fine dirt; as the roots-are still = 

Soe wet: from the puddling much: of the earth will dling tothem. 

When! well covered; press the soil.down closely around the = 
body of the tree with the toe of the boot; fill up-to-the proper 
depth. and level off the surface, leaving the soil at the top 
Jose: On low ground, where the surface water will not pass 
off readily—especially in the rows set in the furrows—the = 

earth should. be:thrown up towards the tree until the surface = 
| -slopes:gradually from each row. This can best-be done with __ 

ss w plow~-makking narrow ridges and throwing theearth towards = 

_ the trees set in-the furrows: The trees are now set;: but if the 

Coe - soil-is: light. and sandy they should be kept: well mulched _ : 

. .  _Tnsome locations the grownd cannot be prepared im this 
manner, but the holes must be dug with a spade. When this. __ 

 \ is the case, stake out the orchard -into rows’ at the required’ | 

ss distanees apart—say twenty or twenty-four feet, in'either the =. _— 
ss square or quincunx form—dig' the holes«two or three spades 7 

ees deep, and: about three:feet in-diameter, throwing the surface _ 

yg — soil one side and the subsoil the other; set the stakes im their | 

proper place in the holes, and with the surface soil makea. 

- mound in the hole for the roots to rest:upon, sufficiently high 
| to:bring: them: into their:proper position with reference to the | 
O, surfacey.and proceed with: the setting as mentioned before. =. 

Aver Manacement.—If we want a good orchard the land _ 
should be kept under cultivation—with hoed crops—uttil the 

_ trees come into full bearing, and in the growing season the 
- soil around the trees should be kept loose, the same as witha _ 

oo crop of corn or potatoes. In the fall a small mound of earth — 
Shee should be made around each tree and then mulched. As soon. 

ag convenient‘in'the spring spread out the mulch and mound
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-_ gauses a new set of roots to start out near the surface. These | 
| roots are tender, and unless promptly removed will be killed _ 

and the tree injured. When a mulch has once been applied | 
to trees, whether old or young, it should be kept up, as it tends 

to draw the roots to the surface, where, if the protection is re- . 

moved, they are easily affected by the hot, dry weather of 

- gummer and the severe cold of winter. No crop should be 
raised in the orchard when the trees come into bearing unless 

the ground is heavily manared, but if not mulched the culti- | 

vation should be kept up. 

TRIMMING should always be done during the growing sea- 

son, and when the trees are’ yet small. Where the head is 
kept open in forming, and the top well balanced by pinching 

back the branches, but very little pruning will be required | 

after the-few first years. 
_ By following the above method and the use of good practi- | 

cal common sense, almost any farmer can make the orchard 
- profitable. In some localities the conditions are more favora- 

ble than others, but there are few places where the obstacles 

cannot be overcome by careful attention to the points men- \ 

tioned. | ' 

IL will add a description of some of our hardiest varieties. | 

| - Tetofsky.—This is one of the earliest varieties, and the best 

suited to our climate. It, as well as the Duchess of Oldenburg, . 

has been sold at high prices all through the country, as a large | 

Russian crab. Mr. Charles Gifford, of Milwaukee, Secretary 

of the Western Fruit Grower’s Association, in early days, sent 
samples of this apple in connection with Hyslop Crabs to the 

‘ exhibitions of that society in 1851-6. Some nurserymen got 
| hold of it, and losing the labels called it a Russian Crab. It 

is Russian in its origin, but does not belong to. the crab family. 
The fruit is quite small with us, but is larger in size when it 

matures further north. Here it ripens about the first week in : 
July ; at Stevens Point it is nearly a month later. ‘There are 
several old trees of this variety around Milwaukee, which have 

 20—AG. TR. ER
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: given the best of satisfaction. The tree is vigorous when 
a young, upright, hardy and productive; wood light brown; 

leaves broad, pale or light green color, and a little re-curved. 
oN The fruit is in size small to medium, round, flattened, and | 
_. somewhat conical; surface smooth, yellow striped, splashed _ 

| carmine and white bloom ; flesh yellowish white, fine grained 
_ and juicy; flavor acid, quality good. ice 

a Red Astrachan.—This is another Russian apple which has 
proved very hardy in this section. The winter of 1864-5 

a which injured many varieties so called, did not discolor the 
a wood. It yields bountifully, and the fruitis of first-rate qual- at 

ity for cooking and for market, and is free from the scabs that 
_. in some seasons affect many of our early varieties. Season, _ 

os July and the first part of August.  —- ee | 

" Duchess of Oldenburg is elso a Russian variety, and has proved _ 
__-very satisfactory wherever it has been tried in this state. The - __ 

_ tree is medium sized, round headed, sufficiently vigorous and — 
. _ ‘perfectly hardy. It has passed unharmed through all our 

old winters for thirty years ; and, as far as is known, seedlings 
: from it possess the same characteristic hardiness. Fruit me- | 

- dium, regular, roundish oblate ; surface smooth; color waxen 

- - yellow, partially covered with distinct and regular stripes of 

red and carmine, often having a light bloom all over it; basin — 
regular, wide ; eye large and closed, cavity, regular, acute ; 

stem, medium to long, rather ‘slender; flesh white, tender, 
juicy, sour, It isa good cooking apple, and looks well. Sea- 

. son, August to middle of September, == | 

nae Fameuse-—This variety is supposed to have originated in | 

| Canada, and is highly prized throughout the state, as a 
long test has proved its value. The winters of 1856 and 1864 

c reddened the new wood to some extent, but did not injure the — 
os older wood or the bodies of the trees. Tyee vigorous, product- 

| ive; shoots red, with abundant, dark green foliage ; fruitme- 
co dium, roundish : oblong, regular : -surface yellowish white, 

-. nearly covered with deep red where exposed to the sun, but 
ot striped in the shadé, and some withouta splash of red on them;
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dots small; basin medium, regular; eye quite small and closed ; | 
- “eavity wide; stem rather slender and short; flesh snowy white, 

very tender, fine grained, juicy; flavor sub-acid, mild, delicately 
aromatic; quality good; a dessert fruit and good for cooking 
‘and- market; sometimes becomes scabby, especially at the 

oe south. Season October to J anuary. a | 

Golden Russet.—The variety disseminated under this name - 
- in Wisconsin is supposed to have been sent out by Barry, of 

Rochester, N. Y. The winter of 1864 did not injure it, but | 

that of 1856 colored. some of the wood. It is described as 
follows: ‘Tree thrifty, vigorous grower, spreading, productive, 
a rather early. bearer; shoots ‘slender, olive, speckled ; fruit | 

medium, round, large ones are oblate, often cylindrical, some- — 

: times inclined, regular; surface greenish yellow, covered with 

thick russet; dots minute, white, scattered ; basin regular; 

seeds small, flat; flesh greenish yellow, breaking granular, 

juicy ; flavor sub-acid; quality good to best ; use table and. | 

kitchen. Season from January to June ~ ee 

Tallman Sweet.—This is considered one of the best varieties 
of hardy sweet apples. It is very productive and is a generak 

favorite with us. Although the wood was badly colored by 

_ the severe winter of 1856, and somewhat in the winter of 1864, 

__-yet it has fully recovered, and still holds its own. On this ac- 
| count it should not be on the list of the “first five,” and never 

should be classed as Iron Clad, as many of our nurserymenh 
now term it. We think there are hardier. and better sweet ; 

: apples for Wisconsin. For baking and stock feeding the Tallman 
Sweet is considered one of the best, yet we regard the Bailey 
sweet and Sweet Pear as better for home use. Fruit medium | 

| to large, regular, nearly round, somewhat flattened; surface 
_ smooth, yellow; dots minute, dark; frequently a distinct line 

_ of green on one side from stem to the eye; basin wide, regu- - 
lar, leather-cracked; eye small, closed; cavity rather wide, 
‘regular; stem medium size, long; seeds numerous, plump, 
dark ; flesh yellow, breaking firm; flavor sweet, rich ; quality | | 

_ good; season November to February. gs |
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-—— Simith’s Cider (erroneously called Plumb’s Cider,) originated _ 
- sin Bucks county; Pennsylvania, and has proved as hardy in 

ve our state as the Russian varieties already mentioned. Judged —_—- 

by the test on which the preceding classification was made, it 

) _ should be placed with the Iron Clads; we have assigned itthe 

third place in ourlist. on oo 

| _ Plumb’s Cider.*—So named by our State Horticultural So- | 
_ ciety, but pronounced by Dr. Warder as identical with Smith’s 

Cider. This is a good market apple, and is used mostly for | 
cooking purposes and for cider. It hasa peculiar spicy flavor, 

not agreeable to all tastes, and if used with some other variety, 

- makes the best of pies and sauce. ‘Tree vigorous, hardy, pro: 

ductive and early bearer; limbs straggling; shoots rather.slen- 

der, light olive; foliage large, light green; fruit medium to 

-—- Jarge, round, varying from flattened to elongated, nearly 

round, sometimes lop-sided ; surface smooth, pale yellow, coy- , 

; ered with mixed light red, splashed indistinctly with bright 
~ carmine, beautiful; dots distinct, large, light gray ; basin shal- 

| low, wide, somewhat plaited; eye small, closed; cavity acute, 

regular, brown; stem rather long, variable; seeds numerous, _ 

plump, pointed; flesh white, breaking, juicy; flavor acid or 

sub-acid, aromatic, peculiar; quality good for cooking and for 
a cider; season, November to March. © - Os 

| -° All things considered, this variety will give good satisfac. 

tion in this state. 

Alecander.—Although this variety was taken from. the list - 

recommended by our State Horticultural Society at the winter 

meeting of 1870, by the vote of a small majority of the mem- 

~ bers present, it has many friends. ‘Those who voted to remove © 

7 it from the list were invariably located in sections where the 
| ~. soil is light and sandy ; which alone will account for itsrejec- 

-ghtis dosertption ts evidently the one eually given fo St Cider eeoaarietce se 
gn azteable ths Sommgotion to, sort ine description glven by Mr. Flam, who 

" ¢Proume’s CrpeR.—Resembles the St. Lawrence tree, but more vigorous, great bearer, 

‘Tagen nd paar alk anh SUD orate Sea Sia ey pe 
a seeds many, small, long ovate; flesh, white, tender, brisk, sub-acid;.excellent cooking 
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tion, as a heavy, limestone soil is much more favorable to the | 

_ character of the tree. On light soils the fruit drops badly and | 

is not of as good a quality, but on heavy land it hangs on well 

and comes to maturity. Itisa Russian apple, and is much ad- - 

mired by many on account of the size and beauty of its fruit and | 

for its market qualities. There was not the least discoloring of 

the wood in the severe winters of 1856 and 1864, and we con- 

sider it as entitled to a place on the list of\Iron Clads. It is — | 

somewhat liable to be attacked with the fire blight, but as this 

only affects one or two seasons’ growth, and is confined to here : 

* and there a limb it always recovers again ina year. The tree 

is medium size, spreading and very productive, bearing early 

and every other year. The fruit large, fair and handsome, con- - 

ical, truncated, sometimes obscurely angular ; surface smooth, 

pale yellow, striped and splashed distinctly bright red, some- | 

times shaded mixed red; dots minute; basin medium, regu- 

lar; eye small, closed; cavity rather deep, ‘narrow, regular, — a 

brown; stem medium to short, stout; seeds large ; flesh whit- 

| ish, breaking, rather coarse grained, juicy; flavor acid, good 

for cooking purposes and cider ; season September to January. 

Pewaukee,—This variety is a seedling of the Duchess of | 

~ Oldenburg, and has the form, habits of growth, hardiness and 

adaptability to our climate of its parent; it is a fast grower, 

constant bearer andlong keeper. It has proved itself to be the | 

_ neplus ultra for the west and northwest, and especially for Wis- _ 

-. .. Gonsin, as it possesses nearly allthe essential qualities so long . 

- sought for by myself and the leading horticulturists of the 

West. We have fruited it for a long time, but have not put 

_ it on exhibition until at comparatively a recent date, when our 

state society commenced to offer premiums for the best seed- | 

ling apple. Its standing among the competitors the record will 

show. Fruit medium to large, round, obJate, waved; surface 

bright yellow, partially covered with dull red, striped and 

splashed with carmine, covered with gray bloom, and over- 

spread with whitish dots; cavity small; basin shallow and 

plaited; calix rather large; stem variable in length, with a OO 

fleshy substance on one side, from one half to an inch in
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-. length t core small ; seeds dark brown, pointed ; flesh yellowish 
white, breaking, juicy; flavor sub-acid, rich, aromatic, spicy, 

ne (something like Jonathan) somewhat course in texture ; quali- | | 

ty good to best; use dessert and cooking; season January, — 

May or June. es a | 

: _  Walbridge—At a number of the recent meetingsof our 

-. State Horticultural Society, there has been considerable dis- — | 
| cussion with reference to this apple, as to its quality, identity, | 

— ete. Some claim that it is the same as the Coggswell, but 

| judging from the descriptions given, and the comparisons made - 

: during the year of wood and fruit, also from correspondence > 

with prominent fruit-growers, east and south, we have come to. | 
| the conclusion that it must bea distinct variety ; for in nocase 

a did the description received apply to the tree or its fruit as . 
- grown in this state. On personal examination of several old 

trees, I found quite a difference in the description of the wood 
os _ of the two varieties, which can only be explained as the effect. 

| of our soil and climate, or on.thesupposition that theyaretwo 
distinct kinds, yet: with a few points in common. It is cer- — 

tainly a good grower, free bearer; but as to hardiness, not suf-” 

oe ficiently so to be placed with the iron-clads, asthe winter of 
| 1864 changed the color of the wood. In the writer's opinion, 

it ranks in hardiness with the Westfield Seek-no-further, Haas, 
Perry Russett, Fameuse, Tallman Sweet, Blue Pearmain, St. 

| Lawrence, Ben Davis and Fall Orange; all of which are con- 

_ sidered hardy here, but are not equalin thisrespect to those 

termed Iron Clads. Tree very vigorous, spreading, product- 
| ive; shoots long, light gray, covered with down ; foliage gray- 

ish green; leaves upright; fruit medium to large, globular to 

wo roundish flat ; surface smooth, greenish yellow ground covered sy 

with dull red, mixed with bright red on the sunny side, with 

/ gray, irregular dots; basin regular, small, a little russety, quite — 

_ smooth; eye small to medium, closed; cavity medium, regu: | 

_ Jay; stem medium, curved, grayish brown; core roundish, oval, 
: - rather small, closed, almost clasping the eye; seeds numerous, 

- : , regular size, dark brown; flesh white, firm, mild, sub-acid, 

| good; skin quite tough, a good keeper; season March and April.
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_ ECONOMICAL USE OF STRAW ON THE FARM, © 

- 7 BY LEWIS CLARK, BELOIT. ee 7 

In order to present this subject properly, it should be con- 7 

sidered in relation to the various conditions and circumstances 
in which tke straw is raised, and is to be used; as the size, lo- 

-eation and character of the farm ; the amount of grain raised ; 
the capital employed ; whether machinery can be used in work- : 

ing it up, the amount and kind of stock kept; etc, ete. I 

shall not attempt to speak of it in all these relations, or to set 
forth its chemical properties and intrinsic value for the differ- , 

: ent purposes for which it may be used, but will confine myself 
to the most important, practical uses that can be made of. it in . a 

the great majority of cases. | : | 

At the outset, I would protest against the most common 
method of disposing of it—burning—as the poorest possible i 

use to which it can be put. Its whole value is thus dissipated | 

in thin air, and borne away by the winds, to our own loss and | 

the isjury of posterity. a | rs pt | 

Another method, adopted by many, is but little better, that 

is, to permit the stock to pull, run over and trample it down | 
in the stack or pile. A small portion may be eaten, and hence 

a little benefit be derived, but the great bulk is trodden under 

_ foot and wasted. Were the refuse removed frequently, anda 7 
chance given to get at the clean straw, a larger portion would , 
be eaten, but it would still be attended with much waste. —- . ey 

- To begin with, if we would derive the greatest possible ben- 
efit from our straw it must be properly secured. As much : 

care should be taken to keep it dry and bright as we take with 
| hay. If the grain is stacked, special pains should be taken to | 

secure the straw as well as the grain from inj ury: by the weath-
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ee er. If barn room is plenty and the grain is stored there,in 
_ threshing run the straw from one barn to another, if possible, or 7 

| to another part of the same barn, so that it may be under cover. 
| In harvesting it is advisable to haul as much of the grain as 

possible to the barn or stack yard, so as to have the straw con- 
~ venient for winter use. This will save time in threshing, and 

both time and labor in handling the straw, as it can ke drawn - 

much easier when bound than when loose. a 
| In stacking grain arrange the stacks so as to make it con- - 

- venient to properly preserve the straw with as little laboras 

possible. Four stacks are usually put together ; these, if of me- 

dium size, will make about an ordinary day’s work in thresh- | 

_ ing, and the straw can all be putirto one stack with little extra 
labor. ‘T'wo men will be required most of the time to run the : 

oe straw away from the machine where no attention is paid to, 

| preserving it; by the help of a third’ man it canbe easily se- 
euredinastackk 6 oa oe 
A: common error. is to commence | stacking without much 

oe reference to form, and to keep piling up as may be most conven- 

lent; in this way the stack is usually too broad at the base 

and irregular in outline, and cannot be so well protected. The 
stack should be long; at right angles with the carrier, and nar-. 

row at the bottom. ~ As it runs up, the sides may be built out 

| six or eight feet. The topping out should ‘be commenced in 
a time and should be done gradually. The hole at the end of | 

the carrier should be well. filled, and ‘rounded up to the top 

, of the stack to prevent the'rain from working down into the 

center. Much depends upon finishing this part of the stack 

| properly. ‘T'he loose straw on the sides and around the stack, = —_— 

- with the chaff, should be raked away, leaving the stack in 

perfect shape. When put up in this way, and well topped 

| out the straw will keep without trouble, and can easily be | 
handled when needed. ee ph 
Tf the grain is: well secured, and is not needed for feed or 

oS the market, the threshing might ‘be put off until late in the 

/ fall or early winter, thereby saving the straw from exposure | 
to the fallrains, a |
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Irs Use.—It is universally admitted, by the practical farm- 

ers of this country, that, to make our farms pay, we must 

increase the fertility of our land; and, to do this to the best 

advantage, we must keep more stock. Here the question 

arises: How shall we do it? We: must raise. more or less 

grain— some will grow little or nothing else — and all must 

devote a portion of their farms to this purpose, thereby dimin- 

ishing the crop of hay. One remedy is to make such use : 
of the straw, as to fill the place of hay. Where special ref- | 
erence to feeding has been kept in view in the cutting, cur- 
ing and stacking the grain, and in saving the straw, it will 

make a very: good substitute for hay, especially when cut and 

- steamed, and used with more or less ground feed. It can be 

used alone in this way, with most kinds of stock, to advantage 

—or may be alternated with hay. no ao rea 
_ Many farmers at the west raise annually a large quantity of 

straw and other coarse fodder, and keep but. little stock. They 

have already more than their cattle can use, and do not care 7 

to increase their herd. To such, and to many others who are | 

not disposed to ke to the expense of buying cutters and steam- , 
ers, or to bestcw so much care and labor on their stock, I 

~~ would recommend the following method: Each day during the 
ss. winter scatter a large quantity of straw in the stock yard. If | 

| not stacked so that it can be pitched in handily haul it in with 
a team; regulating the amount as may be necessary to work it - 

all up before warm weather. a | OO | 
Any one who has not tried this process will be surprised to- | 

see how much of it the stock will eat. Sheep like it remark- | 
ably well, and when spread upon the ground or put into board 
racks they will work it all over, picking out every head with 
grain in it and all the other parts they like. With straw fed | 
in this way, and five acres of cut up corn, given out every day | 
at the rate of one hill for each sheep, one hundred head can © 

be easily wintered without hay, and most of them will be in 

, good condition to turn into mutton in the spring. Thirty-five 

years ago, in western New York, I carried two hundred sheep _ | 
through the winter in good condition on wheat straw, threshed’
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| with a machine ; they had no grain except what was in the 
| straw and only about one tonof hay, = ©... | 
7 _ I speak of this, not to recommend the use of straw alone, 

_ but to show its value for feeding purposes. At times all kinds. | 
of stock eat it with avidity, either because itis palatable, or, 
from desire of a change of-food. Most every farmer has seen _ 
his cattle come from the pasture, or leave good hay to go and 

: pull at an old straw stack, or to chew the butts of corn stalks. = 
| When the straw is thrown into the yard as mentioned above, 
_. if.sheep are kept on the farm, they should be turned in first, 

as they will save all the grain that may be left; after. they | 
oe have picked it over, let in the other barn-yard stock, mules, | | 

- _ eolts.and cattle, and if the weather is cold they will use it up | 
effectually during the day. ‘voi the refuse, beforehaulingin | 

a fresh straw, an abundant supply of litter should be taken for _ 
- the sheds, stables and pens, which will add materially to the ae 

7 comfort of the stock and increase the amount of manure made. _ 
_. By this manner of using the straw it will readily be seen _ 

| _ that benefit. is received in three ways: 

First. In feeding; by which simple process, without any 

“ outlay for machinery, and but little extra labor, quite an in- __ 

crease could be made in the number of stock kept on nearly 

| every farminthe state © 0 
. Second. In bedding for the stock ; which used freely will 

effect a saving in the amount of food required, and will pro-. | 
| ce mote the health, thrift and comfort of the animals. ns 

, - Third. Tn manure ; which though lastis not the least value 
| obtained. All will readily perceive that in addition to the di- - 

rect value of the straw, itself as a fertilizer—which we think is" | 

under estimated by many farmers-—all the drippings and liquids. 
are saved. ee 

| _If the straw should accumulate in the yard beyond whatis __ 
needed, when pulverized and beaten up it can from time to _ 
time be drawn out and spread on fall sowed grain, rye or | 

wheat, thereby increasing the yield, if not preventing a total | 

failure, and ensuring a good catch of timothy or clover where. | 

| the land is to be seeded down. Or, it may be taken to the
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meadow, where the benefits of it as a top-dressing will be man- 

ifest in heavier crops of hay for years after. It is also the | 

right material with which to mulch fruit trees and shrubbery, | 

and it is at this season of the year when this work should be 

donee Coe ordi 

‘In mild weather the straw can be drawn right from the stack | 

and spread upon the grain field, meadow or old pasture which — 

it is desired to mulch, and the stock be turned on to pick it . 

over as before. What they leave, with their droppings, will | 

be right where needed, and by using a little care in spreading 

in the spring will greatly benefit the next season's crop. 

All the manure left in the yard should be hauled out upon 

the corn ground in early spring, and plowed in. By following | 

— out this plan each year's growth of straw will contribute to 

the next season’s crop instead of being borne away by the - 

| winds or remaining an incumbrance upon the land where it is . 

~ permitted to lie year after year and rot. ee 

Where it is desirable to keep a large number of cattle on : 

the same amount of food, a simple cutting machine may be _ 

: used. This will not only save one-third of the food, but if | 

properly used will carry the stock through in a better condi- 

tion. Many have been driven to their use at first, by ascarcity _ | 

of fodder, but having tried them, held on to them as a matter 

of economy and profit. I have used one more or less for over 

fifty years. There are many kinds in use, but I prefer one © | 

| that will cut corn stalks, ears and all, and can be run by horse 

or hand power. It is much less work to cut feed, even by 

. hand, than many imagine, and it can be done at leisure times, 

or when the weather will not admit of out-door work, and be 

packed away for future use. Straw and coarse fodder will re- | 

quire much less space for storing after they are cut than before, 

and in some parts of Europe it is cut assoonas the press 

7 sure of work will permit, and packed into mows to keep it in 

better condition and have it ready for use at all times. a 

Bran, shorts, rye, corn or oat meal either mixed or separate, — 

may be fed with the cut straw in quantities varying according 

to the purposes for which they are needed. For milch cows, bran, |
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- shorts and a little corn meal are preferable, but for teams, fat- 

7 tening cattle and stock generally, it is best to use that kind 

which has the greatest amount of nutriment for the price. _ 

| Most animals like a variety, and therefore as a‘rule it will 
not be advisable to feed straw alone, but to alternate it with 

7 | cut hay, corn-stalks, ete. ; or what will be better yet, when cut- . 
BG ting the straw, mix in the hay or. stalks and cut them up to- 

gether. Fora number of years I have raised Yankee corn _ 
uo expressly for this purpose, cutting it up early, and binding it 

in shocks until perfectly cured, then cutting up and feeding | 
ears and stalks together. ) | ae 

| After the fodder is cut, take such a quantity of itas may be © 

required for use, or what can be handled conveniently, and | 
put it into a box or bin adapted to the purpose, sprinkle inthe _ | 

desired amount of ground feed. After it has been well mixed, 
: put on sufficient water to stick the meal to the cutfeed. Any 

kind of roots that are to be given out can be cut up witha © 

| root slicer or spade. and stirred in. Add alittle salt. Ina | 

“short time the flavor of the meal, hay or roots will be imparted 

ae to the straw, and the whole will be eaten with a relish. This 
oo mixture can be given bountifully to all fattening animals, 

teams, cows, etc, and what they leave can be thrown outto 

the other stock. _ ‘ ges a os - Po 

: By preparing the straw in this manner, it can be readily 
4 seen that, as it will all be eaten, a much larger amount of stock 

- . ean be kept than when fed in the ordinary way. Oats in the , 

| sheaf can be stored in the mow or stack and used in this way 

a without meal. Running through the straw cutter will be full | 
| as cheap, I think, as threshing out the grain. This makesa __ 

good ordinary feed, and by the addition of meal will serve a 7 
good purpose in fitting the teams for the spring’s work: ~ 

| _ By fermenting corn meal and mixing it with cut straw, you 

will get a diet as well adapted to the wants of the milchcow 
as a good clover pasture in June. I have taken to market 
winter butter made from cows fed in this way that had all the 

- : appearance in color, ete., of J une or September make, and it 

was taken by the dealers to be such. | a
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It will add much to the value of the cut. feed, to steam or 

cook it. This will be attended with additional labor and 

expense ; but, as it has not, been extensively tried yet, it 

‘remains a question as to what extent it can be adopted with 

_ profit by our farmers. It creates a necessity for more winter 

labor, and will be advantageous in enabling the farmer to: give | 

employment to stated help, the year through. I cannot speak 

of the benefits to be derived from this process, by experience, | | 

but have no doubt, that, where a large amount of stock is 

kept and it is attended to properly, it can be made to pay. 

i
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ee PORK-RAISING IN WISCONSIN. ae 

ee “BY HON. M. ANDERSON, CROSS PLAINS. | _— 

What breed of hogs is best adapted to the wantsof the 
_ ‘farmers in Wisconsin? This is rather a delicate question, as 

there areso many different breeds, each having their friends and 

| _ strong advocates ; and even after a careful trial of all kinds it 

- is often difficult to decide which is best in all respects. I have 

_ raised nearly all of the different varieties, Suffolks, Berkshires, __ 

Chester Whites, Poland Chinas (or Magee), etc., and find some- 
thing to recommend in all of them; but the result of my ex- 

- _ periments and trials has led me to think that the kindwewant | _ 

os ‘ is one that will make the greatest amount of pork out of a 

- given amount of food; one that will be marketable in summer 
| and winter; and one that can be shipped alive to distant markets, 

| , —as most of the hogs sold in summer are sent alive to Chicago, 
a Milwaukee, New York or other eastern markets. Toanswer 

| these requirements we should have a hog with short, stout 
legs; long body; broad back ; heavy hams; deep in the sides, _ ; 

| and one that wil grow and keep in good condition on grass, 

| be fit for market at eight or nine months old, or will continue 
: to grow if kept through the second year. I have found that — 

a with me the Poland China come the nearest to answering these 
| requisites. T'hey will bring the highest market prices, sum- 

mer and winter, and seem to be preferred by packers to any | 

other breed. : 

_ The Berkshire is a good breed for summer market, as they — 

will bear shipping well and will fatten early ; but where kept | 
| over the season will not gain as much the second year, as the 

Poland China or Chester White. The Suffolks fatten easily, 
: but cannot be shipped any distance when alive without heavy 

Joss. ~Some of the Chester Whites are very good hogs, but as_
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a breed they are too coarse for'the summer market, which has | - 

been our best market for several years past.] 7 | 

The small breeds are not adapted to the wants of the west- 
ern farmer; they may suit the eastern states where few hogs 

- are kept, and those few fed with great care, and where they 
have to be shipped but a short distance to market. When 
raised in large droves, as we do at the west, they will not oo 

_ thrive so well. With us there is twice the profit on a pound | 
of pork made from grass than on that made from corn, and what 

will be most profitable to us is a hog that will grow two sum- 
mers on grass and fatten at 18 or 20 months of age. 7 

| The profit of raising. pork depends much on the manage- 

ment in breeding and feeding. I breed principally from sows 

one and two years old, and have the pigs come in April and 

- May. ach sow should have a separate pen, but should be | | 

let out each day for exercise, while the pigs are retained in | 

_ the pen. -. When they are four or five weeks old, both should 

be turned out together in a pasture to feed. on grass, givingan 

additional mess three times a day. It is highly beneficial to 

change the feed often. Shelled corn, corn meal steamed, and 
__ swill made of bran and shorts are excellent for nursing pigs 

Pigs when a few weeks old wil] eat shelled corn eagerly, and 

itshould be given to them each day; but of course there is 

nothing better for them than milk. — 
~ The hog house should be so arranged.as to be warm, and at 

the same time be well ventilated, for early pigs are tenderand 
-_ often suffer from the cold. Western farmers are, as a class, 

particularly negligent in this matter, and their losses are con- a 

sequently great. It is extremely poor policy to withhold sbel- 

ter and protection from this kind of stock, for even should they 
_ possess great power of endarance—which we think is gener- 

ally over-estimated—it is at the expense of thrift and animal | - 

| vigor. It may require less present labor and present outlay 

for food to allow them half starved to hunt their shelter during 

the inclement season of the year, but it costs dearly in the 
end. The food given might be sufficient in comfortable quar- 

ters to keep up the vital forces and have something over to
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a store up for the farmer's profit, but now it is not only all used - 

| to keep up the animal heat necessary to withstand the cold, - 
but often the surplus energy of the whole season’s growth is ex- 
hausted for this same purpose, and this can.be replacedonly by __ 

| much extra feed and care. , a | —— 
Hogs should be well fed until the clover begins to blossom, 

then if they have a. good range they will need no other food. 

From the clover field they should be turned into a patch of | 

. early sowed oats, and when they have harvested this, turn 

| them into a field of late oats, and lastly give them a field of 

early corn. The several fields of clover, oats and corn should 

| in size be proportioned to the number of hogs. To many this 
oe may seem a wasteful manner of feeding, but when the field is _ 

oe regulated according to the drove, they will make clean work : 

of it, I have fed out forty acres of corn in one field in this 
: way without wasting a single bushel. The small pigs will fol- 

low the large ones and gather up what they leave. They — 

_ ghould also have plenty ofashesand salt = 
"There are many advantages in this mode of feeding: It 

saves. expense and labor in harvesting the corn and grain; 
saves labor in preparing and giving out the food; is more 

Oe conducive to health—both on account of being allowed to | 

yun at large, instead of being confined in close pens or yards, 
| and the characier of the green food being better adapted to | 

the wants of the animals. The clover and oats distend the __ 
stomach and bowels, giving greater depth of side, causing the - 
animals to weigh heavier; and the.oats are especially calcu- | 

7 lated to regulate the system, removing the worms from the 

| intestines, and correcting other difficulties to which they are 

Oo subject; it also improves: the quality of the pork, giving a 

better distribution ot the muscle, or lean meat, with the fat. 
Another advantage is the benefit to the land; its fertility 

| being much increased by the manure left upon it. “When 

this, with a growth of oats or clover is turned under, the soil 
is in good condition for the succéeding crop. | 

This mode of feeding is better adapted to those who keep a 

large number of hogs, but can be followed if the fields are
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small, or where movable felices are used when but few hogs ee 
arekept = = * ee | 

For winter feeding, where the corn is hard, it has been my - 
experience : that it is much more profitable to shell, grind and 
cook it before giving itto the hogs. I use Anderson's steamer 
for this purpose, and save at least one-third the corn by if, be- 

_ sides fattening the hogs in a much shorter time. Mixing the | 
meal with coarser food has the same effect as the clover—giv- : 
ing greater depth of side, and consequently an increased weight. | 

_ The use of grass, clover and other green food has made pork- 
raising more proiitable, but I think much might still be added | 
to the profit by a better preparation of the food; mixing the 
more concentrated with the coarser kinds: cooking ; increasing | 
the variety, and substituting less expensive kinds in place of ; | 

_allcorn. The uncertainty of our seasons and the changes'in _ 
our markets, make it necessary for farmers to practice econ- | 

. omy in labor and food, and as much as’ possible to keep their’ Soe 
stock in such condition as to be available for niarket at any 
time, if they would raise pork with profit = 8 ~~ 

 SleAG. TR. | ona |
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‘TWENTY YEARS’ LESSONS IN FRUIT-GROWING. 

| _ a - _ BY ALG. TUTTLE, BARABOO. anes oes 

- The first attempts at fruit-growing in this state reach back — 

- little beyond twenty years. At that time very little was known . 

of the wants or capabilities of our climate for the production. of 

. any kind of fruit, and no former experience in other localities: 

| - proved.of much value. Immediately following our first ex- 

‘periments came'a succession of severe winters, as if toshow => 
| us at once what we. could, and what we could not do. This 

in the end. was very fortunate, though at the time it seemed 

the height of disaster, and well nigh destroyed every hope of 
| success, so that the cry became very general that fruit could . 

not be grown in Wisconsin. So general was the belief in this, , 

that whoever ventured the opinion that all was not lost, and 

a that Wisconsin would yet become a fruit-producing state, was 

looked upon as a visionary dolt, whose very perversity excited 

! | only derision and contempt, and a man who offered a tree for 

oe sale was considered by many little better than a pick-pocket. 

There are very few new enterprises, resulting however suc- * | 

. cessfully, but have had their dark days; and though amid the 

general gloom the faint-hearted saw nothing then but disaster, 

| there was still a little light stimulating the hopes of the ardent 

| horticulturist when it was found that trees of northerr origin 

| came through comparatively uninjured. Hence arose theidea _ 

| of adaptation—and the orchardists went to work by the light of 

a little experience. This proved to be the nght course, and | 

- every year, and each extreme of climate has added something - | 

| to our stock of experience, so that to-day it is’ generally ace 

| ceded that most of the fruits can be grown in our state with | 

entire success, and we present the anamoly of an entirely 

- healthy country producing an abundance of fruit.
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fot Now in the light of twenty years’ experience what is neces- __ 
‘gary to success? This is the _question’.which-¢oncern us; a 

| question that can be satisfactorily answered by hundreds of 
orchardists throughout the state. | oy CE 

We have learned that all soils and all locations are not 

equally well adapted for fruit growing, and that very good and 
| very poor locations may lie side by side—and were we todraw 

"isothermal lines determining fruit belts, we should have torun 
them through nearly every man’s farm. Soil and location 
have as much to do with success or failure as has the climate. 

growth was finished. It was found that élevated locations, | 

ihe dheltered “and “Wosty pllless in: the tich “Walleyeihe dail 
of the hills being much better adapted for the growth ‘of the 
tree, and the degree of ccld much less.’ Elevated, well’drained 
clay lands, with an eastern, northeastern or southeastern ex- 

_ posure, with protection on the west and northwest are best. 
adapted for orcharding. So 

__-Evergreens are best suited for purposes of protection, and 
_ nio orchard should be planted, not naturally shielded by tim- 

well, in addition to’ those ‘plantéd on the west or north-west — 

sides, to give them. the place ‘of the “tres hére’ and ‘there 
through the orchard—or to devote a row occasionally to them. 
This is much better than to plant close for protection, for it is 

_ as necessary for the production of fruit that the sun-light 
should penetrate the ground in an orchard, as it is in a corn- 
field ‘to’ grow ears of corn. Hasks and cornstalks may be 
grown though planted close, but very little fruit or corn. 
Where land is abundant thirty feet edth way is néar enough 
to plant; in no.case should applé trees be sét’ nearer’ than thir- 

ty-five feet, and then, only’ by'setting “alternately spreading 
and upright growers |
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- - We have learned” gométhing ‘of what to plant; and upon” 

wa right knowledge here depends in'a great measure-our success 
- or failure. The desire to multiply kinds has flooded.our or- | 

- - chards with too great a variety, without regard to quality;or 

profit. The best paying orchards in America, by far, are those 
containing but one, or two varieties. Every family needs 

twenty-five or fifty trees for home use. These may beselected = 
oe to cover the entire season, and suit the taste or fancy of the 

grower. . Beyond this, plant such as pay the best—suchas 
give the greatest returns of fruit and bring the best prices in the 
market. In the east they have the Greening, Baldwin and = 

: Spitzenberg, three great..market apples. The great bulk of | 
oo, all the trees they plant-are of these varieties. What have we Bo 

-meuse stands unrivaled in its season, and is worthy of place 
as one of our great, market apples: I believe the Pewaukee is 
destined to fill the season following. the Fameuse and to well 

| the Duchess by. George Pe Peffer, Esg., and took the prize as 

| the best seedling at our State Fair, competing for three years 
| with all other seedlings. I consider it the more valuable as 

Oo being a seedling of the Duchess, apparently inheriting the ex- 

| _ treme hardiness of that variety, far excelling it in quality, and 
keeping till late im spring. . We have no Russian apples yet 

| fruited in this country that are keepers, nor do J think weever 
shall have any, unless brought from the southof Russia. Any 

- apple that would mature go.as to be.of any value as highnorth = 
| as Moscow or St. Petersburgh, would.be a summer or fall ap- 

ple here. . ee Cla 4 
There are several apples claiming our attention aslatekeep- 

| ers, such as Ben Davis, Willow, Walbridge and Golden Rus- — 

set... Undoubtedly the Golden Russet, if properly handled,is 
best. in quality and:one.of the best keepers; next would.rank 

ne the Walbridge, then Willow, and last Ben Davis, It is. ques: 
ae tionable whether. it will, be found profitable to grow largely any 

. ‘tion. The Romanite, and perhaps some others will keep very
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Tate, even until. they become worthless; they might as well oe 
rot as to lose their flavor. Perhaps we are yet to find our - 
best late keeping apple. New varieties for popular favor are 
constantly being presented ; new seedlings are being brought 
into notice. A good rule to govern the propagator is: to reject 

all that do not prove superior in tree or fruit-to those already: 

known, ripening at the same season. We want improvement, 
sure and certain progress. To this standard all new fruit 

_ should be brought. Far too large a proportion of our orch- | 
ards are set to summer and fall fruit. Late fall apples may be 
used profitably for cider, but where is the profitoflarge quan. ts 
tities of fruit ripening in August and September, such as Fall - 

Stripe, deficient in. juice and, if made into cider, hardly in 
_ drinkable condition more than forty-eight hours. Cider to be 

of any value must be from late fall apples, manufactured after 
the: heat. of the autumn is over. The earliest. applé generally — | 
brings a good price, as the market is seldom over-stocked at . 
thatseason RRR | 
We want above all hardy varieties. No beauty of form or 

excellence of quality can atone for want of bardiness. 
The impression is very general, that trees to be of any value 

_ should be grown here, and that the planting of trees from 

abroad has been’ the chief cause of failure. The trouble is 
not. that the trees-have been grown abroad, but in the man- 

__nerin which they have been growmand in the varieties. If a 
| _ they have been stimulated in their growth by an excessive use 

of manure, or are such varieties as will not stand our climate, he 

of course they are of no value; butifa tree is properly gown 
and of the right kind it matters little whether it comes from 7 
New York, Ohio or Missouri, if it comes in. good condition. eae 
Trees reproduced by grafting hold the same characteristics, 

_ the same constitutional vigor wherever grown. I neverhaye 
known a lot'of trees brought from the east that were all,or = —=—T 
even a majority of them, of hardy sorts, Large quantities of 

pretence that grafting onthe Mahalebstockmadethetreehardy = 
"enough for Wisconsin, when every propagator knows that the
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reverse is true. “If people’ will allow themselves to be caught =~ 
_ with an‘unbaited hook they:must expect to suffer loss. -Trre- 

sponsible men will. vend their wares where: so many can ‘be — 

| found credulots enough to believe their statements; and ‘per- | 

haps the honest’dealer may beled at times to question the _ 

7 truth of the old ‘adage, that “honesty is the best policy” by 

the temporary success which attends them—but in theendit 

will be found, fin ‘this as well ‘as every other business, that 

7 | integrity will:wih. a On | : | oo 

__ Every one who plants an orchard should: be governed by 

. the experience of those in their locality, or of some practical fee 

| fruit-grower.in our own state, rather than by ‘thesiatements of 
Sa foreign tree peddlers, who know little of our wants,.and care 

-—-- Jess, That there are ‘honest tree: peddlers I have no doubt, but | 

. we have abundant evidence that our state swarms with a host oe 

a of scamps, most of them foreign, but many of them home: 

ae grown, who had ‘better be supported at Waupun at the'ex- 

pense of the state, than allowed to go at large. It would be 

wellif a list¢ould bépublished annually of such as are notori- | 

ously dishonest, selling trees under false names, purporting to 

come from reliable nurseries, when, in fact they do not purchase 

| a tree of them, but only buy where they can:buy'some refuse _ 

| stock, or an ‘over-stock'of sore variety offered: at low rates: 

|  People.are begining to learn what they want, and if not im- 
posed upon by these Swindlers: will soon’ find that money ‘in- 

| vested in the purchase of trees isnot “money thrown away.” 

"We have learned something. of the manner in which trees 

- _ should be grown to ensure the greatest amount of hardiness, _ 

| and to answer best the ends for which they are grown. It was — 

thought at one time that the nearer the ground they branched Be 

+ out the better, and thousands. of trees were sent out as low | 

tained, when i fact they were miserable trees, suffered to 
--—— grow.up like bushes without any training. at all, each shoot 

grown in this way will come sooner into bearing, and have a 
_ greater bearing. surface in a given time, but are shortlived and
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and are broken. down by winds and the weight of fruit, While 
advocating the training of trees higher than is the practice of 

| some, I am by no means in favor of high training. I would | 

have the branches, after the tree comes to bearing, afford pro- | 
tection. to the trunk from the summer’s sun—using a board 
for this purpose before, if necessary. Trees should be trained 
‘high enough to secure the growth of the branches at nearly right a 

_ angles with the trunk, otherwise they will form whatthelate Mr. 
Cover called mal-formed crotches, by the natural tendency of 
the lower branches to an upright growth. Every tree, perfect | 
in form, should have a central shaft upon which the branches 

should be regularly distributed, never allowing three or four | 

branches to cluster together, or any side branch to take the 

 leadof thecenter. 
I believe in pruning as a necessity and I regret that any one 7 

| should advocate the theory of no pruning. There is negli- — 

| gence and slovenliness enough manifested in the care of or- 
chards without any one advocating it as necessary. If itis right 

to prune any where, it is right to prune here; nor is there any 
more danger of injury to orchards here, than any where else if 

' done rightly and at the proper season. I regard the last half 

| of March as the best time to prune in this latitude. Pruning 

in June is practiced to some extent and is well enough for 

-- young thrifty growing trees. Pruning at that time checks the _ | 

-- wood growth, and so far is somewhat injurious to trees where | 

_ the tendency is to fruit rather than growth of wood. | - 
| The usual method of propagation is by grafting small seed- 

Tings on the root. It has been quite thoroughly demonstrated 

that many of the tender varieties may be grown with certain- 
ty by re-grafting such hardy trees as Transcendent, Duchess, 

, ete. Mostof the so-called tender varieties injure in the bodies ; 
_as the tree puts on new growth of wood upon the outside, de- 

| “cay goes on within, until at length the tree breaks down show- 

‘ing a mass of decayed wood, unable to perform its office of | 
sustaining the tree in position. LON ES es 

With the majority of farmers nothing seems more difficult ) 
to learn than that an orchard needs care and culture like other |
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towing crops, and that neglect or abuse tell their sad story as _ 
_ in the growth of anyother product of the farm. Nothing will _ 

_-——-Fepay care and cultivation better than the orchard; nothing 
_ will suffer more by neglect. It is better not to plantatall = 
_ than to set trees in.sod.or small grain. Every orchard should _ 

be cultivated at least five years with some crop that requires _ 
_ hoeing; after that it is better to givethe ground upto thetrees 

alone, keeping down grass and weeds by shallow plowing and 
_ dyagging. Many, however, seem to think that unless they-can 

get a full crop of some farm product among the trees, so much’ 
of their land as is occupied by the orchard has gone to,waste, 
When we go to work to raise fruit as we do any other farm — 
crop we shall hear less whining about the-climate, and get as 

| certain returns of profit as from any other agricultural product. 
_ In looking back over a period cf twenty years and compar- | 

ing our present attainments in fruit culture with what. they 
Were twenty years ago, we find that the hopes of the most. ar- 
dent. horticulturist have been more than realized, There is | 

ss every encouragement: for continued effort, in the hope that as 
swe surround our homes with fruits, Mowers and shade trees, 

; we may in a measure find the Eden that was lost, and attain © 
to something of the happiness and purity of-man in his pri- | 

: meval state,
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eo - BY DAVID WILLIAMS, DARIEN: a —— el ges 

To farmers, this is a subject that challenges their attention a 
| nearly every day in the year, and assumes a rapidly increasing 

importance as the available material for fencing diminishes. - 
, The first supply (rails).is mainly exhausted, save such as may 

be left from the ravages of time. All the timber left of the | 
-_ original forests is required for fuel, except a small portion 
reserved for posts. A few groves of poplar are being preserved | | 

_ which, if properly treated, will make valuable fencing. In fully — | 

one-half of the improved portion of the state the old time- => 
honored rail has passed out of the catalogue of fencing mate- | 
rial, so far as new fences are in question. The climate seems 
to forbid farmers to hope for live fences, The attempts in this 
direction have, so far as I have observed, proved a failure in 
all parts of this state, and will probably continue to prove fail- 

ures if attempted with any material that has been tried thus fat. - 
Phat some hardy shrub valuable for fencing may yet be found a 
ig to be hoped for, more than expected. At present, farmers | 

in fully one-half of the improved. portions of the state are re- 

| stricted to posts and boards for all farm fences; and not only 

_ the cost of this material, but its quality, its rapid deteriora-. 

tion, the diminishing supply, and the somewhat feeble charac- 
ter of its resisting power to the assaults of farm stock, present 

questions of very considerable importance for study and ex- 

- periment SO | ao 
The actual, aggregate cost of farm fence to the farmers of this 

state so very far exceeds any estimate likely to be made, except 
from careful computation, that I have with the assistance of a 
nuraber of well informed farmers of this county. (Walworth) : 
made a careful computation of the first. cost, annual deteriora
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tion, per cent, and cost of annual repair. There are sixteen  __ 
| townships or 756 square miles in the, county. Hstimating | 

one sixteenth as lake, ponds, or abandoned lands, gives 540 
- square miles or 845,600. acres of improved or enclosed land. | 

This, if fenced into forty acre lots, will require five rods of fence | 
to the’acre. (a.careful. estimate gives twenty-five acres as the | 

_ ~“@yerage size of fields) or 1,728,000 rods of. fence, exclusive of 
| ornamental and villages fences. Estimatingone eighth of this aa 

- as division fence and therefore duplicated in the foregoing es- 
~  tiniate, and to include also temporary and comparatively worth- __ 

oss less fence, will give in even numbers 1,500,000 rods of farm | 
fence for the county; 100,000 rods for each township (one six- 

_- teenth of the total area having been thrown. out of the estimate  =— 
| as lakes, ponds or abandoned lands) of improved, or enclosed 

lands. From carefully prepared data I find about two fifths to 

be highway fence, making 600;000 rods of highway fence for _ 
the county, and 40,000 for each township, 

a - Estimating the cost of this fence at one dollar per rod gives 
$1,500,000 for the county, and $100,000 for each township. 

_'Two-fifths of this for highway fences, gives $600,000 for _— 
— the county, and $40,000 for each township—or a total cost 

po of all farm fences of $4.34, nearly, per acre, and a cost of > 
$1.73 per acre, for highway fence. Estimating ten percent. 
on first cost for annual deterioration and repairs, and seven per 

‘gent, interest on first cost, gives $275,000. as the aggre- | 

gate annual cost of farm fence for the county, and $18,333.33 

foreach township. Fully two-fifths of this is for highway — 
fence. If to this sum -be added the cost of village fences— 

| mainly made necessary by the pernicious habit of using the _ 
highway as a public pasture—the total cost of fence for the __ 

county will be swelled to the considerable sum of $1,750,000,’ 
| and the annual cost to the very respectable figure of ‘$297,- | 

| 500. That a very considerable per cent. of this aggregate can, 
and ought to be saved by discontinuing the use of the high- 

ee way as a public pasture, at least nine-tenths of farmers, will 
admit. But such is the force of habit, and the fear of giving 
offence, that but very féw farmers in the State are willing to |
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enforce the law, and clear. the highway of these wandering, | 

bovine guerfillas. That a further saving of fifty-five per 

cent. of the annual cost of fence can be made by improved | 

methods of, building, is the motive cause of this article. °-— | 

| - he tapid deterioration of board fences is mainly from’ two 

- eauses: First, the mingling of poor, -sappy. boards -with 

-_goiind: cnes in building fence, by which gaps’ are being opened | 

inviting animal assaults. Second, the method of building | 

| mainly in vogue, secures a condition by which the wind soon | 

obtains a leverage that rapidly destroys or impairs the value, 

and also gives animals a convenient opportunity to break 

, down, through, or over it.. And we may add, Third, the poor | 

material and consequent early decay of posts. These three 

 eauses combined, necessitate. constant watchfulness on the 

part of farmers, and ensure the necessity of yearly, cumbrous 

repairs,.and rebuilding in from twelve to fifteen years. ae | | 

- The universal custom’ of building board fence on a level 

with the adjoining ground gives cattle a convenient opportunity 

to break it down by rubbing, and attempts to reach through, 

and the posts are soon loosened by the wind as the ground 

| becomes soft about them. By this means the fence will fre- 

quently whip back and forth, breaking the nails, and some- 

> times'the ends of the boards. It also produces a condition 

favorable to the action of frost in raising the posts out. of the | 

coe ground. > Ss oo os 

| ~My expertence.—In 18591 built two lines of fence, making 

a lane, into which all my fields opened—the lane leading to the 
barn. On one side of the lane the fence was built in the usual 
manner, level with the surrounding ground; on the other side, 

the bottom board was raised fifteen inches above the general” 

level of the ground along the line, and when the fence was | 

‘completed two furrows were thrown towards the fence on 

either side, the first against the fence, and the second ‘furrow | 

thrown on -top of the first. one, raising the ground or bank 

nearly to the bottom board of the fence. The bank was then . 

smoothed off, and a plenty of grass seed strewn over it. This
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line of fence was never disturbed by any animal, nora board 
nailed. on, or a post righted. up while I occupied the farm 
(nine years.) Neither didan animal attempt to getoverit:to 

. my knowledge, and when I left: the farm in 1868, the fencewas 
nearly as true in line as the day it was built. The otherline _ 

. was.a source of constant anxiety and watchfulness. Fullyone 
| | fifth of the original fence boards had been replaced by 

- _ new ones, and not a few of those remaining bore the marks - 
of the frequent assaults of cattle and horses, either in attempts 

ve to get over or through the fence, or in rubbing against it; and — 
| the posts had to be frequently righted, while the wind, by 

| swaying it, broke many nails. Now it presents.a dilapidated, __ 
_ insecure barrier to cattle, while the other line is apparently 

good: The material was the same in bothlines. 
_ Now the reason—the sharply inclined bank gave no conve- | 

7 nient standing place for cattle torubagainst the fence; and ani- 
mals in approaching, found their fore feet below the level, thus : | 
pitching the head -down, and making the fence seem insur- 

| mountably high. And for the same reason no cattle or horses 
oe ever attempted to crowd or reach through. The sharply inclined 

| bank gave also a dry, firm bed for the posts; holding them at | 
mes all times securely in line, and firm against the force of the 

wind, and, I think, added to the life of the fence at least fifteen 
a per cent. From my experience I feel warranted in affirming — 

that this method will save not. less than six per cent. annual 

-__ @ost over the usual mode of building. I will further explain, 
ee that in the line of fence before named, built on the old plan, oe 
. the posts were set three feet in the ground—holes bored two 

feet and the posts sharpened and driven a foot—while the posts 
a in the banked line were set but a little over two feet, but were oe 
: banked a foot. One mistake I made in ‘this line of fence was 

in sawing the boards and butting the ends together; Iam now _ 
___ gonvinced that the better way is tolap the boards on the posts, 

| twelves on the middle, unless the posts are oak, when eights 
and twelves are sufficient (fencing size). By this method of
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building, with posts kyanized, or steeped in gas tar, I am con- _ 
| fident that at least eight per cent. can be saved from the 

present annual cost of farm board and post fences by dimin- - 

_ ishing the cost of repair, and increasing: their durability. -
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THE DAIRY—HOW TO GET AND. KEEP A GOOD © 

| a . BY CHESTER HAZEN, LADOGA. Oo 

: _- In selecting dairy stock make it a rule to get the best cows _ 

you can find. A very good way, one that will prove as satis- | 

factory in its results as any, is to purchase one and two year 
_ old heifers, keeping them until they come in. Out of this lot 

| | some, with: proper care, will make extra cows, while others 

Ae will be of little value for dairy purposes, not worth their keep- 
| ing. After a satisfactory trial the poor milkers can be turned 

| into beef without joss, and the balance will, in most cases, be 

| worth as much as the entire lot cost. In this way a start in the 
yoo right direction is ‘made. oe : . 

| ~The next thing is to make good use of the advantage you 
| have gained; to increase and further improve your milking 

- stock. or this purpose great care should be used in selecting 

| the bull to breed from. Attention should be given to milking 
points, and constitution in both sexes, No bull, should be 

used that is not froma cow of good milking qualities, and the 

2 e stronger these qualities are marked in her and her ancestors | 

the better. Raise all the heifer calves from your best cows. 
oo As a rule, large; coarse cows are not the most desirable for 

| - the dairy, and therefore, I desire to have the heifers come in 
. when two years old. This seems to check the growth of the 

- animal, both in bone and muscle, and develops the milking qual- 

| ities instead. Iam satisfied that in this way we secure better, | 
/ cows than where they commence giving milk at three years 

| | old, and also gain one year’s time in bringing the animal into _ 
ee ~ practical use. Poe me a eek R Oo 

_-——s- There are a variety of opinions among agricultural writers 
and farmers as to the best method of raising the calves. The
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way adopted by most fancy stock breeders—to give the calf | 
the milk of a good cow through the whole season—costs more | 

: than most dairy farmers can afford, as the milk at the present 
price of cheese would be worth $40 or $50, and the calf at 

eight or ten months of age would be worth no more for the 
_ dairyman’s use than one raised in the common way. My meth- _ . 

od differs from that of many others, bué the results with me | 

have been very satisfactory. It isas follows: Take thecalf : 
- from the cow when itis one or two days-old and ieach it to : 

drink; give all new milk for two or three weeks, then com- | 
mence mixing skimmed milk with the new, being careful at a 

| first to use no milk over twenty-four hours old; continue to | 

| increase the proportion of skimmed milk until the calf is four | 

or five weeks old, when it will do to give it all skimmed milk. 
As the calf grows older it will be safe to give older milk, and 
it will soon learn to drink sour milk and sour. factory whey. 

| I never put ground feed of any kind in the milk or whey, 
. but always commence to feed it to them separately when they | 

are three or four weeks old, and continue to give them a small | : 

quantity of it, or bran and oats, each day through the summer __ 
and fall. oo . | 
+ The amount of milk required by a calf from one to three 

weeks old is from three to four quarts each feed, night and | | 

morning; a calf from two to four months old should have | 
_ from four to six quarts: toa feed: I always make each one a 

_ drink by itself, and take’special care to avoid overfeeding, 
especially when giving whey. Calves fed in this manner 
through the summer and fall do well. RRR Se 

_ In the winter they should have from a pint to a quart of | 

ground feed each day, with plenty of good hay. Oats and | 

‘corn ground togethér are very good; and a little oil meal | 

‘mixed with them will give excellent results Give them good = 

stables or sheds; feed regularly; salt once a week: furnish | 
plenty of water and take good care of them, and: there is no . 

doubt but that they will do well; the heifers at two years of 
age will be good sized and thrifty cows, and will make better _ | 

milkers than when raised in the ordinary way, or even, than
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| _ when they: are allowed.to run three years before giving 

| _ My cows, with the exception of a few halfandquarter:Dur- 
hams, are mostly native stock, I find that small or medium - 
sized animals are usually the best milkers, and the mostprofit- 

| able:to keep. Ayrshire. stock are highly recommended for 
their dairy qualities. “In 1870 and 1871Ipurchaseda number _ 
of this breed in Canada by way of experiment, and now have | 

| . two full-blood cows, two bulls and two calves. The cows are 
- excellent milkers, and the breed seems in every way-to be | 

oo adapted to this climate, being medium size, good feeders, tough 
- and hardy. My object in getting this breed was. to improve } 

| my dairy stock, and the result, has fully, answered my expecta-_ a 

— The care and food of a dairy are of as.much importance as 
the ‘proper selection of the cows; for even good cows unless 

oe well fed and cared for are poor property, yielding littleorno = 

profit. They should always have good, comfortable stables in  ,__ 
| _ the winter, be liberally supplied with the best quality of hay, 

_ with a light feed (from one to two quarts) of meal each day. 
2 With this treatment, if fed and watered regularly, they will 

mo pass the winter in good condition, be fat enough for beef in the 
| spring, and will not have to lay on flesh for anumber of weeks 

wate before they come to their full flowotmilk, 
‘Po secure the most satisfactory results, good pastures should 

: be provided ; the tame. grasses, timothy and clover, are the | 
Oe best. A daily mess of ground food through the summer will __ 

be found profitable ; and come provision (sowing corn orsome _, 
_ other, crop to cut up green) should be made for droughts or 

a short, feed in the fall. Pastures should have plenty of pure _ 
water in them, easily aceessible at all times. Shade trees or 

| some kind of shelter from the scorching heat of the sun are _ 

| essential to the comfort, and-consequently to the profitableness — 
“ of the cows. When the weather is warm and the fies are 

troublesome, they should have a pasture to run in nights. At | 
Se this season of the year they will feed more in the night than — 

| during the dayne eins 4 Q , By TOM | .
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: Good careful hands at the milk-pail are very essential inthe 
proper management of the dairy. Each milker should have 
the same cows assigned to him to milk regularly night and 
morning, and the milking should be done, as near as possible, | 
at the same hour eath day. a 2 ae ee 

It is eminently true that the better the care taken of the 
~ cows, and the better they are fed, the gréater will be the flow 

Of milk. The special aim of every dairyman should be to get 
the greatest amount of milk from a given number of cows, for _ 
in this they will find their greatest profit The above are the 

_ conclusions reached from my twenty ‘year’s, personal experi- | 
ence in dairying in Wisconsin. | | | oe 

| tee 99 Ad: ae: ee | pes oa | 7
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ECONOMY IN PORK-RAISING. sk 

- oe BL Sea BY Mok, YOUNG, GLEN HAVEN. a 

| ‘The activities of mind that wrought-out thechange fromthe _ 
:  ruder to the more civilized conditions of the human race have 7 

ae ‘stamped their impress fully as much in the economy as in | 
_. the skill of production. This can be seen alike in the produc- 

‘tive thought that grapples with the organic and the simple, - 
+ physical condition of things; in the trained courser'that with 

og _ “matchless bottom” heads the record for speed, and inthe 

| 2 full-rigged ship that yields: obedience to the gentlest breeze, = 

and yet defies the force of the raging storm. Itisastrue with | 
reference to the ideal:as with the actual;-in the production of 
a tun of alfalfa, as in that of a pound of pork. - 

oe It is on this subject—economy in the production of pork, — 
SO how to make it the cheapest—that I wish to present a few 
“> practical suggestions. | | | ; Bt ES | 

Assuming that the producer has got the right breed of hogs 
a (and who in these days has not) the next consideration ishow 
-, and upon what to feed them. In making pork, how to feed — 

depends much upon, circumstances, the force of which each 
feeder must determine. We shall enjoin nothing peremptorily 

oo except to feed each hog all he will eat, and to so tone and excite 

ee his. appetite as to make him eat all, that under circumstances of : 
| comfort he can digest and assimilate. All other things being — 

oS equal, the sooner an hundred pounds of pork is made, the bet- 

- ter, the smaller will be the loss in keeping up the animal force, 
7 and the less the interest on capital invested. Thisin pork — 

| - growing is a cardinal point and must never be forced aside, 

| unless by a stubborn demonstration of greater gains. In pork 
- breeding, this is more often modified by considerations of time, 
7 adaptation and vitality, = 

| so / |
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- Whether to cook food for hogs, either in the fattening or - 
breeding departments, depends much on the cost of cooking, and 
the kind of food, and its relative nourishing value when cooked. 
Tf corn cobs or clover hay can be steamed into a pulp, and 
used with more concentrated food to cheapen the cost of pro- 
duction, it becomes a plain proposition of economy. Potatoes _ 
are much improved by cooking, indeed are worthless as food 

___- without it, as the dextrine of their starch can in no other way 
be released as well. The starch of the cereals, however, it is 

said, can be rendered available by fermentation, care being 
| taken that too much acid be not evolved. But in any process 

of cooking, we would suggest. that it be done rapidly, by -the 

| blaze of the fire, and. that'the live coals be watered out and 

fed to the hogs. They should at all times have access to a 
charcoal as well as salt, | Ma Se TG A BS 
. In regard. to what to feed, modifying circumstances must de- - 

_ termine the matter. The hog’s main. food-elements are sugar 
-. and starch, and in whatever forms these can be produced and 

used in your latitude and locality the cheapest through the 

whole year, those are the forms in which to grow them. It 

will not do to use any kind of food that is too concentrated or 
too gross for a length of time without adding its opposite. - 

_» "here is probably no one thing better for fattening hogs in 
~ all latitudes than corn, and yet whoever aims to make pork in 
all localities exclusively on corn will do it ata loss. He must _ 

_. * have cheaper food, of more bulk, and no matter how great 
variety. ne | 

We suggest that pumpkins be used in their season, either 
cooked or not. Hubbard squashes are better. Both canbe . | 
kept well into winter, and make a nice mash with any kind of | 
steamed chop, or thrown into the pen occasionally uncooked, | 

_ are much relished. The artichoke is a good fall and spring 
mess for store hogs when there is no clover. It is an enor- | 
mous yielder, nutritious, and needs no winter storage. Sweet | 
German turnips have done'me good service as an early spring 

_ and summer feed for hogs. They are sweet, keep till July 
and yield well. ners ae , a
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~ OF all gross feed for hogs that I have used, I regard the 
_-gugar beet the cheapest and best for my locality. <A great | 

quantity can be grown to the ground and for the labor. It - 

| needs no cooking, will keep till September good and crisp; 
the tops are eaten as readily as the roots, both being devoured © __ 

a _ with as much gusto as fresh chestnuts. Forbreedingsows with 
nursing pigs we regard them as indispensable. Lane’s Amer- — 

| ican Improved “Imperial is the best variety I have yet tried, 
- being rich in sugar, easily harvested andagreatyielders 

-‘These suggestions are derived from my own experience in _ 

my present locality, and of course will have to undergo some _ 
- os modification to fit other cases exactly, but may suggest the 

idea to farmers generally, that it will pay to use some suitable | 
ice adjunct to the corn crop besides the clover pasture and the pea- : 

See patch in making pork. | ; OE BERGE PBR Sy |
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_. GENERAL FARM MANAGEMENT. 

: | BY ELI STILSON, OSHKOSH. = —™” ae : | 

An Address delivered before the Agricultural Convention at Madison. 7 

| The question how to manage a farm successfully, is one so 

broad and so deep, that it underlies the whole science of " 
agriculture. The questions what to do? and what not to do? oe 
how todo, and when to do? are great questions to the practical : 
farmer. In short his good or ill success in life will be largely 

influenced by the conclusions he arrives at on these questions, — 
| _ The practical farmer should regard his farm like the book of | 

‘Nature spread out before him, inviting the closest study, and | 

the most careful observation of all the facts pertaining to 

character of soil, climate, variety of production to which it is 

best adapted, and market for the same; what would be the 
best rotation of crops, and the relative exhaustion of each ot 

_ those crops on his soil, and what element each of those crops 

: would be a great exhauster of, and how quickest and cheapest — | 
to supply that exhaustion and add to the productive power of 

_ his farm and at the same time to increase his own revenues.: 
_ The available productive power of the soil is the measure of a 

large share of the productive capital of the farmer, and the . 
_ farmer who pursues any system of farming or rotation of / 

crops which exhausts the fertility of his own soil may be 
_ likened to a joint stock company which pays out its capital | 

_ in dividends and ends ia poverty and bankruptcy. - | 
. Many will ask, can a farm be so managed as not to, slowly a 

at least, exhaust the soil? We have but to point such to Eng- 
| land, as one of those countries whose system of agriculture dur- 

ing the present century has not only kept up the. fertility of 
her soil, but has also nearly doubled its capacity for production. |
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__. _It is true we cannot expect to rival English agriculture bya. 
single step, but by patient, thoughtful, and preserving industry 
we can elevate American agriculture to a much higher stand- 

-. ard than has yet been obtained on this continent. There are — 
| heights and depths and breddths yet unexplored, and those the __ 

—_ most advanced have yet barely entered the portico of this _ 

grand temple of agricultural science. Op 

| | For agriculture is not only a science, but it should be made 

wot : the Head Centre of all the other sciences, and it should call 

them to its aid to explore the labyrinths and reveal the laws | 

that govern Nature’s great laboratory. The chemist can tell | 

_-—s- thie parts that compose a grain of wheat, yet with all the world | 

_ before-im he cannot put those parts together and makea __ 
single grain of wheat. -Yet the science of agriculture is high- 
er, and teaches how to produce what the chemist cannot make: 

- Apriculture should not only call to its aid the arts and scien: 

es, but also experience and experiments, to tell how toincrease 
= | the productive power of-ourfarms. At one time it was claimed 

. _ that the chemist was to assist us in this great work by, furnish- . 
ing ‘us-an analysis of our soils, and teaching us in what they sy 

| abound and in what they are deficient, what crops they could 
os grow, and what crops they could not grow; but these hopes __ 

have failed, owing to the great-variety of soil often in thesame > 
| _ field, and the expense attending the analysis and several other 

ss gauses, But we have derived other very important knowledge 
. ' - Froth their labors. Their analyses of crops cannot betoo high- 

Vy prized or closely studied. While analysis of soilislikea 
sealed book to all except to the one for whom it is made, the — 

: analysis of crops is a chart to be read and studied by all who 
__»- would understand agriculture and it will be found in harmony 

with experience and experiments. > | gee” 

. The farmer should know what crops are great feeders on his _ 

thot valuable elements, and what are not. Let him for in 
| ‘Stance, examine the tables of analyses of flax seed and buck- — 

- Wheat, dud see what gross feeders they are on the phosphates 
’ before he undertakes the growing of them largely. :An acre 

of hops consumes as much nitrogen as is contained in 1,000
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pounds of Peruvian guano, and as much phosphoric acid as is : 

contained in 350 bushels of corn. The farmer should know a 

whether he is selling the annual growth of his farm, or whether ~~ ¢ 

he is selling largely of the most valuable component parts. of | - 

the farm: itself, and thus robbing hissol, = ss 
While science has, in various ways, lent material aid. to ag- 

- riculture, the mechanic arts have made a perfect revolution, in. | 

the modes and ways of farming. The farmer no longer plods 

to sow, or bends to the sickle or cradle to reap, or the scythe to: ) 

mow, but he hitches his team to those modern engines of peace : 

and civilization of to-day, agricultural machinery, and he goes 

forth to perform from twice-to six times the labor he did thirty 

years ago. Hiven the fiery: steed on the iron rail markets the | 

products of a:continent at the farmer's bidding. Physical forée 

| at one time was the preponderating power in- agriculture; but 

the coming farmer must’ cultivate his brain—hemustbedman 

of culture, deep study and close observation ; a man that éan oe 

combine and execute, and that, too, with an untiring persever- a 

ance, and then success will surely crown his efforts. ~~ 

Man was created with mental as well as physical powers, 

and the laws of health require the use of his thinking powers; 

as.well as the use of his muscles to develop the healthy man. 

+, With this hasty examination of the surroundings and situ- 

ation of the farmer, I will point out afew of the -maniy labors 
eta hae MRBUE BREE ce eon Sib ieaars ncaa se | 

-* CHARACTER or Sor—The farmer should study well the | 

character of his soil and the climate ; not that he should grow » 

entirely that product to which he finds his soil and climate 

best adapted, but that he may vary the production so as to 

produce more of that to which he finds his soil, climate atid - 

market best adapted, and less of that to which it is’ not so 

well adapted. He may have a fine wheat soil, yet he should 

grow corn and wheat for his own use, and keep stock also, $0 

as to convert these and the straw into mature to produce the | 
wheat. The subject of drainage should be considered, to . 

see if there are not portions of the farm that require undet- |
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_ draining, and if so, then let that be put on the list. of paying | 
-__ inyestments, and let the work be undertaken immediately. 

° - RoraTion or Crops.—tThis is a very important subject to — 

the farmer, and one on which hangs no inconsiderable portion == 
of his revenue and success asa farmer. No rotation isadmis: ~~ __ 

oo sable in this State, on arable land that includes less than two | | 

; or more than three years in grass, of which'clover forms anim- __ 

ss portant part. © Four quarts of clover seed with four quarts of | 
| timothy seed form a good seeding for hay and pasture, but on 

ae some moist soils three quarts of clover with five quarts of | 

timothy seed are preferred. aE 
Glover should be cut from June 20 to July 10 (seasons — 

| vary), and should not be allowed to lie in the sun too long to. 
- burn, but, after being put up for two or three days in small | 

| heaps, should be opened, aired and drawn as soon as fit, as | 
___ over-drying is very injurious—so also is over ripeness. 

: | The second crop the first year may be saved for clover seed, 

Olt and most years, with good management, it is one of our best 
paying crops. After being in grass two or three years, ap- __ 

ply fifteen loads’ of barn-yard manure to the acre, and break | 
in the spring and plant to corn. Let the cultivation be thor- 
ough, as it will not only help the corn but the crops that are 

— : to follow. _ Spring wheat should follow the corn, and that — 

with barley, oats, or perhaps wheat again, as the farmer's expe- 
_ ~ yience, variety of soil and other circumstances shall require, re-: . 

| membering that the oat crop is the greatest exhauster and poor- 
__ est crop of the three to lay down land to grass with. If winter. 

_. wheat is required, follow the corn with barley or other spring 
grain (if the corn cannot be removed in time for winter wheat), 

a and follow those with winter wheat; or, if the land is to lay — | 
| in fallow, then break early and plow a second time and sow 

to winter wheat, and follow with corn, and then barley, spring’ | 

| wheat, and seed down, a oe 
_ Another rotation for spring wheat has been tried to a limited | 

- extent and has thus far done well; to break up the sodinJuly —- 
shallow, and-then plow deep in the fall and sow to wheat in the
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spring, adding a small quantity of manure before breaking, 

then follow the wheat with corn and that with: barley, wheat, | 

or oats and seed down 

‘Variety or SEED AND MobE or Sowinc.—No one variety : 
of wheat is adapted to all kinds of soil and weather. Canada. 
Club should only be sown on the best of wheat soil, and sown 
eatly, while Fife will often succeed on moist or very black — 

soil, though great heat at the time of ripening sometimes causes. 
blight, but it will endure wet better than Club wheat. Rio : 
Grande or China is perhaps more sure than Ciub or Fife on 7 
most soils, producing regular and average crops of good quality 

of wheat, but its long beards make it unpleasant to work in | 

. when large amounts are grown. - : . 

| Several new varieties are candidates for favor, but require 

farther trial. The seed should be pure, of some one variety 
and perfectly clean. For smut, wash in blue vitrol, one anda 

half ounces with two quarts of water to each bushel 

For sowing spring wheat the broadcast seeder stands unri- 

valled, both for sowing and cultivation, while there are strong 
arguments in favor of the drill for winter wheat. The plow- 

ing should be deep and thorough, and the cultivation and har- 

rowing of the land such as to give it the finest tilth, without . 
_. which no.man has any just reason to expect a full crop; the 

| sowing should be done as soon as the land is fitin the spring. _ 

The harvest should be commenced just as soon as the grain | 

will not shrink; some theoretical writers have erred by 
-- recommending a time so early as to cause the grain to shrink. | 

The practiced eye and close observation will soon tell when the 
golden grain is fit for the harvest. When threshed and before 

_.sold, the grain should be well cleaned, as he that sells dirty 

_ grain suffers double discount. : 

: ‘How to CoNVERT THE STRAW INTO ManurE.—This, to | 

many, is the most difficult part of the problem, owing to the —_ 

want of sufficient stock, and without which the land cannot be 
kept up. With a sufficiency of stock the straw is easily con- 

verted into manure as fodder and litter. - Young cattle, dairy
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- cows, horses aid sheep, are all valuable in this respect. Torot. 
down the straw without stock is the work of years, and its | 

| gasses are scattered to the four winds, and its salts slowly _ 

= set free are carried away by theraink 
ee ‘It is a mistaken idea that a moderate quantity of manure, | 

properly applied, causes grain to lodge, for the soluble silicate 7 
of potash or bone earth of the straw is not required by the 

| stock on the farm, and is thus returned to the land fer future 

—,- PhasteR—SULPHATE or Lime.—This article has a three- 
ee fold effect. Its properties as a manure are equaled by its 

solvent properties to render substances fit for plant food, while 
a as an absorbent of nitrogen and.qther substances for plant food =» 

sit stands unrivalled; but it requires to be applied undeistand- 
ingly. Suppose the farmer who raises wheat alone and keeps 

| _ little or no stock, should persistently apply large quahtities of | 
plaster to his land, the result would. be, that at frst.it might — 

- _ increase his crop, but would only hasten the complete exhaus- | 
- tion of his soil, there being no compensating return of manure. - 

| But not so with the farmer who applies the plaster to his clover 
a and feeds the clover on the farm, for he will increase the 

: _ capacity of the land to carry more stock and produce more _ 
ee manure, and as the clover feeds largely on the subsoil and air, « 

| he is making heavy drafts on these and adding the same to 
his soil, and then he can make heavy draftson the Farmer's | 

| Bank, (his farm), and ‘it will honor them in large crops of 
4 ‘golden grain. oo 7 | tg - 

| Live Srock.—As no farm in Wisconsin can long maintain 
a its productiveness that does not include in its management the 
—— keeping of live stock—for without it the end will be poverty — 

. Of soil, poverty of purse, and the farmers’ sons driven to somé 
7 other avenue of industry for a support, being disgusted with 

the idea of gaining a scanty support on a worn out farm—the 
ss question for the farmer to solve is not, shall he keep or‘tiet 

ee keep stock for the. inexorable laws of nature have already 
| solved tliat for him; but-thé question is to what kind of stovk —
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ig his farm and the surrounding circumstances best adapted. | 
| If there is a cheese factory within his‘reach, pethaps that may 

be his best. course; if not- a cheese factory, if he has.suitable 

help and if he has it within his own: family, then so much’ the 

better, a butter dairy with the raising of young stock, may 

‘be the best forhim, SE Hae 
_ . The rearing of good horses may be followed with profit, or 

a flock of sheep, great or small, according to the area of the 

farm, will pay a fair prcfit and do more than any other stock | 

- to keep up the farm when well managed. Onsmall farmsand =~ 

_ | with a home market for early lambs the ‘combing wools may . 

be made to pay best, but on larger farms, or those remote from 

. market, the Merinos may be made to pay best, as they will. 

herd in larger flocks than the combing. wools, and are not as | 

gross feeders. OE ONE | 

_- Whatever variety of cattle, sheep and hogs.the farmer keeps __ 
- should be of the best kind obtainable within reasonable price, : 

and then he should breed only to thoroughbred males, if it is 

in his power to buy or hire such - when he is not able, let | 

a number combine and buy one for their use, and it will soon — 

pay the principal and interest. Every intelligent breeder of 

, cattle knows the difference between high grade short-horns, 

_ bred from thoroughbreds on one side, in propensity to fatten, 

 eatly maturity and profit over the native stock. To attempt = 

| to improve grade stock with grade the result ig too slow to 

' gecomplish much in a life-time, a8 the propensity to breed back 

ig strong in the native, and the breeder is like a blind man | 

groping his way along, sometimes forward and sometinies 

backward. But not so with the intelligent man who breeds oe 

grades to thoroughbreds ; he knows thateach successive cross 

brings him nearer his standard or type of excellence. In this 

way asingle thoroughbred has been known to add thousands | 

of dollars to the value of grade cattle in the same or adjoming 

| towns. ° | ce Pp es oe - | 

- With the horse the term thoroughbred.is monopolized. by | 

- the race-horse, while other breeds are of remote origin, so that 

: the breeder of horses will be governed by the rule laid down,
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rather than the term thoroughbred, as that term applies to only 

a one breéd of horses while it applies to many distinct breeds 
oe of cattle, sheep and hogs. These rales of breeding are no. 
Oe vague theories, but are the result of careful observations, com- 

oes menced ‘in the past century by eminent breeders, and contin- 

ee ued down to the present time. _ Re 
All stock should be kept in a thriving condition the year 

through. Itisagrave mistake to allow stock to fall off in 
| ‘condition one part of the year, to be made up at the expense 

| of the growth during a part of the balance of the year. | a 

ee Fruit.—No farmer has done his duty to his country, his 
| _ calling, his family, and himself, until he has provided for an | 

-. ample supply of the leading kinds of fruit, grown in this cli- 

oe ‘mate, for the use of his farm and family, and he will often 

3 find it can be made a source of income. How does the farmer | 

expect in his old age to sit down under his own vine and fruit . 

| tree, if he has never planted or pruned any, but perhaps has let 

Oo the cattle browse down those planted by others? 

ae Farm Burnpinas—These should be built as substantially . 
and neatly as the farmer’s means will warrant. Thehousemay __ 

Oe have taste and neatness, without materially adding to the cost, : 
ces and should be so arranged as to be convenient and handy for | 

: the farmer’s wife and the saving of labor, and the barns and | 
— out-buildings commodious and adapted'to the farmandamount 

ce of stock kept. All kinds of stock require shelter in this state, . 
a ; as it costs less to provide shelter than provide the extra food - 

| without the shelter; shelter greatly reduces the risk and is © 
an also an act of kindness to the stock. 

7 Wisconsin, for a state so new, can well be proud of the great. 
eee number of its magnificent and commodious barns and out- | 

__. -buildings, that are scattered over its fertile prairies, openings _ 

; and timber belts, and to which the pineries of the north have 

ae been a God-send. > ae oe | no 

eae Maxine Farm Lire Arrractive.—In conclusion let the 
| farmer devote a reasonable portion of his time and income to
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providing things convenient, neat, -and pleasant for his home Po 

and its surroundings. The farmer's life'and that of his family _ 

 must’be a life of industry, but, by the use of improved imple- 
ments and machinery much of its toil may be saved. While | 
the farmer’s golden grain is waving in the breeze, and his or- 
chard and-vineyard are bending with autumnal fruit, and his 

_ side-board is loaded with plenty, the result of their united | 
toil, let him not forget the intellectual culture and education | 
of his family. 

: From the noble sons and daughters of the various iadus- 

tries are to come the men and women that are to tread the | 

paths of science, arts and literature, the halls ot legislation, the 
' pulpit and the forum, as many of ,the children of luxury and 

indolence soon sink into oblivion or obscurity. Then let the 
farmer make his farm attractive, and his home inviting and / 

pleasant, around which bright memories shall cluster, and | 

from which shall go forth the children’s children, strong and | | 

vigorous, to fight the battles of life, and the family re-unions oS 
shall make its walls re-echo with “Home, sweet home.”
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Hon. J. W. Hoyt, Secretary Wisconsin State Agricultural Society : | 

oe Dear Sir: Having promised you to make a report of the 
, ___ beet-sugar business in this locality, I beg your acceptance of 

_ the following: , | —— . 
We have suffered many embarrassments from first to last. 

| The first year we were not able to finish the factory in time; 
a | consequently, only a small proportion of the beets grown could — 

7 , Last summer the drouth injured the beets in such a manner 
that the yield per acre-was not more than four and ahalftons 

3 on the average; and even those actually produced did not | 
A properly mature. Consequently the saccharine matter was less : 

| than sufficient to make a profitable season’s manufacture. | 
- Polarization showed ten to twelve per cent. instead of fourteen- 

| to sixteen per cent. | | | te 7 
You know that the value of the sugar beetis only reckoned 

by the proportion of saccharine matter it/contains—that the 
proportion of sugar to the whole amount of saccharine matter | 

4 must not be below eighty-two per cent, if sugar-making is to | 
= be carried on with profit. | 
a In this respect we have a decided advantage in this partic- : 

ular district of the state. The soil is mild and normal for 
raising beets; extraordinary salts not being present in injuri- _ | 

a ous proportions ; saltpetre, which, in some localities, hasoc- 
_ casioned the total failure of enterprises like ours, is not found — 

here at all. This important fact gives vitality to our compa- | 
Oo ny, and guarantees it a future as the reward of patient,.per- | 

| sistent effort, = | oo |
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We planted last year, about 280 acres of beets. As men- 
tioned above, the crop yielded four and one-half tons to the 

acre, or a, total of 1035 tons — not enough in the aggregate to 
keep the establishment running: more than two months, 

instead of the full season, which should not be reckoned at less - ' 

than. five months. Oo 
‘Nevertheless, the results have been better than we had a 

_ dared to hope, in consideration of the quality of the beets. 

YIELD AND VALUATION of 1,085 tons, or 2,070,000 pounds beets. 

Sold, 450 bbls. of 220 Ibs. each, or 99,000 Ibs. A sugar, at 1214 ets., $12,375 
| Sold, 79....do........do......15,400 lbs. B sugar, at 111g cts., 1,771 | 

- Uusold,100. ---do.200,...do..... -20,000 Ibs. raw..do.. 9 cts. 1,800 

© Totals... ces seceeeceeeee ses 134,400 Ibs. sugar...........+.. $15,946 
Add 72,350 Ibs. molasses, worth ..........ee0e¢ ve fee ee eee een ees - | 4x3 | | 

_ Total valuation of saccharine product. . . . . : sees _ megeee . . i $16,669 

_*‘Hstimating the capacity of the factory at 25 tons per day, Oe 

and dividing the total number of days into the total amount , 
of the above valuation of the products of the business, 

! we have a total income per diem of $402, or, in round 

~ nambers, $400. 

The expenses of the establishment in working out these re- 

sults, though normal in respect to the capacity of the factory, 
amount to a much larger sum, relatively, than would be nec- 

essary if the capacity was twice as great. Stated accurately, 

they were as follows: | 7 hg Se 

- EXPENSES OF MANUFACTURE PER Day. — _ | 

- Twenty-five tons of beets at $4 00............ccceeeeeeeee oes $100 00 
Fuel—13 1-3 cords of wood at $1 00... 0... cc ccc cw cece en ceees 4900 
Wages for sixty-five hands, at $1 00 ............. cece eeeeeeee 65 00 
Salaries (per one year, divided by sixty days, the short season)... 40 00 - 
Sundries, as; | 

——-- Greaseand tallow. ...... 0... eee eee cece eee eeseccecee $2 50) 1.6... 
, Lights, ete... cece cece eee cece ce eneeceeeeteceeece 150 2.050, 

‘ ime and muriatic acid............ cece eee ce eeeeeeees F000 ooeee, 
Charcoal or coke... 22... cece eee cect ec ceesceeeeeeee 100 ...... 

-. Packing, rubber, etc .......... 2. cece cece rccecrcecseee, LID 2... 
: : Belting 2.2... cece ccc cc cece eee ee cence eenes See wee. 38 00° ee ewe 

Filtering cloths. .....0c.ccccsseeeseeececccceeseeerees 200, ccecee 
Brooms, shovels, ete .......0e cece eee ececceceecersee 100 ...... 
Loss on bone black.........ecececeeeeeseeseeeeseeeess 500 ...0-. 
Barrels 2... ccc eccececccecccctecnsececeeccescsessess $00 Lecce. 
Stationery, etc, in office.........ee eee cece eee ee eeees 200 «00... -
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7 _ Commission for selling. . . eee e wheceeeeceececeeesess 400 .y.ce. 
Changing and repairing. .......... eee e pee eeeeseeeess 1000 ...... , 

| ' Wear and tear of machinery /...-......... csc ee. 4500 2.000. 
| Interest on capital... 6... ec ccc cece cece cee eee ee esses 45 00 vince a 

: | ~ Insurance for one years. .... 2. eee cee ee ee eeee eee ts 1000 Lecce. 
a Incidentals..... 0... ccc eet eee e ee cececereercccseee 1000 2.0... 

leak Oo Ee ea se EO 
| ee | Total expenses re oe can ecueceees - ' . ce - . S401 00 oo 

vote Or in round numbers, $400 per day. The pulp and tops of __ 

| beets for feeding cannot be brought into the account, as the 
: farmers took them back without paying for them, 

| It thus appears that only the expenses have been covered. 

Some of these, as wear and tear, changing and repairing, insu- : 

--- ance, etc , have not been paid. | | _ 

: ' As already suggested, these unsatisfactory results are charge- ( 

able tothe following causes: sss—s— 
— .  , Non-maturity of the beet. =” me 
es 2. The inferior capacity of the factory. | aes 

| 3. Insufficiency of supply to keep even this small estab- 

-.— Tishment running the full season. a 72 
A The low price of sugar. 

‘Still, it has been demonstrated that the business will suc- | 
a ceed if the above conditions can be made favorable. 

|  . Two of these conditions — increase in the capacity of 
the factory, and a full supply of beets to keep it going —are __ 

---—- gontrollable, if we can but secure the requisite means. But, — | 

a unhappily, the last three years have been very hardon the — 

farmers and money is scarce. © | Shek oe 
‘The only way, at present, to bring the business up to a pay- 

aan ing point appears to be for each farmer interested to furnish | 

ened the beets, fuel and labcr without cost to the company, and ’ 

| then share pro rata in the proceeds. Substantially this plan 
ss -was adopted at our last meeting, held January 8th, 1872; be- 

| sides which, the stock capital of the. company is to be. doub- 

- led, and seven acres of beets per share are to be planted, 

yi - ‘instead of five. a | yo ce a ee 

Pe . The economy of increasing the capacity of the factory to the 
working of 50 tons of beets per day will appear from the fol- }
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lowing tabular statement, which is based upon precisely the | 

| same conditions as to quality of beets, period. of.working, and | 

price of products: 
| GASH. PROCEEDS OF FACTORY WORKING UP 50 TONS PER DAY. 

| 198, 009. 1bs “A” sugar, @121¢ cents.............6. veseceeee $24, '750 00 
80, 000 Ibs “ B” sugar, @111¢ cents......... ees cece cece ees 3,542 00 
40, 000 lbs raw sugar, @9 cents..............6- weeseses 8,600 00 

: 144,700 lbs crude molasses, @1 cent ...........-.--+-----+e- 1,446 00 —- 

Total valuation......... 0... e cece e cence cence ee eeeeens $33, 338 00 

| Proceeds per day ....... cece ccc c eee c cee c eee e cer ce ec eeeecs 880 00 | 

oe COST OF MANUFACTURING PER DAY. 

Beets, 50 tons, @B4.00..... 2... eee cece cece ee ee scenes eeces $200 00 
Puel,211¢ cords, @P8.00. 0... ec ec Nee eee e cee cece cece 64 00 
Wages, 85 hands, @$1.00... 0... eee cee ee cen w cme ee ennce 85 00 
Salaries (60 days)... 0... ce eee eee eee cece eee en ences 40 00 | 
Sundries, as: | Se | 

Greese and tallow .........cecc cece es ccc ceecccsscee $3 OO LL... 
Lights, Ct .....scegecee ccccc ces cc cree enecececescen 150 .. ce... 

| Lime and muriatic acid............ cece rece ceeeeceeee 1000 .20..-. | 
~ Charcoal and coke... .. 2... el cece eee leer eee ee 2 000 2... 
Packing, C10... 2. cece cece cee eeeceeccreecereeseeees 150 .0..... 
Belting oo... ce ccc eee eee ee cece se erererees 8 BO woe... oo 
Filtering cloths...........c cece eee eee ccc secescceses DOO seeceee | 
Brooms, shovels, ete ... 2... ccc ce ce cee cece cerecceces LGD ....... 
Loss on bone-black ........... cece cee eesccesccceses 1000 ....... 
Barrels 2.0... 2. c cee c ccc ccc we cc cccccccccccscscee 1600 ....... 

- ‘Stationery, etc., in office ........... 0... cece eee eeees 200 ....... 
Commission ......0. ccc cee cee cece csccaccs eoseeses 8 OO 4... 
Tnsurance ....... cece cc cece cece ccc c cc ecccesceerene 1500 ....... 
Changing and repairs ...... 0.22. cece ee eee ceeeeee ee 1000 ....... 0” 

| —- Wearand tear... .. cc cece. Cece c wesc ecceee cee 65 00—....... 
" Interest on capital... .... cere c ccc ccc cece secceesee. 65 00 ....... 
Tpcidentals:.. 2... cc ence cee coc eeccccccecccesecsees: 10:00° 2.0... 

Total expenses per day. cous evdeccesceveeestecsencevaseretgesa $615 00 
Total cash proceeds... .... secs cece e eee eee eneee ceeeceeeees 804 00 | / 

| Net profits per day........ceeeceesseeeneeeee ee eaeeeeeeees $189 00 

| If now, we make an estimate of the proceeds and expenses 
ef a business involving these same conditionsas to quality of 
material and price of products, but running through a full 

- season of five months, the result will be yet more convincing | _ 
and satisfactory. Let us see: — ce eae 

| - CASH PROCEEDS OF A FIFTY TON FACTORY RUNNING WHOLE SEASON. ~ | 

‘Reckoning twenty-six days as-a month, the number of tons of beets, at 
. fifty tons per day, that could be worked up in 130 days is 6, 500; the yield 

of which would be as-follows:-- SS = 

23—Aa. TR. ‘ . Say Ee
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| 621, '700 pounds A sugar, at 1216 conts...... cc ee eeee seew tenes $77, 712 50. 
oo 26,700 pounds B sugar, at 1114 cents.........cccc cece eee cee, 11,120 50 

| 125, 600 pounds raw, sugar, at 9 cents.............ee-eeeeee-- 115304 00 | 
455, 000 pounds molasses at 1 cent ......... cece ee cee ee ees 4,550 00 

Total proceeds, 180 days. ............ecceeeeeeeseeeeree sess oB104, 687 00° 
| Proceeds per day ........sesseececeeces wo eee eceec esac eens 805.00 | 

: Pins os Cost OF PRODUCTION, PER Day. EEE ES PS 
Beets, 50 tons, at $4 00 2.2.2... cece cece ec ee cc eccececees es $200 00 
Fuel, 2146 cords, at $3 00.00... . cece cece ccc c cece cccccseeee 6400 © | 
Wages, 85 hands, at $1 00..........ccccc ccc cceeccececcccecce. 85 00 
Salaries (divided by 180 days)........... .ccccee ceccccccscess 2000 
Sundries, as: : | 
Grease and tallow ......- 2... ccc ce cece cece ccccecccees $3 00 .sceee 
Lights, ete... .... 6. cece cece cece eee eens ec eecesees 150 2.0... 
Lime and muriatic acid .......... 0.0.0... cccccceeeeees 10:00 ...... 
Charcoal and coke........... ccc cccccccccececseccssee 200 er ee 

| Packing, ete... .. cee ccc eee cence cecccecccc ecese 4 50 eeeee 
| Belting... ccc cece ccc c cc cece cccescese BBO wcccce . 

. . | Filtering cloths... cece c cece ee cesccceecees 250 ceceee 
| * Brooms, shovels, Ct... ic cele c eee cc ce tece cecccccces 100 ...... , 

/ — Losson bone-black....... 0. ccc cece cee cece cece ceccece 190 00. ...... 
Barrels 2.0... eel c ec ee cc ccc csceeccessss 16.00 Syawse 

' Stationery (divided by 180days)...............0:248 0006 1:00) wwe ger 
— COMMISSION... cle ecw cece ccececscecesee 800 ....ee | 

| Insurance (divided by 180 days) .........¢.....00..226.. 700 ...... 
Changing and repairing (divided by 130 days)........... 500 . ee 

. °° Wear and tear... dO. cece cece cece cece e BO00) Locuee 
. Interest on capital .............dO.. cece cece eeeeeecce 30 00 ...ee. 

*  Ineidentals. .... i dO. cele le tees eeseee. BOO ...ee. 

sas “Total expérises per dsy.......2.00c.ccccceccecccececees $506 00 
| Income, per day ..... 2.2... cece es ee cece eect ee scence eee, 800 00 - 

a Net profits, per day........ sensedesugecivevewscanel .. $294 00 7 

«cI thus appears that the business can be made to pay by 
-_-regular running with average consumption of 50 tons daily, for 

foe he season: OT 
| _ So important an industrial branch should be encouraged by 

an the state government, as it a public benefit; forcing the farmer 

to cultivate his soil, regularly employing a great many hands _ 

| . during the summer and winter, and keeping the money that | 

would otherwise be paid for ‘imported sugar in the country. — 
_ The old king of Prussia, Frederick If, as well as Napoleon I, 

a carefully protected and fostered this branch of industry be- 

, cause of its great utility to the country. Certainly both of 
a them were sharp-eyed. eee ee — 
TW, WEFERLING, 

| a Supt. Firet Sauk County Beet-Sugar Co: . 
BLACK Hawk, Wis., February, 1872. Se ,
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-- BEE-KEEPING—SEASON OF 1871. _ 

- eee REPORT OF MR. GRIMM’S APIARY. 

Dr. J. W. Hort, Secretary Wisconsin State Agricultural Society: | 

-~ Dear Sir—In compliance with your request I send you a 

brief report of the results of the season ot 1871 in my apiary. . 

| After the spring sales my stock consisted of 290 colonies. 

| Five of these were queenless, and so weak that I deemed it ad- | 

visable to unite them. Fifteen mcre were queenless, or had 

drone-laying queens, and as it was impossible to farnish them ~ - 
| with new queens at that time, they became so much reduced be- 

_ fore they were supplied as to be of little account in the produc- 

tion of honey or the increase of swarms. ‘Twelve other stocks — 

were used to breed queens for market, and consequently added 

- but a small amount to the season’s yield. moped ny 

From these 285 colonies, including the twenty-seven men- 
~ tioned as contributing little to the general store, I raised 859 

new swarms and took nearly 10,000 pounds of comb honey in 

boxes and gmall frames, and 11,000 pounds of strained honey. 
| During the season I sold twenty-seven colonies and 203 queens. 

At the close of the season I placed in winter quarters 617 colo- | 
nies, all in good condition. SC | 

Parties unacquainted with bee-keeping may suppose that 
this amount of honey was gathered from ‘one loeality,as the = 

product of one apiary; but this is not the case. At the com- 

- mencement of the season my bees were iocated in three differ- __ 

ent places, and afterwards, as the number of swarms increased, 
two more apiaries were formed. To secure a large yield of 

honey and a good increase of stock, not over 100 colonies . 
should be kept at any one place. At three milesfrom this =| 
another apiary of the same number of swarms can be located. 
Probably if fifty hives were kept at a place the results would 

be proportionately better, but I have not been able to deter- | 
mine by actual trial whether it would be enough better to pay | 
the additional cost. OO on"
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The crop of honey may be largely increased by the aid of 

the “honey or mel-extractor.” By its use at the right time 

and in the proper manner a single stock will give three times / 

as much honey as in the comb. There is a difference of 

| _ about one-third in the market price of strained and comb honey, a 

| but the strained is so much easier to keep, and so :much 
more convenient to ship that I have concluded to use the “‘ex- : 

| tractor” to a greater extent in the future. I would advise all : 
bee-keepers who use: the old-fashioned box hives to change | 
their bees immediately into hives with movable frames and to | 

get one of these extractors, and I will venture to say, that, in 

"one season, a single swarm, properly kept, will pay for it in 

7 extra yield of honey. By its use I obtained the last season / 

: an average of 180 pounds of honey: from quite a number of _ 
‘hives. In all but three cases, the hives yielding this amount 

were young swarms, or colonies that had swarmed this season. 

Nearly all of the honey gathered by my bees, came from | 

‘basswood blossoms. The season‘for these is usually short — | 

| the past year it was only about sixteen days. rom this it 

| will be readily seen that a loeation near a tract of basswood 

timber is a very desirable one for an apiary. : 

. | | Respectfully yours, Oe 

. JEFFERSON, December, 1871. | a . D Co | 

--——,s ADVICE TO BEGINNERS IN BEE-KEEPING. = 

‘Dr. J.W. Hort, Secretary Wesconsin State Agricultural Society: oe 

| Dear Sir—It isa very common remark with many per- 

| sons who are acquainted with my success in bee-keeping, “ If 

we were as well posted in the business as you are, there is no 

| doubt but. that, we could, make it profitable, but there is little 

a hope of our being able. to acquire the art.” To such persons, _ 
a especially those about commencing to keep bees, I would like 

| to say afew words. a ee |
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The question arises, Is bee-keeping such a difficult art to. a 

master? Does it require so much. study and application that a 
only:a few persons can be found who have the. necessary tal- 
ents to-acquire it? Ithink not. From the progress already 
made in the science of apiculture, it appears to me to be possi- 

ble to. acquire the art theoretically as well as practically, and : 

that too as-easily as in any other business. Theories will not 
give all that it is needful to know to make a successful bee- = 

keeper, butif rightly apprehended, they will indicate the right oe 
way, and by giving the most important points, will make suc- 

~ cess easily attainable. Experience must guide where theoreti- . 

cal knowledge ends... | | | 
- “But how shall we learn the art?. Shall we commence by 

| serving an apprenticeship with some good bee-keeper?” You | 
need - be apprentice to no one; be your own Anstructor ; but 

_ bear in-mind that it is indispensable to get the theory well 

in hand first, and then put your knowledge into practice. | 
This you can do by getting the necessary books on the subject, . 

and a few hives of bees, ‘The Hive and Honey Bee,” by 
Largstroth, I regard as the best standard work on bee-keeping 

| in the United States. The next is Quimby’s “ Beg Keeping 
Explained.” When you have thoroughly learned the principles 

-. Jaid down in these books, you will begin to feel competent to 
manage a few colonies of bees. This will be the time to:com- 
mence putting your knowledge into practice, but do not start 

with a large number of hives. From two to six would be all 

that I would advise you to commence with; you will find 

that they will increase as fast, or even faster, than your skill 
increases. Do not make the mistake of supposing that you 
have learned all about bees, and that you can manage a large 
number of stocks successfully. Should you go astray, orfail == 
at the outset, like the child who falls in his first attempts to — 
walk, get up and try it again. vo saan 

. Bee-stings are unpleasant, and many persons suffer severely 
from ‘even one sting, but we seldom hear of any serious conse- a 

quences resulting from them. If you are very sensitive’ to | 
themat first, you ‘will find that each subsequent sting will af-
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__ fect you less and less, and that at length you will become al- 

| | most indifferent to them. Tomy own knowledge, few persons | 

suffered more from their stings than myself and other members | 

of my tamily when we first commenced to handle bees My 
girls were so much affected by them that it took a good deal . 
of coaxing before I could induce them to handle bees; but 

| now each one of them takes care of a separate apiary of over — 

one hundred colonies during swarming and honey gathering 
| time. They open and examine any hive they choose without | 

minding the few stings they sometimes get. I mention this to 

| show that those who shrink from taking care of bees on ac- - 

a count of their sting can overcome this fear and manage them : 

a as successfully as anyone. — . | , 

| When the bee-keeper has reached this point, he will find it 
| one of the most fascinating pursuits he can engage in, . There 

is little hard work-about it, but it requires care—constant care — 

| and watchfulness. Keep in mind that whatever has ‘to be done : 

in the bee business must be done at the proper time. Delay will 

ne never answer. All you do must be well done, not in a careless, oF 

bungling manner. oe | | 

| It is pot necessary to tell you what kind of stock you | 

: should buy. The books mentioned above give valuable advice _ 
on this point. If you have not confidence in your own abil- 

, ity. to select the proper. kind, you can get some one who knows 

| _ the difference between good and poor stocks to aid you. Do : 
| not on any account get poor stocks. Hven at low prices they 

are too dear. Get colonies in movable comb hives if possible— 
in preference to those in the common box hives—those in the oe 

| - shallow Langstroth hive I consider the best; should they cost | 

_ _ -two'or three dollars more, they are worth the difference. 
/ Do not fall into the error of buying a hive or patent right 

of every beeman that comes along. _ They are nearly all hum-— 

buggers, who simply want your money, and do not.care a far- 

. thing what becomes of you and your bees afterwards. I will 
| not deny that some.of them have invented hives that will an- — 

| s wer as well as Langstroth’s-in the hands of a practical beeman, 
but you are no judge of this. Purchase what is acknowledged
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| to be the standard hive-for this country. If you can get what 
stocks you want in the neighborhood—not nearer than two | 

miles if in the working. season—you may get them most any . 
time during the year. From:a distance, they can be moved | 

the safest about the first of May. Bees can be sent by railroad 

almost any distance, if properly prepared. ey 

If you havea few stocks, do not try to increase them too fast. 
. Let them swarm naturally. Not often will they swarm too 

much. Most beginners are very anxious to increase the num- 
ber of their stocks and make the mistake of dividing too early . 

and too much ; amistake that is usually followed by loss and 
a discouragement. = 

Perhaps the next question will be: Is my location a good - 
one for an apiary? I cannot, of course, answer this question. 

The three main sources of honey in this and most other states 

of the Union are white clover, ‘basswood and buckwheat. 

hese sources are in most seasons to be relied upon. Where / 

all three are found in the right kind ofsoil, there is the paradise 
for bee-keepers. For clover, a loomy soil, well mixed with sand, _ 
on high ground is the best. For basswood, a rich clay soil on 

low land is bést. On sandy soil, basswood in thissection yields 

honey only in wet seasons. For buckwheat, a rich, sandy soil, 

en high ground is preferable. If only two of the above men- 

tioned, main sources of honey are found, the location may nev- 

| ertheless be a good one, and even if only white clover or bass- : 

| wood are abundant, bees properly managed, may be kept with 

pas much profit to their owners. -I doubt whether bee-keeping 

-_-will pay in locations where they have to gather nearly all their 

supply for winter and the surplus for their owner from buck- 

wheat. Thereis, however, nolocation where men can support 

themselves by the cultivation of the soil in whicha small num- 

ber of stocks cannot be kept with profit. ag SS 

_. ‘What kind of bees shall I get? will be another. question 
asked. .And here the reader will expect—especially, if he is 

| acquainted with my reporis in the papers and the business I | 
| _earry on, (propagating and selling Italian bees,) me to recom- | 

‘mend the. Italian. bee unconditionally, but I cannot do so.
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Italian bees, although ‘superior in many respects to the black | 
| bee, require more careful treatment and will ‘be lost more free 

| quently in the hands of beginner than black bees. They re- 
| quire, on account of their usual weakness in numbers-in the 

| autumn, more protection through the winter than black bees — 
_- and, therefore, unless you are willing to carefully protect your 

stocks, you had better not meddle with Italian bees. === isi—t*s 
.. “How many stocks shall I keep when I have learned the | 

_ business?” In last year’s report of the Society, pages 802— _ 
308, Mr. Mason, of Appleton, says: “that if the estimated de- 
posits of honey on a given area made by Langstroth, Quimby . 
and other bee-masters are at all correct and reliable, the sup- | 
plies of honey from white clover alone are practicably inexhaus- 
tible.” ee ee | a 

| _ Mr Kidder is quoted as saying, “ that .one acre of white 
clover would yield 830 pounds of honey, one quarter section 

yo 182,800 pounds, and one square mile 581,200 pounds And | 
he goes on to state, that Alsike clover is still more productive. 

OS In vindication of Langstroth and Quimby I will say that those 
| __ writers nowhere, as far as I am acquainted with their writings, . 

| make such wild estimates. My own observation on this-point | 
is that when I attempt to keep more than 100 colonies in one 

a, location, the yield of surplus honey decreases in the ratio of 
the increase of stocks. In one good heney season, when I 
had. nearly 400 colonies in one location the yield of surplus. 
honey was of no account, or. after equalizing the stores of all | 

: the stocks, almost nothing. In order to gather food and winter- 
stores the workers of that apiary bad to go three milesand 

' more to get loaded. If white clover contains so much honey 
| there would have been no need for their foraging to so great a 

distance. I have now satisfied myself by experiments, that 
oo from 50 to 100 stocks would bea sufficient number for one. 

| apiary. If any person wants to keep more than this, different 
apiaries from two to three miles apart should be made.. It will 

. pay well todo so. From actual experience [ must therefore | 
disagree with Mr. Mason's statement, “that 500, or even 1,000, 

| swarmg can be kept in a single apiary with marked success.”
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The report of the results of my apiaries for the past season | 

will be found elsewhere, and those who would like to know | 

what can be done in bee-keeping are referred to it. To pre- 

vent a wrong impression, I will add here that Ihave my bees 

scattered in five different locations during the summer; and 

that I had the most honey, taking all things into account, from 

those two apiaries where there were only thirty and forty 
‘stocks. (SRS Tg eS EERE ee - 

The reader may ask, will not the price of honey be ‘so low 
that bee-keeping will not pay, if many persons should engage SO 

init? I can only say, that it is not at all likely. I would 
consider ten cents per pound for honey much better pay than | 

$1.50 per bushel for wheat; and if honey could be sold at that oe 

price, the consumption would so increase thata product of ten- 
fold the present amount would be disposed of in market in less 

time than it now takes to sell the present supply. - = . 

And now, kind reader, should you undertake to commence 

bee-keeping, do not get discouraged if you fail in your first oe 

attempt. There are seasons in which bee-keeping is really a 

losing business, but they are rare, and in good years bee-keep- - 

ing pays from one to three hundred per cent. on the capital in- | 

| vested. 
ee Respectfully yours, — 

oe | = | ADAM GRIMM. 
JEFFERSON, December, 1871. | | oo 

“* GRAPE CULTURE IN WISCONSIN. > 

~ Dr. J. W. Hoyt, Secretary State Agricultural Society. a eee | 

Smr: In response to your request that I would furnish an 

account of my system of grape culture, I offer the following — | 

‘for what it may be worth, as the fruit of my own experience, : | 

‘and my conclusions thereon. ESE et | 
- My experimental tests have been more the result of neces- 
sity than prolonged investigation. I can only hope to call the 
attention of vintners and others to the results of these experi- | 

ments in an amateur way, with the desire that they may profit |
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from what I believe to be an improvement in the culture of i 
| __ the vine in this latitude, where the climate is too inhospitable 
2 _ for those varieties that flourish in the California and Huropean 

wine districts. That there are varieties, even in this high lat- 
: itude, which if treated prudently, may be rendered very prof- 

: table; especially when made into wine, there canbe nodoubt. 
___. The necessity of winter protection, and the great amount of | 

| ._ labor required for summer pruning and cultivation by the or; 

_ thodox method of treatment have heretofore proved a great 

objection to the general cultivation of the vine for its delicious 
: and profitable fruit. If this objection be substantially re- 

| moved, the way is clear. pS 

My main object will be to show that more and better fruit 

can be realized from less labor and expense than hasheretofore 
| been bestowed in the cultivation of this fruit. | My method is | 

as follows: ae ee eee ee 

| 1st. Cover with straw instead of soil; letting the straw re- 

| - main on the ground from year. to year, both as a mild fertilizer 

| and “cultivator.” tee , 

o . 2d. No summer pruning, except just enough to keep the 

cals vines open and to permit a free circulation of air and allow the 
| solar rays to reach the straw. | 

8d. No summer tillage—leaving that to the straw and the 
, ever industrious earth worms We os 

| _ 4th. No deep subsoiling is necessary with the practice as set | 

forth above. | : | | 

_ Thus it will be seen, that my mode (I must be permitted to | 

| lay claim to it, since I have no knowledge of its being prac- 
a ticed by others) dispenses with considerable cost in covering — - 

a for winter—one man being able to cover with straw many 
ne times as much as two could with earth—with no abrasion of 

, | roots and subsequent tendency to bleed. It also dispenses 

| “with nearly all the cost of summer pruning; which I believe 

to be. unnecessary, except as stated above. It dispenses — 

| with summer. tillage; thus making a great saving of ex- 
so “pense in tending, and I am convinced that the vines are 

| ~ much more. thrifty and luxuriant, and the fruit, sweeter,
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larger and more abundant. Good deep plowing, with 

- thorough cross plowing, and, if the ground is rough, well 
harrowed and rolled, is, with the straw mulching, just as 

efficient, and vastly cheaper than deep subsoiling by hand or 
other means, I have tried both, with the other treatment 

similar, and from my limited means of observation I have no 
doubt the plan suggested above is equal at least to the deepest 

- subsoiling. My vines, planted on the plowed soil are doing 
much better than on another piece adjoining where I spaded | 

two feet deep, but as the vines are some closer on the latter, | 
and the experiment is on so small a scale (150 vines on the 

subsoiled, and 1,000 on the plowed portion) Ido not feel at _ | 
liberty to wholly charge the better appearance and fuller fruit — 
to the difference in the treatment of the soil. a | 

Now, as the main objection to the planting of vineyards in 

this latitude lies in the extra cost of winter protection, sum- 

_ mer tillage and pruning, I will address myself particularly to 

this branch of the subject. Farmers care more for practical | 
facts and logical deductions than for a fine display of glittering 
literary generalities I shall therefore bid for popular atten- 
tion by offering some plain, and as I believe, practical facts 

and suggestions. And right here, at the threshold, let me chal- 

lenge the attention of those interested to the great point that all 

should know, that grape raising isnot what nearly every man sup- 

poses, an occult art or mysterious secret only to be learned by the 
few at great cost and by laborious attention. On the contrary, | 

it is one of the simplest problems in the Euclid of Agriculture. 

Let the beginner in grape culture keep this fact in mind and 
the great difficulty is overcome. Let him understand that no 
more skill or ingenuity is required to plant, rear and protect a 
grape vine than to grow a hill of potatoes, that no more trou- 

ble and expense need be incurred to take care of a grape vine 

than is required for a well tilled hill of beans, while the profits ou 

are immensely greater, and he may then be supposed to be in. 
a frame of mind to listen to the plain lesson he is expected to 

Without attempting to criticise or find fault with the many
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| | learned essays on the various modes of treating the vines, I 

, must be permitted to believe that the elaborate directions that 
: have entered into the technology of this subject, have tended to — 

_ Confuse rather than to enlighten the common farmer. After 
| reading a score or two of small-type pages on the favorite _ 

| mode of the writer in planting, training, trimming and. car- 
. ing for the vines, he very naturally comes to the conclusion’ 

that he has struck a subject too great for his spare time —if 
- not even too intricate and abstruse for his understanding. 

Hence he drops the pamphlet in despair, and dismisses the  __ 
subject from his mind; whereas, if the writer had told him, _ 

_ in plain, terse English, to procure his well rooted layers; plow 
his ground well; plant his vines with no more display than _ 
would be necessary to. plant a currant bush; let the vines 

fa have their own way the first season, after covering the ‘ground 
| six inches deep with straw to keep the weeds in check; prune. 

| back io the fall to one or two canes. and one or two eyes: 
cover well with straw j ust before freezing commences ; tie 
up to trellis in the spring; let nature do her best during the 
summer; and in subsequent years when the vines are strong, . 

— summer-prune just sufficiently (giving no special directions) 
, to let in the air and light between the rows, which should be 

not less than five feet apart, and the “hills” some eight feet 
| apart; and have left the farmer to find out by his own observa- 

| tion what is necessary to know besides, the great scare-crow in 
grape raising would vanish. Oo : OO 

‘The above are essentially all the directions necessary to en- 
_ cumber the novitiate with. If he is an observing man, he will _ 

: soon learn the peculiar habits of the vine, and will adapt their —_—- 
| ever varying peculiarities to special local causes; for it is an 

: ' admitted fact that the same species of vines require somewhat __ 
different treatment in different localities, and even in the same | 

| vineyard. Hence no general line of specific instructions as to 
_ alll the minutize can be safely given or followed. ss a 

_. As experimental facts are more valuable than theoreticai 
problems, I will give a history of my own experiencé—too
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limited, I must admit, to be implicitly relied upon in all cases, 
yet sufficiently important to justify further experiments, 

Ihave several lots in the city of Madison, located on. lake | 

Monona and. sloping gradually to the south-south-west. ; The 

soil is a vegetable mould, interspersed with slight traces of the 
silicates and aluminum. Its inclined position and exposureto 
the full force of the solar rays render it extremely liable to 
drouth. In fact, in a period of two weeks without heavy rains, _ 
I have observed that any unmulched currant bushes, goose. _ | 

berries, etc., will exhibit dry and friable leaves that prema- 
turely dron off. The soil is too destitute of moisture, except | 
in- very wet seasons, for strawberries, and as this delicious fruit 
cannot well be mulched, and the roots never penetrate much . 
below the surface, I have seldom secured a good crop,.and — 
have nearly abandoned the attempt. . ee > . 

_ In 1855 I set out five grape vines, more with a view to | 
humor my weakness for the greatest possible number of vari- | 
eties of shrubs, than from any hope of adding to the luxury - | 
of my table or profit to my pocket. I had had no experience, 
and, like most amateurs, believed there was-a skill required, 

_ @ mystery involved, too formidable to tempt my ambition to 
acquire the one or fathom the other. And when I had- 
planted my Concord, Diana, Northern Muscadine, Marion 
Port, and Sage’s Mammoth, I was content to let my vine- 

: yard take care of itself. _ For two years I paid no attent’on to _ 
the new-comers, except to tie up the luxuriant shoots accord: 

| ing to the most approved. “ book science,” The Coneord bore 
abundantly the third year, while the other varieties scarcely 
paid ground rent. Still, the Concord having acquitted itself 
so weil, at the expense of so little genius and attention in 
1859 I resolved on enlarging my vineyard, and prepared a _ | 

| piece of ground 100 feet by 50, by sub-soiling with the spade a 
_ two feet in depth, putting a thick layer of straw at the bot- : 

| tom, the top. soil being first placed thereon and the sub-soil at | 
the top. I gave a strong top-dressing of manure to. this, and | 
added all the old shoes and old boots and every old vegetable 
and animal. substance recommended by ‘the most erudite |
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| esayists. { planted 150 good, strong roots; divided between 

oe the Concord, Delaware, Hartford Prolific, Isabella, Muscadine, 

| Rebecca, Diana, Marion Port (worthless with me) and Ca- | 

tawba. Intending to treat them on the “Cincinnati plan,” I 
ot set the plants two and a-half feet apart in the rows, and the 

- rows three feet apart—a monstrous absurdity when brought to _ 

 the'test of my subsequent treatment. Isummer-pruned for two 
years according to the Longworthean theory, and my vines | 

| -. behaved most gallantly. _ | : 
, _ Being infused with an agricultural mania, I purchased a— 

| farm close by, and made the most elaborate calculations for | 

| raising grapes, while my ideal wine cellars were equal to the 7 

| most approved Burgundian grottos; but other pursuits offered 

greater charms, and I finally abandoned the intention of be-. 

coming the Longwor:h of Wisconsin. | In the mean time, how- 

ever, I had enlarged my “ vineyard,” by planting one thousand _ 
| Concord vines; my experience, limited as it was, having — 

ss taught me that where dollars were the object the Concord was 

. the best. I planted this thousand on about one-half an avre 
of new land, which I had plowed and cross-plowed. As soon 

| as planted, I covered the whole surface to the depth of six 

inches with straw, after putting up a three-slat trellis along 
| each row. This was in 1861. j As I was engaged in other pur- | 

suits and it would not pay to employ a man to cultivate the 
| vines on so small.a scale, I placed straw on them six inches in 

Oo depth each fall, for a covering, and let it remain; my primary 
| | object being to smother the grassand weeds. st” 

For two years, I summer pruned during spare hours, but 
| since that time, havitig been absent from home and not wish- 

ing to risk raw hands without superintendence, the vines have 

been left to themselves, costing me little if anything more — 

: than the straw and the fall pruning or “ cutting back.” Thus 
| | through necessity, the vines were left to straw as their “oard- - 

ener” or “cultivator,” and to Nature for their further care and 

 gustenance. This necessity of neglect taught‘me a valu. - 
: able lesson I should have learned in no other way. With the 

slight exception of summer attention to prevent the vines
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from covering the ground too thickly, thus smothering the | 
fruit in some cases, and keeping out the air, sunlight, etc., my 

vines have had all the care and attention they needed, ; and ° 
they have fruited heavier than ever before, the fruit. being 
sweeter, and ripening earlier. The report of the Commissioner. 

of Agriculture gives the last week of September as the period 
of ripening the Concord, even from 400 to 600 miles south of ce 
this, while my Concords, in some places, were fit for the palate — 
the last week in August, the past season, and were actually all 
gone before the last week in September. I attribute this, not 

to any natural advantage, but to theeffect of the straw mulch- 

~ The following are some of the most ‘important benefits de- _ 

rived from this system of cultivation: © = 

Ist. The straw, if sufficiently compact, will smother weeds 

and grass, and prevent the necessity of stirring the soil, or dis- 

turbing the rootlets. == Bn EBS AR SP Oe gies 
2d. It favors an equilibrium of temperature, and this pre- 

vents what is termed “sun scald,” in any locality. Oo | 

. Although ona southern slope, facing the reflection of the 
lake, with a dry, hard baked soil, I have never noticed the 

least tendency to “sun scald” in my vineyard, and have never 

suffered from. late frosts in the spring or early frostsin the fall. 

This escape also should be attributed to the straw mulch; as 

on the one hand, it retards the thawing out of the ground, and 
the starting of the buds in the spring, keeping back the fruit- | 
settings and shoots until the danger from frosts is passed; and 
on the other, when the weather becomes warm, it absorbs and — 
retains the heat of the sun’s rays, and by giving out this 

warmth during the cool of the day and part, if not all, of the | 

night, it acts as an artificial thermal stimulant, and hastens for-_ ae 
ward the growth of vine and maturity of fruit, sothat they not -_ 

| only make up for the set back of early spring, but gain two _ 

7 weeks in time of ripening over the same varieties treated in the 

- 8d. Itkeeps the surface of the’ soil damp ‘in the dryest of 
weather, and prevents a too rapid evaporation.) 9 =~
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- 4th. Another great advantage is the most perfect. pulveriza- 
tion of the soil. The surface of the.soil being kept moist by 

~ the ample covering which permits no mat of grass or other 

- vegetable roots to interfere with their operations, millions of 
earth. worms are at. work night.and day in eating and digesting 

ss the lighter soils, thus. creating nitrogeh, ammonia, ete., in great 

abundance, without the least appreciable detriment. = 

. Bth, It serves to keep the roots near the surface. In my 
opinion, based upon limited observation, it is not necessary for 

_ ss the roots of small vinous fruits to penetrate deep into subsoils. _ 
If the surface is parched up some stray roots will “dive for 

__-water,” but if fluid nourishment can be obtained without deep 

: penetration the roots will keep-to the surface, and auxiliaries 
| _ will multiply and expand’ to. meet every demand. from. the ex- 

. tending vine. | Shy Nis me ae 

| 6th. The annual covering of straw is beneficial asa fertili, 
, zer; no other manure will be needed. Straw not.only contains 

_._ within itself many chemical ingredients necessary to the 
growth of the canes, but it forms a -blanket. covering to the 

; earth, and prevents the various acids, gases and succulent | 
_' ‘Juices from a too rapid evaporation. | 

The question has been frequently asked.;: Do not the mice 

a burrow in the straw and girdle the canes? Ihave never wit- _ 
| ~ nessed the least.trace. of such spoilation, nor. have I noticed 

any rot, mildew or other disease. The. black aphidesare the 
ony insect: enemies.I have ever noticed, and they have. never | 

—_ appeared. to.do much harm - ta 

| The. birds have proved very destructive. No less than one- 
_ half of my entire crop was destroyed the past season by them. 

| The Delawares are their favorite plunder. Scarcely are the 
berries turned in color when the feathered tribe mount the trel-_ 

_ lises and. insert their mandibles in: the fruit, requiring buta 

_ few moments to render unmarketable the best bunches. In | 
this .way-a single: bird. will destroy: many pounds in. a few hours. 
The sharp crack of the fowling piece and the occasional loss 

of a.mate probably would put an, end to the carnival, but my 
continued absence from home has added to. the freedom of their
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license, and in the absence of all restraint my crop was fear- 
| filly injured) | 

An interesting table in the Report of Agriculture for 1868, 
gives the number of pounds of grapes to the acre in the vari- 
‘ous grape-growing states, as follows: on | 

J Noe, _ - Pouads. 
‘Connecticut... 2... eee cee ee ec e eee ce cee cee e cence ceectsceceess 6,000 
TMOI8 0. eee ce cece ee eee eect eens wee ccceesetcsccecees 5,072 
INdiana... sc cee cee cece seen ee cose cence eceeecees secereecuees 6, 666° 
TOWA. 66. Meee e cece ence ns teen we ence tens secccceceeceeeeeeeecu 6,200 — 
MisSOUTI . 02... ee cece ec cee ccc c cece cnc e ecco ecc cence on weeeees. 6,900 
Massachusetts. 0.0.0... 0. ccc cc cece cc cece cn cece ec ce cee seve ceceee 7, 000 
New York.......... cece cece cece cece cece cece ee seetccveesececscee 4571 
OhI0. ccc ccc cece cece eae ceeeeces ret eseececcee BANG | 
Pennsylvania......... 06. cece cece cece ce ece cece eee ee ete tenccccecs By 000 oo, | South Carolina ........ 0... ccc cee ccc cece eee ence eens encecrees 3400 2. | | 

_ Tregret that I did not accurately determine the weight of | 
my grapes on the half acre of Concords, but T:weighed the | 
fruit on some of the vines, one of the heaviest going as high 

_ a8 forty-three pounds. My estimate was an, average of not - 
less than ten pounds to the vine, which with 1,000 vines would | 
equal 10,000 pounds on a half acre. I may reduce my esti- 
mate one half and then exceed the highest amount credited to _ 

| any other state by 100 percent. = = | | 
Now, as I only set out to show that grapes may be raised 

in’ Wisconsin on a cheaper, more certain and profitable 
scale than by the usual methods, J shall have gained my point ) 
if others may be induced to test the simple plan herewith 

_ recommended. Every farmer may supply his table with this — | 
| delicious fruit, without any appreciable cost. or trouble. A 

dozen vines of proper bearing age will be ample for the do- — 
mestic wants of any family. The cost would not exceed the 
cost of a dozen glasses of whisky, and would prove a perpet- — 
ual benefit. TN siete Sng 

_ -Every'well-to-do farmer may raise one acre of grapes, and 
_ make it more profitable than five acres of any other product . 

by reducing the fruit to wine. With proper attention, and by — 
adding a small amount of sugar to neutralize the excess of acids. 

_ in our native varieties, he may realize from 500 to 700 gallons. 
‘ per acre; and as Concord wine ranks with the Catawba:in.the — | 

_ St Louis market—both rated at $2 per gallon—the profits in 
A—AG. TR. Oo e
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proportion to the outlay of capital would range higher than : 
- any other product of the soil, besides being non-exhaustive, 

and presenting less objections than any other crop. - 

| | - - All of which-is respectfully submitted. > 

| 4 S. D, CARPENTER. — 

_ EXPERIMENTS AT THE UNIVERSITY FARM. 

Co Dr. J. W. Hoyt, Secretary Wisconsin State Agricutiural Society: | | | 

Dear Sir—I herewith send you a statement of the results 
of the most important experiments made the past season 

| ‘by the Department of Agriculture at the University of Wis- 
-consin : — — CA 

Wires Winter Waueat, Touzelle Variety.—Seed imported 

) ‘from France, and furnished by the Department of Agriculture 

-at Washington. A large, white, plump grain, weighing sixty- 
___, two pounds per bushel. ° Fifteen quarts (29 Ibs.,) were sown 

September 10, 1870, upon an area of 47.9 square rods. Pro- 

‘ected from winds upon the west and north sides by growing 
| ‘timber. Mulched in December with coarse litter at the rate. of 

4wenty loads per acre. Harvested July 8, 1871. Drawn 
July 14. Threshed August 10. * Gross weight 1,191 pounds. 
Weight of grain 392 pounds. One bushel weighs 593-4 _ 

} pounds. Yield per acre, 23.38 bushels. Per cent, of grain to 
; gross weight, 32.9. One pound seed yields 18 1-2 pounds. 

| This variety was first tried the previous year, upon land 

‘but partially protected upon the west side, from the winter 

‘winds. It there winter-killed entirely. Upon second tria],in _ 

a situation more favorable for protection from cold winds, and, — 

_ with-a more favorable winter, it yielded well. The straw ap- 
spears weak, and ‘the grain is darker than the seed sown. The 

a experiment will be continued until it’s worth as.a variety for 
.eultivation is well proven. oe ee 

z Taken at the.time of drawing’ ftom‘the'field. oe
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«Keds Bearded Sarsette Winter Wheal.—Seed imported from 
France, and furnished by Department of Agriculture. One | 
bushel weighs 62 pounds. Fifteen quarts (29 lbs.) sown Sep- 
tember 10, 1870, upon 47.9 square rods. Protected from 
winds, and mulched the same as the Touzelle variety. Har- 

__-vested July 8, 1871. Drawn July 14. Threshed August 7. | 
Gross weight, 1,287 pounds Weight of grain, 899 poundsy 
One bushel weighs 60 1-4 pounds Yield per acre, twenty- 
two bushels. Per cent: of grain to gross weight, thirty-one. | 

One pound ceed yields 13.7 pounds grain. ts 

| Besides repeating the above experiments, several other vari- 

_ eties of winter wheat are now in cultivation. Among these is coal 

the “ Faltz” wheat, a new and promising variety, originated by 

Mr. Abram Fultz, of Mifflin county, Pennsylvania, the seed of : 
which has been distributed this year by the Government De- | 

_ partment of Agriculture. ee ee ee 

- he question whether winter wheat may be grown in Wis- | 
_ consin with profit is still unsettled. The experience of the es 

"past year would lead to the belief that it may ; but a more rig- 
: orous winter and less favorable spring may bring as strong evi- - 

dence to prove that the climate is too severe. Mr. A. G. Tut- | 

_ tle, of Baraboo, says.that after twenty years’ experience, he re- 

 gards it.as sure a crop in the Baraboo valley as is spring wheat. 
. he very fine sample from that vicinity on exhibition at. the 

state fair last fall, shows at least, that as excellent wheat may = 
-__-be grown there, as can be grown anywhere in the game lati- 

tude. The greater value of winter wheat demands for it a- | 
thorough trial of all hardy varieties, before deciding that spring 

. wheatalone can be relied upon for a sure crop. 

| SPRING WHEAT.—To test the comparative values “Of differ- 
| ent-amounts of seed to.the.acre, six plats, each containing one- 

fourth acre, were sown to mammoth variety April 4. The — 

seed wasraised upon the University.farm in 1870, .Qne bushel. | 
_meighed sixty and three-fourths pounds.) The plats were all _ 
adjacent, and cultivation wasthesame onal. = 8 | 

Plat 1,—Threefourths bushel to the acre-—Harvested July 24. |
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—- Drawn July 28. . Threshed' October 26. Weight of straw and 

grain, 820 pounds. Weight of grain, 263 pounds. One | 
| bushel weighs 601-3 pounds, Yield per acre, 171-2 bushels 
- ‘Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and grain, 82. One 

| pound of seed yields 28.1 pounds. Be , 

| _ Plat 2.—One bushel to the acre.—Harvested July 24. Drawn 
July 28. Weight of straw and grain, 899 pounds. Threshed 
October 27. Weight of grain, 2971-2 pounds. One bushel 

-_-weighs 60.6 pounds. Yield peracre, 19.83 bushels. Per cent. 
— of grain to weight of straw and grain, 33. One pound seed 

yields 19.59 pounds. | | | 

Plat 8.—One and one-fourth bushels seed to the acre—Har- 
vested July 24. Drawn July 28. Threshed November 4. | 

| Weight of straw and grain, 1,146 p6unds. Weight of grain, 

832 8-4 pounds. One bushel weighs 60 pounds. Yield. per | 
| _ acre, 22.18 bushels. _ Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and 

| grain, 29. One pound seed yields 17-58 pounds. oes a 

Plat 4.—One and one-half bushels seed to the acre.—Harvested , 

July 24. Drawn July:28. Threshed November 1. Weight | 

| of straw and grain, 1,840 pounds. Weight of grain, 396 1-2 | 

| - -pounds. One bushel weighs 60.86 pounds. .Yield-peracre 

| 26.16 bushels. Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and 
— grain, 29. One pound seed yields 17.4 pounds. = 

Plat 5.—One and: three-fourths bushels seed to the acre,—Har- 

| vested July 22. Drawn July 29. Threshed October 81. 
Weight of straw and grain, 1,330 pounds. Weight of grain, 
875 8-4 pounds. One bushel weighs sixty pounds. Yieldper 
acre, 24 3-4 bushels. “Per cent. of grain to gross weight, 28. 

| One pound seed yields 141-7, | 
| Plat 6.—Two bushels seed to the acre—Harvested J uly 22. 

Drawn July 29.. Threshed October 5. Weight of straw and 

oe grain, 1,412 pounds. Weight of grain, 455 1-4 pounds. One 

bushel weighs 60 1-8 pounds. . Yield per acre 801-83 bushels, 
- | Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and grain, 32. One | 

pound seed yields 14.98 pounds 6
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TABLE showing the results. of eapertinents with different amounts of seed wheat — 
NE 4 to the acre. OE EAS an 

ses | se | sa |. x 3g | ee |sseeg] ge 

mes | oak | Bw bh st | £8 | Ba | Ps8oa) {oR | 

Pees | lbs. lbs. bushels. | tbs. | | ds. 
| x% | July 24 820 | 263 17.53 | 60.35 | 82 | 92.11 

4" | Sully 24] 899 | 2971¢ | 19.83 | 60.6 | 88 | 19.59 
1Y% | Jaly 24] 1,146 | 3323 | 22.18 | 60 | 29 | 17.58 
114 | Inly 24{| 1,340 | B8961¢ | 26.16 | 60.36 | 29 | 17.4 
134 | July 22| 1,330 | 3755, | 24.75 | 60 | 28 | 141-7 

: a” | July 22 |. 1,412 | 45544 | 380.338 | 601g | 82 | 14.98 oe 

| This table, with the exception of plat five, shows an increase 
in yield'as the amount of seed is increased. The plats upon 

_ which these experiments were tried were adjacent, and to all 
appearance equally fertile. The variation in the yield of plat 

. five may, doubtless, be attributed to the fact that it was ina 

more exposed situation and more badly laid by the ‘wind : for | | 

| in both four and six the weight of straw and grain and the | 
weight of grain are greater than in it. The table also shows 
that the yield of one pound of seed decreases as the amount | 

| of seed and yield per acre increase. The increased yield of , 

~ one seed was plainly visible before the grain was harvested in | 

"the greater amount of “stooling” of that which was thinly | 
seeded. The uniformity in the weight of a bushel of the grain : 
from each plat is quite remarkable, while the variation in the — 

sper cent. of grain to the weight of the straw and grain,is such 

as to show that it does not depend upon the amount of seed. — | 

| Some English agriculturists claim to get better results upon a 

land in high culture, with thin, than with thick seeding, So 
far as we may judge from a single experiment, thick seeding = 
is best upon our lands which are in but an indifferent state of me | 

cultivation. oe pl as 
_ CoMPARATIVE VALUE oF DRILLING anp Broapcast Sow- a 
_ENG,—One-half acre was sowed by each method to Mammoth — 

wheat, weighing 60 8-4 pounds per bushel, April 18, two bushels . 
7 to the acre. — : oe Sees =
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1 Broadcast, Harvested July 24. Weight %f straw and 

| grain, 1,370 pounds. Threshed Sept. 18. Weight of grain, 

4828-4 poutids. One bushel weighs 611-2 pounds. Yield per 
acre, 16.09 bushels. One pound seed yields 7.94 pounds. Per | 

gent. of grain to weight of straw and grain, 35. _ TO 
. his plat was adjacent to a grove, and was very badly in- 

jured by blackbirds. Cee Peele | 

2.—Drilled.. Harvested July 24. Threshed September 27. 
Weight of straw and grain 1,590 pounds. Weight of grain | 
658 1-2 pounds. One bushel weighs 62 1-2 pounds. | Yield | 

cos per acre 21.95 bushels. Per cent. of grain to weight of straw 

and grain 41. One pound seed yields 10.97 pounds. oe 
| The drill did not distribute the seed evenly. Some portions 

a were too thick and others too thin. =” te. 

_-_-.-'To try the effect of double breaking, one half acre of heavy 
__ blue grass sward was broken with two plows, April HH. The 

| first plow turned a furrow three inches in depth, the second =s_—> 
turning a furrow three inches deeper from the bottom of first 

furrow, entirely out and upon the top of that turned by the 
| first plow. | Sowed to two bushels per acre of mammoth , 

ame wheat, April 13. Harvested J uly 26. Straw short. Threshed 7 

August 2. Weight of straw and grain 1,054 pounds. Weight 

of grain, 887 1-4 pounds. One bushel weighs 57 1-2 pounds. | 

| Yield per acre, 12.9 bushels. Per cent. of grain to weight of | 

straw and grain, 87... One poand of seed yields 6.4 pounds. 

This wheat was partially destroyed by blackbirds = + 

| | ComPARISON oF DiFFERENT VARIETIES OF OaTs.xSix one- 
wee fourth acre plats were sown broadcast, April 18, to three-quat- 

. ters of a bushel of each of the following varieties : - 

White Norway— Weight of one bushel of seed, 33 pounds. | 
| Harvested July 20. Weight of straw and grain, 1,106 pounds. | 
: _ Threshed October 14. Weight of grain, 402 8-4 pounds. One 

| bushel weighs 33.49 pounds. | Yield per acre, 50.32 bushels. 

Per cent. of grain to weight of straw. and grain, 36. One pound _ 
oe of seed yields 16.27 pounds. . | OER
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Black or Ramsdell Norway.—Weight of one bushel of seed, 

30 1-2 pounds. Harvested July 25. Threshed August 21. 

Weight of straw and grain, 1,248 pounds. Weight of grain, 

522 pounds. Weight of one bushel, 32 pounds. Yield per | 

ere, 65 1-4 bushels. Per cent. of grain to weight of straw , 

and grain, 41.8. One pound of seed yields 22.6 pounds. _ 

- Surprise—Weight of one bushel seed, 32 pounds. Har- 

vested July 17. Threshed September 14 Weight of straw 
- and grain, 1,171 pounds. Weight of grain, 601 pounds, One | 

bushel weighs 88 pounds. Yield per aere, 75 1-8 bushels. Per | 

cent. of grain to weight of straw and grain, 51. One pound of 

seed yields 25 pounds. . | —_ 

| Common.—One bushel of seed weighed 30 pounds: Har- a 

vested July 25. Threshed July 31. Weight of straw and oe 

grain, 1,248 pounds. Weight of grain, 498 1-4 pounds. One 

bushel weighs 84 3-4 pounds. Yield per acre, 621-4 bushels, 

Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and grain, 40. One 

pound of seed yields 22.1 pounds, , Coes | 

Probstetr.-Weight of one bushel of seed, 34 3-4 pounds. | 

Harvested July 25. Threshed September 13. Weight of | 

straw and grain, 1,418 pounds. Weight of grain, 587 pounds. 

— One bushel weighs 87 pounds. Yield per acre, 73 1-3 bushels. 

_ Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and grain, 40.7. One 

| pound of seed yields 22.5 pounds. 7 | - 

- Potato.—One. bushel of seed. weighed 29 pounds. Har- ) 

vested July 26. Threshed September 9. Weight of straw = 

and grain, 1,276 pounds. | Weight of grain, 376 1-2 pounds. 

One bushel weighs 34 1-2 pounds. Yield per acre, 47 1-6 

bushels. Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and grain, 29. 

_ One pound of seed yields 17.3 pounds. : . 

| Of the following varieties smaller areas were. sown at the , 

same time: oe | 

| S White Schonen.—Seed from Department of Agriculture at | 

Washington. 774 square feet sown with 1 pound 5 ounces of 
seed. Harvested July 24. _ Treshed J uly 29. - Weight of 

- grain, 44 8-4 pounds One bushel weighs 80 1-2 pounds |
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_» Yield per acre, 79.7 bushels. Per cent. of grain to weight of — oS 
‘straw and. grain, 36.6. One pound of seed. yields 34 pounds. 

a _ The grain was badly lodged, which probably accounts forthe _ 
. light weight = | a oe cat 

a Bohemian.—A variety without hulls, donated by Morrow & 7 

- _ Brother, of the Western Farmer. 1,078 square feet sown with — 
17 ounces of seed. Harvested July 24. Badly lodged © 

and rusted. where down. Threshed July 29. Weight of 
straw and grain, 150 pounds. Weight of grain, 24 pounds. — 

- One bushel weighs 40 1-2 pounds. — Yield per acre, 80.8 bush- 
els. One pound seed yields 22.6 pounds. Per cent. of grain 

7 to weight of straw and grain, 16. | So 

a TABLE showing the result of the experiment with the different varieties of Oats. 

- . — ] = g = wg = he a so ./ $3 ; 

. VARIETY. | On Seo | oa. 3 | of | Saag] “hb. 

|  #BS | S86) 86 | 8 | 82 | 558) 83. | 

Se 7 Tag, | ate.. | tbus. | tos, | | te 
White Norway.| July 20} 1,106 | 40234 | 50.32 | 33.49! 36 16.2% 

: -Black Norway.| July 25} 1,248 | 522: 65.25 | 32 41.8 | 22.6 
Surprise ......| July 17| 1,171 | 601 75.12 | 38 51 25 

; Common......| July 25 | 1,248 | 4981 | 62.25 | 343 | 40 22.1 
| Probstier .....| July 25 | 1,418| 587 | 73.33 | 37 | 40.7 | 22.5 

Potato........| July 26 | 1,276 | 37614 | 47.16 | 3414 | 29 | 17.8 
| White Schonen| July 24 122 | 44% | 79-70 | 3014 | 36.6 | 34. 

Bohemian .+-| July 24. 150 84 : 30.80 4046 , 16° | 22.6 

| _ Placing the common oats at 100, as a standard of comparison 

- in yield per acre, gives the following comparative yield: a 

| “White Norway... ..c.cccccccc cece cccccecccccccceeceecccecssecseces. SL” 
: Black Norway.......... ccc eee ec cece ence ceceeccsecceccececcs 104 | 

SUFPTISE 2.6... ee cee ce ccc cence cece cc cccsccccccsscccces cove 120 
COMMON ...... cece cece ce cc eee cee ec eee cecccccccccccccssccecee 100 , 

: Probstier. . 0.2... ee ccc cc cece cc eee cece eee ees cece seccsccsscssecs: 118 oo 
| 0) 1:0 7; 

| "White Schonen ......... 0. cc cc cece cece cece cccccsccccccccevecsce 128. 
7 Bohemian... -. 0.0... eee ec ee cece eee cence cece eseeceeceieceseseseee BL 

a Draining snp Broapcast SEEpIne.—One-half acre of 
_ ground was sowed April 14, to common oats, by each method, 
giving the following results: ye Oe 

aan No. 1.—Broadeast—Harvested July 24. Weight of straw.
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and grain, 1,444 pounds. Weight of grain, 705 pounds. One Hee 
bushel weighs 34 2-3 pounds. Yield per acre, 44.06 bushels. 

One pound seed yields 188 pounds. Per cent. of grain to 
| weight of straw and grain, 48. Oe ee 

No. 8.—Drilled.—Harvested July 21. Weight of straw and , 
grain, 1,414 pounds. Weight of grain, 709 3-4 pounds. One 
bushel weighs 36 1-2 pounds. Yield per acre, 44.35 bushels. 

_ One pound seed yields 18.92 pounds. - Per cent. of grain to 
| weight of straw and grain, 50. ; EB Poa howe | 

TABLE comparing results of broadcast seeding, and drilling oats. a 

| eas Zo EE | r 3 Z a 3s 

Howsowed, | 22 | 'e | 22) ee |B) eel es 
BR sR | SB | S82 | S52) Ee) gk LB & ! Ee bi Bop ae pee 

ee es lbs. |bushels., lbs..| tlds. | 
- Broadcast....:....| July 24 | 1,444 | 705 44. | 842 4 48 | 18.8 
_ Drilled wees teens July 21 (1,414 | 709% 44.35 | 3674 50. | 18.92 — | , 

Both plats were injured by the innumerable hosts of black- | 

birds that attacked all of our crops. ONE | 

. HXPERIMENTS WitH DIFFERENT AMOUNTS oF. Srep.—Four | . 7 

" adjoining plats of one-half acre each were sown broadcast, | | 
| April 4, to common oats as follows: eg op : “hee a 

| No. L—One and one-half bushels of seed per acre. Harvested so 

: July 25. Weight of straw and grain, 1,456 pounds. Weight 

| of grain, 788 1-2 pounds, One bushel weighs 24 2-3 pounds. 
Yield per acre, 49.28 bushels. Percent. of grain to weight.of 
straw and grain, 58. One pound seed yields 85 pounds... ° | 

No. 2.—Two bushels of seed per acre. Harvested July 25. _ 
_ Weight of straw and grain, 1,338 pcunds, Weight of grain, : 

707 1-2 pounds. One bushel weighs 83 1-4 pounds. Yield | 
per acre, 44 1-4 bushels. One pound seed yields 23 1-2 pounds. — 
Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and grain, 52.8. 9. 

: No. 3.—T wo and one-half bushels of seed to the acre. Har. | 
vested July 25. Weight of straw and grain, 1,592. pounds.
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Weight of grain, 709 1-2 pounds. One bushel weighs 821-2 
pounds. ‘Yield per acre, 44.34 bushels. Per cent. of grainto 

- weight of straw and grain, 44. One pound of seed yields 15 
-- - 8-4 pounds a | Oe RS Ss 

No. 4,—Three bushels of seed to the acre, Harvested July 17. 
| Weight of straw and grain, 1,628 pounds. Weight of grain, 

827 2-3 pounds. One bushel weighs 35 1-2 pounds. Yield per _ 
, acre, 51.72 bushels. Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and | 

grain, 50. One pound of seed yields 18.39 pounds. \ a 

| TABLE showing results of experiment with different amounts of seed oats to . 
eo | _ the acre. 7 Fo 

434 | 1, 456 Ibs. | 78844 Ibs | 49.28 Ibs.| 3424 1bs.| 53 «(| 85. Ibs. | 
B11) 838 Tbs. | 70746 Ibs | 4414 Ibs.| 831, Ibs.| «52.8 |23h1bs, 
914 41,592 Tbs. | 70914 Iba | 444¢ Ibs.| B21 Ibs. |. 44——s«| 158 Ibs. | 

3° | 1, 628 Ibs. | 82794 Ibs | 5184 Ibs.| 854Z Ibs.| 50 | 18 8-5 | 

a The discordant result shown by this experiment is owing to 
ae the different conditions of the soil, a part of which had been in _ 

cultivation with corn the previous year, and a patt with wheat 
Thé experiment shows how difficult itis to get all the condi- — 
tions of the soil such as to give uniform results, when culti- 

_-wated by the same method. In order that experiments may be 
_ Yeliable, everything must be uniform but the one point which 

the experiment is intended to establish. For. example, im the | 

above experiment, the only variable element that should exist 
| is the amount of seed per gere; all other conditions must be , 

the same. It is very difficult to get two adjoining platsthat  —__ 
have the same degree of fertility, which necessitates the test- 

ing of land to ascertain its comparative fertility before usingit 

for experimental purposes, a ore 

| _ VALUE OF Wait CLEANED , Srzp.—The following experi- 

nisAt was tried for the purpose’of comparing the Value of well 
| cleaiéd seed with seed as cothmonly sowed: °°
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One-fourth of an acre of ground was sown to three-fourths | 
bushel by measure of common oats ‘as taken from the bin - | 

April 22. One bushel of seed weighed 27 1-4 pounds. Har- - 
vested July 25. Threshed August 18. Weight of straw and 

grain, 864 pounds. Weight of grain, 850 pounds. One . 

bushel weighs 33 1-2. Yield per acre, 43 8-4 bushels. One 
pound seed yields 17.2 pounds. Per cent. of grain to weight 

- of straw and grain, 40.5. ee ee 

An equal area was sown at the same time to three-fourths 

bushel by measure of common oats, well cleaned. One bushel 

of seed weighed 80 pounds. Harvested July 25. Threshed | 

August-18. Weight of straw and grain, 910 pounds. Weight - 

of grain, 386 1-4 pounds. _ Weight of one bushel, 35 1-2 | 

pounds. Yield per acre, 48 1-4 bushels. One pound of seed | 
yields 17.1 pounds. Pér cent. of grain to weight of straw and 
grain, 424. 0=2=«*~S~* se torpr coe petal ng 

The only difference in the cultivation of. these two plats, = 
| was cleaning the seed of the latter of all chaff and light 

grain. The effect of cleaning, as shown by this experiment, | 

amounts to 4 1-2 bushels of grain per acre, a measured bushel 
of which weighs two pounds more than that of the uncleaned. 
Had heavier oats been used, the difference would probably | 
have been less, , 

A plat of oné-fourth of an acre adjoining the above plats 
. ‘WAS sowii at the sate time to three-fourths bushel by measure == 

of amixture of equal parts of Whité and Black. Norway, 
- Surprise, Potato and cothmon oats, weighing thirty-tw6 

pounds per bushel. Harvested July 25. Threshed August 
18 Weight of straw and grain, 964 pounds. Weight of 
grain, 357 pounds Weight of one bushel, 84 1-2 pounds. 

_ Yield per acre, 44.7 bushels. One pound, seed yields 14.9 | A 

_ founds. Per cent. of grain to weight of straw and grain, 37. |
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_ TABLE showing ata glance the results obtained from these eaperiments. ) 

- ae Kind of Seeds. con. ees ab ae 8 Zo - 7 oS den 4 

sd BE | EB | BB | Bes | BEE 
. Uncleaned... 00.00.45 .ye ef 27% 1 88 485% |.171-5 |. 40%.- | 

Oo Cleaned ....... 00. e eee ee 304 35% 484 | 171-10 De . 
Mixed...2.....0..50.....) 82° | 844g 447-10 |-149-10 | 37. | 

‘Two adjoining plats of equal area were sown at the same 
| _ time with seed of the same variety. Upon one of these plats - 

_ well rotted muck was spread as uniformly as possible, to the 
depth of half an inch. The other had no fertilizer applied. 

. The yield of these plats was as follows : | Lee 

‘ | : Q ee oe Bes oe Yield Weight of | Yield of 
. . per product per | one Ib. 

a ef bores | bushel. | seed. 

Nod with muck .....eccccceseeeseeesee] 5Qbu. | 95% Ibs. | 194Ib. 
No. 2 without fertilizer. ................. 49.4 | 844 Ibs. | 184 Ib. 

| Giving a yield of 2.1 bushels per acre of heavier grain to | 
| the fertilized plat. | a | 

| BaRLEY—Chevalier.—One half acre sowed broadcast, April, 
a 18, to one one-half bushels, which weighed 46 pounds per bushel. — 

| Harvested J uly:28.. Weight of straw and grain, 8,559 pounds. - 

- . Weight. of grain, 1,048 pounds. One bushel weighs 48.68 
pounds. Yield per acre, 43.45 bushels. Per cent. of grain to 
weight of straw and grain, 29. One pound seed yields 15.1 

| pounds. rer, 2 | era 
|  Probsterr.—Seed from Department of Agriculture at Wash- 

- ington. ‘T'wo pounds and 11 ounces sowed April. 18, upon | 

_ 1,875 square feet of ground. - Harvested July 24. Weight — 
of straw and grain, 384 pounds. Weight of grain, 76 1-2 

- pounds. One bushel weighs 48 1-2 pounds. Yield per acre, © 
_ 51.4 bushels. One pound seed yields 28.4 pounds. Per cent: 

| of grain to weight of straw and grain, 28. eg © mo 

| Saaxonian.—Seed from Department of Agriculture at Wash-
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ington ; 2 pounds and 10 ounces sowed ‘April 18, upon 1,651 

square feet. Harvested July 24. Weight of straw and grain, 
285 pounds, Weight of grain, 78 1-2 pounds. One bushel . 
weighs 47 1-2 pounds. Yield per acre, 45.9 bushels. One 
pound seed yields 29.9 gpounds. FONE SEES ; 

- These varieties of two-rowed barley were imported from : 
Europe by the Government Department of Agriculture, on _ 
account of their valuable malting properties. They promise 7 
to be valuable varieties for general cultivation, although fur- 
ther trial is needed to fully prove their value. The quantity 
of seed at our disposal of Probstier and Saxonian varieties, was 

| too small for an accurate test-experiment of their yield. The 
amount of seed that we now have will enable us to obtain | 
more definite results another year. — a ; 

Comparison or DirrerentT Variutigs or Corn.—The 
following table gives the results of an experiment with five | 

varieties that were planted May 12; distance apart 8 1-2 feet | 
by 8 1-2 feet three grains to the hill. Cultivation the same 

with all varieties. Of the White Australian, about one dozen | 
hills were accidently destroyed in July: | So 

| a 3 5 lO BOUT a 32 

Barly Dent......eeeseseeeeeeeee{ Aug. 5 | Aug. 25 i 8 
| Dutton... 00.0... eee ee eee eee s.| Auge 11] Aug. 25 | 47.12 bu. |] 838.” | 

Sanford. .......e.eeeeeceeeeees.| Sept. 5] Sept. 5 | 45.69 bu. | 22 © 
Cherokee .........006ssce00.5..| Aug. 28 | Sept. 5 |56.58 bu. | 382 | 

| White Austalian................| Aug. 17 |..........] 72.49 bu. | 42 © me 

| The yield per acre is given in bushels of ears weighing 75 
| pounds each, and was taken as the corn was drawn from the 

field. The White Australian corn is a new variety, not yet 
introduced into general cultivation. The following quotation | 
pertaining to its history is from the Transactions of the Colo- 

rado Agricultural Society for 1868: 
“The White Australian Corn is a new variety of flint corn,
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ss brought to this Territory from Salt Lake about two years 
, since. We are told it came originally from Australia, * * 

_ and is said to be peculiarly adapted to high, dry climates.” : 
: Seed was obtained of the secretary of the Colorado Agri- : 

a cultural Society and taken to northern Illinois in 1870, where 

a it ripened in 96 days. It yields abufdantly, as will be seen 
| by the above experiments. It has the appearance of being.a 
- “new variety, as its characteristics seem to be hardly fixed, a | 

| part of it being S-rowed and a part 12-rowed. Itisavery 
| -__ goft.corn, the kernels crushing more easily than the common | | 

_ yellow dent. My impressions of it after a single year’s trial _ 
| are very favorable. ee eee 

The Cherokee corn also promises well, although the past | 
, “year's experience proves much less for it than-was claimed by | 
_ its more ardent admirers. But I believe it to be a valuable 

| addition to the list of varieties that are worthy of cultivation. — 
The following varieties were planted May 16, three grains _ 

; to the hill; distance apart four feet by fonr feet: 

, rs es es - 
a Cherokee...................0.6.--| Aug. 28 Aug. 31] 107 | 44°. 

Dutton ..... ccc ccc cece ccc eccees Aug. 14 | Aug. 26 102 | 31.538 
| Sanford ... 2... cee cece eee e cca ees Sept. 7] Sept. 27] 184 | 32.23 

Blue Australian ............... ---| Aug. 22 | Aug. 27 103 | 36.438 
Pearl Pop Corn ..... 0... ccc ccc cc alec cee ce eee Sept. 15.| 122 | 37.82 . ‘Karly Yellow Pop Corn. ....... .../...... ---.| duly 25) 60 | 9.24 . | Joint Pop Corn......... 6. see ee ee | seeeeecs E 15 | 122 | 14.62 

‘The smaller yield of Cherokee, Dutton and Sanford varie- 
a ties, in this than the preceding experiment, is owing partly 

- to the greater distance apart, and partly tothe situation, which, — 
‘in this, was a steep northern exposure, and in the preceding — 

a was southern. Pe Ee 
“Blue” Australian is the product of bluish kernels that 

| were selected from White Australian. RE 
) In all these experiments, a bushel is taken as 75 pounds at 

| the tinte of drawing from the field’ The moisture and weight 
of cobs being estimated at 15 pounda “The amount of shrink-
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age that corn will undergo will depend greatly on the season, oe 

and will be much less in as dry a year as the past, than in a | 

| wet year Be ae Be a 
Jo ascertain the actual amount of shrinkage, 100. pounds 

(as weighed when drawn from the field) of several of the 

above varieties, have been stored away. When they are thor- 

oughly dry they will be again weighed, and the weight of shel- 

led corn taken as the true per cent. of. corn for the past year. . 

- A repetition of this experiment for several years will give the | 

average per cent. of shelled corn to corn in the ear as weighed 

at the time of husking. . * a ae | _ - 

| INFLUENCE OF TIME oF SavinG Szep—This experiment = 
began in 1869, by selecting the earliest ripening ears from a 

- field of Dutton corn, and at the time of husking, ‘selecting 

seed in the ordinary manner of saving seed corn. Adjacent 
plats were planted in 1870 with seed saved by each method, = 
and seed was again saved as before, from the product of seed 

saved by the same method. The seed of the second year , 

was planted in two adjacent plats, May 6, 1870; distance | 

apari three by four feet, three grains to a hill, giving the fol- 

~ lowing resalts : 

a ‘At time of husking ......... vevasccedeccevevssses| Avge 14] 42.54 bu. 
From first ripe ears ©... 6 eee eee reece sere cence Aug. 10| 37.51 bu. | 

- ~ There is‘here a difference of four days in the ‘time of ripen- | 

ing in favor of the seed of first ripe ears, but a difference in | 

the yield of five bushels per acre in favor of the product-of 

-_-Jater ripening ears. The general appearance of the latter was 

‘also better. | So, | 

"EXPERIMENTS WITH UQUAL AMOUNTS OF SEED AT DIFFER- 
ce ENT DISTANCES APART, = 

_ + _-Equal.areas were planted April 28, to Sanford. corn, as fol-
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| Plat 1........ hills 18 inches apart..<.......1 prain tothe hill, 

Plat 2.........hills 26-inches apart... «.....2 grains to the hill, — 
Plat 3......... hills 52 inches apart..........4 grains to the hill. — Oo 

| | ~The rows were four teet apart, and cultivation the same with | 
all) The corn was ripe August 26, and gave the following - 

. -yleld peracre: Pees ag | 
| Plat Looe eeecceebeceeseselecsceeceseeccececeees 48.27 bushels. PAB eee cee ceeeeeeee sees 45-00 bushels, | . Plat 3.. Peete eee ele e cece ence eee eee 9.36 bushels. ee 

| _ The cost of cultivation of numbers one and two would be | 
_ more than that of number four,-as more of it must be done by 

hand, while the yield is greatly in favor of a less distance be. 
tween the hills, and fewer stalks in a hill. ag 
‘SEED FRoM Tips, MippLe anp Burrs or Ears—Three 

plats of equal area were planted May 6, respectively from seed _ 
_ grownin the same manner in 1870. Disiance apart 8x4 feet; 

: _ three grains to the hill, of New England variety. Cultivation | 
- wuniformin each, 7 oo Woy h dies 

"Phe results are shown in the following table: | 

05, CREE Ue mo 
Average cir- 

Butts. ....cscececeeeece 28s Aug.21 | 62.66 bu | 9 inch. | 6} inch, 
| Middle ..............e000-+-| Aug. 21 | 60.95 bu | 9.1 inch. | 6 — inch. 

TiIpS. oe ee eee ee eee eee sees e+ -| Aug. 21 | 58.11 bu | 9.2 inch. | 5.9 inch, 

No difference was visible in time of ripening, but in the 
| yield a perceptible difference was shown in favor of seed from 

= the butts of the ear.. The length of twenty-five of the longest 
ears, and the circumference at the butts of twenty-five of the | 

a largest ears of the three plats, were taken. The results of 
| these measurements are quite curious, indicating that the aver- — 

age length of the ears was greatest in that raised from seed 
| from the tips, while the average size around the butts was 

| greatest in the product of seed from the butts of the ear. In | 
oo each case, as well as in the yield: per acre, the product of seed 

from the middle of the ear was a.mean between the other two. |
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~The ends of the ears were so badly eaten by blackbirds that it | 

was impossible to tell whether the ears from either of these 
plats were filled’ out better than from the others. This trial 
indicates that in the second year of the experiment there is 

already a difference in the yield per acre, and an appreciable 

tendency to change the form of the ear in the product of seed © 

“taken from different parts of the ear. The tendency to change _ 
- seems to be sudden, and gives an interest to the experiment 

| that will make it well worthy of several years’ further trial. 

PotaTorEs.—The. following varieties have been in cultiva- | 

tion for the purpose of comparison. Planted May 8, in rows 
8 1-2 feet apart. - Cultivation uniform : 

| ‘VARIETY. | oP gg db g 8 mod Size, etc. . 

| 28] ge mas | | a 
ee a a a | - 

Early Goodrich ................| 16 | Aug. 1 | 17614 | Fair. — , 
Seedling from Early Goodrich...|. 16 | Aug. 1 | 12446 | Fair. : ‘ 
Barly Rose ...........-.-es-+--| 14 | Aug. 1 | 219 4-5) Fair. 

_ Bresee’s King of the Earlies....| 16 | Aug. 1 | 1711g | Med., smooth. | 
Excelsior..............+...+.--| 16 | Aug. 12 | 218 4-5 | Fair, smooth, 
Vandervere.............-...---| 16 | Aug. 14 | 1521¢ | Small. 
Titicaca .... .......-..02.-2e0-] 16 | Aug.15 | 185 1-9] Small, ro 
Philbrick’s Early White........| 16 | Aug.18 | 191% | Med., ro 
ANdES .... 0... cece cece ree cceeee| 16 | Aug. 20 | 12714¢ | Small. 
‘White Chili ............-...---| 18 | Aug. 20] 861g | Small. 

» Buckeye ...... cee ee eeeeeeees| 18 | Aug. 20 | 229° Large, rough. 
Wisconsin seedling ............/ 16 | Aug: 25 | 20816 | Small. 
White Rose..............¢28006/ 16 | Sep. 1 | 1851-5} Med., smooth. 
Harison ........s0e.eeeeeee0---, 16 | Sep. 1] 322 | Fair. | 
Kackelhoffer.....:...........-.| 18 | Sep. 1.| 10382¢ | Large. | 

_Shaker’s Fancy................| 16. | Sep. 1 | 14224 -| Large. > 
‘Forfarshire red ..............--|, 16 | Sep. 1 | 24114¢ | Med.,rough. —- 

_ Harly Shaw.............5+-..../ 16 | Sep. 1 | 302146 | Large,sm.fine: © 
White Peach Blow............./ 18 | Sep. 5 | 270 Med., rough. | 
Calico... ....s00 ceeeeeeee eeee| 16 | Sep. 10 | 19346 | Large. - . 

- - Jenny Lind..................-.| 16 | Sep. 10 | 25942 | Small, rough. 
Alaska Blue.................-.| 16 | Sep. 14 | 138 Small. | 
Peerless.........-2.542.-055---/ 18 | Sep. 14 246i Farge, fine. : 
Peach Blow...........00.+000.--) 20 | Sep. 18 | 14014 | Medium, 

_ Santo Domingo ................, 16 | Sep. 1) 1475g | Large,smooth. 
_ Strawberry Bloom............. | “16 | Aug.18 | 344.38 | Small, rough. 

The. last: two - varieties were. cultivated under the above 

names the past year, the true names having been lost. 
The distance apart in the row was varied to correspond as 

20—AG. TR. : .
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| nearly as possible with the known habits of growth of the sev: | 
eral varieties. Those with small tops that grow compact in 
the hill, like the Early Rose, being planted near together, while - 

| those with large tops, as the Peachblow, were planted further 

| “apart. | , ee Lee 

| _ The Colorado potato beetles were more troublesome early in 
_ the season than ever before. The remedy that proves most 

. successful with us has been hand-picking. With constant at- — 
tention the potatoes upon the University farm have been in- 
jured very little, if any, although there were several gardens _ 

in the vicinity where no measures were taken to destroy them. 

We did not use Paris green, the only common remedy used, 

for the reasons given in my report last year, that it is a poison, — 

_ and should not be put upon the soil. | | — 
| _ Many of. the above varieties of potatoes are quite new, or at 
on least little known among farmers. == ° | 7 , 

| The “Peerless ” and ‘ Bresee’s King of the Harlies” are two. 

varieties that were sold last spring at very high prices. The 
former - bids fair to be a valuable late potato and a good 

a yield, |. : 
| The King of the Earlies is no earlier than the Early Rose, 

but is of good quality, prolific, and doubtless will proveaval- 

| uable addition to the list of early.. potatoes. The “ White — 
Rose ” will probably prove a good laté variety, but instead of 

ss being “ biig-proof,” as advertised, itis as liable to attack by the 
| _ potato beetle, as the Early Rose. The general value of the . 

-  differént varieties may be told by the remarks on size and 
appearance above, 

) _. _Twprovement or Soms By MEOBANICAL MEANSFor the = 
| purpose of testing the comparative value of different depths of 

plowing, an experiment hasbeen begun upoa four plats of an — 
| -- aere exch, to be cultivated through several years as follows: 

No. 1 to be plowed to the depth of five inches only. - 
a No. 2 to be plowed to the depth of twelve inches. 

No. 8 to be plowed twenty inches in depth, by trench-plow-
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No. 4 to be plowed twenty inches in depth, by subsoiling. a 
In all respects other than those named, the cultivation is to 

be uniform on all | 

- Nes. land 2 were cultivated the past summer in the pre- 

‘scribed manner. | Se 

_ No. 8 was plowed to the depth of twelve inches only. | 

No. 4 was plowed twelve inches in depth, and subsoiled four 
inches deeper. oR OU : 

The four plats were planted May 15th to Early Yellow Dent — | 
Corn, four feet apart each way, three grains to the hill. 

_ The following table shows the results of the first year’s trial : 

Plat 1 yields 00.0... 0... i cece ceccesecesceceetececsees 55.4 bushels. | 
Plat 2 yields 2.0.0... cee eee cece ee eee e ence eegecees 50.65 bushels. 
Plat 3 yields 20... ccc cee wee wee e cece ce ceesesesess 44.95 bushels. 

| Plat 4 yields 00.6.0... cee cece eee eee e ees ee cee ees ces 42.21 bushels. 

The yield diminishes from one to four; a result that cannot 

be attributed entirely to the method of cultivation, as for want 
| of a suitable trench plow it was found impossible to plow No. - 

8 more than twelve inches in depth, so that in all respects the | 
cultivation of Nos. 2 and 3 have been the same, and the plats 
are adjacent. Plats 3 and 4 will be deepened as fast as is prac- 

ticable. ; 

I would acknowledge my indebtedness to Mr. H. H. McAfee, 

| : Farm Su perintendent, for the careful and skillful manner an 

| which he has attended to the carrying on of these experiments, 

even to the most minute particular. iT have also obtained 7 
from Mr. McAfee the following particulars: | 

The average yield per acre‘of the different crops upon the 
| University Farm has been as follows: 

Winter wheat. .. 0.2... cc ccc scence cnc cecsccsesecess 221-2 bushels. 
Spring wheat...........0.. 2c cece sce ecee see soneeee 2B bashels. 
ORte. ccc. cece cece eee cece cc cnc cccecccsescecesce- 60 9-10 bushels. 
GOTT Lo cc cw cece cece reece ee ccns coccccccscee OS bushels. | | 
Barley... . ccc cece ccc cec cer ec cccccccccceececsssess 431-3 bushels. 
Navy beams... 2... .c cece cece cee ceccccecccccsccccce 17 2-5. bushels. : 
Potato€B... 0... cece cece em cece cece tec cesccececcs 148 _bushels.. 

Hoping that the results of these experiments may be alike | 

interesting and. beneficial to the farmers of the State, I remain, 

_--- Yours, respectfully, | 
— _ _W.W. DANIELLS.
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an - PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN ORCHARDING.. _ | 

Dr. J. W. Hoyt, Secretary Wisconsin State Agricultural Society: | 

a _ Dear Str: In response to your request inviting contribu- 

| tions for the Transactions of the State Agricultural Society, 

| being desirous to do anything in my power to aid in the 
advancement of the great cause in which the society is en- 

a gaged, I have thought proper to send you an account of my 

oe experience of thirty years in the planting and management of 

an apple orchard, — - 
My first: experience in orcharding in this country was in | 

1842, when I prepared a piece of ground in the timber, on a 

aes southern exposure with clay soil; I dug the holes something — 

| after the fashion of post holes, two feet deep, and one foot square. _ 

| Into these holes I crowded the roots of the trees, and put in the — 
: dirt nearly as close as if setting a gate post. The result was 

that nearly all the trees died. What remained of this orchard 
| I pruned both thin and high, after the manner of pruning | 

trees in the southern states, leaving long and slender bodies. 
‘This rendered them liable to be blown down, ‘or broken off at 

| the upper end of the body, and also to the permature rising of —- 
| the sap in the spring, on the southwestern exposure of the tree, | 

: _°  cwhich freezing loosens the bark and kills the tree on thatside. _ 
. } Being thus unfortunate in this attempt at raising an orchard, _ 

T resolved in my second effort to adopta different mode of __ 

_ setting out the trees, and a different method of treatment after | 

- ‘they were set. In this instance I prepared my ground the - 

_-same as before, with the same exposure, but dug the holes © 

only eighteen inches deep and made them eighteen inches 
7 square ; after setting, I mulched the trees heavily, and did but 

little pruning; the result was much more satisfactory. — — 

| aa “Being much encouraged by _ the results of this change 

| of method, I determined to test still further the policy 
a of shallow setting and little pruning, Accordingly I or- -
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dered 500 more trees. In this trial the. land was only slightly 

inclined to the south; the soil:was black, prairie loam, just at | 

the edge of the timber, exposed on the west, north and east to | 

heavy storms and winds, but sheltered on the south side. 

The land was plowed thoroughly about nine inches deep, and. 

- harrowed until it was in good condition for any kind of small 

grain. The holes were then dug nine inches deep and about. 

three feet in diameter, the trees put in carefully, with all the 

| bruised portions of the roots trimmed off and the remainder 

carefully spread out in their natural position, then the tree was 

pressed down, until it rested firmly on the bottom of the hole, 

the dirt filled in and slightly compressed to a level with the | 

surrounding surface. Immediately after setting these trees I 

mulched them well with coarse stable manure. This I con- 

sider of great importance for the preservation and growth of . 

the trees; preventing injury from drouth the first season after — 

setting, and excessive freezing in the severe winters of this cli- | 

mate, and also the premature starting of the sap in the spring. | 

- three of the greatest calamities that befall apple trees inthis | 

country. | 
| In this test I did no praning whatever, and my trees, in 

thrift and small per cent. of loss surpassed my most sanguine 

| expectations. The common remark of all acquainted with the 

 orchard:from its setting until the present ‘time is, that “it has. 

| done the best. of any orchard they have seenin this coun- 

| try.” It is now a fine bearing orchard of ten yearsold. 

oe : - Being satisfied with these results, I have continued since to 

set trees upon the same method, and with similar satisfactory © 

results. LESeRS 

These tests made by myself and many of my neighbors, all 

resulting satisfactorily, have fully established in my mind the __ | 

-. following conclusions: jek | 

| 1st. That the proper situation for an orchard is ona 

High southern exposure, as the atmosphere in such a location 

__ ismore mild and congenial, and thereby conducive to the more | 

rapid and healthy growth of the trees. Our climate is too se- 

vere for the successful growing of apple trees, and hence we | 

want to select our warmest locations for this purpose.
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2d. The soil in which the trees are set needs to be prepared _ 

an in the best manner } plowed deep, and thoroughly harrowed : 
| until it is in good condition for small grain. The holes should 

| then be dug as before stated, in. the third test, about nine or 
| ten inches deep, and at least three feet in diameter and twenty- 

- four feet apart each way, and the trees carefully set, asin the 
| third test Oa 

_ This distance is much to be preferred to a closer one, as it 
_ gives more room for the spreading of the limbs and the - 

| _ expansion of the top, thereby improving the fruit both in size 
and in flavor—while closer planting has precisely the eon-— 

| trary effect. Close planting has the same pernicious effects on 
+ fruit, that it has in any kind of grain or root crops. In orch- 

: ards where the trees are set a good distance apart the con- | 
| venience of cultivating the land is also an Important ad- 

vantage, REA Saleen ea Gan | , 
- 8d. That mulching is of vast importance and should not be A, 
neglected upon any account. It should be of coarse stable 
litter (the less manure in the straw the better) and should be 

_ put around the trees (six or eight inches deep and four or five 
| feet in diameter) immediately after setting, to protect the young 

trees from drouth the first season. If it is very dry they | 
| should be well watered occasionally. With this mode of treat- — 

ment but few if any trees need be lost on account of the dry — 
weather which usually prevails after the season for setting. The. | 

an mulching should be applied every season afterwards, early in | 
| the fall to prevent excessive freezing, which often kills the 

| young trees—and at the same time to prevent. the too early 

| starting of the trees in the spring by keeping the frost in the = 
| ground. | 

4th, That pruning should be sparingly done, (if done at all) 
at least, until the trees are well into bearing, which of itself a 

| _ materially retards their growth ; then they may be pruned to. | 

| some extent for the improvement of the size and flavor of the — 

Oe fruit. But by no means prane excessively ; in all cases con- 

| fine it to the thinning out of the topsand branches, so that 

the sun and air may have better access to the fruit. Thelimbs  —_
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. should be allowed to-grow out low down on the body in order 

that-the shade may protect the trunks from injury by the rays 

of the sun and the drying winds. “Low-headers” are invariably 

the best:in this windy climate, especially where the situation 

is-very much exposed to the severity of the winds, — A thick — 

“hedge of some kind of rapid growing timber should : be 
. planted around the orchard ; an occasional row through it from co 

east to west would not be objectionable. I find from my ob- 

_ gervation that the orchards most protected from the severe 

winds and storms of this country are much the most thrifty, 

and much the most prolific in fruit. | 

' Bth. That all fruit trees, of whatsoever kind, should be 

. thoroughly cleansed; at least once in each year with some kind | 

of-good wash such as common soap-suds, weak lie, or com- 

mon white-wash. I prefer the latter, well put on with a com 

mon white-wash brush, from the roots as high up as a man , 

ean reach among the limbs. Doing this twice a year will give 

the trees a fine, smooth and glossy bark, and entirely protect 

them from the Gevastating effects of the “bark louse,” and 

from other insects that prey upon apple trees ; even the borer 

is said to be kept off by this method. 

| 6th. That in all cases, the soil in which apple trees are 

planted should be cultivated each year with some crop that re- 

quires frequent plowing and hoeing. Corn, I think, is the 

~ best, as it is not exhaustive to the land, and serves as a kind 

of wind-break or support to the trees. The trees should be a 

‘well staked, and tied securely to the stakes with a piece of soft 

| cloth, so wrapped around as to prevent its rubbing and chafing 

against the stake. This will keep them steady in the roots . 

and very much facilitate their growth in an erect position. , 

The greatest care should be taken in all cases in working 

among the trees not to bruise them in the least, as there is | 

- nothing more fatal to the prosperity of an orchard than a care- 

less, reckless way of working among the trees. — | 

The plowing in all cases should be done by a single horse 

with a short whiffletree, or a good steady yoke of oxen. Great | 

care should be taken not to cut any of the roots with the plow. —
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_ The earth should generally be thrown towards the trees; but | 
oceasionally it may be thrown from them, so as to keep the 

| ground nearly level. ee OS - | 
ee Stock of no kind should be allowed to run in an orchard. IT 

| once _knew a fine orchard ruined by fattening hogs in it, and 
_ have had my own very much injured by calves barking the 

trees. Hence the safest policy is to allow nothing to run in it, ; 
| at least while the trees are small. | 

_. Tam an advocate of a small number of varieties, forIcansee _ 
oO no benefit in raising a great many kinds merely for the sake of 

_-—-—- variety, when most of them are entirely unsuited to the cli- — 
mate, and in many instances, entirely useless. It is much — 

| _ better to have the ground occupied by a few good varieties | 
oo _ suited to the climate. One good apple is worth two poor ones , 

| any time. _ Respectfully yours, = | | | | 

ce Ds _ PETER PARKINSON, Sr.
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To his Excellency, Lucrus FarRcuip, Governor of the State of Wisconsin: 

Sir: The instructions accompanying my appointment as 

| Commissioner of the Survey of the Lead District, namely, that | 
nothing need be done that had been satisfactorily done already, 
and that the time and money spent in this survey should be to © 

| collect that kind of information that would be of the greatest == 

practical benefit to the mining region, have been strictly adhered | 
to in my work. oe Be Ca tied | 

Your subsequent letter, however, representing the wishes of 
certain influential men in the lead district, namely, that the 

- work provided for in the bill be prefaced by a carefal and crit- 
| ical survey of the mineral veins of the lead district in their 

relation to the lower strata, with a report of the same, as early 
as possible, defined clearly the work to be done first. Although. 

-__-T_ saw at the time the importance of this, I did not realize it | 
| fully until I had entered upon the work. Sad ee CO | 

The mines of the lead district, up to the present time, have 
- been confined mostly to that portion of the strata above the 

| water, where mining operations can be carried on at a trifling 
expense. But this portion is almost exhausted ; most of the | 
important mines are worked down to the water, and as they ss 

- are finished to this point in depth, they are abandoned. This . 

is all the present system of mining (by individual enterprise) 
can do, all it contemplates doing. To work these mines 

: deeper, or to follow these fissures into strata below those into | 
which they have been alregdy worked, a new system of min-
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- ing must be introduced; a system that combines capital and 

_ skill; a system like that by which mines are worked in other ° 

| parts of the world. There are no mineral strata, or groups of 
| mineral veins any where, that could be profitably worked _ 

|. many years with such a system as that by which mining 

operations have been carried on in the lead district of Wis- | 

—— consin. Tis ge ee | 
__But before this system can be successfully introduced and 

established, the question of the origin and nature of our | 
| -. mineral veins, with their relation to the lower strata must be | 

settled so far as it can be done in the present condition of our 
mines. Before any man, or any ‘company of men, will be diss 

| posed to risk the amount of money necessary to unwater those 
mines to a greater depth, either by levels, or by pumping, they __ 
will want to know if the theory advocated in our last report 

, is really founded on facts; if not, they will want to know | 

what relation these mineral veins bear to mineral veins of 

other mining regions ; whether or not they are connected with 

| physical forces acting from beneath, and what the probabilities 

| _ are of deposits of ore in the lower strata. | 
~ Besides this, the question of proving the lower magnesian 

Oo limestone of the lead district by sinking a shaft into it has 

. been before the legislature ‘more than once; and should the 

| | state see fit at some future day to appropriate a sum of money — 
for this purpose, nothing would be of ‘more importance to the 

| experiment than a knowledge of the origin of our ore deposits, 
and their relation to this lower formation, as far as the phe- | 

_ nomena of the lead district will give it Without this know- _ 

| | ledge, a selection of the proper place cannot be made; and | 

| without a proper selection, the chances are a hundred to one : 
that the money will be spent to no purpose. The general and 

pressing wants of the lead district seem to center here; and — 

: to meet these wants, so -far as-a survey of this kind can meet _ 

| them, has been my object. cee PS 

, | ~ Tt must not be expected then, that my report will be a re- 

| ‘port of the lead district as a whole, but of only that class of | 
‘information which has‘a bearing on this question. In presenting
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it, I shall, as far.as possible, confine myself to the following 
order: BS a SOE os 

1, A description and classification of the phenomena of 

the lead district (that is, the observed features of the lead dis- 

trict ag such),.and their relation to the phenomena of other — - 

2. The nature of the underlying strata, and their adapta. : 

tion to mineral veins. ee - 

8. Mineral veins in general, but those of the lead district: 
in particular. | , 
_4 Scientific, practical and theoretical considerations. 
- But first of all, allow me to say that in order to get a clear 
and correct idea of the underlying: rocks, and the relation. of. 

the mineral veins to those rocks, a. vertical section was neces-: 

sary. To obtain this there was no other way than by exam-- 

ining the different layers of rock as they were brought to the- | 
_ surface by the gradual rise of the strata to the north of the- | 

lead district. In traveling, from the southern state line north-- 

ward, one hundred miles along the fourth principal meridian 
I found a chance to examine the different beds comprising the 
lower strata of the lead district, and have laid them down in a 

map that will accompany this report. | 

My object in collecting and carefully describing the phenom- 

ena of the lead district is to present in as clear a light as pos-' 
sible the physical causes of which our mineral veins and ore 

_ deposits are the results. Unless we ignore altogether the teach- 
ings of nature, we must admit that mineral veins and ore-de- 

- posits in the mineral kingdom areas much the results or fruits 

of well defined and unchangeable laws and physical conditions, 
as are the fruits and flowers in the vegetable kingdom, or ani- 
mals in the animal kingdom. es | 

- But writing as a practical man for practical men, if may be | 

well perhaps, to explain what I understand, and what I would | 
have others understand by physical conditions, for in order to 
get a clear-idea of the phenomena of mineral veins, and the 

characteristic features of mineral strata, nothing is of more im- 
| portance than correct knowledge of the physical conditions
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and forces with which productive mineral veins always stand 
- connected. — a | ae oa - ee, 

To do this, I will avail myself of the analogy that exists 

| between the physical conditions of the mineral kingdom, and. 

- the physical conditions of the vegetable kingdom, for we are. 
more familiar with the latter than with the former, and the. 

- illustrations which it furnishes will exp‘ain far better than any — 

oS language that I can command. 7 | 

_ In this process of vegetable production, we notice certain 

_- physical conditions that are essential. 1. There is a certain. 

| condition of the soil that is adapted to the nature of the plant. | 

| What this condition of the soil is, we know by observation _ 
| and-experience. 2. Heat, or a certain degree or range of tem- 

perature. What this degree, or range of temperature is, we: 

have found out also by experience, and we look for vegetable. 
| productions accordingly. 8. Water in a humid condition of. | 

the atmosphere or in the formof rain, or applied by irrigation. _ 
Other minor conditions there may be, but these are essential. 
Along lines where these combine in certain proportions, we 
find productive zores of vegetation ; where they do not, we 

i find barren wastes. Thus the relation of vegetable products | 

to well defined and unchangable physical conditions is so plain. 

and simple that nobody doubts it = 
' In mineral strata and mineral veins, we find evidences ‘of : 

the same elements entering into and governing the ‘physical  __ 

 eonditions of the mineral kingdom. The experience of mining. 
has demonstrated the fact that the deposition of ore in the fis 

| sure depends as much on certain conditions of the rock, as the. 

| _-vegetation of a plant does on a certain condition of the soil. 

_ The miner looks just as much to these conditions of the rock 

| for the metals and their ores as the farmer does to the condi- . | 

7 tion of. the soil for his plants. And we hear the miner talk 

| just as much about mineral-bearing rock, as we do the farmer 

about productive and barren soil. — ER 
In the formation and filling of mineral veins we recognize. 

(and that very distinctly too), heat as one of the most efficient 

ag encies. Nor can we possibly explain the phenomena of 

4
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mineral veins with their deposits of ore without reference to , 
water as the medium in which this material has been prepared, 

and through which it has been brought ‘into the fissures, and 

held subject to the chemical conditions that have brought it 

- into its presenterystalline form. 
8 Along these lines in the earth’s crust where such conditions : 

are known to have existed, and where evidences of their past . 

” activities stiil remain (although like fossils in the rock) are 

the lines in which our mines and productive mineral veins 

| are found, and they are found only along such lines. They 7 

' are, indeed, as much the isothermal lines of the past that mark 
| the distribution of temperature, and conditions necessary to 

the production of mineral veins, as are the isothermal lines of 

the present, that mark the distribution of temperature and con- , 
ditions necessary to vegetable production. == ee . 

- In our examinations of mineral strata then, or in explora- 
tions of the country for mineral regions, no surer guide can be 
furnished us than the evidences of the action of these physical | 
forces and conditions. The disturbed and peculiar conditions 

of the strata along lines where these evidences are found fur- 

nish most, if not all, the material of our knowledge, from . 

which all practical as well as scientific deductions are made. 

* Hence the importance of presenting in my report, in as clear a 

light as possible, the phenomena of the lead district, that the 
physical conditions and forces of which they are the result | 

may be apparent, and that deductions, both scientific and prac- 

tical, may be made properly. | ee oo 

: But, before I enter fully on the description of the phenome- 

na of the lead district, allow me to trace a little further the 

analogy between these two departments of nature. ‘It will en- 

large our views, and clear our conceptions of natural | phenom- | 

“ena, and énable us to recognize more distinctly the laws that : 
_ underlie them as their cause. a : 

me We know that. the vegetable and mineral kingdoms meet in 

- the crust of the earth; the materials of which vegetables and 7 
“minerals are composed are in many respects the same; both 
‘are the result of physical conditions; and in these conditions
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- we find the same or similar elements. Yet there isa line of 
_ distinction sharply drawn between these kingdoms, their laws 

and their products, over which the one can never pass to the | 

| other, : See 
_.- -In the economy of nature, as presented in the vegetable 

sc kingdom, we find heat and water among the physical condi- _ 
_ tions necessary to vegetable production. Where these condi- 

| ‘tions prevail, vegetable productions abound ; where they do 

. not, barrenness is the result. Hence the isothermal lines 

7 bounding the zones of mean annual temperature, and pointing 

| out in the vegetable kingdom the comparatively barren and 
| productive places. But these physical causes, in their adapta- 

tion to the vegetable kingdom, act upon it from above; the a 

7 heat isevidently sola. 7 
Se Among the varied and complicated phenomena of the min- 

eral kingdom, we notice heaf and water playing a veryimpor- 
_ tant part. In the conditions necessary to the formation and 

| filling of mineral. veins they seem to be essential. The me- 

-chanical disturbances of the crust of the earth that produced | 

| the fissures in which our mineral veins are found are evident- 

, ly due td some form of heat. The metamorphic rocks, in the 
| _ ¥egion of which our most productive mineral formations are 

found, have been. changed. from their original condition by | 

cheat. The modifications of other rocks not classed with the 
metamorphic, but more intimately connected with mineral _ 

an veins afford strong evidences of the unequal distribution of 

| heat. The ores of every kind, filling our mineral veins and 

other cavities in the rock have evidently been formed by. the 
rigid laws of primeval chemistry, the fires of whose laborate- 

ries have been fed by internal heat. Thermal waters and boil- | 
ing springs (the lingering traces of what was once a mighty  __ 

; ‘host of physical force) remain to tell us that they had their 
origin in, and received their solvent powers from, heat. The 

: systematic grouping of fissures in mineral strata, under the di- _ 

: rection of magnetic or electro-magnetic action, is due, 
doubtless, to varying degrees of temperature, or the unequal 

; distribution of-mineral heat. Indeed, it is difficult to Gad
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anything in the mineral kingdom connected with mineral veins : 

that is not due eithér direetly or indirectly to heat. : 

Here too, as in the vegetable kingdom, we. find certain con- : 
ditions and forces uniting to produce eertain results; And it 

is only when and where such conditions prevail, that such re- 
sults are obtained. The lines that mark the course and action — 

of. these forces are as legible in the crust of the earth, as the 

lines that mark the zones of productive vegetation on the | 
| surface. tna 

If we examine closely the physical conditions and forces of 
these two departments of nature, but few things will strike us 
with more. foree than the laws. governing the absorption and 

radiation of heat. In the vegetable kingdom every. tree, every | 

plant, every flower, in fact every organism ‘Seems to possess ~ 

different absorbing and radiating powers, by which it is adapted 

to receive the, warming, hfe-giving rays of the sun; indeed. it 

‘presents ove of the most refined systetas of order and adapta- | 
~ tion. And. yet, this beautiful system is made to depend upon 

the amount of heat received from the sun, and upon the posi- , 

tion of the earth in reference to the sun. . 7 

No less distinct are the evidences of the relation of heat, | 

and the laws governing its absorption and radiation to the va- 

_ vied forms of crystalline matter in the mineral kingdom. But 

between the phenomena. of heat in the vegetable kingdom, 
and. the phenomena of heat in the mineral kingdom, there is a 

marked, indeed an essential, diffe renee. This difference arises, 

| --no doubt, not from an essential difference in the physieal char- | 

acter of heat, but from an essential difference in the sources 

from whence it flows. We cannot fully comprehend the dif- | 
ference between minerals and vegetables—both of which are 

the products of nature, formed out of similar material, heat 

being one of the elements of their conditions—until we regard , 
the line that separates the vegetable and mineral kingdoms, as 

oe _being the line that separates between the products of solar and 

terrestrial heat. The evidences of this are strong and convine- 
ing, they appeal to our senses, and through them carry convic- 
tion. to the mind ee ee eee ee
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The uneducated farmer feels, while moving amid the rich 
| -_-unfoldings of vegetable nature, that the heat to which these 

organisms are subjected flows from thesun as itssource; while 
the miner, untutored as he may be, in his downward course in oo 

the mine feels that the increasing temperature he encounters is | 

produced by heat arising from some internal source. oO 

| The convictions fastened on my mind in early life by such 
a _. experiences in the deep mines of Cornwall, England, can nev-. . 

er be changed by arguments to the contrary. It may not be 
a go easy to convince others who have not been madeacquainted __ 

with such evidences, It is natural for us without them to be- | 

eve that the earth beneath our feet is a solid maséof rock. 

‘But even then, one would suppose that the-first shock of an 
earthquake, or the first sight of a volcano in the act of pour- 

| ‘ing forth its molten lava would unsettle our faith in this, and 
__ prepare the mind for the reception of any evidence that would — 

throw light on their origin. © | cepa 

The rapid advance of the natural sciences, however, and | 

| the careful experiments on the increasing temperature down- | 

| wards of our deep mines are fast divesting this question of . 
. central heat of its hypothetical character, and causing it to be 

_ regarded as a settled fact. — 7 ee - 

_ ‘The observations of Prof Palmieri, made during the last 
| | eruption of Vesuvius, has brought to light the following start- 

~ ling fact, uamely, that he noticed on that occasion distinct ti- 
‘dal phenomena, indicating that the moon’s attraction occasioned 

7 tides in the central zone of molten lava very much as it causes | 

| ‘them in the ocean. This would leave usto infer that vol- 
~ ganic phenomena are connected, at acertain depth beneath the —=s_—> 

| surface, with a continuous sea of molten lava or rock. 

. Prof. David Forbes, in one of his recent lectures, sums up. : 

- ‘the evidences of deep mining on central heat, in the following © 

. a A numerous set of experiments made in deep mines in various parts of oe 

| the’world, often far distant from one another, has conclusively proved that the 
‘temperature of the earth, at least as deep down from the surface as has been | 

explored by man, increases in direct ratio as we descend towards the center. 

| | |
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Other observations on the temperature of the water from deep-seated and | 

hot springs, and from artesian wells fully confirm the experiments made 7 

in mines, arid show that the temperature of the water furnished by them also 

becomes higher in proportion ‘to the depth of the source from which it is 
derived. . | | ey 

“ As might naturally be expected, the interference of local causes ren- 

ders it a matter of considerable difficulty to determine the true mean, gen- 
__ eral rate of such increase in temperatare of the earth’s ‘substance down- 

. wards; still, in the main, observers all agree in placing it at somewhere be- 

tween 114° and 21¢° F. for every hundred feet in depth, so that we cannot os 

* be far wrong, if for our purpose we estimate it at 2° F. for every hundred 
feet in depth, or a rate which amounts to 121° for each geographical mile 

_. nearer the earth’s center. Since no facts are at the present time known 
which can in any way invalidate. the supposition that this, or a somewhat m 
similar rate of increase in temperature holds good in still greater depths, it 
is perfectly correct and justifiable reasoning to assume that such is actually 

the case, and therefore a simple calculation will show that at a depth of 
| about twenty-five geographical miles from the surface downwards, atem- — . 

perature of about 3,000° F. should be attained, which would represent a | 
heat at which iron melts, or one sufficient to keep lava in a state of molten... | 

| liquidity at the surface of the earth.” Lon Beye ee Oo 

The distance of twenty-five miles between the source and , 
phenomena of internal heat strikes. us at first as being too 
great to be admitted as true. But this distance sinks into 
nothing when we reflect on the fact that twenty-six millions of 

- miles separate the sun from the phenomena of the vegetable 
_ kingdom, known to be-the results of it’s heat. | 

_ We have reason to believe that it is this internal heat that 

_ produces earthquake action, voleanis action, metamorphic ac- 
tion, thermal waters, boiling springs, and the complicate phe- : | 
nomena of mineral strata, and mineral veins. If by the aid | 
of science Sir John Herschel could thirty-eight years ago, say. | 
that “ the sun’s rays are the ultimate source of almost every . 
motion which takes place on the surface of the earth,” we may . 

_ safely say to-day, that this central heat is the ultimate source. 

of almost every motion which takes place, and has taken place _ 
in the crust of the earth; that it isto the mineral kingdom | 

_. what the sun is to the vegetable kingdom, the ultimate source 
of physical forces and conditions.’ - ee 

_ ‘This brief explanation of the nature of the physical condi a 
- 26—AG. TR. . |
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tions andforces of the mineral.kingdom will:preparetisto un» 
_ derstand. them; and give:us clearer conceptions of the-phenom- 
ena of the lead district, as presented in my report. Oo 

SS PHENOMENA OF THE Leap Disrrict.—The history of min- 
ing in all parts of the world and the experience of allwho 
have had much: to do with. this branch of industry testify, 

a without exception, to the fact. that mineral veins or ore dis- 
..°. triets:are always associated with lines ‘of physical disturbance . 

He in the earth’s crust. They may be mountain ranges, or more 
° gentle elevations. They may be dykes of igneous. rocks, or . 

| lines. of fracture in the earth’s crust; but always: lines: of 
| _ physical disturbance of less or greater intensity. | oes | 

But of the lead district of Wisconsin it has been said that 
it is an exception to the general rule. The relation of its. fis- 

sures and ore deposits to physical forces acting from: below: 
| has been denied, and other conditions have been called in to 

| explain their phenomena. a ee ee ee 
_ Although one may not endorse the theory fully, yet. when it 
comes from high-authority it is difficult not to be influenced 

oe by it in our investigations, to a certain extent, at least. But 

| in entering upon the investigation of the phenomena of the _ 
| lead district I resolved to rid myself of all theories, and follow 

) only the light of facts, so far as I understood them. =~ | 

«ST. think it was Prof, Tyndall who said: “There is no dis- 
--- govery so limited as not to illuminate something beyond: 

. itself.” Every investigator of nature: knows how true this is; 
| and. furthermore, he knows that there is:not a fact in nature 

but what possesses the power to bring within.view another _ 
| fact which lies beyond it ; a fact we could not. see but for the 

| light. reflected by the one in our possession. It is this that 
| gives that~charm and enchantment to original investigation, | 

that: comes. not: within the: sphere-of those who merely read 

sciencein books = = | CR 
: _ Free from theoretical bonds, and with a few: facts to begin 

| with, I entered upon the investigation of the phenomena of the. 
| lead district; commencing with the simple fact (with: which all
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are familiar) that: our ore deposits: are invariably connected - 

with fissures. Standing for a momention this:fact, and leok- | 
ing: around the: circle which it: ili minates, I-sée-another fact. 

This fissure is only one of a group of parallel fissures: from 

five to ten feet apart, called by the miners a range. And with- 

in: this illuminated circle there is still another fact, that there 

is an indisputable relation between this.group of fissures and) 

the ore deposit. eg DOES CEES J Ue | 

In the combined light of these facts: our range of vision’ is. 

considerably enlarged. We see now that this single group of 

fissures (or rangé) is only one of a group of ranges extending | 

every way,.and forming what is’ called-a mining district. In 

the center of this district the: ranges’ are-near each other and | 
- rich; but as we extend away from the center.the ranges become - 

| scarcer and not so rich. But now away on the horizon of our | 

_yision another fact. appears, and in. its light we ‘can see that: —_ 

this group of ranges; or mining district,is bounded on theeast, 
west, north’and south by barren ground: | 

By the concentration. of the light of these facts, the range ot : 

our vision is widening, and we see now coming into view be- 

yond this barren ground other and apparently similar mining | 

districts; as: though they were arranged in an east and west 

line. If this-is.a-fact, it is an important one, and.a new discov- | 

ery: But before:we: accept it as’ a. facet let us submit it toa. | 
rigid'test = SRM eS 

| , Todo this let us go to the southwest corner of the state | 
| where these mining districts commence and drive down astake . 

- at-Fairplay, and another four or five miles to thé north, at | 

Jamestown. And now let us draw two lines from these stakes —_ 

east, or a little to the north of east, to range seven, in Green 

~ county. Now let us carefully look along within. these lines;. a 
_ and see:what we can find. We have within these: lines the. | 

mines of Fairplay, Jamestown; Hazel Green, Benton, New 
-Diggings and Shullsburg: Extending. east from: Shullsburg, : 
no very important deposit of ore is found until we reach the | 

| east side:of the west Peccatonica, where we find W yota,on'the
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extreme north line, and: the region about Monroe, the eastern . 

/ extension of these mining districts. eae a | 
; While working out the details of this system or grouping 

along this range of country through nine ranges of townships, . _ 

___T was never more surprised in the results of a survey than to’ 
. \ find when figuring up my notes and bearings, which had been. 

taken by myself with great care, that within a breadth of six | 
miles we have a belt of mining districts, along a belt of min 
eral land, extending in nearly an east and west direction for at 
least fifty mile. © | Suse lliato 

a As I stood one beautiful day on the high grounds above : 
Ce the village of Newdiggings, with my compass set to within a : 

OS few degrees of east and west, and looked over this long range. 

of mining districts, I felt confident thatin all my experience —> 

in mining and mineral labors, I had not seen, to such an ex- 
. tent, a better defined belt of mineral land. Nor dol believe _ 

that another belt of equalextent and depth, either in this or 
-. any other country, has yielded more ore than this, or paid bet- 

| ter for the capital invested. — It is, however, one of the unfor-, 

-  tunate mistakes of our state that no mining record has been . 

| kept, no clue even left as to the quantity of lead ore thus far 

— obtained. We may form some idea of the amount, however, 
by putting together some scattered facts recorded concerning _ 

_. certain portions of these districts. Hazel Green furnishes the. 
-” most reliable; and our thanks are due to the late Mr. Crawford | 

for these. - —— a 

| Prof. Whitney (who by the way was: very careful not to 

| over-estimate our mineral resources) reported as reliable 

| _ 127,000,000 pounds up to 1860, with an annual-yield of about 

, 2,000,000. “We may, perhaps, safely set down for this mining | 
district’ up to the present time, 150,000,000 pounds. And this 

"amount of ore has been taken from a mining district not over 
four miles in length, and from fissures and openings mostly 

| above the water level, at an average depth of not over 45 or 
| 50 feet. eee ee fy vee goo elle Be ae 

: And this is only one of six or seven like districts along this 
| belt. And then, the mines along this entire belt are worked
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in the Galena limestone, mostly in the upper portion of this = 
formation, with the blue limestone underlying it all the way. | 

| _ Shall we now abandon our mineral resources (as we are more | 
' .than likely to do, unless some special effert be made to revive 7 

| ‘our drooping mining interests), and leave these half-developed | 
‘mines to future generations? Will they not be apt to give us | 

’.a place in the scale of civilization not much in advance of that : 

race from whose hands we but a few years ago received these 

lands with the mines partially opered. oe - 
Putting together these simple facts, such a3 fissures and 

| groups of fissures; ranges, and groups of ranges; districts, | 
-and groups of districts, all of which are related, we have this | 
well-defined mineral belt as a fact ; from which as a standpoint 

| (Weare now prepared to examine a higher class of facts to 

which this belong, geek BES SRG a 
_.. Looking north, we observe in the distance other mining dis- . 

__-triets apparently arranged along a similar line. On reaching | 
‘town three, and following its south line west to where it inter- : 
sects the Mississippi, we notice very similar phenomena to that 7 

-deseribed in the belt just referred to. Letus put down a stake 

7 here also, and measure four or five miles north and put down 
another, and from these two stakes draw two lines as before, 

- east or a little to the north of east, and see what. we include. 

We have the mines of Potosi, British Hollow, Rockville, Pin 
_ _ Hook, Red Dog, Whig and Platteville, in Grant county. In | 

extending into La Fayette county, this’ mineral range encoun- | 

ters the elevated lands of the Platte Mounds, and but little is | 
geen of it until we reach Calamine, Fayette and Argyle, where | 
it may be seenas a mineral belt extending into Green county, 

_ where to, like the other, it is lost in range seven. What was said 
_ of the other belt may be said toa great extent of this; only : 

_ that it is not quite so productive perbaps, asa whole a 
With the additional light of this fact, it is not difficult now 

_-to see another belt near the south line of town five. A belt, 
_. which though well defined through three ranges of townships CO 

in Iowa county, and one in Grant, (including the mines of 

Mineral Point, Diamond Grove, Lost Grove and Mifflin, in
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Towa county, and New California cand Crow Branch, insGrant : 

_gounty,) is nevertheless disturbed at the-west ead, as-it comes : 
- dmcontaet with the geological break along the valley of Grant = 

a river, where it seems to be borne down a little out of itscourse = 
| Sd to:Beetown, but-there it again’ takes its regular course. To- 

»wards: the east end it encounters a very heavy ridge, or eleva- 
‘tion of land coming down from the northwest of Dedgeville, 
-and extending in a southwest direction through the county. | 
The belt, when coming in contact with this ridge, seems to fol- _ 

oo. low its course; and groups of. mineral ranges are found:along — 

a its flanks for ten or fifteen miles. Ss 
| ' The geological features of. this belt are somewhat different _ 

| from what -we-find in the other two. The strata are more bro- | 

| ken; evidences of disturbance of the lower beds of the strata = 
are seen in the undulations of | the sandstone, and: the: protru- 

 .sion of the lower magnesian limestone in several places through a 

the sandstone. - Owing to:this, there:has been greater denuda- 
_. tion, consequently we have here, in:many’ places, a large ex- | 

| -posure of the blue limestone, affording a good chance to study 
| the mineral bearing: character of this formation along a line of 

physical disturbance. The mines at Mineral Point, Diamond 
Grove, Lost Grove, Mifflin and Crow Branch:are now, and have 
been for several years, past, -confined mostly to this formation, — | 

_—_-- .gstablishing beyond.doubt its mineral bearing character. To = 
this I shall refer again. : Be gD ge 

North from the third -belt:we-commence to ascend, a:gentle 

oe elevation -which -culminates:about the middle of town six. 

Along the south flank er -near the center is another well de- : 

| fined belt, extending -throngh a large portion of Grant county, | 
a the whole of Iowa, .and for several miles into Dane; and the 

- amines of Fennimore, Wingville, Spring Valley, Dodgeville; | 
a ‘Ridgeway, Porter's: Grove/and Blue Mounds ‘form.a chain: of — , 

| mineral ranges, extending through nine ranges of townships; 

and their-course is as distinctly: marked as the lines ofthetown 

oF (six) in which they are found. The north side of this belt is 
said to be the-extreme north side-of the lead district, beyond 

| which no ore has been found, and beyond which, it has: been |
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_ said, none willbe found. “Wewill»pause ‘here for‘a moment | 
and gather up what facts we-have'discovered. = | - 

The -phenomena presented in ‘these ‘belts of mineral land 
 eannot fail to lead us to regard them as separate ‘and distinct 

mineral belts. ‘There may be places where strong north and 
south fissures carry the ore deposits out:a little farther in one _ 
place than another, or where small-deposits may be found — 

along the north and south fissures between the belts. But | 

these are exceptions seldom met with. The fact, however, of | 

their persistent course, their parallelism, their eastern and west- — 

-_ ern-extension, establishes beyond doubt the fact that they are 

separate and distinct, although closely related, mineral belts. 

‘Inthe report of 1862, the grouping of the ‘fissures into 
| ranges, and the ranges into districts was ‘noticed, but no effort 

was made to show the relation of these facts toa’ higher gen- | 
eralization ; consequently the lead district-has been looked ~ 
upon up to-this time-as a heterogeneous, unsystematized aggre- 

gation of mineralranges. = s—t ES es 

But the above facts show that there is a systematic arrange- _ | 
ment of the phenomena of the lead district under some natu- 
ral law by which it forms itself intoa perfect whole; that we 
have a group of fissures forming themselves into a range; a 

group of ranges forming themselves into. belts, and a. lead.dis- 

trict composed of four well defined belts of mineral land, run- | 

ning parallel to each other with about. the same easternvand 

western extension. Now the question ‘for consideration is: 
_ Do these important and well defined relations end there, or is 

there a physical basis which they indicate, and on which they 
rest ? : 

| _If in the light of the lesser facts with which we commenced a 
we have been enabled to reduce the phenomena of theleadidis- 6 | 
trict to a system, let us see if in the light of this generalization | 

--we-ean find any evidences of such a basis. gear? 
_ - .dinmastronomy the slightest disturbance :of a planet in any 

given point-of its orbit issufficient to turn “all astronomical ap- 
_ pliances to that-point in the heavens tolook forthe cause. In 

geology the slightest disturbance of ‘the strata along any
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oo given line ought to be sufficient to turn all geological observa- 
_ tions to that spot for the same purpose) 

- I noticed in the third belt of mineral land slight disturban- : 
a ces of the strata, such as here and there protrusions of the 

lower magnesian limestone through the sandstone. This, to an 
unbiased geologist, would be sufficient evidence of the action | 
of physical forces from below along the line of this belt, but 

_ to a man who will dispute every inch of progress science _ 
: makes, it will weigh but little. I will therefore use it only as 

a guide to more important phenomena. | are 

| - The fourth and last belt is, as before stated, along the south = 
a flank of a well-defined elevation of land running parallel. with | 

the belt, with about the same eastern and western extension. — 
___-_[ will not stop to describe this elevation or to show its relation 

_ to forces acting from below. The following quotation from 
the report of 1862 wlll be sufficient for this purpose 

| “The line of water-shed as represented on the above diagram, betwee | 

the streams flowing north and those running to the south, is almost 
| exactly a straight east and west line from the Blue Mounds to Prairie du 
_, Chien, and for a distance of almost sixty miles. * * * *  * 

a No one observing the position of this line could fail to recognize the fact 

a _ that its origin was due to some general, geological cause, as will be 

explained further on.”” Page 103. ee eee 

| On page 887 we have the following reference to the same 
elevation. SB 

| e “ As & proof or at least a strong indication that the axis of elevation was 
a an east and west one, the fact may be here again alluded to which was'stated 

ina preceding chapter in regard to the water-shed of the district being an 

| exact east and west line through the whole extent of the leadregion.” 

Now the fact that the fourth belt is along a well defined ele- 
a, ‘vation of land of the same bearing and extension, produced _ 

“by the same general, geological cause acting from below as an ) 

- elevatory force, proves beyond all doubt that the slight dis- — 
| _ _ turbances referred to in the next belt south, must be the result 

a of the’ same, or a similar cause. And what can be’a more _ 

a ‘logical inference, than that the other belts have the same origin, 
| and that the phenomena of the whole district are the results 

7 ' of the same’geological cause. —_ :
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| Here we have a new fact, and a very important one, namely, | 

a mechanical ‘force acting beneath the strata of the lead dis- 

trict, and: giving character to its phenomena - This fact sheda 

new light on. our investigations, and enables us to take higher 

and more intelligent grounds from which we can see a eontin- | 

uation of parallel elevations, such as the Baraboo. Hillsand . 

_.other ridges, and foldings of the strata extending away into | 

the far north. These facts indicate strongly another fact, | 

- namely, the presence of a north and south axis of elevation to 

which these east and west elevations and belts of mineral land 

| belong as subordinate features, crossing it at right angles, lim- 

- Gted to it in its eastern and western extension. If this be a 

fact, we shall doubtless find here not only the physical basis | 

, that underlies the phenomena of the lead district as its cause, 

| but a line of physical disturbance along which other, and per- 

haps more important ore districts may be found. But before | 

“we accept it as a fact let us submit it also to a rigid test. os 

. In order to put this in a tangible form so as to examine the | 

facts to the best advantage, let us take the length of these belts 

. as the width of the lead district, and from each end draw a 

line north. Within these lines we shall find the following 

| facts, which of themselves are sufficient to prove the existence 

of the north and south axis above referred to. | 

- (1) If we take a narrow strip of land near the center of 

the belt within these lines, say three ranges on thé east, and | 

| ~-one on the west of the fourth principal meridian, four ranges | 

Gn all, we shall find in this little narrow strip more mines, and | 

- mines from which more ore has been raised than from all the 

| lead districts outside of it, notwithstanding it includes in width 

fourteen or fifteen ranges or townships; I should be within the _ 

a bounds of truth if I were to say three times the amotnt. With- : 

in these four ranges of townships the ore deposits are near each 

other, and often very extensive, but as we extend east or west 

from them they become few and far between, and often, though 

not always, small. In connection with this I will notice the 

fact that within this narrow strip of land all of our zinc. depos- | 

its are found. Indeed, we may strike off the range to the
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ss Wwest.and-narrow the-strip to three ranges,-and we shall inelude ? 
all the-zine deposits of any.amount: “This may be accounted 

| for from the fact that along this line north and south the cblue 
- limestone is: brought upoa great. many feet above where it is __ 

ss oneithersideofit, = CE 
. (2) Beth to the east and-west of these lines, we find:‘heavy © | 

_ --- deposits.of drift, and following close on the lines, both:to:the 
| north and the south; while within the lines no portion of this — 

| formation is found in the lead district, or:as far north of it as I | 
have examined. This fact alone is sufficient to prove that:this : 

- little strip of land, along which the mines and mineral yeinsof = 
_ southern Wisconsin are found, and that continue to extend 

Jo north beyond them, was a well defined elevation at the time of | 
: the drift formation. It must have stood thenas.an island.sur- — 

_--- rounded with the waters of that period, as it stands nowanis- _ 
oo land in-the midst of boulders and gravel 5 - 

- (8.) And the most important fact is, that this driftless 
_,  Strip.of land within these lines is an anticlinal, or crest line 

from which the strata dip to.the east-and tothe west. To 
prove this has taken a large amount of time, and close obser- 
vation, as you will see by the vast amount of country I have . 

--- @xamined. oo | eb Mid there dios oes | 
The importance of this fact to the lead district and to the 

- mineral resources of the. state is such, that I will present here | 
some of the details of my observations; forif this fact be well ~ 
established, the fact of a north and south axis must follow; . 

| and With this comes the fact.of the relation of. our mineral 
veins to the same physical forces acting from below; andthen | __ 
the fact that this north and south axis extending through the — 

ao state will be the physical basis of our mineral wealth, and - 
along its line other, and perhaps, more important ore districts . 

ae may be found. _ Sa i BR | 
| “We must not expect the features of this anticlinal orcrest 

line to be very distinct on thesurface. The disintegratingand 
abrading-agencies, which through vast cycles of the:past ‘have 
been leveling down and leveling up the. surface of the’ lead 

: - district, have almost obliterated them; and to find them unim-
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paired we must-examine the- lower and undisturbed beds of the , 

 gtyatas ck oa Re eR oe Be 

To do this, let us take our stand at-a point on the’ Mississip- . 

pi where we have.aigood exposure of the lower nocks; we 

_-ywill commence at a point just west of Potosi, where -we ‘find 

the blue limestone down even with the water level. If-from this 

point we draw a line east, or parallel with the mineral belts 

‘before referred to, we shall:find the lower beds of this forma- 

tion gradually rising as. we approach the.center of the district. 

A. little east of Potosi, for instance, ona branch of the Platte | 

- river, we find the sandstone rising from the bed of the stream 

- and-forming a ledge of rock ,along its -banks, bringing up the - 

blue limestone: at least fifty feet above its level.at our starting 

point on the Mississippi. In following this line across. the 

_ Platte -we find the lower :beds.of the -formation still rising. 

_ Not.only dowe find the sandstone, but» the lower magnesian 

limestone-that underlies it, forming ledges from fifty toseven- 

ty-five feet high, bringing up the sandstoneand blue limestone 

not less than two hundred feet. above its level on the Mis- 

sissippi. Further east on this line the lower beds of rock jare 

not sufficiently exposed to enable us to determine just where 

the summit of this anticlinal is reached, or just where it com- 

-mences to dip om the other side. | 7 
OT, however, we take. our stand on the Mississippi, alittle — 

further north, about: where the ‘Wisconsin river enters it,and | 

_ follow along the line of the Milwaukee and St. Paul Railroad, 
-we shall find a section across this.elevation that will bring out | 

| to a great extent its outlines. . a & 

At this point the lower magnesian limestone extends down | 

to the water level, or below it, the Potsdam sandstone forming 

| the bed of the river. In extending our examinations east from 

| this point, we find in a very short distance the sandstone emerg-- 

ing from beneath the valleys, and gradually rising until it 

reaches a'point near the fourth principal meridian. Here:we | 

find anelevation of the Potsdam sandstone from 200. to.250 

feet.above the valley of the ‘Wisconsin river, and not.much Jess 

than 800: feet above its level at. the Mississippi. After extend- | 

ing along for several miles at about the same level, a very
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_. preceptible dip sets in to the east, and it soon disappears. be- | 
neath the deepest valleys. This section not only brings out 

| the fact than we are crossing an elevation, or a north and south = 
_ ‘anticlinal axis, but shows us just where the summitis = = : 

: To settle, however, a question involving general principles) 
by a few local observations was not safe, and to place itbeyond _ 
‘doubt, a knowledge of the geological position of the rocks across 
this strip of land, was essential further to the north. The 
center of this strip from the southern state line tothe middle _ 
of Wood county, I explored several years ago at my ownex- 
pense, when [ first brought to light the fact of a bed of kaolin. : 
at Grand Rapids, and also others not far from Stevens Point, 

| _ that are found along the flanks of granite ridges. For infor- - 
| mation on this part I can draw on my old notes. And more- 

. -over by your kind permission I visited the east side ofour _ 
_ State last spring as far north as the upper peninsula of Michi- 
gan, and this fall, the western side as far north as lake Superior, 

| and Iam now prepared to state the facts obtained in those sey- - 
-eral visits. - LO NN i ee ee 

_  »..On the east side of the line running north from the lead dis- 
| trict and close to it, I find heavy deposits of drift extending | 

: from Illinois on the south to the upper peninsula of Michigan 
| on the north. The strata do not rise so fast to the north along | 

are the eastern side of the state as through the center; for we find 
the blue limestone asfarnorthasGreen Bay. 2 

| - On the west side of the state, that is to the west of the Mis- 
- sissipi, I find the same drift phenomena olose to the river, and — 

extending north the entire length of the state. On the west 
| side of the state, as well as on the east the rise of the strata 
- toward the north is little or nothing compared to the rise ‘of 

the strata along the center. | - | 
| But let us put these facts and figures togetherand see what 

the result will be; or rather before we do this let us get a clear 
- idea of the strata and their geological order. Taking the 

- agoie formation as a basis, we invariably find the Potsdam _ 
| sandstone, a layer of rock about 450 or 500 feet thick, resting 

on it; the lower magnesian limestone about’300 feet thick rest
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ing on the Potsdam; the St. Peters’ sandstone, about 80 or 100 
feet thick, resting on the lower magnesian ; and the blue lime- 
stone resting on the St. Peter's. Thisis the geological order ; 
and the thickness of these strata when every bed is in its 

place, is from 800 to 900 fee 
Now let us see what our -facts prove. We have | the blue , 

_ limestone on the east side of the state as far north as Green 

' Bay; on the west side as far as St. Paul, while within our lines - 
(or the width of the lead district) it extends no further than. , 
town seven in Iowa’county. Thus we see that the blue lime- | 

stone extends north along the flanks of. this elevation one 
hundred and twenty miles further than it does along the cen- 
ter. But let us put these facts in ‘another form. At Green | 

Bay we find the blue limestone about on a level with the 
water; near St. Paul it occupies about the same relative 

position to the Mississippi; but through Wood .and-Clark. — 

counties the azoic is in many places above where the blue. | 

limestone would have been if there had been no elevation — 

there. | oe CA Gating | 
If now we draw a line on a horizontal plane from the water 

level at the Mississippi to the water level at Green Bay, we 

_ shall find at each end of the line there will be at least 800 
feet of sandstone and limestone between the ends of our line | 

andthe azoic formation below; while through Wood and 

- Clark counties the azoic will stand not less than 200 feet above - 
the line. Now if we sink our line down to a horizontal plane a 

_ with the azoic on each end of it, we shall find the height of | 
our elevation above it in the above named counties to be not | 

less than 4 thousand feet. Here ore hundred and twenty-five - 
| miles to the north of the lead district, we find a continuation | 

of the same north and south elevation, and gaining in height | 

ag We extend north. AH oo 
: While on this trip, I made a hasty visit to Lake Superior by 

-. way of Duluth and Bayfield, to where this north and south. 
elevation would intersect the lake. Reaching the: shore-at 

Ashland,’ I: extended my observations south about twenty oe 
miles, near the west line of range four west... This is near our
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| west line of the lead district. From this point I extended my _ 
observations east toward the fourth’ principal. meridian, —_ 

——- through an almost impenetrable forest | 
| I found here the same geological arrangement: of parallel | 

| ridges, with just the same bearings as those in'the lead district, 
: and’ all dipping down and dying out as they extended west: 

_ -Here we are altogether in the azoic formation, with the ‘strata. 
very much‘ disturbed; consequently it is impossible to judge 

: as accurately as where we have undisturbed rocks for our 
| guide; and furthermore, at. this point the axis we have been 

| following north forms a junction with an: east and west axis 
| of elevation known to extend from Labrador to:the sources: of | 

the Mississippi _ 
-  Myobject in going to this: place was not so much to find out | 

| the evidences of this axis:of elevation; as’ to: find out if ‘there: 

are any lines.of fracture, or systems of dykes ‘traversing: the 

azoie formations here, and’ if so; what their bearings: are: 
_ South’of Ashland the country is covered with a-very thick 

bed of marl, forming a basis for agriculture such as we seldom | 

| meet with, and supporting a-forestof which the state maywell  —- 

| be:proud, but hiding mostly her mineral treasures and their . 

. | phenomena. It was not until E reached the baseof the Péno: | _ | 

| kee elevation, along’ the’ Bad Ax river country, that I could 
get.a good: exposure of the rocks. But along tiis region, and 

7 to the east:of it, good: exposures of ‘the strata: are: occasio nally poe 

In but few places where the azoic rocks:are exposed’as the 
surface rovk do we find stronger:evidences of mechanical dis- | 
turbance and. long continued exposure to heat, than: here.. The . 

| mechanical forces, however, by: which these strata: have been . 

: brought up'to such an angle, do not seem to have-acted: with — | 

| great violence, but to have acted through long: periods of: time. | 

_ ‘The rocks are:not fractured:as: in: many places; and the systems 

| of: dykes:are: mostly (as: far: as. ihey came under'myobserva- 

7 tion) ‘running with the strata;.and: between the different beds, 
créused: by smaller ‘veins-eutting the strata.atright angles; ~:~ 

| . Atvone ofthe’ falls on Bad riverthere: is a: beautiful expos
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. ure of trap, conglomerate and. other members’ of the azoic . 

formation: These different beds are almost perpendicular, and 

have: a: bearing’ almost north’and south, Where I could get a | 

good sight withithe compass: the bearing was: about north, ten 
degrees east. Between the trap here (which isa beautiful 

amygdaloid) and the conglomerate, there is what a-Cornish 
miner would call a great cross course: Itis from thirty-to 
forty feet wide, and the order of its formation and filling is‘as . 

follows: The trap - presents a regular, smooth -wall, as fine a 
specimen of slicken wall-rock as we usually. find in a true fis- | 
sure-vein.. On this. wallisa very fine grained fluccan from 
four to six inches wide: Next 'to-this flucean is a soft blue | : 

and reddish clay, passing into'a soft:clay slate; with bunches 

of. eale:spar, laumonite, prehnite, and other’ materials‘ of this 

character. ee ee 
- J give this asa specimen:of the lines. of fracture: that tra- 

verse the azoic here; and:certainly this: is one of. the places 

where: nature permits. us to look upon the results‘of mechani- 

cal and chemical “forces in their’ normal condition ; where she | 

draws back, as it were, the covering that hidesthem from our 

view in the lead district, and invites us to examine the forces 

and: conditions that resemble, (if not the same) thoee that un- 

 derlie: the phenomena:there. The. details of. my-observations | 
on this trip are now: being: published in the Darlington. Repub- 

_ Uicam:and the -Dodgevil le: Chronicle, and I will only add, that: | 

the:geological position, physical. conditions, and various-other 

) indications of mineral: strata. found here, are such as would | 

lead ‘us to suppose that this-is one of the most likely places in 
_ the:state-for largeand’extensive ore deposits. At. the Peno- 

kee elevation, vast and almost inexhaustible beds of magnetic 

iron ore-stand exposed. Along the belts between this and 
the lake, good specimens of both lead and copper have been: 
found, although: the country is almost inaccessible to-explorers, 

and: E:-have no: doubt. that -when a systematic investigation ‘ig | 

. made, either bycthe state: or private: enterprise; other minerals. 
willbe ifound,:especially:on the south: side of the Penokee ‘ele- 
vation; such:as:graphite, gypsum, apatite, or the native: phos-
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__- phate of lime, and other minerals of this class, now so much , 
7 _ needed by the state for agricultural and other purposes. 
a Having followed out this class of phenomena to’such an ex- 

tent, Twill return to the lead district. But before do, I: would. 
like to say that these phenomena, such as an axis of elevation: 
across which belts of mineral land are found at right angles, | 

| _ are no new features in mineral strata, but are the common, 
_ though very important features of old and long established 
_ mining regions. As an evidence of this I will introdace one’ 

or two examples here. re | 
In Van Cotta’s Treatise on Ore Deposits, page 427, we have. - 

the mining district of Cardiganshire, Wales, presented in the | 
a following language: ‘Cambrian clay slates and related rocks. - 

7 predominate on the west coastof Wales. These slates are not. 
disturbed by igneous rocks, and contain numerous lodes at the. 
boundaries of Cardiganshire and Montgomeryshire. Thedis- 
trict. containing them is. about forty miles long by five to 
twenty-two miles broad, extending north, north-west.to south, 

_ southeast ; and’ lodes as a rule strike east, northeast; west, _ 
_ Southwest; consequently almost at right angles to the longest _ | 

axis of the entire belt.” In another place in the same report = 
the writer has classified these lodes into six groups or belts. _ | 

: _ In the geological arrangement of this mining district, and 
| the lead district of. this state, it is: impossible not to notice a 

striking similarity. Along this axis (which is nearly north 
- andssouth) there is no disturbance of the strata by igneous _ 

rocks, and yet a persistent course is maintained for forty miles 
with belts of mineral veins crossing it at right angles. It is 
impossible also, not to notice that such geological arrangement 
is the result of some general law affecting mineral strata. I 
will. here introduce another example, on a more extended - 

— geales Be ig deve re 
[have before me a geological map of England, and Wales,’ 

_ by Bakewell. If on this:map, we look along the western _ 
_ coast of England and Wales, and from thence into Scotland, 

- we observe.a tract of-land along which :the:mines:of these 
: countries are fou nd. Along this tract we have:some of the
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oldest mines.in the-world: Mines.that. were. worked over three 
thousand years ago; and-wWere: visited. bythe first: conmmereial 

defined. fissures and’ mineral veins in, the -world ; fissures and | 
- -yeing that have ‘been fully developed, and: their. characteristic 

featares.marked and distinct. In no-other mining region‘are’ 
these systems of grouping into belts and. districts, more diss 
 tinetly marked. a ee 
Suppose now, we go, to the western part of England: and 

| drive down a stake at the extreme northwestern part of Lands’ 
__-End, in Cortiwall, and from that take measure about seventy 

 exeighty miles’ east, and-drive dewn another, (that will be 

‘us-draw two lines. from. these stakes. north to Seotland, a dis: 
 tanee of three hundred miles of more, and then see what will 

- be dneluded within these boundaries: Wehayealltheminesof 
Cornwall, Wales, Anglesea, andthe Isle of Manon thenorth: 
South from Lands End, our lines cress the English channel.and } 
strike a belt of mineral land on the.western portion of France. , 
“This is ‘a belt,” says Von Cotta,.“‘lying. north and south, — | 
whose northern prolongation touches these lines still further | 

south.” - If we are curious enough to follow these lines farther 

south by. taking a good map. we can see that: they, after cross- 
_ ing-the Bay: of Biscay, strike.the north coast of Spain in. the | 

province of Santander, between the western portion of the == 
Pyrenees and the sea, and include the extensive lead andzine, a mines of that province. . | : . — a ‘Mio Sie oie ids ee 

-—_Trefer to these facts, (1.) Because. they are plain and open | 
for inspection; any man with a good map.can trace them for 

| himself (2.) Because they prove beyond doubt that this sys- 

tem of grouping is not a mere accidental aceurrance in nature,  =9 
but the result of some general law with which mineral veing  89§» 

"are always connected. (8.). To show that thig law isnotilim- ~. 
-__ ited.sin its operations to one ore-district, to one provineeerte 

- ongiisland, but-is operative throughout thig vast:beltof min. _ 
- eral-distzicts from: Spain. to. Seotland. (4). :‘To-show that its | 
ee ee eee
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| seat of action is too deep'to be disturbed’ by the waters of the | 
_ oeean, of tobe reached by the arta ofmining, © We 
_-—.-Hayirig now satisfied myself fally of the evidence of an ele 

- __-vation of-land running: north, and that this, elevation was a 
Tine of physical disturbance along which the belts of mineral 

_ land in the lead district were arranged, I felt confident that . 
. the northern boundary of the lead district had not-been reach- 

| ed; hence I commenced a systematic investigation of the 
strata north: of the last belt of mineral.land in town six. 

| | ‘'Pywoumportant considerations led: metodothis 
: -_. ¢.) “It is usual for mineral distrieta formed like this, with 

ve east and west belts crossing a north-and south axis, to taper. a 

| out gradually, that is the ranges become smaller, the ore. 
| 7 deposits ‘seareer: or the ore more mixed up with other ma- - 

+ terial. ~Having noticed: instances of this kind beforein well | 
developed mineral districts, along well defined axes, and know- __ 

_ ing that these things are governed by general laws I looked 
Poh with a great deal of confidence for a mineral belt-of some kind — 

north of the old boundaries of the lead district. (2.) The 

oe strata of the lead district-crop out here, and if another belt is | 
| found it must be in the sandstone or below it. Itis no easy 
a matter, however, to discover a belt of mineral land where no 

| excavations have been made. Those in the lead district were 
not noticed as belts until the present survey; and it is.aques- 

-. tion whether they would be noticed now, but for the mining 
oe excavations made along theircourse = oe 

In this my report on the region directly north of what was 
| ‘supposed to be the boundary line of the lead district, I will os 

gall attention to a class of phenomena somewhat different from | 

oS that already deseribed in the report of the lead district proper. _ 
| __. The well-defined belt of mineral land in town six (supposed 
no tobe the last belt of the lead district north,) is found alongthe __ 

southern flank and (in some instances) near the. pummit of an 

elevation or ridge of land running from near Prairie du Chien 
onthe west to. Blue Mounds on the east, a distance of sixty 

7 miles.or-more, This. ridge of land, as before remarked, rans 
‘parallel with the belts.of mineral land in the lead-district, and
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has the same eastern and western extension. And,whatis ~ 

also very remarkable here, the Wisconsin river about ten miles | | 

- north: of it follows the course of this ridge along its whole 
length, but coming against the north, and south line on theex- | 

treme east side of the lead district where: the mineral. belts 

~ and this ridge give out, it bends around to the north of east 

for a short distance, then turns nearly. west. until it reaches the : 

- game line, and from this place continhes: its.course north — 

through the state along. the east side of this north and south a 

axis. . Now whether we must regard this fact, (that is the : 

course of this river, now along the north side of this east and ! 

west elevation, and. then turning at; the line qt which this ele- a 

--yation gives out and following along the eastside of this north 
and south axis) as a coincidence, or a part of the same system | 

| of: physical disturbance is a question for the future to decide 

That. the east and. west elevation is a part-of: the: same system a 

- of physical disturbance to which the lead district belongs will oe 

hardly. admit of doubt. ee waa oS 

-. ‘When I speak of physical disturbance; I donot mean active — 
-_ yoleanic disturbance, nor active earthquake disturbance in the | 

_ ordinary meaning of these terms, but a line along the earth's 
crust where Wwe -have evidences of the action of mechanical | 
and chemical forces that have been gently (imperceptibly it ) 
maybe) lifting, disturbingand fissuring the: rocks through vast : 
periods of time, and: filling’those:fissures:with chemically de- 
posited material. These, Yatherthan active: volcanic forces, — 
are what’ we usually find in: connection with. mineral strata. 
To these forces we shall refer again in connection with mineral | 
veing a | 

| Commencing my examinations to the north of the lead dis- 
trict, along this east and west elevation, my attention was: first oo 

- directed to various basin-shaped depressions, or what are usu- a 

_allycalled by the miners, smk holee. If the rocks: were of | | 
' valeanic origin I should not hesitate to: call ‘them vents; or if 

_ they were inthe organic formation I should pass them: by as chim- 
ney like perforations peculiar to: that period ; but in sandstone 
and limestones their originis not'sq-easily accounted for, but that
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| , they bear some relation to this system of physical disturbance 

_  « Dhese'sink holes donot appear to be.confined to anyone =~ 

sss pat: of this elevation, or any one geological formation. Ihave 
ye noticed them throtgh almost. ‘its entire. length. Tn one place | 

ss whiere'a: branch of tHe -Hast'Peccatonica cuts back into this 
ss elevation in.town-six, range: four-east, I counted as many as 

a -ten‘of these: sink Jnoles on about. a: section of land, sonre of 

ss them: ten, others fifteen feet deep.. Mr.'Thonias Strutt, a far- 
ss mer living in the neighborhood;told: me that in the spring, 

__-when considerable: waterfalls and flows into. these places, he - 
has known the bottom to ‘give out-or sink down several feet. _ 

| _ What is very interesting in connection with. this place is, 
ee, these-sink holed.are found aboxt the center of the mineral belt 

on the south side-of: this elevation, and are cutting down: into | 
the lower, magwesian limestone; and. from the-fact that the = 

ss Water:passes freely: through them they must be connected = 
os with the strata below. ‘To the north cf. this place, and a littl 

to the north of the center of the elevation we find sink holes 
_ insthe upper sandstone, or the Gt -Peter’s sandstone as itis 

called in the books; and where the strata thicken we fud 
them in the Galena limestone also, 

_ __, About-sixteen miles to the west.of this, in town six, rabge | 
: two east, and-about four miles Lo. the: north of thé village of | 

_.. Linden, on the dummait:of this-elevation is a very noted sink 
hole, . It is about 225 feet long, 125 feet wide, and from 25 to 

ae 30.feet deep... Ii ienow a pond of »water,..the. lower.portion  - 

| having been filed with clay soil and ‘other material washed 
. . into it from the surrounding country. Mr. J. U. Baker, an . 

sold resident: thens, sold me, some time. since, that twenty-five | 
| | yess ago it was not filled as itis now, but was-open toa great 

a depth. «He stated.also that irhen'-water’ flowed into it-from 
| heavy:rains; it would find it8 way. ini a very short time: in a 

ss titebid atate. tochis spring, a distanoe'of nearly amiletothe 
ss nowtth, There is a-point here-worthy.of.our. attention. The place 

whers the water: éntens thé: sinloole-ow thesummitof this 
- elevation is almost:on the top-of the. galena limestone; whete
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_ it comes out at the spring it is between the lower beds of the : 
_ Dlue limestone and but a very few. feet-above the sandstone, os 

giving at least a vertical depth of 250 feet.: Unless this sink 
hole extends through the whole of these strata, we cannot : 

"conceive how water in a turbid ‘state could: pessibly find: its | 

way in so short a time to such a ‘depth ; especially when we 

consider that the lower beds of galesia limestone and the up-— 

per beds of the blue (strata equally favorable for the escape of Oo 

water) crop out above the spring along the side of the same : 

oe There are many other sink-holes in thiselevation of consid- 

erable ‘interest, especially: those at the West Blue Mounds 
Approaching the mounds from the west, these sink holes seem 

- to convérge as though they would-eenter in this elevation + 
, Ascending the mound from ‘the west side, we find, about half | 

| way from the base to the gumniit, two-or three dink holes near | 

| each other; one of them of considerable depth showing a@ —__ 
. ledge of rock for at leasttwenty-fivefeet. Onthenorthsidegnd | 

- nearer the ‘summit, instead of sink holes we find,slightde- 
pressions with a damp, marshy surface, while on the east-side, 
near the summit, and full four hundred feet above the sur- 

: ‘rounding country we find several never-failing springs of water. 

“Phe West Blue Mound is 1,150 feet above ‘Lake Michigan, vO 

or nearly 1,800 feet above the séa, ‘and is one of the highest, if a 
not the highest point of land in the state: of Wiseonsin. "To 
suppose that this large marsh on Whe north side near the sum- 
mit from which are cut several tons of hay every year, and 
those springs on the east side, a little higher up are supplied _ | 

_ with water from what falls on the summit of the mound,is 
absurd. - To account for the water that supplies these springs fo 

_ and this marsh land at this altitude but two other ways are 
_-Jeft us. One of these is hydrostatic pressure, the other isme- __ 
chanical force acting from below. ee eee 

| / “If abody of water canbe found at this altitade orabéyve 

‘it, with 4 possible connection ‘with these’ springs, then ‘this | 

body of water will be, in all probability; the source: ‘But if - 

such ‘a body of water carinot ‘be found; then our only chamee
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is to accept the latter asthe cause. This key will doubtless | 
explain most of the'phenomena along ‘this’ elevation ofland, = 

> and perhaps throw corisiderable light of our mineral veins; — 
ss but I forbear using’ it for the ~present’ = 

_...__. here ‘is arfother class of ‘phenomena that 1 would briefly 
| . refer to in connection with this topia, and which bears perhaps 

a éloser relation to it than we may at first suppose, namely; — 
— the chimney-like perforations we sometimes observe in the 

sandstone. This class of phenomena is noticed only by aclose 
observer; in fact the chances ‘for observation are few, for this. 

____- rock is exposed only atits out-crop along the streams, Where el 

the rock is opened as a quarry, we sometimes meet with good 
examples: 'T'hese perforations (or what were once holes in the 

__. gaindstone made’ previous’to its consolidation) resemble-very _ 
much the: perforations in the-azoie formation with this dif- 
ference; the former ‘are ‘filled with the same material; sand; — 

ss while ‘the latter’ aré- usually filled with, foreign material, or 

ss matter in'a different state of crystallization. = 
_ These perforations vary in size from a few inches to two: or 

_ three feet in diameters They are always filled with the ‘same — 
_. material, as the tock in which they are found, but when the 

rock is removed the filling sometimes remains like: a:pillar’of | 
an sandstorie cast in a mould.’ A good specimen was found some 

time ago at Mineral Point, and is now in the possession’ of E. 
«J, Cooper, Hsq:; of that place, whose good nature will lead 

_. . him, we hope, to make a donation of it tothe Academy of 
Sciences, where it will find its place among other specimens 

| from the'lead district. “Such specimens are seldom meét with, 
for it is only where the sand rock has obtained a certain de- 

| gree of hardness that they can be found. - Where it is more | 
a friable ‘the impression only is found, reminding one of some 
oe ancient volcanic vents that are not only extinct, but filled - | 

_. with, and buried in their own ashes. ~~ nga 
Where the rock is’ sufficiently hard to retain its form, the 

filling separates easily fromthe mould, and the mould hasthe 
| appearance of a.channel of pipe through which watet had-been | 
_. forced either from above downwards, or from bélow upward
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| The sides of these channels or pipes seem sometimes almost a 

vitrified, as thongh the water passing through them hadavery = 
high temperature, and continued passing through for a great onc 
length of time. All things considered. it would seem that. the . 

passage of this water (if it was water) was from below -up- | 

_ ward in the shape of thermal waters.’ Be an soe te | 

It may be premature, with the limited information in our | 

possession, to attempt to explain the origin of this class of phe- oS 

nomena, or its relation to other classes of phenomena con- | 

_, nected with our mineral veins; but it certainly justifies the | : 

presumption that it belongs to a class.of phenomena which 7 

"ssi, when the details are worked.out and classified, establish | 

os - the dependence of our. mineral veins apon the physical forces 

- that have acted upon these mineral strata from below. And cer- | 
_ tainly it justifies the conclusion that these are evidences and og 

manifestations of mechanical forees (whatever.may have been — 

their form) that have caused the physical disturbance along its 

those lines. already referred to and with which our mineral fees 

~ strata are connected. a 2 mo y Oe peg we woe beaks ee oe 

It may not be in just the right place, but I would like toin-. | 

- ¢roduce here two or three pages of theoretical considerations in - 

_ connection with the phenomena already presented. It will en- Co 

able us the better to understand: this, and prepare our minds for 

farther investigations 6 | 

Phe evidences of mechanical and chemical forces actingalong = 
these lines of elevation and belts of mineral land aresomani- 

_- fold and convincing, that no scientific man will question their 

- gxistence. And though it may be difficult:to demonstrate that | 

these forces were generated by internal heat, yet all classes of 

_. phenomena point in this direction. In the absence of demon- , 

| _ stration or positive proof, let us arrange the information in our | 

__“spossession with a view to the explanation of these phenoniena. 

‘The natural position or lay of the strata through this part of a 

- the-state,-as represented by my. map, is a gentle elevation to - 

_-the:north, consequently « gentle dip ot declivity to the south. 
Hence we find that the series of stratified rocks is gradually 

erowing thinner from the south to the north, until the lowest
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_, bed. (the Potsdam sandstone) which in the -southern.part .of — 

the state is covered with atleast six hundred feet of limexock, 

tet, - And: as. we travel.from the.seuth to the northwesee ~~ 

_-— that:the-various beds of the different formations become the _ 
surface rock in regular succession. A few miles only to-the _ 

- - north of the lead. district, owing to the dip.of the siratajustal- 
_.  ~ luded to, the azoic. and: plutonic formation become the surface 

rook. ‘These in the-southern part.of the lead:district are eov- a 

_ _...Not-to. netiee the fissures.in the roek, and the factthatwater 
| would find its. way.thsough them to -the-lower formations, 

waiter would certainly, enter between the beds of these outcrop- _ 
_——-: #ping strata, and :find its way down the genile declivity.as nat- 

rally as the waters of the Wisconsin and: Mississippi ow to- 
ward the. ocean: Especially would. this be the case with the . 

: lower bed, the Potsdam sandstone, which, where not..exposed Os 
_ to: dtmospheric: action, is bat little. else than:a. bed .of sand 

| through which water- passes freely... fre, eu ote ERB 
_. Now. let:us suppose—and the facts will justify not only the 

ae. - Supposition, but even the conclusion-—that. the elevation re- - 
. ferred to, and the heltsof mineral. landin the lead districtwere = _ 

_. formed. over growps of fissures or. faults.in the plutonie and - 
i azoic rocks beneath, consequently over lines. of fracture pro- 

: heat... The water.entering between. the. beds of.theouteropping = 
stata as:above. referred, to,.and. following .down its gentle de- 

_—__ Glivity,. would. necessarily interseat these faults-or fissumesalong = 
as the. whole line.. Sete water weuld:gome-in contactwith-in- 

on tensely heated matier ander a pressure.ef several hundred.feet — 
Of gook. .. This would certainly: be one:.of.those places‘where 

oe chemical and rmechamical forces.would, be generated, such as 

. _. -We.enow must have been-active during.the physical disturb- 
ange along the lines sxefered. to,. and. the formationand.§l- 

. mg of mineral weing, If the tempersture aloag the lines of 
ma fracture In the plutonic rocks. was sufficient, the water. gradu- oo 

_ ally orsnddenly reaching the heated matter, as described, would |
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be converted into ‘steam or ‘elastic vapor, whose mechanical | 

powerand properties weundetstand: << | 
Daring the early formation of these-stratified rocks—say for 

‘ jhstance: the “Potsdam. sandstone—the resistance would’ be 
comparatively small; vent would be easily found through the , 

_leosely aecumulating sand. But as layer after layer. awas | 

added, and the more compact limestone: began to form ahd’ 

harden above it, resistance would increase, until, to overcome - 

| it, a general. lifting of the’ strata would: take place, by which 
escape would -be effected:-through fissures in the rock along . 

Bo the line of those original faults in the plutonic rocks below. . 

These fissures. in. the newly formed.aqueous rocks we must =» 
_ regard:as:the result of the same mechanical force acting upon — 

_° the strata from, below, hence their conformity -to directive | 
| influences lidden. from. our view. ed epilies YRB a a e | 

When we take into consideration the great antiquity of the = 
lower stratum of the lead district, and thatit-commenced atthe _ : 
closing. of the.azoie: period when the temperature was‘sup- 
posed to be too high to admit ofverganic existence, and’ that | 
its vast fissures were even then the outlets of radiant. heat, 

nothing is more reasonable than to suppose, that for untold 
__ agesthe strata above these foci of mechanical power, would 
we be traversed’ by heated waters, forced by elastic pressure-from 

‘below through every: erack and fissure in the rock. This 
-waterwould sometimes find its way through vertical Assures, ; 

_—_ atvothet times ‘between the thin beds of the strata, seeking; as _ 

--resistanee, and bringing up doubtless at the same time in —_ 
solution -from:depths uuknown to us, the elements of that 
material: that formed our ores. Chemical as well as mechan- 
ical -aetivity and force would also be conspicuous and powerful - 
along these linea. The solvent power of lieated water, aided | | 
as ib would be by material. held in solution at various degrees: | 

_ of temperature, would become:of itself a chemical agency of | | 
| ‘great. force, and . the result. would be chemiéal’ aétion amd _ 

réeadtien along its course. es shee eee ce ag a Abe we . spe ee 

What I would notice here especially is, that pliysi¢al con-
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ditions, such as would seem tobe produced in harmony with 
the above facts and considerations would ndt fail to: produce, _ 

a the forces I ‘have referred to; that-such forces both ‘chem- 
ical and tnechanical, Would not fail ‘to produde physical dis- 

_ turbance along the line of strata in which and alons-which 
they act; that such disturbances would riot fail” to produce | 

_.- phenomena that would correspond to their action, and that 
would’ possess features by which we might possibly recognize _ 

| _ theircause.  It'is now a well established ‘fact that all natural — 
phenomena posséss and present more, or less distinctly, the 

ee evidences and material for their own explanation. Ifthen,in 
the light ‘furnished by the above facts and considerations, the — 

| phenomena of the lead district begin to assume forms and _ 
ss features by which ‘we ‘can revognize them as the result of 

physical conditions such as are described above, in the absence 
of other facts'to explain them, it is perfectly legitimate and 

ss “gaife to follow this'light’as far'as it'wilhlead'us. = 
ee - After this momentary digression; I will return to pursue 

again our investigations along: the: north side ofthe mining oe 

_/ -ésion: “On the north side of the elevation along which the . 
sink ‘holes are found, the surface is very much broken, and = 

oe declines rapidly toward the valley of the Wisconsin River. 
Phe streams also flowing into this-valley cut back into this — 

IS elevation, in places almost to its centre | 

one Pe : This rapid declivity to’the north, ‘and. the gradual dip of the 

ok “strata tothe south bring to the surface on the north side of _ 
7 this elevation the strata of the lead district, that is, the rocks’ 

in which the mines have been worked; and let us:down on the 
ff ‘lower rock, namely, that which underlies the mines:of the 

_ lead district. Here we find: ourselves on a platform at least = 
7 400° feet below the surface of the lead district, and.on rocks —_ 

| that were formed long before the rocks of the lead district had 
: any existence, “This; too, places us back in the historyof the _ 
ss past to-a period -when the temperatute of the cooling crust of | 

the earth, and “other physical -conditions werevery different 
- from what they were during the formation of the:rocks.of the | 
a ‘lead district = LE Sp |
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There are but few things in geological investigationsof more . 

importance than to be able: to distinguish: between physical 

conditions peculiar to one period of geological formation and. 

those: common to many, or'to all. We cannot have too deeply . 

impressed on our minds the fact, that in entering upon the ex- 

amination of these strata;we have to investigate rocks of more 

| ancient date, formed in a period vastly remote, We ‘are nO . 

longer delighted with the fossil remains with which ‘the lime- — 

stones of the lead district are crowded. At this period, the = 

waters of the primeval ocean rolled over our continent, save | 

here and: there a narrow strip of land on which life had not 

-_- yet begun. And even the physical conditions of the sea were 

such that life had but just a beginning there. A lonely trilo- | 

bite might. now and . then: have _ been seen lingering near the | 

shore, or a tiny little singlo clinging to the rock, but beyond | 

this there-was no sign of life. This was emphatically the age 
of crystallization.and mineral formations ;the highest and most 

beautiful forms. of matter before organic forms appeared. a 

As wedescend-the northern dip of this elevation and com- | 

mence our investigations ‘in these lower-and older formations, 
we find that the character of the rock is different, although very | 

| similar-physical features mark the strata, as though they had 

been subjected to the same or-very similar physical conditions. 

| Before we get quite to the middle of town seven, the rock, clay. | 

and even the soil, in many places, begin to wear anochreyap- 

pearance; which continues more or less for a distance of three u 

When this first attracted my attention I treated it lightly, 
supposing it to be the outcropping of ‘the north and south | 
ranges of fissures in their northern extension, and regard- - 

| ed it more as an eviaence of a north and south axis than any- | 

thing else. But noticing it in several placestothe eastand = 
west of where I first discovered it, I began to entertain hopes that 
these-ochrey. out-croppings:were indications. of another east and 

west belt, similar to those in the lead-district.. With this impres- 
| sion I commenced a systematic investigation of the surface indi- | 

gations both to the east and the west. But along a region of
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Se. country covered “mostly «with ‘timber and underbrush, where 
Sek the tops of the ridges ‘were covered with several fect ofelay, 

sss and their sides hid from the summit: to the base with broken, — 
decomposed roél,-it was not a-very easy matter to obtainthe 

ss neeessary information to settlethequestion. © ©. 9 
ss. By marking-on-a map, however, these ochrey outcroppings — 
sand. their surface indications, in a similar manner as‘we did 

: _ those noticed in the lead district, I succeeded satisfactorily in 
a making outa line of. physical disturbance resembling very 

much the other mineral belts, By ochrey outcropping I mean a 
oe | - those places along the surface that. may be distinguished from 

alll other places by a reddish, or .a reddish-brown clay 7 

- i that is almost alway s found over productive mineral ranges ‘in 
thé Jead district. \ Nor is:this peculiar to the mineral strata of 

' --- Wiseonsin. This peculiar ferruginous feature of the-clay is . 
the result, no:doubt, of the:decomposition of the iron or ifon 

Tes pyrites found in the fissures of the:rock decomposed to: form 

TF found a belt of land strongly marked with these and other 

features peculiar-to the surface:indiéations of the belts of min- 
__eralland in the lead district extending through town seven, 

| from the township of Hickory Grove, in Grant county, to the _ 

ss township of Cross Plains, in Dane county, adistance of about 
fifty-five miles:east and west. This. belt varies in width from 

— fourtosixemiles, © 
: Phe mines of Highland and Centreville, which we haveal- 

_ ways looked upon as an exception to the general rule,are 
found on the western extension of this-belt, in the townships of 
Highland and Bine River. But so far as we can judge from 

oo surface appearances, the mineral wealth of this belt will con- 
_-—._.gistemainly in the large and rich: deposits of the oxide of iron 

| which it séems to contain throughoutits entirelength, ©. 

__ "Where these deposits appear at the surface, we find the ore 
ss existing in different states or conditions. In some places we — 

oy - find the out-croppings of what seem’ to be large beds of very 

_-—_itnpure. argillaceous or slaty iron ore; affording, however, in 
places; good specimens or-purer varieties, which’ to me; look
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like indications of. purer bedg beneath: these surface out-erop- | 
—-~pings.. This slaty variety decomposes readily into a reddish 

brown clay; in which we sometimes.find beds of ochre varying : 
from afew inches in thickness: to. several feet: In:these beds 
of oehre we sometimes meet with separate and distinet. colors a 
of brown; reddish. brown, bright yellow, yellowish brown, and 

- sometimes layers of pure white clay that Jook like chalk. It 89’ 
| is certainly very difficult to account for this variety of form | 

and color, unless it be by a process of seggregation, and aggre~ 
gation, set up by strong chemical action. These argillaceous 

or-slaty. beds.are found. mostly either at or very near where a 

the Potsdam. sandstone below, aed: the St.:PReter’s sandstone 

* above, unite with: the lower magnesian: limestone, 
In the sandstone, both in the St. Peters:and Potsdam, where’ a 

it is, free from. foreign: matter; (that is lime, clay.and: the like) 

| this-ore assumes other forms: © ‘Where there:is' a good expos! 

ure of this. rock, and. especially where it has béen exposed 10: | 
atmospheric agencies for a great : length of time, it assumes: Bh . 

banded structure. “These bands are not; like seams of. iron.ore | 
_ which wesometimes meet with, spread out between-bedsof sand _ 

as though they were the result ef deposition from water, but they — 
resemble more the banded structare of wood, shown in a trans- . 

___ ¥erse section of a tree. These bands are sometimes yery much | 
contorted, as though they were. bent by heavy. pressure, while | 
the sandstone remains perfectly undisturbed. In.the iron.belts_ | 
of Lake Superior & similar banded struetaze in the, Potsdam | 
sandstone was noticed by Foster and Whitney, and in their 

they say, “We know of no theory which affords. so probable a 
an explanation of this stractare as that by which the action of 

‘ _._ the seggregating forces is brought into play.” 
_. Another, and I think the most important form in which this | 
oe & oxide of iron is found along this belt, is that of a bright red | : 

_ powder. In this condition it is sometimes found in regular 

grained sand, but oftener disseminated through the mass in the | 
shape of a cement. ‘In this condition it varies froma forru- 

'__ ginous or irony sandstone, to a sandy ochre. The richest de- 
‘
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| posits, however, are-found along ranges of fissures, or more es-. 

pecially: where ranges of diffetent bearings intersect each other. 

Ee These points of ‘contact are the richest places; and seem to ‘be 

- oe centers from, which this ‘material: diverges, gradually growing — 
poorer as ‘the distance fromthem iiereases. “Where'the oxide __ 

| | oo of iron’in this form is most’ abundant, the sand-rock is very - 

"ss @oarse and very friable; and easily reduced to its original 

es This oxide of iron is not chemically deposited inthe sand- 
stone, that is, it has nota erystalline texture, it is easily separat-__ 
ed from the sand by washing it in water. Water takes it up _ 

ss very readily when. it is stirred, and allows it to settle readily | 

ara when undisturbed.-. When separated in this way and dried, it 

ig a-very fine: red powder; “as fine: as the oxide of zine; and 

when mixed. with or ‘ground in oil, it will make a paint of'a 

brilliant red color that gives'as fine a finish on wood-as either 
fee, zine or lead. Sinee I first discovered it in. this form (thatis 

Be since last July):I' have been experirhenting with it as a paint a 

_—sdiby exposing it to the extremes\of climatic conditions Thus 
| fart does not seem tobe effected by heat or cold, wet or dry, 

7 any more than the best qualities of lead or zinc paint under ~ 
the same conditions. The brightness of its color, which I at | 

a first:feared would not stand light and moisture, remains thus 
far unchanged, or if changed at-all, itisa deeper red. 

A | As a pigment this‘material is equal, if not superior, toany- 

thing ‘we éall ochre or mineral paint, andif itsdurability should = 
prove to be, when tested by time, what it appears to be under 

oe experiment, it eannot fail to-be valuable, for it willtake the —- 

oS place of lead and zine paint for most out-door work and com- | 
- . mon buildings And if in this form it will furnish material = 

oe for paint of abright.red color that will put ona finish as-fine — 
| as lead, and that will be as durable or even approximately so, : 

and ean be furnished for less than one-fourth of the cost of = 
dead, it certainly must be as valuable tothe stateas lead itself. =» 

| useful ‘commodities for comriérce without ‘coal is especially
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important tous. . The cost ofcoal and the expense of getting it — 
to our zine mines consumea large portion of what the zine . 
is worth when’ prepared for the market, and. consequently ‘ren- | 

: der our zine deposits comparativel y worthless; ves a a 

This form of the oxide of iron can be obtained alongthis =i 
belt, and be prepared as a paint for the market at a very tri- —_ 

fling expense, except for labor. Itis found in ledgesofsand- = 
stone, drained by deep valleys cutting back into this ridge, and : 
exposed in places from 80 to 100 feet in vertical thickness. Ie = 

can be obtained from the ledges without the ordinary expense | 
' of mining, and separated from the sandstone by water, which 

- most of the valleys will supply. .The process is simple, the 

expense is trifling, and cost in fuel, nothing. Labor,common 
labor, is all:that is wanted to manufacture this into paint and — : 
prepare it for use. In view of these facts I.am disposed to | 
think that this belt of mineral land, along which these depos: | 
its of ochre,and oxide of iron are found, will be equally valu~ on 

_ able, perhaps more valuable, than if it had been another belt = 
along which deposits of lead and, zine were found, similar oo 
to those belts in the lead district already referred to in this | 
report. | 

: As to the origin of these deposits of iron ore along this belt 
there seems to be but one way of explanation open to us. 
‘The fact that they ave found in the lower, as well as in the up- 
per sandstone, and that too where it is covered with 150.0r200 —- | 

_. feet of limestone, (as for:instance at Mr..Ruggles’ place - 

_ :on'the road from Arena to Dodgeville,) cuts off all chance for 
explanation by surface agencies, such as is sometimes found in - 

: connection with deposits of bog iron ore: And again, the fact 

that it is found in connection with rangés of fissures and. is | 
' . especially rich at their points of eontact would indicate a very 

_  dfferent-origin. | - a ae 

At Centreville, in the township of Blue River, there is a 
ich deposit found in connection, with a range of fissures out- 

_ ting through the bed of sandstone. These fissures may be 
seen at the head of valley which is evidently formed along | 
their line. One of these fissures has a regular wall with what |
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i sometimes called a slickep side,:it:has.asmooth, fine polish- 
ss as though: it:hadinegeivedse sitatonsqeatingspaton:byaglesier, 

From this-leading,fiearache-sindatens pitehes-tothesdeihin 

.. ss inipregnated withthie,axide of;itomsfeby gredt many fect ath = 

le ERE REPRE AEE Liaaetetlons Hua:belt, caret: 

| pee the sandstone 6f the Joad diateiog kesibeen acted upon and fis- 

ss sunedyby grechanical SerpesfrbwNelbwes co la 
. sind whem weltalee trite-sonsidensfida-the fiatithatthasade- 

ss posits are found deep down in thé Petsiam,(ai-wallkadiméhe 
-  gandstone above) and that too af a point not’far abeyesthe. 

ss ginitendelzssand-when: we consider further, that in similar-agd = 
arate elevations nabefir sto the north, wherethestratameis 
gt HBiined! -withibuti-dew (feet ‘ofthe. Sandsibnedeft on the 

tibia gad et Eromteh fin Baul coniatp{deytbe sweatern extengipn 

J whéretlic azie weckevomsetothe buriads, they presenpamilel = 
ridged, aird-that/dOngyttse tentmetot sgaoofthom we find Long 

ss pawioés of iron ore conforming im their Hearings and: extension 

-— to:-thése belts of ochre and oxide deposits, we see there is good 

-—-* qeasion, indesd every reason, to suppote thiey have their origin 

aia: supposition-becomes almost demonstration whes-we = 

tha favertble:td the fotmation ‘of itom-lepolite: This Subject 
ig presented in Foster and Whitney's report of LakeSeperiy; = 

better than Bead do it consequently Pwilbinsodaces portion — 

) CV i i ee a raves * 
_—.— orighntiny’ depoiitéa’ thw nearly Horizotallposfitor, at's period: priate’ tie | 

4 | appedraried of ofgaitic Wie upon the earth; that these “stidtified ‘deposits :
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) were composed, for the most part, of finely comminuted materials, princi- | 
pally silicious and argillaceous, in ‘some ¢ases consisting of almost pure 

__ gilex, like the purest portion of the Potsdam sandstone which was atfter- | 
wards deposited upon these strata. = 

-—“eDaring the deposition off these strata, at various ‘intervals sheets of | 
plastic mineral matter were poured forth from below, and spread out upon. 

the surface of the pre-existing strata: These igneous rocks are exceedingly 
‘ eompact and uniform in their texture, which would seem to indicate that 

they were under heavy pressure, probably at the bottom of a deep ocean. 

The same depth of water is also inferred from the comparative absence of 
ripple-marked surfaces throughout; the whole series. During this period, 
the interior of the earth was the source of constant emanations of iron, 

_ which appeared at the surface in the form of a plastic mass in combination 
- with oxygen, or-rose in metallic vapor or as a sublimate, perhaps as 8 | 

_ chloride; in the one case it covered over the surface like a lava sheet; in | 

| the other it was absorbed into the adjacent rocks.” - - - ke | | 

In the closing remarks of the same report on the. origin of | 

the iron deposits in the azoic rocks of Lake Superior, we have - 

_, the following conclusions: . il Gee Se, 

“On the whole, we are ‘disposed to regard the specular and magnetic Ot 

oxides of iron asa purely igneous product, in some. instances poured out, | 
but in others sublimed from the interior of the earth. — The supposition. en- 

tertained by some that they may be a secondary product, resulting from 

decomposition of the pyritous ores, or from the metamorphism of bog-iron, 
: is inadequate to account for the accumulation of such mountain masses, or 

to explain’ their relation to the associated rocks. | 

«Where these ores occur in-a state of almost absolute purity, in the form 

—sof_-vast, irregular masses occupying pre-existing depressions; or, where the - 
2 incumbent strata are metamorphosed and folded over them; or, where they 

| are traversed by long lines of ferruginous mattet in the form of dykes, there 
 @an be little doubt that these ores’ have risen up;ina plastic state from | 
pelowe Oe 

| “Where they are found. impregnating metamorphic products, such as 

_ jasper, hornstone or chert, quartz, chlorite and talcos slate, not only inter- 
posed between the lamine, but intimately incorporated with the mass, giv- 

ing it a banded structure, we are disposed to regard it as the result of sub- 

limation from the interior. On 
_ Where they are included in the metamorphic strata in the form.ofbeds 
of variable widths, with a conformable range and dip, and with minute par- - 
ticles of the associated rock mechanically mixed with the ore, we are dis- 

posed to regurd them as the result of aqueous deposition, although the ma- 
teriéils may have been derived from the ruins of purely igneous products.” 
Partll. Pages 6Sand69,00 

| 28—Aa. TR. | | ) - |
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What is ‘true of the azoic formation at Lake Superior, .is 

| true of it the world. over. During the. deposition of these 
> strata, the interior of the earth was not only the source of con- 

stant emanations of iron, but also of all the other metals. It 

___-was.a period in nebular condensation when the crust ofthe 
earth had become too thick and dense to conduct its radiant 
heat into surrounding space, hence it was thrown into those _ 

| lines’ of fracture peculiar to these strata, which were then the | 
safety valves of a cooling world. Who among us that knows 

| anything about mines or mineral strata but is aware of the fact 
ae that the lower silurian rocks are the mineral strata of the world. 

And why? Because its lower members are formed over the 

’  azoic rocks, and over their lines of fracture, and consequently __ 
must have received these metallic emanations, a large portion 7 

of which must have been thrown down by chemical deposition 
- in their passage through the fissures of these rocks. ne 

- Tf these deposits of iron were found in rocks whose geologi- 

| eal position was thousands of feet above the azoic, a man might 

be pardoned for looking for their origin in physical conditions 

| — or forces acting from above. But here in the lowest member 
ae of the Silurian series, within a few feet of the azoic rocks, and 

} with the impress of their lines of fracture on. the rocks before | 

| us, it is folly in the extreme to look for any other origin. I 

| '-would.ask pardon myself for dwelling so long on this subject, = 
| but for one thing, and that is the relations of these deposits to 

the deposits of lead and zinc in the lead district are so clearly 
, defined as to make their common origin certain. Itis in fact 

: a continuation of the same ore district with iron ore predomi- 

 . nating. eee 
: , The outcroppings of tuese deposits of iron ore I have traced 

a along a belt of land 55 miles long, east and west, and from | 
oe four to six miles wide ; consequently it will add nearly three 

| hundred square miles to the ore district of southern Wisconsin. 

| Since attention was first called to this discovery in Julylast = 

accompany has been formed to, manufacture these ochres at 
: Blue River, their factory being now in working order; and 

| they have, I understand, several hundred tons of this material
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ready for market. From @ letter. just received from the par- | - 

ties I find they are now arranging torun their factory by water 
power, which will enable them to manufacture six or seven | 

_ A letter received from parties further east on this belt in- 

forms me that arrangements are being made to manufacture 

‘these ochres there also. Ihave no doubt but that an im- | 

| portant branch of industry will spring up in connection with 

this, that will employ a great many men and be a source of | 

profit to the state and to all concerned. 0 _ 

This is the first installment of the practical results of fol- | 

lowing out this system of grouping along this north and south . 

-axis—one that will I trust soon be followed by others. There 

are evidences of another parallel belt still farther north, in 

town nine. Good specimens of lead are found on it at Orion, 
in Richland county, and I have no doubt when the details of 

this belt are worked out important deposits of some kind will © 

befornd 

‘Sanpstonz.—The character of the rocks in which themines 

of the lead district are found, and to which they have béen con- 

fined is familiar to the miners, and needs no further descrip- 

tion in this report. But the character of the strata that under- 

lie the raines, and their adaptation to mineral veins is what is 

especially called for in the present stage of our mining opera- 

tions. To this I would call particular attention 

_- Immediately underlying the strata in which the mines are 
- being worked is‘a layer or bed of ‘sandstone, varying frorn 80 ee 

~ to 100 feet in thickness, separating the limestone of the lead 

district from the lower magnesian iimestone. This formation 

is known as the St. Peter’s sandstone. | | 

Few classes of rock require more care in determining their _ 
character than sand-rock. Sand, the world over, has the same , 

- general appearance, and to identify it as sand requires but lit- | 

tle scientific.or practical knowledge. But while there may be | 
a very strikin g sameness in appearance, there is often an essen- 

tial difference in origin and chemical composition. Some-
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| times we find sand to be the insoluble debris of disintegrated : 

rock; in other cases it is largely composed of comminuted a 
shells, ground to that state by the action of the water. a Oo 

| One peculiar feature of sandstone is, that when the cement 
by which the particles are held together is destroyed, we can a 

| examine the original particles or grains, and with a good mi- | 
pe croscope determine, to a great extent, their origin. ‘The sand- __ 
a stone of the lead district, except where it has for along time _ 

been exposed to the atmosphere, is very friable and in most 
cases can be crumbled between the fingers, ee ee | 

_” In noticing this sandstone at first, I was much interested in ; 
finding some very remarkable features that I had not noticed 
in the sandgton e with which I was familiar in early life. There 

-_-was such uniformity, not only in the structure of the rock, but 
a in the grains composing it, that I was led to examine it care- 
_ fally.” ‘In doing this with a small lens, I was surprised tofind 

that the grains were pure quartz and very uniform in size. 
a Not a pebble could I find, not a shell, nor any appearance of 

disintegrated rock; indeed, the grains of sand looked more __ 
os like little crystals of quartz than anything else; and in submit- | 

_ ting them afterwards to a closer microscopic examination I was _ 
| more than ever satisfied that such isthecase. Isubmitted this | 

question to the Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts, and 
Letters, in July, 1870, and have since called the attention of | | 
other scientific men to it, and thus far have found no objections. 

_- But few things have interested me more than my micro- — 
. scopic examination of these grains of sand, or in other words, 

| crystals of quartz. I have observed among them not only al- 
most all the forms in which silica is known to crystallize, but 

a some equal in beauty to those larger crystals which can be ex- | 
amined without the aid of a glass) Some of them are trans- _ | 

| lucent, others almost transparent. They have plane faces and | 
| regular structure, and their lustre is often beautiful. If itis 

true—and I believe it is so considered—that these peculiarities 
| are the known and established results of chemical deposition 

from solution, an important field of inquiry is opened up bee 
| foreus, | -
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We would like to know—and it is important that we should 
" know—how the water obtained the silica from which, these | 
crystals were formed. Was it dissolved out of disintegrating : 
rocks above, and brought in solution in rivers and streams that 

, emptied themselves into the primeval ocean ; or did the free 

elements of silica, like certain other elementary substances, — 

rise in gaseous emanations with escaping heat from below,and 

' becoming subsequently condensed in the fissures, find their 

way in thermal waters to the ocean above, where entering into 

chemical | combinations they were deposited in the form of 

mall erystais as we find them? . 
) Suppose Iceland should be. submerged to a considerable 

depth beneath the ocean, and those plains, situated about thirty 

miles from that noted volcano, Hecla, now full of hot springs, 

steaming fissures and boiling geysers whose waters hold alarge | 

-amount of silica in solution, were pouring their waters into the | 

ocean above, should we not have there, on a small scale, what 

perhaps existed on a very large scale during our sandstone | 

. formation? I Be EE 

In studying either the sandstone or limestone formations that 

underlie the lead district, we do well always to remember their 

_.-yery great antiquity ; and also the fact that very different phys- 

eal conditions prevailed then from what we find now. If we | 
~ look to my large map, we see the Potsdam sandstone—to_ 

| qihich the layer that Ihave just been describing evidently be- 
Jongg, although separated from it by over two hundred feet of 
 limestone—is spread out over the upturned ridges of the azoic 

rocks, traversed as we know them to be where they become : 

the surface rock with various faults and fissures and chimney- . 

| like perforations. This formation, according to the opinion of 

scientific men, belongs to the most ancient of the strata which | 

form the crust of the earth, and was formed prior to the intro- 

f duction of animal or vegetable life on our planet; from which 

_ it is inferred that the temperature of our planet at that time | 

| was too h’gh to admit of organic life. If the absence of vege- 

ee table and animal life at that period be an evidence that the 

_. temperature was too high to admit of it, then the formation of |
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our sandstone must have commenced under the same physical a 
| - conditions ; conditions marked by degrees of temperature vastly 

above what we find existing on the present surface of the earth. 
_- This view may also be strengthened by the fact that it is not 

until we rise to some distance in this formation that any evi- 
denee whatever of' vegetable or animal life appears. 
‘In studying the origin of the sandstone underlying thelime- . 

| stones of the lead ‘district, or its relation to those strata, we 
should keep in view its great antiquity, and how, at that pe- 
riod, the crust of the earth must have been comparatively thin, 

__ the temperature very high, and communication between the | 
vol interior and exterior more frequent and more abundant. . 

‘Viewing it from this standpoint, it is a question of no little 
- importance whether the evidence is in favor of its having been 

deposited by chemical or mechanical agencies ; and whether 
the material entered the primeval ocean through streams trav. 
ersing the elevated surface alone, or in thermal waters through __ 
fissures traversing the earth's crust beneath, : ae i 

oe _ The Potsdam sandstone below the lower magnesian lime- 
OO stone, and the small layer above it, where it has not been 

| changed by subsequent action, is only a loosely aggregated 
| mass. of quartz crystals, and as such is unfavorable for the 
a formation of mineral veins. Because, in the first place, | 

gases, steam or vapor, or water. even, would pass through = 
| it without making a fissure; and secondly, if a fissure should - 

be made through which heated water could pass, the water | 
| would soon dissolve the cement by which the particles are 

| held together, and the result would be the filling of the __ 
f fissure .with sand. | | . 

If we put some of this sand on a piece of glass with a good 
a reflector below it, and then examine it with a microscope, we 

| | can see how freely water even could pass through it, and how a 
- unfit it would be in this condition to present the necessary walls 

: or wall-rock for a mineral vein. If mineral veins were fissures _ 
: filled by injection, that is, with melted matter forced into them . 

| in aliquid state from below, and consequently formed and 
filled at the same time, there would be no reason why mineral __
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veins or ore deposits might not be found in sandstone as well | 

as in. any other rock. zB ut when we remember that the mate- | 

rial forming mineral veins is chemically deposited, and that 

too, only where favorable conditions for chemical action are 

presented, such as a peculiar condition of the wall rock of a 

fissure, or the cap rock of an opening, we see how utterly 

unfit a loose quartzose sandstone is for the formation of min- 

eral veins. Cog oe Sb | 

But there is a point here, too often overlooked, that we : 

would do well to consider, namely, that mineral veins are sel- 

dom found in unaltered rocks, that 1s, rocks in their normal 

condition; but usually, if not always, in rocks that have been 

exposed to metamorphic agencies, and that have undergone - 

important changes since their original formation. = oe 

- Between the physical conditions producing the changes ‘in , 

_ the rock, and the physical conditions producing mineral veins, 

there are sometimes close relations. Like as the farmer pre- | 

pares his soif before sowing his seed, so these conditions follow 

each other. And as the farmer furnishes the elements lacking 

in the soil, so nature often by metamorphic action furnishes 

the necessary qualifications lacking in the normal condition of 

_. rocks. Every miner and every man who has made mining his 

_ study knows that it is the metamorphic or altered condition of 

| the rocks, not the normal, that furnishes the properties we call 

: mineral bearing. - Hence we find sandstone in many parts of 

| the world, under varying forms of metamorphicaction hecom- = 

| ing metalliferous, or mineral-bearing. There are places, ‘how- | 

ever, where sandstone in its normal condition and lacking the — 

necessary qualifications for fissures and mineral veins proper 

- ig nevertheless, to a certain extent, and in a very peculiar form, 

_ metalliferous. The sandstone of the Bleiburg (Lead mountain), 

near Commern, in the Prussian Rheinish Province, furnishes 

an interesting example of this kind. Van Cotta, fn his treat-. 

jse on “ Ore Deposits,” gives us the following account of this 

formation: er 

«The sandstones contain ores for a distance of about, two miles , but are 

less rich towards their outer limits; the same commence near the surface, a
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and extend with the strata to a depth as yet unknown; it is stated that the | | 

. ~  mietalliferous strata are’at times more than 45 fathoms thick. The sand- . 

_ stone is filled throughout its whole mass with grains of galena, (varying in 
_. size from. a pin head to that of an apple, the coarser grains being most rare;) 

which are distributed with most surprising regularity. Larger grains are 
extremely rare; more commonly they decrease in size 80 as to: be barely | 

_ visible. The interior of these grains nearly always contains fine sand ce- | 

mented together by galena; from which it appears to me clear that the grains 

are not found in secondary deposits, which like a kind of alluvial deposit, | 
| have been only accidentally washed together with the sand; but thatthe _ o 

| ore Was either. formed contemporaneously with the. sandstone, or penetrated =~ 

| it subsequently by a process of impregnation.” pee Sarno | 

“ C. Haber,” says the same writer,“ has very recently described this lead 7 

| ore deposit. He explains its formation by impregnations, which have pen- | . 

_ _ etrated from numerous fissures.traversing the sandstone. These fissures. ns 

_ appear to be-connected with ‘true veins of galena, occurring in the Devon- 

ian strata beneath the:sandstone.” es 

‘The writers above quoted are not-only good authority, but . 
| perhaps our best. authority on all questions relating to min- 

eral. veins and ore-deposits, and. their opinions should be 
received with a great deal of confidence. If we adopt as a 

| theory. their views as expressed above in reference to the - 
| origin of that ore deposit in :the sandstone, namely, that it : 

_ extended by a prozess of impregnation through fissures receiv- 
| ing. their material from older formations below, we shall find | os 

| that-it will explain very readily certain phenomena found in. 
| connection with a certain class of ore-deposits sometimes found — ; 

in sandstone and-limestone that. have been but lightly dis-: | 

pared 
| _ If thermal water rising through fissures in older rocks below 

_ should penetrate a bed of loose quartzose sandstone resting: 
upon them, nothing would be more reasonable than to sup- 

pose, that such water, holding mineral matter in solution— 
| | whether dissolved out of original veins below or obtained from 

sublimations at greater depths—would. impregnate the sand- 
stone along the line of those original fissures. And inasmuch — 

| as we find quartz and iron, quartz and galena, quartz and cop-. ) 
| ‘per, and even quartz and gold in the same vein, there is. no 

scientific reason why they may not—in the absence of proper. 
conditions for forming veins—be associated in this way... |
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Such a theory is well adapted to explain{the character of the 

| sandstone of the lead district, and in but. few places are the oo 

facts that support it better defined. If we follow along the 
line of the north and south axis already referred to, to the 
northern part of the state where these sandstones crop out, and - | 
the azoic formations become the-surface rock, we shall find 
belts of iron ore crossing this axis at, or nearly at, right angles | 

-to it The Penokee iron range isa good example. Coming 

south along this axis to where a thin layer of sandstone covers | 

the azoic rocks, these belts of iron ore are seen in places pro- | 
_ truding through the sandstone. The well known deposit of 

- iron ore-at Ironton, Sauk county, on the western-extension of © 
_ the Baraboo hills, is agood example of this. Still farther south’ | 

__ where the sandstone has its full thickness, we find well defined 
belts of sandstone impregnated with iron ore.in various forms. — 

| ‘These impregnated belts conform to the bearing of the iron: 
belts in the azoic, and cross the north and south axis ina very” | 

similar manner. The careful observer cannot fail to notice’ 
that there is a close relation between the belts of iron in the | 

azoic formations and the impregnated belts of sandstone rést- 
| ing on those formations; nor can there be but little doubt that’ 

the sandstone has-been impregnated by solutions penetrating | 

and rising through it from fissures connected with these iron” 

deposits in the older formations. In speaking of the sandstone | 
‘ here, I include the two members of the series, the St. Peter's | 
' andthe Potsdam 2” ee 

Tower Macwesran Limesronn—Immediately below the 
St. Peters, and separating it from the Potsdam sandstone is a 

bed of limestone about 250 or 800 feet thick. It is known as’ | 
the lower magnesian limestone, and is described in the report: 

of 1862. I shall notice it here only in its relation to mineral , — 
veins, : ete 
“This formation,” says Prof. Whitney in his report, “is'almost. | 

entirely made up, everywhere in thé valley of the Mississippi; . 

of an almost chemically pure dolomite, ora mixture of car- 
bonate of. lime and carbonate of magnegia in the proportion of 

, one atom, or equivalent of each.” Chemically it is the same as 7
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; — the upper magnesian or galena limestone, for dolomite is the — 

-samethe world ove. - | 
on Dolomite, or magnesian limestone seems to present very fa- 

- yorable conditions for the deposits of lead and zinc. The rich, — 
and extensive mines of Upper Silesia, Spain, France, Belgium, | 
and various other places in Europe are found in this kind of 
rock. The Missouri lead and zinc mines are found in magne- 
sian limestone, occupying the same, or similar position in the 

| strata as the lower magnesian in thisstate. = —t™S 

| _ Wemay not know fully, and consequently cannot explain 

why it is that dolomite, or magnesian limestone should present 

- more favorable conditions than other rocks with which it is 
associated in the same strata. Nor can we explain fully why | 
itis that any kind of rock should present more favorable con- 

+ ditions than other kinds; and yet we know it isso. Every 
: | miner is acquainted with the fact that a mineral veinis almost 

oe always affected more or less as it passes from one kind of rock __ 
7 into another. Sometimes-a very rich vein, on entering a dif- 

| ferent class or kind of rock, is suddenly impoverished ; while | 
| on the other hand a vein may be poor while traversing a cer- 

- tain kind of rock, but entering another kind, is suddenly en- 
riched. This is a very common occurrance in mining opera- - 

ae tions, and the miner soon learns to distinguish between a rock 
that is favorable for mineral veins, and one that is not. It 

would save a vast amount of capital if this practical knowl- | 
edge was more generally diffused among those who have charge | 

of mining operations. — Se 
| This fact, that certain kinds of rock present more favorable’ 

conditions for the formation and filling of mineral veins and © 
| ore deposits than others, has given rise to the idea that certain 

rocks are of themselves metalliferous or mineral bearing, while 

ee others are barren. An error has grown out of this idea that 

we would do well not only to notice, but to guard against with — 

a care. Many seem to think that if a certain kind of rock is 
-metalliferous in one place, like soil, it is apt to be productive — 

| everywhere; or if it is barren in a certain place, it is apt to be 

| barren ‘everywhere. We often here men say ‘I have no con- | 

fidence in the lower magnesian limestone from the factthat
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it is barren where it is exposed. to view on the north of the 

lead district.” I would like to puta nail in this error right 

here by saying, that while it is evident that certain kinds of 
rock present more favorable conditions for mineral veins than 

| others, it is also evident that they are ‘not the cause, but the | 

conditions that favor the cause by which mineral veins are 

_ formed. It is safe perhaps to say that mineral veins are al- | 

ways found in connection with physical forces acting from be- 

low; forces, in ‘their origin independent of the rock in which 

| the veins are found. | And if one class or kind of rock traversed | 

by these veins is richer in minerals or ores than another, it is | 

because in. this class or kind of rock, these forces found more 

| favorable conditions for ore deposits. It is only in the pres- 
ence of these forces that any kind of rock is metalliferous, and — 

apart from them every kind is alike barren. ~ Suppose we ap- 

ply the rules to the upper magnesian by which certain parties 

have condemned the lower magnesian, may we not with equal — | 

propriety condemn it with the sameclassof evidence? _ ; 

If, previous to the discovery of our lead mines some one had 

been sent out to make a geological survey of what is now | 

known as the lead district, and had commenced his work in 

oo Rock and J efferson counties to the east of those heavy belts of 

_ mineral ranges extending through Grant, La Fayette and Iowa, 

into Green and Dane, where the same kind of rock—the | 

Upper magnesian—is the surface’ rock ; or if he had | 

extended his exploration, even into Green and. Dane, con- 

. fining his examination to the eastern side of these counties, 

he would not have found anything that would justify him in 

ss pronouneing it a metalliferous, or mineral bearing rock. And 

if from this standpoint, within two or three miles of what has 

- since proved to be a very rich lead district, he had pronounced — 

_ the upper magnesian limestone a barren rock from: evidences 

afforded on the eastern side of the lead district, he would be 

- entitled to as much credit for sound judgment as those who | 

- condemn the lower magnesian as a barren rock from evidences 

| afforded on the north side of the lead district ; for both are
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pO _ beyond the physical forces and conditions with which our | 

| mines and mineral veins are inseparably connected. | 
| ~The unfavorable opinion of the lower magnesian recorded in | 

_ Prof. Hall’s report of 1862, I have no doubt grew out of the 
_ teachings of this error, as we can see by reference to the re- 

port. “ The principal localities (says the writer, page 409) which 
have been quoted and relied on as affording evidence of the. 

__-_- productiveness of the lower magnesian, are the Kickapoo and | 
_ Oleking’s diggings, near Franklin.” ‘These are the only places 

noticed by the writer, and only one of these did he visit pers 
| - gonally. The Kickapoo diggings, visited by Dr Kimball, and 

from whose notes the writer obtained ‘ his information, are sev- 
| eral miles to the north of the lead district proper ; and whatever 

may be said in favor or otherwise, of the lower magnesian there _ 
| can have no more bearing on the lower magnesian underlying — 

_ the mines of the lead district, than the very rich mines of — 
Missouri found in the same formation. The upper magnésian | | 

| at the same distance from the known boundary lines of the 
lead district has in no instance shown more favorable condi- _ 

| _ tions than what are presented at Kickapoo. But whatever 
may be the conditions presented by this formation at that dis- 

| tance from the mineral belts of the lead district, they furnish 
- _ no rule by which we can determine what it may be in the lead 

ss district, under the influence of causes which have rendered 
the upper magnesian so productive = ss 

| , ‘The other place visited by the writer where mining had 
| been done in the lower magnesian, and in fact the only place 

he had visited personally, was Olcking’s diggings, near Frank- 
a lin, These diggings are situated on the extreme north side of 

- the lead district, and a little to the north of the belt of mineral 
land in town six, the last belt of the’ lead district in that diz 

| rection but near enough, perhaps, to come somewhat, at least, 
| under the influence of the physical forces of that belt. | 

| "On visiting this locality in 1859,” says the writer, page 
: 412, “T found only one person at work there, from whom a 
. very dismal account of the prospect of mining in the lower mag- i 

| nesian was obtained.. He had sunk a shaft twenty-five feet
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deep from which he had raised about ten pounds of ore; butI 

| was unable to detect any sign of crevice or opening in the ex- 
cavation ; and as no other was accessible, my impressions were 
necessarily very unfavorable in regard to the prospects of min- 
ing in this formation, especially after listening to the vehement 

_ ~ objurgations of this solitary miner against his own stupidity 
-. in continuing to prospect in so barrenarock.” ss 

This is the only place near the lead district visited by the 
writer referred to where any information could be obtained in | 
reference to the lower magnesian; and all the evidence by | 

which this formation was condemned was obtained from this : 
little hole, about twenty-five feet deep, sunk in the rock, as the 

_ writer says, without any signs of crevice or opening. Who, 

with the first elements of the knowledge of mining, would ex- | 

pect to find ore in such a place? It would be in conflict with 
- every mode of deposit in the lead district, and with the laws 

governing mineral veins everywhere. Ido not wonder atthe 
man’s upbraiding himself for his stupidity in spending his | 

| time looking for ore in rocks where there was no sign of a. fis- 
sure or opening, I only wonder that such a man had sense : 

enough to know that he was stupid. 
_ Dr. Percival, who visited this place some years before, when 

| the. diggings were open and working, gives a very different 

account of this-deposit of ore in the lower magnesian. He 
| says that three successive openings occur there, one eight or | 

ee ten feet below the sandstone, another just above the harder : 

middle bed, and the third below the bottom of the ravine in 
. that bed, and at the depth of seventy feet in the lower magne- 7 

sian. He further adds: “The openings appeared partly nar- 
row and vertical, partly wide and flat, with appearances of 
decomposition and stain in the rock, deposits of clay and . 

_ ochre, and arrangement of mineral similar to those in the 
‘upper magnesian (galena limestone.) The mineral in these 
openings generally appeared in more or less detached. masses, 

- (chunk mineral,).often very large, weighing more than 100 

Ibs, a few, more than 500 Ibs. After examining this locality, ,
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I eould not doubt that the lower magnesian is a good mineral ) 

bearing rock.” ee: ae 
| _ These are the statements of a man who saw and studied the 

deposit, the mode of deposit, and the relation of the deposit to. 
| the kind of rock in which it was found; aman fully compe- __ 

| I would call attention here to another error that enters into. 
the belief of the inexperienced, and sometimes into the teach- | 

ings of scientific men, namely; that mineral bearing rock or | 
| strata should always be productive at the surface; and unless — 

itis, it should be condemned as barren. Such views occupy _ 
a very prominent place in the last report of the lead district. = 

| _ If.the physical forces and physical conditions necessary to 
on produce mineral veins and ore-deposits acted on the strata — 

from above, it would be reasonable to expect large deposits of 
= _ ore on the surface, or in depressions on the surface, or in cracks | 

_ and crevices extending downward into the rock from the sur- 
face, especially if we must look to the sea for our metallic 
solutions, and to vegetable and animal remains as the precipi- 
tating agents. But when we take into consid2ration the fact, 

| o: what is now acknowledged to be a fact by every intelligent 
_* practical man, and by every scientific man that has any prac- 

: tical knowledge of mining, that the forces of the mineral king- 
dom act from below, then the fallacy of such views becomes : 

. | apparent. | a | a hogan de one 

a It is true we do sometimes find rich deposits of ore ator 
near the surface. But the question is, were they formed there, _ 

| or were they formed at great depths in the rock and subse. _ 
quently exposed by the surface being brought down to them 
by denudation. I question very much if we can find an im- 

portant and productive mineral district on the face of the earth, 
| but that above it hundreds, and in some cases thousands of — 

| feet of rock have been removed by. denudation since the de- 
a posit was formed. Let us apply these views to our own lead 

According to the statement of Prof. Whitney in the last re- 

| port, page 125, not less than 350 or 400 feet of vertical thick- |
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ness of the strata of the lead district have been removed by de- : 

nudation. Let us take our stand for a short time onthe origi; 
nal surface of the lead district, say 850 feet above the present 
surface, near which a large portion of the ore in the lead dis- 

‘ trict has been found. We are now separated from the upper | 
| magnesian limestone by at least 200 feet of what is called the — 

‘Hudson river group, and the Niagara limestone. ss” | 
- Then nothing more could be known of the upper magnesian 

limestone from the original surface of the lead district, than | 
can be known now of the lower magnesian from the present 

surface. The upper magnesian was then, as the lower is now, | 
hid beneath two or three hundred feet of a different class of 

rock. Suppose, however, that the examinations were made at a 
that time beyond the limits of the present lead district, | where 

the upper magnesian would become the surface rock, that is, 

where it could be seen without any excavations being made, 
and finding it barren, as we know it is to-day where it can be oe 

seen, it was pronounced to be barren rock, and from what was 

seen of it there, it was pronounced to be barren rock every; 

where else in the state. That is to say, because productive 

mineral veins or ore deposits were not found on the surface, 
where the rock might be seen, it must therefore of necessity 

be a, barren rock. What would we think of the judgment of 

such parties to-day, when denudation has removed the overly- ; 
. - ing strata and brought to our view in the upper magnesian ore 

deposits at which the world has been astonished? And yet | 
‘these are the very views and evidences by which the lower 

magnesian 1s now condemned, and for no better reasons than 

those assigned above. There is not a place in the lead district 

where the lower magnesian is seen, or can be seen (without 

deep mining) in connection with the physical conditions that 
have rendered the upper magnesian so productive. And to 

_. gay it is a barren rock beneath the mines of the lead district, 

from what we can see of it out of the lead district, is the height 
of folly. Such views are unworthy either of practical or. sci- 
entific men. ee ee ee !
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| _ Now while I would guard against these errors, held by cer- 

tain parties in their views of mineral strata, I would neverthe- 
| Tess call special attention to the fact that certain kinds of rock 

in the sarne series of rocks that have undergone certain changés — | 
sy: metamorphic action, do present to the causes producing : 

mineral veins and ore deposits more favorable conditions for 
the precipitation of metallic solutions than others, and that we __ 

| do, in our mining operations, find our richest deposits in rocks 7 
_ of this character, while rocks of a different character traversed 
by the same’ fissures are barren of ores ts 

- Dolomites, or magnesian limestone, are classed with the 
| rocks that present these conditions. And no matter whether _ | 

_ they are the upper or lower ones in the strata, whether they 
are found in the United States, or in Kurope, if they are trav- _ | 

__ ersed by fissures, through which mineral solutions are passing, 
| especially lead, or zinc, they are almost certain to contain de- 

- posits of the ores of these metals. > | I 
7 - The favorable condition presented by the limestones, espe: | 

cially the magnesian limestone, for the deposits of lead and 
| | zinc ores have been noticed by mining men everywhere, esne- 

- cially in Europe; and by the largest portion of them itis sup- 
, posed to consist in the readiness with which they yield to the 

mo solvents traversing the fissures, and the favorable reaction of 
these rocks on the metals present in the solution. As evi- 

| dence of this, our attention is called to the fact that it is only 
| lead and zine that are found in any abundance in this rock, 

| and that the lead is never rich in silver. Is it—asks a noted | 
| writer—because a very small percentage of other metals were _ 
a present in the sulution, or because these rocks reacted less on 

| them than on the lead and zinc? | 

, _ Miverat Vetns.—No class of natural phenomena of equal 
‘_- miportance has received less attention from scientific menthan 

that of, mineral véins, Not because it is more refractory, or 
yields with stubborness to investigation, but because it is a 

: class of phenomena inaccessible to that class of men, except on 
: special occasions and for special purposes. foes |
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| A knowledge of mineral veins and the laws governing their 

formation, filling and development cannot be obtained from 

hand specimens : nor can it be taught successfully on a black- 

| board, or from text books. » Such information 1s obtained only 

by long continued practical observation. It is true that this 

question has been taken up by scientific: men, and introduced | 
into scientific schools, and theories have been formed and giv- a 

en to practical men as guides to direct them in their work, arid | 

to explain the natural phenomena with which they come in 

contact. But such theories, as a general thing, have been but 

little use:to the miner; the principles they inculcate seem to | 
have but little adaptation to the phenomena they are designed | 

| to explain ; hence the miner has. thrown. them aside, trusting 

gather to hisown judgment. APR eae S | 

Certainly no branch of industry is more dependent on a | 
knowledge of natural phenomena than mining. And it is a a 

mistake that practical men do not study this phenomena, and 
from it form theories to guide them in their work, They are | 
trained in this work almost. from infancy, and their faculties or 

"powers of observation are developed to such a degree that 

- ‘they recognize intuitively the features of good mineral-bearing 

strata or of fissures that are likely to be productive. Hence 

their ideas are not so much theories asa sort of instinct, formed 
by’ long continued observations in every-day life. The prac: 
tical miner may not be able to tellus why these are the fea. : 

tutes of good mineral-bearing strata, cr why these fissures are 
likely to be productive, but in his judgment they are, and this 
‘judgment well matured, like instinct, 1s in most cases infallible. | 

| Between the theories formed by scientific men, in scientific 

schools (and as is often the case, from imperfect data, or a nar- 

| row range of observation), and the theories formed from the 

experience of ages and the closest’ observation of practical 

- men, there has been and still isa conflict. And because of 

| this conflict and want of adaptation in so-called scientific prin- | | 

ciples to explain natural phenomena, there has arisen also a , | 

feeling of hostility among practical men generally to all scien- | 

tific teaching on these questions = | 
29—Aa. TR. , 7
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/ _ Nothing, perhaps, would have a greater ‘tendency to pro 

mote mining interests throughout the world than for practical 
7 and scientific men to.meet on common grounds, where their — 

| conflicting views can be. reconciled, and where each can-take 
o their appropriate work in solying the problem. Thatthereare — 

) - scientific principles underlying the notions of practical men __ 
_ there can be .no doubt, and if these principles were explained — 

a to them, it would. be an incalculable benefit. If science, then, 
would content itself with explaining these principles of natural = 

| phenomena, leaving the application of them to practical men, 
the practical and scientific departments of mining might be 

_ harmonized and worked together for one common end ;thatis 
| _ the development of the mineral resources of the earth, 

It was my misfortune to be sent to the minestoearnmy 
| | living when not quite ten years of age. I had to: commence 

| with the simplest forms of mining and work my way through 
a regular course of practical training for a miner's occupation | 
and a miner's life. - With but very little education, and no -_- prospect of positions of honor or profit in this life but what 

| were found in connection with this branch of industry, I re- 
| solved to master the art of mining, and gain if possible some: - 

of its rewards. — So Sa de fo Be wanes Soe 
| _ Inheriting the native instincts, and receiving as a legacy the ° 

experience of a long line of ancestry, whose origin dwindles . 
- out and is lost in the history of the Cornish mines, I entered — 

- upon this work, laying hold of any thing that would aid me. 
| It was here I first observed the conflict between scientific and — 
i practical theories. Prejudiced by early education and asscci- _ 

ations against the theories of scientific men, Ishunned for some 
- time all scientific books, and yielded slowly to the teachings — 
Pe of nature, not knowing then that science was nature properly 
pe interpreted. In the progress of this practical training, like | 
— every other miner I was brought in contact with the richest 

| "phenomena of the natural world... The jharmony and order 
ae - that pervaded these phenomena, and their conformity to some — 
Bo general principles unknown to practical men attracted my at 

| tention and called forth my admiration. _ From this time I be-
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ame an ardent admirer of nature and aclose observer of her. 
phenomena. I commenced also. to collect: simple facts and to | 
arrange them so that they would explain other things not so 

_ simple. In. this course I was led on from ove class of phenom- 
ena to another, gaining all the time a rich experience, and ad- 
ding very much to my stock of practical knowledge. Before 

_ I was aware of the fact, I was forming theories, not altogether 
from practical observation and mining experience, but based 
on deductions made from certain classes of facts and on prin- | 
ciples that I found underlying certain classes of natural phe- 
nomena | ot 

+ In pursuing this course, I found that in all natural phenom- 
ena there is a chain of facts that leads unerringly, link by link, 
through the unfoldings of nature to some general laws that un: _ : 
derlie them as their cause; and that it is the privilege of the 

practical miner, without a classical or scientific education to fol- 
low this unerring light, until he has become acquainted with 

these laws, and consequently is able to explain the phenomena _ 
for himself From this stand+point, partly practical and partly 
scientific, let us take a view of mineral veins and ore deposits 

In general, and those of our own lead district in particular. 
If from the same stand-point we could see all the mineral | 

_ veins and ore deposits opened in the crust of the earth, two 
| things would especially attract our attention. In the first place 
- weshould notice that there is a general unity that character- 

izes the deposits of ore in every part of the world, as though 

they were the results of the same general laws. In the-next 
: place we should notice that there is a general diversity; two 

places.can hardly be found that are not distinguished from each 
other by local differences. This may seem strange to one un- 

| acquainted with mineral strata, but it is true, and its explana- © 

tion can be found only in the following considerations. == 
_. Fissures and mineral veins are not one and the same thing. _ 
Fissures are openings or fractures in the rock, in which frac- 

_ tures or openings mineral veins or ore deposits may,‘or may not - 
be found. Hence we find that fissures and mineral veins are 

| two diferent things, formed at different periods by different | 
f /
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- - forces, and should be-considered.as:two separate and distinct 
classes.of phenomena. In thislightletus examine them sepa- _ 

 -Bissures. (tp connection with which. mineral veins or ore de- 

posite are found) are. always found allong lines of physical dis- 

a turbance in the earth’s crust, and are, beyond all doubt,the 
ne consequences of mechanical causes, or the results of mechan- 

-  jeal-forces acting from below. Every man who has made the | 

subject of mineral veins his, study, will admit this to be true. 
/ ‘Bat the character of fissures is madé todepend on various 

 gauses, hence their diversity of form which gives diversity to 

mineral veinsand ore deposits, = 
_ Jdn-examining the. causes of which fissures are the conse- | 

| quences, we have to natice not only the intensity of the ele- - 
wating. force acting beneath a given line of strata, but-the re- 

sistance opposed to this force by the cohesive power of the 

rocks or material:thus acted upon. re nis 

If for instance the mass. acted. upon should be a homogene- 

gus. mass of crystalline matter, whose cohesive power. varied 
but little, and:thig mechanical force steadily increased till the | 

_ tension became sufficient to overcome the cohesive power of | 
the mass, a rupture would be the consequence, and fissures — 

would ‘be. produced that would extend evenly through the _ 

entiremass re hag 

| Tf on the other hand, the formation is a heterogeneous mass, 
eomposed.of beds of rock of uneven: thickness and.cohesive ~ 
force, such as alternate beds of friable sandstone and compact 

 Jimestone, as is very often the case, the results would be very = 
different. If this mechanical or elevatory force should be act- 

a ing wpon these beds of rock through the medium of some fluid, 
| suchas heated water or elastic vapor, it wonld meet with but ~— 

a little resistance in the sandstone, while the compact limestone | 

would oppose it with considerable. cohesive force, and. would | 
| not. yield until the tension became:sufficient to produce a frac: 

ture in the limestone, which would be, of course, along the = 
line of the greatest tension, 

| | ‘The effect, then, of such forces upon masses composed of



such beds of tock. would necessarily present’ itself to us in'a 
variety of forms. It might pass throug friable sandetone 
without leaving the sign of a fissure, while the same foree _ 

opposed by the cohesion of the limestone would ‘becortie :an 
elevating force, gently lifting ‘the thin beds of took ‘(in dottie 
places passing between them) while seeking to force’ a passage — 
through. In this way, the fissures along a line’ of phyical dis- 
‘turbance would vary in form and character in’ proportidn to 
the nature and degree of resistance opposed to the mechanital | 

| force in its passage through the different beds = tt” 
_ Another résult of mechanical force acting upon such strata 

through a fluid medium, especially if it should be rising from - 
fissures in a lower and older formation; would be as follows: 
Coming in contact with a bed of friable sandstone, this fluid 
medium (whether water or vapor) would be s¢attered throwgh | 

| a large portion of the rock, reaching the beds of limestone 
above in a different condition. In such cases,instead of a = 
single fissure over thé centre of force; we should find groups = 
of fissures scattered over a -wide surface, ° Such phenomena 

‘are common in minéral: strata. ee 
_ Mechanical forces also differ in their charactér and mode of 

Operation; consequently fissures that are produced by themare 

different. Hence to obtain-a correct knowledge ot the differ- : 
ent forms and systems of fissures it is important that we study 
these forces and théir results ‘in their separate forms. Arn il- | 
lustration; perhaps, will place this subject in clearer light | 
than any languagé that cancommand.© 
~ Suppose the Blue Mounds, the Platte Mounds, Sinsinnewa | 
Mounds and other elevations of latid in the lead district were 
elevations of granite or any othér plutonic rocks, that were el- 
evated subsequent to the formation of the strata of thatdis: = 
trict; the result would be extensive displacement of the prior | 
formed rocks; it could not be otherwise. Another tesult 
would be, the rocks into the midst of which this igneous or , 
smelted mass had been protiuded, if not ctystalline before, | 
‘would now become metamorphic rock, and to'a great extant; if 

| not fully, homegeneous and crystalline. Our sandstone would 
| |
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- be changed into quartzite or quartz, rock ; and our magnesian 

limestone into'serpentine or some other form of metamorphic: — 

-__. The fissures, faults and dislocations in the rock produced by 

— this plutonic action (or form of mechanical force) would neces- | 

7 sarily cut through the strata vertically, or nearly so, and to a 
great depth ; thus permitting the rise of metalliferous vapor or 

a fluids. which may be generated in and by this heated mass be- 
low. Here we see distinctly the relation between this form. of 

| mechanical foree acting through melted matter as a medium, — 
and the peculiar phenomena presented in the strata in which | 

_ and through which it has acted. The protruding of igneous 
"masses, the metamorphic action, the displacement of. prior- 

| formed. strata, the. faults, dislocations and fissures in the dis-. | 

 turbed and. altered.rocks are the known results of this form | 
- of force | - 

But suppose again, that this elevation-of igneous matter had: 7 
| taken place beneath the waters of the ocean, where stratified | 

.™. rocks. had commenced to form over these faults and disloca- 
tions in the earth’s crust, extending down and communicating © | 

: with the heated region below, and through which metalliferous | 
2 vapors and fluids were rising and would continue torise, what 

. would be the result? In the first. place, there would be a! 

change or transformation of mechanival force ; it would be no . 
longer plutonic, that. is, acting through melted matter asa 
medium, but hydro-plutonic, acting through water. In the | 
next place, a change in the form of the force would be follow- — 

| ed by a change in the form of its result. Hence, between fis- 
| sures produced in rocks by plutonic action, and those produced 

by hydro-plutonic action there would be a line of distinction, | 

| and. we often find them presented to usinnature as twoclasses 
| of fissures. - | | ) an 

Oo _ A moment’s reflection on the conditions bringing about this | 

oe change in the forms of force, and their results, will enable us | 
oO ~ better to understand the. modifications and. diversity in the 

. forms of. the two classes of fissures. we Hog acsa 

| These masses of melted matter forced up through prior.
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formed rocks beneath the waters of the sea, and over which 
stratified rocks have commenced to form, will part with their heat 
slowly. Radiation, nevertheless, will take place and continue 

until these igneous masses are brought down to the tempera- 
| ture of the strata into which they have ‘been protruded. - ~Qne 
of tke effects of radiation here would be, to change slowly the _ 

__ character of those prior-formed aqueous rocks. Metamorphic | 
action would be induced, and the result of this. form of force — 
would be the transformation of these rocks into rocks of a - 

- metamorphic character. Beautifal examples of such condi- 

tions are found in the strata of the Cornish mines. Several 
large masses of igneous or melted matter (now in the form of | 
granite) have been thrust up through what was once fine sedi- 
ment, or sedimentary material of aqueous origin. . These sedi- / 

#  Mmentary or stratified rocks are now transformed by the -heat | 

oo radiating from these igneous masses in their midst into various. 

7 forms of slate rock, or as the miners call it there, kellas. The | 

degrees of transformation, even, can be traced from the points | 

of contact away for considerable distance into the slate’ rock. " | 

In the gradual decline of the temperature of these igneous a 

masses, there would come a time when they would fail to trans- 

mit a sufficient amount of heat to maintain the force of metamor- 

_. phic action in the surrounding rocks. The heat, which at first 
was generally diffused through the adjacent rocks, from the en- 

tire igneous mass, will now be confined mostly to these lines of 7 
- fracture and dislocation, extending down into these masses, and 

. ~ through them opening communication with the heatedinterior. 
| ' At this point we may look for another tranformation of force ; 

| for below the point of temperature at which metamorphic 
action ceases, water will find its way into these fractures and 

~ dislocations by its own force of gravity, and yielding more 
readily to the action of heat than rock or solid matter, it be 

_.. @eomes the medium through which radiant heat and mechanical 

_: -At-first water may be transformed into elastic vapor and 

wrought up to its highest tension. In this form. its mechanic- 

al powers under pressure become such as will defy all caleu-
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Oo Tation. It. will not.be very strange if at some future period,it 
7 should be demonstrated to the world that this form of méchan- 

| ieal force has played an important part in earthquake pheno- 
os mena, and in lifting islands, and: even continents from the : 

 - -e@an’s bed. Froth the highest paint of tension towhich water 
oa in, the form of vapor can be wronght by heat, down tomere | 

thermal. waters that bubble up through fissures in the rock,the = 

_ mechanical and chemical powers of waterundertheinfluenceof = — 
heat are.beyond anything we know of, of even can conceive of, - 

in connection with the formation and transformation of mat- 

 ter.and force. as presented in the crust of the earth. | Ba | 

_ Stratified rocks, then; forming over these fractures and dis- 
lovations will be acted upon only by this form of ‘mechanical | 

ss force; and the fissures produced in these rocks over these lines | 
sof mechanical disturbance will assime forms conforming to 

ne the action and reaction of this force with the force of cohesion 
| _ that will oppose it in the heterogéneous mass of rock above: | 
a ‘To generate this form of: foree, and to Keep it active through 

vast periods of time, it is not always necessary that we should | 

have a mass of cooling granite or trap as a source of heat. 
| Stratified rocks, formed over similar fractures in older forma- 

tions, such as the azoic, would be subject.to similar conditions, 

and present similar phenomena.» 
_- Lhave already stated that fissures preduced by the action of _ 

these forces, are sufficiently distitict to be divided into two 
classes cf fissures ; and have called one form of force plutonic, » 

the other hydro-plutonic. These terms may not be such as a | 
| | scientific man would use, but they will answer my purpose eS 

very well. I use them only as.a mark: of distinction between 
these forces and their results, or rather between these formsof - | 

a forces and their results, for they are only modified formsofthe 
| same force; one being heat acting in, and through, igneous — : 

matter asa medium; the other, heat acting in and through 

water, asamedium. — . . oe nese ga ) 

ss ‘Taking this asa. basis: of classification we shall have as a a 

; natural consequence, fissures. that are. produced by each of __ 
these forms of action . and also mineral veins and ore deposits - -
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peculiar toeach class of fissures. - This Classification would re oo 
sult in (what is 80 clearly detin dd in the experience of every | 

practical miner) two systems of mineral veins or mineral strata, _ 

In-coltmection with these facts would come the question of rela- 

tive value or productiveness of the twosystems, a question ‘in 

“which all connected with mining are interested. = 

- Now while it is evident that there is this diversity in thé 

form of mineral veins, resulting from diversity in the. | 

forms of fissures in which they are found, which.also’ results 

from a difference in the texture, cohesive and crystalline condi- 
| tions of the strata acted upon by two or more forms of mechan- 

ical force, itis also evident that these forms of force are only 

‘modifications of one and the same force, internal heat. Upon 

no other hypothesis can -we suecessfully unfavel the ‘compli- we 

-  gated-processes of mineral formations: = | 

«ZT have dwelt longer upon this question of fissures ‘than an 

would be necessary under ordinary circumstances, but I wish ae 

— to bring this question out here; because there is a tendency dn 
thé part of acertain class “of geological observers (especially | 

in this country) to regard as mineral veins only such as are 

found in fissures of undoubted platonic origin, regarding all ) 
| other forms of mineral or ore-deposits, as mere surface depos- 

its, produced by atmospheric agencies, or some other physical ° 
conditions acting on the surface. Such views are not-only 
detrimental to all mining interests and the development of our | 

a mineral resources, but are in direct. conflict with the phenom: | 7 
| ena -of mineral strata generally, ee - 

| Mineral veins(I have stated before), andthe fissuresin which © 

| they are found, are two different: things, formed at different 

: times, under different physical conditions. Practically consid- 
ered, mineral veins are simply the filling up of fissures of all 

kinds with ore-deposits) The material differs widely from _ 
the rocks in which the fissures are found, hence we may safély 

call it foreign material But whether this material has been | 

7 brought into these fissures by physical causes, acting ftom — 

| above,-or from below is the question that has divided the opin- 

ions of. scientific men. a pete BF
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_ + As long ago as 1546, theories were formed to explain the - 
| filling of fissures with mineral matter; and almost as long ago 

as that, scientific men were divided as to whether it was from 
. above or below. In the seventeenth century, Werner’s theory a 

of descension -was introduced to explain the formation and fill- : 
ing of mineral veins from above. “The vein-stuff” (said 

_ Werner) “arose froin a wet precipitate which filled them from 
| ~ above; that is, froma wet and mostly chemical solution, whith 

- covered the region where the fissures exisied, and at the same 
| time filled the open fissures.” = | 

a - Such theories were introduced into scientific_mining schools, — | 
and. have tinged the belief of quite a number of professors, : 

; both in Europe and America, but they have never been __ 
wo adopted by practical men, having no adaptation whatever to 

. the phenomena of mineral veins. And it is a great satisfac- 
| tion to know that such theories have lost what little influence 

_ they may have had in these schools, and are now, not only - 
obsolete, but are ranked among the follies of the past | 

| ~~ The royal school of mines at Freiberg, Saxony, in which 

‘Werner was a professor, and where he used all the influences 
and appliances at his command to develope his theory, has | 

: thrown it aside as unsound and worthless. Uwe hae Ves a 

| ' We may not be able to explain fully where this material | 
filling the fissures came from, or by what process it was 

_ brought into them and formed into veins or lodes; but we 
have the following facts, which will afford some light on this — 

| question: A mineral vein is an aggregation of mineral matter | 
| in a fissure, no matter what is its angle or inclination, or the 

| character of the rovk it traverses. This material is highly | 
crystalline, in many cases beautifully crystallized; and most of | 
‘these forms of crystallization we know must be the result of Roe 

- chemical deposition from water. Not only the forms them-. 

oe selves, but everything around them forbid the supposition of = 
| / crystallization from fusion; and even those we cannot prove 

- to -be chemical depositions from water, show no reason why 

I have carefully noticed the contents of mineral veins for )
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: many years, and in almost every class of rock and form of | 

fissure, but have not yet seen 4 vein, the formation of which 

could: be explained by plutonic or igneous action. -Fissures 

| may be, and no doubt are in many cases, the result of such 
conditions, but tke filling of these fissures with -mineral mat- 

ter, I think never is. UR ne pe ay pe 
- ‘The nature of this material, and its arrangement in the 

| fissure show beyond doubt that it is the work of chemical 
| forces, and that too, of chemical forces acting through water = 

as a medium. Perhaps, it would be stating the fact in a 

simpler form, and be equally near the truth to say that mineral | 

veins are the results of. the mechanical and chemical powers of : 

water under the influence of heat. Soe ate 

Weare all familiar with the fact that water, when heated 

| up toa certain point and under great pressure, generates a | 

mechanical force of almost unlimited powers. Let me here. | 

| notice another fact with which we are also familiar; that water, — | 

when heated, becomes a strong solvent, and stimulates chemi- 
cal activity to a high degree.. Aided by other solvents which 
it holds in solution, there is hardly any solid but will yield = 

| to it’s power. Ata high temperature under great pressure, it 
is capable of dissolving and holding in solution a vast amount 

| of material, whether that material is brought under its influ- 
ence in the shape of solid rock, or gaseous emanations. In this _ 

| heated. water, saturated with mineral matter, we find also an- 

| other class of chemical forces, ready at the lowering of the 

| teniperature to aid, by their natural affinities and reactions, the 

| work of molding this: material into solid and symmetrical 
forms, such as we find in the filling of mineral fissures. And 

| again, the point of temperature at which water is converted 
’ into steam (and consequently into mechanical force) is the 

point, or about the point, at which gases and fluids meet. At 

this point gaseous emanations and metallic sublimations rising _ 

| through fissures from the heated interior must necessarily be | 

| - condensed in waterand driven up by mechanical force through 

- fissures in the rocks above, to be deposited along their sides as
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| ageregations of mineral matter, where the ‘températire’ and - 
_.. other conditions will admitof it, | 

oe ‘I think there can be but little doubt, if any, that the me- 
chanical and chemical powers of water, together with the | 
forces which they generate under the influence of the varying 
degrees of heat form the essential elements in the physical’ 
conditions necessary to. the production of mineral veins and — | 

| ore deposits. Nor is it the action. of thése forces alone, but - 
_ the beautiful system of force produced by their action aud re- 

_ action upo:1 each cther that has given. us the harmony andior- 
der that’ pervade mineral strata arid mineral veins every where. ' 7 

| The universal phenomena of mineral strata point to such con! , 
ditions, and harmonize with such an origin; nor do I know of | 
asingle law of nature with which it conflicts. me | 

. . - Every practical miner knows well, thatin the neighborhood 
| of productive mineral veins, even the same formation presents’ 

different appearances, as though in certain places it had under 
| gone a change from its original condition, while in others wbre- 

| mained unaltered. This altered condition of the rock runs in 
given lines or zones, conforming fally to some directive law. 

- __- Tt appears also to have been exposed to peculiar physical-con- 
wee ditions spbsequent to its formation, as though an unequal dis- 

tribution of heat or vapor, or solvents of some kind: had ‘pro- | 
duced a marked difference in the structure, whilé the chemical _ 

| composition of the mass remained the same. — Pe Bagh te 
| _ This altered rock presents more favorable conditions for fis- | 

--—s gures than the unaltered. It looks almost as if it had under-: 
| gone a special preparation for this purpose. The whole mass 

_-—- seems to be traversed in all directions with fissures, filling it 
| with ramifications not unlike'veins in an animal, and likethem _ d 

7 cireumscribed by natural law. They areofall sizes fromalarge _ | 
7 _ dike down to a small thread-like seam, too small to be seen by 

oo the naked eye, but in a fine grained rock, with a magnifying 
| ‘power, they may be seen traversing. it with all the regularity | 

| of the larger ones. And what is very strange, wehavein-thig = 
form of fissures and veins all the system and: regularity; to-
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gether with the same relations, action and re-action upon each | 

other that we find in the larger fissurestand veins that consti- ’ 

tute our mineral strata. I obtained, some time ago, a beauti- 

_ fal-specimen of this miniature form of mineral veins in a.smail 

‘slab of limestone, that represents very. forcibly. this feature. of 

mineral strata. This slab of limestone is. deposited : with the 

mineral specimens of the lead district, and can: be seen at: the - 

State Agricultural Rooms, Madison. OOS BT age eae 

In this altered, or prepared rock, the larger fissures in which 

productive mineral veins are found occupy a central position, 

into which these minor fissures or seams seem to fall, or front 

which they seem to diverge. That there is a relation between | 

these minor fissures and mineral veins proper, all intelli- | 

‘gent miners agree, but what that relation. is, is not so.clear.. 

It is the opinion of a certain class, that these small: fissures. or 

seams contribute in some way to the productiveness of the 

vein, hence they are called feeders. When a miner sees these 
little feeders, or as they are sometimes-called, droppers, begin- — 

ning to traverse the stratum through which he is drifting, 

especially if they contain ore, he feels that he is almost certain 

of a productive vein. . | 

_It was usual for us in our English mines to speak of a lode 

- (or vein) and its. branches, as though these little fissures. were 

thrown of from the lode like branches from the trunk of a 

tree. This view would:lead.us to suppose that the vein was 
the source of the branches, instead. of the branches being the 

feeders of the vein. This idea, perhaps, has grewn out-of the. 

fact, that these little branckes or seams are small, but well de- 

| fined near the vein, and often filled. with material similar-to. 

the vein itself, but as they recede from the vein they grow Jess. 

| distinct, and become lost in the joints and cleavage of the. 

—_-roeks. , | Co . 

> These are some of the features of mineral strata as they are. —_ 

seen practically. They are not local, but general phenomena; 
are not confined to one class. of rocks, fissures or mineral. yeins, 
but they are the results of general laws that underlie them all. . 

They are also the practical miner’s text-book, in. whieh he
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_. studies, and from which he teaches his children the principles 

of practical mining. It is froma knowledge of these princi- , 
| ples that his judgment is formed; a judgment sometimes so 

matured as to become almost unerring in the selection of mine 
ss eral ground. But of the laws underlying these phenomena as | 
their cause; he is: ignorant. Not ignorant of their existence, 
for he is surrounded with their phenomena, and guided by - 
their phenomenal teachings, but ignorant of their nature and 

| their mode of operation, = es “ on 

-. Now if science can come forward with the laws governing 

_ mechanical and chemical disturbance in the earth’s crust;the - 
laws governing the direction of the lines within which these 

| forces work; the laws governing the-relation and correlation _ 

of forces combined to form this beautiful system of forces, 

the harmony'and order of which is given in the beautiful sys- 
| tem: of fissures so apparent in the mineral strata, then this | 

practical knowledge of mining may be placed upon.a scientific 
Oo basis, and the cause or causes of mineral formations be as | 

logically and.as safely deduced from: phenomenal data, as the | 
existence: of Neptune. was deduced from the disturbances of 
Uranus. 

a And if with this, we could banish from our mining creeds | 

the elements of chance and eaprice, and admit in their place = 

“ the teachings of natural law, I can see no reason why the time | 
| may not come when from the combined knowledge of. practi- 

gal and scientific men, we may. not be able to point with as 
| much accuracy to the productive places in the earth’s crust. 
-—_. as the astronomer now points to the return of. a comet in the 

a heavens, or an approaching eclipse of the sun; for both are the © 
| results of natural laws, Nor will this time be long delayed if | 

scientific men become more practical, and practical men more 
scientific. Butlet us turn now to the mineral veins andore _ 

| _ deposits of our own lead district, oo oe 
| | In entering upon the consideration of the mineral veins and 

ore deposits. of the lead district, we do well to bear in mind the — 
phenomena of the district as a whole, and even its connection 

ss with phenomena outside of it, for the general laws underlying
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mineral formations as their cause, and especially mineral dis- | 
tricts of large extent, can never be explained by local observa- 

On the character of the rocks in this district I need say but 

little ;. this, with their geological relations, is fully described in 

the report of 1862. I will siate, however, for the benefit of 

those who have not seen that report, that the strata of 

the lead district, so far as exposed by mining, consists of a bed — 
of limestone, known locally as the galena limestone, butchem- | 

ically as a dolomite or magnesian limestone about 250 or 300 | 

| feet thick ; anda bed of compact fossiliferous limestone, known 

locally. as the blue limestone, but in its geological order as the | 

Trenton limestone. These strata are of the lower silurian age, 

: - but are comparatively undisturbed by either plutonic or meta- 
- morphic action; that is, there are no elevations, of granite or. 

trap, or any other igneous rocks protruding through these 
| strata a | 

. The fissures traversing these strata are not like those in | | 
which we find what are called true fissure veins, such as are 

met with in crystalline rocks of plutonic-or metamorphic ori- 

gin, but fissures peculiar to this formation in similar lead and 
zine districts in different parts of the world, and which belong 

_ to. that class of fissures I. have denominated hydro-plutonic. : 
The fissures traversing the galena limestone are usually ver- . 

tical, or nearly so. The ore is sometimes found filling the fis- 
TOS sure, where it is small, with little or no other matrix than the 

— limestone walls against which it is formed. In this condition - 
' it forms a sheet of ore (as the miners call it) from 1 to'20 

inches thick, enclosed firmly in therock. When the fissure is | 
_ ++ wider, and its sides show evidence of decomposition, the ore is 

usually found in a clayey matrix lined with ochre. SO 

_._ The larger deposits, however, are found where the rocks be- — 
tween two or more fissures have been decomposed, and are | 

_ called by the miners “crevice openings.” This decomposition 
_ usually takes place beneath a harder portion of the rock; as 
though greater resistance had been offered here to mechanical 
forces acting from below, and a gentle lifting of the strata had 

| \ |
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taken place along the line of the fissures. As as‘an evidence | 

| of this, we always find beneath this cap-rock (as itis called).a 

seam extending from the sides of the opening horizoxtally, di- | 

" | rectly beneath the cap-rock; and it is where this horizontal | . 

seam intersects the vertical fissures, that the Cecomposition'takes = 

place, and the ore is deposited. — Ag a consequence of this, we - 

- | find these openings, not only along the same range of fissures, _ 

| but atong the same horizontal plane... This is a fact worthy of 
2 moment’s reflection, and its teachings should be heeded. 

| _ These deposits of ore are always found beneath this cap-rock, 
and never above it. Query: Was tt introduced from above or be- 

a low? In openings like this, where the rock bas been: decom: | 

: posed between two or more fissures running parallel to each | 
other, we find not only clay and sandy material, the results of 

| decomposition, but often large pieces of partially decomposed. | 

rock, which bear the appearance of having been acted upon by © | 

a strong solvents. These openings vary in size,and are found sy 

7 from five to forty feet wide, and from ten to fifty deep, contin- | 
_ uing from one hundred to several hundred feet in length, and 

‘they often yield from one to five million pounds of ore. 
The material in these openings is not a disorderly, incohe- 

rent mass, but is arranged mechanically and chemically under | 

: - some general law peculiar to this form of der osit. The finer, 

7 softer material, such as clay and ochre, is arranged along cer- _ 

- tain lines, while the. carbonate of lime dissolved out of the 

| decomposed rocks is re-deposited inthe form of calcareous = 

spar, to form with the finer part of this clay and ochre, a matrix 

in which these cres are deposited. In such openings, it lcoks | 
| as though the medium in which and through which, these sol- 

| _ yents or dissolving agencies acted, farnished also the solutions 
from which these ores were formed; as though nature first | 
prepared the place, and then deposited her treasure. | | 

| In the early history of our mines it was thought that where 

| -- these openings closed in depth was the limit in vertical range 
| of our ore deposits; but subsequent mining has shown that | 

a they succeed each other in the downward course of thefissures, 
7 and now not only the second but the third, and in some places
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the fourth opening in depth has ‘been discovered, while the fis- : 

sures continued: their downward course 

Inasmuch as this irregular form of fissure, 2 and consequently 

-_. irregular furm of ore deposit has been the cause of a whole- 

gale and sweeping condemnation of this lead district, and. 

. has discouraged all enterprise in mining, it may be well forusto — | 

notice the relation that it bears to similar ore districts of known 

reputation that have passed through alternate periods of pov-- a 

erty and richness for ages, and yet supply the commercial de- 

| mands of the world. . Van Cotta, in his able work on ore-de. 

posits, has arranged these districts for us, with the following — . 

description, = = =a MR So 

“ Trregularly formed, more> rarely yein.like, in part very massive ‘aggre- oe 

gations of galena, blende, calamine, and smithsonite, occur in limestones | | 

oo and dolomites of very dissimilar age in upper Silesia, in Westphalia and | = 

Belgium, at Weslock in Baden, in the Corinthean Alps, near Anduze in 

| France, in the Spanish province of Santander, as well as in the states of | 

. Wisconsin, Illinois, lowa.and Missouri; they are all of a similar, but by no . 

means contemporaneous, origin. Great. districts must have been pene- > 

trated by metalliferous solutions, from which the precipitation of the above | 

ores took place; for the greater part only in dolomite or limestone, frequently 

at their expense. 

«To be more clear, the solution traversed the considerably fissured rock, 

__and-this reacted. in such a way on it that carbonate of lime and magnesia 

were dissolved, the ores being deposited in their place. * * # 

“Tt is altogether inadmissible to suppose that the deposition of the ores 

occurred, in these cases, contemporaneously with those of the limestone or 

- .  dolomite;-the whole manner in which the ore is distributed is opposed to : 

this Be ee a eked Se 

Tn the table of localities of this class of ore districts far-~ . 

7 nished by the writer, we ‘fnd some of the most productive , | 

lead and zinc mines of Europe, such as the Derbyshireand = , 

~ Gumberland in England, those of Aix-la-Chapelle, Upper Si: 

_ lesia, with those of France and Spain. | 

Tn these forms of deposit, no feature is so prominent as that | 

which points to a medium by which powerful solvents worked = __ 
out places for their ores, widening the fissures in certain places, ’ 

and leaving them almost closed in others. Heated water, with 

it’s chemical forces, urged through these strata by mechanical - 
30—AG. TR. a ot |
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____foree, is the only medium we,can coneeive of adequate tothis 

_ work. And no doubt, one reason. why these forms of :fissures me 
and. ore-deposits are found. oftener - in dolomite or maghesian 

_ limestones than in other rocks, ig its peculiar adaptation tothis:' 
eu process of mineral. formation. . That Van Cotta entertained 
/ similar views is evident ‘from. his Temarks on the different = 

_ forms of ore-deposits, which.are.as follows : eee 
“Thus the formation of lodes ‘shows ’ itself to. be’ not only possibly, but moe 

| | also probably very manifold;.and. appears, ‘to have. always: stood in some ee 

| connection with neighboring, and often shortly before, occurring eruptions - 
. Of igneous rocks. ‘The local re-action of the igneous fluid, interior of the 

| ‘earth created fissures ; forced igneous fluid masses into many of thesame; 
| caused gaseous emanations. and Sublimations in others;-and in addition, =. 
Oo _. during long periods of time impelled the circulation. of heated water, Zz 
a which acted, dissolving at one point, and again depositing the dissolved : 

| _ substances at another, dissolving new ores in .their stead. The whole pro- —_ 
7 cess is thus not confined: to any particular geological period, or any particu- a . 

Loe lar locality, but recurs:at all times, either in the same.or Lew regions at the 
- point where a re-action of the interior of the éarth has taken place.” -: ve | 

oe - With these views, obtained from important ore districts sim- a 
ilar in their origin. to our own, it becomes us to scrutinize 

LO closely the phenomena of our fissures in their downward course, | 
, and to receive very cautiously, and with a certain amount of dis- 

oo trust any statement or statements made’ in - reference to their - 
7 closing in depth, since in these older districts actual tests have a 
Co -been made from which we may draw important information. . 
_. In the lower portion of the galena limestone, the fissures be- | | 

come more irregular in their course, resembling in many places 
“a flight of stairs. Ore deposits found in connection with this oe 

| form of fissures are called by the miners flats and pitche. © 
oy __ Where these fissures enter the blue limestone, the ore depos- 
a its are found mostly between the beds of the strata, but always 
oe in connection with the fissures, and are called by the miners 

: _ flat‘openings. Here the ore deposits’. assume a different, al- | 
ee though somewhat similar form, and come-much nearer to that | | 

| , of a true fissure ‘vein in the arrangément of their material. The | 
j ore is formed ‘berieath a cap rock, a’ very hard, compact rock, 
__- forminga surface over the ore very similar to the Hanging wall
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| of a vein: Beneath this cap rock we find an aggregation of - 

mineral matter, such as gale na, blende, calamine, iron pyrites, 
| calc, and:sometimes heavy spar chemically deposited; arranged 

- asin atrue fissure vein. If’ these strata were tilted up to‘an | 
- acute angle, but few would beable to distinguish between ‘this | 

_ form’of deposit and the forms of deposit in true fissure veins’ ' 
‘These flat openings are important forms of ore -deposits ; oe 

_they extend sometimes to two or three hundred feet'in width, = 
and from one-half to one mile in length, along the -course-of | 
‘the fissures; indeed, they seldom become fully exhausted of 

all their minerals; the lead may be replaced by zine, or iron 

___-pyrites, or spar, so as not to pay expenses, but asa vein it | 
continues, though poor, | 

A good example of this form of deposit is found at the Lin- | | 
-. den mines, in Iowa county. Here the ore deposit commences _ 

_. in the lower portion of the galena limestone, and following the — 

7 fissures down. through: “flats and pitches” (the peculiar form — . | 

| these fissures take in this portion ‘of the strata) intothe blue 

limestone, it spreads out into broad horizontal sheets of ore for | 

several hundred feet wide, and has been worked continuously 

- ° for nearly a mile in length. The ore in this mine is not con- 

. . fined to “flat openings,” (the usual form in the blue lime- 

 stone,) but.is often found filling the fissures as they extend 

from oné bed of rock to another. In this way the deposit of 
ee ore that commenced in the galena. limestone has. worked. its oe | 

-, way down into, and almost through, the blue limestone; in — 

So fact, entirely through, if we regard the few. feet resting on. the 

. sandstone to be magnesian limestone. In cne or two places it 
’ “has been followed down to the sandstone. __ 

| ‘This mine has yielded “not less than twelve million pounds 

of lead ore, and several million pounds of zine ore, and if 
owned by an enterprising company and drained by an adit to 
its present depth, would no. doubt yield many millions more. 

I refer to this only as an example of this class of fissures. and 

form of ore-deposits, and to show that the same fissures vary | 
in form in passing through the different beds-of rock in the 
same formation, consequently the forms of ore-deposits vary
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also in the vertical range of the-same fissures. One other fea- 

De ture of this class of fissures here, and everywhere else, js, the 
- ore-deposits conform to the stratification, and instead’ of ©. 

_. making-a continuous vein along the wall of the fissures, they — : 
Ne Oo , forma series of deposits along their-vertical range. - Hence we oe 

__ have.in the galena limestone, the-first, second and third open- 
_ ings, and sometimes the fourth. In the bluelimestone beneath, = _—™ 

we have the brown. rock opening, the upper pipe-clay opening, 
‘the glass rock, or dry-bone opening, the lower pipe-clay open- 

. ing, all following each other. in succession along the vertical = 
| range of the fissures, BO 

As each of these successive openings has been reached, and | 
o the fissures below them have again. contracted and become 

| - poor, there has been reason to doubt the probability of ‘ore 
being found below. For many years after the mines in the | 

- galena limestone were opened, not a man could be induced to — 
: ~ spend a day in prospecting in the blue limestone; it was 

_ looked upon by both practical and scientific men.asa barren 
rock, But now, and for many years past, our best mines have 

fo been found in this formation. It has been by a series of acci- - 
dents, almost, that we have stumbled upon these lower depos- 

| its, believing only when we saw them. | ese BAe e bs oe 
_ But now we are down upon a bed of sandstone about 80 or _— 

: 100 feet thick,from beneath which there dawns no light. Sci- 
. entific men are divided in their opinions in reference to it; 

| some contend that it is only a temporary barrier, others thatit ~ 
| is the bottom of our mineral formation. This certainly is one 

a of the most important questions connected with our mining 

| interests in the lead district; one upon which the future of . 
_ these interests must depend. And while it is important | 

| ‘that we approach this question with care, and avoid theories 

a formed on imperfect data, it is likewise important to collect — , 
all the information we have, or can obtain on this point,to 

--——— directus in fature operations. (fgg EES et 
= We know but very little about the character of the fissures 

a ~ beneath our productive mines when they enter this sandstone; 

7 it has been reached in but two or three places, (and not near the
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; principal, fissures); in: these places the fissures close up to a 

seam}. but: the seam continues as far as explored. Along the 

streams in the lead district, where this rock is exposed, no 
7 well. defined. fissures are noticed. _ Poorly defined, irregular 

| fissures, however, traverse-the rock in all directions, and in — 

connection with them we sometimes find evidences of -chim- 
~ ney-like perforations, such as those referred to before. In the | 

| belt of iron ore to the north of tke lead district, we find- 
fissures and ranges of fissures in this rock, with openings 
similar to what we find in the limestone. And from the fact 

| that deposits of ochre and oxide of iron are found along this | 
belt. in connection with fissures, it is possible that deposits of | 

. ore of some kind may be found in the rocks below the mines 

in the lead district; but of this we have no evidence, ‘The 

fact, however,. that we cannot. prove that these fissures will be | 

productive in or below this rock, does not prove that. they may | 

| not be. At this point let us examine the evidences furnished 

-. in similar ore districts where this has been tested. 9, : 

“In Cumberland, ‘lodes of lead ore occur in. carboniferous limestone | 

which alternates with sandstone and argillaceous shales. The lodes are 

: only broad and productive when enclosed in the limestone, split up into 

branches and non-productive in the sandstone and shales.” 

os _ “In Derbyshire, ’the beds of the metalliferous limestones are separated by 

| beds of Basaltic rock)called toadstone. When a vein of lead is worked through _ | 
the first limestone down ‘to the‘toadstone, it ceases to contain any ore, and 

often entirely disappears; on sinking through the toadstone to. the second 

_ limestone, the ore is found’ again, but is cutoff by a lower bed of toadstone , 

- ‘under which it appears again in the third limestone. ‘In strong veins par- 

_ ticles ‘of lead occur in the toadstone, but in very small quantities.” = - 

I might multiply quotations here to show that ore districts si- 
| milar to this of Wisconsin, and found in different parts of the 

-_-world have had to contend with difficulties arising from the ir. 
regularity of their ore deposits, produced by beds of barren rock 

oe intervening, as great, and in many instances greater than those — 
presented by the few feet of sandstone that divides the lime- 
stone beds of the lead district; difficulties which enterprise | 

has overcome or accident has removed. How insignifi- | | 

| |. a Bakewale Introduction to Geology. Pages. = ;
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gant these few feet’ of sandstone appear when compared with = 
_. the ‘hard’ erystalline: bed. of toadstone~ that’ cuts off the | 

veins: of the first: bed of the Dorbyshire limestone. Ard a 

. ' when the intelligence and enterprise of Wisconsin waver | 

. Before such an obstacle, can we blame that of Derbyshire for 

| .-@énfining her mining operations to the upper bed of limestone. 

| r for centuries? If we are to look to the history of otherlead = 

ss districts, similar to our own’ for information, it is certainly in 
ss favor of the extension of our ore-deposits into the lower strata, — 

a Before leaving the origin of our mineral veins, anid the evi-- 

a dences of the action, of forces from below, I would refer to one 
. otter class of phenomena noticed’ in connection with this horth 

and ‘south axis, both in the'lead district and immediately tothe =~ 

Every miner in the lead district is familiar with what are 
os _ called bars of rock, sometimes ‘called ‘sulphur bats. These | 

+ ‘bars of rock form no distiuct part in the series, but arethe 
| _. same rock locally changed. Where they are found in the ga- 7 

7 _ Tena limestone, (and we usually find them there,) the rockis 
changed from.a comparatively soft, granular rock to a very . 

a hard, bluish gray, crystalline rock, as hard as any traprockean 

Hs be, I have known as high as one hundred dollars per foot — 
ss paid for sinking a-shaft in it. These. bars are always foundin 

. -. Gonnection with.our best ore deposits, the ore often extending a 

_.- away from them into softer rock ; or as: the ore’ approached - 

from the other way, it is said to give out ina bar, oris cutoff 2 
by a bar. In some places this hard, crystalline rock appears 

ae to have been broken up subsequent to this Hardening process 

/ | and the angelar fragments cemented together by the oxide of : 

\ iron in a crystalline condition, forming, what the geologist 

would call, a breccia, or a conglomerate with angular fragments 

eo “of rock, | an _ ! 
a These bars are not peculiar to any€one locality in the. lead 

a - district, but are found in almost every mining locality, and al 

| ways néar the center, or where the richest deposits are found. 
/ . At Néw Diggings, beautiful specimens of this “bar” rock may 

be found with these angular fragments cemented together with |
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| iron pyrites.. I found-a very handsome specimen of this kind 
there, some time: ago, which-is now, with the other specimens | 

of the survey, in the cabinet of the Academy of Sciences, at 

| - To. the north of the lead district, on the north.side of the 

~ elevation of land running from Blue Mounds: to: Prairie du a 
_ @hien, and in connection with the deposits of oxide of iron, I 

notice the same or very similar phenomena: Here, between | — 

the magnesian limestone and the Potsdam sandstone, we find, : 

in places, beds of flinty hornstone which are occasionally broken 

up into fragments in the same way, and these fragments are a 
7 cemented by the oxide of iron ina crystalline condition, rep- : 

‘resenting exactly the form of the: bars in the lead district, ex- 

__ cepting that the fragments. are flint’ or hornstone instead of 

lime rock, as in the lead district: Specimens of this, also, may 

be seen at Madison. sw . nd 

| A little to the north of this, along the next elevation (the — | | 

_ Baraboo hills) we find the same or very similar phenomena, _ | 
only on a much larger scale, the result of exposure to more / : 
intense heat. Here we find not: only bars but ridges of this : 

_ altered rock. The ordinary reck is sandstone (Potsdam), but | 
_” wefind it gradually passing, sometimes into a fossiliferous 

sandstone, and from that into regular slate, at others into . 
_- quartzite,and from that into the regular quartz rock. Wefind © | 

here, also, that beds of this quartzite from‘ three to fourhuod- = 
red feet thick have been broken up into fragments varying in a 
size from a man’s head to a house, and thrown up'in one mass 
around a center of force, as at Devil’s Lake. Nothin gis more’ / 
evident than that the phenomena in these three places are the 
results ofthe same general cause, modified only by local con- © 
ditions. | 

_ Now. what is the change that this galena limestone in the 
_ lead district, and this sandstone at Devil’s lake have undergone? 
 Tiet us see if we can ascertain by putting a piece’ of each. 
under the’microscope. We will try the galena limestone first. - 

In its-normal condition, (that is its unchanged condition) itis 
made up of small grains like sand, cemented together with _
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: - mortar. ‘When this cement is dissolved, as in the case where | 

- itis. exposed long to atmospheric agencies; these. little grains 
fall apart from each. other and look very much. like sand. _ 
When we take one of these little grains alone on the slide, and | | 

_ put.on a higher power, we see it is a little crystal of calcare-_ | 
_-- OUS Spar, or -what the miners call tiff; its little face - will 

— . sparkle in the light, and its angles lie almost as distinct as a_ 
_—-piece of tiff that we hold in our hands nee 

| - ‘But let us try now a piece of the bar-rock. We can see 
| ‘the same little crystals, but they are blended into one solid 

\ _ mass, as though they:had been partially melted ; they are no | 
, Jonger little grains or crystals, but.a solid mass of erystalsform- 

oe ing a.rock of high crystalline texture, Now, what is true of 7 - 
a this galena limestone and the bar-rock, is true alsoofthe sand- 

oe stone and the quartzite, except that in one the grains orcrys- 
~ tals are lime or calcareous spar, in the other silica or quartz. 

Now if we ask scientific men what such rocks arecalled — 
| _ when altered in this way, they will tell.us metamorphic rocks. 

sf. we ask them what it is that has produced this change in _ 
- - | : sedimentary rocks, thas they now.assume this crystalline char- ; 

acter, they tell us that itis either produced by igneous rocks 
. thrown up into their midst, or by heat. If we ask under what. _ 

| - form this heat was presented, they answer, u intensely heated — ; 
water under great. pressure ;” either is sufficient to produce it. 

_,_ -Here we again meét with plutonic and bydro-plutonic forces. 
- in their endless round of rock and mineral formation and trans- 

> formation; we meet them, and shall continue to meet them at. | 
every turn in the mineral strata, Noone will beastonished __ 

ae if we state that quartzite is metamorphic sandstone; butifI 
o should state that this bar-rock in the lead district is metamor- 

: phic limestone, the statement would be received with surprise,, mo 
. and with a certain degree of distrust. And yet one is j ust as : 

| _ much a metamorphic rock as the other ; just asmuch there. = 
- a sult of: transformation-by. heat as the other. It is in these little 

details of the phenomena with which the lead districtabounds 
___ that we find the evidences of the action of the physical forces. — -
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I have stated before, and.will repeat it. here, that the phe- - 

nomena of the lead district and of the formation north of it 

along: the same axis, not only f ally harmonize with the theory , 

of the hydro-plutonic ori gin of our fissures and ore deposits, 
but:readily explain them. By hydro-plutonic origin I mean, 

' _as.explained before, the force of internal heat. acting through - 
water asa medium; a form that is related or rather correlated oe 

_ to plutonic force, as heat and motion, or electricity and magnet- — : 

ism are related to each other; or as Professor Tyndall would 

doubtless call it, a different mode of motion. : - | 

| + Unless we reject altogether the teachings of natural law,and 
regard our ore deposits as the result of chance, our choice of oe 

Oe theory must be between this (or a similar one) and one that, . 

“teaches their surface origin by atmospheric agencies. Before | 
- we adopt the latter, let us reflect fora moment upon what we 

_ shall be called upon to explain by it. It will not be the pheno- 

mena ofour ore deposits merely, butalso the fissures inconnec-:, * 
tion. with which they are found; the directive forces by which = 

| they were brought into belts of definite bearing; the axis of 
| elevation to which these mineral belts, mineral fissures and 

| ore-deposits belong ; for they are all related by indissoluble 

- bonds that we cannot sever. And should we succeed in ex- | 
a plaining these phenomena in this way, we mustalsoexplain by | 

the same’ theory, mountain ranges, lines. of volcanic action, — | 

earthquakes, and indeed all the phenomena we call volcanic, 
plutonic, metamorphic and hydro-plutonie, for all these phe- - 

-- nomena are the result of the different forms, or modified forms, a 

7 of the same force, and that force we know to be heat. 5 

This whole matter then, resolves itself into this: Is the — 

| source of this heat found in the centre of the solar system, or | 
in the centre of the earth? We leave this question to the 

- eommon sense of the people. an | 
a - Although J regard the evidences furnished in the phe : | 

| nomena of the lead district ample to establish the relation of | 

our mineral veins to physical forces and conditions acting 7 
_ from below ; and believe that the results. in other-ore-districts os 

similar to this favor the probability of their being productive =
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in: the lower strata, I do not, therefore, claim that they must __ 
os necessarily be so. All I assert is, that-there.is no. reason. why: - 

‘they may not.be. And this is all that can. be said of unex- | 
: _ plored mineral strata anywhere, under any circumstances. _ 
os But whether these fissures will extend. into. the sandstone and. 

oo magnesian limestone, and become productive or not, is still an: | 
| unsettled question, ‘one that can be. determined only bya 

a _ regular process ofmining oe So | ae 
But | one thing IS. now settled which. was thought to be 

doubtful some years ago, and that is; these fissures are now : 
known to traverse alike the different beds of. the strata — - 

an - above. the sandstone : and that they are. sometimes. productive: | 
> in ene, sometimes ‘In another, sometimes in all, in thesame 7 me 

os mine, A great many examples: of this can be furnished ins 
_. mines that are now open. The Linden mines already referred: 4 

oe _to, and the Crow Branch mines, in Grant county, are good. ex- 
amples. In the latter, a rich deposit has been, andisnow,being = = 
worked in. the blue limestone. Where the mine is worked) 
“back into the: hill to the east of the valley, there is from 80 to | 

—- 100-feet of. galena limestone, through which the fissures de-- a 
_.- scend from the surface with but little indications of mineral. | 

until within a few feet of the blue limestone ; but here the ore / 
Ne commences and extends through the different belts of. the blue 

-. limestone to where the sandstone should ‘be, as exposed to the 
south of the mine. ‘This deposit, in connection with these fis- / | 
sures that cari be traced through a large portion of the galena 

- limestone (or the whole of that formation that is present there): 
a and through the entire blue limestone; has yielded notlessthan: 

six, perhaps seven million pounds of lead ore, besides a vast 
/ amount of zinc. a HO 

—_ Now, a glance at my map will show that there is a large. 
- - portion of the mineral fcrmation'in the lead district-into which: 

me these fissures are known to extend, and in which they'are | 
| | known to be productive, that is yet untouched above the sand _ 

Oo stane. ; Certainly not one mine:in twenty, onan average, along 
the belts-of mineral land: has:reached the. blue limestone; not: 
sone in: a-hundred, along the two southern belts ; and yet the.
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blue limestones known to extend. beneath these mines worked 
in the galena limestone dbove. Whether the strata below the 

| sandstone are productive or not, there is enough above it to 

> lagte(with our present. force of mining) for the» next century. | 
And: from what we know of blue limestone and the lower por- | 

___ tions-of the galena limestone where they have been explored, 
we have reason to suppose that. they will be equally as pro- | 

| ductive, if not more so, as that portion of the galena lime- 
. stone which has been mined. oo 

- -Mhe-zine deposits are mostly confined to the blue limestone; 

_. there are a few instances where zinc is found in the lower por- | 

tion. of the galénalimestone, but they are very rare. From 
discoveries recently, made, it is evident that these zinc deposits | 
ate the richest in the lower portion of this formation, Good - 
examples of this are furnished us in. the mines thatarenow | - 
‘being worked at Highland and Centreville, in Iowa-county: a! 
In these mines we find galena, blende and calamine whiting to ce | 

| form the same: vein; sometimes one, sometimes the other: pre- on, 

, dominating. There are places, however, where the. calamine | 

(or dry-bone) is separated from the galena and blende, and 

_ formed into large bodies by itself in beds from two to three 
: | feet thick... : . 

_ ° “But very few persons, either in or owt of the lead district, 

seem to have any correct idea of the nature and extent ofonr 

 gine-deposits. . I speak advisedly when I say-that there iszine a 

ere enough already discovered in the towns of Highland and 
-. Blue River to furnish (if. proper encouragement was given to 

--—s mining-there) material for one zine factory of large capacity — 

for a great many years to come. - And this is only one small 

place, within the limits of two townships along the line that . 

- . geparates the counties of Iowa and Grant. | 
Let me state here two or three facts, (1.) The blue lime- 

ee ‘stone, wherever it has been reached in the mines or mining a 

| - districts. that-have been more or less productive in lead, has_ 7 

been productive also in zinc. - Not to the exclusion of the lead, 

ss ,: but thrown in ag it were an associate-of ‘lead, thus to: add:to | 
the: value of the veins in this formation an advantage we do a
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not find in the galena limestone above it. (2.) This zinc strata 
underlies the entire lead district. (8.) As before stated, ithas 
been reached in but a very few places inthe mines, -Thecon- _ 

oe ; _Glusion to be drawn from these facts is, that we have alarge | 7 
amount. of undeveloped. mineral deposits above the sand- 

OO stone which offer peculiar inducements to ‘mining, or will do 
| $0; as soon.as a steady and reliable market for thisoreisestab- = 

lished by manufacturing it in our own state, and in close prox- __ 
= imity to the mines ss ggg 

a Phe principal object of thig survey has been. to bring to light | 
these facts that-relate to the origin of our mineral veins; their 

| rélation to the lower strata, and to mineral veiris in general. In 
> presenting them in this report, I have made no-effort at style 

| _ or literary display, but to present them in asplain, simple lan- 
ss guage as their nature will admit.. It must not be regarded as | 
a scientifie report, but a presentation of facts for practical-pur- 

_ poses, and for the use of practical men. or : | 
-_-- Before closing I wish to make the following proposition: I __ 

- _ have found it impossible under our present system of mining 
ae to collect material for a reliable statistical report. , And, inas- 

~ much, as a reliable record of the amount of ores raised in the 
different mines is important to the future success of these in- 
terests, I make the following suggestion, or rather proposition, 
namely, that if parties owning mines will furnish me annually 
the amount of ore raised in their individual mines, orany other 
item of information of importance, I will make a record of it, | 
and from the different items, prepare and publish a report an- 
nually, without any expense to them or to the state. Another 

a proposition. a - 
| | Inasmuch as we have commenced a museum of practical. 

| geology, under the auspices of the Wisconsin Academy of _ 
a Sciences, Arts ard Letters, and have already quite a collection 

| of minerals, fossils and other specimens, representing the prac- — 
| tical and scientific interests of the lead district, and as such a 

museum will be an honor to our state, and is almost essential to. 
| the success of our mining interests, if parties in the mining: 

eo region or in any other part of the state will collect and forward | 

\ ~ : 
oo,
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/ -- Specimens suitable for such a collection, I will also, without ex- 

_—spense, see that such specimens are properly arranged and cred- | 

ited. I would like to add also that there are but few things 

_ which the state can do to advance her mining interests more, 

than to provide a suitable place for such a museum, where her 
ee vast and varied mineral interests may be represented. | 
_. It will be seen that a portion of the information embodied | - - 

in this report’ has been obtained beyond the limits of the lead 

: district, and at considerable expense as well as time. Butas 
this was-not provided for by tbe law under which I amy work- 

ing, I have not charged the state with it. In fact, I have not 
charged the state with one dollar of expense during the sur- oo 

vey; and although Ihave devoted my time faithfully to this oe 

work, yet, inasmuch as a portion of this work was outside the 
limits of. the law, (although essential to my report), I have - 

charged the'state with on] y a portion of the time spent during _ 

. —, the past Summer. — eS wee an 

| With sincere thanks for your kindness and encouragement 
| in this work, | 7 : | or poe an we eee . 

I remain your obedient servant, - | 

7 JOHN MURRISH, ee 
| oe _ Commissioner of the Survey of the Lead District. | a
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AGRICULTURAL, HORTICULTURAL, INDUSTRIAL 
/ SOCIETIES AND FARMERS’ CLUBS. 

7 | . : Names of Societies. . a foe - Secretary. _ Post Office of Secretary a - 

| a a STATE SOCIETINS. op by, a. ees eee Soe | a 

| | State Agricultural Saciety cadeas. Ww. w. Field.. Leese Madison. arn | 
4 (State Horticultural Society .....| O.S. Willey. .......' Madison) co 

. ‘Wisconsin Dairymen’s Associat’n| ‘W. D. Hoard .......) Lake Mills.  . , - + ‘Wisconsin Wool-grower’s Ass’n.| Thomas Goodhue...| Whitewater. wer 
: Wisconsin Woolen Manf’g Ass’n| W. G.’Cutler.......] Milwaukee... °° | 

(Wisconsin Be2-keeper’s ‘Ass'n ..| James Bullard ..-.. Evansville) Cone 

| | a DISTRICT SOCIETIES. evel Spread | : os | : ne - “ OS 28 | 

Southern Wisconsin Ag’] Society|R. J. Richardson. ...) Janesville. ee 
DO . Northern Wisconsin Ag’l Society| R..D. Torry ........| Oshkosh.: . _ 

| | Ledi Unicn Agricultural Society.| J. Van Ness.....:..| Lodi. 
: - Southwestern Wisconsin Ag. Soc.) T. S. Ansley .......|: Mineral Point.: - 

.. Wisconsin Valley Ag’l Society..| H. Z. Moulton. .....| Mazomanie. a. 
| St. Croix Valley Ag’] Society....| 0. C. Hicks ......¢.) River Falls. - , 

: | Northwestern Dairymen’s Ass’n.| G.E. Morrow.......} Madison. =. = 

Bo COUNTY socteries GN ti Acgualion cree ui, 4 Cwenthiee « ; 

| Fond du Lac Co. Dairym’s Ass’n| H.C. Strong .......| Rosendale. | 
_ Jefferson Co. Dairymen’s Ass’n..| W, D. Hoard.......| Lake Mills. _. ee 
°. Kenosha Co. Dairymen’s Ass’n. .| J. H. Rosson. »...6.| Kenosha. 9 

oa {Outagamie Co. Bee-keeper’s As’n| A. H. Hart.........| Appleton?™ : 
, Richland Co. Horticultural Soc...) A. UL. Hatch........) Ithacay. . 

_  _ Wheboygan Co. Horticult’l Soc...) J. E. Thomas.......) Sheboygan Falls} — 
— heboygan Co. German Ag. Soc.| F. Stoesser.........| Sheboygan. _ mo | 

Ce TOWNSHIP SOCIETIES AND CLUBS. | | Oo ne ee oo 

i Augusta Ageicultural Society...| H. Searls..........| Augusta. 
. a Blake’s Prairie Agricultural Soc.) Jesse Brooks.......| Bloomington. = 

Beef River Valley Farmer’s Club; Jacob Wald.:......, Alma. 
- . Beloit Agricultural Association .| D. Merrill.;........] Beloit. ee 

Blooming Grove Farmer’s Club..| Wm. M. Gay.......| Madison. | : ; 
| | Dayton Farmer’s Union Club....| W. 8. Eaton .......! Crystal Leake. — 

_ Door Creek Farmer’s Club......| M. E. Emerson.....} Door Creek. | 
| Oo Freedom Bee-keeper’s Associat’n| C.P.Palmer ...... | Freedom.*\. 7 . | 

: _ Glenbeulah Horticultural Soc...| E. Slade ..........| Glenbeuiah) | | | 
Green County Farmer’s Club....) J.J. Tschudy’......| Monroe. ~ 

: Grand Chute Farmer’s Club.....| D. Huntley.........{ Appleton. oe 
Grand Chute Horticultural Soc..| D.Huntley.........} Appletony 

- Hazel Green Industrial Society. .| H,D. York.........] Hazel Green} 
es _ Helenville German Agricult’ Soc. O. Bullwinkle ......} Helenville." | 

| Qanesville Horticultural Society.) F. 3. Lawrence..... Janesville} ne 

| | (For regular County Sccieties see pages 11-12.) eo Se _ | . 

. | rn . . - . a | ’ ; | - .
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| List of Agricultural Societies, etc—continued. — ° | 

. Names of Societies, =}, Secretary. | lost Office of Secretary 

_ . SOWNSHIP SOCIETIES—continued.,|. a ye abe 

_. &enosha Horticultural Society ..) J.B. Jilsun........| Kenosha) , 
3 Lake Superior Agricultural Soc.| W. Cranwell.......| Superior. wo! | 

- (Madison Horticultural Society ..;| G. E. Morrow .....: Madison) m oO a 
Sg Mazomanie Farmer 8 Club......| A.M. Bendict......) Mazomanie. = > 7 | 

: Markesan and Manchester, and iy oe Tovleaoaa 20s - 
Green Lake Farmer’s Club. . W. Holbrook....... “Markesan. oe — 

Milton Far’s’ Ag. and Hort. Club./ J.C. Plamb......../ Milton. 
Newark Farmer’s Club.........| V.S. Davis........| Beloit. =~ . Se 

_ Nelson Farmer’s Club..........| J.Graff ...........]| Nelson... , 
_ New Holstein German Ag. Soc..} A. Moeller. ........}) New Holstein. 

| Omro. Agricultural and Mech. As.| S. Simmons......../ Omro. 
-Qshkosh Horticultural Society..| Wm. P. Taylor..... Oshkosh) : | 

' Platteville Joint Stock Ag. Soc:.| H.S. Rountree.....) Platteville. . - , 
‘Portage Co. German Far’s. Club | H. W. Hoffman ....| Amherst. : 

» .. Poynette Farmer’s Club........| D.C. Strong ...:...| Poynette, : 
- Plymouth Agricultural Society..| E. Schlaich........) Plymouth. | a 

Racine Agricultural Society ....)0 0. cc ce ee cece lee eee eee ee ew ale ee'e 
Rio Farmer’s Club.......:....| L. Curtis.........5..1: Rio. ee ey | 
Ripon Farmer’s Club ........../°T. Marshall.....:.u| Ripon. 
River Falls Agricultural Society. Osborn Strahl......| River Falls. . — 

_ River Falls:Farmer’s Club......) Wm. Barker.......| River Falls. . 
Rock Grove Farmer’s Club .....)' J. M. Chambers .....| Rock Grove, IH.” 
Rosendale Agricultural Society.| C. L. Hoyt .........| Rosendale. ~ > 

_ Rock Hill Agricultural Society..| Wm. Rankin .......| Kingston. 
so Sun Prairie Farmer’s Club......| R. K. Beecham....,; Sun Prairie. © 

—— Star Prairie Farmer’s Club .....| John McClure. ....:} Star Prairie. Do 
_ Walsh Agricultural Society ....| W.E. Williams....| Kingston. | 

: Washington Farmer’s Club.....| L. Seltzer..........) Monroe. 
Wauzeka Farmer’s Club .......| L. C. Halstead .... | Wauzeka. . 

: Willow Creek Farmer’s Club....| A. S..Rogers .......| Spring Lake. a ) 
Windsor Farmer’s ‘Club........| HE. P. Sherman .....) Windsor. = sy | 

_. Whitewater Farmers’ Club.....) W.J.McIntyre....:| Whitewater.’ | | : 

ABSTRACT OF RETURN OF STOCK FOR THE SEVERAL - 
: COUNTIES IN WISCONSIN FOR THE YEAR 1871. — 

ry . o. of ; S >. Mw . No. , . “No. : Se 

COUNTIES. Horses. | Gatti Pamd awsee’ | Ind’ Lanbee | Swinee 

~ Paaams......) 1,847 | > 6,901. 35 7,574 | 8,746 } 
cee,  Apbland ....pe ce cc cece w eee eet e few ccc c cc ale cece cece less cenwes a 

Barron ...... 93 603 6 38 - 290. | 
; ”. Bayfield ..... 7 28 46 fee eee ce fe eee eee ee ef Od 

_. Brown.......), 3,107 9,079 25 4,786 1 -.5,2938 ~. . 
_’ Buffalo...... 3, 202 18, 241 102 6,511 | 8,078 

; ‘Barnett... a 54. 350 f.........., © 144 1° - 206 | 
~ Calumet.....| | 3,128 9,026 — 44 4 8,171 5,948 |
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oS | oe Abstract of the returns of Stock—continued. ’ 

; No. of - No. of . .No. No. 
_ COUNTIES. | Horses. | Neat Cattle. wma Aases Nov amban swine. . 

- Chippewa...; © 1, 254 4,000 387 | 1,186 | 2,305 | 
| Clark... ech 594. (2, 622 59 _ 843 %63 

| , Columbia...) 10,602 | 21,412 |. 147 | 44,488 | 14,108 | 
| Crawford ...| 8,491 |. 9,724 , 63 6, 908 10,046 

. Dane ....... 20,714 |. 89,217 | - 3822 | 53,3388 J 386,153 | 
7 Dodge ......} 14,187 | 30,939 — 155 | «55,870 | 21,489 

Door ..,...:| = 480° 1,289. 24 1 278 ~ 700 
| ‘Douglas.... BL PA 12 |........ 

| Dunn......., 2,047 | 9,179 | 2 158 | 5188 | 5 64B 
 EauClaire... 2,142 |. 5,598 86 |i, 794 | 854 

. Fond du Lac} 911,550 | | 27,299 140 | 60,260 14,279 
Grant ......) 16,968 | 36,623 _ 389 | 20,574 | 58,656 | 

: - Green....../ 10,190 20,243. 166 | . 27,221 | 34,908 © 
| Green Lake .| 4, 865 11,000» 88 | 31,242 | 6,565 a 

| Towa ....... 9,639 27, 853 - 148 | 11,227 |. 31,421 : 
Jackson .... 2,191 | 7,012. | © 91 | 4,091 | 3,144 

. Jefferson....) 8,859 | © 28,679 -210 | 88,081 | 16,538 7 
— Juneau ..... 2, 199 | 8730 =; £48 |) 8,749 | 6,689 

: Kenosha... | 4,799 | «14887 | 58 38,508 | 7,596 | 
| . Kewaunee .. ~— © 890 6,127 = 13 692 | 82,1567 

sa Crosse...) 4, 874 11,416 124 9, 330 6,333 
| La Fayette. . 10, 886 27, 056 884 13,075 38, 225 : 

Manitowoc .. 9,084 | 13, 569 BO 11,889 | 6,925. 
Marathon ...| . 680 5, 099 7 1,669 | 1,698 

| Marquette ..| 2,238 |. 9,485 | 26 | 14,767 | 5,969. 
-\ .. Milwaukee..| 8026 11,048 | 83 6,230 | 7,688 

| Monroe... | 4,025 | 127395 | 12 | 12,766 | 9, 162 
| Oconto ...../ 1,053 | 1,943 | 45 | 501 | 796 . 

Outagamie. . 3,648 | 10,652 | 45 | 9,742 | 6,829 : 
| Ozaukee....| 3, 869 10,371 | 25 5,953 | 7,844 

| _  Pepin..... 1,110 | 4,149 36 2,091 — 8, 115 
. Pierce ......) 2, 5837 9,192. ~—«6B6 2,748 | §,549 »~ 

: Polk. ....../ 588 : 8,078 231 776 | 1,159 
Co! -  Portage..... 1,704 8, 266 — 69 7, 603. 4,481 ~ , 

wo Racine...... 6, 079 | 14, 588 68. 31,190 8,134 
, | Richland ... 4,583 | 15, 289 - 149 20, 949. 17, 072 . 

. Rock.....:.| - 15,971 | 29,322 — 260 | 48,564 | 82,104 - 
| ‘St. Croix... 2,962 | ~ 7,112. BY 1,317 | 3,807 - 
- Sauk....... 7,482 | 21,000. 166 |, 22,114 | 19,445 

'  —-« Shawano... 409 1,991 BY. 109 | 1,400 00 
| Sheboygan. . 7,323 24,702 109 |. 82,804 | 11,858 

a ‘Trempealeau 3, 053 11, 584 90 9, '796 3, 688 
| Vernon .....| 5,448 | 17,771 102 93°756 | 19,439 | 

Walworth .. 10, 830 21.861 174 76, 491 28, O81 . 
- Washington 7, 095 | 17, '708 . 62 20, 134 16, 786 | 

| - Waukesha.. 9,691 19, 642 126 59, 995 18, 447 _ 
_Waupaca... 2, 664 10,993 — 52 12, 688 5,368 

_ . Waushara .. 2,916 10, 762 102 13,948 | 6,592 — 
©“. “Winnebago . 7%, 526 | 18, 029 . 110 - 35,676 | 9,192 
a Wood......, 52k.) 2,083 | 13] 582 |. "86 | 

| | 284, 042 © 731,146 | 5,290 974,372 | 591,860 _{
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